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The purpose of the Boise State University Bulletin. Catalog Issue is to'
provide current. articulate and accurate information about Boise State
University for the guidance of prospective students. for faculty and
administrative officers. for students currently enrolled. and for other
education or allied agencies.
Catalogs. bulletins. course and fee schedules. etc .. are not to be con-
sidered as binding contracts between Boise State University and stu-
dents. The university and its divisions reserve the right at any time.
without advance notice. to: (a) withdraw or cancel classes. courses.
and programs; (b) change fee schedules; (c) change the academic
calendar; (d) change admission and registration requirements; (e)
change the regulations and requirements governing instruction in. and
graduation from. the university and its various divisions; and (f) change
any other regulations affecting students. Changes shall go into force
whenever the proper authorities so determine. and shall apply not only
,to prospective students but also to those who are matriculated at the
time in the university. When economic and other conditions permit.
the university tries to provide advance notice of such changes. In par-
ticular. when an instructional program is to be withdrawn. the univer-
sity will make every reasonable effort to ensure that students who are
within two years of completing the graduation requirements. and who
are making normal progress toward the completion of those require-
ments. will have the opportunity to complete the program which is to
be withdrawn.
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35. PHYSICAL PLANT.CENTRAL RECEIVING
38. ARCHEOLOGY
37. MUSIC ANNEX
38. ART-CERAMIC 6 PHOTO ANNEX
39. GEOLOGY
40. GEOGRAPHY
41. MATHEMATICS BUILDINGS
42. S.E.P.A.R.S.
43. EDUCATION ANNEX
44. VARSI:rY CENTER
45. BRONCO STADIUM
48. CHRIST CHAPEL: oldest church building In Boisi. Not open for ~ullr
services, but visitors welcome during visiting hours.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS GUIDE
1. THE TOWERS: women's dormilory
2. HEALTH SCIENCE BUILDING: pra-profes.slonal, nursing, allied health,
and community health programs
3. SPECIAL EDUCATION
4. SPECIAL PROJECTS OFFICE
5. MINORITY CULTURAL CENTER
6. COMMUNICATION CENTER: ptluloyraj.ihy, 1111T,.making, FM station
K.BSU
7. POLITICAL SCIENCE CENTER
8. UNIVERSJTY COURTS: married ~tudent housir,g
9. UNIVERSITV HEIGHTS: malrled student housing
10. UNIVERSITY MANOR: m.trried student hvtlsing
11, SCIENCE BUILDING: physical science and 'Llological science clau-
rooms and labs, Home Econ(}rrtlcs department, lecture halla, executive
olfice~ (1975-77)
12. CAMPUS SCHOOL: €Ilernenlsry s,,;hoot
13. STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
14. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
t5. H'EAL TH AUTO-TUTORIAL LABS
16. SCIENCE BUilDING: present h:,callt.Jn
17 BUSINESS BUILDING: all departments of the School of Busln~s, Data
Pro<.cessing, classrooms Clnd lecture hall~, e"eculive offIces. adminls-
trativeolllces
18. ADMINISTRATION BUILDINO: rlr&t Ilo,)r • student services offices,
including Student AdviSOry & Spe;;lal Services, Student Residential
Life (housing), Career & Financial $tIfvlces, Admissions, Registrar.
and News Bureau. Second floor - Business oltlces, CClmmunlcatlc;n
department, department 01 Societal & Uman Studies
19. lIBRARV-LEARNING CENTER: KAID-TV. EducaUonal Malerllils Cen-
ler, Counseling & Testing Cent~r. School of Education faculty otllces
and classrooms, seminar rooms. £Ipproxi11lat&1)" 200,000 VOlumes
20. LIBERAL ARTS BUILDINQ: departments of English, Foreign language,
Political Science, Humanities and Art, lecture halls, art exhibition area,.
variOus departmental labs
21'. MUSIC BUILDING: alJdiloriUrTI. l.:Ctn;.;6r1S and r8(;ltc!ols, band and choir
practices, Cunningham Pipe Orgeln, applied music classrooms, 'acuity
offices, carillon system
22. HEATING PLANT ~
23. STUDENT UNION BUILDINQ: First floor. main lObby, lounge, book. "-
store, game room, snack bar, student Information office. hair styling •....•....
shop. Second floor - student body offices, ballroom, lounges, TV room,
dlri'lng room, meetlng rooms, student publications office, Alumni
Office, Student Union Director
24. SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
25. MUSlC.DRAMA BUilDING: Music and Theatre Arts Department, Subsl
Theatre, classrooms, practice rooms
26. DRISCOLL HALL: women's dormitory
21. MORRISON HALL: cCHducatlonsl dormitory
28. CHAFFEE HALL: men's dormitory
28. QY~NASIUM: basketball court, physical education faculty offices,
cla$srooms
30. AUXILIARY GYMNASIUM: swimming pool, gymnastics, wrestling,
ludt> and weight rooms, lockers
31. VOCATIONAl.EDUCAnON CENTEA: classrooms and labs Including
Auto Body, Aulo Mechanics, Auto Parts Counterman, Machine Shop,
Office Machine Repair, Welding, Print Shop
32. MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY BUILDING
33, TECHNICAL-EDUCAnON CENTER: classrooms, labs lncludllng Child
Care Studies, Dental Assisting, Drafting Technology, Electronics,
Fo6d Service, Horticulture, Operating Room Technology, Praclical
34. ~~i~~~NANCE BUILDING
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It is the policy of Boise State University to provide equal educational and employment opportunities. services. and benefits to students
and employe~s without regard to race. color. natio,~al origin. or sex. in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title IX
of the Educational Amendments of 1972. and Sec~lons 799A and 845 of the Public Health Service Act. where applicable. as enforced by
the U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare.
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR -1977-78.
SUMMER SESSION 1977
June 4. Saturday. 9:00 am'.1 :00 pm . . . . . . . Registration in Gymnasium .
June 6. Monday '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 Week Session Until July 29
June 6. Monday : First 5 Week Session Until July 8
June 11. Saturday 8:30 aih.12:00 noon (L247) Graduate Record Examination'
June 17. Friday J Last Date to File for Summer Graduation DiplomaS'
July 9. Saturday 8:30 am.12:00 noon (L247) . . . . Graduate Management Admission Test'
July 9. Saturday. 9: 00 am.1 :00 pm . . . . . . .... Registration in Student Union Bldg.
July 11. Monday . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Second 5 Week Session Until August 12
FALL SEMESTER 1977
August 4. 5. Thursday. Friday , SumrTIer Orientation and Early Freshman Registration. To be eligible to participate •. a student
must be a new incoming freshman and submit an application and be accepted by BSU no later
than July 28. 1977.
, Registration card and payment for these test~ should be.mailed to ETS at least four weeks before the test da,te.,
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Fall Semester ends (10:00 pm); ... ReSidence halls close (11 :00 pm).
:f' , ;
August30-Sept~ 12 Tuesday .
through Monday
September 3. Saturday .
Novemb~r 5. Saturday .
November 11. Friday ..•..........
November 12. Saturday .
November .18. Saturday , .
November 24-27. Thursday .
through Sunday
November 26. Saturday ',' .
November 28. Monday .
December 10. Saturday .
December 16. Friday .
December 19-22.-Monday .
tHrough Thursday (10:00 pm)
December 22. Thursday .
October 15, Saturday .
October 28. Friday .
August 12. Friday. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Last daYi for submitting application for Fall Semester to be assured of a registration packet at
Priority R,egistration (Aug. 25-26); ... Students submitting applications after this date will be
required to register at Open Registration in the Gym Saturday. August 27.'9:00 am - 12:00
noon, or Ilat Late Registration in the Administration Building beginning Tuesday. August 30. at
9:00am."
August 22. Monday Department Chairmen and Faculty meetings (by schools); Faculty orientation; All Faculty
on duty , .
August 23. Tuesday. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Late ACt: Test ($14.00 fee) in Gym (9:00 am); ... Pre-registration counseling in advisors'
offices for gradu,ates. seniors. juniors. and sophomores (10:00 am - 4:00pm); ... Residence
halls ope? (1 :00 pm); ... Foreign Language Placement Test in Liberal Arts Bldg .• Room 206
(4:00pm)
August 24, Wednesday. . . . . . . . . .. New Stu~entand Fresh"!en Orientation for those who did not register in the Summer and Group
Counseling in the Student Union Building (8:00 - 9:30 am); ... Departmental counseling for
Freshmen and New students (9:30 am); ... Pre-registration counseling in advisors' offices for
graduatesr seniors. juniors. and sophomores (10:00 am - 4:00 pm). .
August 25. Thursday Registrati?n by schedule in Gym' for Freshmen. Senior, and Program Intent Graduates (8:00
elm - 3:00 pm);' ... Pre-registration counseling in advisors' pool. Liberal Arts Bldg. (8:00 am -
2:30pm)!1 .' .
August 26. Friday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Registrati9n by schedule in Gym for. Sophomores. Juniors. Non-Program Intent.,Graduates and
Senior Citizens (8:00 - 3:00 pm); ... Pre-registration counseling in advisors" pool in Liberal
Arts Bldg. (8:00 -2:30pm).
August 26. Friday Evening l'Iegistration for students registering ONLY in Extended Day. Weekend University.
and/or Graduate PrograrTI courseS (6:30 - 9:00 pm). .
August 27, Saturday , Open Regi,stration - All Students (9: 00 - 12 :00 noon) .
August 29. Monday. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Day and Evening Prograni classes begin •... EarlyMorning Program classes begin (6:30am); ..
. . . Evening Regisbation in the Administration Bldg. for students registering ONLY in Extended
Oay•.Weekend University. and/or Graduate Program classes (6:30 - 9:00 pm). .
Late<Aegi;tration continues in the Administration Bldg. (9:00 am - 4:00 pm every day; 6:30
pm ~9:00'pm oli August 30; and 6:30 pm - B:OO pm on all other days except Friday).
Registration for Weekend University Program Classes (Friday evening. Saturday. and Sunday
classes ONLY) in Administration Bldg .. Room 104 (8:30- 9:30 am); ... Saturday classes
begin.
September 5. Monday , Labor Day:i(Holiday).
September 12. Monday. , . . . . . . . .. Last day to register late. except by petition; ... Last day to add new courses for credit or to
change fro'm audit to credit except with consent of instructor (4:00 pm close).
October 7. Friday. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Last day to file application with department for admission to candidacy and graduation for Mas-
ters Degre~; ... Last day to file application with Registrar for graduation for Baccaluareate and
two-year or less degrees. diplomas. and certificates.
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) in Library Bldg .. Room 247 (8:30 am- 12:00 noon)" .
Mid-semeJter report issued; ... Notification of incompletes from previous semester; ... Last day
to file appli'cationwith department for firial Masters written examination. '
November 5. ,~aturday .. , ..... ' .... Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) in Library Bldg .. Room 215 (8:30 am - 12:00
noon)"." . .
Homecoming
Last day for withdrawal.
Final writtJn examination for Masters Degree'. .
Last day tol submit final copy of'Masters thesis and. projects with department.
Thanksgivihg Day (Holiday). . '." .
. ~ . ,
Last day for, final oral examinatioris in defense of thesis and applied project for Masters Degree.
Classes resume; ... Last day to add classes; ... Last day to register by petition.
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) at College of Idaho".
Classroom instruction ends. " .
Semester' ekaminations.
SPRING SEMESTER 1978
December 29. Thursday. . . . . . . . . .. Last day fo:r submitting application for Spring Semester to' be assured of a registration packet
at Priority Registration (Jan. 12-13); ... Students submitting applications after this day will be
reqUired to iiregister at Open Registration in the Gym Saturday. JanulJry14. 9:00 am -12:00
noon. or at Late Registration in the Administration Bldg. beginning'Tuesday. January 17. at
9:00am.' . .
January 9. Monday Department Chairmen and Faculty lTleetings (by schools); Faculty orientation; All faculty
On duty .
• Registration card and payment for these tests should be mailed to ETS at least four weeks before the test date.
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January 10. Tuesday. , , ' , ' , , , , , , , ,
January 11. Wednesday, , , , , ' ,
January 12, Thursday, , , , , ' , , , , ' , ,
January 13. Friday, ' , ' , , , , , , , , , ' , ,
January 13. Friday, ' , ,
January 14, Saturday, '
January 14. Saturday,
January 16. MOnday, , ' , , . ' . ' ,
January 17-27. Tuesday,.""""
through Friday
January 21. Saturday, , ' , , ' , , , ' , , ,
January 27. Friday, , , , .. , . ' , . , . , , ,
January 28. Saturday, ' . ' . '
February 17. Friday, , , . , . ' ,
February 25. Saturday, , ' ' , , , ' , '
March 10, Friday, . , , ' ,
March 13-19. Monday. , , . '
through Sunday
March 18, Saturday, ' , , , , , , , '
March 20. Monday, , . , , , , , . , ,
March 24. Friday, , . , , , ' , . , , , , . , ,
April 8. Saturday. , , , ' . , , ' , ' , , , , '
Apri; 15. Saturday, , , , . , . , ' . , . '
April 20. Thursday. , ' , , , .
April 22. Saturday. , , , , , ' . , , . , , '
May 5. Friday. , , . , . , , . , . , , ' , , , , ,
May 8-11. Monday. , , . ' , , , ' , ' , , , ,
through Thursday
May 11. Thursday. , ,
May 14. SL,'lday , . , , '
Late A~T Test ($14,00 fee) in Liberal Arts Bldg,. Room 106 (9:00 am);. ,Pre-registration
counsel}ng in advisors: offic9s for graduates. seniors, juniors. and sophomores (10:00 am -
4:00 pm);, ,Res,idence halls open (1 :00 pm); .. Foreign Language Placement Test in
Liberal Arts Bldg .. Room 204 (4:00 pm). "
New St,udent and Freshmen Orientation and Group Counseling in the Liberal Arts Bldg .. Room
106 (8':00 - 9:30 am); , , . Departmental counseling for Freshmen and new students (9:30
am); ,I;, , Pre-registration counseling in advisors; office's for Graduates. Seniors. Juniors. and
Sopho~ores (1000 am - 4:00 pm). , :
Registr~tiOn by schedule in Gym for ,Freshmen. Seniors. and Program Intent Graduates (8:00
am • 3:,:00 pm); ,', ' Pre-registration counseling in 'advisOrs' pool in Liberal Arts Bldg, (8:00 am -
2:30pm). " .'
Registration by schedule in Gym for Sophomores. Juniors. Non-Program Intel)t Graduates and
Senior Citizens (8:00, am - 3:00 pm); .. , Pre-registration counseling in ,advisors' pool in
Liberal Arts Bldg, (8:00 am - 2:30 pm). , ., • '
Evening Registration for 'students registering ONty in Extended Day. Weekend University.
and/or Graduate Program courses (6:30 - 9:00 pm).
Open Registration - All students (9:00 - 12:00 noon).
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) in librarY Bldg .. Room 247 (8:30 am -12:00 noon)" ,
Day and Evening Program classes begin' "Early Morning 'Program Classes !?egin(6:30 am).
Evening.: registration in the Administration Bldg. for: students registering ONLY in Extended
Day. Weekend University. and/or Graduate Program courses (6:30- 9:00 pm!.
Late re~istration continues in Ad~inistratibn Bldg, (9:00 am ~.'4:00 pm every day; 6:30 pm '.
9:00 pm on January 17; and 6:30 - 8:00pmonall other days)" "
Registr~tion for Weekend University Program classes. (Friday evening.SaturClay. ,and Sunday
classeslioNLY) in Administration Bldg .. Room 164 (8:30 - 9:30 am);, ,Saturday c1asse~begin,
Last da~y to register late. except by peti~ion; .. Last day to add:new courses for cre-dit or to
change"from audit to credit except with",conseilt ofjnstructor (close 4:00 pm)., .'
Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) in Library Bldg:. Room 247 (8:3p am. 12:00
noon)", .
Last day to file application with department for admission to c'andidacy and gradl!ation for
MasterS Degree; " Last day to fil,e application with Registrar for graduation .for Baccalaureate
and twO-year or less degrees.diplo.rrias.Bnd certificates,
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) cit College of I,daho" .
Mid-selnester report issued; , ,Notifi'cation bf incompletes from previous semester:, ' . Last
day to file application with depa'1ment fo'r final Masters written ex.amination.
Spring Vacation, "
i ,
Graduate Management AdmissiOn Test (GMAT) in Library Bldg .. ,Room 247 (8:30.am - 12:00
noon)" i! !
Classes:!resume.
Last day for withdrawal, ,
Final wlitten examination for Masters 'Degree.
Last day to submit final copy Of Masters thesis al)d projects with department,
Last day for final oral examination in defense of thesis and applied project for Masters Degree, , .
Last day to add classes; . ' , Last day to register by petition.
Graduate Record Examination (GRE) at College of Idaho" .
Classroom instruction ends.
Semester examinations,,,
Spring Semester ends (5:00 pm); , . , Residence halls close (6:00 pm),
Comm~ncement,
SUMMER SESSION
, , Graduate Record Examination"
, . , . , , .. Registration in Gymnasium
, , ' , 8 Week Session Until August 4
, , , ... , ' First 5 Week Session Until July 14
, Last Date to File for Summer Graduation Diploma
, , Graduate Management Admission Test"
, , , , , Registration in Student Union Bldg,
, , , Second 5 Week Session Until August 18
II
il _
June 10. Saturday 8:30 am-12:00 noon (L247) ,
June 12. Monday. 9:00 arll-1:00 pm .,'
June 13. Tuesday .. , . ' . ~, . ' , , . , , , . , , . ,
June 13. Tuesday. , , " . '
June 16. Friday, . , ,
July 8. Saturday 8:30-12:00 noon (L247) . '
July 14. Friday 1:00 pm-4: 00 pm '
July 17. Monday . , ' , , . '
"Registration card and payment for these tests 'should be mailed to ETSat least four weeks before the test date,
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PART 1--
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rn;rt~jfMrlm~i!:tiirlih.&Admissi~hs
)""', ,.r:<::) '!',")Li:~" . "." -,],' ' '- ,
The foundation for, 8piseState wa$laid in) 932.,The institu.tion advanced for many years as . '
a public institutJoh' fin~hced'6y a lolaf.'tbi<:' /Jitt;itt.'S/nce' 1969; 'when lioise State entered the
state system of higher educ,ation, signific8rt progres~ has been made in the development of the
campus facilities foriristruction, teseiif~H; ii,f({service ia..Jdahopublics. . "
, .. ,,: -.&" .,' ' .. 10.,",('~.,.., " ;;:. _:.'. "-tt. " :~.' ,- ,,~,.~~ "-i.'f- ': ":J. - t ' ,', '; ~
Boise State is'qrgan!zedi(lto S!X schools.' theSchool,~ot. Arts and Sciences, the School of
Business, the School 'of Education; 'the School of HealthSe,vices, the Vocational-Technical Edu-, '" ., .', .,,', •...' .". l ""',' ., " " '.' '. ' ., . "
cation School, an(1 the GradiIiJte',Schpol.~Undergraduate degrees are offered 'in many fields; and
graduate degrlJesare,: offered: in e(elrw.ntary and seco/}dary educatio'n,*usif1eSs administration
andpublicadministratitJ.n.;,~,,:' .... ,.' ,'" ," ". ,., , '
", ", _:»'.",~{'-,'~ ..";.? .:;;," . ~~", .,.'_",/r~'.. , " -:
The' university. has. an.extensivti late' afternOOn,.evening and weekend program which pro-
vides edl,lcatibha('opppr:ttJpftylor f,jll;:time. students' who need to schedule 'classl!$'at that ti'me
and for part~time' students who' a;,'ebursLi,ng a di/gree: while they are employed. The.university'
provides; many:oppf!rtyni(iesJor pt,qfess!bnfJf ana'technicC/( upgrading an.d retraining to tIJe,"
citizensbf the TreastJreValley. ." . " ,
"I"."'
1
GENERAL INFORMATION
Admissions
Institutional Mission & Objectives
The paramount role of a university was sbt long ago. It is to
educate the individual. to ensure his development. and to enlarge
his opportunity. We must rededicate ourselves to these goals and
thereby strengthen them in a world of restless political. social.
technological and economic change.
We believe that every university student needs a broad
education to equip him for mobility in employry,ent. in social life. in
community. state and national citizenry. and that each student
deserves an environment that contributes to his total growth as an
individual. Therefore. the university should IIhelp to create an
intellectual atmosphere that encourages students to develop a
scientific spirit of investigation that becomes a life-long approach
to issues and problems - in essence. to pro'vide the opportunity
for a sound. liberal education for all of its students through formal
classes and informal avenues of learning and.ilhopefully. to liberate
their minds from stereotyped thought an'~ shallow decision
m~~. .
The university should provide a range .of opportunities for
student-faculty dialogue in other than a classroom situation. as
well as provide educational opportunities toiits students through
self-government and other student activitie$ that enhance self-
growth. and various individual services that correlate with
instruction. such as counseling. guidance. placement. testing and
health services.
We also believe strongly in the development of special
educational areas to equip students with: the professional or
technical skills and knowledges necessar~ for entrance into
employment upon graduation. In addition". we seek to help
students gain respect for excellence of perfori!nance and to provide
educational programs that prepare them to become workers and
leaders in the professions. in business. in governmental positions.
in teaching and in industrial occupations.,
We further believe that a state universit'y must recognize its
responsibility to the public it serves and shou'ld. therefore assist in
the state's growth and development by II always making its
resources available for solving problems. by making a variety of
cultural. vocational and occupational experiences available
through its publications. workshops. concerts. plays. speakers.
conferences. evening course offerings and sports events. and by
offering educational training and retraining programs needed by
education. industry and business. '
In essence. then. the prime purpose of this state university is
influencing the thought and behavior of its stlJdents and its public.
and the prime recognition is that both teaching and learning are
best accomplished when a variety of techniques and skills are
aptly employed.
ACCREDITATION AND AFFILIATION
Boise State University is fully accredited with membership in
the Northwest Association for Schools and Colleges. Boise State
holds permanent membership in the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board and the College Scholarship Service Assembly. is on
the approved list of the American Association of University
Women and is a member of NCAA Division 2A in all sports.
Professional accreditations include the following:
The School of Education has been acctedited by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and by the Na-
tional Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and
Certification.
Associate Degroe Nursing Program by the National League
for Nursing and by the Idaho State Board of Nursing.
Dental Assistant Program by the Council of Dental Education
and the American Dental Assistant Association.
Medical Record Technician Program by the Council on Med-
ical Education of the American Medical Association in col-
laboration with the American Medical Record Association.
Respiratory Therapy Program by the American Medical
As;;ociation Council on Medical Education in collaboration
with the Joint Review Committee for Respiratory
Therapy Education.
Department of Music is a member of the National Associa-
tion of Schools of Music.
Social Work Program by the Council on Social Work Educa-
tion.
Provisional Professional Accreditations include:
Baccalaureate Degree Nursing Program by the Idaho State
Board of Nursing.
Radiologic Technology Program (Associate Degree) by the
Joint Review Committee on Education in Radiologic Technology.
High School and University Relations
The Director of High School and University Relations is re-
sponsible for design. coordination. development. supervision.
and implementation of programs which transmit to any and all
agencies the educational opportunities and advantages available
at Boise State University. This 'also includes coordination of
high school visitation and the follow up with high schools and
junior colleges throughout the state of Idaho.
Requirements 'ForAdmission To The University
Undergraduate (have not earned B.A. or higher degree)
I. Students wishing to enter B.S.U. as full-time (8 ')r more
semester hours). fully matriculated undergraduate academic
students must be at least 16 years of age and submit prior
to the deadline date:'
A. If NEW FRESHMAN (no prior post-high school credits
earned):
1. A completed application
2. A $10 matriculation fee (The matriculation fee may
be waived by the Admissions Office in documented
cases of financial need and/or scholastic excel-
lence).
3. An official:j: high school transcript showing date of
graduation or a GED certificate showing acceptable
test score.
I
I
i .'~
~. --
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
All matters relating to admission to the University are ad-
ministered by this office. In addition to a~missions. this office
has general administrative responsibility II for foreign student
admissions and counseling. course schedule preparation. class-
room scheduling. maintenance of student academic records. and
enforcement of academic dismissals and readmissions. Respon-
sibility for planning and supervising registration activities is
shared with the Registrar. '
Students applying for admission to Boise State University
may be granted admission as matriculated students. may be
granted admission as non-matriculated 'students. or may be
denied admission. Students enrolling for 7 or fewer hours may
elect to remain non-matriculated. but stlidents enrolling for 8
or more hours must fully matriculate early, in their first semester
in order to remain in good standing.
2
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••• See page 15 for information on veterans,
4. ACT test scores
B. If TRANSFE~ STU DENT (prior enrollme~t at one or
more post-high school institutions): ••
1. A completed application
2. A$10matriculationfee Ii
3. Evidence of high school graduation or a GED certifi-
cate showing acceptabl~ test scores
4. ACT scores' or evidence of successful completion of
English Comp?sition sequence, . I:
5. Official t transcripts from all previously ~ttended col-
lege~ showing good academic standing as defined
under section D. page 14. Academic P;robation and
Disqualification. ' 'i
If VETERAN: •••
1. A completed application
2 .. A $10 matriculation fee
3. An official high school transcript showing date of
graduation or a GED certificate showin'g acceptable
tests~ores Ii
4. ACt scores or evidence of successful completion 01
English Composition sequence' .
5. Offici~1t transcripts from all previOusly~ttended col-
leges showing good academic, standing II
D. If FORMER FULL-TIME B.S.U. STUDENT (has attended
no po'st-high school institution since last B.S.U. atten-
dance): "", I
1. A completed application" ..•• ,
• ' II
E. If FORMER PART-TIME B.S.U. STUDENT (has not
fully matriculated at B.S.U. and has attended no post-
high school institutions since last B.S.U. attendance):
I
1. Same requirements as A above, '
Ij
II. Undergraduate students wishing to enter B.S ,iU. part-time
(1or fewer hours) must submit: 11
1. A completed application
2. The V.A'.' requireS B.S.U. to credit all vete~ans for prior
training. Therefore. veterans who will reque~t G.1. bene-
fits mllst submit official transcripts from all previously
attendedcolleges. . '.'
III. Stuc:jents' wishing to enter B.S.U. in the Summer School
Program lTIustsubmit:
1. Only a completed application ,Il
IV. Students wishing to enter B.S.U. in the Vocatioi:lal"Technical
School must submit prior to the deadline date: I,
1. A completed application
2. A $10 matriculation fee
"3. GATB scores or high school transcripts with qAT scores
4. Personal interview with Vocational-Technical Counselor
Caution. A personal interview and a $75 advanced security
registration deposit must be submitted prior to being accepted
into the limited enrollment Vocational-Technical prdgrams. You
will not be guaranteed a seat in the program until b<i\h the inter-
view is completed and the security deposit is received."
Admission by B.S.U', does not imply acceptance1into special
programs. Admission, into such programs as the 'yocational
Technical Programs. Registered Nursing. RespiratorY Therapy.
Medical Records Technology. or Radiological Tec~nology are
contingent upon acceptance by Program Director.
See page 132 for admission requirements of the Graduate
SchooL .'
Graduate (have earned B.A. or higher degree)
I. Graduate students wishing to enter B.S.U. on a full-time
basis (8 or more semester hours) or wishing to be admitted
to the GRADUAtE SCHOOL at B.S.U. with' PROGRAM
GENERAL INFORMATION
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STATUS (Regular or Provisional) must be fully matriculated
and must. therefore. submit prior to the deadline date:
1. A completed GRADUATE application
2. A $io matriculation fee (Full-time graduate students
who received their undergraduate degree at B.S.U. are
exempt from the $10 fee. UNLESS they are pursuing a
Master's degree.) ,
3. Official-r transcri~ts from all post-high school instit~iions
attended '
NOTE: A PREREQUISITE DATA form must be on file before
the Graduate Admissions Committee will act upon an application
for admission to t)1e Graduate School in the MPA or MBA Pro-
grams. Passing GMAT scores are also required for the School of
Business.
II. Graduate students' wishing to enter B.S.U~ part time with
UNCLASSIFIED STATUS (non-program. admitted to B.S.U.
but noi admined to the GRADUATE SCHOOL) must submit:
1. Only a completed application.
Graduate students wishing to earn a second B.A. degree
and/or qualify for Idaho Teacher Certification must submit to
the Graduate Admissions Office complete: official t transcripts
from all post'high sch091institutions attended.
Applicbtlon forms may be obtained upon request from, thf!
Admissio,,~ Offi~e, High school and college records should be
furnished 'on the transcript blanks"of the institution at 'which the
work was taken. prompt attention to these details will avoid
delay in registration.' '
Certificate' of' Admissi(m~Applicants'for ~dmis~'{ori'whose
credentials have Peen accepted will be given permission, to
register at. Priori~yRegistration for th~" following semester.
Students should plan to have all, credentials submitted one
month before registration "to settleany,q~estion~ th~f~may
arise and to receive by ,mail before registration a,Certificate of
Admission. ' ,.' "
• Permission t() enroll full time ,IS or more hours) is contingent upon, s;ttisfaction
of 811 matriculation,- academic~ and fi~ancial req~ire~~"'nts set bY Bo.iss State
Universit,Y: < ',1 ,'" .,'" _' " ,",,-", ',', ,):', ~. " "t." " , ' ,.•••• fL,-., -' ~, "
•• Credit frolJ'l non-accredited institutions I will t>e accepted on the basis' of the
practice as' reported in' The Report of'Credlt Given by Educationellnstitutlons
by the American Association "01. College Registrers and, Admissions Officers
Specifically. stu~en.ts, :re9~e.stin~,,',~c,:cep.t8nc,~ ,?f sY<i'~;,c,r~dil"willf.~~~tsh ,t~B
Admissions Office' of Boise SteJte comp'lete official' uS.rlscripts and 'catalog
course descriptions. After earning not less than 1.5 '~~mester hours. credit
from BSU ,with, not le,ssthan 2.,OO;cum GPA,the studant may p'etition the ap-
propria~~ Depart.metlt C~a!rmari fofacceptance of all sU,ch .c~edit .. Credit den-
ied on the basis of such practice may be sought by e'xaniinatioil~ ",.
. ".: '~. '\
TAn, "official" trenscript is one certified.by the issuing,institution and mailed,by
that insti~ution directly t.othe _~SU a~mis~io,ns offi~e. ' ..~. r~ 'c ,'. /. .
A. ADMISSIO,N AS REGULAR STUOI:NTS"
'~L e.•. ,.
DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED
Admission to the University is based upon credeptials shoW-
ing graduation from ariaccredited high school. High School
Equivalency Certificates or acceptable .GED scores (35 or above
on all five tests with' an average 'of 4'5,Or above fOr all tests) Will
be accepted in lieil of a high school transcript provided that the
applicant has beeJl away from high school for at least one year
preceding his application and providing the applicant is at least
18 years of age.
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL STUDENTS,
The School of Vocational-Technical Education'.normally
admits applicants to regular full-time preparatory programs \l\(ho
are highschool graduates or who have successfully completed
the G.E.D. tests. Any person who isinterested.in becoming a
skilled craftsman or technician will be admitted to these courses
if he complies with all admission requirements and meets the
qualificati()ns for the designated program. Graduation from high
school is not necessary provided the student has been out of
3
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high school at least one complete semeste~,.Certain prerequisite
courses are required for various programs. 'such as one year of
high school algebra and one year of high school geometry for en-
trance to the Drafting or Electronics Technology programs.
The University does not admit applicants ~nder eighteen years
of age who are attending high school at the time of application.
In rare instances. however. a high school :student may be ad-
mitted provided his high school principal requests his admission.
Students in the Vocational-Technical program who plan to enter
certain extracurricular activities must m~et regular entrance
requirements. (See eligibility requirement~.) Credits in Voca-
tional or Technical programs' are not normally transferable
toward an academic degree. '
TRANSFER STUDENTS
A transfer student. whether resident or non-resident. must
have a minimum GPA of 2.00 or above Qh all prior collegiate
work completed or have cleared the prbbationary provision
outlined under section D. page 14. ACADEMIC PROBATION &
DISQUALIFICATION. All decisions relating to admission of
foreign students will. however. be made by'lthe Foreign Student
Admissions Officer. I
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS Ii
Any currently enrolled high school student may enroll in a
course or courses offered at Boise State. insofar as he has met
the appropriate prerequisites simply by picking up a blank packet
(which permits the student to register asa part-time student.
allowing him to take up to seven credit hours) at the designated
location. The student may register for credit or audit if it is de-
termined in the best interest of the student in~olved.
FOREIGN STUDENTS "
Boise State University accepts qUaliified students from
foreign countries to the extent that spacellis available. Foreign
applicants are expected to meet the requirements for admission
from high school or from other colleges or universities as out-
lined above under Admission Requirements to the University.
Credentials: Official transcripts and/or certified copies of
the certificate. diploma. or government examination report re-
ceived on completion of secondary school iNork and the degree.
license. or diploma received on completion of any college or
university. must be sent by the certifying agency directly to the
Admissions Office and must tJe translated inth ENGLISH.
il
English Proficiency: All foreign applicilnts are required to
take and receive a satisfactory score on TOEFL (Test of English
as a Foreign Language) or other examinations acceptable to
Boise State University. Arrangements to take the TOEFL exam-
ination may be made by writing directly to TOEFL. Educational
Testing Service. P.O. Box' 592. Princeton., New Jersey OB540.
U.S.A. The test must be taken and the scores received by the
University prior to a decision on admission o~the applicant.
Admitted Students: Upon arrival at t~e University. will be
examined again with the Comprehensiv~ English Language
Test (CELT). Results achieved will determine their placement
level in the English as a Second Language prl>gram.
Academic Advising: Advising in acadeil,ic matters is provid-
ed to foreign students by the foreign student admissions office
until such time as English language requirements for degree
programs have been made.
Financial Statement: All foreign students must present to
the Admissions Office satisfactory statements of finances 8J1d
adequate proof of financial responsibility :or sponsorship by a
reputable American citizen or organization: for all financial obli-
gations yvhile attending Boise State University.
Health and Accident Insurance: Bdise State University
recommends that foreign students acceptJd for admission have
health and accident insurance. Boise State University makes
available such a policy to all registered full-ti,~e students.
Admission to Graduate School: Foreign students applying
for admission to the Graduate School must submit all of the
previously mentioned admission materials. Those wishing to
major in Business Administration must $ubmit GMAT scores
4
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(Graduate Management Admissions Test). The score on the
GMAT is considered together with the GPA to determine ad-
missibility of the student to the MBA Program. A TOEFL score
of at least 525 must be achieved. .
Deadline for Application for Admissions: All foreign appli-
cants must. apply for admission (to include the taking of all tests
and the filing of all required application forms credentials) by
the following dates:
For fall semester 1 June
For spring semester 1 September
For summer session 1 January
Upon completion of all the requirements and when final
acceptance is granted to the applicant. an 1-20 form will be is-
sued to the applicant by the Foreign Student Admissions Officer.
B. ADMISSION AS SPECIAL UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT
Persons who are unable to meet requirements as regular
students and desire to take special studies may be admitted on
special status upon presentation of satisfactory evidence that
they are qualified to do college-level work. Normally. special
status will not be granted to anyone less than 1B years of age
unless. following a personal interview with the Dean of Admis-
sions. it is deemed in the best interests of the student. Students
admitUld on special status are encouraged to complete matricu-
lation requirements within the first semester of attendance. A
special student is not eligible to become a candidate for gradua-
tion until he has satisfactorily met entrance requirements or un-
til he has completed 32 semester hours of work in the University
with a grade point of 2.0 or better.
C. ADMISSION AS GRADUATE STUDENT
See page 132 for specific requirements.
D. ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING
Students entering from other colleges must present proof of
honorable dismissal and official transcripts mailed directly to the
Dean of Admissions. Students entering from other institutions
must comply with the same scholarship regulations as are
applied to students previously enrolled in the university. After
evaluation of transcripts students are classified as Freshmen.
Sophomores. Juniors. Seniors or Graduates.
In accordance with Idaho statutes as approved by the State
Board of Education. the acceptance of credits from Junior College
is uniform for both certification and transfer purpose's and no
more than 64 semester hours or 112 the total hour requirement
of the specific curriculum is established as the uniform maximum
limit effective September 1. 1950.
E. ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS TO UPPER
DIVISION
JUNIOR STANDING- A student must have earned 57
acceptable semester credit hours of college-level work before he
is classified a junior.
UPPER DIVISION COURSES- Upper Division courses are
open to a student who:
1. Has completed stated course prerequisites and.
2. Has completed 57 semester credits of college work. Lower
Division students who have a G.P.A. of 2.0 or better may
take Upper Division Courses if:
1. The Upper Division course is required during the Sopho-
more year in a specific curriculum in which the student is
majoring. or
2. The student has the written permission of the Chairman
of the Department in which the course is offered and
concurrence of his advisor.
ACCEPTANCE INTO,THE PROGRAM
A student, must declare his major upon entering the upper
division. The Registrar will evaluate the student's transcripts for
acceptance into the university. The student will be sent to an
advisor for assistance in formulating a program to fulfill all
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Whe'n a' stud~lOt.enters the, University and sJbmltsthe re-
Quested personal data, there is an assumed and j~stjfiable trust
placed upon the University to maintain security of that informa-
tion for the protection of the rights of the student, In order to
protect students against potential threat::;' to t~eir: individual
rights inherent in the maintenance of records. and the many dis-
closures r£!Questedregarding them: and in compliance with the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act o.f 197~, the Univer"
sity has adopted BSU Policy 5-1 (Student Records).. The policy
statement in its entirety is contained in' the Administrative
H'ii~dbook of Boise State University. Any students. faculty. or
staff who have Questions regarding the' Records policies of
Boise State University may consult with the Vice.-President for
S,~ud"nt~ffairs", .... . 'ii' .
i; RESIDENCY REQUIREM'ENTS FOR FEE
PURPOSES""".
;.1'*,;7'''' '-', • ~ <'~: '."Ff_ "f..-; ,;,;'~'k/~; _,,...•...~ '"', .
The iegal residence ofa student for fee purP!?l!8s.IS deter-
mined at the time of initial application and will be'ireconsidered,
thereafter. upon appeal by the student. Appeal aff,idavits'can,be
acquired in the Admission's Office. Sectio~ 33~3?17.ldaho
Code. specifies that a resident student shall be: ;,.
5
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(a) Anystudent under the (legal voting age)' whose parents
orcourt-appoirited. guardian' is domiciled in the" state of Idaho,
Domicile is deemed to exist when the parent or guardian has
established .residence- in Idaho for an indefinite • time anjj the
former residence is. abandoned •. To qualify 'undertliis section.
the parents or:guardian, must be residing in the; state on the
opening day oNhe term fOr which the student matriculates.
(bl Any stud~ntlegal voting age or older,' who has con-
tinuously resided in' tha' state of Idaho for twelve (12) months
ne;xt precedi~g the gpening day of the period of instruction dur-
ingwhich he prop~sesto attend the college or university,,:.
(c) Any student under the legal voting age' who. is a grad-
uate. of an accredited secondary school in, the .state of Idaho.
and. who matriculates at a college or universitY inthc state of
Idaho ~uring the term immediately following such grl!duation
regardless of ~he,resid~.".~eof his parent or guardian. . ...~.'
.. (~) The spouse 'of a personwho is classified. oris eligible
for classification,: as a resident of ihestate of Idaho for the pur-
pose of attending a college or university.
(e) A member of the armed forces of the U~iied St~te~,
stationed in the state of Idaho on military orders.
• . .'... I ..m A student under'the legal voting age whOse parent or
gUardian. is a member of. the armed forces and stationed in the
state of 'Idaho. on military. orders, The stliJdent. while in contin-
uous attendance. shall not lose his' residence, when, his parent
orguardjan is transferred on mili!ary or<!~rs.' ..." .
• (g) A person under the legal v~ting ag~,' marri~a.' andlivho
together with spouse has continuously resided in the state of
Idaho for twelve (12) months next preceding'the 0pElningdavof
the period of instruction during which he proposes to attend
.the college or university, '. .
," '.(h) Ii,', persi>~ separated. under' honorable condition~,. from
the; United States armed foi'cesafter at least tw6'(2)' years of
service~ who ~tthe 'tirT)e6f ~~aration designaJes :the state of
Idalio ~s'.'hi~ hofiillof 'record' ahll"enters iI!'college'o'i"university
in the state oUdahowithin one (1) year of the date of'separa-
tion." ~ '; '"', b-;t,' I., .•. ~--~L ~.'~• .-~~.~ -.'
: It \. _ ';,~~-tJ,i.~';. _:'~'/)_",~'.t;:.", _~,k~.:,~;'_,<:t.,-~«:
'Iedalvaling age isdefi;;edto tie'.IS'veers 'otage or older~ ~"i/-'
• Regulations adopted by the State Board ~f: Ecfucatiori' ~nd
Board of Regents for the Uhiv'erSity o,idaho:. I!)"".,; ';>,,' c.: 'If\ '
"'"'"t"",.,f" ," -,','l'h,,,,J '''"' .:_~"j'~;'\:1.,~~."tf,.".';rj>""':f ~-'.~"'-d~,~'1'~,:~'-V'" .:',, ,"-" ..,,"1'"~
, In complilmea .with Sectior;'33-3717;!dahoCOde, the State
Board of Education and: Board of Regents of tili3 UniversitY of
Idahat'meetirig"'iri' reguiafMssi6" Uuhe';g,!Vlg70}"adopt~ the
following'uniform" and" standartJ'rules, and' regulations applicable
to allstatecollegesang unive.rsities nOWor hereafter established
to determine' residence' status of- any' student,fand' to' establish
procedures for' review of that status. To Wit:' '.': "~:C .. ,h;-
1.A sluMn! is deemed to be "attend ing" an Institutiari' of
higher' educatioll when he i~ payirig"regular fees requireC! of 'a
fulFtime student !It the institution concerned,(Se!!(~),ab.ove)"
<./'> • , i _--:.1';" -. ""_" ",.~' ,',r ", .:",. :,r ::_~?..'\<""'" ,:~',f '-Al .....•
2. The State Board ,ofjEducation and,Board of Regentscof the
University of Idaho s~all denY,residlmtstatus\o any student who
is not a citizenof thEiUflited States, unless he' complies with the
definition' of a permane'nt resident established by the United
States Immigration 'and Naturalizatiori .Service. A foreign student
whose sole purpose for being in the state oUdaho isil~endance
ata higher education institution, shall notb& ..cl~~sifie~.'l'Sare,~i~
dent student. : . •••'. "',' . '. ,.' .
3, Any student classified asaresident .for purposes of higher
educati'on by one Institution shall be So classified -'by all other
institutions in the State under the jurisdiction of the Stllte Board
of Edu!=ation and Board'of Regents for the University of Idaho.
, ,.t:." .. _ _ ~. '.. . ~- '"A'" I ~
SCHEDULES OF FEES ;,
. AND CHARGES" ':.,q
All oUhe Tees,tuitibn:arid other charges are due'and payable
at the'time of registration eachsemestEir: Board and room charges
may be pliid in .advance for the year or arrangements may be made
to 'pay in advance. on ~:p~rtia!p'~y61~nt :~a~is•.by,consultJri9: the
Director of Housing. (See section under HOUSing.)
.~. t
H. STUDENT RECORDS,,\
requirements foi his declared major. The student is ultimately
responsitlle for' the selection of courses for. his limajor and the
degree,' ' ':: " , ";'
~ ,J " .~: ,
F:., CtiALLENGINGCOURSES& CREDIT ay,
EXAMINATION,; '<I ' .
, . It. is' possible fora student' to challe~gea uiliversitv course
when. he feels that becl!Pse of his past backgro&nd, education,
and experience, he can pass an examination covering thp. subject
mate,rial' of. a course. Requests for consideration . are made
through. the Chairman 6f the Department in'which 'the COUrseis
offered. ''', ..~',; c.
, ,~ach~department shall 'have theoPti~~"t6'J:il~W" 1mnot. to
allow ctetlit by' examination for eachctlurse in fhel~epartment, In
those courSes where credit by examination is allowed the de-
partment 'shall have the option of using II standaraized'examinac
tion or an examination prepared within the depart'ment.' Thestu~
dent"'attempting to earn credit by examination. shall. upon receiv-
ing his. score. for'the examination:. consult with' t6e Department
Chairman and deter'mine which' one:of the'fo!lowihgoptioris will
be selected: ., ,
1.For.ar~gular graCle: ' , ,
.,L0n a credit-no-credit basis whereby the student.receives
creclitan<Vno grade for the course if he passes the ,examination.
or no cr~dit and no grade if he fails the eXl!mination!i' -'. . .
".' . '.'",. .~ . -'.. .:' ...,. .".'
G., C;REDIT, V~. AUDIT REC?I,STRAllllN,'
If you take a course for credit, 'you will be'expected to attend
class re9ularIY'"co~plete reqlJiredassignll,!~nts, Jland take t~,e
necessary eXllmlnatlOns; If you,ta~e a~ourstl c:mtAUDIT baSIS,
completing assignments, and taking examinations are optional,
Courses.may be taken onlyonce' forcredit; however. they may be
audited ag~in; ifdesirec;l., ." .•.. .•....,' t,': ,
A st~dent ~uditi~g a course m'~y •changl>. hi'~ status from
audit to credit up to and including the lastday allO"wl!ldfor regis"
tering for coursesfor credit (see'Calendar; pageivjq'lf a chang'eis
made, the'student mustpliy any difference in a course cost and
an ad!fitional'$3.00 change-in-statusfee.A11 chan'ges must be
initi~jedb~dhestt.ident.:" ,":,::. ,','}!,f',"'" ,<'t.:, ,.
• ;":' st<Jdent ~ay c.hi!~gefrd";' credt;~o )IlJdit u,ntil, after mid-,
semester examinations (see specific date on College~calendar).
, Af;er that date and' up 'to' arid including t~e'la~t day to with-
draw f~om clasl¥ls,. a'studeritri1ay change fr0rTl credit to. aduit
oniyifhei(passing' at the' time oftfie re,quiist,if a'change is
ma:de~':ttie student. may"requestaref\lnd "althe difference. be-
tween the fees due for audit. registr~ti9n .and thai fee.s paid for
credit registration; such refund will be prorated in accordance
with published BSU'refund policies pertainirig 'to gim'eral fees, "
'- ... ~;', - .., '" " ."
FI".
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SPECIAL WORKSHOP FEES:
STUDENT ENROLLMENT VERIFICAtiON
Full Time'
Tuition: (per semester)
Institutional Fees
TOTAL TUITION & FEES
"Includes 3% Idaho Sales Tax
Rates:
1220
$1220
1415
C:
C:
C:
two: $158.00
1270B:1285A:
Morrison and Driscoll
Double: A: $1285 B: $1270
Single: A: 1480 B: 1465
Towers:
Double:
Chaffee:
Double: A: 1285 B: 1270 C: 1220
Single: A: 1480 B: 1465 C:' 1415
The residence halls normally are closed during Thanksgiving
vacation, semester break. and Spring vacation. Students stay-
ing in their rooms at the residence halls between semesters
and during Spring vacation will be charged $2.00 per day .
Married Student Housing
University Courts: Small one: $87. two: $133
Large one: $117 three: $153
University Manor:
University Heights: one: $133.00
Graduate:
Full-time -9 or more graduate semester hours
3/4 time -6-8 graduate semester hours
112 time -4-5 graduate semester hours
Less than 1/2 time-3 or less graduate semester hours
Refunds for terminations of the contract which are ap-
proved will be made on a pro-rata basis for the unused portion
of room and board payments made previously. Any students who
receive such a refund and who have been recipients of financial
aid which has been applied towards their' housing payments
must assume the responsibility for repaying the appropriate
financial agency from which they received their funds. .
All fees. tuition and other charges subject to change without
notice.
REFUND POLICY
RESIDENCE HALLS:
Room and board prices are subject to change without notice,.
Above prices include phone charges and state sales tax.
Off campus meal rates are respectively: A $828, B $813:
C $763.
General fees-When any regularly enrolled student withdraws
from Boise State University a refund of registration charges,
including nonresident fees. computed from the regularly scheduled
registration day will be on the following basis:
Before classes begin 100%
During first 2 weeks of classes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75%
During 3rd and 4th weeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50%
After 4th week NO REFUNDS
Meal Options:
Option A: 7-dayl20 meals (breakfast, lunch. dinner,
Monday through Saturday; brunch. dinner. Sunday)
Option B: 7-day/14 meals (lunch, dinner, Monday
through Saturday; brunch. dinner. Sunday)
Option C: 5-day/1 0 meals (lunch, dinner. Monday
through Friday)
This policy also pertains to part-time students. including
special evening classes. No special consideration is to be given to
late registrants in extending the refund policy. The college re-
serves the right to deduct from the refund any outstanding bills.
An itemized statement of deductions will be forwarded with the
refund check. Upon completion of the withdrawal process, a
refund check will be prepared and issued in approximately two to
three weeks from date of withdrawal.
TUITION AND FEESCHEDULE
Eight or more hours made up of any combination of credit
audit. equivalent. and-or retake hours will be considered a fuli
schedule for purpose of calculating charges.
~II fees. tuition and other charges are subject to change at any
time by the State Board of Education acting 'as the Board of
Trustees for Boise State University. ,Ii
Idaho '1 Non.
Resident Resident
$ 0 $520.00
183.00 183.00
183.00 703.00
PER
, . II SEMESTER
All private music lessons: 2 credits $ 55.00
4 credits 110.00
OTHER FEES
Part-time $20.00 p~r semester hour
Summer '." . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21 .00 per semester hour
Audit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 .00 p~r semester hour
Application Processing Fee: (Non-Refundable) .. " 10.00
Testing Fee:
Students who have not taken the ACT testsbn a regu-
lar national testing date may tlike the test during regi-
stration week ': 13.00
Duplicate Activity Card Fee '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.00
Music. Performance:
Fee waivers will be granted to all full-time music majors (8
hours or more) for all required 'private performanc$ study leading
to a B.A. or B.M. degree. Students receiving Ii fee Waiver must be
concurrently enrolled for credit iii a major ensemble"and in Concert
Class. Students must be receiving a grade of C or better in the
ensemble and a grade of S in Concert Class. Unsatisfactory grades
at mid-term will result in cancellation of the fee 'Iwalver for the
entire semester. Ii
All students receiving fee waivers must be making satisfactory
progress ("C" grade or better) in their private performance study to
be eligible for a fee waiver the following semester. ,
Students receiving a fee waiver on an instrumeht leading to a
proficiency examination must attempt the examination at the end
of the first year of study and each semester thereafter until
successful completion. No more than four semestilrs of fees for
this purpose will be waived.
For the purposes of student enrollment verification to banks.
the Social Security Administration. BEOG. Fede~al and State
Grants-in-Aid, scholarships, other universities, etc .•':the following
schedule will be used.
Undergraduate :
Full-time -12 or more undergraduate semester hours
3/4 time -9-11 undergraduate semester Hours
1/2 time -6-8 undergraduate semester hours
Less than 1/2 time-5 or less undergraduate semester hours
'i
Special Workshops are conducted throughout the year which
are not part of the regularly scheduled courses ''or workshops
funded through the University General Fund Budget.
All students. regardless of full time or part timelstatus, will be
required to pay the Special Workshop Fees whiCh are set in
relation to the expenses required to conduct I the course.
Registration for these workshops will not change the status of a
student for fee purposes. '
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FeeS &:Charges
.<,'X';~Jf~~'yj.;:~~;,;j",',;!':~"'r,~;'}J~~;0;5\~!J;~!}Y0t;');;~Z0'", '. . ,,~~'~: :;¥~:::~.,..-;;:, '" ~"'":::':.~~.,.... T;:~Jt:~?1:'rd~~i~~
'.> StUdehtsWho 'withdraw :during ,the refun " d;arid w.o., .,. . ping., a subsequent registration is: reqGif en; fe,~~.i~~nrb~
have1iJsed:student.,ald"fuiidstb> fliiy;alloil~ar:t'ortheir;\tegistr:a •.,,:.. (' pai.~,:" •~',,' '", ":;,j~ ,"; -;', ."~ :~\L~," .' ,*,' .;~;'
ti~n' fees;il~ition,;i;o'rroom ',al'ld;bO~rtt)(;~~sh/vilglf€"tef~@~d,,;5.>.riJY/I~i.~t.i,~vr.~!''.~,." ;,,<~*"t2~':',!;';!;:JJ;!~,Jt'::~!';'l;1> ',~l
an.a}TloUnt,proportionate tothe!\'aniciuntort~inljlly'paid;V\llth p,er.",,::,,/'.. c' ..•.. 'CO' " ,., .", , ".>
si:ir\alfflJl'iif~:'Tt(erest of th'e,r~fuhdJ'willbe r~turneci(f~'tfie:ap./,~,.~.,;\"'} '.'," • ,AlIDITING OF,ACC()UNT~t,;:~,L~;,""
:~~en"den;~&;C:;~i~[:~~~i~~1if;',,~r:'~~':'~~1~~r~~~j:~~~W~iJ~~t~~~!~
, , :'V', ....,,',':c, .'.. ',,'}' ", i:'J>~,: :'.,' 'j"!",,' ,:.",,~ ': 'i ' Student llb(jy.lIlid 'wtudi'arecontrll)uted to'ol' collected,!:lV any
,.'},:~,~r:",..;~,"':',;;1fI~.>':'~~s.v;,~9P~y\~6S~:"~;::!:'~~it;.~;:.;:!:." i",: "st~dent\'br fljCiJity.,trle'mbet~h,~,!h lif: ~eposi~~' wit!, tti~fCh.i~f
, ,"C. ':;'~ •.~tud~l)(~ re;giStratjo~';iTaX. be,ca~ce.!I~l: a~~r.prop'et , Ai:coun~a~t:. ~LJ.bje~t.td:~itMra~~I. up~n w~i~~n apP!oval'~f~~e
notlflcatl;onirt0ri[)ellnQuentFil~an(:l~t"f\S!l,ounts;;.'.it"b,~d che,c~; J' ,.•..• pro.~ralJthorltles. ,~~ ~c~o~~tlng o.f,all, rec~lp~ and e~pe~~ltu~,s
library ,flne~;"oile(due 10aIJsi boo~Sto.te:, or. hou~,n~;, ~9cOUn,t~;,~; ~n..~hef,unds sh~1Ibe}nade by tho.se respo,~slb!~}or t~elrco.llect~~n
incomplete,Admil?sio,ns ,Fih~.i.c '. ,fail ute to subr;ni(transcripts., Immedlat~ly lifter theY,shall have beendls~~rsed. thiS accounting
liie'dica!, 'form' Or test scores(' Failure .to ",tespond to' an'officialt() I:l~aud:tedbythe ,Chief ~ccolJnta~t"i(;" .' .:~
SUmmons: Falsification of Admissions' Applicaton' or other 'Uni- '.,. , " ' ' . "::,\:', ,.. , . ;
varsity Records;:':aridE)(~ibiting[ B.ehavior ,Whic~; constitutElsa" ," ,z."., ",'" .'" INS'UR~NCECOVERAG'E",t:,,:,; '.' ,
clear and present danger to oneil' self and athers, ' , ' , 'j" : " ' . ',: " • ,,' , '.,
", The,Vice President 'for St~dent Affairs,. Dean. of AdmissionS,' All filII-time students at Boise State University ~re required to
the, Diiectorof. Administrative" Serviceli' and! Registrar will takli'.iisurahce: coverage,C\whic'hiSPElid with regularly, assessed
initial pro!=e,durefor notifying delinquent studl!'nts:of the pending , insti~u~ionlll fees, Students who. are cov.ered.by family or other
action 'by certified mail., If 1;10. ,effart is.,made,;tp carrect the' pl~nsmay o~taij, a'refl,lnd 'thraugh appliclition to ,the, ins.urance
situation within two weeks after notificatian the'1~reQuestfor an'.' agent for Boise State. ", " 'j" " ,".' ,.
Administrative Withdrawal is sent to the Dean cif Student Ad- Boise State Univ~rility carries liability ins~rance c~vering ali
viso,ry& Special Services for final actiOn" . ' ',', 'on-campus andofficiaHunctions including student activities.
,.. . " ..~. - - -, .' - ~ '". . . .- - .
HELD PACKETS
. R~gistrationFees'are d~eand .p~ya~le ilt thetillle,'of, Regi- .f
stration.,ILp~cket )snpt"c;leared. bV' fljll1 paYlllel)t ,within, one.
~Iass !day,of registration. tti~ Pl!cket.Will ,be•retur~~diQ the Regi.
strar,.and ,the class cards put' back' in the. files.for 'ather ,dlstri-
butio'~'.'.:'If''':jin$ncial"' assistance is.-required.'., 'th'e' '~foUo~in.g'pa$-
sibilities aie suggested: . , .,..,.!," ,',
1, Financial Aids Office ,2. Bank Loan 3, Family Lcian,
O~ce a pa~ket has been retutn~ci to ttie Reg;stra(fi';"stH~-
!i •
PARKING ','
. L1MIT'ED PARKIN'G' is"~vaiia~le o~ c~~p~s forf~c~ltY,'st~ff
and students. All persons parking on campuli are required to
register their vehicles with the ParkihgC0l1trC)1Offi,ce lind ~btain a
parking decal,,! ,';. ',,',' " ....j" '
The City Of Boise administers the parking control program as
adopted by the University. and all ticketS are payable to the
City of Boise,",."'; ,"'., : "', '\,,' ;,,' '~ '.J '. ,;" •.

" ,;.,;
.. ~f'.'
." ( .
t -:\ '.
"
. ~ •. , -j ...•...
j~:- •• :'~ -tl\ ..
',:~,' .•..".'..',:.f' .._~.;; •.:.,.,t•.•.:,•,~.'.., .'.~•.,':".',:. :".•"',~",.,,•.•':J!;.~."1" .•.•...• ,.; •... :.:.,:.•',~,:'~.• !_.'.'.:•...i'.t:.,\1".~t...•.,i•.~;.,_.~.".•.'.'.,•:<:•..•...--,;.• .jl:~.~:..: "'::.A•.".'.I~.".:_:.,'.;'.: :. ,..:~.-.~':t~::.~.:.~. .:",',"".."f(:'(;'.".;.,""""".,' .. ';.,' ','.:: ,:.H, '<~.11 ,.:,'~.,.,> ~I",'".' .-."">.?",.:,':- ~~ . U~. 'IC~;' ' ;::OFrna..10n,{;,i~/i'
\ •.;,' ,:;,~;,;(;;';J.. . ",':;.,: ';~,,<.,,,,;,,:,. ,r ",;~,~"~t;;t;:" . ;,;
.,LI BRARY.::.o:LEARNINGCCENTER='" "".. The ''general ';;f~~encie coli~ctiona~d a re;;e~~ readin~ room
.,,; ", ;.' .,' P 'I;: ;:A"', . are located on the ground floor 'near the circulation and card
The four' sio;yLibrary.L~'amingCenter':is :'ocaiecHn the ceoc catalog areas. ,\
ter of the campusfachlg the';Mernorial' Fountain '~ndMall. It has '.' .
been. planned .~o pr~ide,an. littractiye setting.fo't. reading.stuCly' , '. '.". :Th~,Cyrric'ulum Resou~ceCenter::housed. on the Second' floor
andresearch'-' .• . .... ";c"" ' oHhelibrary.addition,.features a collection of multi-media imd. . ..... .t.:'~,;t' .,.i'\~ 'i~\l~,~i";,~.l?''4,n ;'. '. non-book',fnaterials, along with thln:hildren's and young adult
The Library qccupietJ abOut 100.000 sQuare:'feet of the literature CQ!I~l:tlcms.Curriculum amf special education materials
building with the. re'maining:45.600scjiJar~ feet 'givert over to the. ' . are availal:!le~to.teachers' in the Boise area, as well as to univer-
School. of Education, Educilt'ional Television sfLJdios,:'Educational' sitystudents":and faculty. Electronic and stereo carrels provide
Media Seniices, the Counseling Cen.ter~theG.radu.ate Dean's listening facilities. <,. . .
Office, the Honor~'Program. f~~ulty officis,' and ciassroorn~~:: ' '.~-'.\._.. :-,<. '". ,¥'.('\ ."'.;' "." .. . ~
.' '. ., .,. , ....• ;0 '.' 'r"". The libraty'~:mapcollection. a major portiOn of the general
. Seating' is provided for about 1400 teadersht 'Iarge"tables, . book collectibn:and sever'al special collections, including Senator
. d"d I did I '. . /Len B:Jordan'ifsenatorial papers, the Earl Wayland Bowman and
In IVI u.a stu y. carre.s~ an ,ounge area scatterec;l thro,,!ghout PaulEc.Tracy collections are located on the third floor. ' .
the open stack areas; Small study rodms and.typing ro6ms'are. . .
available for group oriridividual use 0" each .flobi. Book stacks • The"'PeHodic'ii.'ahd D6i:ument~tdepilrfnlei'\t,' Iclcatec(on the
provide space for about 350,000 volumeswith the.present fourth floor, receive's over 2.000 current periodicals and over 50
collection numberingov.e(.23Q.OO(). volurne~ .. 'fha. building in- riewspapers, iriclul:ling Idaho. national and 'foreign newspapers.
cludes numerous features t6 faCilitate use by h~ndic'apped 'sfu- The Library .!S'a'p8rtial despository fotU.S.gollernmentp!Jbli-
dents.. . "1f ..j" ." cations, Idaho state documents, and Rand Corp. Publications~
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ClEP
CLEP Subject Matter Examinations will not be officially re-
leased on a Boise State transcript to other agencies or institutions
until the student has successfully ,completed .15 .academic credit
hours with Boise State,
Boise State currently accepts test scores of CLEP in the fol-
lowing subject matter areas. (Minimum passing scates are in-
dicated after each examination title):
10
CREDIT ,BY EXAMINAriON (CHAL~ENGE)
Any stud~nt. maychaHEmg~ 'a aSt!, course offering. subject
to department determination 'of. appropriate courses. when he
feelscohf.ident. that he has acquired sufficient ,knowlege(as the
result of previous' background. education.cir ex'perience) to pass
an examinatiori which coverS the contantof thecburse,' .
Thespecific details a~d ~xamlnation ar~' d'etermi'~edby the
course. level. and occasionally. thestiJdent'S individual situation,
Some courSes are ctiallendedthrougha staMdardized (CLEP)
examination. while others employ'a departmental test, Contact:
Department Chairman, ' "i
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
ATBOISE STATEUNIVERSIT¥
Today improved and accelerated public scHool'programs help
increasing numbers of stLidents to enter'Arne'fican' colreges and
universities with skills traditionally expected ';after' college-level
work, To assure each student ttlf!lopportunity' to~eilelop at his.
own pace and bypass rehashing' of material already mastered.
Boise State University offe'rsseileral opti'ons for educational
advancement, " .. •
Individual Gases might allow several approachestci' deter"
mining relative placement, Followin'g are the. g~neral alternatives
available, Further details may be 'obtained fra'm Dr, William P,
Mech; phone 385-1122. or from ilie BSUAdministrative Hand-
book: "',1
B,S,U. Policy 30-1 . Credit' by Examination ,.11'
30-1A CLEF' .
COU,'EGEL'EVEL ,
EXAMINATIONPHOGRAM
(!=LEP) . '.
The present policy at BSU fo', awarding credit on the ba~is ~f
CLEP examinations is as follOws: .
CLEP SUBJECT MATTER EXAM . ,1, ....
. ,'.,... ,f .
BOise State will accept CLEP Subject Matter Examination
scores at a Department-det~rminedpercentile SCore for equiva-
lent courses, The student who :submitsofficial CL'EPSubject "
Matter ExaminatiOn scores must make. application .an,d enroll at.'
Boise State .. orbe enrolled ~t Boise State at the time of sub-
mission of CLEP scores. ,. . .
If the scores submitted are at or above the p~rcentile scores.
indicated by the ,Departments. the student will receive credit for'
the equivalent courses so designated, The "entries on the nans-
cript will shOw the. specific Boise Siate cOurse nLiniber, title and:
credits with no letter grade.' The heading will show CLEP
SCORES on the transcript. The credit awarded wil' count toward
the graduation requirements at Boise State and :!will reduce. by
the number of credits awarded. the number of 'credits still re-
quired to graduate, ..
4 credits in Area III
8 credits in Area III
4 credits in Area III
3 credits in Area I
6 credits. in Area I
BSU EQUIVALENT CREDIT
No credit granted
B-1 DO, Cancepts af Bialagy (4)
B-1Ql + 1.02, General Bialagy (B)
C.1Q7, lQB (41 ar C-131, t32(4)
M~ 111, Algebra and Triganametry IS)
M.112~ Calculus and Analytic Geam'etry (5)
E-' 0 1, English Campasitian' (3)
E.1Q2, English Campasitian' (3)
M-361, Fundamentals af Statistics (4)
AC-l'Ol ,: 102, Principles af Accaunting (6)
OP'21O,.lntraductian to. Data Pracessing 131
50-1.01, Introductian to. Saci,alagy 131
PQ-T01, Federal Gavernment (3)'
MG-301;Principles af Management 131
GB~'3Ql, Business Law 131
MK.301. Principles af Marketing 131
P-10l, General Psychalagy 131
BSU EQUIVALENT COURSE AND NUMBER
(credits)CLEP EXAMINATION TITLE
• English Campasitian 150)
• Analysis and Interpretation- of
Literature .1501
, , Bialagy (5.0)
General Chemist'Y 14BI
Callege Algebra-
TriganometrY 1491 .
Calculus' with
Anaiytic Geametry 1501
.Statistics, (501
Introduction to Accounting' (50)
Computers and Data
Pracessing 150)
Intraductary 50cialogyl501
Amer~can G9ver~ment !50r
, • ".Intro. Bus. Mgmt. (60l,
"" 'Intra. Bus,iaVi (601
IntrOductary Marketing 150)'
G.enera.1 Psychalagy 1501
CLEPEXAM TITLE'
English
Natu~al Science
Score of489-570 (50th - 75th)
Score of 571 or above .,
Mathematics
Score of 488 or abOve (50th)
HumanitieS.
Score of 489-566 (50th - 75th) ,
Score of 567 or above
Social Science - History
Score of 489"568 (50th - 75th) 3 credits in Area II
Score of 569 or above 6 credits in Area II
• National College Sophomore Norm ~roup
'Applies only to. non-Itaditional students (An additional essay is required.) _
several ather alternative~ilre available,tostudents directly out of High School,
•• Credits obtai';ed by successful ~dmpletion of this subject .exammay be applied
t0w.ards.ArealJl requiremflnts.:it does. not fulfill requirement..fof the Biology
Major. . .
. _•• -.!he ~eparlineiJt wil(require one additio,nai local exe"rcise'.
CLEf>GENERAL EXAM
Boise State will accept CLEP General Examinations at a university-
determined percentile score for equivalent credits, The student
who submits official. General Examination scores must' make
application and enrcill at' BoiSe State. at the time of submission of
CLEP scores: ' " " ;~
lIthe: scoressub~itted are at or: above the p~rcentile scores
indicated by the University. thestlident will receive credit forthe
'.equijlalent credit$$o'd!lsignilted; The entries on the transcript will
shoW the. spec.ific'Boise State score requirement met with no letter
grade; The: tieBdingwiII,sho'N. :CL,EP5CORES on the transcript.
T~e credit awarded will counttoward the graduation requirements
at' eoiseState arid will reduce by the'number of credits awarded.
the 'number of 'credits still required to..graduate, .
CLEP General Examinations will not' be officially released on a
Boise' State transcript to other agenCies or institutions until the
student has successfully completed 15 academic credit hours with
,Boise State Univetsity','
. Boise Stine currently accepts test scores .ofCLEP in the following
gerieral area:' ,
Maximum possinle' credit by CLEP General Examinations - 24
semeste.r hours Credit,
The 'Faculty Senate must approve any proposed changes of the
percentile:rank at which General CLEP Examination credit is given,
Advanced Placement
Credit for Prerequisites Not Taken'
Independent Study
Second BA and/or Double Major'
Student Advisement Consideration
Mathematics' Placement Examin;.Jtion
Honors Program . :' ,
Servicemen's Opportunity College
Program . . ,I .,
Internship. 'I
!~
il
30-;B
30-1C
30-1.0
30-5
30-]
30-10
30-11
30-13
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
ClEP, HONORS
I11
Geology
Domain of the Arts
Honors Seminar
Independent Study
Summer Reading
English
American History
Western Civilizatian
Mathematics
Economics
HONORS COURSES
Each Honors student takes special Honors caurses, some af
which are expected of all those enrolled in the program. These
courses are taken in lieu of, rather than in addition to. the standard
requirements. In every case, the student pursues work in his own
major department that will prepare him for a professional career.
The Honors, Program works cooperatively with the major
department in providing the opportunity and stimulus far the
student to realize his potential.
The following is a list of Honors Program courses presently
available:
SECOND B.A. AND/OR DOUBLE MAJOR
A minimum of 30 additional semester haurs of resident
work beyond the hours required for the first degree are required
for each subsequent degree,
A student may be granted a single baccalaureate degree
with mare than ane majar. praviding that he satisfied all require-
ments for each major field as well as s'ltisfying all requirements
for the degree sought.
STUDENT ADVISEMENT CONSIDERATION
As a general practice, it is essential that advisors pragram
lower-division students into lower-division courses and schedule
upper-division students into upper-division courses.
HONORS PROGRAM
MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT EXAMINATION POLICY
Tentative placement in the 100-level courses will be based
on the ACT mathematics subscore. This pl!,cement is, however,
anly tentative and final placement will depend on the results of
a test given the first meeting af the caurse.
their availability based on mutual agreement between student
and professor and approval by the Department Chairman. Con-
tact: Department Chairman.
The Honors Program is designed with general education in
mind. Its main objective is to provide a broad and comprehensive
liberal arts background which complements the specialized
education and training which one obtaihs through the major
departments. This includes topics in the sciences, humanities, and
social sciences as generally indicated by the standard degree
requirements. Hawever, the catalag requirements are to. be
considered as minimal guidelines which can, and should be
amended when a stronger alternative is suggested.
While the Honors Program aims at enrichment more than
acceleration. it is possible thraugh Advanced Placement, Summer
Reading. and extra courses far an Honors student to, accumulate
enough credits to graduate in less than the usual four years.
ELIGIBILITY
Qualified students from all departments mayparticiplite'irdlie
program. Freshmen who have demanstrated unusual schalastic
ability and inteilectual attainment in high schoorare encauraged to
take part. Each year approximately the lipper five percent of the
entering freshmen are eligible for the Honors'Program. Such
students are selected on the basis of high s6hool' grade point
average. ACT scores, and recommendations of their counselors or
teachers.
Students who are not admitted to the Honors Program upon
initial enrollment at Boise State may apply at any time after the
completion of the first semester. An Hanors student maydrap out
of the program at any time within the existing university rules, and
the Honars caurses he has taken will be applied toward the
General University Requirements for Graduation.
; .
Cost
General Examinations (5 tests) $20 fo~each test
or ' $30 for 2 tests. $40 for 3 ar 4'or 5 tests
IISubject Examinatians
CREDIT FOR PREREQUISITES NOT TAKEN
Students who are deemed qualified may take designated
courses without having taken the listed prerequisites. In some
cases, the student may receive credit far the prereq~isite course
or courses bypassed. '
INDEPENDENT STUDY II
The availability of independent study apportunities for gra-
duate students. all upper-division students, and Hariors Program
lower-division students represents one of several unique curri-
cular choices at Boise State University. It is a project which must
be primarily conceived and initiated by the student.
The independent study experience provides individual study
oppartunities of.a reading or praject nature. allo.wing the student
to. explore in depth a specific aspect of a discipline or professional
field. Such study experience affards students the opportunity to
exhibit scholarly competencies on an independent basis.
The Horiors Program or any department of the university
which fields a baccalaureate degree program or graduate pro-
gram is authorized to affer independent study, 'The course
numbers for independent study are nat listed in the' schedule of
classes printed each term. This daes nat. howe~er, preclude
Cost! Fees must be paid by check or money order - not by cash -
and made payable to COllege-Level Examinati0,!l Program,
For information related to taking a ClEP Examination, contact
Darlene Pline at the Counseling and Testing Center located in
the library Building, Room 247, phone 385-1601. Students
seeking information ilbout this and other advanc~d placement
policy should contact Dr. William P. Mech, Dir~ctor. Honors
Program, library, Building, Room l408G, phane 38511122.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Many colleges and universities. including Boise State. accept the
General Examinations and the Subject Matter Exam!inations as an
alternate way by which a student may satisfy c~rtain general
education requirements or specific course "or premajor
requirements.)
Students generally become prepared to take the exams by:
1. Studying independently
2. Having advanced High School courses that parallel those
offered by the college.
3. Having previously audited the courses
4. Attending non-accredited schools. etc.
5. Correspondence- extension work
6. Educatil;lnal Television courses
7. Travel.
8. Study in the Armed Forces or at propietary schools
9. On-the-job training and experience
You may not. repeat a Subject Examination within a Jear. If you do,
your scores will not be reported and your test fees will be forfeited.
You may repeat the General Examinations once within a year's
time if you make special arrangements.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT
The Advanced Placement Examinations offered thraugh the
College Board are generally accepted by the appropriate de-
partment when a scare of three or higher is attairied: in some
cases the 'essayor problem portion is requested for retiew.
!!
If an academic department prefers to use a specific form of
advanced placement. that department has the aptian of using its
oWn 'examinatian, a standard test. recammendations from high
school. instructors, or past experience. In this instance, the
gathering of materials upon which the granting of 6redit will be
determined may begin during the student's last I!semester in
high school. Contact: Director. Honors Program. I:
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Outreach
REQUIREMENTS
All Honors students will take two courses in English Compo-
sition plus 18 hours of joint listed departm~ntal honors courses
with at least one honors course from each are'a. i.e .. Area I. Area II.
Area III. in addition to any student-directed honors seminars from
these areas. To meet the English Composition requirements. the
honors students will take two courses from the following: E 111. E
112. E 102. E 201. or any other writing courses with permission of
the Honors Director. Each honors student willilbe required to take a
three-credit upper division inter-disciplinary Golloquim which will
carry the HP prefix. Each honors student will tomplete a minimum
of 30 semester hours of honors credit.
Flexibility is an indispensable feature of the Honors Program.
This is true of the Honors courses as well as of the individual
Honors student's program. Accordingly. the l,llprecisedescription
and content of a specific course may vary', from semester to
semester. Current descriptions of Honors cou'rses and Seminars
are available in the regularly updated Honors Program Newsletter.
The Newsletter and-or further information can be obtained by
writing:
Hono~s Program Director
Bo!se State University
~oise. Idaho 83725
INTERNSHIP
Internships are available in many departments and in all
schools within Boise State. They provide opportunity for a stu-
dent to participate for variable credit in a~'field exercise" or
"practicum" which contributes to his acad~mic development.
The precise nature of an individual internsh1ip will necessarily
vary depending upon the department, age~cy. and possibly.
student. Contact: your Department Chairman or Dean.
Outreach
Services and Pro~rams
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS. SPECIAL COURSES. AND
COMMUNITY SERVICE OBJECTIVES
The University expresses its concern for individual
improvement. equal opportunity. economic efficiency. and civic
responsibility by offering continuing education for adults. and
community service programs to assist in the process of human and
community development by focusing upon the needs. aspirations.
and potentialities of individuals. groups. and institutions.
The following programs and services are1available at Boise
State. University to individuals. groups. firrps. schools. and
agencies: II
II
SPECIAL SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
Conference. Workshop. Seminar. Ins,:titute Planning
Assistance - The University offers assistance to groups and
agencies that desire help in planning educational programs or
require assistance in up-grading personnel in 1'1' new techniques.
knowledge. and skills.
Faculty and Staff Consultation Service - The faculty and staff
of Boise State University stand ready to assist business. industry.
educational institutions. governmental agenc,ies. professional
groups. and others in the solving of their educStion and training
problems or in their research and development efforts.
Use of Facilities - Boise State UniverSity Will make available
meeting rooms and classroom facilities to the v~rious community
groups and agencies. "
Reading Education Center Individualized reading
improvement programs will be arranged for students with
specialized reading problems. This service is available during the
Fall. Spring. and Summer terms.
Educational Media Services - A large collection of
educational media materials is housed in tl1e library. These
teaching aids are available for the university fS'culty. the school
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teachers of the state. and the students in teacher education.
Community organizations may use these media when available.
Projectors. TV and other audio-visual equipment are available for
l;jr0up use on the campus.
Data Processing Center - The Center for Data Processing.
housed on the first floor of the Business Building. is a university-
wide service unit. Its primary mission is to provide computing
and data processing service in support of the educational and
administrative objectives of the university. to encourage the use
of data processing procedures throughout the university. and.
in particular. to stimulate the innovative utilization of the
equipment.
The Center for Data Processing represents a service
agency. All students. faculty. and staff are encouraged to make
full use of our facilities. Appropriate charges are made relative
to faculty and staff utilization wherein funded projects are in-
voled. Rates are available from the Center for proposal pur-
poses. Charges for data processing services are not made for
un iversity use.
Tours of facilities. equipment demonstrations. and inser-
vice lectures relative to data processing are available upon
request.
The Visiting Scientist Program - The School of Art and
Sciences has a number of faculty members who are willing to
speak to high school science and mathematics classes. Each
participant has prepared presentations of approximately forty
minutes duration on topics that would be appropriate for
interested high school students. The Visiting Scientist Program is
available without cost to the school. Presentations may be
scheduled for single classes or collective classes. Speakers can be
scheduled for one day only. but when necessary. the presentation
may be given as many as three times during that day. Three weeks
advance notice is necessary for proper scheduling.
Speaker's Bureau - As a service to the region and state.
Boise State has organized a faculty and staff Speaker's Bureau.
whose members have volunteered to present lectures and/or
talks before community groups and organizations. Write or call
the News Bureau at 385-1111 to make requests.
Public Affairs and Cultural Enrichment - Boise State
University offers great variety in its program of public affairs and
cultural enrichment with many events presented at no charge.
Many of these offerings can be presented in your community.
Some of the events that provide opportunities of participation and
observation include:
University Band
Drama Offerings
Opera Workshop
A Capella Choir
Traveling Art Exhibits
Foreign Film Festival
Concerts and Recitals
Faculty Lecture Series
Forums of Particular Arts
BSU Community Symphony Orchestra
Demonstrations in various fields of study
Programs of outstanding artists and lecturers
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
AND SPECIAL COURSES
Evening Program - The University offers academic.
avocationa/. and vocational courses on campus for the many
individuals in the community who seek to achieve their own
personal educational objectives.
Weekend Program - This program is a continuing approach
designed to make university offerings accessible to more of the
people who wish to take courses but are unable to attend day or
evening classes or who find weekend attendance better suited to
their time schedule.
Evening Vocational. Technical Education Program - This
program is designed to offer courses in a wide variety of occupa-
tional fields to upgrade those individuals currently engaged in
the skill. craft. trade. or technology in which the courses are
offered.
Adult Basic Education Program - Basic literacy training for
adults in the community is offered at the Vocational-Technical
Division for those who desire to upgrade themselves in order to
qualify for occupational entry and/or pursue high school
instruction.
General Educational Development (G.E.D.~ Training - As a
part of the Adult Basic Education Program. th~ University offers
instruction and prepares adults who wish to! take the General
Educational Development Test to qualify for the Idaho high school
equivalency certificate.
Guided Studies Program - Boise State University has begun
a program of guided studies that encompasses high school
subjects for adults. Currently the courses include Algebra. Plane
Geometry. General Mathematics. EngliSh I. 11.11and III. American
Government. Social Studies. and Natural Science. These courses
are taught on either a semester or short course basis. depending
on the needs of the adult student. Other courses are available to
the students on demand. These courses meet ,~heState of Idaho
and Veterans Administration approval requirements (Chapter 34.
Title 38. U.S. Code-VAR 14253A2). "
Special Interest Group Courses and Programs - Offerings
that have proved to be of continued utility to various special
interest groups. such as the engineers workshop preparing
participants for the state licensing examination:\;. are offered as a
regular. periodic feature of the University's instr~ctional program.
Educational Television is provided the residents of Treasure
Valley from Boise State University. licensee of station KAID- TV. a
noncommercial public broadcasting station. Th~ station produces
and airs. in color. instructional TV programs for. public education.
higher education, and the community. Program,s are produced to
offer complete courses via TV for Boise State University as well as
supplemental materials for several departments and individual
course offerings. An affiliate of the Public Broa<;lcastNetwork. the
station also produces and airs public television!programs of wide
cultural and public interest to the citizens of Idallo.
II
SUMMER SESSION PROGRAM
. A full complement o.f programs. coursesi and services ar~
offered in the summer, Graduate. undergraduate and noncredit
programs and courses ~re offered in the ~everal time block
sessions on campus. For more information ~bout summer pro-
grams contact the Office of Continuing Education and Summer
Sessions. Boise State University. 'I
CONTINUING EDUCATlQN
Educational needs of citizens of the ten southwestern count-
ies of Idaho are being met by the Continuing Education Program
at Boise State University. Both credit and ~on-credit courses
are offered in this region with boundaries north to New Mead-
ows. east to Glenns Ferry. south to the Nevada border and west
to the Oregon border.
Graduate and undergraduate courses may be organized
when there is sufficient enrollment for a c1a~s and a qualified
instructor is available. II
Although classes usually meet on a semester basis. they
can be started at any time during the semester. Continuing
Education has the authority to negotiate with school districts.
organizations and business concerns to prov!,de more, effec~ive
in-service courses and workshops deslbned around their particu-
lar educational needs. "
McCall Summer Program - A wide range of University
courses - both graduate and undergraduate; - are offered at
McCall during the summer months.
Mountain Home Air Force Base Progra~ - Boise State
University offers academic. college-level cou'~ses in a resident
program to military personnel. their dependents. and members of
the surrounding communities who desire to pursue educational
goals.
Correspondence Study in Idaho is coordinated and adminis-
tered by the Correspondence Study Office lo'bated on the Uni-
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versity of Idaho Campus, Courses are written and graded by
approved faculties of the University of Idaho. Boise State Uni-
versity. Lewis-Clark State College. and Idaho State University.
Continuing Education serves as the contact office on the BSU
Campus.
CIVIC IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS
Boise State University as an institution and more specifically
its faculty. staff. and students are engaged in cooperative effort!>
with state and local governments, business, industry. profes-
sions. religious groups. and social groups to increase the re-
sources of the community or to resolve major problems confront-
ing the state and the community.
COORDINATING OFFICE
Continuing Education/Off-Campus Programs - For more
information about these programs and/or courses to be held
off of the main University campus. contact the office of Contin-
uing Education and Summer Sessions. Boise State University.
1910 University Drive. Boise. ID 83725. phone 385-3293.
CONTINUOUS REPORT OF ACTIVITIES
Boise State University maintains a daily activity information
service on a special telephone line. Current information con-
cerning activities taking place on campus is available. The auto-
matic answering device will give information concerning studer,t
activities. spo.rts and other events taking place daily on campus.
The number may be dialed at any time. day or night. It is listed in
the campus directory and Boise telephone book.
Acade mic Reg ulations
REGISTRAR:
The Registrar has direct responsibility planning for. main-
taining and up-dating the University's student record system.
which includes maintaining a duplicate set of transcript records
on microfilm. certifying masters. baccalaureate and two-year de-
grees; administering veterans and Social Security benefits certi-
fications: certifying 3tudent grade point averages for the Dean's
List. student body offices. etc.; processing all changes of en-
rollment including withdrawals from the University: providing
transcript service for students. both current and inactive: pro-
viding enrollment data to federal and state agencies: taking care
of inquiries concerning evaluation of credit earned at Boise
State University or other institutions; certifying eligibility for
athletic participation; and has joint responsibility with the Dean
of Admissions to plan and supervise regular and late registra-
tion.
In addition the Registrar is responsible for publishing an an-
nual enrollment report. probation and dismis'5al lists. and lists
of graduates.
A. GRADING SYSTEM
A - Distingui~hed work - Four quality points per hour.
B - Superior work - Three quality points per hour.
C - Average work - Two quality points per hour.
D _Passin,pbut unsatisfactory work - One quality point per hour.
F - Failure - No quality points per hour.
P - Pass - No quality points.
CR - Credit - No quality points.
NC - No Credit - No quality points.
I - Incomplete:
W - Withdrawal - No quality points.
S - Satisfactory - No quality points.
U - Unsatisfactory - No quality points.
AUD - Audit - No quality points.
NR - No record.
NG - Non-gradable.
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The grade of incomplete can be given in 'j cases where the
student's work has been satisfactory up to the last three weeks of
the semester. The returning student must contact the instructor
and consider the following options: II
1. Make up the work within the first half of the current
semester.
2. Request of both instructor and depart"lent chairman an
extension of time.
3. Retake- repeat the courses.
4. Request that the Incomplete be changed to a W.
If the student fails to contact the instructorl!by mid-semester.
the instructor can. at that time. change the Incomplete to a "W" or
elect to extend the Incomplete into the next semester. Within that
next semester if the student contacts the instrucror. the procedure
outlined above can be followed. If there is no contact by the
student. the instructor by mid-semester 'ivill change the
Incomplete to a "W". il
A student who receives a grade of 'F' in a given course (if the
course is still offered). may elect to retake that cOurse to raise the
grade. In respect to a course in Independent Study where the
instructor refuses to permit the student to retake the study; where
the student cannot secure permission from anQther instructor to
accept the program of study; or. where the insttuctor has left the
institution. the grade of 'F' upon recommlmdation of the
department chairman. reverts to a 'W'. II
A student who received a grade of D in a given course may
repeat that course to raise his grade. if in the meantime he has
not taken an advanced course for which the first course is pre-
requisite. Degree credit for courses so repeat~d will be given
only once but the grade assigned at each enrollment shall be
permanently recorded. Ii
Courses in which a student receives a grade of "D" or "F"
may be repeated/retaken only once. If a stu'dent receives a
grade of "0" or "F" a second time. the course cannot be re-
peated at Boise State University. Independent! studies. intern-
ships and student teaching may be taken only dnce and are not
repeatable. A grade of "C" or better must be attained in the
course if required in the students major area. ii'
"In computing the grade point average of a student with re-
peat courses. inly the most recently received grades and quality
points shall be used for the first 16 credits repeated, In the case of
further repetitions the grade point average shall! be based on all
grades assigned and on all credits carried.
II
B. CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
After registration students -are classified as Freshmen.
Sophomores. Juniors. Seniors or Graduate.
Freshman-From 0 semester credits through~5.
Sophomore-From 26 semester credits through 57.
"
Junior-From 58 semester credits through 89.
Senior-90 semester credits and over. but ha~ not received
B.A. Degree.
Graduate-Has received B.A. degree.
A student enrolled and classified during the ,first semester is
not reclassified at the beginning of the second semester.
A student enrolled for 8 semester hours br more will be
considered a full-time student for fee paying pu1po~es only. See
Page6 for further information. :i
A student who is carrying less than 8 hours will be classified
as a part-time student.
C. ATIENDANCE AND ABSENCE FROMiCLASS
Students are responsible for their attendanc~ in the courses
for which they are enrolled. No absences. whether approved by
the University for participation in university sponsdred activities. or
necessitated by sickness or other personal tilmergency. are
"excused" in the sense of relieving the student of responsibility for
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work assigned or carried on by a class during his absence. It is his
responsibility to arrange with his instructors to make up work
which he is forced to miss.
A student who has been absent from a meeting of a class has
lost some of the content of the course. regardless of the cause of
the absence. If any student accumulates absences to the extent
that further participation in the class seems to be of little value to
him and detrimental to the best interests of the class. the
instructor shall warn such student that further absence may cause
him to fail the course.
D. ACADEMIC PROBATION ~:- ~
DISQUALIFICATION 1\Y" cr- ~
The student whose academic work indicates that he cannot
continue in Boise State University with profit to himself and credit
to the institution will be placed on probation; and if he continues
tinues on probation for two semesters. he will be subject to dis-
missal from Boise State University. Satisfactory performance
means the orderly progression toward graduation maintaining a
cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or better. The Cumulative
Grade Point Average will be computed on all credits attempted.
The student who has a cumulate GPA of 1.5 or lower and who
has not been enrolled in a college or university as a full-time
student for a period of two consecutive years. may upon returning
full-time to Boise State University credit status and completing a
semester of full ti me work (12 hours or more) with a grade point
average of 2.25 for that first semester. make application to the
dean of the school for removal of any grade below 1.0 given by
this institution. With the approval of the dean of the school in
which the student is majoring. the GPA would be recomputed to
include all grades with the exception of those dismissed. No
change will be made in the transcript of record. This instrument
will only affect the GPA.
The student will be placed on probation whenever the
cumulative GPA falls 12 points below a GPA of 2.0. This
calculation is made by multiplying by two the total credit hours in
which he has been enrolled and subtracting twelve. If the answer
so obtained is not exceeded by the student's total quality points.
he will be subject to this regulation.
Two successive probations will result in dismissal from Boise
State University. unless special permission to cont'inue in atten-
dance is obtained from the dean of the school in which the stu-
dent was placed on probation. Three successive probations will
result in dismissal for two semesters with no opportunity for
appeal of the decision. Regardless of his cumulative GPA. no stu-
dent will be dismissed if his GPA for the most recent semester is
2.25 or higher.
The entering freshman whose high school GPA is 1.50 or
lower will be limited to a maximum course load of 12 units
including noncredit courses.
All students on probation will be limited to a maximum course
load of 12 credits including noncredit courses. retakes. and
repeats.
Students on probation are ineligible for participation in
University sponsored extra-curriculur activities (see Eligibility for
Extra-Curricular Activities section in the BSU Student Handbook).
E. ADMISSION ON PROBATION
Students wishing to transfer to Boise State University from
other colleges and universities must have a GPA of 2.00 or
above on all prior collegiate work completed or have cleared the
probationary provision outlined in the preceding section D. Aca-
demic Probation and Disqualification.
F. WITHDRAWAL
Withdrawal from Individual Courses. A student may with-
draw from individual courses by securing a change in registra•
tion card from his advisor. which must be endorsed by the ad-
visor and each instructor involved. then presented to thel Regi-
strar for clearance and signature. The date on which the
Registrar signs the change card will be the official withdrawal
date.
. Complete Withdrawal from University. A: student may of-
ficially' withdraw from the university (all course~) only by securing
a withdrawal permit from the Office of Student Advisory and
Special Services and having it signed by san!\e. This office will
advise the student of the offices he muSt clear with before pre-
senting the complete withdrawal to the Registrar's Office.
A student may withdraw after mid-semester examinations
(see specific date on University calendar) without. penaity for
failing work. Students who remain enrolled in a class after the
final date for withdrawal and fail to complJ,te the course re-
quirements shall be awarded ~ final grade of "F':.
Faculty Initiated Withdrawal. The responsibility for with-
drawing from individual.courses rests with the individual student;
but in certain situations the instructor may initiate the withdrawal.
1. If the student registers for the course but never attends.. ~
2. If the student registers for the course, a~tendsbriefly, and
then neglects to withdraw from the course II
3. If the student registers for the course on an audit basis
but never attends, or attends for only a brief peri'1d.
In cases of a faculty initiated withdrawal the instructor will
notify the office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs of the
impending action. The Vice-President will then ribtify the student.
If no further effort is made by the student withirt two weeks after
the notification. the instructor may then initiate the withdrawal.
Right of Appeal: .
In cases where a strict application of this regulation seems -
in the opinion of an instructor. advisor or' a studElnt - to work an
'I'
unreasonable hardship. the Dean of Student Adv.isory and Special
Services is authorized to grant exceptions.
G. COURSE PREREQUISITEWAIVER
Specific course prerequisites may be wailled upon written
approval of the Dean of the School in whose area the course is
offered. A student seeking to have prerequisiies waived must
justify his request on the basis of background. education, and
experience to the satisfaction of the Dean of the School.
H. CREDIT FOR PREREQUISITES NOT TAKEN. I
Students who have a sufficiently high GPA or ACT score.
who pass a Departmental Placement examination. or have the
approval of the department chairman may take designated
courses wit~ol,Jt having completed the listed pre~equisite.
Students who receive a grade of "C" or berler for a course in
which they have not taken the prerequisite cou'rse(s) will be giv-
en credit with a grade of "S" for that course(s)iwhen the follow-
ing conditions are fulfilled: ' II
1. Th!, student may make. application for this credit only
after the final grade for the advanced course is; officially record-
ed.
2. The student. in consultation with his advisor. must initiate
the application. using the appropriate form a~d following the
proper procedure. II
3. Department chairmen and deans will determine for which
course(s) this credit is appropriate. . .
4. In ~ome cases, as determined and requi~d by department
chairmen and deans, an examination covering the content of
the prerequisite course(s) must be pasSed by ttj'e student before
the credit with' a grade of "S" is awarded. II
I. PETITIONS
Individuals or groups of students always hav~ the privilege of
petition. Academic petitions should be addressed to the Dean of
the appropriate school. Other petitions shouid be directed to the
appropriate administrative officer. II
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J.UNOERGRADUATEENROlLMENTIN
500-LEVEL COURSES
Undergraduate students at Boise State University may apply
up to a total of two 500-level courses (they would enroll under
special status) toward the credit requirements for their
undergraduate degree. Undergraduates in 500-level courses must
have senior standing. 500-level courses may be applied to the
required 40 hours of upper-division credits.
K. VETERANS
The VA requires veterans who request G.1. Bill' benefits to
submit official transcripts from all previously attended colleges.
whether the veteran is full or part time.
Veterans attending under the G.1. Bill (Chapter 34) or under
the Dependance Educational Assistance (Chapter 35 - widows,
orphans and wives and children of 100% disabled veterans)
can apply for their benefits through the Office of Veterans Af-
fairs on the B.S.U. campus.
Those attending under Chapter 31 (RehabilitatiQn Program)
must present an Authorization of Entrance or be charged tuition
and fees. Upon presentation of this Authorization, complete
refund will be made.
Veterans (Chapter 34) and Eligible Persons (Chapter 35)
who plan to attend on the G.1. Bill must. upon registration. pay
all required charges. Veterans (Chapter 31) must present, upon
registration, an Authorization of Entrance. Twelve credit hours
for undergraduate students and nine crec;lit hours (500 level or
400G level) for graduate students will be 'considered full time for-'
educational benefits by the Veterans Administration as a full
schedule~te: Audits and repeats may not be counted toward
these hours.-
All veterans pursuing a second baccalaureate degree must
have an official evaluation. Official copies of the evaluations
are furnished to the VA Regional Office. the veteran. and Boise
State University. Only those courses that are applicable for the
degree objective will be considered in determining VA educa-
tional payments.
Veterans enrolled in graduate programs are required to file
a Program Development Form with the Graduate Admissions
Office. Only those courses that are applicable for the degree
objective will be considered in determining VA educational pay-
ments.
The following schedule will be adhered to in certifyil')gilet-
erans to receive benefits from the Veterans Administration .•:
1. If the veteran is a graduate student. his benefits will be
determined by the number of hours he enrolls for ac-
cording to the following schedule:
9 or more semester hours - full time
6- 8 semester hours - 3/4 time
4 - 5 s'emester hours - 1/2 time
Less than 4 semester hours - Registration fee only
2. If the veteran is an undergraduate student. his benefits
will be determined by the number of hours he enrolls for
according to the following schedule:
12 or more semester hours - full time
9 - 11 semester hours - 3/4 time
6 - 8 semester hours - 1/2 time
Less than 6 semester hours - Registration fee only
L. SERVICEMAN'S OPPORTUNITY COLLEGE
The necessary mobility of people in military service has
always been an obstacle to the completion of an educational
program. - "The Serviceman's Opportunity College Program
(SOC) represents a network of nearly 300 institutions of higher
learning that recognizes the needs of servicemen and women
and have indicated their intention to cooperate as to policies on
admissions. transfers of credits and residency requirements.
Their participation in an organized effort geared to opportunities
15
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AREA III
1. A year's sequence chosen from:
Biological Science
Mathematics
Physical Science (Includes C, GO. PSand PH courses)
With additional credits from a field other than that chosen to
satisfy the sequence requirement.
or
2. Any three of the following courses:
Biology-Concepts of Biology
Chemistry-Concepts of Chemistry
Geology-Fundamentals of Geology
Mathematics-Cultural Approach to Math
Physical Science-Foundations of Physical Science
Physics-Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
A freshman who is working part time should probably not plan
to carry the number of credits suggested in the preceding
program. The number of credit hours advisable should be
determined by talking with a faculty advisor prior to registration.
"Determined by student score on ACT exam. See below.
STUDENTS UNDECIDED ON MAJOR
Many students have not determined a major field of study at
the time they enter college and wish to enroll in general courses
until such time as they decide upon a major. Often it is not
necessary to determine a major until the beginning of the junior
year.
The following course suggestion .for the freshman year
includes those basic requirements for a Bachelor of Arts Degree.
Within this program a student may choose from several courses
listed in each area. An elective course should be chosen from
the School of Business. These courses will be counted toward
graduation either as electives or possibly as requirements in'the
major field once it has been chosen. For minimum requirements
on the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science. Bachelor of Business
Administration. Bachelor of Music. and Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degrees. please refer to pages 32 of this bulletin.
Each area consists of courses from the following fields:
AREAl
Art Literature Philosophy
Humanities Music Theatre Arts
Foreign Language (102 or higher of one language)
2ND
SEM.
3"
3
3
4
3
16
.\
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
4
3
16
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Area I Requirements .
Area II Requirements .
Area III Requirements .
Elective in School of Business .
AREA II
Anthropology
Communications
Economics
Geography
History
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
for program completion represents a new commitment to
education ...
Boise State University endorses the Serviceman's Oppor-
tunity College with the following qualifications: ll-
1. Entrance into this program by a seri/iceman will be
through a signed agreement between 'the student and
the University, specifying responsibilities of both the
student and the University. ,i
2. The agreement shall terminate six years from date of
approval or six months after serviceman's separation
from active duty; whichever comes first.:
3. The agreement (and thus the SOC Progr~m) will be made
available to only those servicemen who have success-
fully completed (with a GPA ')f 2.25 or above) fifteen
(15) or more hours of college credit through B.S.U.
4. Residency requirements other than theil.initial 15 hours
prior to the sign ing of the contract will be yvaived.
5. Acceptance of any serviceman into the iisoc Program is
contingent upon the agreement of the given department
in which jurisdiction that program lies. "
6. No ,school or department shall be com~elled to offer a
SOC Program - such programs are voluntary.
For information concerning the G.I. 8ill contact the Office
of Veterans Affairs in Adm-114. (208) 385-1679:,
II
M. TRANSFER OFVOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL/ACADEMIC CREDITS
1. Block transfer of vocational-technical and/or academic
credits: II
Block transfer of vocational-technical; credit from ac-
credited or State approved vocational-technical schools
in the State of Idaho into specific depart:imental program
or general elective credit at Boise State! University may
be awarded as determined by the appropriate academic
department and approved by the college. il
Similarly, block transfer of academic .program credit
from an accredited institution of higher education into a
specific vocational-technical program at Boise State
University may be awarded as determine'~ by the appro-
priate division. department. or committee. "
No grade shall be assigned and such ',transfer applies
only to the agreed upon transfer program.
2. Transfer of equivalent vocational-technic~1 course credits
and/or academic credits: II'
Credit for specific vocational-technical ;ischool courses
may be awarded when equivalency has been validated by
the appropriate academic department and approved by
the college offering the equivalent course Work.
Vocational-technical school credit may be awarded for
specific academic course credit when the ~quivalency has
been determined by the appropriate vocational-techni-
cal division or department offering the eq'lJivalent course
work. .
3. Transfer of non-equivalent vocational-te~hnical and/or
academic unit course credits:
Reciprocal exchange of non-equivalentl prior learning
such as course work training or work experiences be-
tween vocational-technical and academic institutions
shall be at the discretion of the appropriate division or
department. iI
If a student transfers from one prograr'h in vocatlonal-
technical education or an academic progi:am to anoth!'!r.
the receiving depart ment or division will; reevaluata the
appropriateness of such vocational-technical training or
experience and/or academic course work. II
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I.' ~nglish Compositlbn,,,,
English campo!lition. E 101 and E 102. ",ust be successfully
campleted by all students with the faliawing exceptians:.
a. Students scaring in the 80th' percentile .or above .on the
ACt nati.onal n.orms are exempt fr.om E 101. . . " c..
. ,:"""" .\."i
b. Any student. with the rec.ommendation liand 'Permlssian
.of the English Department may.take the: departmentally sp~ci.
fied campetency test and upan passing it beexempf fran, E.lOl.
All entering freshmen scaring bel.ow the 20th.percen~i'ean
the ACT natianal n.orms are required t.o take':I'De'!elopmental
Writing (E010) and ta pass with an S grade befare. being ad-
mitted ta E 101. ".',
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES I
Minimum Graduation Requj'remlinu(4'iedits) .
ALL BACCALAUREATE DEGREE~ .
I .. I'. ~~.n;~f~;C~~:~lh:~~~i~~~'~~isc (~if';'~~~)., {:•..•r;;.;:..:t:~:~~::.:;.~<Xi8
• Must include: ,•• '
1. Engj'ish Campositia~ '.': , . " . • . :'. ':t .3-6'~..
,_ _ \. ,,-. ~ c:.~.,' r,' ,;., ',:r.- "<", ',~ ,'>:: :"i
2. Upper Divisian credit haw's' ', ;.r.l' .40 " '.~' ..::.:
" '-,),,";,., .• , -~--~ .. :~r'.',j< -',~ ~
B. Grade Paint Average far all c.ourses taken: /' . : 2.0'
II. Other Callege Requireii1e~ts .y" .. t ..','.:';"
A. Minimum reqliire~ent~ far .one'of th~'deg.re~~ offl!red~';. ".. '> ..' ..' " .,. ....' . . I~~.'. I.','
B. Specifi~HequirementSfar adepartrriental.rr~j?,r<. " f
1....A' s~ude.nt must.h~~e,'a mir'\imur:nc'lJin'ullitive 2.00
. ' .. (3iP.A .'in,al" cau'rses required by his'in:jpr.
Y:A~t~d~~t wiii~a{ be:aIl6wedc;~dit tt~ard' h.is.majar
department. reql\irements •..far' ~ny' g~ade' .of',~'P:'rin
uppe( division caurses in'hl$ hiajOrcl~p~rtment:;. ,,'
i::.' 'A miliimum.of 15 credit h.ours af.electiv&s.outside .of the
majarfield. ' ' .,
Minim~mCredit Haurs in Residence
Minimum ctedithaurs in residence: 30 credit haurs .of which
the. last 15 credit hourS prlar t.o graduati.on must! be taken at the
university'during the'regular .orsummer sessians. II
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
. Graduation.. ,
IV. Extensian, Correspandence and Religi.on C.ourses
A candidate far a degree may earn up t.o 32 semester ha~rs
in any c.ombinatian .of extensi.on and/ar c.orresp.ondence' c.ourses
taward the required credit h.ours fQr graduati.on. These h.ours
must have departmental appr.oval far acceptance t.owards majar
department requirements. .' .
Such c.orrespandence c.ourses must be c.ompleted and the
transcript filed with the registrar pri.or t.o mid-t~rm .of the semes-
ter in which the last 15 h.ours .ofresidence credit are started.'
Up to eight (8) credits ~f n();'-se~tarian religion cburses'fr~m
accredited c.olleges and. universities may be accepted as general
'electives. . ,
. '-,'
V. Requirements for Additi.onal Baccalaureate degre'e
a. A ~ini~um.of ;hirty additional semester hours .of resi-
dent w.ork, beyand .the. h.ours required far his first degree,
far each subseq~ent degree.'.. . , .'
b. Satisfl!cti~r] .of.upper-divisi.on requi~e~imts in the maj.or
. field selected as. rec.ommended byth~.: department and
appr.oved by the dean .ofthe sctiaoliM whictithe addi-
ti.onal~egree ist.o b6' granted;' . •..••
c. Satisfact.ory campleti.on .of ather requirements .of the
Univ,ersity as approved by the deanoftht;t school in
which theadditi.on'al degree is tq be grari!ed .or'sought.
VI. Requirements far Dauble Maj.or,'
A student may be granted' a single baccalaureate degree
with mare than .one maj.or. praviding that he satisfies all' require-
ments far eac;h major field as .rec.ommendedbythedepartment
and appr.ovEldby the dean .of the schaal/in which'~ach n'iaj.or'is
t.o be granted. asvitell as satisfyihg all re:quire'ments far the
degree sought'. ., . . .,
"
,','
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
BA Requirements
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
Minimum Requirements (Credits)
A. General University requirements-3 or 6' ci~dits
1. English Composition 3 or 6
B. Area I requirements 'i •••••••.•• 12' •
1. Three credits in Literature
2. Three credits in a second field
3. Three credits in a third field
4. Three credits in any Area I field
Area I is composed of the following fields:
Art AR
Humanities HU
Literature' ••
Music MA. ME MU
Philosophy PY
Theatre Arts TAil
Foreign Language (102 or higher of one language)
C. Area 1/ requirements 12
1. Three credits in History
2. Three credits in a second field
3. Three credits in a third field
4. Three credits in any Area 1/ field
Area II is composed of the fol/owing fields:
Anthropology AN
Communications CM
Economics EC
Geography GG
History HY
Political Science PO
Psychology P
Sociology SO
D. Area III requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12
1. A year's sequence chosen from:
Biological Sciences
Mathematics
Physical Sciences' •••
With additional credits from a field other than that chosen
to satisfy the sequence requirement
or
2. Any three of the following courses except no more than
two from a single department.
Biol09Y - Concept!! of Biology
Chemi!!try - Concepts of Chemi!!try ii
Geology - Fundamentals of Geology
Mathematics - Cultural Approach to Math
Phy!!ics. Engineering. and Physical Science
Concepts and Consequences of Energy Utilization
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
Either Foundations of Physical Science or
A Cultural Approach to Physics. but not both
Area III is composed of the following fields:
Biology-B. BT. EH. Z
Chemistry-C
Geology-GO
Mathematics-M
Physical Science-PS
Physics-PH
Engineering-EN
E. Students seeking the B.A. degree must have an additional
9 credits chosen from Area I and/or II.
F. Departmental major
• Determined bY,lstudent score on ACT exam.
I
•• Three credits may be in performance courses .
• • • Literature ~ C~urses in various departments concerned with the writings of
specific authors. periOds. styles. themes. or geographic area .
• • • • The Physical Sciences include courses in Chemistry. Geology. Physical Sci-
ence and' Physics.' <
18
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BACHELOR OF SCIE~CE DEGREE
Mini~um Requirements (Credits)
A. General University requirements 3 or 6'
1. English Composition 3 or 6 credits
B. Area I requirements ; 12' •
Three fields must be represented
Area I is composed of the follOwing fields:'
Art AR
Humanities HU
Literature •••
Music MA, ME, MU
Philosophy PY
Theatre Arts TA
Foreign Language (102 or higher of one lari6uage)
C. Area II requirements ; ";' , 12
Three fields must be represented
Area II is composed of the following fields:
Anthropology AN
Communication CM
Ecgnomics EC
Geography GG
History HY
Political Scien.ce PO
Psychology P """
Sociology SO
D. Area III requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '1,"" •...•. 12
Two fields muSt be represented
1. A year's sequence chosen from:
Biological Sciences
Mathematics
Physical Sciences' •••
with additional credits from a field other than that chosen
to satisfy the sequence requirement.
or
2. Any three of the following courses except no more than
two from a single department
Biology - Concepts ofi3io1ogy "
Chemistry - ConceptS of Chemistry :
Geology - Fundamentals of Geology
Mathematics - Cultural Approach to Math
Physics~ Engineering, and Physical Science
Concepts and consequences of. Energy Utilization
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
Either Foundations of Physical Science or
, A Cult~ral •.Approach to Physics, but not both "
Area III is c6mbosed of the following fields:' .
Biology B".-BT -EH-Z . .
Chl!mistryC"
Geology,GO
MathEiniilticsM, ..
physical Science PS
PhySi:csPH,: >
E~gine~ri;;g EH
E. St~de(lts 'seekingthe B.S. degree must have an additional
9 cred,its chosen from Areas II and/or III.
. F. Departmental major
II , ". "
• Determi.ne~ b~ .~tlJ~~nt,seo"re on AC,T e)c"a~: j .'~,;";'A :'~?'~.:{~~_I:.
.• • Three credits may be in perforrnance courses .
• • • Literature-Coqrs.~s> .i~' varioL!s ~departments' cPl1c~.rn,e(Lwith the". writings ,.of
specific authors. pe~iods. styles, themes. or geographic areas .
• • • • The Physical Ii Sciences include courses i~ C;;~mi~t~. Geplogy., Physical
Science and PhYSic~i'
,BACHELOR OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONbEGREE'i" ,,', '. "
Minimum Requirements (Credi~~)
Area III
Biological Sciences
Mathematics
Physical Sciences
C. Area 11Ff~quirements . . .. . ,. '1 !
1, Economics.. . , .;6
2, Area II credits other than in economics ., ,6
il
II
D. Area III Requirements .. , 11-12
1. Two-semester sequence in math, , .8 .
2. One semester physical or ~io)ogical science 3~4
5u9gested science courses: :1
Concepts of BioI09y,.B-1 00
Concepts of Chemistry, C-l 00
Foundations of Physical Science, PS-l 00
FundamentalsofGeology,G-l00 ',' , il
Iritrodu~tiQK t6 Descriptive Astronomy, PH-1 05 .
Mariitnd His: Environmimt. B-200
E. An additional 16 hours are required in disciplines other than
those administered in the School of Business.l~ These addi-
tional credits "must include hours from at least two of. the
three areas listed below:
Area.1
Humanities'
Theatre Arts.
Art
Music
Philosophy
Foreign Language (102 or higher of one language)
Melli! '
Anthropol09Y
Communicl.lti,or( ,
Geography. '
HiStoly
Political Science
Psychology'
SociOl0~r:);~,~;,;b,~::,
F. A ~a';~r;/ih\Actounting, Business Education. Economic,S,
Financ~., General Business, Industrial Business, Information
Sciericeli~,Management. Marketing. Real Estate, or Office
Admiriistr~tion', meeting aU specific requirements for the
major-,see requirements in Part V.
,': .:. ';.". '~" .. '. . .:. l,., .;' "
BACHELOR Of FINE ARTS DEGRliE*'
:,;'.' ',,', ,', ','.:' ',,". ,",' \" ",;
+.
• A candidate'. for. the'BFA degree must have Art Department approval during
his Juniqr ye.ar.. ..,'" _~ " '.
, • TheP~~sit~IISCie~6;~\nclude C. ,GO. PS. PH courses
.'1. ~ t ,',' "' ,. ,.' •. ~ : .
;""", "'i'-
E. Individual deparimentaf major' listingi ih~ther':'p1rtsof the
catalog may specify how Area I. 11and 111re'quireinerits,are
to be fulfilled.'" , ..> • ',' ", , •••••• ; .; t,
3, No fewer than 3 additional credits selected
from areasC.l. and C.2. above 3
.. ,J'" .",' " .
O. Area 111Requirement~ ' '.. :: : !t t ..•. 8
A year's sequencechosen from the following:
Biological Science
MattJematics
Physical Sciences',~
or any two .olthe following:
Concepts of Chemistry
Concepts of Biology
Fundamentals of Geology
Culturid Approach to Math
Foundati0i",(.: physical Science .
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy. '..:
F. A major in Art .. " .• '
~-".
A. General University Requirements '..~, 3-'6"
1, English Composition. : 3-6
B. Area I Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . ..........•.. : ..... 9,
1. Literature............... . 6
2. Other courses. '. . . . . .' 3
No fewer than 3 credits selected from:
Introduction to Music
Introduction to Theatre
Introduction to Humanities
IntrodU'ct'lo(l to Ph'i1d"sophy\ir"Ethics' ::t
Foreign Language. 102 or higher of one language
C. Area 11Req~ir~~e,nt~ , .•..... , ',' .' :,.. : 9.,
1. Lower.DlvlSlon History: :', ' . ' 3
2. Ottler ~ourses , ;' . '.:: :-. ;'. ': ',:~;, .. ,.,'; .. '.. ;.3 ".'
No fewer than 3 credits selected from: "
Political Science :>.. q ,~
?ociology ...
AnthropologY"- . "
Psychology
Economics'
Ge()graphy
fi
"
.~. ;.
','I " •...',J
.. ,~ '
BACHeLOFfOF MUSIC l;)eGREE'
Minimum R~quiremei1ts (Credits) c'
',,'<';.~,.I' ,;,t' , ,', .'r'>'!.>;"'~".CitJ~j,;.~'
'."'."
"
History HY
.Political Science PO
psychology P -:..'j" . '
. Soci61pgySO ',< I
,~ !',..:r if, ~t, ~",..:,'
E: A major iii' music ';'ith emphasi~inPerformancei .Theory"
COn'\positiorl'.or Music Ec;iu<:ation•..rneeting<,aU spe.cifi<:re-
quir,ements:ilSd~finE;donpage~ 62-6~,iri tj,e'catalog.'~' "
D. ForeignLanguage and Area III'Requirements., .,.. ;, .. : .., .8
L.~erforlTlal'lce al'ldlheorv~C()mpositj()~Majors:;:' '\ "
" s;A yeats s&quenceolaforei~nlanguag'ef!'8:!,c'~
2, MusicEducati9h~i1jor!;,:'h'" .'': .'J}:. \:';';'1:;' ~. f"
....a. A year:s seCluenceof'~ foreign language. 8.. .
'or b."A yea('~sequence chosen from:' , ~ .. - '.
Biological Seienc'es';,' .'
Mathematics' . .
physical Sciences, '<.' ". 1",
or c. ,AriyJw,o ,ofthefollowi~;9 cour~~s:. ">
.Concepts of .Biology';,;::. y',,:';
Concepts of Chemistr'Y,... . ..,
Fundlimentalsof,Geology>! ,
Cultural Appn)ach' to Math!':,
Foundations of physical Science.
Introd~ction'to' Descriptive Astronomy, . .'_... ,. .. f.:, ,.:.•,.. , ' .. , ., :;.:r"-." .c,::> ..'..:' .. ,.C: ..'.!,:.'
.. ".'.',
, .!
, ,.'. I":, ;."' .. ~~.,-~~. , .. ' .,'.~'
ShJde~t~~oteO~,A.CT exam. See pagel?: .'. '. '
","Liter~ture:.<~.i~co~rse~''ih: various departments concerned with the writings. of
specific authors. p~"iod •. stYitis. th'lmes. or geographic arellS' .. ,. ,..' •. ' . "
• '.' Am'ax;' •.m:;m~i three'credits of,Music History will be aiiowed to count in Area I.
. 1"
A. GeneralUniv~tsity Requirements. . ' .:,,;3:'6~
I 1.' English Composition. : . , , .. , ,. ,(:; ,.~~6.:,~:':;rt'..
Ef,. ~~~ri~~~:~~t;~t~r:':.'.',''.':: :..".", .;~"i:~r'~ '''~,"1}'
, 2, Three credits in ~.3secondfield. ,. ,. ,.;."':,:.,.3,,,;:,-;,,.
3. Thre~ creditsin~nrAreal field,.,:>.:,. ' 't '.~/;;;':,
" Are~ i'is comps~d~ftile'foll~Wing,fi~ldS'!>; ( ~{,'
A.rtAR , ;,; . ',' " .,
Humanitie~HW :; 'literature :;'. ,'''';>
,Music Histo'rv.... • '
,Phih;ophv~Y,.::;,
Theat~eArtstA
C. Are~li Requi'r~ments;. , , .
1. History.; ; : " : :
2. Tl'iree credits in Ii secondfieid :< .
3. three credits in any Area II field ., .'. '.'
Area,II is composed of the following fields:
Anthropology AN ',' ,.' . .'
Communication CM .
Economics EC
GeographyGG;.1
j ..' ,. ~
- . II
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
PROGRAMS it '~\ " ,
ill:
• \0; ••.. ->,r','! :~ \.. ,,,,
"1.
!:Pre-Medical Studies
f'sychology
Real Estate
Social Science
Social Work
Political Scie~c~. Social,Science Secondary Edllcation Option
Pre-Dental Studies,
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
• • ;<.' Progti!Jrns. 'OdgreeS '
~ " ;c', ".i" ~
:>- \ - •
Baccalaureate Oegr~e f'ro-
'Ii '
Boise State University offers
grams in the folioviting majors:
Accourting
Advertising Design
Art
21.
'.,"'/.
Sociology
,~~~io~ogy:Social Science Secondary Educ~ti~~Op;l~n
Spanis'h " i'" -"':,' .
Theatr~ Arts " :.;"
Theat~eArts:' Secondary Educini~fl Option
"';' NOTE:PRE:l:AWCURinCUL.U-M1>:'1 ~ .
~",.." 't'..,', , "', .,';:' ,".',:"'r I u ,~"'''~i:,~:;i'~':,' ~ '''''',,;: ..L:,t:';j:\o~:~r,:;''I',(>,;'';~:-,~1;::;~I;..<ti'',:".li~,..,~:", ,,' ;,.
BOise.State. University does not prescnb(la pre:law cumcu-
lum:the student's "plans should be based ()nhisqwhintetests
and.hisow.nperson.alobje~tivesin studying law. In general. the
pre-jaw. studerltshould pla~e'emphasi~rl()t ~o~ly'on'ttJe:,a~quiring
of knowledge of the. fundamental elements which. d~fine the
nature and,character ofsocietv .I;>utalso on me develoPment.of
nieth~ds of study; thought,' 'and commurij'caiioi1!Preserit~day
law"students '.tiaveundergraduate degretis. in. political science.
English, bl,lsiness. na~ur~1sdenc~.histoty; 'Iinguistics.comm'uni-
ca~ii)risand a host eif()t~er disciplines: . . ..•>;;Lt.
For ~dditional'infor~ation; ;;'e.the cUrrElntPRE"LAW'HAND-
~O()K;' pubii~hed.'.annually in oCtober' arid'preparedby the' Law
SchOOlAdmission Council.and.the Association ofAni~rillan Law
saloois: lhisbobk inCliJdes material: on the.law alldJawyers.
p'nHaw pr~pa,ration; applic~ti()nto law schools, .an:dthe study
of law. togettlerwith individualiz~~" il1forma.tio';~'oh'rnost'Ameri-
can: law schools. It may be. ordered frorh Ed.ucati()olll Testing
ServiceiPrinceton. NewJe~SfiY':"'; . l""'c"k W "",
":,:" :,;ADVAN<CED'DEG~~€~,'" t ;
Master of Business Administr8tion .: ,
Master of Arts in Ele~ent8ry Education" ., .. , " ' .
Master of Arts 'InElerrienta.v .Eddtlltio,{ Areas of EMPha~is.in
',' Cu;riculum'-& Instructiolf. COntent Enrichment, Rea~ing, Spe-
'ciarEducation. . ""!':",';01':;:'
Master-of. Arts/Scfilllcf in. Secondary Ed4cation. Areas. ofEm~
'\~~hasi~'in':Att..Business Education. ,Chemistry: EiftthSdellce.
.~English."History. Mathematics, Music:'Theatre.Atb;' '~,., L
':'.' "",". '., ":,,",,,',', "'l','",'.,F",-',,~':' .. ~,~.;. ,:'.:'~,":" ...\:;,' "~'ie'"~ ,''-:. ~.~{•.'.<!..';;.;,.
Ma'sterof Public Administration '. .' '., ''', "
';;:,' .'t. .':aTH'lR)E~I"E~~;'_. ",;:~;;>''
Boise State UniversitY, grants Associate: OfSclen'ce; .Asso-
ciate\o( Applied Sci~npe..Degrees; Dipl()mas; and Certificates of
Completion to students comple~ing programswllose ~ecific
course requirements are stated in other sections of the catalog,
A cumulatiile G.p,A, of 2.00 is required. lhose .cOI.irses'currently
offarl!d are listed as follows: . -.. >',' ,;, •.•.
Ass(j~i.•~.•.>6f,: ltciel1ce.": ,,' ~, ~'. ..•. .' .tt
Medical RecordTechnician ,,'
Ralliologic.Technology
Respiratory Therapy
Registered Nursing.. .... .'
FashionMerchandising-Mi~-Managemeni ; ,."""" '
Office System~Secretarial and word processing options
Markeiing-'::.M id-M anagement .,'
Criminal Justice Administration
Medical Office Assistant (Medical Secretaryl
ASSbeiate of Appiied Scie~ce
, 'ifi, ,:"~ ".." ,': ' " t
Child Care..
DraftiiigTechnology
Ei~ctronii:sTechnology
• I~.
, <t ..•
\- ..
Mosie. Sec~ndilrY Education Option
',,>, ,', .. '.,', ','
Nursing ,j '. ,
Office"Administratiori " .J\ '., ;
Ph~~icalEduea.tion.Secondary Educ~tionOpfi~n
Poli~i~aIS~ience' "II ,'.
Inforhlatlon Sciences
<.~
Management
Marketi~g'
Mathematics
);~;," .
Mathematics. Secondary Education Option!
MedfealTeChnOIOgy . . H "J
Multi:Etffnic Studies.4~.' ~.,'..:"'f ..••. 'Ii;.
Ml,lsic
'.Health Science Studies .
Hish\\Y'
HiStorY.Sec.ond~rY"Educa,t!~nqpt,i0!l, '{''1t', '.i: '. '-. ~, ~~'"", ;.~;:.' '"'<'. ¥,r -:t:f', :'~~~.' :' '.' , ~"~":-~:~~~:' ' .•1~<" '. ',;.,,',
HistorY.Social Science Secondary Education,'Option
:"':';';';;"~": / " . J.'';'i~<t: it'{;'Li~',::>;"", ;".~_ i"
Industrial Business "
!t
.}
Geology
Geophysics
German
Finiln'ce
Geri~ral Business'
Art, Secondary Education Option
Biology
Biology. Secondary Education Option,
.' ",". > '.'. ',', "," " , .'- .:' <'<t .• ' ,,;c.'
BusinessEducation'
Che!TIist~y:
Che,mi~trv;$~c;on~~rYEducation,9p~ion:i' "',!
bomm'u~I~~ti~n:"~"'\ '. ' .. ' : Ii
; ~.;' (:,('~f{'~';":":',~;f~;>~'!"';;> r", "'~", '" ,.: ,.(. ,,!,~,
Communication. Secondary Education Optiei~
" ~', ,-' ' .( I' • - ',,' " '. ' " I
Combined Major c:;olT1il'lunications - English ik ') .
Constr4ction.Management
.' " ,.,',..,t-~'<',;';"*;,,":t: "'," $,t:;~,.':ff~ ~~'~~!~.$Cj~'
Criminal JustiCeAdministration'" " ~,..
Earth Science Education; '1 U. c. t. , ni ;0 .
)}i...... " . ,.
Econo'mics' .,' , '
"\' ~, . , ~~:.' ~.
EconomicS,$pciill Science SecondaryEduca~io!l Option
Elementary Education • .i.t."
~ c .
English. ,. " " "
English.Secondary Education Option " . "
-t ;~~: :: ,. , "
Environ'mentalHealth
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Courses
Diploma
A diploma will be granted upon successful completion of
the following two-year programs:
Business Machine Technology
Food Service
Horticulture
Machine Shop
Welding (2-year program)
Physics PH
Physical Science PS
Department of Social Work
Social Work SW
Department of Societal and Urban Studies
Anthropology. . . . . .. AN
Criminal Justice Administration CR
Sociology SO
Department of Theatre Arts
Theatre Arts TA
Certificate of Completion
A certificate of completion is granted fo~ completion of less
than 2-year programs and for completion bf other authorized
programs. such as seminars. workshops. special interest com-
munity courses. etc. '
COURSE DESIGNATIONS
i~
(see index for page references)
,i
'I
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
II
NOTE
The courses contained in this catalog do not preclude or
limit the University in its offerings for any semester or session
nor does it restrict the University to the time block (semester)
represented by the approved academic calendar.
Boise State University can and will respond to the educa-
tional needs and wants of any and all students when expressed.
Requests for courses to be offered whenever they are desired
will be favorably received providing that a minimum of 12 stu-
dents enroll in the class and a competent faculty member is
available to teach the course.
. .. M
. .... ML
. .•.......... HE
... MA
.ME
.. MU
Department of Accounting and Data Processing
Accounting AC
Data Processing 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 oDP
Department of Business Education and
Office Administration
Business Education .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 .BE
Office Administration 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 oOA
Department of Economics
Economics 0 0 0 •••••• 0 0 •• 0 0 ••• 0 0000.0000 ••• EC
Department of Management and Finance
Aviation Management .... 0 ••• 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 ••• AV
Finance 0 ••• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 • 0 ••••• 0 • 0 0 .FI
General Business 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 .GB
Management 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 0 0 •••••• 0 0 • 0 .MG
Real Estate 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 •• 0 •••••••••• 0 0 0 0 .RE
Department of Marketing and
Mid Management
Marketing. General 0 0 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 • 0 0 0 .MK
Marketing. Mid Management .. 0 0 0 0 0 •••• 0 0 ••• MM
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Department of Nursing
Nursing .. 0 0 0 • 0 •••••••• 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 ••• oN
Department of Allied Health Studies
Medical Records Technology 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 0 • 0 MR
Medical Technology 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 0 ••• 0 .MT
Radiologic Technology 0 • 0 • 0 ••••• 0 0 ••• 0 ••••• RD
Respirato~ Therapy. . RT
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Department of Health. Physical Education and
Recreation
Physical Education .. 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 • 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 ••• PE
Department of Psychology
Psychology ..... 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 • 0 ••• 0 oP
Department of Teacher Education and
Libra~ Science
General Education 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • • 0 0 •••••••••• 0 .GE
Libra~ Science 0 ••••••••• 0 •• 0 ••••••• 0 •••••• LS
Teacher Education 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 ••••••••• 0 .TE
",;
Department of Art Ii
Art 11 A R
Department of Biology "
Biology 1, •••••••••••• B
Botany ' BT
~~~ ~
Zoology . . . . . . . Z
Department of Chemist~
~m~~ C
Department of Communication
Communication CM
Department of English
English E
Humanities HU
Linquistics " LI
Department of Foreign Languages
Foreign Languages : FL
French .' F
German ' G
Russian , R
Spanish .' S
Department of Geology
General Science. . . . . . . .. . .. GS
Geology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .GO
Geography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GG
Geophysics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GP
Department of Home Economics
Home Economics .
Department of Histo~
Histo~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . HY
Department of Mathematics
Depar~~:~~::~~:it'a~~ ~~i'e~~~' '.'1;1" .
Military Science ...
Department of Music
Music. Applied (Performance) .
Music. Ensemble .
Music. General .
Department of Political Science
Political Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PO
Philosophy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PY
Department of Physics. Engineering and Physical Science
Construction Management. . . . . . . .CO
Engineering. . .EN
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Department of Community and
Environmental Health
Environmental Health EH
Department of Preprofesllional Studies
Health Sciences ' H
SCHOOlOF
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION
II
Department of Health Occupations
Dental.Assistant " DA
Operating Room Technology : OR
Practical Nursing '.........•.......... PN
Department of Heavy Technology
Refrigeration Heating '1' , .. RH
Industrial Plant Maintenance Ii ...•.•... PM
Machine Shop " MS
Electrical Lineman : EL
Welding ii .w
Department of Light Technologies
Electronic-Mechanical Service Technician ES.BM
Pre-Technical ',i PT
Drafting Technology DT
Electronics ET
Department of Mechanical Technologies. ,;
, ~ 'Auto Body AB
Automotive Mechanics , AM
Heavy Duty (diesel) Mechanic DM
Parts Counterman l ; PC
Small Engine Repair ' SE
Department of Service Occupations
Child Care t CC
Food Service Technology FT
Horticulture Service Technician HO
Office Occupations r OF
i!
COURSE NUMBERING
Courses within the major code groups areinumbered on the
basis of the following: I:
000-099 Terminal credit and non-credit' courses (includ-
ing remedial, evening vocational. and adult
education courses) Ii
100-199 Freshman level courses
200.299 Sophomore level courses
300-499 Upper division level courses
500-above Graduate level courses
Upper division level courses, numbered at,' the 300 or 400
level may be given g or G designation to carrY graduate credit.
The designations hilve the following significance.
1. g courses carry graduate credit only for graduate stu-
dents in ma,'ors outside of the area of rekponsibility of the
, . Ii
department or scnool.
2. G courses carry graduate credit for student both in the
department or school. and for other students as well.
Ii. . .
Throughout the catalog where course descnptlons are given
a hyphen between course numbers indicates that the first num-
bered course is a prerequisite to the second numbered course:
a comma between course numbers indicates that either course
may be taken independently of the other.
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Courses
UNIVERSITY-WIDE COURSE NUMBERS
UNDERGRADUATE
The following college-wide standardized course numbers
and titles are available to each department offering a major.
Independent study (188 and 496) must be arranged be-
tween student and teacher on an individual basis. The course
description will not appear in other sections of the catalog. In-
dividual conference, workshop and special topic courses (294.
297, 494. 497) will be described in the "Class Schedule and
Registration Information" brochure published each semester.
'88 Honors Independent Study (1-3 credits) An independent study experience
to provide an Honor Student study opportunities of a reading or project na.
ture. Credits may not exceed three (3) per semester nor six (6) maximum in an
academic year. Prerequisite: Approval of the Dean and Department Chairman
upon recommendation of the faculty advisor.
293.493 Internship (Variable credits) The Internship number IS available to
academic departments to provide an opportunity for supervised "fieldwwork"
that is specificallyrelatedto the student's major field of study.
294.494 Conlerence or Workshop (0-4 credits) Conductedby outstanding leaders
or qualified facully in a particular field under the auspices of Boise Stale
University.
297 Special Topics (1.4 credits) •
496 Independent Study (1-4 credits) Individual study of either a reading or
project nature. Offered on demand. Student must make application well in
advance of this special study experience. May be repeated for a maximum of
9 credits: 6 credits in anyone academic year. Prerequisite: consent of instruc-
tor and department chairman. ~
497 Special Topics (2-4 credits.). Prerequisite advanced standing and consent
of instructor and department chairman.
• A maximumof 12 credits of SpecialTopics.297 or 497 will be allowed to apply
toward core requirements; however an unlimited amount may apply toward graduw
atian. Special Topics courses must be within departments specified in each core
area to meet core requirements.
498 Seminar (1-4 credits).
499 Semlnar(1-4 credils).
GRADUATE
The following numbers may be used by any department.
with variable credit, to offer credits for the type of activity indi-
cated in the titles and explanatory notes. Limits on the amount
of credits of anyone type (i.e., anyone number category) which
may be applied on a given degree will be set by the graduate
council. His supervising professor or committee will determine
for anyone student those credits of the standardized type which
may apply to his individual program.
580-589 Selected Topics
The intention is that the subjects normally offered and stud-
ied in anyone department will be divided into no more than 10
areas. One of the numbers 580 and 589 will then be assigned
a given area on a permanent basis. The topics considered in the
courses in anyone area will generally vary from semester to
semester, but repeated use of anyone number will always imply
that the topics continue to be selected from just one area.
590 Practicum
591 Project
592 Colloquim
593 Thesis
594 Extended Conference or Workshop (Graded A through
F)
595 Reading and Conference
596 Directed Research
Master's programs at Boise State University may include inde.
pendent study credits, at the discretion of the graduate student's
supervising committee or professor. through a limit of (9) semes-
ter hours, with no more than (6) credits in anyone semester or
session.
597 Special Topics
598 Seminar
599 Short Term Conference or Workshop (Graded Pass or
Fail)
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Generally. the 599 number is used only for courses meeting 3
weeks or less. and 594 for courses meetiri'g more than 3 weeks.
The decision. however. is made in all cases by the department
or school making the schedule.
1\
INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES
'i
The following interdisciplinary courses are identified with
more than one school or department.
HP 198. 298. 398. 498 Honors Seminar (1 credit)IIA seminar involving inter.
disciplinary lectures and discussion for Honors Students. Top.ics are selected
by the students. Credit or no credit will be given rather than letter grades.
HP 100. 200. 300. 400 Summer Readings (1.3 creditsl An opportunity and in.
centive for students to continue their studies during the summer when they
are away from campus and faculty. Students must select their area of interest.
contact a faculty supervisor. and coordinate throJ'gh the Honors Program
Director concerning testing and credit for the work prior to the end of spring
semester. Students will register during fall registration and will complete
written and oral testing as required not later than October 15 in order to re~
ceiva credit or no credit. i
SG 188. 496 Student Government Independent StJdY 11.3 Credits) Students
who are currently serving in major student government offices may avail
themselves of Independent Study in Student Government. This study will be
coordinated by the Vice President for Student Affairs ,'and may be taken in any
department of the college provided an instructor is yjilling to direct the study.
Students who are eligible for this study are III th~ Major Elected Officers.
(President. Vice~President. Treasurer). (2) Major A'~pointed Officers, (Busi-
ness Manager, Publicity Director, Administrative Assistant to the President.
and Personnel Officer), and 13) Senators. Credits may not exceed three in any
one semester or six in one academic year. A maximdm of nine credits will be
accepted towards graduation. . 1'1
GS 501 History of Science-1800 to Present ForJElementary Teachars 13
credits (Course description Part IV of catalog)
RELIGIOUS INTEREST COURSES
Since religious thought permeates nearly all disciplines of
study. the University does not hove a single department of
religion. However. numerous departments within the University
are examining the impact of religion as part of its academic
quest for knowledge and understanding of the human condition.
Courses offered at Boise State University that emphasize
the place and impact of religion in the study of civilization are
listed below. The courses are open to all students on campus.
In addition various departments offer special topic courses
which emphasize the religious aspects of civilization. Students
are advised to read carefully the class schedule each semester
to check on the availability of such courses.
I. Systems of Thought
PY.231 Philosophy of Religion
PY.245 Metaphysics
PY.247 Epistemology
PY-249 Ancient Philosophy
PY-251 Medieval Philosophy
II. History
HY.332 The Medieval Church
HY.310 The Reformation
HY.331 Islamic Civilization
HY.480 Seminar: History of Church and State in the U.S.
III. Literature
E.211 The Bible as Literature
E.215 F1!rEastern Literature
E.217 Mythology
IV. Socia-Psychological Aspects of Religion
SO.407 Sociology of Religion
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PART III
,'I\'
Student Affairs! . ..
OFFICE OF THE 'VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
\1 .
The office of the Vice President for Student Affairs coqi"dinates
the activities of the University that provide direct serVice to the'
student. All Services are considered supportive to.the instructional
program and are designed to provide direct assistance to students
in the attainment of their immediate and long rahge educational
goals.
The staff of the Vice President for Student Aifairs administers
a student services program encompassing student government.
housing. organizations and activities. health. Student Union.
counseling. financial aids. and career planning and"placement.
OFFICE OF STUDENT ADVISORY AND SPECIAL SERVICES
The Dean of Student Advisory & Special setices office pro-
vides general. personal. and educational advising. counseling.
and assistance to all students.
Advisory Services encompasses the development and
guidance of supportive activities for individual groups of students
in the areas of handicapped. disadvantaged., womens'. and
minority affairs. Assistance is also offered to iriternational stu-
dents. veterans and other special students, II
Special Services include the coordination and supervision
of the Office of Veterans Affairs (OVA), the Educational Talent
Search satellite office (ETS), the University Tutorial and Study
Skills Referral program, publication of the BSU Student Hand-
book, the Service mens Opportunity College program (SOC),
and the Campus Locator File. Facilities and fiaikon are also pro-
vided for the Veterans Administration's "Veterans Representa-
tive on Campus" program.
ALL COMPLETE WITHDRAWALS FROM THE UNIVERSITY
as well as student petitions, special requests, appeals, and re-
ferrals are initiated and cleared through this office. (See page 14
of this bulletin).
Veterans Affairs
The office of Veterans Affairs provides services and assis-
tance to all student and non-student veterans living within the
UniversitY's normal service area. The Veterans Coordinator
and his staff are responsible for an Outreach program of inform-
ing and advising all veterans of their eligibilitY for educational
and other G.!. benefits. The office is responsible for establishing
remedial. tutorial. and motivational education programs and for
referring veterans to other campus and/or community agencies
for counseling and special assistance.
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Tutorial Assistance
Student Advisory and Special Services provides tutorial
services for many lower division and] some upper division
courses. Tutors are trained to work Withl' .individuals and sm,all
groups of students having difficulty and lin need of additional
help outside of the classroom. A regularly scheduled "Drop-In-
Center" is located on campus in the Vocational- Technical
Learning Center free of charge. A "Referral System" has also
been established whereby the student din arrange their own
tutorial time schedule and pay the tutor outpf their own funds.
Educational Talent Se~rch
II
A satellite office of the Educational lalent Search program
has been established in Student Advisory & Special Services
to aid the low income youth (ages 14-27) in gaining entrance to
the post-secondary school of their choice. Assistance is given
in completing the necessary admissions ,[application forms and
securing financial assistance. '
STUDENT UNION
The Student Union Building is designed to offer students.
faculty. staff and the community a wide variety of facilities for
social. recreational. study. dining. and me6ting needs. Services
available on the first floor of the Union are the snack bar.
information center. which handles ticket lisales to Boise State
activitie!l. Scheduling Office. a full-sertice Bookstore. and
Barbershop. Also located on the first floor is'the games area which
has a six lane bowling alley. pool tables. coin machines. a quiet
games area. rental equipment area. and a special outdoor
recreation program.'
Two spacious student lounges are available. one located on
the first floor and one on the second floor. Both are equipped with
fireplaces and provide a view of the entire c'ampus. On the second
floor of the Union are numerous meeting rooms and banquet
facilities. a T.V. lounge. the Main Dining Room for boarding
students. and the Ball Room with a capac it>;of 900 and offices for
the Student Activities and Student Union Director. Associated
Students. student organizations. Arbiter. and Aiumni Office.
The third floor of the building consistsl!Of an elegant student
lounge - "The Lookout" - with a panoramic view of the city of
Boise. the campus. the mountains. and the B,oiseRiver.
The Student Union is governed by the S,tudent Union Board of
Governors. which consists of ten student members. three faculty
members. six administrative members andlan Alumni represent-
ative. The Board recommends policy to the President regarding
building usage and general programs. A full-time Director and
staff are employed to operate the Student Union Building and
coordinate the student activities and organizatiOns program.'
Your Campus Store
Located on the first floor of the Stude~tUnion Building. the
Campus Store supplies all textbooks. study aids. general school
supplies and other necessary campus merchandise. Students
may also buy paperbacks. magazines. toihltry items. cosmetics.
stationary. clothes. novelty items. candy. jart supplies. and a
variety of other commercial items. The: BSU Campus Store
also provides a check cashing service. key duplicating. rubber
stamp making. xerox copying; and photo II service for all mem-
bers of the University community. '
The management advises students to buy the textbooks
required for their classes within 20 days after registration
because excess books have to be return'ed to the' publishers
within a specified period of time after theibeginning of classes.
If students wait too long to buy their books they may find there
are no textbooks available at the,store. II
T
L
he store has an excellent security system and shoplifters
are prosecuted.
The Campus Store is open Monday tt'lrough Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. with hours extended during the beginning of each
semester. . ,
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HEALTH SERVICE
The Student. !:iealth Service assists the academic goals of
students by proViding health education. preventive medicine. and
therapeutic care. We attempt to help the student achieve optimal
health with quality medical care at a reasonable cost.
All full-time students should be familiar with the location of
the Health Service. 2121 College Boulevard. It is directly across
from the Campus School. The health fee entitles the student to
receive medical care and consultation during regular clinic hours.
Additional community services are utilized when necessary. Some
services deemed to be the. responsibility of the student. and not
included in the health plan. are dental care. eye glasses. allergy
tests. routine physical. examinations. and pregnancy.
The Student Health Service exists for full-time students only.
Inquiries regarding the pre-admission medical examination and
services rendered can be made directly to the Student Health
Service. Boise State Uhiversity.~85-1459.
CENTER FqR COUNSELING, TESTING AND GUIDANCE
The Center for Counseling is a service designed to help
students with personal. educational. vocational and social
problems. Professional counselors work with 'the student in a
setting that allows confidential discussion of the student's
concerns. This service is based on the premise th~t many normal
individuals have. at some tim!ls. problems that they cannot resolve
alone. The student may contentrate on a specific problem or he
may work on his general adjustment to the academic life.
Psychological tests may be used for self-evaluation and
information, Occupational information is available.
All students are eligible for counseling. Appointments may be
made by phone -extension 1601 c;>rin person at the Counseling
and Testing Center. second floor. Library Building; room 247.
ALUMNI AFFAIRS OFFICE
The Alumni Office is located, on' the second floor of the
Student Union Building. lhe function of the. office is to coordinate
activities of the Boise State University' Alumni Association. a
voluntary organization incorporated in 1967. Membership
includes all individuals who have completed two semesters or
'more and entitles them to receive alumni hews publications.
placement services. use of the Student Union. Libraryahd'swim~
ming pool facilities. The objectives and goals of the association
are to maintain contact with graduates and former students and
to promote their interest in and support of the University. The
office publishes a newsletter and periodical mailings keep the
alumni informed of campus activities. All members are urged to
keep the Alumni Office informed about changes of address. em-
ployment status. marriages. births. and other information of
interest'to fellow ciass members. Students arid alumni are wel-
come to visit at any time. during office hours.
CAREER AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Career and Financial Services provides a program of advising
and assisting st~dents regarding financing their education.
determining what they want to do when they graduate. and
obtaining career employment upon graduation. The office is
located in Room 117. Administration Building. .
I. Career Services
Career and Financial Services provides career planning and
placement assistance to students and alumni. This is an equal
opportunity service. ~asic services include:
1) Career Planning and Information.
Professional staff are available to provide information and
assistance regarding career choice and placement opportunities.
Career and Financial Services maintains a career resource cen-
ter in room 124. Administration Building. containing a growing
library of career information. recruiting literature. the College
Placement Annual. and other career references.
2) Credential Service
By establishing a placement file with Career and Financial
Services. students may assemble a permanent file containing all
the vocationally significant data at a time when instructor's and
administrators remember them best. Once .\1 file IS established.
copies may be sent to prospective emplOyers. Students are
encouraged to establish credential files early in the year they
plan to graduate.
3) On-Campus Interviews ,
Students and alumni are also welcome tb interview with the
employers recruiting on campus. Each year. '~epresentatives from
business. government and educational institutions arrange for
interviews in the Career and Financial Services office.
II. Financial Services II
Boise State University has a comprehensive financial assis-
tance program which includes a variety of types of scholarships.
loans. grants. and part-time jobs. Contact th$ Career & Financial
Services office for application forms or addit'ional information in
Room 117. Administration Building. II
NON-DISCRIIMINATORY POLICY
'L
It is the policy of Boise State University to provide equal
educational and employment opportunities. $ervices. and bene-
fits to students and employees without regard to race. color,
national origin. or sex. in accordance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Title IX of the Educa~ional Amendments
of 1972 and 1976. and Sections 799A and 845 of the Public
Health Service Act. where applicable. as en'forced by the U.S.
Department of Health. Education. and Welfare,;
PURPOSE AND POLICYil
The primary purpose of the financial aid' program at Boise
State University is to provide financial assista,:!ce and counseling
to students who would be unable to attend)ivithout such help.
Scholarships may be offered singly or in va~ious combinations
with grants. loans. and employment (College W,prk-Study).
Financial aid is available only for filling" the gap between
the student's potential resources and yearly educational ex.
penses. It is the policy of the University th~t the primary reo
sponsibility for meeting the cost of educatipn rests with the
individual student and/or his or her family. The expected con-
tribution from parents and the student. individually. is deter.
mined by careful evaluation of a family's' financial strength
based on information furnished in the financial statement as
analyzed by ACT Student Assistance Program!~ The ACT analysis
is one of several systems utilizing the uniform methodology
approved by the U.S. Office of Education for ;,determination of a
student's financial need. The ACF (ACT COmmon Form) IS re-
quired to insure reasonable and equitable distribution of the
limited resources available to the University. II
APPLYING FOR AID,
Because of differences in the various fo~ms of assistance
available through Career & Financial Services.II'three application
forms are required.
Students seeking aid on the basis of finarcial need should
complete the ACF. the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
application (BEOG) and the Boise State Uni~ersity Application
for Financial Aid. Those seeking an award based on scholarship
alone need complete only the Boise State University Application
for Financial Aid 1977-78 and attach a grade'transcript for use
by the awards committees. II
I. ACF (ACT Common Form) The ACT Common Form (ACF)
for 1977-78 collects the family financial information needed to
calculate ability to pay for college. The stu~ent (and family)
completes the ACF. and the information provided will be used
in evaluating the financial strength of the fa~ily/or individual.
All information will be treated confidentially. It is essential the
ACF is completed accurately. To insure the accuracy of the data.
ACT may request certified copies of the parbnts' and/or stu-
dent's 1976 income tax returns at a later date:! Do not send tax
forms unless they are requested. II
ACT will process the information received! on the ACF and
perform an analysis of the information. A copy of the ACF and
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the analysis report will be sent to Boise State University. In-
complete or unsigned AFCs cannot be processed and will be re-
turned to the student for completion. ACFs received without the
proper fee will also be returned. Follow the instructions care-
fully to avoid delays in processing.
The A CT code listing for Boise State University is 0914.
A Student Confirmation Report (SeR) will be sent to the
student at the time the report is sent to the University. There is
no additional charge for this report. The SCR is sent to acknow-
ledge the receipt and processing of an ACF and to confirm that
an analysis has been sent to Boise State University.
II. BSU Application for Financial Aid 1977-78 covers the
period beginning with Second Summer Session 1977. Fall and
Spring semester 77-78. and ending with the First Summer
Session 1978. Application deadline for scholarships is February
1. 1977. Application priority date for other aid is March 1. 1977.
All applications received after March 1 will be considered in the
order of date received provided funds are available. Scholarship
procedures and policies are the responsibility of a standing
committee of the BSU Faculty Senate. the Financial Aids Com-
mittee. A list or guide to various scholarship offerings may be
obtained on request to Career & Financial Services.
III. Basic Education Opportunity Grants (BEOG) are an en-
titlement program intended as the basis for other types of
financial aid awarded to undergraduates. To apply the student
(and parents) must complete the BEOG application form and
send it to the address indicated in the application (envelope pro-
vided). In five-to-six weeks. the s'tudent will receive a Student
Eligibility Report. The SER must be sent to BSU. Career & Finan-
cial Services, where the staff will prepare an award letter. A
student must be admitted or enrolled at least as a half-time
student (6 credit hours per semester). The amount of the grant
is determined by: 1) your Eligibility Index; 2) the costs of at-
tending BSU; and. 3) the number of credits you enroll for each
semester. The awards are reduced proportionately for less than
full-time students (12 credit hours per semester is considered
full-time). Basic Grants may be received for up to eight seme-
sters. if found eligible from year to year. (Basic Grants to Idaho
residents ranged from $200 to $938 in '76-77 .)
IDENTIFICATION OF SELF-SUPPORTING (OR
INDEPENDENT) STUDENT
Under Federal regulations. a student is eligible for considera-
tion as an "independent student" for Federal student financial
aid who:
1) has not and will not be claimed as an exemption for Fed-
eral income tax purposes .by any person except his or her
spouse for the calendar year(s) in which aid is received and the
calendar year prior to the academic year for which aid is
requested.
2) Has not received and will not receive financial assistance
of more than $600 for the period listed in 1) above-calendar
years 1976. 1977. \
3) Has not lived or will not live for more than two consecu-
tive weeks in the home of a parent for the above periods.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR VALID DATA - Parents. student
applicants. and spouses should be prepared to certify that to the
best of their knowledge the information contained in the
ACF and BEOG are correct and complete. The University re-
serves the right to request copies of U.S. or State Income Tax
Returns.
WARNING: ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGL Y MAKES A
FALSE STATEMENT OR MISREPRESENTATION SHALL BE
SUBJECT TO A FINE. OR TO IMPRISONMENT. OR TO BOTH
UNDER PROVISIONS OF THE UNITED STATES CRIMINAL
CODE.
• Summary of ACF and the BSU Application for Financial Aid
1977-78
Students filing these two forms will be considered for:
Scholarships (filed by Feb. 1 with grade transcript)
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EXPENSES
SUMMER SESSIONS
The University has financial aid availabl~ on a restricted
basis during the summer. Priority for sum":,e\i funds .is given to
continuing students. Students In need of financial aid who are
planning to attend summer sessions should Ilconsult Career &
Financial Services advisors when summer plans are being made
in order to secure a summer award.
Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants
State Student Incentive Grants ~
Nursing Scholarships (a federal grant)
National Direct Student Loans
Nursing Student Loans
Waivers of Non-resident Tuition
College Work-Study (employment-see further details later
in this section.
1977-78 Standard Budgets'
Boise State University I,
9.,0. limo. 11mo. II
(oomitoryl Commuter SintJI. $";, 11mo. 12_
Ruident Iw/p«snlll Slr1/ItJrt;"g MMrilH! MIfriId+ 1
Fees' 366 366 366 366 366
Books and
Supplies 180 180 180 180 180
Room and Board 1412 550 2580 3900 3900
Transport ation 400 500 650 700 700
Personal 600 600 800 1325 1325
Child Allowance 600
TOTAL: 2958 2196 4576 6471 7071
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
The College Work-Study Program enables the University
to offer employment to financially needy students, accepted or
enrolled for at least half-time course of study. The on-campus
jobs seldom exceed 20 hours per week. An ACF and BSU
Application for Financial Aid 1977-78 is required,
Local funds and grant funds are sometimes used by de-
partments having these funds to employ students, These funds
are not allocated through Career and Financial Services, How-
ever, departments utilizing such funds to employ students must
(1) clear the hiring of any student with Career and Financial
Services; (2) comply with prevailing wage rates for other stu-
dent employees; and, (3) utilize the same time card procedures
as outlined in the Student Employment Manual.
College Work-Study Program (CWSP) funds make up more
than two-thirds of all monies available for student employment
at Boise State University, This is a federally funded program
to provide jobs for students who have demonstrated financial
NEED which must be documented by the Career and Financial
Services Office, These funds are, in fact, awarded based on each
student's need as a form of student financial aid, The employer's
need for student assistance is only a secondary consideration.
Federal regulations require that Boise State University de-
termine the maximum amount of Federal funds a student can
receive during a given year and that the University not allow the
student to exceed that amount through any funds administered
by the University. Thus a student having received in a given year
the maximum amount through Federal loans, grants, and/or
CWSP cannot receive additional monies through scholarships or
through any other employment involving funds administered by
the University irrespective of their source without decreasing
their Federal assistance. Therefore, in the awarding of financial
assistance to students a definite earnings limit is established
for students on the College Work-Study Program,
Students are expected to carry at least 12 semester hours
and must be enrolled for a minimum of 6 credits per semester
and have at least a 2.00 GPA for the previous semester. A
financial aid application and needs analysis statement are
required each year to determine eligibility, Employment is not
guaranteed, but every effort will be made to place all eligible
students.
The Boise State University Program (BSUP) is a student
employment program funded by appropriated dollars allocated
through Career and Financial Services. BSUP funds represent
only about 25% of all monies used to employ students at BSU.
Though students do not have to meet the strict financial need
requirements of the College Work-Study Program, the applica-
tion and referral procedures are identical. As in CWSP the
student funded through BSUP will have a set maximum earn-
ings level and is given no guarantee that he or she will earn the
maximum awarded under the program.
Students must be enrolled for a minimum of 6 credits per
semester and have at least a 2.00 GPA from the previous se-
mester to be eligible, A financial aids application and needs
analysis document must be filed each year .
UNAUTHORIZED EMPLOYMENT ON-CAMPUS - Students
who begin work on campus prior to receiving authorization from
Career & Financial Services must arrange to receive payment
directly with the Department involved, and not by Career and
Financial Services.
'Instructional costs subject to change without notice.
Boise State University has no provision for deferred payment
of tuition (currently $520 per semester in addition to regular
fees of $183 per semester). Students from states other than
Idaho are expected to apply to their own state commissions for
assistance as well as file the documents (ACF, BEaG, Appli-
cation for Financial Aid 1977-78) discussed earlier.
SummerscfJoolcosts.,.,.", .. ,.", ... " .$21 per credit'
Additional transportation for commuter if more than 35 miles
roundtrip,
, . ' . ' . , $1040'
. . . varies
, ,$100 additional
, .. , .. , . , $600 for 1st child
$400 for ekch additional child
. , . $5/day/child or actual,
II whichever is less
Child Care.
Special Allowances:
Non-Resident Tuition, ..
Va. Tech tools. , ... , '
R,N. supplies, , , , .
Dependent Maintenance,
• Special applications are required for:
Basic Grants (BEaG)
Oregon State Scholarship Commission
United Student Aid Funds (Nevada)
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Federally Insured Loans (guaranteed) "
Law Enforcement Education Program (LEE~)
BSU loans (emergency or "short-term") "
A ,student must reapply for financial aid t'iach year. A finan-
cial aid transcript from other colleges or un1iversities attended
must be submitted (see second page of BSU Application for
Financial Aid). II
In order to receive prime consideration for any financial
assistance, a BSU Application for Financial Aid 1977-78 must
be on file by February 1, and an ACF filed by M~rch 1.
• You may wish to request information by program name in more detail from
Career & Financial Services, 80ise Stata University, 80ise, ID,183725.
II
I,
Federal and state guidelines define "need!i as the difference
between the costs of education and the ex'pected family/stu-
dent contribution. The cost of education includes registration
and incidental fees, room and board, books,: and supplies, al-
lowances for personal expenses to cover clo~hing, laundry, re-
creation, transportation, medical and dental. ihsurance, and child
care. Maximum allowed budgets are established for various
categories of students. Allowances are ma~e for dependents
and extraordinary expenses under some circ\Jmstances, Actual
expenditures vary depending on a student's spending habits
and may be considerably more or less than th~ budget approved
for financial aid purposes.. il
Maximum allowable budgets for studen~s for determining
financial need.
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OTHER PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
Off campus part-time and vacation emp'loyment services are
available to full-time students and their spouses and part-time
students who are working towards a degr~e from Boise State
University.
A great variety of types of jobs and hoJrs to work are listed
each year. Applicants must meet the quali'fications established
by the various area employers who list these positions with
Career and Financial Services. :i
This job referal service is located in Room 177. Administra-
tion Building.
GRADUATESTUDENT~
Students who have earned a baccalaur~ate degree may be
aided with National Direct Student Loan f~nds, College Work-
Study or scholarships. The BSU Application, and the AFC must
be filed. Information regarding graduate assistantships or the
Whitten berger Fellowships should be requeSted from the Dean
of the Graduate School. Il
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
,I
Foreign Students, in applying for student visas, have to de-
monstrate that they have resources for the 'entire period of in-
tended study. They should request from the Assistant Dean,
Admissions & Records. the CSS/CEEB Financial Aid Appli-
cation for Students from Foreign Countries and Confidential
Declaration and Certification of Finances.
Foreign students who have completed ore or more semes-
ters at Boise State University may compete for University
scholarships by filing the BSU Application'! for Financial Aid
1977-78. They may apply for a waiver of ~on-resident tuition
after one year, by filing updated forms nam.ed in the previous
paragraph. II
Since most funds at the disposal of Career & Financial Ser-
vices are from Federal programs, they are no't available for non-
U.S. citizens. Emergency loan funds in the W.L. Gottenberg
Foreign Student Loan Fund and the Boise Rotary International
Student Loan Fund are available upon recommendation of the
foreign student advisor and approval by Career & Financial Ser-
vices. Repayment to the University within a specified time is
mandatory. '
Students who submit Form 1-538 (application by Nonimmi-
grant Student For ... Permission to Accept: ... Employment)
may not be placed on a job under the Unive'rsity program until
after the job has been listed and remained Jnfilled with Career
& Financial Services for five (5) working days. !I
IDAHO RESIDENT HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
University Club Awards - A limited nu~ber of University
Club Awards are available for incoming Freshmen. These awards
are given annually in recognition of academic achievement.
leadership, performing arts, or special talent. Applicants should
contact the office of the Coordinator of High School and Uni-
versity Relations, Boise State University.; 1910 University
Drive, 80ise, ID 83725.
State of Idaho Scholarship Awards - Id~ho resident high
school seniors should obtain the State of idaho Scholarship
Program application from their counselor or Gffice of the State
Board of Education, 650 West State Street, Boise, ID 83702.
OTHER SOURCES OF AID~!
Federally Insured Student Loan (7 percent Bank Loans) -
The Federally Insured Student Loan program provides guaran-
teed loans made by authorized lendors to students. Loans are
made at the discretion of the lendor. Career and Financial Ser-
vices will provide OE Forms 1154 and 1260' and advise appli-
cants which lending institutions in the areal are participating.
(The ACF must be filed when the ADJUSTED family income is
$25,000 or greater.) Portions of OE Form 11'!54 and OE 1260
must then be completed by the Career and Financial Services
Office.
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Oregon residents should obtain the Oregon State Scholar.
ship Commission Application and Certificate for Student Loan.
Nevada residents should file the United Student Aid Funds
Form 1152-74.
Idaho National Guard Educational Encouragement Fund
Program will provide an amount not to exceed one-half of the
semester or term registration fee while in good standing with
his or her unit and enrolled for a minimum of 12 credit hours or
30 hours per week in vocational-technical courses. Application
forms may be obtained from unit commanders or Idaho National
Guard. Adjutant General's Office, P.O. Box 1098, Boise, ID
83701.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Program Office
The Program Office, located on the second floor of the Stu-
dent Union, acts as the central office for all campus activities.
It houses the Student Union Program Board (SUPB) Offices, the
Union Program Office, and has mailboxes for the various campus
organizations. Come to the Program Office to obtain any infor-
mation reqardinq campus activities.
Student Union Program Board
The Student Union Program Board (SUPB) is composed of 9
student committees which have the responsibility for planning
and implementing a well-rounded activities program at Boise
State. There are about 1.50 positions available to students each
year on the various SUPB committees such as Pop Concerts,
Pop Films, Foreign Films, lectures, Coffeehouses, Art Shows,
Outdoor Activities, Special Events, Publicity, etc. Students are
urged to apply in the Program Office.
Student Organizations
On the Boise State University campus there are a larqe
number of student organizations covering almost eve!)' area of
student interest. There are student chapters of professional
organizations, special interest groups and other extracurricular
organizations. These organizations and groups provide broad
opportunities for student participation.
Further information on student organizations may be found in
the student handbook or by contacting the Program Office in the
Student Union.
Student Government
Every full-time student is officially a member of the Associated
Students of Boise State University (ASBSU).
The fee that each full-time student pays to student govem-
ment is used to fund a complete social program. a student news-
paper, a complete men's and women's intramural and recrea-
tional program.
Other related programs administered by student government
would include Homecoming, a part-time lawyer available to all
students, a campus beautification program and the funneling of
student opinion into every faculty or administrative committee
dealing with the governance of the University.
Additional information regarding student ~overnment may
be obtained from the Student Handbook or in the ASBSU Of-
fices on the second floor of the Student Union.
Religious Activities
Students are encouraged to participate in local churches.
Several religious groups have buildings for students near the
campus. Most groups affiliated with Boise State University meet
in the Student Union for discussions and fellowship.
The 'nter-Faith Council is composed of student representa-
tives or recognized religious organizations on campus. The Coun-
cil promotes and coordinates religious activity. The Council en-
couarges and assists new groups to form on campus and receive
recognition from the Student Senate.
Student Publications
A number of student publications are printed during each
school year to serve as sources of information for new students, to
report the many events of interest to the campus community, and
to record the year's activities.
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The Arbiter is the official newspaper of the students of Boise
State University. Staff positions are open to full-time students
interested in journalism. not necessarily journalism majors.
Les Bois is the university annual publishJd by the Associated
Students. The editor is appointed each y~ar by the ASBSU
President and other positions on the staff are open to all interested
full-time students. '
Boise State University Student Handbook is the official guide
to all University policies. procedures. activities. and organiza-
tions. The Handbook is published annually by the Student Advis-
ory and Special Services Office in cooperatibn with the. ASBSU
Student Handbook Committee. '
. Social Fraternities and Soro~litieS
Boise State University has a number of, national social fra-
ternities and sororities. Local chapters of IIAlpha Chi Omega.
Alpha Omicron Pi. Delta Delta Delta. and Gamma Phi Beta for
women. as well as Kappa Sigma: Sigma Nu:' and Tau Kappa Ep-
silon for men are active on campus. Membership in these fra-
ternities and sororities is by invitation only. Students inte'rested
in obtaining more information about them should write directly
to the Activities Center. Student Union Buildi~g.
Band. Orchestra. and Ch~ir
The Music Department provides opportunity for music stu-
dents. as well as other interested studentsl who can qualify. to
participate in the Boise State University orchestra. bands. choirs.
and smaller ensembles. Particulars are nbted in'the various
course descriptions found in the ME (Music. Ensemble) section of
the Music Department course offerings elsElwhere in this Bulle-
tin. For additional information contact the MiJsic Department
office.
Theatre
All members of the Associated Students are admitted without
charge to a full season oftheatreproduction~. All students of BSU
who have the required grade point ave(age are eligible for
participation in all respects of these extracurricular activities.
Debate II
Members of the Debating Team travel many thousands of
miles each year to engage in intellectual competition with schools
from across the country. Proficiency in critical thinking. public
speaking and the ability to investigate and intensively analyze
significant contemporary issues are the goals sought by students
involved in this activity. Debate is open to all students who wish
to participate.
Athletics
The University encourages athletics ast a part of its educa-
tional program. with all intercollegiate sports directed and con-
trolled by the Athletic Director. and his staff. II
Teams have been organized in football. cross-country.
basketball. wrestling. baseball. track. 'and, tennis. Inter-
collegiate. varsity and freshman athletic I events are played
under the rules of the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA). of which organization the University is a member.
Eligibility to participate is determined by the Boise State University
Athletic Board of Control. '
The ASBSLl and the Department of Physical Education
through the Recreation Board provide intramural sports as a
recreational opportunity for all students not actively engaged in
intercollegiate athletic competition. Intramu~al participation is free
to all students. II
ELIGIBILITY FOR EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
1. In order to represent Boise State University 'or any stu-
dent organization in any extracurricular activity of an intercolleg-
iate nature such as: debate. student conferences. fraternal or
organizational conferences. class related activity junkets. cheer-
leaders. etc. a student must:
a) Not be disqualified or suspended from the university or on
academic. social or conduct probation.
b) Be currently enrolled as a full-time 1"lstudent.(8 hours or
more).
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c) The ASBSU President. Vice-President. Treasurer. and
Senate Members shall have a minimum 2.25 cumulative GPA
standing at the time of election to office. and must maintain
minimum University standards throughout their tenure in office.
in accordance with article V section 2 clause 1 of the ASBSU
Constitution.
2. The Student Policy Board in its official capacity. as the
primary agency for the development and administration of the
Student Code of Conduct. Student Judicial System. and other
student policies and procedures relating to student life on the
campus of Boise State University. would strongly recommend. to
those appointing officials. that a cumulative GPA of 2.00 or bet-
ter be set as a standard for academic acceptance in the choosing
of individuals to represent the Associated Students of Boise
State University. The Student Policy Board 'encourages student
campus organizations to set additional standards that they deem
necessary and beneficial to that organization. The Policy Board
feels that thE! duty of relieving a ,student from the position he/-
she holds because of lack of compliance with the aforementionl!d
requirements is the responsibility of the appointing official of
that organization.
3. Exceptions: Rule 1A does not apply to students engaged
in activities that are required as part of a class or students par-
ticipating in intramural sports.
Intercollegiate Athletic Eiigibility
Students partcipating in intercollegiate athletics must comply
with the eligibility rule of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association. Specific information concerning individual eligibility
may be obtained from the Athletic Director at Boise State
University.
Student Conduct
Upon enrollment the student and the university enter into an
agreement of mutual responsibility for maintaining order and
standards as well as preserving the educational purpose and
function of that relationship. The University is obligated to advise
the student of established policies and procedures whereas the
student is obligated to conduct himself as a responsible member
of the university and larger community. '
As representatives of the university. students are expected to
conduct themselves in a manner which will bring credit to
themselves and the University. Standards of behavior should
reflect good taste. courtesy. consideration and respect for the
rights of fellow students. .
Being a student at Boise State University does not relieve the
individual of his responsibility to society and its laws. University
sanctions may be imposed on a student apprehended bya law
enforcement agency or appearing in a civil court where his
conduct significantly interferes with the University's educational
responsibility to all members of the University community. This
policy does not in any way constitute double jeopardy.
[jisciplinary Sanctions
. Disciplinary action for misconduct on or off the campus may
Include payment of damages. fines and-or constructive services. or
one of the following:
(1) Admonition-An expression from the administration.
generally in the form of a verbal warning or caution. that the
expected standard of conduct is not being maintained. Used
principally with first time minor infractions.
(2) Censure-An expression of disapproval or condemnation
of a specific act against the standard of conduct-generally in
writing-with a possible loss of a minor privilege.
(3) Conduct Probation-Generally a written warning. with or
without a judicial hearing signifying that additional disregard for
the standard of conduct will constitute grounds for suSpension or
expulsion. Usually a minimum time period is specified.
(4) Disqualification-Disciplinary action excluding the
individual from participating in certain activities or privileges for a
prescribed period of time. A loss of a privilege. i.e .. relinquishing a
student office.
(5) Suspension-An administrative or Student Hearing Board
action terminating registration. with a possible loss of academic
'II.
f
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. f 'b 'd . d f' R t II bcredit, or a prescn e peno 0 time. e-enro ment must e
requested by petition. ;11
(6) Expulsion-An Administrative or Student Hearing Board
action permane,ntly terminating a student's "1'I,registrationat the
institution. Readmittance is possible only Iby action of the
President of the University. ,I'
,[
Procedural Due Process and Right of Appeal
Fair play in all situations involving serious ~isciplinary actions
is a right of every student. This is especially tJue in cases where
conduct probation, suspension or expulsion arJ imposed or where
an adverse notation may be made on a permar/ent record. In such
cases, due process will consist of: II
(1) Adequate written notice of the charges. Normally said
notice is sent from the appropriate office. II
(2) The opportunity for a fair hearing by allowing the student
to appear alone or with another person to assi~t or advise him; to
hear the evidence. its nature and source. and ib offer evidence in
his own behalf. II
(3) The right of the student to questionjithe source of the
evidence and to be heard by those in charge of the hearing.
(4) The right of the student to be heard by11committell, board,
or appropriate official. I"
(5) The right of the student to appeal the decision to the next
highest authority and to be advised of the procel1ure.
I
Appeals Procedure 'I
(1) Appeals from a lower judicial body shci,uldbe made to the
next higher body, i.e., ASBSU Judiciary or StJdent Policy Board,
through the Office of Vice-President for St~dent Affairs. All
appeals must be in writing and submitted within seven (7) school
days of the decision with copies to the origiri!~1 and last judicial
body. The appeal should include the reason for the appeal.
(2) Appeals from decisions of the StudentlpoliCY Board may
be made to the President of the University thr"ough the Office of
the Vice-President for Student Affairs. The a~peal must be in
writing giving full details of the case and specific evidence or
justification for the appeal within seven (7) $~hool days of the
previous decision. II:
STUDENT HOUSING II'
The Boise State Residence Hall Application Contract initiated
at the beginning of the academic year is bin~ing for the entire
school year (fall and spring semesters). Thus:~the student who
enters into a housing agreement with the unive'rsity is committed
to living in a university residence hall for the Jntire school year.
Breach of contract will obligate the student fori~he full amount of
the contract. II
Students living off campus or at home are s\Jbject to the same
standards of conduct expected of students living in university
housing or residence halls. 'II'
Student Residential Life ;
The Office of Student Residential Life is responsible for all
operations and programs related to the reside lice halls. married
students housing. and off-campus living conterns. The Office
implements and initiates the university's hou'sing policies and
procedures. This Office selects residence half staff and main-
tains an ongoing training program. Supervisio'n is provided for
the President's Council. as well as advising fot the various resi-
dence hall judicial boards. Ii
II
The office also supervises all married student housing and
assignments; plans for redecorating. maintainiAg, and refurnish-
ing of all university housing facilities; promotes the listing of
public housing with the university for student uSe; supervises the
records kept of available and occupied reside'hce hall facilities
and community houSi~g.. .11
University ReSidence Halls
B. S . . 'Iolse tate currently mamtams four resi1:lence halls with
accommodations for approximately. 760 ~tudents. Living
conditions are comfortable and conducive to successful academic
progress. They also contribute to and encourage participation in
II
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the total college experience. The women's residence halls (the
Towers' and Driscoll) will accommodate approximately 378
students while the men's residence hall (Chaffee) is designed to
house 300 students. The coed dorm (Morrison) provides living
facilities for 78 men and women.
The Towers Dorm. located on the west end of the campus. has
seven stories and accommodates 300 students. It is carpeted and
air-conditioned, with study lounges and laundry facilities.
Driscoll and Morrison Halls. located on the Boise River, are
virtually identical. with forty-eight single and fifteen double rooms
arranged into ten suites from six to eight students.
Morrison Hall is a coed dorm, with the men and women living
in opposite wings separated by lounges and laundry facilities. The
dorm is restricted to upper-class students or students over 21
years of age.
Chaffee Hall is divided into two separate three-story units of
approximately fifty men to a floor. living in twenty-four double
rooms, two single rooms and two Resident Advisor's rooms per
floor. Each student room is equipped with a telephone. Both units
are connected by enclosed corridors to a Central Lounge and
Control Unit. Each floor of Chaffee Hall is in a sense a separate
living unit with a small informal I.ounge, study room, and laundry
facilities.
Laundry facilities are available in each of the residence halls.
Linens (sheets, pillow cases, and bath towels) are not provided and
the student must also furnish blankets (21. iron, and a study lamp
/lamps are not needed in Chaffee Hall or the Towers). All residents
are required as part of the housing contract to take their meals in
the Student Union dining room.
Applications for room reservations should be made as early
as possible. Contract for residence hall accommodations are for
room and board for the entire academic year. Applications must
be made on the official contract form and accompanied by an
application form and security deposit of $45.00.
Application Procedure
All inquiries and letters requesting information and applica-
tion-contracts should be sent directly to:
Office of Student Residential Life
Boise State University
1910 Un iversity Drive
Boise. Idaho 83725
Applications for residence halls will be processed as soon as
the following procedures have been completed: .
1) A completed application-contract is sent to the Boise
State University Office of Student Residential Life with:
a. A $45.00 application fee and security deposit. Check or
money orders should be made out to Boise State University.
This deposit is not to be construed as II partial payment for the
cost of room and board. It is held (after assignment) as a
damage deposit and as assurance of compliance with the full
terms of the contract. It is refundable when the student per-
manently moves out of the residence hall as sl\ecified in Resi.
dence Hall Contract Conditions. 1A. Application fee and Security
deposits are forfeited if cancellation of a room assignment is
not received prior to August 1 for the Fall Semester and January
2 for the Spring Semester.
b. Signature of parent or guardian for students under eight-
een.
2) After the items above are processed a tentative room
assignment is made and the student notified.
3/ This room assignment is officially confirmed after the
student contracts with the Office of Student Residential Life to
payor make arrangements for room and board fees. The student
will be advised of his specific room number when he moves into
his hall.
ACCEPTANCE AND PROCESSING OF THE CONTRACT BY
THE STUDENT RESIDENTIAL LIFE OFFICE DOES NOT CONSTI-
TUTE APPROVAL OF ACADEMIC ADMISSION TO THE UNI-
VERSITY: LIKEWISE APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION IS NOT
AN APPLICATION FOR HOUSING.
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NOTE: Residence hall expense and meal, option plans are
presented in Part I of this catalog.
MEAL SERVICE CALEN D4R
(for the Year 1977 -78
Fall Semester - August 23. 1977 through December 22. 1977.
(Except Thanksgiving vacation. November 24 through
November 27. 1977.) II"
Between Semesters - December 23. 19771ithrough January 9.
1978. Meal Service will be suspended land the Snack Bar
will be closed.
Spring Semester - January 10. 1978 thro~gh May 11. 1978
(Except Spring vacation. March 13 through March 19. 1978).
All residence halls normally are closed during the above listed
vacations.
Students staying in their rooms at the residence halls betvileen
semesters and during Spring vacation will be charge~ $2.00
per day .11 "
General Residsnce Hall Regulations
I~ ~
Occupancy of a Hall is a privilege extended to the student by
the University. The continuation is depend~nt upon his or' her
reasonable and satisfactory personal conduct and the obser-
vance of all University regulations. '
1. Quarters are to be occupied only by the students for
whom they are reserved. Neither room reservati'ons nor meal
tickets are transferable. -,
,I
2. The University respects the students' right to privacy;
however. the University reserves the right :~o enter a student's
room at any time for health. safety. welfa,re and maintenance
purposes. ,
,3. All Residence Hall contracts are for bbth room and board.
Contracts for room only are not available, '
4. Room and board payments for the academic year become
due and payable prior to August 1; final confirmation of a room
assignment cannot be made until financial terms of this contract
are met by total payment or the three specified installments.
Arrangements for payment other than the ~bove must be made
directly with the Office of Student Residential Life.
II
5. Students will be responsible for the:furniture and fixtures
in their rooms and for University property Within the hall. Where
individual responsibility for damages can: be determined. the
individual will be charged. Otherwise the~harge will be made
against the hall or floor organization and' prorated among the
students living in that suite. floor or area afthe time the damage
occurred.
6. Payment for damages during the a<;ademic year will not
be taken out of or charged against the security deposit unless
the damage charge is not paid. This depo~it must remain intact
until the end of the year or when the stud~nt leaves the Univer-
sity permanently. ','
7. Participation in fire drills is mandatory. Residents who fail
to comply with this requirement and do not'vacate the Hall when
the alarm rings may be asked to move out because the Univer-
sity cannot then accept responsibility for their safety.
8. Anyone found turning in a false alarm. tampering. damag-
ing or in any way using fire equipment or safety apparatus for
other than its intended use will be immect,iately dismissed from
the residence hall. fined. and subject to-,further at.. on by the
University authorities. Electrical wiring or'l alteration of existing
wiring by students is prohibited.
9. The use and-or possession of alcholic beverages on cam-
pus is prohibited. This includes the display of empty alcohol
containers in individual rooms or elsewhe~e where it presents a
health. safety. or damage factor within the residence hall.
10. Students who reside in residence, halls are responsible
for providing insurance against loss or damage to their own per-
sonal property. The University does not "assume responsibility
for or carry insurance against the loss or damage of individually
owned personal property. Ii
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11. Possession of fire crackers. firearms. gun powder
and/or other forms of explosives is prohibited.
Off-Campus Student Housing
Lists of available housing a~ on fi"le in the Office of Student
Residential Life. The university does not inspect the accommoda-
tions; parents and students must accept full responsibility fot
the selection. The university, recommends that students and
parents make written. agreements with landlords concerning the
obligation and expectations of each party.
As .a matter of policy. assignments to University Residence
Halls and other housing facilities are inade without reference to
race. creed' or color. and the University expects privately owned
accommodations offered through' its listing service to be operat-
ed in the same manner. Listings are accepted only with this
understanding. . ;
_ Married Stude~t and Family'HoUSing
There 'are approximately 180 units availabl,e fQr full-time (8
or more credit hours)marriedStude,nts. aU within walking dis-
tance of the campus. Rates for the Univer.;ity Courts apartments
are $87.00 for small' one-bedroom. $117.00 for large one-bed-
room. $133.00 for two bedroom. and $153.00 fof three bed-
room apartments. These apartments are carpeted lmd'furnished
with stoves and'refrigeratorS. Coin-operated washing machines
and dryers are located' on the site. All utilities except 'electricity
are furnished. '
.University Heights and :University Manor wer~ opened for
-occupancy, during the summer of 1973 and consist of one-bed-
room apartmfmts for $13~.OO_ per month ,and two-bedroom
apartmentsfo'r ..$158.00 pet month. These apartments are fully
'carpeted and ,draped but are otherwise unfurnished; except for
electric stoves and. refrigerators. All utilities iue furnished. in-
cluding laundry facilities. -
APplications for married:~student and family h6usil1g may be
obtained :inthe Office of Student Residential Life. Room 110.
Administration Bliilding. ' J, . i
Application Procedure for Married Student
" . and Fitmily Housing ,
Applications for married student~nd family hO\lsing will be
procesSed as soon as the following procedures have. been.com-
pleted:
1. Student must be:
a. any married student currently enrolled as full-time and/or
fully matriculated at Boise State University.
b. any prospective married student currently enrolled as full-
time and/orfully matriculated at Boise State University.
c. any single parent with a child (children) currently enrolled
as full-time and/or fully matriculated at Boise State University.
2. A completed application-contract is sent to Boise State
University. Office of Student Residential Life with a $30.00
application fee and security deposit. Checks and/or money
orders should be made out to Boise State University. This de-
posit is not to be construed as partial payment for the rent for
their apartment. It is held (after assignment) as a damage de-
posit and is refundable when the student permanently moves
out of the apartment. The total security deposit and application
fee ($70.00) is forfeited if 30 days notice is not given before
tenant moves out.
The student comes to the Office of Student Residential Life
when their apartment is ready for occupancy. signs the lease.
pays the balance of the application fee and security deposit
($40.00) which brings the total deposit and fee to $70.00.
plus pays a month's rent and receives confirmation to move
into the apartment.
It is the responsibility of the student to notify the Office of
Student Residential Life each semester if they still desire
married student and family housing. If the Office of Student
Residential Life does not hear from the student each semester.
the student's name will be removed from the waiting list.
PART IV
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School II of Arts & Science
Dean: WilliamJ. Keppler, Ph.D.
Associa'te Dean: William E. Shankweiler, Ph.D.
PHILOSOPHY II
The School believes that the purpose of men's lives is to
know. to search. and to achieve. and that knowllildge is necessary
for the good life of free men. The School. therefore. provides an
opportunity for each student to share in the actumulated exper-
ience of men of all times and places. hoping not 'bnly to lead each
student to basic knowledge of the matter traditional to the
School's major divisions of study. but also to stimulate students
to exercise their own powers to range beyond the known - to
dream a better possible human condition andi devise ways of
moving toward it. Ii
To this end. we hope to encourage students to be curious
and wisely skeptical. learning that inquiry and intelligent doubt
are often the first steps toward creation. achievement. and a
fuller understanding of their own nature and pote~tial.
Ii
OBJECTIVES
1. To offer programs of study leading to a baccalaureate degree
in the Arts - Advertising Design. Art. Communication. Eng-
lish. History. Music. Political Science. Social Science. Social
Work. Sociology. Theater Arts. and in the Spiences - Biol-
ogy. Chemistry. Earth Science. Geology. Mathematics.De-
grees available in the above areas. including the Secondary
Education Options offered by all departments, include the
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science. Bachelor of Fine Arts
(in Art. Art Education. and Advertising Design). Bachelor of
Music (in Music Performance. Music Education. and Music
Theory and Composition). and Master of Arts in Secondary
Education with majors in various departments. (See School
of Education!.
2. To offer undergraduate programs in Engineering. Physics.
Home Economics. Forestry. and Wildlife Management.
3. To offer elective and service courses for students majoring
in other schools.
ACTIVITIES
the cold-drill
The Department of English. in addition to offering a chance
for students to improve their creative. literary skills by studying
under producing authors in classes aimed to increase the stu-
dent's 0tical and creative abilities. publishes each year a Prize-
winning magazine designed to display the best efforts of both the
faculty and student body of Boise State University.
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Western Writers Series i!
The Boise State University Western Writers Series is pub-
lishing a booklet introducing students and teachers to the char-
acter of the work of western American writer~. Written by schol-
ars from various colleges and universities. each pamphlet offers
a brief account of an author's life. salient features of his works
(stressing their regional aspects) and a bibliOgraphy listing val-
uable primary and secondary sources. This '~eries provides the
first real attempt to make important region~1 writers known to
the country at large.
Performances, Exhibitions, Workshops II
Membership in the various groups and o'tganizations engag-
ed in extracurricular activities is available to all students who
qualify. These groups offer opportunities for growth and partici-
pation beyond curricular requirements. Students may partici-
pate in art exhibits in the Liberal Arts Building. Library. and
Student Union gallery areas; extensive intramural and inter-
collegiate offerings of the Department of Communication includ-
ing Debate. Reader's Theatre; and productions of plays from
both the classical and modern repertoires in the University's
unique Subal theatre and Special Events Center; and through
the medium of student recitals. organizations, and ensembles of
the Department of Music including Band. Orchestra. Choir. and
Musical Theatre and Opera. Students may also join in "American
Historical Tours" presented by the college each year. as well as
science fairs. environmental workshops. etc. .
DEPARTMENT OF ART
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b) Major Emphasis
A total of 14 credit hours from any Fine Arts area will
~onstitute the major emphasis. which include: paint-
Ing•. watercolor. drawing. ceramics. sculpture. print-
making. crafts. photography.
3. Electives.................................... 41
General Art-Bachelor of Arts Program
1. General University and Basic Core Requirements .... 51
2. a) Art Major Requirements
Painting and/or Watercolor 6
Drawing 6
Art History 9
Design 4
~~m~ 2
Sculpture 2
Printmaking 2
Crafts 2
Senior Seminar 3
1. General University and Basic Core Requirements .... 51
2. Art Major Requirements
Painting 6
Watercolor 4D .rawlng 6
Design 4
II. Art Education-Bachelor of Arts Program
III. Advertising Design
Freshman year (see General Art Freshman year)
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SlES~. ~~~.
Intermediate Drawing 2 0
Intermediate Painting 2 2
Advertising Design 2 2
Introduction to Music or Drama (Area I) , 3 0
Social Science (Area II) 0 3
Lab Science or Mathematics (Area II) 4 4
Electives 3 5
4
4
o
2
3
o
3
2
2
o
3
4
5
2
2
2
3
o
2
3
3
3
16
16
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
15-1715-17
Chairman a:nd Professor: Or. Louis A. Peek; Professor: Takehara' Associate Pro~
fessors: Hu'ff. Kilmaster. Kober. Dravez.Russeli. Skov: Assistant Professors: Ben-
son. Douglass. Ochi. Roberts. Schlafly. Watia. Wright: Instructors: Cullery. Deveau.
Proctor. Taye. Taylor.
Ii
ART MAJOR
Lower Division - All Degr&eS
(Suggested Program)
I. General Art
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Intermediate Drawing. . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Intermediate Painting 2
Introduction to Music or Drama (Area 1)1" 3
Social Science (Area II) .I. 0
Lab Science or Mathematics (Area III). . 4
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
16
1ST
FRESHMEN YEAR: SEM.
Basic Design. . . . . . .. . .. 2
Elementary Drawing. . .. I!. . .. 2
Elementary Painting. . . . . . . .. '. . . . . 2
Art History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Lettering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..' 2
• Lettering and Layout. . . . . . . . . . 0
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . .. '.. ',,'j'.' .' .. 3
History (Area II) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Elective .
16
II. Art Education
Freshman year (See General Art Freshman Year)
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Intermediate Drawing. . 2
Intermediate Painting. . . . . . . . .. 2
Foundations of Education ' 0
General Psychology (Area II) 3
Introduction to Music or Drama (Area I) , 0
Lab Science or Mathematics II
(Area III) 4
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
34
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Credits
63
12S'
I. Art/Advertising Design-Bachelor of Arts Program
1. General University and Sasic Core Requirements .... 51
MASTER OF ARTS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION.
Art Emphasis
Admissions and Program
A. The Master's Degree in Secondary Education. Art Education
Emphasis, will be designed to meet the needs of the practi-
cing junior high or high school art specialist. While teaching
experience is not necessary in order to begin work on this
degree, any applicant for the degree must ordinarily be cur-
rently certified as a secondary school art specialist. agree to
begin the process toward attaining this certification while
working on the degree. or obtain a waiver through the Dept.
of Education.
B. The following will be submitted to the Art Department Ad-
missions Committee:
1. The names and addresses of three art educators or pro-
fessional persons who are acquainted with the student's
academic qualifications to pursue graduate study.
2. A minimum of twenty (20) slides or a portfolio of recent
art work.
35
Drawing S
Art History 9
Watercolor 4
Design 4
Printmaking 2
Sculpture 2
Ceramics 2
Crafts 2
Lettering 2
Senior Seminar 3
67
3. Professional Electives 29
12S'
• A minimum of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be Upper Division,
•• A total of 6 credits. 2 of each in drawing. painting. and design. may bi applied to
the 20 hour major requirement in the areas of watercolor, ceramics. sculpture.
printmaking. crafts, and photography,
46
b) Major Emphasis
A total of 14 credit hours from any Art Field wili
constitute the major emphasis.
3. Education Requirements for Qualification Toward State
Certification
Audio-Visual Aids (Optional) 2
Foundations of Education 3
Secondary School Methods 3
Educational Psychology 3
Art Methods in Secondary Schools 3
Elementary School Art Methods 3
Secondary Student Teaching 6
21-23
4. Electives 29-27
12S'
III. Art/Advertising Design-Bachelor of Fine Arts
Degree Advertising Design Emphasis
1. General University and Core Requirements 32
2. Art Major Requirements
Advertising Design 10
Painting S
Drawing S
Watercolor 4
Design .4
Sculpture. Ceramics, or Crafts 4
Lettering/Lettering and Layout 4
Art History 12
Creative Photography 2
Printmaking 2
Advertising Illustration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Senior Seminar 3
39
State
Art History ',' .. 6
Ceramics 2
Sculpture ~ 2
Printmaking !i 2
Crafts 2
Lettering , 2
Senior Seminar , 3
3. Education Requirements for Qualification Toward
Certification I
Audio-Visual Aids (optional) 1
1
', 2
Foundations of Education 1 •••• 3
Secondary School Methods ; 3
Educational Psychology ,' 3
Art Methods in Secondary Schools 3
Elementary School Art Methods 3
Secondary Student Teaching 6
II. Art Education-Bachelor of Fine Arts
1. General University and Core Requirements 32
2. a) Art Major Requirements II
Painting ....................•....... S
21-23
4. Electives 17-15
I! 12S'
b) Major Emphasis
A total of 20" credit hours in any'iart field will consti-
tute the major requirements and ~ t~tal of 14 credit
hours in a second art area will c6nstitute the minor
emphasis.
3. Electives 33
2. Art Major Requirements
Advertising Design 10
Watercolor and/or Painting S
Drawing I[ 6
Advertising Illustration I~ .•• 6
Design 'i 4
Lettering/Lettering and Layout 4
Art History ' 6
Printmaking 2
Creative Photography 2
Senior Seminar 3
51
3. Electives; 'i. • . • • • • • • • •• 26
II
I. General Art-Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree
1. General University and Core Requirements 32
"
2. a) Art Major Requirements
Painting S
Drawing S
Art History 12
Watercolor .. ' !: 4
Design !i 4
Printmaking ~ 2
Sculpture : 2
Ceramics ' 2
Crafts 2
Senior Seminar 3
Art Electives , 16
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3. A statement of the student's professional objectives and
philosophy of art education and how these will be further-
ed by graduate study. '
C. Program areas of study are as follows: ,
1. Required Courses Ii
AR-501 Art Appreciation in the Educ~tional
Program "3 credits
AR-551 Special Methods: Curriculum Development in
Art Education ' 3 credits
AR-591 Project 6 credits
AR-593 Thesis (or additional hours) 6 credits
TE-560 Secondary. Education Core courses 6 credits
2. Studio or Content: Six (6) credits in the studio. Studio
concentration and emphasis will b~ determined by the
student and his committee. Part of the program included
in the art section could be that of a fotus/emphasis.
II-
Example: Option I-Painting am:!Drawing
Option II-Crafts and Sculpture
3. Electives: The remainder of the stu'dent's work may be
elected in relation to his background. interests. and pro-
fessional objectives in consultationJ.,ith his major advisor
and committee. .:
"The gredu81e level COUrlles to support this progrem will be regularly offarad in the
fall and spring samastBrll when fundad by thalegisl81ure.
COURSE OFFERINGS
II
AR ART l
ii
The Art Department reserves the right .~owithhold selected
student work for the Permanent Collections. ,I
Lower Oivision
100 Basic Drawing and Painting for Non-Art M:~jors (2 creditsl. A one
semester coursa with emphasis on media. techniques. ahd philosophy designed to
acquaint the general college student with the basic fundamentals of drawing and
painting. Four studio hours per week. Either semester.
101 Survey of Western Art I (3 credits). A historical survey of painting. sculpture.
and architecture from Prehistoric art through the Middle Ages. Fall semester.
102 Survey of Western Art II (3 credits). A historical s~lrvey of painting. sculpture
and architecture from the Renaissance to the present. Spri?g semester.
103 Introduction to Art (3 credits). A one.semester coujse designed to acquaint the
general college student with the aesthetics of painting.~culpture. architecture. and
related art forms. Either semester.'
106 Basic Design (2 credits). A two or three dimensiohal theoretical and applied
study of the basic design elements 'underlying all art ar:~as. Four studio hours per
week. Either semester. I
106 Basic Dasign (2 credits). A continued exploration of, either two or three dimen.
sional design elements. Emphasis on the theoretical .'and applied study of the
structural organization underlying two or three-dimensiqnal art forms. Four studio
hours per week. Advisable to take AR 105 prior to AR 106. Either semester.
107 Lettering (2 credits). A study of lettering techniques and various alphabetical
forms; emphasis upon modern styles. spacing and layqut. Four studio hours per
week. Either semester. il
108 Lettering and Layout (2 credits). A study of le~tering techniques used in
advertising design. for advertising design majors. Fou~ studio hours per week.
Advisable to take AR 107 prior to AR 108 either semestei.
"111 Drawing (2 credits). Applied study of space. form. '!Iight and shadow. line per-
spective. composition. and an exploration of the various drawing media. Four
studio hours per week. Limited enrollment second semest~r. Either semester.
112 Drawing (2 credits). Introduction to the human figiure. Four studio hours per
week. Advisable to take AR 111 prior to AR 112. Spring semester.
;'
113 Painting 12 credits). Emphasis on the techniques of oil. opaque and transparent
water base media. Four studio hours per week. Fall semester.
114 Painting (2 credits). Emphasis on the techniques of opaque and transparent
water base media. Four studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 113 prior to AR
114. Spring semester. ~:
115 Landscape Painting (3 credits). Various styles and techniques in landscape
painting in oil. watercolor and related media. Field trips'::Six studio hours per week
(semester basis). First summer session. II
116 landscepe Painting (3 credits). (Description same as 115 above). Second
summer session. II
131 Interior Decorating (2 credits). Aid in understanding and appreciating interior
design. The most basic components of home decoratihg will be studied. These
include color. wallpaper. fabrics. carpet. and furniture. T';"o hours lecture. one-half-
hour demonstration per week. Either semester. '
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203 Advertising Design (2 creditsl. Special assignments in various techniques
employed in advertising and commercial art; problems in layout. typography. and
reproduction processes will be emphasized. Four studio hours per week. Advisable to
take AR 105. AR 106. AR 107 and AR 108 prior to AR 203. Fall semester.
204 Advertising Design (2 credits). Advanced work in various techniques employed
in advertising and commercial art. Four studio hours per week. Advisable to take
AR 203 prior to AR 204. Spring semester.
209 Introduction to Printmaking 12 credits). A course designed to acquaint thJ
student with methods of reproducing creative work in woodcut. lithography. and
intaglio. Advisable to have some experience in drawing and design. Four studio hours
per week. Each semester.
211 Drawing (2 credits) Study of the human figure through anatomical rendering.
Four studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 111 and AR 112 prior to AR 211.
Fall semester.
212 Drawing (2 credits). Drawing in various media from the human figure in re-
lationship to anatomy and creative composition. Four hours studio hours per week.
Advisable to take AR-211 prior to AR.212. Spring semester.
216 Painting (2 credits). Painting in oil with emphasis on various techniques and
subject malter. Four hours studio per week. Advisable to take AR 113 and AR 114
prior to AR 215. Fall semester.
216 Painting (2 credits). Creative work in oils and related media. Four studio hours
per week. Advisable to take AR 215 prior to AR 216. Spring semester.
217 Painting-Watercolor (2 credits). Major emphasis will will be in the use of
transparent watercolor. Work will be outdoors from nature as well as studio work.
Four studio hours per week. Fall semester.
218 Painting-Watercolor 12 credits). Introduction to experimental techniques in the
use of opaque waterbase media. Work will be outdoors from nature as well as studio
work. Four studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 217 prior to AR 218. Spring
semester.
219 Figure Painting (2 credits). Painting from models with an emphasis on a
representational approach; study of form. color. and composition as they relate to the
human figure. Four studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 114 and AR 112
prior to AR 219. May be repeated once for credit. Either semester.
221 Art Metals (2 credits). A creative exploration in design and construction
problems. Various materials will be utilized with primary emphasis on jewelry design
and metals. Craftsmanship. and the care and usage of tools will be stressed. Four
studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 105-106 prior to AR 221. Fall
semester.
222 Art Metals (2 credits). Continued exploration in design and construction work
in metal and other media. Fabrication. forming and casting techniques will be em-
phasized. Four studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR-l05. 106. and 221
prior to AR.222. Spring semester.
226 Ceramics 12 credits). An introduction to ceramics technique and materials.
Molding. hand building. decoration. glazing, and firing will be given. Enrollment is
limited. Four studio hours per week. Prerequisite: AR 105 and AR 106. Fall
semester.
226 Ceramics (2 credits) Beginning the use of the potter's wheel. molding. casting
and constructing. Four studio hours per week, Prerequisite AR 105 and AR 106.
Spring semester.
231 Sculpture (2 credits). Work in a variety of three dimensional material. with
emphasis on the techniques of carving. modeling and casting. Four studio hours per
week. Advisable to take AR 105 or 106 prior to AR 231. Fall semester.
232 Sculpture (2 credits). Continued work in a variety of three dimensional
materials. with emphasis on the techniques of carving. modeling. and casting. Four
studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 231 prior to AR 232. Spring semester.
261 Introduction to Creative Photography (2 credits) An aesthetic approach to the
basic photographic skills of camera operation. film development. and enlargement of
negatives. All work is in black and white. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory
work per week. Adjustable camera required. Either semester.
Upper Division
301 Nineteenth Century Art History (3 credits). A study of important artists and
movements from neoclassicism through Post-Impressionism. Fall semester.
302 History of Twentieth Century Movement in Art (3 credits). An analysis of
important European artistic movements up to World War II. including Fauvism.
German Expressionism. Cubism. Futurism. Constructivism. Dada and Surrealism.
Spring semester .
303 Studio in Advertising Design (3 credits) and preparation of art for reproduction.
techniques and studio, practices. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 203
and 204 prior to AR 303. May be repeated once for credit. Either semester.
306 Studio in Visual Design (3 credits). Advanced exploration of two-dimensional
or three-dimensional design. continuing with problems in line. form. color. texture
and space. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 105 and 106 prior to AR
305. May be repeated for credit.
307 Studio in Metalsmithing (3 credits). Advanced study in materials of
jewelrymaking and metalsmithing with special emphasis 'on forging. stonesetting.
cutting. and mechanical techniques as further personal development of
craftsmanship. Prerequisite: AR 221. 222 .. Six studio hours per week. May be
repeated once for credit.
309 Studio in Printmaking (3 credits). Advanced printmaking in any one of the
following specialized areas; each of which may be repeated once for credit: intaglio.
offered fall semester; serigraphy. offered fall semester; lithography. offered spring
semester; relief printing and wood cut. offered spring semester.
311 Studio in Drawing (3 credits). Advanced drawing in various media. SIX studio
hours per week. Advisable to take AR 111, AR 112, AR 21l'. AR 212 prior to AR
311. May be repeatedonce for credit. II
ii
316 Studio in Painting ( 3 credits). Creative work in representatiqnal or non-
representational areas in oil and related media. Six studio hours per week ..Advisable
to take AR 113.114. AR 215.216 prior to AR 315. May be repeated once for
credit.
317 Painting. Watercolor (3 creditsl. Advanced work in opaque and transparent
media with emphasis on experimental techniques. Six stu~dio hours per week.
Advisable to take AR 217 andAR 218 prior to AR 317. Fall serhester.
1
318 Painting-Watercolor (3 credits). Advanced work in opaque and transparent
media with emphasis on experimental techniques. Six stu~io hours per week.
Advisable to take AR 317 prior to AR 318. Spring semester. 'I!
319 Figure Painting (3 credits). Painting from models in re~'listicor semi.abstract
styles. based on individual interests. Six studio hours per week ..Prerequisite: AR 219
and upper-division status. or permission of instructor. May be repeated for credit.
EitherSemester.
321 Elementary School Art Methods (3 creditsl. For students expecting to teach in
the elementary schools. This course is especially designed to help prospective
teachers construct outlines of courses for creative art activities in the elementary
grades. Progressive methods and materials conducive to free and spontaneous
expression are stressed. Two lecture and two studio hours per week. Either semester.
326 Studio in Ceramics (3 creditsl. Advanced study in the limaterialsof ceramics,
with emphasis on the exploration of clays, glazes, and firing as it applies to the
creative artist or teacher. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 225 and
226 prior ~oAR 325. Individual instruction will be given. May be repeated once for
credit,
331 Studio in Sculpture (3 credits). Advanced study in the materials and methods of
the sculptor with emphasis upon welded steel and metal castin:g. Six studio hours per
week. Advisable to take AR 231 and AR 232 prior to AR 331 May be repeated
once for credit.
341 Studio in Creative Photography (3 credits). Advanced ~tudy of photo.graphic
techniques. emphasis on the creative approach to picture taking and printing. Two
hour lecture. and four studio hours per week. Adjustable came~ra required, Advisable
totakeAR251 priort0341. Maybe repeatedfor credit. 'I!
344 Studio in Creative Photography, Color Printing (3 creditsl. Advancedstudy of
photographic techniques. emphasis on the creative approach. to picture taking and
printing in color. Two hour lecture and four studio hours per week. Adjustable
camera required. Advisable to take AR-251 prior to AR.344. May be repeated for
credit. Either semester.
345 Studio in Creative Photography, Color Slides. 13credits). Advancedstudy em-
phasizing techniques of col~r slides. Color theory and compqsition will be covered
in the course as well as the processing of slides and var~ous methods of pro-
jections. Various approaches to lighting and laboratory work will be taught. Two
lecture hours and four studio hours per week. Adjustable ca~era required. May be
repeated for credit. Prerequisite: AR 251 or permission of instr4ctor. Either semester.
361 Secondary School Art Methods (3 creditsl. Art educaiiion on the junior high
school and senior high school levels. Two hours lecture and two hours lab per week.
Fallsemester.
361 Studio in Advertising Illustration (3 credit,s). Advanced study emphasizing
techniques and methodology of illustrating finished art f.or ads. Fundamental
approaches to story. product. fashion and decorative illu5tra~ion with emphasis on
building a portfolio. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to'!take AR-203 and AR.
204 prior to AR 361. Each semester. May be repeated for cred,it.
>
371 History of Twentieth Century American Art (3 credits)."8eginning with a short
surveyof American art from the Ashcan School through the Thirties, there will be a
concentration on Abstract Expressionism.Pop,Op, and Minirrlal. Classpresentations
will be expected of students; critical writings will be assigned,1(It is advisable to take
AR 302 first. although this is not a prerequisite.) Fall Semester:
409 Studio in Printmaking (3 credits). Concentrated work in anyone of the
following areas: woodcut. lithography. intaglio. and serigraphy. Six studio hours per
week. May be repeatedfor credit. 'I
411 Studio in Life Drawing (2 credits). An advanced life drawing class with
emphasison a general anatomical study of the human figure,! Four studio hours per
waek. Prerequisite: AR 111, 112, AR 211 and consent of instructor. May be re-
peated for credit. "
416 Studio in Painting (3 credits). Preparation for gradua'ie study in opaque or
transparent media. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 316 prior to AR
415. May be repeatedfor credit. .
417 Studio in Painting.Watercolor (3 credits). Advanced study in selected
watercolor media. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 317 andAR 318
prior to AR 417. May be repeatedfor credit.
419 Studio in Metals (3 creditsl. Continued study in materials and methods
(advanced)of jewelry-making and metalsmithing as they apply to the creative artist
and teacher. Prerequisite:AR 221, 222, 307, 308. May be rep~atedfor credit.
!I
426 Studio in Ceramics (3 credits). Continued study in theimaterials of ceramics,
with emphasis on the exploration of clays, glazes. and firi~g as it applies to the
creative artist or teacher. Six studio hours per week. Advisable to take AR 325 and
AR 326 prior to AR 425. Individual instruction will be given. May be repeated for
credit.
431 Studio in Sculpture 13credits). Continued study in the material andmethods of
the sculptor with emphasis on welded steel and metal casting, Six studio hours per
week. Advisable to take AR 331 and AR 332 prior to AR 43,;1 May be repeated for
credit.
498 Senior Seminar (3 credits). Required reading. and wdtten and oral reports.
relative to the senior art majors' area of interest within the visual arts. Either
semester. II
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Graduate
601 Art Appreciation in tha Educational Program (3 creditsl. A historical and
contemporary survey of modern art movements since 1900. Emphasis will be placed
on understanding the motivations behind the current trends and interpretations of the
ideas and symbols. Also emphasized will be communication of this understanding to
the various age groups represented on the secondary school level. Prerequisite:
Graduate status and permission of instructor.
521 Teaching through Experimental Art Media (3 creditsl (previously approved for
Elementary Master's Degree). Varied and unusual experimental art media to be used
in conjunction with individual teaching techniques. Students will have the opportunity
to solve procedural problems and adapt art media to teaching experiences. Some
outside reading will be required. however. most work will be done in class. A reading
bibliography will be required, as well as a written paper. Six studio hours per week.
Prerequisite: Graduate standing.
522 Teaching Through Experimental Art Media (3 credits. every other year summer
school only). Varied and unusual experimental art media to be used in conjunction
with individual teaching techniques. Students will have the opportunity to solve
procedural problems and adapt art media to teaching experiences, Some outside
reading will be required. however. most work will be done in class. A reading bib-
liography will be required, as well as a written paper. Six studio hours per week.
Prerequisite: Graduate standin~.
561 Special Methods; Curriculum Development in Art Education (3 credits).
Designed for the secondary school art teacher. this course will be geared to creative
curriculum planning. It will be held in a workshopseminar format to facilitate student
interaction and the opportunity to experiment and develop new ideas. Prerequisite.
Graduate status and consent of the instructor.
580.689 series Selected Topics (3 credits each topic). An opportunity for the
studednt to work independently with a particular teacher in a specific area of study or
media. A total of nine credits allowable which can be divided into several areas or
concentrated. distribution determined by the graduate student and committee.
580 Selected Topics. Drawing
581 Selected Topics - Painting
582 Selected Topics. Crafts
583 Selected Topics. Sculpturing
584 Selected Topics. Photography
685 Selected Topics. Ceramics
586 Selected Topics - Printmaking
687 Selected Topics. Designing
588 Selected Topics - Illustration
589 Selected Topics - Art History
591 Project (6 creditsl. Seebelow.
593 Thesis (6 credits). The thesis, or culminating project, may be defined, but is not
limited to a combination of any two of the following projects.
A.' A scholarly paper embodying results of original research which are used to
substantiate a specific view.
B. Three written reports directed toward the student's particular area of study.
C. A curricular proposal in written form which could be considered for
implementation in the schools.
O. A one-person art show with'a full faculty review.
E.A submitted portfolio of work with a full faculty review.
Prerequisita: Graduatestatus.
598 Seminar in Art (3 credits, previously approvedfor ElementaryMaster's Degree).
Upon selection of an approved topic. the student will research it thoroughly. present
an annotated bibliography. and present an oral report of the topic. utilizing visual
material in his presentation. The student will then present a research paper
concerning his topic. Prerequisite.: Graduate standing.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
Chairman and Assistant Professor: Dr. Russell J. Centanni; Professors: Baker.
Fritchman: Associate Professors. 8elknap, Fuller, Jones, Kelley, Papenfuss.Wyllie;
Assistant Professors: Long.McCloskey,Rychert,Wicklow.
REQUIREMENTS FOR BIOLOGY MAJOR
CREDITS
I, Bachelor of Science Option
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree
Requirements see pages 17.19 , ... 30
2. Major Requirements:
A. Biology, .45
1. Biology Core, .12
General Botany 4
General Zoology. 4
Cell Biology, , .3
Semjnar. .1
2. Physiology - one course .. " 4
Plant Physiology, .4
Mammalian Physiology .4
General & Comparative
Physiology. 4
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RELATED PROGRAMS
14
16
2ND
8EM.
3
10
3
2ND
81M.
3
4
3
6
16
2ND
11M.
3
10
3
16
14
16
2ND
SEM.
8
8
3
6
4
3
17
2ND
SEM.
2ND
11M.
3
4
5
5
16
2ND
81M.
2ND
8EM.
3
4
5
5
3
4
4
5
15-17
18T
8EM.
16-17
18T
81M.
English Composition , ..
Gen. Botany/Gen. Zoology .
Essentials of Chemistry .
Mathematics .
JUNIOR YEAR
16
Area 1/11Electives . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Biology Electives 7-8
Other Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
BIOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
Bachelor of Science
(Suggested Program)
18T
SOPHOMORE YEAR 81M.
Cell Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Elementary Organic Chemistry. . . . . . . . .. 3
Biology Elective .
Area I Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Area II Electives. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
16
18T
SENIOR YEAR 8EM.
Biology Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Biology Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
Other Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
16,
18T
SOPHOMORE YEAR SEM.
Cell Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Elementary Organic Chemistry. . . . . . . . .. 3
Foundations of Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Psychology , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Area I Electives , . .. 3
Area II Electives .
Biology Electives.
15
18T
JUNIOR YEAR BEM.
Area 1/11Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Biology Electives , 10
Other Electives .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Biology Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Biology Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . 11-12
Other Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Education Courses .
18T
FRESHMAN YEAR 81M.
English Composition. , , .. , . . . .. 3
Gen. Botany/Gen. Zoology , . . . . .. 4
College Chemistry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
SENIOR YEAR
16-17
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
18T
FRESHMAN YEAR 8EM.
3
4
5
5
2nd
SEM.
3
4
4
5
1.t
SEM.
Environ mental Health
Pre-Veterinary Medicine
3. Morphology - one course : 3-4
Plant Anatomy " 3
Plant Morphology ii, 4
Comparative Anatomy ': 4
Vertebrate Embryology !i ,4
Vertebrate Histology ;' 4
4. Natural History - one course; .4
Parasitology 4
Systematic Botany 4
Entomology 4
Invertebrate Zoology .....•... .4
Natural History of Vertebrat~s , , , 4
5. Biology - Microorganisms-
one course 3-5
Microbiology 4
Bacteriology 5
Genetics ' 3 or 4
Organic Evolution. , , , , .... 3
BioEcology, .... , , . , , , , . " 3 or 4
6. Biology Electives to total 45 credits 16-19
B, Chemistry , " 15
1, College Chemistry IC-131. 132-
133. 134) . , il 9
2. Elementary Organic Chemistry 6
'I
C. Mathematics ', , 10
1. Mathematics 115-116..... , 10
3. Recommended Electives. . . . . . . . . 28
1, Introduction to Biophysics
2. Earth Science
3. Chemistry
4. Area I & II Electives
II. Secondary Education Option
1. General University and Baccalaureate' Degree
Requirements see pages 17-19 .30
2. Major Requirements:
A. Biology 41
The same for Biology Major except that
Biology elective credits will range from
12to15 '
B. Chemistry t' ••.....••..•... 15
The same as for a Biology Major
C. Mathematics 115-116 ~I 10
3. Recommended Electives , . I 12
The same as for a Biology Major
"
4. Education Requirements , , 20
1. Foundations of Education
2. Educational Psychology
3. Secondary School Methods
4. Secondary Student Teaching
5. Education Electives
BIOLOGY MAJOR 'I
Bachelor of Science i~
(Suggested Program)'
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition .....
Gen. Botany/Gen. Zoology,
College Chemistry , .
Mathematics , ,
The following programs that have been developmed by and
presented through the Biology Department are now offered
through the School of Health Sciences. Refer to Part VI of the
catalog for full information.
Medical Technology
Pre-Dental Hygiene
Pre-Dental. Pre-Medical Studies
38
16 17 16 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Principles of Economics .
General Physics. . .. . .
General Forestry .
Systematic Botany .
Communication .
Plane Surveying .
Digital Computer Programming ,.
Physical Education '.
COURSES
B BIOLOGY
1ST
8EM.
3
4
2
3
2
1
15
2ND
8EM.
3
4
2
4
14
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Biology
412 General Parasitology (3 credits). A general study of parasitism including the
parasites of man. Lectures devoted to a phylogenetic survey of the parasitic animal
groups. Laboratory provides experience in examination of host animals. detection and
identification of major locally occurring parasitic groups. Two lectures and one threeM
hour laboratory per week. Offered alternate years with Organic Evolution.
Prerequisite: Z-130 and BM225 or consent of instructor. Spring semester. even
numbered years.
423 Bioecology (3 credits). A survey of the physical factors of the environment and
the biological interrelationships of organisms and their effect on the mode of life and
distribution of plants and animals. Three lectures per week. Prerequisites: BT-130
and ZM130 or equivalent. Fall semester.
424 Bioacology laboratory 11 creditl. Field Investigations into the broad areas of
aquatic and terrestrial ecoMsystems. Study of population and community dynamics.
structures. fluctuations. etc. Weekend field trips will be taken. Prerequisite, con-
current or prior enrollment in Bioecology. Fall semester.
49B. 499 Biology Seminar (1 creditl. A review of pertinent literature on selected
topics. Restricted to senior biology majors. Each semester.
Lower Division II
100 Concepts of Biology (4 credits). An introductory courseifor non-majors planning
to take oniy one semester of Bioiogy. A survey of the plant and animal kingdoms with
emphasis on topics such as evolution. genetics. and ecology'l'and their application to
such current problems as pollution. over population and euge~ics. May not be used to
form a sequence with either B-l0l or B-l02. Students who: have received credit for
II 101. BT 130 or Z 130 may not receive credit for B 100. Three lectures and one 2-
hour laboratory period per week. Each semester. Ij
101-102 Generel Biology (4 creditsl. A general one year introduction into the study
of plant and animal life. with an interpretation of the principles of morphology.
physiology. ecology. embryology. and genetics as represented by both types of
organisms. Emphasis on the above principles is placed on their relationship to man.
This course is recommended for those students desiring a .two semester course in
biological sciences. Three lectures and one 2.hour labo~atory period per week.
Sequence beginning Fall semester.
200 Man and the Environment (3 creditsl. A course designed to reveal the impact
of man on the environment with emphasis on the biologicaL economical. and social
factors involved with the aim of preparing the students to~ be sensitive to the sig-
nificant issues and 'factors involved in environmental decl~ion making. Three lec-
tureMdiscussion periods per week. Each semester. .
206 Microbiology (4 creditsl. A survey of microbiology with emphasis on microbial
diversity, structure. and meta~olism; principles of microb'ial control. hostMparasite
relationships, and immL:noloQY; and a survey of medically important microorganisms.
The course is designed for associate degree students within the School of Health
Sciences. Biology majors may not substitute this course for,General Bacteriology. nor
can a Biology major receive more than 5 credits total fol the two courses. Three
lectures and'two oneMhour laboratory periods per week. Eac~ semester.
226 cen Biology (3 credits). A study of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. their
specializations; and the structure. function. and variations in their cellular organelles.
The mechanism of mitosis. meiosis, chromosomal aberrations. interactions of nucleus
and cytoplasm. and cytological methods will be considered:-Three lectures per week.
PrerequisiteS' 1 yaar of college biology and concurrent or prior enrollment in organic
chemistry. Spring s'emester.
Upper Division
303 General Bacteriology (5 credits). A general survey of, tha field of bacteriology.
designed for students in the general science courses ~nd as a foundation for
advanced work in the subject. Three lectures and two 3-tlour laboratory periods a
week. Prerequisite: Prior or concurrent enrollment in BM225 and Elementary arM
ganic Chemistry. Fall Semester. :~
310 Pathogenic Bacteriology (4 credits I. A coursedmphasizing host-parasite
relationships. immunology, and those characteristics ot'medically important bacteria,
rickettsia. and chlamydia that contribute to their pathogenicity. Laboratory studies are
directed towards the identification and biochemical characterization of clinically
important bacteria. Two lectures and twO three-hour labdratory periods per week.
Prerequisite, General Bacteriology. Spring semester. II
343 (;enetics _ Lecture 13 credits). A study of the prin~iples of genetics as they
related to living organisms. Prerequisite: BT -130 and Z- po or equivalent. Spring
semester.
344 Genetics Laboratory (1 credit). A practical course in the techniques of growing
and analyzing genetical material. The laboratory work will include exercises in
culturing of Drosophila. and other animal and plant materials. Results of experimental
work will be analyzed and reports submitted. Prerequisite: concurrent or prior
enrollment in Genetics Lecture. Spring semester.
401 Organic Evolution 13 credits). History of the development of the theory of
evolution. A detailed treatment of the genetic evidence ~upporting the theory as
derived from both plant and animal examples. A discus~ion of the evidence for
vertebrate evolution including that for man. Prerequisite: o~e year of college biology
or equivalent. Genetics recommended. Alternates with Parasitology. Spring
semester, odd numbered years.
410 Food Microbiology (2 credits). A lecture course designed for environmental
health and home economics majors to introduce those microorganisms associated
with foods; food processing and preservation, food spoilage; and food-borne
infection and intoxication. Two lectures per week. Prerequisite: Microbiology or
General Bacte:iOI09Y. Fall semester. . II
411 Food MIcrobiology laboratory (2 cred,ts). A laboratory course taken by
environmental health majors in conjunction with B-410. The course is designed to
introduce those techniques necessary for the enumeration and identification of
microorganisms associated with foods and foodMborne illnesses. Two three-hour
laboratory pariods per week. Concurrent enrollment in 'Food Microbiology. Fall
semester.
BTBOTANY
Lower Division
130 General Botany 14 credits). An introduction to plant biology which includes the
study of cells. genetics. whole plant physiology and functions. acology and
classification. and economic importance. Recent problems relating to world food
production or others of botanical interest will be discussed. Three hours of lecture and
one threeMhour laboratory per week. Each semester.
201 Systematic Botany (4 credits). A laboratory. fieid and lecture course. The
various systems of classification are discussed; terminologies employed in taxonomic
literature must be mastered. Keys and manuals are employed in identifying collectM
ed specimens of local flora. Two lectures and two 2-hour laboratory periods per
week or equivalent field trips. Prerequisite: BT-130 or consent of instructor.
Spring semester.
Upper Division
302 Plant Anatomy (3 credits). This course is designed to acquaint the student with
the internal structure of plant tissues. tissue systems and organs from a
developmental standpoint. This "tudy will be limited to the higher plants with em-
phasis on the Angiosperms. Two lectures and two 2-hour labs. Prerequisite: BTM
130 and B-225 or consent of instructor. Spring semester.
311 Plant Morphology (4 credits). The student will become familiar with the
development. physiology. anatomy. reproductive cycle and economic. importances
of the various plant taxa Phylogeny and palaobotany will be introduced. Thrae
one-hour lectures. two 2-hour labs per week. Prerequisites, B-130 and B-225.
Organic Chemistry recommended. Fall semester.
322 Freshwater Algae (4 credits). A study of the several divisions of freshwater
algae. with emphasis on collection. identification and pollution problems related to
algae growths. The study would also include discussion of life cycles emphasizing
how this knowledge might be used to eradicate noxious types and utilize beneficial
types to recycle waste water. The course will consist of 2 lectures and 2 three-hour
laboratory periods per week. Frequent local field trips will be taken during these
laboratory periods. Prerequisites, BT-130 and Z-130. Alternates with Z-307 or
Z-361 . Spring semester.
401 Plant Physiology (4 credits). Plant physiology will emphasize the physical and
chemical processas of plant body functions. It includes a study of cells. tissues and
organ functions. the mineral requirements of the plant. its metabolism. water uptake.
photosynthesis. compounds synthesized by plants and a brief discussion of soil
chemistry. Three lectures. one three-hour lab per week. Prerequisite, BT -130 and
B-225 and Elementary Organic Chemistry. General Physics or Biophysics and
Plant Anatomy are recommended. Fall semester.
FS FORESTRY
Lower Division
101 General Forestry 12 creditsl. A general survey of the entire field of forestry. the
history and social importance of forestry. timber management and propagation of the
important trees of the U.S. One 2.hour lecture per week. Spring semester.
ZZOOLOGY
Lower Division
107 Concepts of Human Anatomy and Physiology (4 credits). A one-semester
terminal course in human anatomy and physiology. Three lectures and one two-hour
laboratory per week. Each semester. .
111.112 Human Anatomy and Physiology (4 credits). A two-semester sequence
for those students whose career objectives require a thorough study of human
anatomy and physiology. Three lectures and one three-hour laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: Essentials of Chemistry or concurrent enrollment in Essentials of
Chemistry recommended. Z-107 can not be substitutad for either semester of this
sequence, nor can one semester of this sequence be substituted for ZM107. Se-
quence beginning fall semester.
130 Genaral Zoology (4 credits). the fundamentals of animai structure. physiology.
development. heredity. evolution. adaptations. and life histories. Three hours of
lecture and one three-hour laboratory per week. Each semester.
Upper Division
301 Comparative Anatomy (4 creditsl. Dissection and study of representative types
of verteprates. together with lectures and discussions of general vertebrate anatomy
with special reference to the evolution of the various organ systems. Two lectures
and two 3-hour laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: 2-130 or consent of in-
structor. Fall semester.
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B. Mathematics 10-18
Completion of Mathematics through
Calculus M-206.
C. Physics.................................. 11
3. Recommended Electives
Foreign Language
Upper Division Mathematics
Upper Division Physics
Life Science Courses
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Chemistry
306 Entomology (4 credits). A study of the biology of insects with emphasis on their
ecology. classification. morphology. physiology. and control. The course includes
exercises in collecting and identification of local species. Two lectures and two 3-
hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: B-225 or consent of instructor.
Students are required to meet with the instructor sOni~~ime during the academic
year which precedes their enrollment in this course in order that they may com-
mence their collecting of specimens during the more productive summer months.
Fall semester.
307 Invertebrate Zoology (4 credits). Morphology. phylogeny and natural history of
the marine invertebrate animals and terrestrial arthropods exclusive of the insects.
Two lectures and two 3.hour laboratories per week. Prerequisite: Z- 130 or consent
of the instructor, Alternate with BT-322 or 2-361 Spring semester,
341 Ornithology (3 credits). A lecture. labora.tory and field course dealing with the
c1assificaton. structure. identification. distribution and behavior of birds. Two lectures
and one three-hour laboratory period each week. Prerequisite: Natural History of
the Vertebrates or consent of the instructor. Alternates with Mammalogy and is
thus offared on evan numbered years. Spring semester.
361 Vertebrate Embryology (4 credits). An analysis of the devalopment of
vertebrates with special emphasis on the experimental approach to morpho-genesis
in lecture and classical descriptive embryology in the laboratory. Two lectures and
two 3-hour laboratories per week. Prerequisite: A year of college biology or con-
sent of instructor. Spring semester.
366 Natural History of the Vertebrates 14 credits). A lecture. laboratory and field
course dealing with the identification. morphology. life cycle and habitat of fish.
amphibians. reptiles. birds and mammals. Special emphasis is placed on local
forms. Two lectures and two three-hour laboratory periods per. week. plus two
weekend field trips. Prerequisite: One year of college biology. or equivalent. Fall
semester.
361 Microtechnique (3 credits). A study of the theory and' practical application of
procedures involving fixation. staining. praparatiion of paraffin sections and whole
.mounts. and histochemical techniques. One hour lecture and two 3-l1our laboratory
periods. Prerequisite: One year of college biology or consent of instructor. Al-
ternates with BT -322 or 2-307. Spring semester.
400 Vertebrate Histology (4 credits). A course dealing with the microscopic
anatomy of cells. tissues. and organ systems of vertebrates with major emphasis on
mammalian systems. Two one-hour lectures and two 3-hour laboratories.
Prerequisite: 8-225 and either Comparative Anatomy or Vertebrate Embryology
are recommended. Fall semester.
401 Mammalian Physiology (4 credits). Lectures and laboratory exercises in animal
physiology dealing with the basic physiological functions of cells. tissues. and organ
systems of vertebrate animals with emphasis on humans. Prerequisite: z., 30,
B-225 and Elementary Organic Chemistry. Three lectures and one 3-hour labora-
tory period per week. Spring semester.
409 General and Comparative Physiology (4 credits). A lecture and laboratory
course in animal physiology. General physiological principles. using specific
invertebrate and vertebrate groups as examples and physiological adaptations
necessary to maet specific environmental challenges are discussed. Laboratory
experiments utilizing a number of animal species are conducted. Three' hours lecture
and one 3-hour lab per week. Prerequisites: 2-130. B-225 and Organic Chemistry.
Spring semester.
411 Ichthyology (4 credits!. The taxonometric. morphological. physiological.
ecological and economic aspects of the fishes. Three one-hour lectures and one three-
hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Natural History of the Vertebrates. Fall
semester.
421 Mammalogy (3 credits). A lecture. laboratory and field course dealing with the
classification, identification. structure, distribution, and life habits of mammals. Two
lectures and one three-hour laboratory period per weak. Preraquisite: Natural His-
tory of the Vertebrates or consent of instructor. Altemates with Omithology and is
offered on odd numbered years. Spring semester.
(Suggested Program)
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition. . .
College Chemistry .
Mathematics .
Degree Requirements .. . .
Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Quantitative Analysis .
Mathematics .
Physics II and III .
Physics lab I and II .
Degree Requirements .
JUNIOR YEAR:
Physical Chemistry .
Organic Chemistry .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
SENIOR YEAR:
Chemistry Seminar .
Advanced Inorganic .
Instrumental Analysis .
Independent Study .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
1ST
SEM.
3
4
5
3
15
1ST
SEM.
5
4
3
1
3
16
1ST
SEM.
4
5
6
15
1ST
SEM.
1
2
1
12
16
2ND
SEM.
3
5
4-5
3
15-16
2ND
SEM.
4
3
1
9
17
2ND
SEM.
4
5
6
15
2ND
SEM.
1
2
4
1
9
17
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
II. Secondary Education Option:
1. General College and Baccalaureate Degree Require-
ments. See pages 17 -19.
Chairman and Profassor: Mr. Jack L. Dalton; Professors: Banks. Hibbs. Peterson.
Spulnik. Stark; Associate Professors: Carter. Ellis; Assistant Professors: Matjeka.
Mercer.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CHEMISTRY MAJOR
I. Liberal Arts Option:
1.. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Require-
ments. See pages 17 -19.
2. Major requirements:
40
A. Chemistry .
College Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . 9
Organic Chemistry 10
Physical Chemistry. . . . . . . . . 8
Analytical Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. . . . 4
Instrumental Analysis. . . . . . . . 4
Chemistry Seminar. . . 2
Independent Study. 2
CREDITS
... 44
2. Major Requirements;
CREDITS
A. Chemistry 39
College Chemistry " 9
Organic Chemistry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
Physical Chemistry " 8
Analytical Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. . . . .. 4
Chemistry Seminar. . . .. 2
B. Mathematics.......................... 10-18
Completion of Mathematics through
Calculus M-206.
C. Physics 11
3. Education Requirements. . 20
Foundations of Education
Educational Psychology
Secondary School Methods
Secondary Student Teaching
Education Electives
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Chemistry
0The graduate level courses to suppon this program will be regula~y offered in the
fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
Additional Information
A. Students may use six (6) credits of 400G level courses to
partially fulfill the degree requirements providing the grad-
uate committee so approves.
Admissions and Program
A. The degree program is intended to provide the high school
chemistry teacher with academic courses that will enable
him to perform more effectively in the chemistry classroom.
Present secondary chemistry teachers have a varied back-
ground. so the program provides considerable flexibility for
the individual.
B. Requirements for admission are the same as those for ad-
mission to Graduate School.
Course Offerings
A. Required courses
1. TE-560 Secondary Education Core - 6 credits
2. Thesis. project. or additional hours - 3-6 credits
3. Graduate chemistry courses - 12 credits
B. Elective courses
Additional courses as planned by the student and his grad-
uate committee. GO-571 Geochemistry is to be included as
an elective in the chemistry emphasis.
107 Essentials of Chemistry (3 credits). The first semester of a sequencecourse. A
study of basic chemistry concepts in Inorganic and Organic chemistry. Three lec-
tures per week. Prerequisite: High School chemistry or C~103 or concurrent en-
rollment in C.103. Concurrent enrollment in C-l08 is required. Fall semester.
108 Laboratory lor Essentials 01 Chemistry (1 credit). The laboratory to accompany
C-l07. Three lab hours per week. Concurrent enrollment in C-l 07 is required.
109 Essentials 01 Chemistry (3 credits). A continuation of C-107 to include b~sic
concepts of Biochemistry. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: C-l07 and C-l08.
Concurrentenrollment in C-ll 0 is required. Spring semester.
110 Laboratory lor Essentials 01 Chemistry (2 credits). The laboratory to
accompany C-l09. 6 lab hours per week. Prerequisites: C-107 and C-l0B.
Concurrentenrollment in C-l 09 is required.
131 College Chemistry (3 credits). The first semester of a one-year sequence
course. A thorough study of the fu~damentals of chemistry including atomic and
molecular structure. stoichiometry. physical states and solutions. Three lectures per
week. Prerequisite: High school chemistry or C-l03 or concurrent enrollment in C-
103. Concurrent enrollmant in C-132 is required. Fall semester.'
132 Laboratory lor College Chemistry (1 credit). Laboratory work to accompanyC-
131. 3 lab hours per week. Concurrent enrollment in C-131 is required. Fall
semester.
133 Collaga Chemistry (3 credits). A continuation of C-131 to include Equilibrium.
Redox. Complex Ions. 3 lectures per week. Prerequisite: C-131 and C-132. Spring
semester.
Lower Division
100 Concepts of Chemistry (4 credits). A descriptive non-mathematical course
desl~ned .to acquaint. students with the science of chemistry and chemistry's
relatIonShipsto other fields of study and to modern life. This course cannot serveasa
prereqUIsite to any other Chemistry course. nor will it serve a part of a Chemistry
sequ~nce. Students who have received credit for C-109 or C-133 may not receive
credit for C., 00. Three lectures and one 3-hour laboratory per week. Each se~ester.
103 Preperation for College Chemistry (1 credit). A lecture. recitation. and
labors.tory course de.sl9,ned for students lacking the necessary background for General
Chemistry. EmphaSISIS placed on basic concepts. definitions. chemical problem
~olv,"g and laborat~ry manipulations. To be taken concurrently with or prior to the
fIrst semester of either Freshman c~emistry course. 2 periods per week. Both
semesters.
Upper Division
0317-318 Organic Chemistry Lecture (3 credits). A comprehensive study of
organic compounds with emphasis on reaction mechanisms and synthesis. Designed
to fulfill the requirements of Chemistry majors. Chemical engineers. and professional
and preprofessional students. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Chemistry C-
131-132-133-134. Eachsemester.
319-320 Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2 credits). The first semester will cove<the
basic lab techniques used in Organic Chemistry and organic preparations. The r.econd
semester will deal with the interpretation of spectra and qualitative analysis. Two
three-hour labs per week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 317 -31B or concurrent enrollment.
Each semester.
321-322 Physical Chemistry Lecture (3 credits). The fall semester will cover gases.
point symmetry. absorption. molecular structure and quantum theory (briefly) and the
first. second and third laws of thermodynamics. The spring semester continues with
thermodynamics. reaction kinetics. phase equilibria electrochemistry and adsorption.
Three lectures a week. Prerequisites: Chemistry C_131_132_133_134. General
Physics PH-l02 or Physics 221 and Calculus and Analytic Geometry M-206 or
equivalent. A year sequence(fall and spring).
323-324 Physical Chemistry Lab (1 credit). Laboratory experiments paralleling the
material covered by the lectures. Prerequisite: C-321. 322 or concurrent enrollment.
A year's sequence(fali and spring).
341. 342 Glas.blowing (1 credit). Chemistry 341 is designed to acquaint the
student with the basic techniques of scientific glassblowing. Practice in end to end
joints. T-seals. ring seals.flaring. rounded ends and bulbs. Chemistry.342 is designed
to give the student practice in the above techniques by the construction of. more
complicated apparatus such as distillation equipme!'t. One three-hour lab per week.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Each semester.
401-402G Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (2 credits). The first semester will cover
atomic and molecular structure periodic properties, acid.based properties and the
chemistry of the elements. The second semester includes chemical bonding. complex
ions. coordination compounds, nonaqueous solutions and nuclear reactions. Two
lectures per week. Prerequisite: two years of college chemistry. Each semester.
COURSES
41
C CHEMISTRY
134 Laboratory lor College Chemistry (2 credits). Laboratory work to accompanyC-
133. To include Qualitative Analysis. 6 lab hours per week. Prerequisite: C-131 and
C-132. Spring semester. .
0207-208 Elementary Organic Chemistry (:$ credits). All introductory course
covering the fundamental principles and applications of organic chemistry. Designed
for those students who do not require an intensive study of chemistry. Two lectures
and one 3-hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Chemistry C-131-132-133-134.
Each semester.
211 Quentitative Analysis (3 credits). Study of the equilibrium relationships and
methods used in gravimetric. volumetric. and some instrumental analyses:
Prerequisite:C_131_132_133_134. Fall semester.
212 Quantitative Laboratory Techniques (2 credits). Practical applications of
quantitative analytical techniques through the analysis of unknown samples using
gravimetric. volumetric. and some instrumental methods. Prerequisite: Chemistry
211 or concurrent enrollment. Fall semester.
4
3
1
6
3
17
4
5
2ND
SEM.
2
1
3
6
2
14
2ND
Sem.
6
15
2ND
SEM.
3
5
4-5
2ND
SEM.
3
15-16
18
15
1ST
SEM.
2
1
15
16
1ST
SEM.
4
5
3
3
15
1ST
SEM.
3
4
5
3
1ST
SEM.
5
4
3
1
3
SENIOR YEAR:
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry .
Chemistry Seminar .
Secondary School Methods .
Secondary Student Teaching .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
Audio Visual Aids .
(Suggested Program)
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION.
CHEMISTRY EMPHASIS
JUNIOR YEAR:
Physical Chemistry .
Organic Chemistry .
Educational Psychology .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
College Chemistry .
Mathematics ' .
Degree Requirements. . .
Physics I .
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Quantitative Analysis .
Mathematics .
Physics II and III .
Physics Lab I and II . . . . .
General Psychology .
Degree Requirements .
Foundations of Education .
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Communication
Credits
. .... ' .... 14
411G Instrumentel Anelysis (4 credits). Theory and practice of the more common
instrumental methods of analysis, laboratory experience with commercial
instruments. Two lectures and two three.hour labs per week. Prerequisite:
Quantitative Analysis C-211 and'C-320 Organic Chemistry. C-320 may be taken
concurrantly with C.411. Spring semester.
431 G Introduction to Biochemistry (3 credits). A study of the chemistry of
biologically important compounds. and an introduction to metabolism. Three lectures
per week. Prerequisite: C-208 or C-318. Fall semester.
432G Biochemistry Laboratory (1 credit). Identification. isolation. and reaction of
biologically important compounds. One three-hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite:
C-431 or concurrent enrollment. Fall semester.
433G Biochemistry (3 credits). The function of biological compounds. including
intermediary metabolism and synthesis of proteins. Cellular control mechanisms of
these processes are integrated into'the material studies. Prerequisite: C-431. Spring
semester.
498, 499 Chemistry Seminar (1 ~reditl. Group discussions of individual reports on
selected topics in the various fields of Chemistry. Prerequisite: Chemistry Major and
Senior standing. Each semester.
COMMUNICATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
(Suggested Programs)
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION EMPHASIS
1. General College Requirements
2. Departmental Core Requirements .
3. Suggested Courses, as follows:
A. CM 131 Listening
CM 251 Communication in the Small Group
CM 307 Interviewing .
CM 431 Small Group Process. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8-9
.. .... 6-7-----
40-43
B. CM 171 Mass Communication: Concepts and
Perspectives
CM 341 NonVerbal Communication
CM 351 Intercultural Communication
CM 361 Organizational Communication
CM 412 Persuasion
CM 478 Public Relations 8-9
C. CM 321 Rhetorical Theories
CM 331 Message Analysis and Criticism
CM 332 Contemporary Public Communication 3
Graduate
601 History of Chemistry (3 credits). The study of the development of chemistry
from its early stages through alchemy. Emphasis will be placed on the development
of chemical concepts. the important contributors to these concepts and the
interrelationships between chemistry and the general course of history. Prerequisite:
Two years of college chemistry and one year of history or instructor's permission.
603 Spectroscopy (3 creditsl. This course is designed to teach the concepts and
practical usage of ultraviolet spectroscopy. infrared spectroscopy. and nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Emphasis will be on the use of instruments and
the interpretation of spectra. Prior knowledge of spectroscopy will not be necessary
for this course. Prerequisite: Eight hours of general chemistry required and six hours
organic chemistry or instructor's permission. Fall semester.
609 Chemistry of Life Processes (3 credits). The course introduces the student to
basic concepts of biochemistry associated with a coverage of current topics ranging
from allied health field areas to environmental chemistry. Classroomdemonstration
material will be correlated with lecture material. Prerequisite: One year of general
chemistry endorganic chemistry. Fall semester.
611 Advanced Analyticel Chemistry (3 credits). Stoichiometry involved in
separations and instrumental methods of analysis. The course will be flexible in
nature to adapt to the varied background of the expected students. Prerequisite:
Quantitative Analytical Chemistry or consent of instructor. One .Iecture anlt two
labs per week. Fall semester.
616 Nuclear and Rediochemistry (3 credits) Atomic and nuclear structure.
radioactivity. nuclear reactions. radioactive decay laws. interaction of radiation with
matter. detection of radiaction. ap.plications. Prerequisite: One year of general
chemistry. Spring semester.
• Certain courses cover somewhat similar subject matter, and credit cannot be
granted for both courses. Credits for C-207. 208 will not be allowed if credit is given
in C-317. 318.
•A hyphen between course numbers indicates that the first numbered course is a
prerequisite to the second nUl"!'beredcourse; a comma between course numbers
indicates either course may be taken independently of the other.
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATION
D. CM 112 Reasoned Discourse
CM 113 Competitive Speaking
eM 121 Voice and Diction
CM 231 Message Composition and Presentation
CM 241 Oral Interpretation
CM 271 Journalistic Communication: Theory
and Practice
CM 273 Reporting and News Writing
CM 312 Applied Speech Communication
CM 451 Communication Practicum
CM 471 Radio-TV Newswriting .
Total
MASS COMMUNICATION EMPHASIS:
1. General College Requirements
2. Departmental Core Requirements .
3. Suggested Courses, as follows:
A. CM 171-172 Mass Communication: Concepts
and Perspectives .
CM271-272 Journalistic Communication Theory
and Practice . . . . . .
Departmental Electives .
Total
14
6
6
14
40
REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMMUNICATION MAJOR
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Robert R. Boren: Associate Professors: Boylan. Gep-
hart, Pitman; Assistant Professors: Barry, DeMoux, Raybom; Instructors: Craner,
Riley.
1. Completion of general university requirements for Bachelor of
Arts degree as listed on pages 17 - 16.'
2. Requirements for Communication major: all majors in the
Department of Communication, regardless of their specific
emphasis, shall complete the following courses:
SECONDARY EDUCATION EMPHASIS:
1. General College Requirements
2. Departmental Core Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14
3. Education requirements. (See Section VI
Secondary Education)
4. Suggested Courses, as follows:
A. CM 241 Oral Interpretation : .. .' '. . .. 3
CM 401 Methods of Teaching CommUnication 3
B. CM 112 Reasoned Discourse
CM 113 Competitive Speech
CM 121 Voice and Diction
CM 131 Listening
CM 231 Message Composition and Delivery
CM 312 Applied Speech Communication
CM 451 Communication Practicum . . . . . . . 9
C. CM 251 Communication in the Small Group
CM 307 Interviewing
CM 431 Small Group Process. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 or 3
D. CM 321 Rhetorical Theories
CM 331 Message Analysis and Criticism
CM 332 Contemporary Public Communication 3
Credits
3
3
3
3
2
26-29
----
40-43
eM 11 1 - Fundamentals of Speech Communication.
CM 201 - Methods of Inquiry .
CM 221 - Communication Process .
CM 421 - Theories of Communication .
CM 498 - Communication Seminar '.
Courses for Area of Emphasis .
Total
42
I
~I}L_
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Communication
• 3 hrs. in courses before 1800
COMBINED MAJOR:
COMMUNICATION-ENGLISH
(Add Senior Seminar - either CM 498 or E 498 - 2 hrs.)
Total Hrs.: 56 (27 & 27 & 2)
ENGLISH
Literature Survey'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Composition above the basic sequence2 . • . . . . . • . • • .• 6
Introduction to Language Study. LI 305 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Literature electives. (UD) 12----
27 hrs.
18 hrs.
9
----27
Electives (UD)
Electives (UD)
201 Methods of Inquiry (3 creditsl. Introduction to the Philosophy of Science as
applied to the study of communication. Emphasis on various techniques of research
and the requirements for the conduct. reporting. and criticism of research.
43
COURSES
1 British or American. Student should consider upper. division courses he will want
to take.
, To be chosen from Advanced Expository Composition (E-20n. the Creative
Writing sequence or technical writing.
3 To be chosen from E-201. TechnicalWriting. LI 305. LI 307. LI 309.
N.B. ELECTIVES:
1. If student does not elect another Humanities course
(either HU 207 or HU 208). then he should take 9 ad-
ditional UDDerdivision courses in each department.
2. If student elects the extra 3 hours in Humanities (either
HU 207 or HU 208). then he would take 6 upper division
hours in Communication or English and 9 upper division
hours in the other department.
(Add Senior Seminar - - either CM 498 or E 498 - 2 hrs.)
Total Hrs.: 56 (27 & 27 & 2)
112 Raasoned Discourse (3 credits). Introduction to logical reasoning and the role
of the advocate in a free society. Analysis of propositions. issues, argumentS.
evidence. fallacies of arguments and various systems of reasoning. Preparation for
and participation in activities designed to apply the principles of logical reasoning in
the public forum.
113 Competitive Speaking (3 credits). A concentrated study of and practice in
intercollegiate contest speaking; for example: expository. persuasive. oratorical.
interpretive and extemporaneous speaking. Either semester.
114 Intercollegiate Debate (1 creditl. Preparation for and participation in
competitive debate using the current intercollegiate debate topics. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor. Each semester. CM-114 and 314 may be repeated for a
total of 4 credits.
121 Voice and Diction (3 credits). Study of the vocal mechanism. voice quality.
pitch. rate. volume. and intensity in the production of speech. Phonetics used as a
base for acquiring skill in articulation of standard American speech. An investigation
of the student's individual speechproblems. Either semester.
131 Listening 13 credits). Theory and practice of man's most used communication
skill. Analysis of variabh!~; a'; they promote or impede the process of listening. Each
semester.
171.172 Mass Communication: Concepts and Perspectives (3 credits). A survey
of communication theory as related to current practice of the mass media. Emphasis
is placed on the examination of the consumer of mass communication. Not to be
taken concurrently with CM 271-272. CM 171-Fall Semester. CM 172-Spring
semester.
ENGLISH
Literature Survey' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Humanities HU 207 or 208 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Advanced Writing & Linguistics3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
CM COMMUNICATION
Lower Division
102 Professional Speech Communication (2 credits). A course designed especially
for two-year preprofessional curricula. Theory and principles involved in oral
communication situations in the professional world: interviews. conferences. group
process. and public speaking. Each semester.
111 Fundamentals of Speech-Communication (3 credits). Fundamental principles
of effectively preparing. presenting and critically consuming messages in one-to-one.
small group. and public speaking contexts. Students may not earn credit in both CM-
102 and CM-111.
B. With Communication emphasis. Departmental
requirements
COMMUNICA nON
Fundamentals of Speech Communication. CM 111 . . 3
Methods of Inquiry. CM 201 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Communication Process. CM 221 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Communication. CM 351 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Organizational Communication. CM 361 . . . . . . . . . . 3
Theories of Communication. CM 421 . . . . . . . . . . 3
-18hrs.
9----
27
27 hrs.
Psychology
Social Science
Performing and Spatial Arts
A. With Journalism emphasis: Department requirements
COMMUNICATION
Fundamentals of Speech Communication. CM 111 . . .. 3
Methods of Inquiry. CM 201 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Journalistic Communication: Jheory
& Practice. CM 271 or 272 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Communication Process. CM 221 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Rhetorical Theories. CM 321 , 3
Theories of Communication. CM 421 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Communication electives (UD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
History
Economics
English
Political Science
OR any other program listed on page 20 of B.S.U. Catalogue
(under Baccalaureate Degree Programs)
The selection of special area emphasis should reflect the
career plans of the student. and should be made in consultation
with his advisor.
JOURNALISTIC COMMUNiCATION EMPHASIS
1. General College Requirements
2. Departmental Core Requirements 14 hours
3. Other Required Courses: 21 hours
CM 277 - Photo Communication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
CM 273 - Reporting & Newswriting . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
CM 378 - History of Mass Communication. . . . . . . .. 3
CM 379 - Communication Graphics. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
CM 461 - Ethics. Law and Communication , 3
CM 493 - Internship - 6
4. Suggested Courses. chosen from the following .15 hours
CM 171. 172 Mass Communication: Concepts and Per-
spectives
CM 271. 272 Journalistic Communication: Theory and
Practice
CM 274 Reporting and News Writing
CM 307 Interviewing
CM 371 Copyreadingand Editing
CM 372 Journalistic Communication Practicum
CM 471 Radio-TV Newswriting
CM 472 Editorial and Feature Writing
CM 478 Public Relations
Special area emphasis may be selected from the following
programs; this must include a minimum of 9 credit hours in one
area:
E. CM. 171 Mass Communication: Concepts and
Perspectives
CM271 Journalistic Communication: Theory and
Practice
CM 341 NonVerbal Communication
CM 351 Intercultural Communication
CM 412 Persuasion....................... 6----
Total 40-41
NOTE:A student with a single teaching field must complete at least 45 credits.
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
English
221 Communication Process 13 creditsl. An examination of the nature of human
communication. Focuses ~hrough experiental learning, on awareness of self.
communicative relationships and context.
231 Message Composition and P.resentation 13credits). Analysis of methods and
techniques of message composition. Practice in the presentation of public speeches.
241 Oral Interpretation 13creditsl. Practice in reading prose. poetry. and drama to
help the student determine a logical and emotional meaning for selection and project
that meaning to his listeners. Either semester.
251 Communication in the Small Group (3 credits). A study of human interaction
in sma'll groups. Emphasi5 on actual experience in working in small groups. Includes
concepts in planning. preparing, and participating in group discussion and decision
making.
271. 272 Journalistic Communication: Theory and Practice 13 creditsl. An
experiential based study of journalistic theory and practice. Emphasis is placed on the
production of mass media content, through closed circuit radio and television
productions and laboratory publications. Not to be taken concurrently with
Communication 171-172. CM 271- Fall semester.CM 272- Spring semester.
273-274 Reporting and News Writing 13creditsl. Fundamentalsof reporting. from
techniques of interviewing and fact-gathering through the construction of the news
story. Emphasis will be placed on accuracy. conciseness and clarity in writing.
Includes study of elements of newspaper sty'les - usage, grammar. punctuation.
capitalization - and the use of copyreading symbols, Prerequisite: CM 171 or 172
consent of instructor. and ability to use typewriter. Each semester.
276 Supervision of School Publications (2 credits). For prospective teachers who
plan to be advisers of school newspapers and yearbooks. a study of fundamentals in
writing. layout and management of scholastic publications. Spring semester.
276 Television: History and Aesthetics (3 creditsl. An examination of television as
an entertainment mediurr. from critical and historical points of view. Course includes
a study of dramatic anc: comic types. the development of specialized programming.
and the social and commercial influence~ on program content
277 Photo Communication (3 credits!. A study of photography as a means of
communication. Includes the planning and production of photography for publication
and broadcasts. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite:
AR-251 Fallsemester.
Upper Division
307 Interviewing (2 creditsl. An examination of the theory upon which
communication behavior in dyadic situations is based. Practical experience in various
types of interviews as confronted in business, in education. and in the professions.
Spring semester
311 Speech-Communication for Teachers (3 credits). Designed to improve the
prospective teacher's awareness of communicative processes related to effective
teaching; emphasis on various communication situations confronted by teachers and
strategies for maximizing student.teacher relationships. Each semester.
312 Applied Spaech Communication 13credits). An application of basic principles
of speech communication to real life situations involving current community problems
and issues. Prerequisite: eM 111 or 102 or consent of instructor. Spring semester,
314 Intercollegiate Debate 11 creditl. Preparation for and participation in
competitive debate using the current intercollegiate debate topics. Prerequisite:
permission of the instructor. Each semester. CM-114 and 314 may be repeated for a
total of 4 credits.
321 Rhetorical Theories 13 credits). An examination of theories concerning tho
complexity of interaction among ideas. messages. and men. including analysis of
various message strategies.
331 Message Analysis and Criticism 13 credits!. An evaluation of methods of
analyzing and criticizing oral messages and their application to making critical
appraisals of public address.
332 Contemporary Public Communication 13 creditsl. The nature, function. and
influence of public communication in conte'mporary society. An examination .of ~aJor
events and issues in an attempt to identify particular characteristics of public dIalog
which reflect. reinforce, and alter public opinion.
341 Non-Verbal Communication (2 credits). An examination of the function of non-
verbal language codes in communication. An analysis of space, time. color. form.
a,nd vocal language codes inherent in all, areas of human communicative i,nterac-
tlon, EmphaSIS on indIVIdual projects demonstrating non~verbal communication.
Fall semester.
351 Intercultural 'Communication (3 credits) An analysis of societal and cultural
influences on interpersonal communication. A critical examination of communication
within and among subcultures as well as across cultural boundaries. Spring semes-
ter.
361 Organizational Communicat.ion (3 credits). The application of communication.
theory and methodology to the study of communication within the formal organi.
zation. Theories and problems of human communication within and between or-
ganizations. Fall semester. .
371 Copyreading and Editing 13credits!. Techniquesof reading newspaper copy:
the use of proper copyreading symbols: laboratory work in editing and rewriting copy
for publication. Prerequisite:CM 273 or 274. Fallsemester.
372 Journalistic Communication Practicum (1-4 credits). Designed for students
who seek professional experience and professional careers. The course offers
students training with professionals in the community. Prerequiste: Consent of the
instructor. May be repeated for a total of 4 hours. Each semester.
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376 Student Publications Techniques 12creditsl. A surveyof techniques of writing.
editing. layout, and design. Students without formal training or experience in
Journalism will develop skills in newspaper production both by classwork and by
work on the student newspaper. Students will meet in regular class and lab session
under the supervision of the instructor. Each semester.
376 Yearbook Techniques 11credit!. Techniquesof layout planning. picture sizing,
and writing copy for yearbooks. Recommended for members of the Les Bois staff and
for students preparing to be publications advisors. Not intended for prOduction of
yearbook. Spring semester.
378 History 0/ Mass Communication 13creditsl. Traces the development of the
concepts. technologies and practices of mass communication. Primary focus on the
emergence of the mass media as a disseminator of news. opinion. entertainment and
advertising, Prerequisite: Upper division standing. Fall semester.
379 Communication Graphics 13 creditsl Theory and practice of graphic design
and production of mass media products. An exploration of the communication ef~
fects of typefaces. paper, design. layout, printed and electronic images. Pre.
requisite: AR.1 08. Spring semester.
401 Methods of Teaching Communication (3 creditsI. Analysis and planningof cur-
riculum for speech communication. A study of instructional materials. classroom
techniques and methods. development of behavioral objectives. and management
of co.curricular programs. Intended primarily for the individual preparing to teach
speech communication or direct forensic activities in the secondary school.
412 Persuasion (3 creditsl. Emphasis on theories of persuasion. Examination of
variables and message strategies relev~nt to the persuasive process. Practical
application of theory in the analysis and construction of persuasive messages.
421 Theories o/Communication 13creditsl. A criticai evaluation of theories in the
field of communication. An examination of the interrelationships of definitions,
models and theory. Analysis of related theories of communication: e.g ..
Anthropological. mass media. social.psychological. Fall semester. .
431 Small Group Process (3 creditsl. An advancedstudy of specific variablesand
theories affecting the communicative interaction of small' groups. Focus upon small
group behavior in terms of variables that affect group process: structure. interaction.
transaction. roles, norms. and cohesiveness. Fall semester.
461 Communication Practicum 11-4 creditsl. Directed study emphasizing the
practical application of skills and theory relevant to human communication. An
opportunity to focus on areas of special interest to the student. Prerequisite: Senior
standing. May be repeated for a total of 4 credits.
461 Ethics. Law and Communicetion (3 credits). An in-depth study of the laws and
ethics related to communication. Prerequisite: Upper division standing. Spring
semester
471 Radio-Newswriting {2 credits. Practice writing of radio.tv news. including
timing and arrangement of material, adding script to film. techniques for condensing
stories. deciding the importance of story material. Preparation bf "headlines." five and
ten minute broadcasts. Prerequisite: Reporting and Newswriting CM 273-274. Fall
semester.
472 Editorial and Feature Writing 13 creditsl. A study of methods of gathering
material. constructing. and writing editorials. feature articles or programs and scripts
for mass media. Fall semester.
478 Public Relations (3 credits). Analysis of public relations media and methods.
Public relations as a management tool. Identifying and reaching the various publics.
Practice in writing publicity releases. Spring semester.
498 Communication Seminar 12 credits). A study of speech communication
problems together with presentation of paperlsl based on research into problems.
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Each semester.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Charles G. Davis: Professors: Boyer, Chatterton.
WriQht; Associate Professors: Maguire. Peek, Wallace. E. Willis; Assistant Pro.
lessors: Ackley. Burmaster. Chambers'. Cocotis. Evett. Hadden, Hansen. King.
Leahy, McCurry McGuire. Mullaney. Nickerson, Sahni. Sanderson. Selander. Town.
send. Trusky. Warner.
"1977-78 on leave.
REQUIREMENTS OF ENGLISH MAJORS
Bachelor of Arts Degree
I. Completion of general university requirements for
Bachelor of Arts. See Pages 17 -18.
II. Completion of Departmental Core
1, Specific Courses
a. Survey of British Literature (E-240 and E-260) 6.
b. Shakespeare (E-345 or E-346) . , . . . 3
c. Introduction to Language Studies (L1-305) 3
d. History of Literary Criticism (E-393) 3
e. Senior Seminar (E-498) 2
2. Area Requirements
a. American Literature (E-270. E-377. E-378
or E-384) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
b. Pre-1800 British Literature (E-340. E-341.
E-347. E-348. E-349. E-350. E-351. E-355.
E-357 or E-359) 6
c. Post-1800 British or American Literature
(E-360. E-365. E-366. E-369. E-377.
E-378. E-384. E-385. E-389. E-390 or
E-487) . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
III. Completion of Departmental Option
1. Liberal Arts Option
a. Competence in a Foreign Lanaguage equivalent to
two years of university instruction.
b. History of the English Language (L1-309) 3
c. Upper Division English Electives 15
2. Secondary Education Option
a. Applied English Linguistics (L1-307) 3
b. English Methods Courses (E-301 and
E-381 )" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
c. Orallnterpretation(CM 241) 3
d. Upper Division English Electives 9
e. Idaho Certification requirements
Grand Total
1. Liberal Arts Option - General university requirements.
plus 44 hours in major subject. plus equivalent of 2 years
of a foreign language.
2. Secondary Education Option - General university require-
ments plus 35 hours in major subject. plus professional
courses in certification. (See Part V for required Profes-
sional Education courses).
• Fulfills Area I requirements.
•• Fulfills part of certification requirements.
Suggested Teaching Minor in English
Students who desire a teaching minor in English need no
planned program to become certified. but in order to offer a stu-
dent the best preparation and job qualification. the Department
of English recommends the following program which it thinks
consistitutes a solid minor in English. An advisor in English will
assist a student wishing to follow such a minor or portion of it.
if the student prefers.
Advanced Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Linguistics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
E-301 or E-381 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Survey of American Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Lower Division Literature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6'
Upper Division Literature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Recommended: Humanities. HU 207 and HU 208; World Literature. E-230 and
E-235; 8ritish Literature. E-240 and E'260.
COMBINED MAJOR:
COMMUNICATION - ENGLISH
The combined major is designed for students interested in
jobs in business and industry or mass communication. It offers
an opportunity to combine courses in complementary subject
areas. Students may select an emphasis in Journalism or in
Communication under the combined major.
Refer to page 43 under the Department of Communication
for the listing of requirements.
Graduate Program
Master of Secondary Education-
English Emphasis
Applicants who have at least twelve semester credit hours
of upper division work in English with a grade point of 3.0 in
those courses and who meet general graduate school require-
ments will be accepted as regular graduate students. Students
who do not have the required upper division English work will
be admitted on a provisional basis and will be advised what
steps to take to qualify for regular status.
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
English
Program Requirements
. The course of study for the Master of Secondary Education
With an English emphasis will consist of a minimum of 33 hours
to be chosen by the student and his advisory committee from one
of two alternatives.
1. An introductory seminar. twelve hours of graduate
English courses. a thesis or project. six hours from the
Education core. and nine hours of general graduate
electives. At least nine hours of the English courses must
be at the 500 level.
E-500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
E-593 or E-595x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-6
Graduate English electives (except E-501) 12
Education Core (TE-560) . . . . . . . . . . . 6
General graduate electives (may include E-501) .. 9
33
2. An introductory seminar. fifteen hours of graduate
English courses. six hours from the Education core. nine
hours of general graduate electives and a written and
oral examination on graduate English coursework. At
least twelve hours of the English courses must be at the
500 level.
E-500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Graduate English electives (except E-501) . . . . . 15
Education Core (TE-560) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
General graduate electives (may include E-501) .. 9
Examination on English coursework .....
33
xCandidates electing a thesis will defend it orally. Candidates electing a project
will take a written and/or oral exam covering the project and graduate coursework
in English.
• The graduate level courses to support this program will be regularly offered in
the fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
COURSES
E ENGLISH
Students who transfer from other schools with qualifying
scores on objectives tests. equivalent to those administered to
Boise State University freshmen. will be required to take only the
essay section of the placement tests. See requirements below
for Remedial and Advanced Placement in English composition.
Nine credits of creative writing may be counted toward
fulfillment of the major requirements.
Lower Division
010 Developmental Writing (Non-Credit). The fundamentals of grammar.
composition and reading requiredof students with ACTGroup 1 Probability scoresof
below 20 or students whose first writing in E-l 01 is deficient. For students wishing
basic review. Each semester.
101 English Composition (3 credits). Basic skills in writing. including use of
supportive materials. source references. basic patterns of organization. and standard
usage.Prerequisite:ACTscore 20 or S in DevelopmentalWriting. Eachsemester..
102 English Composition (3 credits). Advanced practice in expository writing.
including analysis and interpretation of imaginative literature. Study of the
relationship between literature and human experience. Prerequisite: E-l01 or
consent of Department Chairman. Each semester.
111. 112 Honors Composition (3 credits). Designedto provide the superior student
a challenging course that emphasizes individual study and original writing. An in-
troduction to critical writing and the study of ideas through literature. Honors 111
concentrates on lyric. poetry. essays. and short fiction; 112. on epic. drama. and the
novel. Noramlly students must have an ACT of BOor above for E 111. For E 112.
prerequisita of E 111 or consent of Department Chairman.
120 English as a Second language (3 credits). 8asic skills in American English
pronunciation. sentence structure, composition and reading for foreign students with
TOEFL scores (or equivalent) of 500 or below. Practice in speaking and listening
to current American English: reading and vocabulary development: elementary
principles of English Composition. Prerequisites: Admission to college recommen.
dation of Foreign Student Advisor and consent of instructor. Credit not applicable
toward requirements for graduation.
121 English as a Second language (3 credits). Continuation of E-120 with special
emphasis on vocabulary development. reading and development of skills in written
English. For foreign students with TOEFL scores (or equivalent) of 500-550.
Prerequisites: Admission to College, recommendation of Foreign Student Advisor and
consent of instructor. Credit not applicable toward requirements for graduation.
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SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCEE
English
122 Composition and Reading for Foreign Students 13 credits!. Practice in college
level reading and composition: development of special vocabulary skills .related to
individual needs. advanced English sentence structure. For Foreign Students with
TOEFL of 551.575. Prerequisites: Admission to college. recommendation of For.
eign Student Advisor and consent of instructor. The sequence E-122.123 satis-
fies the E- 101 requirement for foreign students.
123 Advanced English Composition for Foreign Students 13 credits). Study of and
practice in the principles of formal and informal written English: principles of the
essay and research paper; continuation of vocabulary development and mastery of
the more complex types of English structure. Prerequisites: Admission to college,
recommendation of Foreign Student Advisor and consent of instructor. The sequence
E-122-123 satisfies the E-1 0 1 requirement for forei!=Jnstudents.
201 Advanced Expository Composition 13 credits). An advanced writing COurse for
students who '-."'ish to ~evelop skills beyond those acquired in English Composition.
Students examine specimens of professional writing as well as criticizing the work of
other. students. Exte~s.ive writing practice stressing organization, clarity and
effectiveness, PrerequIsite: E 102 or consent of Department Chairman. Each
semester.
202 Technical Writing 13 credits). Practice in writing the main kinds of reports used
in the sciences, social sciences. health sciences, and other fields in which writing
about facts and ideas must be accurate and unambiguous. Students will work on
improving the logic. organization. and persuasiveness of their writing. They will
practice techniques.of research and documentation in their respective fields. Will not
fulfill Area I graduation requirements. Either semester. Prerequisite: E-102 or
consent of department chairperson.
205 Creative Writing-Poetry (3 credits). Prerequisite: instructor's consent based
on evaluation of student's original work. Fall semester.
206 Creative Writing-Fiction (3 credits). Short story or playwriting. Prerequisite:
instructor's consent based on evaluation of student's original work. Spring semes.
ter.
211 The Bible As Literature 13 creditsl. A study of selected portions of the Old
::JndNew Testaments as they illustrate. primarily, major literary types. Prerequisite: E
102. Spring semester.
213 Afro.American Literature (3 credits). The Black experience as reflected in
the development of Black American literature. This course relates Afro-Ameri.
can writing to its salient social and cultural conditions. It explores recurrent and
characteristic themes, techniques, and genres from Slavery to the present. Em-
phasis is on Black writing from the 1930's to the present day. Prerequisite E 102
Fall semester.
215 Far Eastern Literature. In Translation (3 creditsl. A survey of literature of Far
Eastern countries with the major emphasis on China. India. and Japan. Included will
be an introduction to the cultural and religious milieu of each country covered in the
r:nurse. Prerequisite: E 102. SprinQ semester.
217 Mythology (3 credits). Thematic approach to mythology. Covers creation myths.
death rituals. and. cultural concepts of the hero. Includes material relating myth to
reliQion, the occult. modern psychology. literature, and general Western culture.
Prerequisite: E 102. Fall semester.
219 North American Indian Folklore,and Literature (3 credits). A comparative
study of traditional Native American beliefs and practices as reflected in authentic
oral narratives and creative written literature. The content. form. and style of oral
narratives and the functions which these narratives serve in pre/iterate societies
receive particular emphasis. Prerequisite: E 102. Fall semester.
230 Western World Literature (3 credits). This coursa is an introduction to the
cultural and literary history of Western civilization through some of the best plays.
stories and novels written. Reading includes selections from the earlier periods:
ancient Greece, imperial Rome. medieval Europe, and Renaissance Europe.
Prerequisite: E-l 02. Fall semester.
236 Western World Literature (3 cradits). A continuation of E-230. which focuses
on the survival and reassertion of traditional Western values and attitudes along
with the skepticism and rebellion which has become characteristic of more recent
times. Reading includes salections from the European Age of Enlightenment. the
Romantic, Realistic and Naturalistic movements in Europe and American. and
twentieth century Western civilization. Prerequisite: E.102. Spring semester.
240 Survay of Britisn Litereture to 1790 13 credits). A study of the major works.
authors. and developments in English literature. The course is intended to provide a
background for understanding the literature of English speaking people. Prerequisite:
E.1 02. Fall semester.
280 Survey of British Literature: 1790 to Present (3 credits). A study of the
major works. authors. and developments in English literature of the past 200 years.
The course continues the coverage of E-240 to the present. Prerequisite: E-1 02.
Spring semester.
270 Survey of American Literature (4 cradits). The course traces the artistic.
philosophic, social. scientific. and intellectual influences on American writers and the
emergence of an independent American outlook. Reading is selected from American
authors representative of their time and region. Prerequisite: E.1 02. Each semester.
Upper Division
301 Teaching English Composition 13 credits). Methods and techniques tor
teaching English composition in secondary schools. with emphasis on
individualization of instruction. student-centered activity, creativity, and integration of
composition into all the other aspects of the total English program. Limited to
teachers. students with a secondary option and a major or minor in English, or
consent of the department. Prerequisites: Upper Division standing, and LI 305,
Introduction to Language. Studies, or inservice teaching. Either semester.
306 Advanced Poetry Composition (3 credits). Prerequisite: instructor's consent
based on evaluation of student's original work. Spring semester.
306 Advanced Fiction Composition (3 credits). Short story or playwriting.
Prerequisite: instructor's consent based on evaluation of student's original work.
Fall semester.
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320 Non.British Western World Drama (3 credits). A survey of major European
dramatists from Aeschylus to Anouilh, with special emphasis on the comparison and
contrast of the the Greek. Renaissance, and modern periods. Also included is material
on the development of European drama, the use and misuse of dramatic devices. and
the a~aptation of various kinds of drama to the periods studied. Prerequisite: Junior
standing and E 102 or consent of the Department Chairman. Either semester.
336 Ninateenth-Century Continental Literature (3 credits). A study (in translation)
of major European writers of the Nineteenth Century. Specific reading selections vary
each. semester, but keep within a chronological approach stressing the relationship of
the literature to the socio-economic and political conditions of the times. Included are
works by Geothe: Stendahl. Flaubert. Nietzsche. Schopenhauer. Dostoevsky. and
Tolstov. PrereaUlslte: JUnior standing and E 102 or consent of Department Chairman.
Fall semester. alternate years. To be offerad 1978-79.
338 Twentieth.Century Continental Literature (3 credits). The readings (in
translation) used for Twentieth Century Continental Literature especially emphasize
twentieth century philosophical trends and cultural themes. Included in the course
are works by Mann. Mauriac. Lagerkvist. Kafka, Hesse, Grass and Solzhenitsyn which
examine mytholegical. existential. religious, and political themes in relation to
contemporary human values. Prerequisite: Junior standing and E 102 or consent of
Department Chairman. Spring semester. alternate years. To be offered 1978-1979.
340 Chaucer 13 credits). A study of representative works of Geoffrey Chaucer with
emphasis on The Canterbury Tales and Trolius and Criseyde. Prerequisite: Three
credits lower-division literature or consent of Department Chairman. Fall semes-
ter. alternate years. To be offered 197B-l 979.
341 Medievel Epics and Romances (3 credits). A study of rapresentative English
and Continental apics and romances. which includa Beowulf. Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight. Chretien de Troyes' Arthurian Romances. The Son.<1of Roland. The
Niebelung enlied. and The Cid. Prerequisite: Three credits lower.division literature
or consent of Department Chairman. Either semester. alternate years. To be of-
fered 1977-1978
345 Shakespeare: Tragadies and Histories 13 credits). A study of representative
Shakespearean Tragedies and Histories. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-division
Shakespearean Comedies and Romances. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-divi-
sion literature or consent of Department Chairman. Fall semester.
346 Shakespeare: Comedies and Romances 13 credits). A study of represantativa
Shakespearean Comedies and Romances. Prerequisite: Three units lower division
literature or consent of Department Chairman. Fall semester.
347 Spenser (3 credits). Prerequisite: Three units lower division literature or consent
of Department Chairman. A study of the Faerie Queene and minor works. Either
semester. altemate years. To be offered 1977.78.
348 British Renaissance Non.Dramatic Literature 13 credits) A study of British
poetry and prose from the sixteenth century. including works by More. Marlowe,
Spenser. Sidney, Shakespeare, and Bacon. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-divi-
sion literature or consent of Department Chairman. Either semester, alternate
years to be offered 1978-1979. .
349 Elizabethan and Ja'cobean Drama (3 credits!. A study of Elizabethan and
Jacobean comedies and tragedies. which include representative works of such
playwrights as Kyd. Marlowe. Jonson. Thomas Heywood. Beaumont and Fletcher.
Dekker. Greene. Tourneur. Chapman. Middleton. Webster. and Ford. Prerequisite:
Three credits lower division literature or consent of Department Chairman. Either
sam ester. alternatayears. To beoffarad 1978-79.
350 Earlier Seventeenth Cantury Non-Dramatic Literature (3 credits). A study of
poetry and prose written by English authors such as Donne. Jonson, Bacon, Burton,
and Marvell. who flourished during the first sixty years of the 17th century.
PrerequiSite: Three credits lower division literature or consent of Department
Chairman. alternate years. fall semester. To be offered 1977.78.
351 Milton 13 credits). A study of selected prose and poetry of John Milton with
special emphasis on Paradise Lost. Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes. A
special attention will be given to intellectual, religious and historical milieu of.Milton's
age. Prerequisite: Three credits lower.division literature or consent of Department
and Blake. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-division literature or consent of
Department Chairman. Spring semester. alternate years. To be offered 197B-79.
366 Drydan Pope and Their British Contemporarias 13 credits). An in depth study
of two of the masters of "neoclassic" poetry and other literary trends. The course will
also provide an introduction to Restoration drama, the periodic essay, modern prose
fiction and the various modes of satire popular in England between 1660 and 1740.
Prerequisite: Three credits lower division literature or consent of Department
Chairman. Alternate years. fall semester. To be offered 1977-78.
367 Swift. Johnson and Their British Contemporaries (3 credits). A study of the sa-
and philosophy of two of Britian's best known writers. A look also at the various
currents which cross a period in which the "Enlightenment" gave way to modern
outlooks. Other authors read usually include Fielding. Sterne. Gray. Gibbon. Burke.
and Blake. Prerequisite: Three credits lower division literature or consent of De.
partment Chairman. Spring semester, alternate years. To be offered 1978.79.
359 British Novel: Beginnings through Scott 13 credits). An investigation of
the development of the novel. tracing its roots and exploring the work of Oe-
Foe and the "big four" - Richardson. Fielding. Smollett and Sterne
through the emergence of the sophisticated novels of Jane Austen and the histori-
cal romances of Scott. The emergence of the most popular genre of literature
helps us to understand has fiction reflects our assumptions about the world around
us. Prerequisite: Three .credits lower division literature or consent of Department
Chairman. Fall semester.
360 British Romantic Poetry 13 credits). A study of representative poems and
supplemental statements by the Romantics. Wordsworth. Coleridge. Shelley. Keats.
Byron, and selected contemporaries, including Blake and Hazlitt. Prerequisite: Three
credits lower-division literature or consent of Department Chairman. Fall semester.
366 Victorian Poetry (3 credits). A study of representative works from the writings
of Tennyson, Browning, Arnold. and their contemporar;es, up to and including
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Thomas Hardy. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-division literature or consent of
Department Chairman. Spring semester. alternate years. To be offered 1977-78.
366 Victorian Prosa (3 credits). A study of the intellectual and spiritual crisesof mid-
19th century Britain. as represented in the non-fiction prose of such writer's as
Carlyle. Arnold. J.S. Mill. Huxley. Newman. and Ruskin. Prerequisite: Three credits
of lower-divIsion literature or consent of Department Chairman. Spring semester.
alternate years. To be offered 1978-79.
369 British Novel: Austen through Hardy (3 credits). An investigation of the
development of the Engloshnovel from the beginning of the Victorian era to the death
of Har~y i~ 1928: with particular attention to the relationships between the novel
and VIctorian attitudes up the emergenr.e nf rl";,,, twentieth-century British novel
Prer.equisite: !hree credits lower-division literature or consent of Department
Chairman. Spring semester.
377 American Renaissance (3 creditS). A study in the second generation of the
American literary experience when such leading writers as Hawthorne. Melville.
Emerson. Tho~eau. Poe and Whitman. acting under the varied impulses of Puritanism.
Romanticism and Idealism. created the first universal vision of human experienceto
appear in American literature. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-division literature
or consent of Department Chairman. Either semester.
378 American Realism (3 credits). A study of American literature written during the
period from the Civil War to World Warl. Mark Twain.W. D. Howells. HenryJames.
Kate Chopin. Theodore Dreiser. and contemporaries refined their literary techniques
to accommodate their basic belief that literature should be written about the average
person in the light of common day. Such related theories and ideas as Social
Darwinism. psychologism. scientism. impressionism. and Howells' "doctrine of
complicity" also receive attention in lectures and in discussions of novels.
PrereQuisite: Three credits of lower-division literature or consent of Department
Chairman. Either semester.
381 Methods of Teeching Secondary School English 13 credits). Study of
traditional and modern theories and met~ods of teaching composition. language and
literature at the secondary level. Prerequisite: Introduction to Language Studies 1I
305. Fall semester.
384 Literature of the American West 13credits). Selectedworks by representative
writers of the American West. A study of such Western types as the mountain man.
the cowboy. and the pioneer im the works of such serious writers as Wallace Stegner.
OwenWister. H. L. Davis.John Steinbeck. andWilla Cather. In addition to assessing
the literary merits of the works studied. regional attitudes andvalues areanalyzedand
discussed. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-division literature or consent of De-
partment Chairman. Eithersemester.
385 Twentieth-Century Anglo-American Fiction (3 credits). This course is
designed to acquaint both non-majors and majors in literature with typical themes.
subject matter, and stylistic innovations in British and Americanfiction since 1900.
Reading includes selected novels and short stories by such authors as Cary. Ellison,
Faulkner. Gardner. Golding. Hemingway. Joyce. Lawrence. 'O'Connor. Steinbeck.
Welty. and others. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-division literature .or consent
of Department Chairman. Either semester.
389 Twentieth-Century Anglo-American Drema (3 credits!. A study of plays that
reveal techniQues and ideas used by the British and American writers who have
created the various forms of "modern" drama. Prerequisite: Three credits lower-
division literature or consent of Departm~nt Chairman. Either semester.
390 Folklore (3 credits!. Study of what folklore is. its written and oral traditions. its
different genres. Prerequisite: E-l02 and junior standing or consent of Department
Chairman. Eithersemester.
393 History of Literary Criticism (3 credits). A survey of critical approaches to
literature from Plato to the twentieth century. PrereQuisite: Junior standing and a
literature surveyor consent of the Department Chairman. Fall semester.
401. Advenced Writing (3 credits). Writing for the student who wants advanced
training in expressing ideas. The emphasis is on developing effectNe prose styles,
taking into account varieties of technique and their appropriateness for a specific
audience. Will not fulfill Area I requirement for graduation. Either semester.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor or E-201.
487G Twentieth-Century Anglo-Americen Poetry (3 credits). A study of
representative works by important Twentieth-Century British and American Pqets
and of philosophical and aesthetic concerns these works reveal. Prerequisite: Three
credits lower-division literature or consent of Department Chairman. Either semes-
ter.
488G Methods and Theories of Literary Criticism (3 credits). Prerequisite:E-393
and. Junior standing or consent of Department Chairman. A detailed study and
application of major critical methods and theories. Spring semester.
498 Senior Seminar (2 credits). Required of all senior English majors. Prerequisite:
Senior standing in English or consent of Department Chairman. Spring semester.
Greduete
The introductory seminar (E-500) is prerequisite to other SOO-Ievelseminars.
However. with the consent of the candidate's committee. the student may
concurrently take another seminar. With the exception of E-501 and E-597. all
seminars will be in specified areas of American and British literature and linguistics.
though they may cover influences from other literatures, A maximum of six hours in
400G English courses may be substituted for seminar work in the English core. E-
501 may be taken as a general elective. but may not be counted toward a student's
Englishcore.
Since the content of courses E-510. E-520. E-530. E-540. E-550. E-560. E-
570. and E-597. may vary from term :to term. a student may repeat any of these
courses for credit but may not count more than six hours toward his English core,
487G end 488G seeabove.
500 Introductory Seminar (3 credits). An examination of a well-defined theme or
problem. or an investigation into a major author. Research and report on. ~spects of
the controlling subject to be performed by students under careful superviSion of the
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
English
instructor. An introduction to bibliography and an orientation to bibliographic
sources. PrerequIsite:AdmiSSionto the Graduate Programor consent of the English
Department Chairman.
501 The Teaching of Writing (3 credits). A study of theories and methods of
teaching writing for experienced teachers. Special emphasis on new discoveries
about the learning process in writing coursessuch as those of Moffett. Murray. Judy.
Elbow. ~nd Macrorle. and on the teacher's role in helping the individual student.
PrerequIsite: E-500 and teachin~ experience or consent of the English Department
Chairman.
~05 Lin~uistics (3 credits). A study of modern linguistic theories and their applica-
ttO~ to Itte~a.ry texts and to the teaching of English. An examination of the ways in
which traditional, structural and transformational models deal with the complex-
ities of language in the areas of syntax. morphology. and phonology. as well as the
recent ap~lication of such theory to stylistics and prosody. Prerequisite: E-500 and
a linguistiCS course equivalent to LI-305 or consent of English Department Chair-
man.
510 Major Autor (3 creditsl. A consideration of minor and major artistic creations
of an author with attention devoted to major influences on the writer and his in-
fluence on others. Aspects of investigation to include the life of the author and its
relation to his work. the society and culture of the times. his place and stature in
the genres in which he worked. his use or disregard of tradition. as well as an in-
vestigation of contemporary criticism and critical evaluation since his time. Pre-
requisite: E-500 or consent of EnglishDepartment Chairman.
520 Genre (3 credits!. A study of a well-defined literary category. such as novel.
short story. epic. or tragedy. Examination of representative texts in order to discover
the evolution of a specific literary genre while at the same time establishing its typical
features. Prerequisite: E.500 or consent of English Department Chairman.
530 Period (3 credits). A study in major authors. genres. or topics set within a
selected period of American or British literature. Prerequisite: E-500 or consent of
English Department Chairman.
540 Myth in Literature 13credits). An exploration of the use of myth in literature.
both as a structuring influence as well as a source of content. While attention will be
given to the nature and working of myth itself. focus will be on the ways it enters into
the conscious creation of fictive art. Mythic themes may be explored. such as the
quest. the initiation. the Adamic myth in American literature. or the functions of myth
in the work of major authors such as Milton. Melville. T. S. Eliot. Joyce. Prerequisite:
E-500 or consentof the EnglishDepartment Chairman.
550 Literature and Culture (3 credits). A study of the reciprocal relationship
between a selected body of literature and the social. economic. and political forces
that characterize the culture from which it arose. An examination of the ways in
which literary form and content are influenced by culture as a whole. Prerequisite: E-
500 or consent of EnglishDepartment Chairman.
560 Folklore (3 credits). An examin at ion of materials selected from oral tradition and
custom with attention to be paid to aspects of collecting. classifying. comparing.
analyzing. and achieving. Theories of folklore composition. transmission. and function
will be related to the use of folklore in the classroom. Prerequisite: E-500 or consent
of English Department ejChairman.
570 Literary Movements (3 creditsl. A focus on a significant literary movement. the
works of its major and minor contributors. its theories and its practice. its relation to
its time. its place in literary history. its influence on writers past and present.
Prerequisite:E-500 or consentof EnglishDepartment Chairman.
593 Thesis (3 to 6 credits). A scholarly paper containing the results of original
research. Prerequisite: Admission to candidacy and approval of the student's
graduate committee.
595 I'leading and Conference: (3 to 6 credits). A project may include. but is not
limited to. a library research paper or experimental research on some aspect of
pedagogy or preparation of written curriculum with teaching materials. PrereQuisite:
Admission to candidacy and approval of the studer:tt's graduate committee.
HU HUMANITIES
207.208 Introduction to Humanities (3 credits). Definitions and redefinitions of
culture: man's pursuit of meaning in literature. art. music. and drama. The origins.
limits. and uses of the creative arts. The exploration of self. society. and the world
through illusion. The humanities and the scientific imagination. "High" culture and
"mass" culture. Prerequisite: English 102 or consent of Department Chairman. Each
semester.
1I11NGUISTICS
305 Introduction to language Studies (3 credits). A general survey of
contemporary language study as it is carried on in the fields of linguistics.
anthropology. semantics. psychology. and communication theory. Prerequisite:
English 102 or consent of Department Chairman. Fall semester.
307 Applied English Linguistics (3 creditsI. Application of linguistic theory and
concepts to the teaching of English grammar and composition. Analysis of specific
problems of structure encountered in instruction. Examination of texts and mater-
ials. reports on pertinent articles in professional journals and demonstrations. For
teachers or prospective teachers of secondary schools. Prerequisite: LI-305 or
consent of Department Chairman. Spring semester.
309 History of the English Lenguege (3 credits). A study of the periods in the
development of English: Indo-Europeanand Germanic backgrounds: development of
writing; internal and social forces of change. dialects of English. Concentrated work
with written documents in English language history. Prerequisite: L1-305 or consent
of Department Chairman. Spring semester.
405 Modern English Structure (3 creditsl. An approachto modern Englishbasedon
linguistic principles: the coursewill cover Englishphonology. morphology. andsyntax
with transformational empha,sis. but including a survey of traditional structural, a~d
newly developing theories' of grammar. PrereQuisite: L1-305. or consent of
Department Chairman.Either semester.alternate years.To be offered 1977-78.
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Foreign Language
Department of
Foreign Languages
Chairman and Professor: Dr. George A. Jocums: Professor: Valverde: Associ.t.
Professor: Robertson: Assistant Professors: Jose. Schoonover. Em.riti: Power,
deNeufvilie.
GERMAN MAJOR
From the core of German courses and from the University
course offerings. German majors may map out a program to suit
their own objectives. They may 'wlsh to acquire special secondary
skills or knowledge (which is encouraged). However. they must
be consistent with the following requirements:
1. Completion of general college requirements for Bachelor of
Arts degree as listed in the Bulletin.
2. The program has a minimum of 36 semester hours of upper
division work (300 and 400 levels). 30 of which must be in
German.
3. 12 credit hours of the German work must be on the 400
level.
4. Majors with the Secondary Education Option must take FL
412 and G 410 as part of the 20 credit hours toward certifi-
cation.
5. The candidate for the BA in German. Liberal Arts Option.
must successfully complete one Senior Seminar
6. The program must be developed in consultation with the
major advisors and the department chairman
7. The candidate must demonstrate his or her level of lan-
guage competency in German on the MLA or equivalent
examination during the last semester in the program
SPANISH MAJOR
From the core of Spanish courses and from the University
course offerings. Spanish majors may map out a program to suit
their own objectives. They may wish to acquire special secondary
skills or knowledge (which is encouraged). However. they must
be consistent with the following requirements:
1. Completion of general college requirements for Bachelor of
Arts degree as listed in the Bulletin.
2. The program has a minimum of 36 semester hours of upper
division work (300 and 400 levels). 30 of which must be ir
Spanish
3. 12 credit hours of the Spanish work must be on the 400 level
4. Majors with the Secondary.Education Option must take FI
412 and S 410 as part of the 20 credit hours toward certi
fication
5. The candidate for the BA in Spanish. Liberal Arts Option.
must successfully complete one Senior Seminar
6. The program must be developed in consultation with the
major advisors and the department chairman
7. The candidate must demonstrate his or her level of language
competency in Spanish on the MLA or equivalent examina-
tion during the last semester in the program
REQUIREMENT FOR A FOREIGN
LANGUAGE TEACHING MINOR
In order to be recommended by the Department of Foreign
Language to teach a foreign language. the student must have
completed the following: 6 hours of upper division composition
and conversation in the foreign language; 6 hours of upper divi-
sion literature or culture and civilization in the same language;
3 hours of methods of teaching foreign languages.
Placement Test
Students with previous experience in foreign language are
expected to take the FL Placement Test administered at the
beginning of each semester (check the BSU Fall & Spring Cal-
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endars for specific times). Placement into the proper courSI!
Will be made on the basis of placement test results in consulta-
tion with foreign language placement advisors. Credit for pre-
VIOUS work can be gained.
COURSES
FL FOREIGN LANGUAGE
110 Applied Phonol.ogy: French. German. Italian 13 creditsl. Phonetic description
and phoneml." analYSIS of. French, German, and Italian languages. especially designed
for students In vocal mUSIC and related areas. This course may be taken concurrently
with any foreign language offered. Fall semester, altemate years. Offered in 1977-
78.
412 Teaching Methodology in Foreign Languages 13 credits}. This course is
designed for prospective and practicing Foreign Language teachers. Theoretical
discussions of various problems and trends in language learning will be applied to
practical issues in order to illustrate how the proposed activities and techniques can'
facilitate language acquisition. Emphasis on an evaluation of Foreign Language
objectives. methods of instruction. and culture content. with special reference to
classroom settings and interaction. testing and evaluation. educational media and
language laboratory. resources and bibliography. Each student is encouraged to
develop innovative and creative means of teaching. Local foreign language.
secondary classrooms will be visited. Final grade based on: Class contribution.
readings. written projects. practicum. and final examination (in all of which a foreign
language competency is assumed). Prerequisites: a minimum of 9 upper division
credits in one foreign language (3 hrs in Composition and Conversation. 3 hrs in
Culture and 3 hrs in Literature) or permission of the instructor and chairperson.
Spring semester.
F FRENCH
Lower Division
101. 102 Elementery French 14 credits). This course is designed to develop the
beginning student's abilities in understanding, speaking. reading, and writing French.
ReQuired laboratory practice (1 hour week) develops pronunciation and listening
skills. Classes meet 4 times a week. Students may'not enroll in 101 for credit if they
have had more than one year of high school French or eQuivalent. With permission of
the instructors, it is possible for a student enrolled in 102 and who lacks adequate
preparation to drop back to 101. Each semester.
201.202 Intermediate French 14 creditsl. A continuation of the 101- 102 sequence.
designed to further develop . language skills, both written and oral. Classes are
conducted in French. Some outside reading may be required. One hour per week of
laboratory practice is required. Class meets four times a week. Prerequisite: 102 or
equivalent. Each semester.
Upper Division
301-302 Survey of French Literature (3 creditsl. An introduction to the major
writers and trends of the French literary tradition. Selections and complete works of
poetry. fiction, theatre. and essay are studied. In the first semester, the Middle Ages
through the 18th century are covered: in the second semester, the 19th and 20th
centuries. Classes are conducted in French. Prerequisite: F 201-202 or demon.
strated proficiency. Meets the literature requirement for baccalaureate degrees.
Offered alternate academic years. Not offered in 1976-77.
303.304 French Composition and Conversation (3 credits). Intended to further
9t;imulate clarity. simplicity. and precision in oral and written French: and to lay the
foundations for literary studies. Class conducted in French. Prerequisite: F 201-202
or demonstrated proficiency. Offered in alternate academic years.
306 French Culture and Civilization (3 credits). Coverage of French civilization from
pre-historic beginnings to the French Revolution. Special attention to contributions to
the development of western civilization. Following topics are treated: Geography.
history, French literature. Paris. art. sciences, French educational system, French life.
All lectures and discussions are conducted in French. Some outside reading in
English. Prerequisite: 2 years of college French or equivalent as determined by
placement test. Fall semester. Offered in alternate academic years.
306 French Culture and Civilization (3 credits) Coverage of French civilization from
the Napoleonic era to the present. Special attention to contributions to the
development of western civilization. Following topics are treated: Geography. history.
French literature. Paris. art sciences. French educations system. French life. All
lectures and discussions are conducted in French. Some outside reading in English.
Prerequisite: 2 years of college French or equivalent as determined by placement
test. Spring semester. Offered in alternate academic years.
G GERMAN
Lower Division
101-102 ElementarY German (4 credits). This course emphasizes listening.
speaking. reading and writing skills. Readings include cultural subject matter.
Minimum of one hour lab work per week expected. Four class contact hours per
week. Each semester. Students may not enroll in 101 for credit if they have had more
thap one year of high school German or equivalent. With permission of the instructor.
it is possible for a student enrolled in 102 and who lacks adequate preparati.on to
drop back to 101. Each semester.
201-202 Intermediate German (4 credits!. A continuation of G 101-102. this
course emphasizes listening, speaking. reading and writing. Focus on vocabulary
building. grammar review, cultural and literary reading selections and writing
assignments. Minimum of 1 hour lab work per week. Prerequisite: G102 or
equivalent as determined by placement examination and consultation,
Upper Division
303 Advanced German Conversation and Composition (3 creditsl. Intended to
give students idiomatic fluency in language skills. Current German newspapers.
magazines and modern essays, films. tapes. slides. etc. form the basis of classroom
discussion. Lab work and frequent writing required. Prerequisite: G 202 Or' equivalent
as determined by placement examination 'and consultation. Offered in alternate
academic years. Offered in 1977-78. .
304 Advanced German Conversation and Composition 13 credits!. A continuation
of G 303 with same basic objectives. However. closer attention paid to matters of
style. type and free composition. Newspapers, magazines. reviews and reports,
documents and essays. films. tapes and slides form the basis of class work. Lab work
and frequent written compositions required. Prerequisite: G 202 or equivalent as
determined by placement examination and consultation. Offered in altArniitA
acad~mic years. Offereu in 1978-79.
.331 Introduction to German Litereture and Literary Studies (3 credits). Major
writers and periods provide samples 'from various genres and an overview of German
literary development. The course is intended to. provide insights into literary
craftsmanship. Prerequisite: G 202 or equivalent as determined by placement
examination and consultation. Offered in 1977.78
376 German Culture and Civilization 13 credits!. German civilizatio~ from pre-
historic times through the 18th century. Special attention paid to contributions of
Germany. Austria and Switzerland to western civilization. Classes conducted in
German. Some outside readings in English. Prerequisite: G 202 or equivalent as
determined by placement examination and consultation. Offered in alternate.
academic years. Offered in 1978.79.
377 German Culture and Civilization (3 credits). German civilization from 1800 to
the present. Special attention paid to c~ntributions of German. Austria a,nd Swit.
zerland to western civilization. Classes conducted in German. Some outside read.
ings in English. Prerequisite: G-202 or equivalent as deter~ined by placement
examination and consultation. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered In
1977-78.
410' Applied Linguistics for the German Language Teacher (2 credits). Appli-
cation of the main concepts. aspects I and features of modern lingui~tics to
, specific problems entailed in the teaching of the German language. F~nctional
. application of linguistic theory to foreign language teaching and learning practices
with emphasis on the analysis of the ways in which traditionaL descriptive,' and
transformational models deal with the system of language in the areas of phonology.
morphology' and syntax. Prerequisite: LI 305 and a .minimum of 6 credits of upper
'division. German and/or in-service teaching and/or equivalency as determined by
placement test and interview. Alternate years. '
416 Die Au/klarung und Sturm und Orang (18th Century) (3 creditS). Essays ..
plays. fictional prose and poetry offer the student a picture of the literary and
intellectural ferment marking the Enlightenment and the "Storm and Stress."
Reading selections will be taken from the writings of Gottsched. Haller. Klopstock.
Lichtenberg. Kant. Herder, Lessing. J.M.R. Lenz, the early Goethe and Schiller. and
others. Prerequisite: G 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in alternate academic
years. Offered in 1977-78.
426 Der Traum der .Antike und die Traumwelt (1780-1830113 credits). Readings
from the Classical and Romantic periods are discussed within their general literary
and historical context. Selections taken from Goethe. Schiller. Holderlin. Klaist. Jean
Paul. Tieck. Friedrich. Schlegel. Chamisso. 8rentano. E.T.A. Hoffmann. Eichendorff
anti others. p'rerequisite: G 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in' alternate
academic years. Offered in 1978-79.
436 Reaktion: Liberal und Konservativ (19th Century) (3 credits). Reading
selections allow the student to contrast and compare a wide cross~section of German
authors of the 19th century. Readings 'from the works of 8uchner. the "Young
Germans". Grillparzer. Hebbel. Gotthelf. Keller. Stifter. Storm. C.F. Meyer. and others.
Prerequisite: G 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in alternate academic years.
Offered in 1978-79.
446 Die moderne Zeit beginnt (1890-1946) 13 credits!. "Ism's.'. trendsand writers
from the turn of the century. through the Weimar Republic. to the collapse of the
Third Reich: Naturalism: Impressionism. Expressionism. Neue Sachlichkeit. Blut und
Boden Literature, and Exile Literature. Prerequisite: G 331 or permission of
instructor. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1977 -78.
466 "A Is der Kreig zu Ende war ....• (1946 - present) (3 credits!. Selections will be
taken from the authors. essayists, dramatists and poets who have appeared on the
scene since 1945 treating the war and post-war experience, and the human dilemma
in the contemporary world. Austrian. East German. Swiss and West German writers.
Prerequisite: G 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in alternate academic years.
Offered in 1978-79.
465 Ritter and 8auer. Gott and Mensch (1150-1720) (3 credits). Survey covering
the German literary development during the Middle Ages. Renaissance, Retormatlon
and Baroque. Readings taken from the heroic and courtly epics, the Minnesang,
moral tales and plays. religious pamphleteering. chapbooks. Fastnacht plays. from the
writings of Angelus Silesius, Gryphius. Grimmelshausen and other Baroque
dramatists and poets. Prerequisite: G 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in
alternate academic years. Offered in 1978-79.
476 Die deutschsprachige Welt von Heute (3 credits). An in-depth analysis of
contemporary non-literary events in the German.speaking world. Discussion includes
educational systems. science and theatre. arts and music, economic and business life.
social and political structure. and recreation. Prerequisite: G376 or G377 or G304. or
permission of instructor. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1978-79.
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498 Senior Seminar (3 credits). Required of all German majors in the liberal Arts
Option. Individual research into an area of interest originating in the seminar. The
research culminates in a paper to be presented to the seminar. Prerequisite: Senior
standing. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1978-79.
R RUSSIAN
101-102 Elementary Russian (4 credits). This course is designed to develop the
beginning student's abilitie~ in understanding. speaking, reading. and writing Russian.
Classes meet 4 times a week. and there is one hour per week of required laboratory
practice. The class is conducted in Russian. Fall and Spring semester. Offered in
alternate academic years. Offered in 1977.78.
S SPANISH
Lower Division
101-102 Elementary Spanish (4 credits). Designed to develop abilities in
understanding. speaking. reading and writing Spanish. Offers a basic study of
grammatical structure and vocabulary, Readings and audiolingual activities introduce
the student to the Hispanic culture. Minimum of 1 hour lab work and 4 class contact
. hours pei week. Each semester. Students may not enroll in 101 for credit if they have
had more than one year of high school Spanish or equivalent. With permission of the
instructor, it is possible for a student enrolled in 102 and who lacks adequate
preparation to drop back to 101 .
201-202 Intermediate Spanish (4 credits). Intended to further develop Spanish
language skills. both oral and written. Intensive review of fundamentals of structure
and vocabulary. Topics for conversation, reading, and writing focus upon culture of
the Hispanic countries. Minimum 1 hour lab work and 4 class contact hours per
week. Prerequisite: S 102 or equivalent as determined by placem'ent examination and
consultation. Each semester.
Upper Division
303 Advanced Spanish Conversation and Composition (3 credits). A practical
cours'e to con tin lie expanding facility in expressive conversation as well as accuracy
in writing Spanish. Offers analysis of grammar and expansion of vocabula~y through
cultural and literary readings. Discussion of topics related to Hispanic contemporary
trends, current events, everyday life. and other themes of immediate concern to the
student. Prerequisite: S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination
and consultati0':l' Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1977.78.
304 Advancedd Spanish Conversation and Composition (3 credits). Designed to
continue expanding facility in expressive conversation as well as accuracy in writing
Spanish. Discussion of topics related to contemporary Hispanic world. and other
areas of immediate concern to the student. Prerequisite: S 202 or equivalent as
determined by placement examination and consultation. Offered in alternate
aeader ..lic years. Offered in 1978-79.
33,1 Introduction to Hispanic Literatures and Literary Anaiysis (3 credits). A
theoretical and practical study of literary analysis. the different genres. movement.
and periods. as well as the various approaches to literary explication. interpretltion
and. criticism. using as models some of the major WOrks of Hiepanic literature.
Prerequisite: S 202 or equivalent as determined. by placement examination and
consultation. Each fall.
376 Cultura y Civllizacion Esplnoll 13 credits). Spanish. civilization from earliest
Iberian beginnings to the present. Special attentio~ given to contributions of Spain to
western world. Discussions conducted in Spanish; some readings in English. Papers,
required. Prerequisite: S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination
and consultation. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1978-79.
377 Cultura y Civilizacion Hispanoamericana (3 credits!. Spanish-American
civilization from ancient origins to contempc;»rary times. An intensive analysis of the
historical. political. economic. social and culfural developments of the
H Ispanoamerican nations. and their contributions to the western world. Discussions
in Spanish; some readings in English. Papers required. Prerequisite: S 202 or
equivalent as determined by placement examination and consultation. Offered in
alternate academic years. Offered in 1978-79.
386 La Gente Mexicano-Americana en los Estados Unidos (3 credits) .. A
bilingual/bicultural course dealing with the historical roots of Mexican-Americans.
through the Spanish conquest of Mexico and the Colonial period. the Mexican-
American War. and the development of the Mexican-American population in the
United States over the past 130 years. including the "Chicano:. "La A.aza:' '.La
Causa:' and other recent social and political movements. Readings and papers in
Spanish and English required. Prerequisite: S 202 or equivalent a~ determined by
placement examination and consultation. Offered in alternate academic years,
Offered in 1977-78.
410 Applied Linguistics for the Spenlsh Llnguage Teacher (2 credits). Application
of the main concepts. aspects and features of modern linguistics to specific problems
entailed i~ the teaching of the Spanish language. Functional application of linguistic
theory. to foreign language teaching and learning. practices with emphasis. on thl
analysis of the ways in which traditional, descriptive, and transformational models
deal with the system of language in the areas of phonology. morphology. and syntax.
Prerequisite: 1I 305 and a min'imum of 0 credits of upper.division Spanish and/or
in.service teaching and/or equivalency as determined' by placement test and in-
terview. (Each semester). Alternate years.
425 Literatura Mexicano-Americana (3 credits!. Representative writings by major
Mexican.American authors. with emphasis on socio.cul1ural as well as literary' values.
Among them: Montoya. Alvarez. Ponce. Elizondo. Sanchez, Padilla, Rivera. Mendez,
Maldonado, Muro. Navarro. Espinosa. Ortego. Vasques, Valdez, Barrio. Villarreal.
Prerequisite: S 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in alternate academic years.
Offered in 1977.78.
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FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition . . . .
Physical Geology .
Historical Geology .
Mathematics .
College Chemistry .
435 Literatura Contemporanea Espanola (3 credits). Literature of ideas in
cont~mporar~ Spain through major representative authors and works: Unamuno. Pia
Baro)a. Azo". Valle-Inc/an. Benavente. Machado. Ramon Jimenez. Perez de Ayala.
Ortega y Gasset. GarCia Lorca. Sender. Cela. Buero Vallejo. Bias de Otero. Genesis of
modern thought and new prespectives in tOday's Spain. Prerequisite: S 331 or
~';{mission of the instructor. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1977
437 Literatures ContemDoranea HisDjlnOamerican (3 credits). Literature of
ideas in contemporary SpanishMAmerica through major representative authors:
Velarde. Mistral. Vallejo. Gallegos. Guiraldes. Roja. Reyes. Guillen. Nerude. Borges.
Asturias. Paz. Arciniegas. Genesis of modern thought and new perspectives in today's
Hispanoamerica. Prerequisite: S 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in alternate
academic years. Offered in 1977-78.
445 Literatura Espanola: Siglas 18 V 19 (3 credits). The main manifestations of
thought and literature from 1700 to 1900. including the periods of Criticism. Realism.
and Romanticism: Feijoo. Cadalso. Moratin. Rivas. Valdes. Espronceda. Larra. ZOrilla.
Becquer. Valera. Perez Galdos. Clarin. Prerequisite: S 331 or permission of instructor.
Offered in alternate academic vears. Offered in 1978-79.
447 Literatura Hlspanoamerlcana: Siglo 19 (3 credits). A detailed study of the
representative movements. periods. works. and authors from 1800 to 1910: Lizard;'
Bello. Sarmiento. Montalvo. Palma. Payro. Marti. Naiera. Silva. Dario. Lugones.
Nervo. Chocano. Quiroga. Rodo. Vasconcelos. Prerequisite: S 331 or permission of
instructor. Offered in alternate academic vears. Offered in 1979-80.
455 Eded de Oro de la L1teratura Eapanola (3 creditsl. The main genres of the
Golden Age in Spain (16-17th Centuries). with emphasis on one representative
author for each: Encina. Garcilaso. Luis de Leon. Cervantes. Lope de Vega. Congora.
Quevedo. Calderon de la Barca. Prerequisite: S 331 or permission of instructor.
Offered in alternate academic vears. Offered in 1976-77.
457 Literatura Hispanoamericana: Colonia Y Siglo 1813 credits). An introduction
to the major authors. works. movements. and periods of the Spanish-American
literature. from the Colonial time to the end of the 18th Centurv: Colon. de Las Casas.
Cortes. Castillo. Ercilla. Ines de la Cruz. Espejo. Balbuena. Aquirre. Mier. Prerequisite:
S 331 or permission of instructor. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in
1979-80.
465 Literatura Espanola Medieval V Renacentista (3 credits). An introduction to
the principal authors, works, movements. and periods of Spanish literature. from its
beginnings to the end of the 15th Centurv: Poema del Cid. Berceo. Juan Manuel.
Juan Ruiz. Santillana. Manrique. Rojas. Prerequisite: S 331 or permission of
instructor. Offered in alternate academic years. Offered in 1979-BO.
475 Ebentos Contemporaneos de Gentes V Palses Hispanohablantas (3 credits).
A leCture and discussion course based on Current social. economic. cultural and
political events faced by Spanish-speaking nations. Special attention is given to a
comparative examination and analysis of the people. viewpoints, and institutions. as
well as the problems. issues and trends facing this people in their respective countries
todaV. Prerequisite: S 376. or S 377 Or S 304. or permission of instructor. Offered in
alternate academic years. Offered in 1977- 7B.
498 Senior Semina, (3 credits). Exploration of fields of special interest. either literary
or social studies oriented. Individual thought and research culminate in a paper to be
presented to the seminar. Practical application of independent study approaches.
research methods. and bibliography format. Required of all Spanish majors. !Jberal
Arts Emphasis. Prerequisite: Senior standing. Offered in alternate academic years.
Offered in 1979-80.
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY
AND GEOPHYSICS
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Kenneth M. Hollenbaugh; Associate Chairman and
Assistant Professor: Dr. James K. Applegate; Professors: Spinosa, Warner. Wi!.
Son; Assistant Professors: Delisio. Donaldson, Mink (on leave); Research
Associate: Guillemette; Visiting Professor: Hardxman.
The Department of Geology and Geophysics provides four
degree programs: 1) Bachelor of Science in Geology. 2) Bachelor
of Science in Geophysics. 3) Bachelor of Science in Earth
Science Education. and 4) Master of Science in Secondary
Education. Earth Science Emphasis. Non-degree course offerings
in Geography meet the 15 credit requirement under the 30-15-
15 Social Sciences Secondary Education Degree Program
offered in the departments cif Economics. History. Political
Science. and Sociology and Urban Studies.
The curriculum leading to the B.S. degree in Geology is de-
signed for those students who plan a career in applied geology
or who plan to attend graduate school. The more generalized
curriculum leading to the B.S. degree in Earth Science Education
is designed to prepare the student to teach earth science in
secondary school and to meet the teacher certification require-
ments of the State of Idaho. The curriculum has full national
accreditation.
The program leading to the B.S. degree in Geophysics is
designed for students who would like a career in applied geo-
physics or who plan to attend graduate school. The need for
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geophysicists has grown greatly in recent years with the increas-
ed emphasIs on quantitative geosciences. The curriculum oUers
a broad background drawing on COurses in geology. math. chem-
IStry and phYSICSto support the geophysics courses leaving the
student well equipped to find employment or to attend graduateschool.
The curriculum leading to the M.S. in Secondary Education.
Earth Science. emphasis. is designed to provide advanced acade-
mic training in the topics of earth science to those students
pursuing a teaching career. The curriculum has full national
accreditation.
In addition to the courses formally offered in all degree pro-
grams. a student may acquire credit for Independent study.
Internship or for participation in departmental research pro-
jects.
. It is strongly recommended that high school students who
plan to enter the geology. geophysics. or earth science program
include chemistry. physics, and as much mathematics as possible
in their high school program.
GEOLOGY MAJOR
(Bachelor of Science Requirements)
,
I. Geology Major:
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Require-
ments. See pages 17-19 for Graduation Requirements.
2. Major Requirements.
CREDITS
A. Geology......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
Physical Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Historical Geology 4
Mineralogy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Petrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Sedimentology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Stratigraphy " j
Structural Geology " 4
Invertebrate Paleontology. . . . . 4
Field Geology " 4
Geology Seminar " 1
Geology electives to total 45 credits
B. College Chemistry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 9
C. General Physics '.' " " 8
D. Mathematics through M-112 10
E. Technical Drawing unless waiver is
obtained from department chairman. . . . . . . . . .. 2
F. Recommended electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
life Science
Technical Writing
Mathematics
Geography
Surveying
Economics
Chemistry
Physics
Engineering
GEOLOGY MAJOR
(Suggested Program)
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Geology
1. General College and Baccalaureate Degree Require-
ments. See pages 17 -19 for Graduation Requirements.
2. Major Requirements
CREDITS
A. Geology................................. 30
Physical Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Historical Geology 4
Introduction to Ocean Geology. . . . . . . 3
Meteorology . . . . . . . . , 3
Geology Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Geomorphology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Geology Electives to total 30 credits
B. College Chemistry , .. ' . . . 9
C. General Physics or General Biology. . . . . . . . . .. 8
,D. Mathematics through M 112 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
E. Astronomy.............................. 4
F. Recommended Electives 6-8
Geography
Foreign Language
Mathematics
Communication
Life Science
3. Education Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
The following are required for Secondary
Teaching Certification in Idaho:
Foundations of Education. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Educational Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Secondary School Methods. . . . . . . . .. 3
Secondary Student Teaching. . . . . . . .. 6
Education Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
17
(Bachelor of Science Requirements)
EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION MAJOR
2
4
3
3
4
6
6
3
3
6
16
14
4
17
2ND
SEM.
3
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
16
1ST
SEM.
17
1ST
SEM.
Educational Psychology .
Upper Division Geology , . . . . . . .. 6
Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Secondary School Methods .
Student Teaching .
Education Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Upper Division Electives. . . 6
Audio Visual Aids .
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Foundations of Education .
Geography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Physics or General Biology. . . . . .. 4
Intro. to Ocean Geology .
Meteorology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Psychology .
Degree Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Astronomy .
GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
(Bachelor of Science Requirements)
1. General college and baccalaureate degree requirements
2. Major requirements:
A. Geophysics 16
Introduction to Geophysics , .3
Physics of the Earth 3
Applied Geophysics I & " 10
B. Geology ,.,., .. ,.. , 27
Physical Geology , .. 4
Historical Geology. , ,4
Mineralogy. , . . . . .4
Petrology .. ' 4
Stratigraphy . . . . . . , ,3
Structural Geology. . , 4
Field Geology .4
C. Chemistry .. , ,..... . , , . . . . . . . .9
College Chemistry. , .9
D. Physics.............. . . . . . . . . . . 14
Physics I. II. III and labs 11
Electricity and Magnetism , 3
(Ph-381)
E. Mathematics , ., 19
M-112.205.206 13
Advanced Engineering Math
(M-321) , 4
M-124 orEN-104 2
F. Recommended electives 16
Physics PH-301. 382
Math M-340. 401. 421. 422
Engineering EN-221. 223
Geology GO-403. 412. 421. 431
Chemistry C-321. 322
Economics
Technical Writing
Upper Division Geology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Degree Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Upper Division Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7
Geomorphology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
JUNIOR YEAR:
SENIOR YEAR:
4
5
5
17
3
3
6
16
3
4
4
3
4
15
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
6
8
17
2ND
SEM.
4
2ND
SEM.
3
4
3
4
15
1
3
6
6
16
5
4
16
1ST
SEM.
3
4
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Sedimentology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Stratigraphy .
Structural Geology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Paleontology , . . . .. 4
Degree Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Electives .
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Mineralogy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Petrology .
General Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Degree Requirements .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . .
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Field Geology . . . . . . . . .
Seminar .
Degree Requirements .
Upper Division Electives .
Upper Division Electives in Geology .
EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION MAJOR
(Suggested Program)
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Physical Gec.logy .
Historical Geology .
Mathematics .
College Chemistry .
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GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
(Suggested Program)
1'T 2NDFRESHMAN
IEM. 'EM.
Physics I 3
Physical Geology. 4
Calculus & Anal. Geometry. 5 4
College Chemistry ..... 4 5
English Composition ... 3
Historical Geology. 4
Digital Compo Programming. 2
16 18
11T 2ND
SOPHOMORE SEM. SEM.
Calculus & Anal. Geometry 4
Advanced Eng. Math 4
Physics II & III 3 3
Physics lab. 1 1
Mineralogy. 4
Petrology. 4
Intro to Geophysics ....... 3
Area I & II requirements ... 6 3
18 18
1ST 2ND
JUNIOR SEM. SEM.
Structural Geology. 4
Stratigraphy ..... 3
Physics of the Earth 3
Area I & II requirements .. 6 6
Unrestricted electives ......... 3 6
16 15
1ST 2ND
SENIOR SEM. SEM.
Applied Geophysics I & II 5 5
Field Geology ...... 4
Electricity & Magnetism .. 3
Unrestricted electives 3 4
Area I & II requirements .... 3
14 13
MASTER OF SCIENCE, SECONDARY EDUCATION,
EARTH SCIENCE EMPHASIS.
The curriculum for the Master of Science in Secondary
Education. Earth Science emphasis is intended to provide educa-
tion for earth science teachers with the course offerings stress-
ing current data and developments in the discipline. The plan-
ning, preparation, and conducting of laboratory investigations
and out-door field trip activities are emphasized. Because of the
great variety of background training of present secondary earth
science teachers, the course offerings have been chosen and
designed to allow maximum flexibility in planning individual
programs. A preliminary examination. oral or written, will be
administered to each candidate.
Required courses include TE-560, GO-598 and a final thesis,
project. or additional courses as determined by the committee.
All other courses to be taken in the degree program are planned
by the student and his graduate committee. A final comprehen-
sive oral and/or written examination over course work and the
thesis or project is requ ired.
-The graduate level courses to support this program will be reglJlar!y offered in
the fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
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COURSES
GO GEOLOGY
Lower Division
100. Fundamer:'t8ls of Geology (4 credits). An introduction to the principles of
phYSical and historical geology, Topics include; weathering. erosion. glaciation.
volcanism earthquakes. the study of rocks. minerals. maps, the origin of the earth and
its physical and biological development. Open to all students except those with
previous credit in geology. geology or Barth science majors, and those nonscience
majors who plan an 8~hour sequence in geology. Three lectures and 1 three.hour lab
per week. Each semester.
101 Physical Geology (4 credits). A study of the origin and development of the
earth's materials, land forms, internal structures, and the physical processes acting on
and in the earth that produce continuous change. Topics include weathering, erosion,
glaciation, volcanism, metamorphism and igneous activity, mountain building,
earthquakes, and the origin of continents, ocean basins, and landscapes. The
laboratory provides instruction and practice in the identification of rocks and minerals,
and the use of topographic and geologic maps. Three lectures and one three-hour
laboratory per week. Field trips required. Each semester.
103 Historical Geology (4 credits). A study of the origin and progressive
development of the earth and evolution of plants and animals. The geologic history oi
the earth is treated in considerable detail. Prehistoric life and fossil study as well as
field trips to fossil beds are included in the laboratory work. Three lectures and one'
three.hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Physical Geology. Each Semester.
105 Rocks and 'Minerals (3 credits). A systematic study of rocks and minerals, with
emphasis on physical characteristics and methods of identification. Field trips and
laboratory session are a part of the course for those taking the class for credit.
Prerequisite: High school chemistry or permission of the instructor. Either semester.
111 Geology of Idaho and the Pacific Northwest (3 credits). A study of the
geologic setting and history of Idaho and its immediate surroundings. Includes m~1jor
topographic and scenic features, structural and stratigraphic features, mineral
deposits. fossil and gem areas, and current problems in natural resource products.
One three~hour lecture per week and two field trips. Prerequisite: Physical and
Historical Geology or consent of instructor. Spring semester, alternate years. Offered
1974, not offered 1975.
201 introduction to Ocean Geology (3 credits). A general study of the
physiography, the structures, and the sediments of the ocean floors and the geologic
processes and environments represented thereby. Methods and instruments of ocean
floor investigation are also studied. Two one~hour lectures per week. Prerequisite:
Historical Geology. Spring semester.
213 Introduction to Meteorology (3 credits). An introduction to the study of
weather phenomena in terms of origin, distribution, and classification. Instruments
and and research methods are also investigated. Prerequisite: Physical Geology.
Three one~hour lectures. Fall semester.
221 Mineralogy (4 credits). A study of genesis. distribution and classification of
minerals. This includes some crystallographic, optical, and chemical methods.
Laboratory work consists of mineral analysis and observation by the use of
microscopes, chemicals, and models. Three one-hour lectures and one three-hour
laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Historical Geology and College Chemistry or
concurrent registration in College Chemistry. Fall semester.
222 Petrology (4 credits). Study of igneous. sedimentary. and metamorphic rocks
with emphasis on physical and chemical conditions controlling the origin, OCCurrence.
and association of the various rock types. Field relationships, identjfi~ation of rocks in
hand specimen, and an introduction to microscopic analysis. Three one-hour lectures
and one three-hour 'lab per week as well as two all.day Saturday field trips.
Prerequisite: Mineralogy, Spring semester.
250 Principles of Paleontology (3 credits). A course designed for non-geology
majors, especially those planning to teach in the biological sciences. The course
provides an overview of the various fields of paleontology. Evolution, taxonomy, and
descriptions of important fossil groups will be stressed. Laboratory periods will be
used to study small collections of the more important phyla and to introduce the
student to simple museum techniques of fossil preparation and display. A term
papaer or project is required, Two one~hour lectures and one~three-hour laboratory
per week. Prerequisites: Any introductory course in geology, biology, zoology, or
botany or consent of the instructor. Either semester.
Upper Division
311 Sedimentology (4 credits). A study of the classification of sedimentary roc~s
and all processes involved in their genesis. Major headings are weathering, erosion,
transporatation, deposition and diagenesis. Geologic environments of each process
and each rock type are studied. Laboratory work consists of microscopic, chemical
and other analyses of sedimentary rocks and of a study of the methods and
instruments used in statistical treatment of sediments for mapping and research
purposes. Three one-hour lectures and one three-hour laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: Mineraology. Fall semester.
312 Stratigraphy (3 credits). The study of sedimentary strata with chronology as its
special aim. Emphasis is placed on genetic environments, natural sequences of
formations and facies, and correlation techniques. The classification and dating of
sedimentary units is the end result. Three one-hour lectures. field trip and special
projects and a report required. Prerequisite: Sedimentology. Spring semester.'
313 Geomorphology (3 credits) A study of the external physiographic features of
the earth's surface such as mountains, valleys, beaches, and rivers and the process by
which they are formed and cha~ged. Laboratory work consists of map studies and
field investigations. Two lectures and one three~hour laboratory per week.
Prerequisite: Historical Geology. Fall semester.
314 Structural Geology (4 credits). A study of the physical nature of rocks, the
origin, description, -classification, and interpretation of deformational structures of the
earth's crust, and the principal theories of deformation and orogeny. Lab problems in
recognition and analysis of geologic structures. the geometry at tauIts and folds.
construction of maps and cross sections. and the use of aerial photos. Field trips.
Three lectures and one three-hour lab perweek. Prerequisite: Historical Geology and
CollegeAlgebra andTrig. Fall semester.
321 Optical Mineraology (4 credits!. The theory and application of the polarizing
microscope to the examination of minerals. An introduction to the general theory of
crystal optics and the application of the polarizing microscope to qualitative and
Quantitative mineral examination. Laboratory experience in the preparation of
materials for optical study and diagnostic techniques form mineral identification. A
systematic survey of the optical properites of minerals. Prerequisite: GO 222. Fall
semester. ;
322 Petrogrephy (4 credits!. An introduction to the study of rocks in thin section by
means of the polarizing microscope. The interpretation of the origin and history of
igneous. metamorphic. and sedimentary rocks basedprimarily on features observed
in this section. A systematic survey of the major rock types with emphasis on
textures. mineraologyand classifcation. Prerequisite:GO-321. Spring semester.
351 Invertebrate Paleontology (4 credits). The study of the invertebrate phyla
represented in the fossil recored. Special emphasis is placed on hard-part
morphology. ontogeny. phylogeny and taxamany of the geologically more imprortant
groups. Laboratory work basedon standard collections made by the students during
field trips. Threehours of lectures. four hoursof labs. Prerequisite:Historical Geology
or AdvancedGeneralBiology. Fall semester.
403 Engineering Geology (3 credits!. Application of geology to engineeringprojects.
Aspects of geology include selected principles from structural geology. petrology.
geomorphology. photogeology. geohydrology and soil mechanics. These principles
are applied to construction and maintenance of transportation routes, dams. canals.
bridges, build~ng foundations and tunnels. Case histories of major projects are
studied. Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory per week. Field trip required.
Prerequisite: StruCturalgeology and stratigraphy or permission of instructor. Spring
semester. .
412 Groundwater Geology (3 credits). A study of the origin of water found beneath
the earth's surface and the geologic conditions which permit the movement. work.
and accumulation of water in subsurfacamaterials. Emphasisis placedon structural.
sedimentations!. and stratigraphic conditions most conducive to the formatiion of
ground watsr reservoirs. Three one-hour :Iectures per week. Prerequisite: Structural
Geologyand Stratigraphy. Fall semestar.
421 Ore Deposits (3 credits!. The genesis. structure. mineral associations and
classification of economic deposits of minerals. Discussion of modern theories of ore
deposition, oregin and migration of ore-bearing fluids. and the processes of alteration.
secondary enrichment. paragenesis. and zoning. Consideration is given to the controls
or are occurrence and to the economics of exploration. development. and use of ores.
Three lectures per week. Field trip required. Prerequisites: Mineralogy and structural
geology. Spring semester.
431 Petroleum Geology (3 credits). A study of the nature and origin of petroleum.
the geologic conditions that determine its migration. accumulation and distribution.
and methods and techniques for prospecting and developing petroleum fields. Two
one-hour lectures per week and one three-hour lab per week. Three field trips.
Prarequisite: Structural Geology and Sedimentology. Alternate years. Spring
semester.Offered 1975.
441 Introduction to Geophysical Methods (3 credits). Tha course will include
material on surface and borehole-based geophysical methods. It will include a
general survey of the elementary theory. basic field practice. computation
fundamentals. interpretation techniques and economic considerations of seismic.
gravimetric. magnetic. electrical and borehold techniques. The applicability of the
various techniques to the solution of geologic problems in exploration geology
(economic and petroleum). engineering geology. and ground water geology will be
stressed. Prerequisite: one year of college physics. Spring semester.
471 Regionel Field Study and Report Writing (1 credit). This course constitutes
library researchand preparation of reports. 'geologic maps. road logs. and a field trip
guide book pertaining to variaty of geologic topics relative to a specific region. That
region. to be designated at the beginning of the semester.is then visited and studied
during a field trip; the trip is ordinarily taken during the spring semester vacation
period. Rocks. minerals. and fossils collected during the trip and photographs of
specific merit are keyed to the guidebook. which is then compiled into final report
form. One lecture per week: field trip required. Prerequisite: upper division standing
or consent o~ the instructor. Spring semester.
480 Field Geology (4 credits). Application of geologic principles and currently used
field techniques to the solution of field problems. Work includes measurement and
correlation of stratigraphic sections. plane table mapping. geologic mapping on aerial
photographs and on topographic maps. and special field techniques for igneous.
sedimentary and metamorphic terrains. Instr:~ction will be by appropriate specialized
geologists. A formal report of professional quality is required. One lecture and three.
three-hour labs. Field work on most weekends is required. Prerequisites: Senior
standing and permission of Geology Department Chairman. Spring semester.
498. 499 Geology Seminar (t credit). Research project based on field and-or
literature studies. Fundamentals of geologic report preparation and oral
presentations. Prerequisite: Geology major or Earth Science Education major. Each
semester.
Graduate
511 Environmental Geology 13 credits). Environmental Geology deals with the
geologic aspects of man's interaction with his environment. Topics considered
include energy sourceS. conservCition of metallic and non. metallic mineral resources.
soil and water conservation. the water cycle. earthquakes. volcanism. mass-wasting
and other geologIC hazards. The resource needs of our expanding population are
contrasted with the growing requirement for the protection of our frail environment.
Prerequisite: Graduate status. or consent of the instructor. Fall semester.
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5.21 Advanced Topics in Earth Sciance (3 credits). Tha study. review. and
d~scusslon of current literature. classroom and laboratory demonstrations. teaching
aids and preparation of field trips itineraries relative to geology. astronomy.
meterology. a.nd oceanogra.phy. The course is designed to provide background
knowledge. skills. and material resourcesthat can be directly applied to increasethe
students capability to teach earth science in the elementary and secondary school.
Prerequisite: Graduate status or consent of instructor. Summer School.
531 Regional Geology of North America (3 credits). A systematic study of the
geologic provinces of North America with special emphasis on their geological
~elationship~ and physical evolution. The uniqueness of each province is investigated
In terms of Its structural and geologic history and the mineral resources available for
the useof society. Prerequisite: Graduate status or consent of the instructor. Spring
semester.
541 Methods and Techniques of Gathering. Measuring and Testing Geologic
Data (3 cradits). A study of correct and approvedways to collect represantativefield
samples of rocks. minerals. fossils. etc .. to measure topographic. structural and
stratigraphic entities: to analyze and classify statistically sedimentation!. petrologic
and mineralogic samples with laboratory techniques. and to log subsurface data from
boreholes and by geophysical means. Prerequisite: Consent of the Department
Chairman. Fall semester.
561 Current Topics in Geology (3 credits). An in-vestigation of current research.
debates and developments regarding practical. as well as theoretical. issues in
geological science. Prerequisite: Graduate status or consent of the instructor. Spring
semester.
581 Earth Scienca Teaching Techniques (3 or 4 credits). This course is a study of
the objectives. methods. and materials of instruction in the earth sciences. Emphasis
will be placed on the preparation and presentation of lectures. laboratory exercises
and field trips. Sources of earth science teaching materials available to the instructor
will be compiled. Motivation of student interest by the incorporation of environmental
problems and materials will be emphasized. This course provides the student with
internship axperience in the laboratory and lecture classroom. Prerequisite::Graduate
status or consent of the instructor. Either semester.
571 Geochemistry (3 credits). The application of chemical principles to the
understanding of earth materials and processes. The origin and distribution of
elements in tha earth and the solar system. Geochemical "cycles." Chemical
principles of mineral formation and weathering. Geochemistry and the environments.
Prerequisite: Graduate status. one year of college chemistry and one year of college
geology. or consent of instructor. Spring semester.
591 Project (3-6 credits). A field. laboratory or library investigation. The studaht will
select a project according to his own interest and pursue it to a logical conclusion.
Weekly progress meetings are held with the instructor and a final report is required.
Prerequisite: Graduate status and 15 credits in Earth Science. or consent of the
instructor.
593 Thesis (3-6 credits). Thescholarly pursuit of original work on a field or laboratory
project or the formulation of new and logical interpretations of existing data collected
by library research. A final report suitable for presentation at a meeting of earth
science professionals is required. Prerequisite: Admission to candidacy.
598 Independent Study and Research (1-4 credits!. Field or library research
projact. Student may work on his own problam or select from a list provided by
instructor. Weekly progress meetings. final report. Prerequisites: Physical Geology or
Fundamentals of Geology and/or consent of instructor.
598 Graduate Seminar (1-3 credits). The preparation and presentation of oral and
written reports on topics in earth science and/or science education. Presentation of
oral reports may take the form of a debate. Preparation of visual aids and geologic
illustrations will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Admission to candidacy or consent of
the instructor.
GG GEOGRAPHY
Lower Division
101 Introduction to Geography (3 credits). A comprehensive survey of various
environments of man in a study of world patterns and major regions with emphasis
on the utilization of globes. interpretation and construction of maps. The course
introduces basic concepts and techniques used in geography. utilization of natural
resourceS. distribution of population and outstanding problems of each region. Each
semester.
102 Cultural Geography (3 credits!. Cultural Geographyis a study of the distribution
and character of man's cultural activities throughout the world. T.hese activities will
be viewed in two respects: 1. How culture affects the physical world; 2. How the
physical world affects culture. Lectures. slides. motion pictures and guest speakers.
along with appropriate readings. will comprise the course. Prerequisite: Intra to
Geography or consent of instructor.
201 The Use and Interpretation of Maps and Globes (3 credits). The course
consists in the intensive use and interpretation of maps and globes. The intent is to
familiarize students in the great variety of maps and globes available and the
particular advantages and disadvantages of each in particular situations. It is aimed at
ahyone who might have need of maps and globes. such as teachers and history.
geology and archaeology majors. The course is non-technical. in that little math is
required. Course materials consist of texts. slides. motion pictures, as well as maps
and globes. Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.
221 Geography of Idaho and the Pacific Northwest (3 credits!. The course daals
with the physical and cultural geography of the Pacific Northwest. with particular
emphasis on Idaho. Strass is placed on the continuing physical. biological. social.
political and economic changes the region is undergoing. In addition. the role of the
Pacific Northwest in relation to the rest of the United States is studied. Sources of
information availableto the student include: the textbook. readings from professional
journals. the IdahoHistorical Society. andslides.motion pictures andwritings of area
research,us.
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II. Secondary Education Option
A, General university requirements to include:
American National Government .... 3
B. History requirements:
1. Lower Division Courses. ........ 18
History of Western Civilization (HY 101,
102,103 or 201,202,203) .... 9
U,S, History (HY 151. 152 or 251,252) , 6
Study & Methods of Teaching History, , . 3
2. Other History Courses"" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Upper Division American History Elective. 3
Seminar, , ..... ., . 3
Upper Division History (minimum of) . 12
Additional history electives upper or
non-required lower division. , .. , 6
C. Educational requirements for State Certification
for Secondary Education . ........... 20
D. Electives. . .......... . , ...... """ , .. 20
III. History - Social Science Secondary Education Option
Each academic department in the social sciences (History,
Political Science, Societal and Urban Studies, and Economics)
provides a major emphasis with the Social Science Secondary
Education option. Students must have a minimum of 30 credits
in the department's subject matter plus two additional fields of
study and teaching minors of 15 credits each chosen from other
social science fields. '\
A. Lower Division courses:
1. U.S. History (HY 151. 152, or 251. 252) . 6
2. Western Civilization (HY 101. 102, 103 or
201,202,203) Any 6 credits. , . , , . . . .6
3. Study & Methods of Teaching History, 3
B. Other History Courses (minimum of 15 U.D.-
3 U.D. American History) . . 18
To be chosen by student in consultation with advisor
from two out of three of the department's offerings
(U.S., European, Third World).
C. Other Courses
At least 15 hours, of which 9 must be upper division,
must be taken in each of two allied disciplines: Eco-
nomics, Political Science, Anthropology, Sociology,
Geography. These courses should be chosen by stu-
dents in consultation with their advisor.
15 Hour History Option
Similar 30-15-15 academic majors are available in the
various social science disciplines in which their courses would
constitute the 30-credit core of the major and history would
serve as one of the associated 15-credit blocks, For such a major
the Department of History requires that at least 9 of the 15 his
CREDITS
6
. 28-36
24
, 18
8
3
REQUIREMENTS FOR HISTORY MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
Liberal Arts Option
A. General university requirements to include:
1. A foreign language or equivalent"
(a minimum of) , , ... , .. , , . , , , . , , .
2. American National Government.
B, History Requirements:
1. Lower Division Courses. , ..
History of Western Civilization (HY 101,
102, 103 or 201, 202, 203) ... , , , , , , 9
U ,5, History (HY 151. 152 or 251. 252) , 6
Intro, to the Study of History, HY 210 , . , 3
2, Other History Courses"" , .. , ., ., ..... , .....
History Seminars, . , , ..... , . , .. , , 6
Upper Division History (minimum of) . , .12
Additional history upper or non-required
lower division ... , . ,-.. , . , , . , . , , . , ..
C, Electives., ... "., .. ,.,
I.
GP GEOPHYSICS
Upper Division
301 Introduction to Geophysics (.3 credits). The course is a survey of surface and
borehole-based geophysical methods. It will include a general survey of the
elementary theory, basic field prai:tice. computation fundamentals. interpretation
techniques and economic considerations of seismic. gravimetric: magnetic. electrical
and borehole techniques.' The applicability of the variOus techniques to the solution of
geologic problems in exploration geology (economic and petroleuml, engineering
geology and groundwater geology ,will be stressed. Spring semester. Prerequisites:
Physics 220 and Geology 101 or consent of instructor.
326 Physics of the Earth (3 credits). The course will include a discussion of the
earth's gravity, magnetism, electricity, seismicity. heat and radioactivity and the
significance of these properties in understanding the complexities of the earth. Fall
semester. Prerequ!site: Physics 220~ or consent of instructor.
461 Applied Geophysics I (5 cr.'dits). A detailed treatment of the application of
geophysical methods used in petroleum and mineral exploration and geotechnical
investigations. Practical laboratory and field studies will be conducted using
geophysical instrumentation, Theory, data acquisition, data reduction and, data
interpretation will be emphasized, Four one-hour lectures and one three~hour lab. Fall
semester. Prerequisites: GO-314, G P-301, PH-221 and 222, M-321.
462 Applied Geophysics II 15 credits). A continuation of GP-451 with emphasis on
field procedures, equipment array lmd geophysical surveying techniques. Four One-
hour lectures, one three-hour lab and numerous field problems. Spring semester.
Prerequisite: GP-451.
311 World Economic Geography (3 credits). Economic Geography is the study of
the areal distribution and variation of resources and man's activity related to
producing. exchanging and con,suming commodities and products. Economic
activities and materials are studied in the context of where they are located. what
their characteristics are, and to what national and international phenomena thayare
related. Prerequisite: GG-101 or consent of instructor.
321 Conservation of Natural Resources (3 credits). Resource conservation is a
course aimed at developing the student's awareness of resource .use and
conservation. The course has five major thrusts: 1) a perspective on conservation. 2)
character of land resources, 3) character of water resources, 4) mineral resources. 5)
the demands of population on the .resource base. These topics may be viewed as a
single entity, or as they act in concert. Prerequisite: GG-101 or consent of the
instructor.
GS GENERAL SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
231 Comparative Geography of Canada and Latin America (3 credits). The Course
is a comparative study of the natural and cultural geographies of Canada and Latin
Am~rica. Comparisons and contrasts .will be made between the. resources,
en~lronments. peoples and pot.ential of each region. Their relationships with the
UOited States and the other countries of the world will also be explored. Films, slides,
and guest speakers - along with appropriate texts will be used. Prerequisite: Intra to
Geography or consent of instructor,
241 .comparative Geography ~f Africa and the Far East (3 creditsl. A study of the
phYSical and cultural geography of Africa and the Far Eas!. with emphasis on the
relationships and changes within the regions. Lecture topics include the various
landscapes, flora and fauna, peoples and geographic problems. Slide presentations,
overhead transparencies. motion;pictures. current researchers and native speakers. as
~vailabJe. are resources for the course. Prerequisite" Intra to Geography or consent of
Instructor.
•Upper Division
301 Historical Geography of the United States (3 credits). Historical Geography is
the study of the past geography of various places or regions. The course graphically
reveals the constant theme of change inherent in both history and geography.
Students will explore the dynamics of geographic change, the historical geography of
particular regions of the earth, and the effects of past geographical circumstances
on present geography. The COurse uses both geographical and historical resources,
including those written by profess:ional historical geographers. Prerequisite: GG~ 102
or consent of instructor. '
305 Teaching Science in the Secondary School (3 credits) A course designed to in-
troduce the prospective secondary ,school science teacher to an understanding of
the nature of science----:-both as subject matter and as processes of scientific in-
quiry. The implications of this understanding as they related to secondary school
science, teaching are explor~d in depth in terms of methodology,. objectives, a.nd
evaluation. Special emphaSIS is placed on problems of communicating sCientIfic
ideas, effective modes of instruction and evaluation, and curricular materia'is for
secondary school science teaching, Spring semester. alternate years.
501 History of Science (3 credits)., This is a survey of man's efforts to understand
the natural world. "Ancient Science" is presented as an introduction to the evolu-
tion of science since the 16th centu'ry. "Modern Science" is presented with empha~
sis on the development of modern 'jscientific thought. Historical illustrations of the'
nature of scientific research in the evolution of science are presented This course
may be taken for either HY or GS Credit, but not for both
Chairman and Professor: Dr, Warren L. Vinz; Professors' Barrett. Caylor. Lovin,
Ourada; Associate Professors: Fletcher, Sims, Sylvester, Terry, Tozer; Assis'tant
Professors: Bonachea, Odahl. Zirinsky,
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tory credits be upper division. and that courses be selected to
complement their major.
IV. History Minor Option
1. Lower Division Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
U.S. History.(HY 151. 152.or251.252)
Western Civilization (HY10l. 102. 103. or
201.202.203)
2. Upper Division Courses................ 12
To be chosen from two of the three major areas (U .5 ..
Europe. Third World) offered by the department.
In addition to the above the' State Department of Education
may require additional courses' for certification in the minor
field.
C. Additionallnformation
1. Some students may be required to remove deficien-
cies before admission to candidacy. Students with
strong undergraduate history may apply to challenge.
waive. or replace parts of the emphasis requirements.
2. Students electing a double emphasis will draw up
their program in consultation with their committee.
3. A maximum of six hours in 400G History courses
may be substituted for seminar work in the History
offerings.
COURSES
. .. 6 hours
. .. 18 hours
,12 hours
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Upper Division
303 The Age of AbsOlutism and Reeson 13 credits). A study of European thought in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: The Age of Absolutism. ideas of
the philosophes. and the crisis of the old regime leading to revolution. Prerequisite;
HY 102. Suggested additional preparation. HY 101. Either semester. alternate years.
HY HISTORY
Lower .Division
101. 102. 103 History of Western Civilizetion 13 creditsl. First semestero The
development of European civilization from classical antecedents to the twelfth
century. A.D.; Second semester: The development of the early modern European
works from the twelfth century to 1815; Third semestero The development and
expansion of western civilization worldwide since 181 5. Each semester.
161. 162 United Stetes History (3 creditsl. First semester: The history of American
civilization from Pre-Columbian days to 1877 with emphasis given to the
development of the union and expansion. Second semestero A survey of the
significant factors influencing American deveiopment from the Civil War to the
present. including the growth of American business. and the emergence of the nation
to a world power . .Each semester.
201 Problems in Western Civilization (3 credits). Selected problems. in Western
Civilization from the Ancient Near East. Greco-Roman. and early Middle Ages with
emphasis on the influence of Hebrew mo"notheism. Athenian democracy. the Roman
constitution. and Medieval society and Western thought. Not open to students who
have credit in HY 101. Prerequisite: Course in high school or consent of instructor.
Either semester.
202 Problems in Western Civilizetion (3 credits). Selected problems in Western
Civilization from the High Middle Ages to 1815 with emphasis on the problems of
'nation making and religious and political revolutions in Western society. Not open to
students who have credit in HY 102. Prerequisite: Course in high school or consent of
instructor. Either semester.
203 Problems in Western Civilizetion 13 credits). Selected problems in Western
Civilization from 1815 to the present with emphasis on the problems of nationalism.
imperialism. socialism. communism. the world wars. and the post war world. Not
open to students who have credit in HY 103. Prerequisite: Course in high school or
consent of instructor. Either semester.
206 Lewis end Clerk (2 creditsl. A survey of the "Corps of Discovery" from Wood
River. Illinois. to the ocean and return. with study of the medical. scientific,
anthropological and other aspects of the expedition. Alternate years. spring semester.
210 Introduction to the Study of History 13 credits). An introduction to the stuny of
history for liberal arts students. exploring the nature of the discipline. and dealing with
practical problems of historical research and writing. including the applications of
.various methodological approaches to the analysis of- data. Required of all history
majors. liberal arts option. prior to taking any upper division history courses. Either
semester.
211 The Study end Methods of Teaching History 13 credits). An introduction to the
study of history for those who plan to teach. The course explores the nature of the
discipline. includes practical work in historical methods. and deals with particular
problems of uniting teaching methodology with substantive historical knowledge.
Required of all history majors.secondary education options. prior to taking upper
division history courses. Either semester .
261 Problems in.U.S. History (3 credits). Selected problems In U.S. History from
the colonial era through independence. nationalism. Jacksonianism. Civil War. and
Reconstruction. Not open to students who have credit in HY 151 Prerequisite:
Cou'rse in U.S. History in high school or consent of instructor. F~II semester.
262 Problems in U.S. History (3 credits). Selected problems in U.S. History from
the rise of industry and labor through populism. imperialism. progressivism. world
war. depr.ession. and world leadership. Not open to students who have credit in HY
152. Prerequisite: Course in high school or consent of the instructor. Spring
semester.
261 History of Minorities in the United States (3 credits). This course focuses on
the problems encountered by ethnic minorities in their quest for equal opportunity
and equal rights in American society. Public opinion and the national response within
the framework of American History will be emphasized. Current legislation. judiciary
proceedings. and power movements also will be studied. Either semester.
298 American Heritege (2 credits). An introductory course to an Eastern seaboard
trip: provides a survey of the early and contemporary contributions to our American
heritage. Historical and governmental sites to be visited include Washington. D.C .•
and New York City. The credit allowance in this course is subject to the student's
participating in the tour and doing the required work. The course is open on an audit
basis for other interested students. Spring semester or Summer.
. 6 hours
.12 hours
9 hours
6 hours
A. 33 hour with thesis
1. Secondary Education Core .
2. History Emphasis .
3. Free Electives .
4. Thesis (defended orally) .......•.........
5. Written exam on work taken in the History
Department toward the degree
B. 33 hour with project
1. Secondary Education Core . . . . .. 6 hours
2. History Emphasis. . . . . 15 hours
3. Free Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 hours
4. Project............. . 3 hours
5. Written or oral examination covering aspects
of his project and course work taken in the
History Department toward the degree
C. 36 hour
1. Secondary Education Core
2. History Emphasis '. . . . . .
3. Free Electives .
4. Written examination covering course work
taken in the History Department toward the
degree
I. Admissions
See Part VIII Graduate School Information. page 131 in
catalogue.
II. Program Requirements
The Master of Secondary Ed\Jcation with a History emphaSis
will consist of a minimum of thirty-three hours planned by
the student and his advisory committee from the following
alternatives.
MASTER OF ARTS, SECONDARY EDUCATION,
HISTORY EMPHASIS
• Language equivalency required by the History Department will be .•determined by
the Department of Foreign Languages.
•• Majors must have course work distributed between U.S" European and Third
World history with at least 12 hours in one area and at least 6 hours in each cif the
other two.
III. Course Offerings
A. Required courses
1. HY 500 Historians and Historical
Interpretation. . . . . . . . . . .3 hours
2. HY 502 Teaching History in the
Secondary Schools. . . . . . .. .3 hours
3. HY 510-11 History Of Western Thought
HY 520 Sources' of American Values. .3 hours
4. HY 580. 581. Seminar. . . . . .3 hours
582 .
5. TE 560 Seconda,ry Education Core .... 6 hours
B. Elective courses
Additional courses from;History or allied fields as plan-
ned by the student and his graduate committee to meet
program requirements.
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307 Modern Germany (3 credits). The struggle for Germany unity in modern times.
and the relation of this issue to:'the origins of the two World Wars, The problem will
be traced through the "openirig to the east" inspired by Willy Brandt. HY 103
recommended. Either semester, alternate years.
308 France Since the Revolution (3 credits). The failure of Frenchmen in the 19th
and 20th centuries to achieve political and social equilibrium. The problem will be
traced through the establishment of the fifth Republic by CharlesdeGaulie. HY 103
recommended. Either semester, alternate years.
309 The Renaissance 13 creditsl. A study of European society. economic
development. artistic expression and humanism, and political concepts. with
attention to both the Renaissancein Italy and in the North. Prerequisite: HY 102 or
consent of instructor. Spring semester, alternate years.
310 The Reformation (3 credits). Surve~of Church-State relationships to include
the 8abylonian Captivity. the Great Schism. the impact of the national state. and the
theological and political philosophies of reformers from Wycliffe to the Council of
Trent. Consideration will be giv~n to the world wide impact' of P.rotestantism, the
Catholic Reformation, and dissident minority sects. Prerequisite: HY*102 or consent
of 'instructor. Spring semester, al~ernate years,
311.312 History of England 13credits). First semester: Surveyof the major cultural.
political. economic and religious developments in England from the beginning to
1688. Second semester: Great Britain from the seventeenth century to the present.
Either semester, alternate years.
313,314 History of Russia 13 credits). First semester: Survey of the origins and
development of the Kievan and Muscovite states to the eighteenth century. Seccnu
semester: A study of the major icultural and economic institutions as well as the
growth of political power by the state from the eighteenth century to the present. HY-
102. HY-l 03. HY-313 recommended. Either semester.alternate years.
315,316 History of the Far EaSt 13 creditsl. A survey of the major powers of the
Orient - their internal political and cultural development. Either semester, alternate
years.
319 Ancient Greece 13 credits). A study of the political. social. and cultural
development from the Cretan civilization through the Hellenistic period, with stress
on those tendencies and achievements which have influenced later developments in
Western Civilization. Prerequisite: HY *10 1 or consent of instructor. FaU semester,
alternate years.
320 Ancient Rome 13credits). A survey of Rome from its earliest beginnings under
Etruscan tutelage through its late imperial phase in the 5th century of the Christian
era. Emphasis on political and military developments, social and religious changes,
outstanding personalities, and literary and artistic achievements. Pr.erequisite: Hy
101. Spring semester, alternate yel~rs.
321 Medievel History 13creditsl. The political. economic and cultural development
of Medieval Europefrom the fifth to the fourteenth century. Prerequisite: HY-l02 or
consent of instructor. Suggested additional preparation. HY-101. Either semester.
alternate years.
322 The Medievel Church (3 creditsl. A survey of the Christian Church from its
apostolic foundations in the 1st cehtury to the fully developedpapal monarchy 01 the
late 13th century. Special subjects for close examination: the internal organization'al
development and external expansion of the Church; the establishment of theological
dogma and ethical norms; the relations of individual Christians to the world. and the
\ organizational Church to the secul"r state; and theelfective establishment of papal
primacy over Western Christendom. Prerequisite: HY*101 or consent of instructor:
Recommended:HY-321. Spring se.mester.alternate years.
331 The Islamic Middle East 13'credits). A history of the people. institutions and
culture of the Near and Middle East from -Muhammed to the decline of the Ottoman
and Safavid empires in the eighteenth century, Prerequisite: Upper Division stand-
ing. Fall semester, alternate years.
332 The Modern Middle East: Cultures in Conflict 13creditsl. A history of the Near
and Middle East during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the decline of the
Ottoman Empire. the breakdown of cosmopolitan Islam and the rise of Turkish.
Iranian, Arab and Israeli nationalism. HY 103 recommended, Spring semester.
alternate years.
333 History of Sports and the American Idaal (3 creditsl. The course traces the
historic development of sport in America and its socioeconomic impact on American
society. It explores sporting interests from aboriginal America to the present with
emphasison those sports that have become national pasltimes. The areaof sport is
placed within the context of American thought and the social milieu of the nation.
Either semester
334g United States Social and Cultural History (3 c~edits). Selected social and
cultural themes from colonial time's to the prese~t. Attention will be given to the
nature and meaning of the United States national experience by examining customs,
traditions and intellectual developments in their historical context, HY 151, 152
recommended. Either semester, alternate years.
335 Diplomatic History of the United States (3 creditsl. Developmentof diplomacy
from the foundation of the Republic to the present with emphasis on the emergence
and continuance of the United States as a world -power, and theim'pact of domestic
developments upon the formulation' of foreign policies. HY 151. 152 recommended.
Either semester, alternate years. .
336 United States Constitutional History (3 creditsl. A study of origins. writing and
development of the American Constitution. from colonial charters, through the
Constitutional Convention, John Ma'rshall, Civil War, Age of Industrial Development.
Progressivism, World Wars, Cold W~r, and the Warren Court. Considerable emphasis
is placed on the role of the Supreme Court. Prerequisite: HY 151, 152 or consent of
instructor. Fall semester, alternate years.
338 History of Ireland 13 creditsl The development of the concept of an Irish
nationality, the effects of the long colonial relationship betweeenlreland and Great
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Britain, the struggle for Irish independence, the contemporary Ulster issue. Either
semester, offered alternate years,
351 Colonial America 13.credits). Colonial rivalry in North America: an investigation
of the polItIcal organizations, social institutions, economic development. and the
war for American independence. Prerequisite' HY-151 or consent of instructor.
Fallsemester.
353 The National Era. 1815-184813 credits). The development of American na-
tionalsim; the Era of Good Feelings; the emergence of Jacksonian Democracy;
Manifest Destiny; the :beginnings of sectional rivalry; and the Mexican War. Pre-
requisite: HY 151 or consent of instructor. Spring semester.
354 Civil War and Reconstruction (3 creditsl. A study of the origins,of the conflict
between the states, the encounter and the problems of reunification. Prerequisite:
HY -151 or consent of instructor. Either semester, alternate years.
355 Western America (3 credits). The frontier as a region in transit from the Atlantic
seaboard to the Pacific. Emphasis will be on the migration of people in the Trans
Mississippi West. HY.151 recommended. Either semester, alternate years.
356 The Indian in American History (3 credits), Examination of the Indian's role in
America's development and the impact of white society on Indian culture. The course
investigates early Indian-white contacts, the development of European rivalries in
North American and the Indian's part in these rivalries, and the origins of United
States Indian policy, The reservation system, land policy, termination, and the current
Indian dilemma are studied. Opportunity is provided for the pursuit of in-depth
individual study. Prerequisite: Upper Division standing or completion of HY-151-52.
Either semester, alternate years.
357 Idaho and the Pacific Northwest (3 credits). Political. economic and social
development of the Pacific Northwest with emphasis upon the people, customs, and
institutions of Idaho. HY -151 recommended. Either: semester.
358 Emergence of Modern America, 1877-1917 (3 credits). The industrial growth
of the United States; emergence as a world power; Roosevelt. Wilson, and the
Progressive Era. Prerequisite: HY -152 or consent of instructor.
359 Recent United States, 1917 to Present (3 credits). Versailles and post-war
disillusionment; boom and bust of the 20's: the Great Depression and FDR's New
Deal; reappearance on the world scene; World War II and its aftermath. HY-152
recommended Spring semester, altEmiate years.
367 Colonial Spanish America (3 credits). The development of distinctive Spanish
American societies through the merging of medieval Spanish with Amerind and
African cultures in South and Middle America. all within the framework of European
political rivalries. The course concludes with the independence wars of the early
nineteenth century. PrerequiSite HY -102. Fall semester, alternate years,
368 Spanish American Nations 13 creditsl. The struggle towards democracy.
economic progress, and political stability of Spanish American nations since their
achievement of independence. Emphasis is on the Andean, Middle American and
Caribbean areas, including their relations with the United States. Prerequisite HY.
367. Spring semester.alternate years
417 United States Economic History (3 credits). Major factors in the economic
growth and development of the United States from colonial times to the present.
Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of economic factors and other aspects
of American society. Prerequisite: Principles of Economics, EC 201 and EC 202, or
permission of instructor. May be taken for History or Economics credit, but not for
both. Either semester.
420 The Liberal Revolutions, 1776-1832 (3 creditsl. The restructuring of western
European societies towards political democracy and freedom of economic
opportunity, particularly as accelerated by the French Revolution and Napoleon.
Prerequisite: HY 102. Recommended additional preparation. HY 303. Either sem-
ester. alternate years.
422 History of Socialism 13credits). The course will examine the history of egali-
tarian revolutionary ideas and movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centur-
ies. Emphasis will be given to the development of the ideas of Karl Marx, his pred-
ecessors and successors. Either semester, alternate vears.
423g European Diplomatic History 1871 - Present 13creditsl. A consideration of
the major questions affecting the international relations of the major European
countries from 1870 to the present: the search for security after the creation of the
nation of Germany; the potential collapse of the Ottoman Turkish Empire: European
imperialism in Africa and Asia; the origin of the Alliance system; the coming of World
War One; the search for security in the 1920's; the coming of World War Two; and
the origins of the Cold War; as European diplomacy merges into world diplomacy.
Fallor Spring. alternate years.
425 Twentieth Century Revolutions 13 creditsl. Reading and discussion of
materials related to the origin and development of selected socia-cultural. intellectual.
political and economic movements in the twentieth century, particularly as they relate
to alternatIve ana counter-cuiture proposals and liberation issues. Either semes-
ter, alternate years.
432 Tudor-Stuart England 13creditsl. A consideration of Englandduring the reigns
of the Tudor and Stuart monarchsof England. Among the developments in England
to be treated: monarchy and the development of parliamentary government; the rise
of the middle class in England; exploration and colonization and the beginnings of the
British Empire; religious changes and social conflicts in England; cultural
developments in England. Spring semester, alternate years.
466 History of Mexico (3 creditsl. This courseexaminescultural. social. political and
economic factors affecting the historical development of the Republic of Mexico. The
course is divided into three major components: (a) Historical development of Mexico
from the pre-colonial period to the Wars of Independence: Ib) From nationhood to the
Mexican Revolution of 1910. The contributions and shortcomings of the Mexican
Revolution of 1910 in the development of indigeneous institutions will be the focus of
this section; (cl From the Mexican Revolution to the present; and will also analyze the
contributions of Mexican Revolutionary' Movements in the 19th and 20th centuries
Spring semester, alternate years. .
480 Seminar in U.S. History 13creditsl. Selected period. topic. or problem 'n U.S:
History. Consult current class schedule for specific selection of study to be offered.
Seminar may be repeated. Either semester.
481 Saminar in European History (3' credits). Selected period. topic. problem or
area in European History. Consult current class schedule for specific selection of
study to be offered. Seminar may be repeated. Either semester.
482 Seminar in Third World History (3 credits). Selected period. topic. problem. or
area in Third World History. Consult c~rrent class schedule for specific selection of
study to be offered. Seminar may be repeated. Either semester.
498 History Seminer (3 creditS).
Graduata
500 Historians and Historical InterPratation 13 credits). An examination of the
major historians and schools of historical interpretation from Classical Greece to the
twentieth century. Discussions will concern the historical writers and the.ir works as
well as problems of historical knowledge and the interpretation of history. Taught by
several members of the history staff. this course offers variety and interpretation from
specialists in many differentfields of history. Prerequisite: Admission to the graduate
program or consent of the department chairman.
502 l'e8ching History in Secondary Schools (3 credits). An inquiry into the
philosophy of history. a consideration of the relationship of the disciplimi to other
social studies and other fields of knowledge. and '8 survey of various techniques
available to teachers of ~istory at the secondary school level. Prerequisite: Admission
to the graduate. program or permission of the department chairman.
510 History of Western Thought (3 credits). History of Western Thought beginning
with the Ancient Near East to the Renaissance and Reformation. A study of
intellectual and cultural trends reflected in Western religious and philosophical
literature. Prerequisite: Admission tohhe graduate program or 'consent of the
department chairman. .
511 History of Western Thought 13 creditsl. History of Western Thought from 1500
to the present. A study of intellectual and cultural trends reflected in Western
religious and philosophical literature.: Prerequisite: Admission to the graduate
program or consent of the department chairman.
520 Sources of American Velues (3 predits). A study of the origins of American
thought and culture. The Puritan mind. enlightenment ideas. the intellectual climate
of the new nation. and an exploration of:American values on the eve of the Civil War.
Lai~sez.faire capitalism and, the reaction to indu~trialism follow. Students then
examine the evolutionary (or revolutionaj'y) nature of a tw~ntieth century topic of their
choice; that is. the sourc.e of a contemporary political. economic. or social attitude or
position. Prerequisite: Admission to the graduate program or consent of the
department chairman. I
580 Graduete Seminar in U. S. History (3 creditsl. A study of the principal themes
or problemS Within well-defined periods:or particular fields of U. S: history. Emphasis
will be placed on reading. discussion. writing and research. Reports and discussion on
various aspects of the controlling subject will be performed by the students with the
assistance of the instructor. Prerequisite: Admission to the graduate program or
conSent of the department chairman.
581 Graduate Seminar in European'History 13 credits). A study of the principal
themes or problems within well-defined periods or particular fields of European
history. Primary emphasis will be placec:t on reading, discussion. writing and research.
Reports and discussion on various aspeets of the controlling subject wiUbe performed
by the students with the assistance of the instructor. PrerequIsite: AdmiSSion to the
graduate program or consent of the dep,~rtment chairman.
582 Graduate Seminar in Third World History 13 credits). A study of the principal
themes or problems within well-defined periods or particular fields of Third World
history'. The Third World scope includes Latin America. Far East. Middle East and
Africa. Primary emphasis will be placed on reading. discussion. writing and research.
Reports and discussion on various aspects of the controlling subject will be performed
by the students with the assistance of the instructor. PrerequIsite: AdmiSSion to the
graduate program or consent of the department chairman.
691 Project (3 creditsl.
693 Research and Thesis (6 credits).
598 HiStory Seminar (3 creditsl.
DEPARITT"MENT OF
HOME ECONOMICS
Cheirmen and Associete Professor: Dr. Leda S. Scrimsher; Associate Professor:
Swain; Assistant Professor: Long; Instr,!ctor: Johnson.
The objective of the department of home economics is to
provide education of high quality for each of the student cate-
gories listed below.
A. Students who expect to obtain a baccalaureat degree
with a major in home.:economics (we are in the process
of dei/eloping a four-year degree program).
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Home Economics
B. Students from other disciplines who choose to minor in
home e.conomics. Twenty-six hours of credit in home
economics may be earned and applied to one's miror.
C. Students from other disciplines who will benefit from
courses in home economics. such as students in Fashion
Merchandising. Nursing and Interior Decorating.
D. Students who appreciate the wide offering of subject
matter in home economics and can enjoy the opportuni-
ties for creative activity provided in selecting electives
from this field.
E. Students who are interested in preparation for home-
making asa career.
F. Students who. are not primarily interested in credit but
in the development of skills. such as those enrolled in
our night program.
The curriculum outlined is designed for those students who
are interested in a professional career in home economics. Stu-
dents will learn skills and values which will enable individuals
and families to be more economical with resources available to
them in our country today. Students whose interest is the devel-
opment of understanding and skills which will contribute to the
well-being of the individual.familyand community are not requir-
ed to register for laboratory science.
HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR:
Laboratory Science .
English Composition .
Introduction to Home Economics.
Clothing .
Art .
Textiles .
Physical Education .Activities .
Clothing & the Individual .
• Electives . . . . . . . . .
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
House Planning .
Food & the Individual .
Home Furnishings .
Nutrition .
Social Science (History. Political Science) ..
Microbiology. . . . .
Human Physiology and Anatomy.
Psychology . . . . . . . . . ....
Introduction to Sociology ..
• • Electives. . .
COURSES
HE HOME ECONOMICS
Lower Division
101 Introduction to Home Economics (I creditl. Designed to acquaint the
freshman student with the field of home economics. Emphasis on' opportunities in the
professional fields. organization of program, choice of vocation. person~1
qualifications for Hving and workinQ with 08001e. One hour discussion each week. Fall
semester.
103 Clothing (3 creditsl. Designed for students interested in clothing construction
involving basic. intermediate and advanced projects selected according to the
students creativity. ability. and interest. There will be emphasis on current speed
techniques and solution of individual fitting problems. One hour lecture and two 3~
hour laboratory periodS each week. Each semester.
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107 Clothing and The Individual (2 credits). A study of the sociological and.
psychological foundations of clothing selection emphasizing principles of design as
related to the individual's figure proportions, personality and need. Study of selection,
purchase and. care of ready-to~wear apparel. fabrics and accessories .. Two hours
lecture per week. Each semester.
109 Textiles (3 credits). Study of, material and synthetic textile fibers, yarns and
fabrics; selection of appropriate fabrics for various uses, considering wearing Qualities
and care required. Study will alsoj be made of the relationship of raw materials,
construction, and finish to quality B'nd cost. Major textile laws and regulations will
also be considered. Two hours lecture and one 2-hour laboratory each week. Spring
semester.
111 Fashion Analysis end Design' (2 credits). A course designed for the study of
costume throughout history and its effect on today's fashions, a comprehensive
study of design and its functional role; analysis of the figura and how to solve re-
lated problems through design, fabric selection and color, Contributions of fashion
designers and opportunities in designing and related fields will also be studied, Two
hours lecture each week, Fall semester.
203 House Planning (3 credits). Basic considerations in house planning for econ-
omy. comfort. convenience. and beauty. Evaluation of plan in relation .to family
needs. interior and exterior design, rDsterials. financing and methods of construction.
Housing in relation to the family and community. Three hours lecture each week.
Spring semester.
207 Nutrition 13 credits). Study" of fundamentsls of nutrition as a factor in
maintaining good health. Present da¥ problems in nutrition are also discussed. Three
lectures each week. Open to all students. Fall semester
208 Food and the Individual 14 credits). A lecture, lab class in which assessment is
made of the interrelationships of the nutritive value of foods. principles of food pre-
paration and the human body. Labofatory experience includes approved techniques
of food preparation to retain nutrients and enhance aesthetic qualities. Sanitary
standards and procedures for handling food products will be stressed. Effective use
of material, time, energy and money will also be studied. Prerequisite: HE 207 or
may be taken concurrently. Two hours lecture and two 3,hour laboratory periods
each week. Fall semester.
Upper Division
303 Tailoring 13 credits). Basic principles used in garment construction applied
through actual construction of a suit. coat or pants suit. At least one garment done
using wool; other garment could be a choice between knit or woven fabric, Common
filting problems are studied and solutions derived. A personal master panern is
developed to fit students personal need. Current tailoring techniques are stressed.
Prerequisite: HE 103, HE 107, HE 109. Two 3-hour laboratory periods each week,
Spring semester.
305 Home Furnishings and Interior Design (3 credits). The primary emphasis of the
course is planning home interiors. Study consists of: analysis of life stvles, basic
needs, space divi')ion. color and design. furniture selection, floor coverings, major
structural"' elements and enrichment. The extended environment and historical
heritage are also studied. Prerequisite: AR 105. Three hours lecture each week. Fall
semester. .
DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATICS
Chairman and Associate Professor: Dr William P. Mach; Associate Chairman and
Associate Professor: Dr. Daniel G. Lamet; Professors.' Maloof, Takeda; Associate
Professors: Anderson, Ferguson,_ Furuyama. Hughes, Juela, Kerr, Sulanke, Ward,
Winans, Young; Assistant ProfeSsors: Ball, Hausrath, Kenny, Smartt. J. Smith
Sugiyama.
The Department of Mathematics provides two bachelor's
degree programs. The curriculum leading to the bachelor's de-
gree in mathematics is designed for those students whose
career interests involve the use of mathematics or who plan to
attend graduate school. The ,curriculum in secondary education
is designed to prepare the ,student to teach mathematics in
secondary schools and to m'eet Idaho teacher certification re-
quirements, The master's program is to provide advanced educa-
tion for junior and senior high school mathematics teachers,
REQUIRI:MENTS FOR
MATHEMATICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Programs
I. Mathematics Degree:;
1. College requirements for B.A. or B.S. degree, including
electives.
2. Mathematics requirements
Lower Division
Calculus through M206 or M212
M 124 (Digital Computer Programming)
M225 (Applied Fortran Programming) or M226 (As-
sembler Language)
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Upper division mathematics: 27 or more credits
One or more of:
M301 Linear Algebra (4)
M302 Intro, to Abstract Algebra (3)
M306 Number Theory (3)
One or more of:
M314 Foundations of Analysis (3)
M406 Complex Variables (3)
One or more of:
M361 Fundamentals of Statistics (4)
M362 Probability Theory (4)
M431-432 Probability and Statistics (6)
Three or more semester courses, including a sequence,
at the 400 level (9-12)
M406 or M431-432 which may be used in specific area
requirements are also allowed in satisfying the overall
requirement of 27 upper division hours in mathematics.
The particular mathematics courses used to satisfy the de-
gree requirement may be chosen from specific courses in such
areas of mathematics as: computer programming, applied math-
ematics, statistics, and theoretical mathematics, A degree pro-
gram emphasizing one or more of these areas can be developed
by the student with the assistance of his academic advisor,
Students interested in engineering can form a program lead-
ing to a Bachelor's degree in mathematics, This program could
include many of the upper division physics or engineering courses
offered at B,S,U, and satisfy most of the mathematics require-
ments with application-oriented mathematics courses,
A mathematics degree program can also be developed by
those students interested in a computer-related career, This
program would include many business courses, the courses
needed for the mathematics major, and M 124, M226 and M451 ,
The equivalent of a Bachelor's degree in statistics can be
obtained by the student who is interested in statistics or in
mathematical applications to business, biology, or physical
science, This can be dOne through the proper selection of elec-
tives including M431 and M432,
For students preparing for graduate work in a mathematical
field, both M 401-402 and M 441-442 are recommended, Addi-
tional courses should be selected with his advisor. A reading
knowledge of at least one of French, Russian or German is highly
desirable.
II, Secondary Education Degree
1, College requirements for B.A, or B,S. degree, including
electives,
2, Mathematics requirements
Calculus through M206 or M212
M 124 (Digital Computer Programming)
Upper division mathematics
M301 Linear Algebra (4)
M302 Intro, to Abstract Algebra (3)
M311 Foundations of Geometry (3)
M314 Foundations of Analysis (3) or M406
Complex Variables (3)
M361 Fundamentals of Statistics (4) or M362
Probability Theory (4) or M431-432
Probability and Statistics (6)
M490 Mathematics in Secondary Schools (3)
3, Electives (Recommended: M225, M226, M306, M312)
4, Education Requirements (See Part V) 20 credits
(M490 counts as an education elective)
5. A 45 semester hour major or a 30 semester hour major
with a 20 semester hour minor,
In order for students to complete the requirements for the
Secondary Education degree, certain course scheduling and or-
dering are necessary, The following suggested program reflects
these factors,
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• The graduate level courses to support this program will be regularly offered in
the fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
105-106 Mathematics lor Business Decisions (4 credits each). Matrices. systems
of linear equations. graphing. linear programming. finite probability. discrete random
variables. limits. derivatives. curve sketching. partial derivatives. optimization
problems. and integrals. Prerequisite: sufficient knowledge of high school algebra to
perform satisfactorily on a placement test which will be given on the first meeting of
M 105 each semester.
111 Algebre end Trigonometry (5 creditsl. Selected topics in college algebra •
trigonometry. The course will prepare the student for calculus. Prerequisite: the
passing of a placement test in algebra or a grade of "satisfactory" in M-020. Each
semester.
M MATHEMATICS
COURSES
Lower Division
012 Arithmetic Review (0 credits). Fundamental operations with real numbers.
linear equations and stated problems. Review of elementary geometry and weights
and measureS including the metric. system. For students with little or no algebra or
geometry who want to review school mathematics. Each semester.
020 Algebre Review (0 creditsl. A refresher course for students in education
engineering. science. or business. Algebra is covered from first fundamental
operations through the level required for M-l 03. 105. 1 t 1 or 115. Each semester.
100 A Cultural Approech to Mathemetics (4 credits). Designed for liberal arts
students. The course provides an opportunity to acquire an appreciation of the nature
of mathematics and its relations to other aspects of our culture. The humanistic
aspect of mathematics is emphasized to help cultivate creativity and abstract thought
processes that are rigorous but not rigid. Prerequisite: A year of high school
mathematics. or consent of instructor. Each semester.
103.104 Mathematics for Elemantery Teechers (3 credits). Fundamental concepts
of mathematics including the study of place value and basis. arithmetic operations.
the postulates for the set of real numbers. and fundamental algebraic and geomet-
ric principles. Designed for elementary teachers. Prerequisite: One year of high
school algebra and plane geometry or permission of the instructor. Placement will
also be determined by a test given on the first meeting of M-l03. Each semester.
2. The 33-hour "project option" is the same as the "course-
work option" parts (a) through (d) with the addition of
M 591 '
3. The 33-hour "thesis option" is the same as the "course-
work option" parts (a) through (d) with the addition of
M 593.
B. Mathematics Requirements
1. Required Courses
M 501.502 Real Analysis I. II or M 541.
542 Modern Algebra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 credits
M 598 Seminar in Mathematics. . 3 credits
2. Elective Courses
Additional courses as planned by the student and his
graduate committee to meet program requirements.
C. Additionallnformation
1. Credit in Workshop (594 or 599) is limited to a total of
3 credits to be applied to partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the emphasis in Mathematics.
2. Some students may be required to remove deficiencies
before admission to candidacy. Students with strong
undergraduate mathematics may apply to challenge.
waive. or replace parts of the emphasis requirements.
2
13
15
2
3
3
4
7
16
~4
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
3
4-5
9-8
16
2ND
SEM.
9
16
2ND
SEM.
2 credits
5 credits
4-5 credits
3
12
18
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
6
20 credits to include:
M 124 .
M 112 or 211 .
M 205 or 212 .
One of M 302 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 credits
M 306 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 credits
M 311 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 credits 3 or 4 credits
M 361 4 credits
M 362 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 credits
Students who plan to teach in high school are recommended to
take M 206 and a second of the 300 level courses listed above.
All students are advised to contact a member of the mathe-
matics faculty for assistance in planning a program.
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition. . .
Calculus M 112. 205 or M 211. 212 .
Degree Electives . . . . . . . . .
Secondary Education Degree
(Suggested Program)
15
Teaching Minor in Mathematics
(Suggested Program)
SENIOR YEAR:
Secondary School Methods .
Foundations of Geometry M 311 .
Mathematics in Secondary Schools M 490 .
Secondary Student Teaching .
Education Elective . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives .
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Foundations of Analysis M 314 . . . . . . . . .. 3
Intro. to Abstract Algebra M302 .
Fundamentals of Statistics M361 or
Probability Theory M 362 .
Educational or Adolescent Psychology .
Elective .
1ST
SEM.
3
5
8
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Calculus M 206 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0-4
Programming M 124 .
General Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Foundations of Education .
Linear Algebra M.301 .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9-1 3
16
MASTER'S IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
WITH MATHEMATICS EMPHASIS.
A. The Master of Secondary Education with a Mathematics em-
phasis may be attained through any of the following 3 op-
tions.
1. The 30-hour "course-work option"
la) Secondary Education Core .. 6 credits
(b) Mathematics Emphasis 12 credits
(c) Free electives .. ~ , 9 credits
(d) An additional 3 credit course in
mathematics and a comprehensive written
examination over all mathematics course
work'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 credits
(e) An oral examination over all mathematics
course work included in the Master's
Program.
112 Celculus end Anelytic Geometry (5 credits). A~alytic geometry of the straight
line. functions. limits. continuity. differentiation of algebraic functions with applica-
tions. definite and indefinite .integrals with applications. Prerequisite: Skill in alge-
bra and basic knowledge of trigonometry. Each semester.
115.116 Methamatlcs for the Llfa Sclenca. (5 credits each). Designed prlmerlly fDr
students in the life sciences. Aeview of equations. functions end thel, lI'epha.
logarithmic and exponential functions. trigonometry. discrete probeblll1y theory.
differential and integral calculus of one variable. continuous probability theory end
statistics. Prerequisite: two years of high school math or equivalent and setislectory
placement score. Placement to be determined by s test given on the first meeting 01
M 115. Each semester.
124 (EN-l04) Digital Computer Programming (~credits). Course for engineering.
science or mathematics majors to introduce programming princtples and logic.
Consideration given to input-out-put. flow charting. handling arrays. f.unetion and
subroutine subprograms. applied to problem solving. Prerequisite: M-l110r M-l 06
or having taken or taking mathematics beyond this level. Credit cannot be obtained
for both M-124 and EN-l04. Each semester.
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205 Calculus and Analytic 'Geometry 14 credits). Transcendental functions.
methods of" integration. detemi.nants, matrices and jinear equations. analyticgeo-
metry of conics. polar and parametric, equations. Prerequisite; M~112 or the pass.
ing of a placement test over the material of M-112, Each semester.
206 Calculus and Analytic Gec,metry (4 credits) Solid analytic geometry. vectors.
series. partial derivatives. multiple integrals. introduction to differential equations.
Prerequisite: M-205. Each semester.
211-212 Accelerated Calculus (5 credits each). Analytic geometry. functions.
limits. differentiation and integration with applications; transcendental functions.
methods of integration. Vectors. solid analytic geometry. vector functions. partial
derivatives. multiple integration. series, introduction to differential equations.
This course is essentially an accelerated version of the three semester sequence M-
112. M-205. M-206, Prerequisite: Any of M-l 06. M-ll'. M-116 with grade of A. or
strong high school background. Yr courSe M-211 Fall M-212 Spring,
225 (EN-2251 Applied Fortra~ Programming (2 credits). A general course to
illustrate advanced techniques in :Fortran programming with applications drawn from
engineering. physics. chemistry. geology and mathematics, Prerequisite: M"124 (EN-
104) and M-205, Credit cannot be obtained for both M-225 and EN-225. Fall
semester.
226 Assembler Lenguage I 14 credits), Assembler language programming for the
IBM 370. Data representation. the machine instruction. looping. address
modification. handsome output. program sectioning and linking. macros.
Prerequisite: M 1241EN 104) or consent of instructor. Spring Semester,
301 Linear Algebra (4 credits),;' Matrix algebra. determinants. vector spaces and
linear transformations. Prerequisite: M 206 or 212. Each semester.
302 Introduction to Abstract ~Igebre (3 credits). Sets. groups. integral domaina.
rings. fialds. Prerequisite: M 205 or 212. Spring semester.
308 Number Theory (3 credits). Primes. congruences .. Diophantine equations. resi-
dues. guadrallc forms. continued fractions. Prerequisite: M-205 or 212. Spring
semester.
311 Foundations of Geometry (3 credits!. Euclidean. non-Euclidean. and proiective
geometries from an axiomatic point of view. Prerequisite: M-205 or 212. Fall
semester.
312 Combinatorial Geometry (3 credits). Study of geometry of curves and surfaces
in Euclidean spaces. maps. networks. topological equivalence of figures. topological
spaces. and metric spaces. Prerequisite: M 205 or 212. Spring semester odd-
numbered years.
314 Foundations of Anelysls 13 cradits), Logic. Axiomatlcs. Sequences.
Foundations of Calculus. Structure. of the Real Numbers. Prerequisite: M-206 or 212.
Each semester.
321 Advanced Engineering Methemetlcs 14 credits), Ordinsry diffarential
equations with emphasis on applications. LaPlace trsnsform methods snd elactrical
and mechanical circuit differential equations. Brief introduction to Fourier Series.
Vector calculus with line and surface integrals, Prerequisite: M-206 or 212, Spring
semester.
331 Differential Equations 14 c'redits). Theory of ordinary differential equations
with applications to physical sci~nces and engineering. Prerequisite: M-206 or
212. Fall semester,
340 Numerical Analysis (4 credits!. The application of numerical methods. to
interpretation and analysis of data: general iterative methods: approximation of
functions. error analysis: solution of equations, with the implementation of computer
programming. Fortran programming will be utilized, Prerequisite: M-124 IEN-l04).
M-2060r 212, Spring semester.
361 Fundamentals of Statistics (4 credits), Probability and random variable on finite
sets. Distributions. Central limit theorem. Descriptive Statistics. Regression and
Correlation. Tests of hypotheses. I Design of experiments and sampling surveys.
Prerequisite: One of M 106. M116. M205 or M212, Spring semester.
362 Probability Theory 14 credits). The algebra of sets. set functions. probability
functions. random variables. distributions. densities. generating functions. conditional
probability, Markov's inequality. central limit theorem. strong and weak laws of large
numbers. Prerequisite: One of Ml06. M205 or M212. Fall semester.
401-402 Advanced Calculus (3 credits). The real number system. continuity.
functions of several variables. partial differentiation. multiple integrals. line and
surface integrals. theory of integrat,ion. transformations. infinite series. Prerequisite:
M-314. Seq.uence beginning each Fall.
406 Theory of Functions of a Complex Verieble (3 credits), Complex numbers.
functions of a complex variable. '. analytic functions. infinite series. integration.
conformal mapping. Prerequisite: M-206 or 212. Fall semester
411 Introciuction to Topology 13 credits), Sets. metric spaces. topological spacas.
continuous nappings. connectedness. compactness. Prerequisite M.314. Spring
semester. even numbered years.
421-422 Applied Methemetlcs (4 credits each), Partial differential aquations of
mathematical physics. Fourier se(ies and orthogonal functions. boundary value
problems. transform methods. integral equations, Prerequisite: M.321 or M-331.
Sequence beginning fall of odd numbered years,
431-432 Probability and Stetlstics (3 credits), Basic concepts of probability theory.
sample spaces. random variables. mathematical expectation. central limit theorem.
estimation and testing of hypotheses, Prerequisite: M-206 or 212. Sequence
beginning each Fall.
441-442 Abstract Algebre (3 credits each). Set theory. group theory.
homomorphism theorems. Sylow theorems. ring theory. ideal theory. field theory.
field extensions. Galois groups, Prerequisites: M-301. M-302, Sequence starts fall of
even nu nibered years. ..
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451 Systems Programming (4 credits). Introduction to machine language
programming. compiled languages. -program optimization. computer logic and design.
Prerequisite: M-126 and M-206 or 212. Fall semester.
456 Linear Programming 14 credits), Simplex algorithm. duality theory.
postoptimality problems. and transportation 'problems. Prerequisite: M-301, Spring
semester, odd.numbered years.
490 Mathematics in Secondary Schools 13 credits), Obiectives. content. and
methoas of secondary school mathematics programs. Prerequisite: Six hours of
Mathematics completed at. or above. the three hundred level. Fall Samester.
Greduete
501.502 Real Analysis I. II 13 credits each), The real number system. Set theory
and metric spaces. Sequences and series Continuity of real functions.
Differentiation, The Riemann-Stieltjes integral, Sequences and series of functions.
Prerequisite: M-314 or consent of the instructor.
503 Algebraic Systems 13 credits!. Number systems and other algebraic systems
from a modern point of view. The emphasis will be on the concept of algebraic
structures. Prerequisite: M-104.
504. Geometric Concepta 13 credits!. Informel geometry and topology, The
emphasis will be on problem solving techniques and pattern recognition.
Prerequisite: M-l 04,
505 Foundations of Mathematics 13 creditsl. The aXiomatic method and its role
in modern mathematiCS; the role of the theories of sets end groups in the
development of mathematics: modern philosophies of mathematics. Prerequisite: M.
302 or consent of instructor.
511 General TOpology 13 credits). Sets. separation aXioms. topologies, con-
nectedness. compactness. generalized covergence. continuity. product spaces.
Prerequisite: M-401 or M-501 or consent of instructor.
541-542 Abstract Algebra I. II (3 credits each), Mappings, the integers. groups.
subgroups. morphisms. rings. integral domains. polynomial rings. fields. field
extensions. Prerequisite: M301 and M302 or consent of the instructor.
547 History of Mathematics (3 credits), The Course is designed for mathematics
teache-,s in the secondary schools. The course consists of two parts: the first part
traces the development of algebra. geometry. analytic geometry and celculus to the
19th century: the second part gives a brief introduction to. and history of. some of the
developments in mathematics during the last century. Prerequisite: consent of the
instructor.
561 Mathematics for Operations Research (4 credits). An introduction to mathe-
matical techniques commonly used to solve problems which call, for a decision
based on the analysis of several variables. Linear systems, matrices. linear pro-
gramming with Simplex method. differential calculus. and integral calculus with
emphasis on applications in management decision situations. Prerequisite: consent
of instructor.
564 Methemetlcel. Modeling 13 credits), A brief introduction to dlgltel computer
programming in FORTRAN or BASIC. Difference equations. their solutions. stability.
equilibrium values. and their use in computer simulation. Applications to demography
and economics. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Summer.
"571 Mathemetics Currlculun: 7.12 (3 credits), The history of the 7.12 msthematlcs
curriculum; content, special problems. and trends in mathematics programs:
organization of the curriculum; study of reports and recommendations: curriculum
development projects. Prerequisite: one year's exper'ience in teaching junior or s.nior
hign mathematics.
.591 Project 13 to 6 credits). A "project" may include, but is not limited to. a library
research paper. educational research; o.r written curriculum with teaching materials.
Prerequisite: ,admission to candidacy.
593 Thesis 13 to 6 credits). The scholarly pursuit of original work in mathemetlcal
research or the formulation of a new interpretation or novel exposition of .)Ctant
mi!thematics. Prerequisite: admission to candidacv.
595 Reading and Conference 13 to 6 credits) A "project" may include. but is not
limited to. a library research paper. educational research, or written curriculum WIth
teaching materials. PrereqUisite: admission to candidacy.
596 Seminar in Mathematics. 13 credits). The content will vary within a format of
student. presentation and discussion of. relatively advanced mathematical topics
selected from texts or mathematical journals. This will not be a seminar in
mathematics education. Each semester.
Department of Military Science
(Army ROTC)
Chairman, Col. Alverson
The Reserve Officers' Training Corps is being established at
Boise State University in 1977 under provisions recommended to
the State Board of Education and in accordance with national
requirements. Under the regulations of the university. participation
by students in the program is voluntary.
The objective of the senior division. Army ROTC. is to attract
university students who have the qualities and attributes essential
to become qualified officers in the United States Army. In addition.
the senior division provides a major source of procurement for
junior officers in the Regular Army. The procurement is
accomplished through the recurring selection of a number of
distinguished military graduates.
Scope of Instruction
General. The complete course of instruction leading to a
commission as a second lieutenant comprises four years and one
summer camp, or two years and two summer camps. Training in
military leadership is emphasized. Instruction is given in subjects
common to all branches of the Army with stress placed on the
following: Organization of the Army and ROTC, individual
weapons and marksmanship, American military history.
management. leadership. map and aerial photograph reading,U.S.
Army and national security, military teaching priniciples. branches
of the Army, tactics. comm'unications, operations, logis'tics,
administration, military law. and the role of the United States in
world affairs.
Basic Course. The basic course consists of the first two years
of military science, normally taken during the freshman and
sophomore years. Satisfactory. completion of the basic course
fulfills one of the requirements for continuation in the four-year
program and acceptance in the',advanced course. Those students
desiring to take the advanced course, but lacking the credit for the
basic course, may satisfy the :requirements by attending a six-
week summer camp between their sophomore and junior years. by
obtaining 90 military contact' hours. or by academic course
substitution. Veterans and some Reserve Component personnel
are given military credit for the easic course.
Advanced Course. The advanced course included two
additional years of military science and a ,six-week summer camp.
The camps consists of practical application 'of instruction
previously given. Admission to the advanced course is
accomplished through concurrence of the president of the
university and the chairman of t~e Department of Military Science.
Requirements for Army Commissions
Applicants for admission to the advanced course must (1)
have satisfied the requirements of the basic cOurse, successfully
completed the six-week summer basic camp or have completed
90 contact hours; (2) ncit have teached an age which 'will prevent
appointment as a second lieutenant in the USAR upon graduation
(the 28th birthday). In exceptional cirCumstances, the age may be
waivered or a compression of military science courses may be
authorized to permit qualification for appointment before the 28th
birthday. Students seeking a commission in the Regular Army
must complete the course and graduation before reaching age 27;
(3) complete successfully such survey and general screening tests
as may be prescribed; (4) be selected by the president of BOise
State University or any other: institution to which he may be
thereafter be admitted; (5) execute an individual contract with the
government by which the student. in consideration of retainer pay
at $100 a month for ten months each year. agrees to complete the
advanced course at Boise State University or any other institution
which he may thereafter be enrolled where such a course is given;
(6) devote a minimum of five hours a week to the military training
prescribed by the Secretary of the Army; (7) attend a six-week
summer training camp between the junior and senior year, or In
exceptional cases, at the end of the senior year; (8) enlist in a
reserve component (This enlistment does not involve additional
training or duty but is to insure'compliance with the terms of the
contract signed by the student.); (9) agree to accept a commiSSion
if tendered; (10) serve on active duty as an officer for three years
or three months as determined by the Department of the Army.
Scholarships
Financial assistance for sel~cted students is offered in 1, 2. 3,
and 4-year scholarship programs paying for tuition, fees, books
and laboratory costs each year plus $100 a month retainer pay for
ten months each year. Each student accepted for this assistance
must serve four years of active duty after commissioning.
Flight Training
Flight training consisting of 36 1/2 hours of flying and 35
hours of g'round school is offered to qualified advanced course
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students during their last complete academic year. Successful
completion by the student leads to a private pilot's license and
possible acceptance into the army's aviation program after com-
misioning. The complete cost is borne by the U.S. Army, and
instruction is given by an authorized local flying school under the
supervision of the Federal Aviation Agency and the Department of
Military Science. Each student completing this program and
accepted for further army aviation training must agree to serve
three years of active duty after commissioning.
Financial Assistance
Each advanced course student receives a retainer pay of $100
a month for ten months for two years. Summer camp pay in
addition to meals, quarters, and medical and dental attention is
paid as follows;
Basic camp, $400 (approximately); regular camp, $400
(approximately); travel pay, $.08 per mile each way. A uniform
allowance of $300 is paid to each commissioned student upon
entry into active duty. Deserving and qualified students are
tendered Regular Army appointments.
Uniforms
Basic and advanced course students will be provided. uni-
forms, texts, andequipments. All such items of clothing and
equipment are the property of the United States Government
and are provided solely for the purpose of furthering the military
.training of the student concerned. Students are responsible for the
safekeeping, care. and cleanliness of the property issued to them.
COURSES
ML MILITARY SCIENCE
101 'Introduction to Military Science (1 credit). This course is designed to provide
an overview of ROTC to include its history; a synopsis of the organization of the
United States Army and a general introduction to the principles of leadership. The
laboratory consists of a practical participation in the application of leadership
principles through adventure training.
102 Introduction to Military Science (1 credit). This course is designed to provide
an introduction to orienteering and land navigation, communication and small unit
tactics. The laboratory consists. of practical participation in the application of
leadership principles. through adventure training.
201 Introduction to Leadership (2) credits). This course is designed to prepare the
student for the ROTC "Advanced Course. The course presents an introduction to
leadership and basic map reading/orienteering. The laboratory consists of 'a
practical participation in the application of leadership principles through adventure
training.
202 Military History (2 creditsl. The course is deSigned to prepare the student for
the ROTC Advanced Course and the profession of Arms. The course will enable the
student to form general concepts of the evolutionary nature of warfare. identify-
ing those elements of war which remain relatively constant and those that are
modified by time and circumstance., The student will acquire a general knowledge
and appreciation of the development of the American Military System and its
leaders. The laboratory consistS of a practical participation in the application of
leadership principles through adventure training. .
301 Leadership and Management (3 credits). This course is ,de~igned to increase
the student's poise and confidence as a military instructor and leader. It is further
designed to provide information on the branches of the Army available for assi~nM
ment; and to assist each student in making his/her selection during the senior
year. The course will also prepare the student for participation in Advanced Camp.
The laboratory consists of a practical participation in the application of leaderM
ship principles through adventure training.
302 Basic Tactics (3 credits). This course is designed to prepare the student for
AOTC Advanced Camp. Additionally, this course will continue to develop leader-
ship abilities. promote confidence. and ready students for military service as com-
missioned officers. The laboratory consists of a practical participation in the ap-
plication of leadership principles through adventure training.
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Chairman and Profassor: Mr. Wilber D. Elliott; Associata Chairman and Associata
ProftrSsor: Oakes; Professors: Best. Meyer. Taylor; Associata Professors: Bald-
win. Cleveland. Hsu. Shelton; Assistant Professors: J.W. Bratt. Hooper. Samball;
Instructors: Baldassarre. Blood. Thomason; Special Lectufer: Stern (Conductor-
in-Residence).
Gifts and Memorials to the Music Department
The Music Department has been the I'fJc;pient of many fine gifts of inst,u~
ments, music Bnd record collections from friends and supporters of the DB~
partment. In the Music A uditorium is housed the J. W. Cunningham Memorial
Pipe Organ, B thre8~m8nuBI Austin organ of 45 ranks and 54 registers. given
to the University by Laura Moore Cunningham. It is used for concert. teaching.
and practice pUrPoses. Also in the Auditorium is the console for the Harry W.
Morrison Memorial Calillon, built by MS8S-Rdws. Given as B memoria' to her
husband by Mrs. Velma Morrison. the Grand Symphony Carilton system
chimes the hours and haN-hours and twice daily plays a short program of
carilton music. A familiar but unusual gift. seen in area parades and at home
football games. is the BSU calliope.,given by Mr. Michll/ll A. Compton.
Other gHts to the Music Department include stlveral grand pianos. electronic
equipment, instruments. record collections and music. The Music Depart-
ment ;s grateful to these donors who have given so generously:
Dr. and Mrs. Robert deNeufvilte
Alice Gould
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Jones
Senator Len Jordan
BryantS. Martineau
Marjorie Palmquist
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Utley
Mrs. Eli Weston
REQUIREMENTS FOR MUSIC MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
A. Completion of general college requirements for the Bachelor
of Arts degree as found on page 18 of this catalog.
B. Minimum Music Requirements:
Performance Studies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 8
Materials of Music I. II. III. IV 12
Beginning and Advanced Ear Training. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Music History/Literature Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Ensemble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Concert Class (each semester) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0
Performance. Theory. Music Education.
or General Music Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
Senior Recital" or Senior Project"" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Total 45
3. All full-time music students will be required to attend Concert
Class during each semester of residency at Boise State
University. (See course description for MA 010 for complete
details). All students will perform on their major instrument
before a faculty jury at the end of each semester. Students
presenting MA-444. 445. or 446 recitals are exempt from
faculty jury during the semester in which the recital is given.
4. All Bachelor of Music non-keyboard majors. no later than the
end of the Junior year. are required to pass one of the levels
in the Piano Proficiency examination before a faculty com-
mittee. The particular level is determined by the student's
major. A grade of C or better in MU213 will meet levels I
and II requirements for Music Education Majors. A grade of
C or better in MU 314 will meet level III requirements for
Performance and Theory-Comp majors. Details are available
from the Music Department.
5. All Bachelor of Music Majors are required to register for one
of the three major ensembles (band. choir. or orchestra)
each semester. totalling a minimum of 8 credits over a nor-
mal 4-year course of study. except that performance majors
in Piano. Voice or Guitar will take only 6 credits of major en-
sembles. Piano performance majors will take 2 credits of
accompanying (ME 180. 380) toward the required 6 credits.
Guitar majors may take 2 credits of Guitar Ensemble (ME
167. 367) toward the required 6 credits. Other ensembles
may be taken as electives in addition to the required major
ensembles.
6. The following Core of Music Courses will be included in all
Bachelor of Music curricula;
Concert Class (Attendance required each semester of
residency - see MA 010 course description for details). 0
Materials of Music I. II. III. IV and Ear Training (L.D.) .... 16
Basic Conducting (L.D.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Ensemble. . . . . .. 6-8'
Elements of Form (Upper Division) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Music History Courses (Upper Division - 3 credits will
count toward Area I Requirements; see page 17 . . . . .. 12
a. History and Lit. of 20th Century (MU 306) . . . . .. .. 3
b. Other Music History selected from MU 305.307.
309.310.. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . ... .. . . . . ... 9
40
• Senior Recital option requires approval of the student's private instructor. Sen-
ior Recital (MA-4441 requires a minimum of 3 years of study or equivalent in the
area prior to enrolling.
•• An Independent Study terminal project under faculty supervision and with the
approval of the Department Chairman in the areas Theory. Music History/Litera-
ture. or Music Education.
MUSIC MINOR
The Music Department will recognize as a minor in music
(in conjunction with a major in a non-music area) a minimum of
20 hours of music credits completed. Emphases are possible in
Performance. Music Theory. History/Literature. or Music Educa-
tion. Details of the individual student's curriculum are to be de-
termined by the student in consultation with an assigned Music
Minor advisor and subject to the approval of the Music Depart-
ment Chairman.
MUSIC MAJOR IN PERFORMANCE.
THEORY-COMPOSITION. AND MUSIC EDUCATION
Bachelor of Music Program
1. The Bachelor of Music Degree (Performance and Theory-
Composition Emphasis) is designed to train performers and
composers and performing artist teachers. It is the basic
degree for preparing students for graduate work in the per-
forming and creative fields as well as teaching at the college
and university. level. It is essentially a preprofessional degree.
2. The Bachelor of Music Degree (Music Education Major) is
designed to prepare students for teaching careers in the
secondary and elementary educational systems. It also pre-
pare the students for graduate work in Music Education.
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I. Performance Emphasis Requirements
CREDITS
1. General University and Basic Core Requirements
(including 3 credits of Music History in Area I) ... 29-32
2. Music Requirements:
A. Music Core 38-40
.B. Lower Division Performance Studies. . . . . . . . .. 14
1. All Performance Majors will take 2 credits of
Performance Studies the first semester
Freshman Year and perform a 4-credit jury
prior to enrolling in 4-credit performance
studies second semester.
C. Upper Division Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29-34
Performance Studies. . . . . 16
Keyboard Harmony and Basic Improvisation. 4
Counterpoint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Choral or Instrumental Conducting. 12
Major Instrument Literature 23
Major Instrument Pedagogy I & II . . . . . . . 43
Advanced Form and Analysis. . . . . . . 2
Senior Recital. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
3. Electives.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13-16
A. Organ Majors must include MU 413-414.4 cr.
B. Voice Majors must include 1 semester
ofMU 147.1 credit
C. Other electives may be chosen from
any area.
Total: 128
II. Theory-Composition Emphasis Requirements
1. General University and Basic Core Requirements
(including 3 credits of Music History in Area I) ; .. 29-32
2. Music Requirements:
A. Music Core " 40
B. Lower Division Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Performance Major Studies '. 8
Performance Minor Studies (Tobe
piano, unless major is a keyboard
instrument) '. 8
C. Upper Division Courses. . . .. 32
Performance Major Studies " 4
Advanced Form arid Analysis '. 2
Band and Orchestra Arranging '. 4
Canon and Fugue .' " 2
Choral and Instrumental Conducting.. 2
Continuo Realization and Improvisa.
t~n 4
Counterpoint " 4
Keyboard Harmony and Basic Improv. 4
Music Composition " 4
Senior Composition Recital or
Music Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
3. Electives (Any Area) 11-14
fotal: 128
III. Music Education Emphasis Requirements
(Fulfillment of the requirements below will qualify the
student for Idaho State Certification in Secondary
Schools and as an Elementary School Music Specialist.)
1. General University and"Basic Core Requirements
(including 3 credits of Music History in Area I) . . . 29-32
2. Music Requirements:
A. Music Core. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40.
B. Lower Division Courses 15
Performance Major Studies. . . . . . . .. 8
Functional Piano " 2
Instrumental Techniques & Methods. 4
Orientation to Music Ed. . . . .. . .. . .. 1
C. Upper Division Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 23
Performance Major Studies. . . . . . . .. 8
Band & Orchestra Methods &
Materials. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Band Arranging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Choral and Instrumental Conducting.. 2
Choral Methods and Materials. . . . .. 2
Instrumental Techniques and Methods 4
Teaching Music in the Elementary
Classroom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
One-half Senior Recital. .. . . . . . . . 1
D. Education School Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
(General Psych ~ Area II) . . . . . . . . .. (3)
(Educational Psych ~ Area II) ..... " (3)
Foundations of Education. . . . . . . . .. 3
Secondary School Methods. . . . . . . .. 3
Practice Teaching. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
3. Electives (Any Area) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9-12
Total: 128
1 Performance Emphasis Majors in Piano, Voice or Guitar will take 6 credits. Piano
Majors will include 2 credits of accompanying ..
2 Not reQuired of Piano. Voice or Guitar Performance EmphasIs Majors.
3 Required of Piano. Voice or Guitar Performance Emphasis Majors.
MASTER'S DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION'
Music Emphasis
Admissions and Program
A. The Master's Degree in Secondary Education, Music
Education emphasis, is designed to meet the needs of
the practicing junior high or high school music spec-
ialist. While teaching'; experience is not necessary in
order to begin work on this degree, any applicant for the
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degree must either be currently certified as a secondary
school music specialist. or agree to begin the process
toward attaining this certification while working on the
degree. Before Advancement to Candidacy can be
granted, the student must ordinarily show eligibility for
certification by the State of Idaho (or any other State).
Admission will be granted to applicants who hold a bach-
elOr's degree from an accredited college or university,
and who give promise of meeting the standards set by
the Music Department.
B. All regular and provisional graduate students will be
required to take diagnostic examinations during the first
part of their first semester in attendance. The purpose of
these examinations is to determine the student's
strengths and weaknesses so that the student and his
committee will be able to set up a program according
to the student's needs. The examinations will be in the
areas of music education, music theory, music history,
and performance. The results of these examinations will
be interpreted by the Music Department Faculty. The
student's Advisor will consult with the student about
action towards remedying any deficiencies. Any under-
graduate course used to make up the deficiencies will
not count toward the Master's Degree. A student who
has any deficiencies will be granted Provisional Status
only, in the graduate program; when all deficiencies are
removed, he may then seek Regular Status. A descrip-
tion of the material covered on these examinations is
available from the Music Department.
Course Offerings'
A. Required Courses
1. MU-503 Introduction to Research Materials
in Music Education (3 credits)
2. MU-570 New Development in Music
Education (3 credits)
3. Culminating activity" or additional
course work (3-6 credits)
4. TE-560 Secondary Education Core courses (6 credits)
5. Total hours: (30-33 credits)
B. Elective Courses
Additional courses as planned by the student and his
graduate committee.
• The graduate level courses to support this program will be regularly offered in
the fall an'd spring semesters when funded by the legislature .
• • A thesis or final project
COURSES
MA MUSIC APPLIED - PERFORMANCE STUDIES
Major Area practice requirements:
For 4 hrs. credit-18 hrs. practice per week.
For 2hrs. credit-12 hrs. practice per week.
Minor Area practice requirements:
For 2 hrs. credit-6 hrs. practice per week.
010 Concert Class Ina creditl. The class meets weekly. Required of all full-time
Music Majors and Minors. but attendance is open to any person. Minimum
attendances per semester: 10 sessions for all Music Majors; 6 sessions for all Music
Minors. As a part of this course. attendance at a minimum of 5 Music Department-
sponsored. on-campus concerts-recitals is required. Participation in the concert-
recital will not constitute attendance for meeting this requirement. Each semester,
Prerequisite t~ all private lesson cou.rses: Consent of Instructor.
Students planning to enroll in upper division performance
studies (MA-300 levels) must have completed two years or equi-
valent of the lower division level and must have passed the Jun-
ior Standing Proficiency Exams for those studies. All MA courses
may be repeated for credit. Students transferring into tHe Music
Department as music majors from some other college. university
or conservatory. or from another department within BSU and
requesting advanced standing in performance must successfully
complete a performance examination before a faculty jury prior
to the possible granting of such advanced standing. Details may
be obtained from the music office.
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....... 12 credits)
...... 12 credits)
........ 12 credits)
.(2 credits)
MA583
MA584
MA585
Private lesson study in voice or on keyboard. string. wind or percussion instru-
ments.
Students will be assigned on the basis of the audition. Performance, techni.
cal study. musical interpretation. literature and teaching technique will be stres.
sed.
All MA-500 level courses are repeatable for credit to a maximum of 6 credits.
MA580 Applied 8rass .' ... 12 credits)
MA581 Applied Strings. . .(2 credits)
Violin. Viola. Cello. String Bass. and Guitar
MA582 Applied Keyboard.
Piano. Organ, Harpsichord
Applied Percussion.
Applied Voice
Applied Woodwinds
Flute. Oboe. Clarinet. Saxophone. Bassoon. Recorder
130, 330 Woodwind Ensemble (1 credit). A course designed to promote playing in
and increasing repertoire knowledge for small woodwind ensembles. A public
performance is required each semester. Maximum credits: ME 130. and-or ME 330.
8 cr. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Each semester.
All ME Courses may be repeated for credit up to the maximum allowable es
stated in the course descriptions.
101, 301 University Singers 11 credit). A general chorus open to all college
students. No audition is necessary. Major choral works from all periods will be sung.
Public performance(s) will be expected each semester. Concurrent enrollment in ME
105. 305 prohibited. Maximum credits: ME 101 and-or ME 301, 8 cr. Each
semester.
GRADUATE LEVEL PERFORMANCE STUDIES
ME MUSIC, ENSEMBLE
445 Recital (2 credits). Music Performance majors may elect to perform a solo recital
for two credits prior to the required senior solo recital at any time subsequent to the
freshman year. The student must have permission of his teacher and the chairman of
the music department. Each semester.
446 Senior Performance Recital (2 credits). Students majoring in Performance
Studies will be required to present a senior recital on their major instrument.
Prerequisite: Major in Performance and permission of the student's supervising
private teacher. Each semester.
447 Senior Composition Recital (2 credits). A recital for the performance of original
compositions by the Theory.Composition Major, Students must make their own
arrangements with personnel required for the recital. Required of Theory.
Composition Majors. Prerequisite: Major in Theory.Composition and permission of
supervising faculty member. Each semester.
105, 305 Meistersingers 11 credit). Essentially a course in unaccompanied singing
which is open to all college students. The Meistersingers is the concert-touring choir
of the University. Concurrent enrollment in ME 101.301 is prohibited. Prerequisite:
Enrollment is by audition and Music Department approval. Maximmum credits: ME
105. and-or ME 305, 8 cr. Each semester.
110.310 Vocal Ensemble 11 credit). A course designed to promote participation in
the repertiore knowledge of music for small vocal ensembles. Literature will include
music of all periods. Varying groups will be established as demand warrants. A public
performance can be expected each semester. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
and concurrent enrollment in ME 101,301 or ME 105,305. Maximum credits: ME
110. and-or ME 310. 8 cr. Each semester.
120, 320 Band (1 credit). An elective open to all students who can playa band
instrument. Maximum credits ME 120. and-or ME 320. 8 cr. Each semester.
125.325 Brass Ensemble 11 credit). A course designed to promote playing in and
increasing repertoire knowledge for small brass ensembles. A public performance is
required each semester. Maximum credits: ME 125. and-or ME 325. 8 cr.
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Each semester.
126, 326 Jazz Ensemble 11 credit). A course designed to promote playing in and
repertoire knowledge of jazz ensemble. Includes performance of Dixieland. be-bop,
swing. big-band jazz. rock. and contemporary concert jazz. Class rehearsals will
include study and discussion of problems of rhythm, notation, improvisation. ear
training. and chord construction in jazz. A public performance will be required each
semester. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. Maximum credits: ME.126. and-or ME-
326.8 cr, Each semester.
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
Guitar
125.325 Guitar -2 credits
126.326 Guitar -4 credits
Strings
171 371 Violin-2 credits
172; 372 Violin - 4 credits
161,361 Viola-2credils
162.362 Viola - 4 credits
121,321 Cello - 2 credits
122.322 Cello - 4 credits
123. 323 String Bass - 2 credits
124.324 String Bass, - 4 credits
127 Beginning Guitar Class (1 credit), This is a course in the technical fundamentals
involved in playing the acoustical guitar for the beginner. Making use of popular and
folk songs, the course is based on written notation and aural instruction. stressing
chordal playing and correct posture and holding positions. Students are required to
provide their own instrument. Meets twice a week. May be repeated once for credit.
Each semester.
12B Intermediate Guitar Class 11 credit). A continuation of MA 127. Emphasis is
given to understanding fret-board theory. reading musical notation for the guitar and
solo playing. The concept of form levels is introduced and developed as it relates to
upper position work, Students must provide their own instrument, Meets twice a
week. May be repeated once for credit. Prerequisite: MA 127 or permission of
instructor. Each semester.
327 Advanced Guitar Class (2 r,redits). A stony nf musi~a! and techrical problems
inherent in solo guitar playing. Chord construction and progression afe studied in
depth through intervalic analysis and functional harmonic relationships. Theoretical
principals of guitar transcriptions are covered and improvisation is introduced. Meets
three times a week. Students must provide their own instrument. May be repeated
once for credit. Prerequisite: MA 128 or permission of instructor. Either semester.
328 Jazz Guitar Class 11 credit) A course in jazz improvisation for the guitarist with
at least 1 year of playing experience. The use of the guitar in jazz is approached within
a historical perspective beginning with the 1930's. Students must provide their own
instrument. Meets twice a week. May be repeated once for credit. Prerequisite: MA
128 or permission of instructor. Either semester.
Brass
109.309 Applied B,ass - 2 credits
110.310 Applied Brass - 4 credits
111.311 Horn- 2 credits
112,312 Horn - 4 credits
113,313 Trombone - 2 credits
114,314 Trombone - 4 credits
115' 315 Trumpet (or Baritone) - 2 credits
116.316 Trumpet (or Baritone) - 4 credits
117.317 Tuba - 2 credits
118,318 Tuba - 4 credits
Woodwinds
189,389 Applied Woodwinds - 2 credits
190,390 Applied Woodwinds - 4 credits
191.391 Bassoon - 2 credits
192.392 Bassoon - 4 credits
193, 393 Clarinet - 2 credits
194, 394 Clarinet - 4 credits
195, 395 Flute - 2 credits
196,396 Flute - 4 credits
197,397 Oboe (or English Horn) - 2 credits
198, 398 Oboe (or English Horn) - 4 credits
199,399 Saxophone - 2 credits
200,400 Saxophone - 4 credits
Organ
131,331 Organ - 2 credits
Prerequisite: Level 3 Piano proficiency.
132.332 Organ - 4 credits
Prerequisite: Level 3 Piano proficiency.
Percussion
141. 341 Percussion - 2 credits
142,342 Percussion - 4 credits
Piano
150 Piano Class - 1 credit
Maximum 2 credits allowed.
151.351 Piano - 2 credits
152.352 Piano - 4 credits
410 Music Composition /2 credits). Instruction and supervised experience in
composing for various instruments and voices. individually and in combination.
utilizing small and large musical forms. May be repeated for a total of 8 credits.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Each semester.
444 Music Education-Bachelor 01 Arts Senior Recital 11 credit). All students under
the Music Education Emphasis will be required to present a half (%) recital in their
performance major area during their senior year. This recital may also serve the
Bechelor of Arts Music Major program. Prerequisite: three years or its equivalent of
stUdy in the area. Each semester,
Voice
180 Voice Class - 1 credit
Maximum 2 credits allowed
181,381 Voice - 2 credits
182,382 Voice - 4 credits
Each semester
Each semester
Each semester
140, 340 Percussion Ensemble 11 credit). A COurse designed to promote playing in
and repertoire knowledge of percussion ensembles. A public performance is required
each semester. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. Maximum credits: ME-140 and.or
ME-340. 8 cr. Each semester.
141-341 Keyboard Percussion Ensemble (1 credit!. In conjunction with the
preparation of music for public performance. students will acquire a first-hand
knowledge of phrasing, mallet selection and application, general ensemble
techniques. musical style and interpretation. and repertoire. Students will also be
encouraged to compose original music and/or arrange or adapt existing music for
the ensemble. Each semester.
150.350 Orchestra 11 credit). The 80ise State University Community Symphony is
composed of students and experienced musicians of the community and prepares
several concerts each season from the standard symphonic repertoire. An elective for
non-music majors. Audition is required of new students. Maximum credits: ME 150
and-or ME 350. 8 cr. Each semester.
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.160, 360 String E.nsemble (1 creditl. A course designed to promote playing in and
lOere.aslng reperton9 knowledge. for ,small string ensembles. A public performance is.
reqUired each semester. Maximum credits: ME 150. and-or ME 360. 8 cr.
Prerequisite permission of instructor. Each semester,
167.367 Guitar Ensemble (1 credit). A course designed to promote playing in and
repertoIre knowledge of ensembles of or including guitar(sl. Prerequisite: Second
year playing proficiency and permission of instructor. Maximum credits: ME 167 and-
or 367. 8 cr. Each semester.
180, 380 Accompanying (1 credit). Practical experience in accompanying vocal and
instrumental students. Open to keyboard students with sufficient technique.
Maximum credits: ME 180 and-or ME 380. 8 cr. Each semester.
186,386 Duo-Piano Ensemble (1 credit). A basic survey of duo-piano literature
from the Baroque to the present. The student will learn how to cope with ensemble
problems encountered in rehearsal and performance. Class sessions will consist of
performance. listening and discussion. One paper will be prepared by each student. A
public performance will be presented. Meets once a week. but at least one hour per
week of outside preparation is expected of the student. Prerequisite: Consent 'of
instructor. Maximum credits: ME 185 and-or 385 J3.cmdits_
Graduate
610 Choral Ensemble (1 credit). A general chorus open to all interested students.
The; format .of the class will be directly related to the size of enrollment: .i.e .. choir.
chamber ensemble. or collegium musicum.
620 Instrumental Ensemble (1 credit). A performing group or groups will be formed.
dependent on the size of enrollment. such as trios. quartets. band or orchestra.
Opportunities to perform ensemble music of various kinds will be given. Medieval.
Renaissance. Baroque. Classic. Romantic and Contemporary music will be performed
in groups from trios up to and including band and orchestra. Emphasis will be placed
on techniques of ensemble playing. intonation, phrasing. articulation and proper
performance practices of ensemble literature.
MU MUSIC, GENERAL
Lower Division
101 Music Fundamantals (2 credits). Primarily for Education Department students.
but open to all non-music majors. Learning to read music through study of music
notation" symbols. Study of all scales and keys. major and minor. and elementary
chord structures. Basic conducting patterns are learne'd antt. practiced. A remedial
course for .music rJ:1ajors.Each semester.
119 Materials of Music I (3 credits). This course includes music fundamentals
(notation. intervals. triads. scales 'and modes. key signatures); melodic cadences.
melodic construction and decoration; 2- and 3-voice textures (linear and vertical
aspects), with emphasis on aural and visual recognition. analysis and compositional
skills involving the above. Prerequisite: piano proficiency to play simple melodies and
harmonies. and-or concurrent enrollment in piano study. or permission of the
instructor. Fall Semester.
120 Materials of Music II (3 credits). This course includes 4-voice textures (linear
and vertical aspects): homophonic textures: diatonic chords and harmonic
relationships: cadences. inversions. dominant sevenths and secondary dominants; a
cursory survey of binary. ternary and through-composed forms. modulation and
mutation. Emphasis is on aural and visual recognition and analysis. along with
compositional skills involving the above. Prerequisite: MU 119 or equivalent
competency and pianQ as per M U 119. Spring semester.
121-122 Baginnlng Ear Training (1 credits). A course designed to correlate with
Materials of Music I and II and which emphasizes auditory training in scales (includ-
ing the modes and major and minor) and all intervals. The course includes drill in
solfeggio and sight singing leading up to aural recognition of 3-part and 4-part
harmonic structures. Two hours per .week. Prerequisite: Previous or concurrent
enrollment in Materials of Music I and II. Fall spring semesters.
133 Introduction to Music (3 credits). An elective course open to all students and
fashioned to familiarize the listener with a variety of musical expression. The
emphasis is laid upon the enjoyment of music through the understanding of recorded
and live music. Each semester.
147 Survey of Opera and Music Theatre (1 credit). An historical survey of the
development .and growth of opera and music theatre through chronological study of
scores. recordings. sound filmstrips. and library resource materials from ~he beginning
of the Baroque period to Contemporary Modern Opera and Music Theatre
compositions. Required of voice majors. Meets twice a week. Fall semester.
213 Functional Piano (2 credits). Class instruction for Music Education majors;
designed to build fundamental keyboard skills through scales. charas. arpeggios and
ot,her studies. Building of.8 repertOire' of songs and the learning of a .variety of
chording techniques useful In teaChing classroom mU:Slc. Prerequisite: Materials of
Music II MU120. One year of piano study recommended prior to enrollment. May
be repeated once for-credit. Each semester.
219 Materials of Music III (3 credits). This course is a continuation of 4-part
;textures begun in MU 120. It includes diatonic sevenths: introduction to 'altered
chords. the augmented sixth and Neapolitan chords; cantus firmus techniques;
remote modulations: compOSitional skills involving the above. Prerequisite: MU 120
or equivalent competency and piano per M U 119. Fall semester.
220, Materials of Music IV (3 creditsl. This course includes introductions to
invention and .fugue techniques and sonata form; eleventh and thirteenth chords:
Twentieth Century melody and harmony: atonality and serial techniques:
compositional skills. involving the above. Prerequisite: MU 219 or equivalent
competency and piano per MU 119. Spring semester.
221-222 Advanced Ear Training (1 credit). A continuation of Beginning Ear
Training: the student will take dictation in more advanced rhythms. solfeggio and
Clictation in two. three. and four parts. Students will be expected to play at the
keyboard. the more simple forms of the basic chords in four parts. Prerequisite:
Materials of Music II MU120. Beginning Ear Training MU-121 and MU-122. and at
least one year of piano. or concurrent piano study. Fall-Spring semester.
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257 String Instrume.nt Techniques and Msthods (2 credits). Primarily for Music
Educ~tlo~ Majors. t.h,s course de~ls with methods and materials of string-class
teach~ng 10 the pubhc schools. ~hlle providing the student with a basic performing
te~h",que on two .or more of the orchestral string instruments: violin. viola cello and
string bass. 1 hour lecture, 2 hours lab per week. Fall semester. . . .
261 Basic Conducting (1 credit). Fundamental techniques of conducting: baton
fundamentals, ~~oup rehearsal techniques. and simple score reading. Meets twice a
week. PrerequIsite: Materials of Music II MU-120 and Beginning Ear Training MU-
121-122. Either semester.
268 Woodwind Techniques and Methods (2 creditsl. Primarily for Music Education
maJors .. thl.s course d~als with methods and materials of teaching the various
woodwl~d IOstrum~nts 10 the public schools. while providing the student with a basic
~edagoglcal techmque on two or more of the woodwind instruments. Meets three
times per week. Fall semester, .'
271 Orientation to. Music Education (1 credit). A look at school music programs to
Incl.ude all levels. primary through secondary programs. Meets twice a week- one lab
penod and one formal class period. Lab period will be visitation in public schools.
EIther semester.
Upper Division
306 History and Litaratura of the Romantic Era (3 credits). Study and
consideration 9f representative musical works from Schubert and Beethoven to
Mahler and Richard Strauss. The relationship of these works to parallel movements in
literature and the other arts. Prerequisite: Materials of Music II MU-120. Fall
semester.
306 History and Literature of the Twentieth-Century (3 credits). Styles and
characteristics of music from the last decades of the previous century to the present.
Works from Mahler and Debussy to recent developments in aleatoric and electronic
music; consideration of jan: and other recent influences in American music.
Prerequisite: Materials of Music II MU-l 02. Spring semester.
307 History and Literatura of tha Madieval and Renaissance Eras (3 credits). The
analysis of the development of Western music from Greek theory and its cultural
ro~ts through Palestrina and his contemporaries. Consideration of the music of these
periods as artistic entities and foundations for subsequent expression. Prerequisite:
Beginning Harmonv MU 111-112. Fall semester.
309 History and L'terature of the Baroque Era (3 credits). The development of
unde,rstanding. style and characteristics of music of this period through score reading.
analysis and discussion. Works from the Gabrielis through Bach and Handel will be
considered. Prerequisite: Materials of Music II MU 120. Either semester.
310 History and Literature of the Classic Era (3 creditsl. Works from the ea~y
classical school through Haydn and Mozart will be the basis of the course. Attention
will be given to the evolution of classical forms through score reading. listening and
analysis. Prerequisite: Materials of Music II MU 120. Spring semester. (Not offered
1975-761.
313-314 Keyboard Hermony and Basic Improvisation (2 credits). The student will
learn to play in strict four-part harmony from figured basses and melodies. from
unfigured basses and melodies. to modulate. to play familiar tunes in four parts in
various keys and be instructed in the basic materials for improvising at the piano and
organ. Prerequisite: Materials of Music II MU-120. and Beginning Ear Training
MU-121 and MU-122 for student majoring in piano or organ. Four non-keyboard
majors. the student must have had one to two years piano study. Fall-Spring sem-
ester.
321-322 Counterpoint (2 creditsl. A study of the 16th century composition
techniques. The C clefs will be used and the student will write in two. three. and four
parts. using the five classic species of counterpoint. If time permits the writing will be
extended to include five and six parts and original compositions in the style.
Prerequisite: Materials of Music IV MU-220. Completion of MU-221 and MU-222
is desirable. Fall-Spring semesters.
346 Opera Theatre (1 credit). A course in the study and production of operas.
Permission of instructor required to register for course. Maximum 4 credits. Each
semester.
366 Choral Conducting (1 credit). A course designed to deal with the problems and
techniques of choral conducting. Students will work with ensemble groups as
laboratories for conducting experience. Meets twice a week. Prerequisite: Basic
Conducting MU 261. Fall semester.
366 Instrumental Conducting (1 credit). A course designed to deal with the
problems of instrumental conducting. Includes baton technique and score reading.
Students will work with ensembles as laboratories for conducting experience. Meets
twice a week. Prerequisite: Basic Conducting MU 261 Spring semester.
368 Percussion Techniques and Mathods (2 credits). Primarily for Music Education
majors. this course deals with methods and materials of teaching the various
percussion instruments in the public schools. while providing the student with basic
performing techniques. Meets three times per week. Spring semester.
369 Brass Tachniquas and Methods (2 credits). Primarily for Music Education ma-
jors. this course deals with methods and materials of teaching the various orass
instruments in the public schools. while providing the student with a basic perform~
ing technique on two or more of the brass instruments. Meets three times per
week. Spring semester.
370 Guitar for Classroom Taachers (2 creditsl. A course designed for teachers or
prospective teachers who wish to use the guitar in classroom situations. Emphasis is
on accompaniment skills. elementary skills. elementary chord theory. melodic playing.
proper hand position and note reading. Musical material is drawn from popular and
folk styles useful in elementary classes. Maybe repeated once for credit. Either
semester.
371 Music Mathods for tha Elamentary School Teacher (2 credits). Materials.
methods and problems relating to classroom music in grades K through six.
Prerequisite: Music Fundamentals MU-l01 or equivalent. Each semester.
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372 Teaching Music in the Elementary Classroom 12 credits). Designed for
the music .education major, this course will deal with: curriculum design; teaching
methods such as Orff, Kodaly, '''Threshold to Music"; materials and evaluative
techniques for dealing with music and I:the general siudent in elementary schools.
Included in the course will be planning and evaluation of classroom and general
music. music appreciation courses, and the use of music in related arts and humanj.
ties courses. The course will consist of two lectures plus one lab period per week,
Prerequisite: Orientation to Music Education MU 271 Fall semester.
386 Choral Methods and Materials (2 credits). Designed for Music Education
majors who will be teaching vocal groups in junior and-or senior high schools. A
practical workshop in selection and conducting of choral materials. rehearsal
techniques, use of small ensembles. planning and organization of vocal groups. Meets
three times a week. Prerequisite: Basic Conducting MU 261. Spring semester.
387 Band and Orchestra Methods a"d Materials (2 credits). The study of the
organization and administration of bands and orchestras' .at the secondary school
level: includes equipment purchasing. budgets. public.relations. planning. rehearsal
techniques. scheduling. programming. and emergency repairs of ,instruments. Fall
semester.
409 Elements 01 Form (3 creditsl Elements of form from both design and harmonic
structure standooints. Detailed analysis "of the phrase and the simpler binary and
ternary forms: cursory examination of larger -forms. Prerequisite: Materials of Mu~
sic IV MU-220. Fall semester.
410 Advanced Form and Analysis (2 credits). Analysis of harmonic and formal
structures 01 ihe larger binary and ternary forms; the sonata. the symphony. the
concerto. Baroque forms. Prerequisite: Elements nf Form MU 409. Spring semester.
413-414 Continuo Realization and Improvisation (2 credits). Designed especially
for organist~ and composition majors; o~her students may enter by permission of
instructor. Special attention will be given to improvising the harmonies from the
figured basses in the choral SCOres of the Baroque Period. Original work in
improvisation will also be stressed. Prerequisite: Keyboard Harmony and Basic
Improvisation MU-313 and MU-314. Fall,Spring semesters.
421 Canon and Fugue (2 credits). An amiiytical study of the formation of canons and
fugues. The student will.study and write c'anons and canonic devices .at all intervals.
Fugal expositioJis. and complete fugues will be studied and written in three and four
voices. Prerequisite:. Materials of Music, IV MU-22D. and Counterpoint MU-321
and MU-322. Either semester.
456 Band Arranging (2 credits). Required of majors in Music Education and in
theory and Composition. A study of scorihg and notation for brasswind. woodwind
and percussion instruments and their textures in various combinatiolls. Prerequisite:
Materials of Music IV MU-220. Fall semester.
466 Orchestra Arranging (2 credits). Required of Theory and Composition majors
but open to other students who can qualify. A study of scoring and notation for
strings and for voices in various combinations with primary emphasis on the
orchestra. Prerequisite: Band Arranging MU 455. Spring semester.
467 MajOr Instrument Literature (Piano. Voice. Guitar) (2 credits). A survey course
to acquaint the student with the important literature from all periods for Piano. Voice
or Guitar. Section 1 Piano Literature. Section 2 Guitar Literature. Section 3 Vocal
Litarature. Prerequisite: Upper division standing in performance."
463 Major Instrument Pedagogy (Piano. Voice. Guitar) I (2 credits). A survey and
comparative study of pedagogical materials. principals and procedures. The course
will consist of reading. lecture. listenin'g and observation in teaching studios.
Prerequisite: Upper division standing in performance. Offered in years alternating
with MU 457."
464 Major Instrumant Pedagogy (Piano. Voice. Guitar) II (2 credits). Practical
application of pedagogical methods and procedures through supervised studio
teaching. Further reading. lecture. listening and discussion involving pedagogical
techniques. Prerequisite: MU 463 Pedagogy I. Offered in years alternating with MU
457."
498 Music Seminar (2 credits) A Seminar project under faculty direciion.
Prerequisite: Senior standing Either semester.
• No more than three of the following courses will be offered in anyone semester:
MU 457. MU 463. MU 464.
Graduate
601 History 01 Music in the United States (3 credits). Designed for either the non-
specialist or specialist in music. this course will survey the role which music has
played in the development of the American culture. Among the topics covered will be
early New England music. music of the Blacks. Indians. and other ethnic groups.
Social and historical interrelationships with music will be examined and discussed.
603 Introduction to Research Materiels in Music Education (3 credits). Designed
for the secondary school music specialist. this course will provide an introduction to
the basic research literature within music education. Interpretation of research
findings. basic research techniques. problems in music educational, research. and a
review of literature pertinent to students' major area of interest will be included.
606 Seminar in Choral Music: Performance Practit:es end Styles:13 credits). An
historical. generic survey of the repertoire in ,choral literature. Emphasis Will be placed
on facets of interpretation through a study 'of representative compositions from the
standpoints of performance practice. analytiC techniques. and the reading of primary
sources of pertinent information.
608 Seminar in Instrumental Music: Parformance Practices and Styles (3
credits). An analysis will be made of representative instrumental works of four
stylistic periods: the Baroque. the Classical. the Romantic. and the Contemporary.
Emphasis will be placed on facets of interpretation that would enable the performer
or 'the conductor to more adequately understand and communicate the musical
language of the period. Basic historical background of the specific works considered
will be covered, A close examination of the'~iristrumentation. used in these works. in
relation to modern instrumentation. will be, made. The validity and effectivt!ness of
band transcriptions will be emphasized in the study. The works considered will
embrac4:t compositions for small ensembles' a~ well as large.
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511 20th Century Musical Studies (3 credits). A study of 20th century
compo~ltlon~1 technIques and performance practices through analyses. discussion of
aesthetl~8. !lst~ning. performance. and creative writing. Contemporary techniques
(and their notation). such as quartal harmonies. serialization. improvisation. electronic
music. microtones. and multi-media. will be explored and their application to the
secondary school music classroom' will be discussed.
581 Advancad Conducting (3 credits). Designed for secondary music taachers. this
cour~ provides opportunity to discover and analyze technical conducting problems.
both Instrumental and choral. in music of the various historical eras. which forms a
signilicant part of the secondary school repertoire.
670 New Developments in Music Education (3 credits). This course is designed to
acquaint the secondary school music specialist with new ideas in music education.
Curriculum design of new developments such as integrated arts and humanities
courses. shifting of importance in music classes to understanding of music. recent
major reports such as the Tanglewood Seminar. Music Educators National
Conference Comminees. and the development of a philosophical base for the
inclusion of music in the curriculum will be ,among topics covered. .
671 Advanced Practices and Principles in Teaching Music in the Elementary
School (3 credits). The course is designed to extend the professional teacher's
knowledge of teaching techniques and curricula of the elementary school classroom
music program. Included will be .problems in teaching elementary school music. the
teaching of readi~g skills in music. the non-singer in the classroom. creative musical
ac~ivities to be used in the classroom. new approaches to music education such as
the Threshold to Music and Manhattanville Music Curriculum Program. and the
survey of pertinent research relevant to the development of musicality in young
children. Spring semester. Prerequisites: Public School Music. MU-371. general or
special experience in classroom teaching. or consent of instructor.
672 Listening and Singing Experiences lor the Elementary School (3 credits). This
course is designed to present in-depth ,exper!ences in musical works and songs which
can be used in the elementary classroom. Phonograph recordings. muSic series books
and films will be surveyed and examined for use in the classroom. New media
approaches will be introduced for the building of concepts of music perception. Ways
of integrating listening works with singing activities through a conceptual approach
will be stressed. Also emphasized will be ways of correlating musical activities with
the areas of literature. peinting. sculpture and architecture. Student will be directly
involved in teaching lessons within the class, Prerequisites: Public School Music. M-
371. experience in general or special classroom teaching. or consent of instructor. fall
semester.
673 Advanced Methods and Techniques lor the .'nstrum"ntal Instructor (3
credits). A study of causes and solutions for problems occurring In the instrumental
rehearsal. Areas to be covered ,include instrumental methods and techniques.
rehearsal techniques. organization and repertoire planning.
674 Advancad Methods and Techniques lOr the Choral Instructor (3 credits). A
study of causes and solutions for problems occurring in the choral rehearsal. Areas to
be covered include vocal methods and techniques. rehearsal techniques. organization
and repertoire planning.
676 Administration 01 School Music (3 credits). A seminar in problems of music
supervision and administration covering areas such as budget. scheduling.
curriculum. personnel. and philosophy,
591 Culminating Project (3 credits). A project may be defined as. but is not limited
to. any of the following:
A. A library research paper which fits the educational needs of the student.
B, A curricular proposal in written form which could be considered for
implementation in the schools
C. A.lecture/recltal.wlth a ..written paper discussing aspects of music which is
performed. stylistic considerations. etc.
D. A written examination on five questions chosen by the student's committee
chairman from a list of twenty submitted by the student
693 Thesis (6 credits). A scholarly paper embodying results of original research
which are used to substantiate a specific view .
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS,
ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL
SCIENCE
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Gary R. Newby; Professor: Dahm; Associate Pro-
fessors: Allen. Campbell. Hahn. Luke. Severance; Assistant Professors: Parks.
Reimann. Smith.
ENGINEERING CURRICULUM
The following curriculum is as nearly as possible identical
to that at the University of Idaho. The minimum time required to
earn a as degree in engineering is 4 years and the following
program is designed to do this along with 2 years at the Univer-
sity of Idaho. This is. however. a very rigorous demanding pro-
gram and depends upon the student being able to handle a heavy
work load plus having the necessary background to st!lrt with
the prescribed initial courses. Many students find it desirable
or even necessary to take 4 1/2. 5 years or more to earn the
degree. Therefore. a convenient option based on 3 years at
BSU followed by 1 112 years at Idaho U. iS,available and stu-
dents may consult an engineering advisor about this program.
This 5-year option is also advised for students needing to work
while attending school. Engineering curricula are very similar
all over the country and students can readily transfer to other
engineering colleges. Students should consult their advisor
about possible program modifications if they plan to go to some
school other than University of Idaho to complete their degree.
1ST 2ND
COMMON FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
(All Engineering Majors)
English Composition (E 101-102) .
College Chemistry (C 131-132-133) .
Calculus and Analytic Geometery
(M-112-205) .
Engineering Fundamentals (EN 107-108) ..
Digital Computer Programming (EN 104) ..
Physics I (PH 220) .
Physical Education .
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such a fundamental role in physics, the interested student may
wish to follow the applied mathematics option for a bachelor's
degree in mathematics. (Refer to Requirements for Mathematics
Major.)
ARCHITECTURE
Boise State does not offer an Architectural degree program.
In Idaho there. is an accredited Architectural program at the
University of Idaho. which is combined with Art to form one de-
partment. Therefore. students planning to transfer to Univer-
sityof Idaho should confer with a BSU Art department advisor.
A number of schools offer a degree in Architectural Engin-
eering. If interested in earning a degree of this type. confer with
an Engineering department advisor.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
(Bachelor of Science Requirements)
This program is offered for the first time in the 1977 Fall
semester. The upper division Construction Management courses
(designated as CO) will be offered. subject to funding. beginning
in Fall 1979.
COMMON SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Physics II and III (PH 221-222) .....
Wave Motion and Heat Lab (PH 223) .
Electricity and Magnetism Lab (EN 224) .
•• Humanistic-Social Elective .
Introduction to Mechanics (EN 205) .
• Systems and Circuits I & II
(EN 221. EN 223) .
Calculus and Analytic Geometery (M 206) .
Advanced Engineering Math (M 321) .....
(Branch Variation - See Below) ....
FRESHMAN YEAR
E-l0l/l02
M-lll
M'112
EN-l0l
PO-l02
EN-l04
English Compo
Algebra & Trigonometry
Calculus and Analy. Geom.
Technical Drawing
State & Local Gov.
Area I Elective
Digital Compo Progr.
Area II Elective
1ST
SEM.
3
5
2
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
5
3
2
3
16
• Civil Engineers not required to take EN 223.
•• During first semester. Chemical Engineers substitute C-217. Civil Engineers
substitute EN-215.
JUNIOR YEAR:
Three Junior level Engineering Science courses (EN 301
Fluid Mechanics, EN 306 Mechanics of Materials. and EN 320
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer) are offered. These courses,
along with usual Engineering requirements in mathematiCs,
science, humanities. and social sciences, make it feasible for
many students to complete a third year before transferring. Con-
sult an engineering staff advisor for details.
PHYSICS
A Baccalaureate Degree is not yet offered in Physics. How-
ever, with the PH-220 through PH-224 series, three upper ~ivi-
sion Physics courses. related Mathematics courses and reqUired
Humanities and Social Science courses. a student could com-
plete 2 or 3 years at BSU before transferring elsewhere to com-
plete degree requirements in physics. As mathematiCs serves
Branch Variations:
Agricultural Engineering
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies (EN 206) .
Civil Engineering
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies (EN 206) . . . . . . . .
Engineering Measurements (EN 216) .
Elective (See Advisor) .
Mechanical Engineering
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies (EN 206) .
Chemical Engineering
Organic Chemistry (C 317) .
Principles of Economics (EC 201) .
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Science Elective ...
2
2
2
3
7
2
3
3
6
3
SOPHOMORE YEAR
M-205
PH-220
EC-201
AC-205
GB-202
EN-205
PH-222
EC-202
AC-206
GB-207
PH-224
JUNIOR YEAR
EN-215
CO-346
AC-351
MG.301
EN-302
CO.370
FI-303
GB-330
SENIOR YEAR
MK-301
CO-374
CO-320
MG-401
GB-430
CO-417
Calculus & Analy. Geom.
Physics I-Mechanics
Principles of Economics
Intro. to Financial Acct.
Business Law I
Intro. to Mechanics
Physics III-Elect. & Mag.
Principles of Economics
Intro. to Managerial Acct.
Statistical Tech. for
Decision Making I
Elect. & Mag. Lab
Basic Surveying
Contacts. Plans. Specifications
Cost Acct.
Principles of Manag.
Area I Elective
Mech. of Materials
Cost Est. & Bidding
Prin. of Finance
Electives
Labor Law
Basic Marketing Management
Construction Operation
Construction Equipment and
Materials
Human Relations
Labor Relatives
Electives
Project Sched. & Const.
1ST
SEM.
4
3
3
3
3
16
1ST
SEM.
2
3
3
3
3
3
17
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
3
4
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
4
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
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Upper Division
COURSES
co CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
16 15
Suggested Electives: GO-1 0 1 Physical Geology. GO-403
Engineering Geology. C-131 /132 College Chemistry & Lab.
320 Construction Equipment and Materials (3 credits). Characteristics, capabilities,
limitations and employment of general ,building and heavy construction equipment.
Survey of conventional construction (building) materials and components. Emphasis
is placed upon material descriptions. usages. and incorporations into structures.
Fall semeSter.
346 Contracts, Plans and S,pecifications (3 credits). Contract documents. specifi-
cations for construction, study of plan systems. construction methods. archrtect~
contractor functions and related legal problems. Prerequisite: EN 101 and GB 202.
Fall semester.
350 Electrical and Mechanical Installations (3 credits). Fundamentals of electrical
systems. light and power requirements. plumbing and sanitation. heating and air.
conditioning. application of building codes. Spring semester.
370 Cost Estimating and Bidding (3 credits). Extracting quantities from drawings.
compiling and pricing estimates. preparation of bids. Prerequisites: CO 346. Spring
semester.
374 Construction Operation (3 credits). Contractor organization and project super-
vision. building materials. equipment, methods of construction, construction safety.
Prerequisite: GB 207 and 330. Fall semester.
417 Project Scheduling and Control (3 creditsl. Critical path method (CPM) as a
construction planning. scheduling and management technique. Prerequisites: EN 104
and CO 374. Spring semester.
engineering. physics, chemistry. geology and mathematics. PrerequiSite: EN.104
and M-205. Credit cannot be obtained from both EN 225 and M 225. Fall semester.
Upper Division
301 Fluid Mechanics (3 credits). Physical properties of fluids: fluid mechanics and
measurements; viscous and turbulent flow. momentum, lift. drag. and boundary layer
effects; flow in pipes and open channels. Three recitations per week. Prerequisites:
Calculus M-206 and Intro to Mechanics: En-205. Spring semester .
. 306 Mechanics of Materials (3 credits) Elasticity. strength. and modes of failure of
engineering materials. theory of stress a.nd strains for columns. beams and shafts.
Three class periods per week. Prerequisites: Intra to Mechanics EN 205 and Calculus
M-206. Spring semester"
320 Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer (3 credits). First and second laws of
thermodynamics. thermOdynamic processes; thermodynamic properties of fluids:
flow processes; heat to work conversion; refrigeration; conduction and. radiation.
Three recitations per week. Prerequisites: Calculus M-206 and Physics II-Wave
Motion and Heat PH 221 Fall semester.
Lower Division
100 Foundations of Physical Science (4 creditsl. Selected concepts of matter and
energy that are widely applicable toward understanding our physical and biological
environment. A one-semester course for non-science majors. Three lectures and one
laboratory experiment per week. Each semester.
Graduate
501 Basic Physical Scienca for Elementary Teachers (3 creditsl. An intt'Oduction
to the basic ideas of physical science including matter, motion. energy. electricity.
magnetism. heat. light. sound. wave motion. atomic energy. and astronomy. Ele-
mentaryconcepts will be discussed and demonstrated with emphasis on methods
that can be used by elementary school students. Students will be expected to make
one demonstration to present to the class during the course. Prerequisite: None,
PS PHYSICAL SCIENCE
382 Engineering Economy (2 credits). Economic analysis and comparison 'of
engineering alternatives by annual-cost..present~worth. capitalized cost. and rate.of.
return methods: income tax' considerations. Prerequisite: Junior standing. Spring
semester.
3
3
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lower Division
1OO"Concepts and Consequences of Energy Utilization (4 credits). An introductory
course for non.science majors designed to acquaint students with the basics ot
energy utilization technology and its cultural and environmental impacts. The course
will demonstrate the role of technology'in our society by developing a conceptual
understanding of the operation and limitations of the technological machines which
supply Our society's energy. Three hour lectures and one two-hour projects lab each
week. Fall semester.
101 Technical Drawing (2 credits). A basic course of technical drawing procedures
for those with little or no high school or work exp.erience background in this a'rea.
Covers lettering. use of drawing instruments. geometric construction. orthographic
projections. sectioning. dimensioning. pictorial drawings. working drawings and
graphic solution of point line and plane problems. Two 2-hour lecture laboratory
periods per week. Each semester.
104 (M-124) Dlgitel Com.puter Ptogra'1'mlng (2 credits). Course for engineering.
science or mathematiCs majors to Introduce fortran programming princIples and logIC.
Consideration and subroutine subprograms. appiied to problem solving. Prerequisite:
M-l06. M-lll or M-115 or having taken or taking mathematics beyond this level.
Credit cannot be obtained for both EN 104 and M 125. Each semester.
107-108 Engineering Fundamentals (2 :credits). An integrated course covering and
relating such topics as professional and social responsibilities of the engineering
computations. graphics and introduction to the design process. Two 2~hour lecture
labs. Student should have a minimum mathematics background equal to M-lll.
Each semester.
205 Introduction to Mechanics (3 credits). Covers baSIC statics inclu~ing
equilibrium. static friction. centroids. moment of inertia plus dynamics by particle
motion analysis. Kinetics of partiCles including concepts of force. mass. accelera.
tion. work. and energy. impulse and momentum. Corequisite: M 205. Prerequisite:
PH 220. Each semester.
206 Dynamics of Rigid Bodies 12 credits). Analysis of forces and the resulting
motion as pertains to rigid bodies undergoing rotary and general plane motion
Prerequisite: EN 205. Spring semester.
215 Basic Surveying (2 credits). A basic course in surveying serving as both a
preliminary course for engineering majors and a complete course for forestry and
other non-engineering majors. Course covers use of transit, level. plane table. and
computations related to elevation. travers~ and stadia surveys. One lecture and one 3~
hour lab. Prerequisite: M-lll or equivalent. Fall semester.
216 Engineering Measurements (2 credits). Advanced topics in surveying plus
theory and practice relating to types of errors. distribution of errors and precision in
measurement. One lecture and one 3.hour lab. Prerequisite: EN-215. Spring
semester,
221 Systems and Circuits I (3 credits). Intra for engineering students: includes
power and energy. circuit analysis. transient and steadv~state behavior. and resonant
systems. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: M 112. Fall Semester.
223 Systems and Circuits II (4 credits). Continuation of EN 221 with emphasis on
application in electronics, magnetic circuits. energy conversion. feedback systems
and instrumentation. Three lec. and one3.hour lab per week. Prerequisite: EN 22
Spring semester
224 Electricity and Magnetism Lab (1 credit). ISee PH 2241.
225 1M 225) Applied Fortran Programming 12 c'editsl. A gene,al course to illus.
trate advanced techniques in Fortran programming with applications drawn from
68
lower Division
100 A Cultural Approach to Physics (4 credits). Designed for liberal arts students.
Students should gain an appreciation for the basic ideas in physics and how these
ideas have 'contributed. to the development of western culture by their influence on
philosophy. religion. and technology. Three lectures and one laboratory experiment
per week. Spring semester.
101-102 General Physics (4 creditsl. Mechanics. sound. heat. light. magnetism. and
electricity. This course satisfies the science requirement for the Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Science Curricula. and may be taken by forestry. pre-dental and pre-
medic students. Three lectures and .one 3-hour laboratory period per week.
Prerequisite: Algebra and Trigonometry Or acceptable score on ACT Mathematics
Subseore. Each semester.
103 Radiological Physics (2 credits). An introduction to electrical. atomic. and
nuclear physics is presented with a review of fundamental physical science included.
Fall semester.
104 Radiological Physics (2 credits). Ali application of electrical. atomic and nuclear
physics to image intensification. f1ouroscopy. cine~radiography, video tape systems,
stereoradIOgraphy. body section. radiography, therapeutic radiology and nuclear
medicine. Prerequisite: PH.103. Spring semester.
105 Introduction to Descriptiva Astronomy (4 credits). A study of galaxies. stars
and planets and their physical'relationships, beginning ~ith our own solar system and
moving outward. Ihree lectures and one two.hour laboratory. Several scheduled
evening viewing sessions and planetarium visits are req.uired. A one-semester course
for non-science majors. Each semester.
207 Introduction to Biophysics (4 credits). A course relating physical principles to
biological applications. Lectures stress concepts of atomic physics. basic electricity.
energetics. heat and optics. The variety of instruments normally found in biological
laboratories are used in lab to study bioJoqical systems. Three 1-hour lectures and
one 3-hour lab. Prerequisite: It is recommended that the students have taken Math
111 or 115 or its equivalent.
220 Physicsl-Machanics 13 credits). Kinematics. dynamics of particles. statics.
momentum. work. energy. rotational motion and vibratory motion. Three 1~hour
lectures and one l+hour recitation per week. Prerequisite: M-112. Must be taken
concurrently with M-205. Either semester.
221 .Physics II-Wave Motion and Heat (3 credits). Wave motion on strings.
acoustical phenomena. geometrical optics. optical instruments, interference.
diffraction. polarization. heat and the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics.
Three l-hour lectures and one l-hour recitation per week. Prerequisite: PH -220
Must be taken concurrently with PH~223. Either semester.
222 Physics IlI.Electricity and Magnetism (3 credits). Coulomb's Law. electriC
fields. electric potential. magnetic fields. magnetic induction and simple circuits.
Three 1-hour lectures and one 1~hour recitation per week. Prerequisite: PH-220.
Must be taken concurrently with PH-224. Either semester.
223 Wave Motion and Heat Lab (1 credit). A lab designed to be taken concurrently
with PH 221 Basic experiments in mechanics. wave motion, sound. optics and heat.
One three-hour lab per week. Prerequisite: PH 220 and concurrent enrollment in PH
221. Fall semester.
224 (EN 224) Electricity and Magnetism Lab (1 creditl. A lab designed to be taken
concurrently with PH 222. Basic experiments in electricity, simple circuit analysis and
instrumentation. One three-hour lab per week. Prerequisite: PH 220 and concurrent
enrollment in PH 222. Spring semester.
33 credits
3 credits
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Upper Division
301 Electronics Lab (3 credits). Electrical measurements. power supplies. amplifier
circuits. oscillators. servo systems, and electronic switching and timing. One 1-hour
lecture and two 3-hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: PH-222 and PH-
224. Fall semester.
311.312 Modem Physics 13 credits). A brief introduction to the special theory of
relativity. basic ideas and methods of elementary quantum mechanics with
applications to atomic and nuclear physics. and properties of mailer. Three lectures
per week. Prerequisite: PH-221. PH-222. C-l02 or C.132. Corequisite: M-321 or
M-311. Each semester.
381.382 Electricity end Megnetism 13 credits). Electrostatic fields. potentials.
Gauss' law. solutions of laplace's equation. electrostatics of conductors and
dielectric materials; magnetic materials. vector potentials. Maxwell's equations. and
electromagnetic radiation. Three one-hour lectures per week. Prerequisites: PH-221,
PH-222 and M-321 or M-331 . Each semester.
DEPARTMENT OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Williard M. Overgaard: Professors: Skillern. Donog'
hue: Assistent Professors: Brinton. Fry. Raymond. Schoedinger: Instructors:
Moncrief. Kinney. Spafford: Assistant Professor Emeritus: Peterson: Spedal Lec-
turers: Kuykendall. Mabbull. Slaughter.
The program of the Department of Political Science is de-
signed to provide the student with a knowledge of political val-
ues. of the American political system. of the political systems of
other areas of the world. and of international politics and institu-
tions; to provide an understanding of the interactions of institu-
tions. groups. and the individual within the framework of the
diverse political systems and political relationships: to develop
a comprehension of the methodology relevant to the discipline
of Political Science in the various substantive areas of concen-
tration. including political philosophy. American governmental
systems and processes. political behavior. comparative govern-
ment and politics. international relations. and public law; to
offer special concentration in the area of public administration.
The Department of Political Science seeks also to provide
innovative opportunities to extend further the student's under-
standing of the political environment on the local. national. and
international levels.
The political Science program prepares students for car-
eers in the various levels of government service. in teaching. in
law. and in related professions. The undergraduate program pre-
pares students for graduate study in Political Science and re-
lated disciplines. It also offers electives in support of major
programs in other disciplines.
In addition to the several optional major programs in Politi-
cal Science. the College offerings in the classical discipline of
Philosophy are provided through the Department of Political
Science.
A Master of Public Administration degree program is also
offered through the Department of Political Science.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
A major program in Political Science is to be defined for each
student in terms of a general foundation of knowledge in the
discipline of Political Science. accommodating the developmental
interests of the student but reflecting a concentration in any
one of the following four "areas of emphasis" as available op-
tions for a major program in Political Science:
I. Political Philosophy
II. American Governmental Systems and Processes
III. International Relations
IV. Public Administration
As an additional option. major emphasis in Political Science
is provided in teacher education preparation.
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V. Political Science
Social Science Secondary Education
The basic requirements applicable to all major programs in
Political Science. irrespective of the selected area of emphasis.
are to include the following courses:
PO 101 American National Government. . . . . . 3 credits
PO 141 Contemporary Political Ideologies. . . . . . 3
PO 229 Comparative European Governments
and Politics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PO 231 International Relations. . . . . 3
PO 498 Seminar (Scope and Methods of
Political Science) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 credits
The Seminar is not applicable to public administration area of emphasis).
At least 3 Semester credits in Western Political Theory re-
quired. PO-441. PO-442 strongly recommended for all students
with a major program in Political Science.
The course requirements applicable to each of the four
designated areas of emphasis. offered as optional major pro-
grams in Political Science. are described below.
I. Political Science - Political Philosophy emphasis.
Political philosophy as an area of emphasis is designed to
accommodate students whose principal interest in Political
Science is the fundamental political thought. past and pre-
sent, in the development of political institutions in society.
A. General College and Core Requirements
B. Political Science Major Requirements (45 credits)
1. Lower Division courses (12 credits)
PO-l0l American National Government ... 3 credits
PO-141 Contemporary Political
Ideologies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PO-229 Comparative European
Governments and Politics 3
PO-231 International Relations , 3
2. Upper Division Courses (33 credits)
PO 301 Parties. Electoral Process and
Interest Groups .
PO 351 Constitutional Law .
PO 331 American Political Theory .
PO 441 .Western Political Theory I .
PO 442 Western Political Theory II .
PO 451 Comparative Legal Systems.
PO 498 Senior Seminar (Scope and
Methods of Political Science) 3
Political Science electives 12
II. Political Science - American Governmental Systems
Processes emphasis.
This area of emphasis is offered to students who wish to
concentrate their attention on National. State. and local
political institutions of the United States. The course re-
quirements and electives in this area of emphasis seek to
provide the student with an understanding of American gov-
ernment.
A. General College and Core requirements.
B. Political Science Major Requirements (45 credits)
1. Lower Division Courses (18 credits)
PO 101 American National Government ... 3 credits
PO 102 State and Local Government . 3
PO 141 Contemporary Political
Ideologies , 3
PO 221 Public Opinion and
Voting Behavior 3
PO 229 Comparative European
Governments and Politics. . . . . . . 3
PO 231 International Relations. . 3
2. Upper Division Courses (27 credits)
PO 301 American Parties and
Interest Group Politics ....
PO 303 Introduction to Public
Administration ....
69
70
15
24
Plus upper division Political Science
electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
15 Credit Hour Emphasis - 9 credit hours required courses:
PO 101 American National Government. . . . 3 credits
PO 231 International Relations. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PO 331 and/or
442 Political Theory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-6
Plus 3-6 hours of appropriate upper division
Political Science coukses to be worked out
with advisor according to major field of
emphasis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-6
Political Science Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
V. Political Science - Social Science Secondary Educa-
tion Option
Each academic department in the social sciences (History.
Political Science. Societal and Urban Studies. and Economics)
provides a major emphasis with the Social Science Secondary
Education Option. Students must have a minimum of 30 credits
in the department's subject matter plus two additional fields of
study or teaching minors of 15 credits each chosen from the
other social science fields.
30 Credit Hour Program - 24 credit hours required courses:
PO 101 American National Government. . . . . . 3 credits
PO 102 State & Local Government. . . . . . . .. 3
PO 221 Public Opinion and Voting Behavior .. " 3
PO 231 International Relations. . . . . . . 3
PO 229.
324. or
333 Comparative Government. . . . 6
PO 331
441. or
442 Political Theory. 6
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Department of Political Science
The Master's degree in Public Administration is an inter-
university cooperative graduate program offered jointly by Boise
State University. Idaho State University. and the University of
Idaho. The purpose of the program is to provide present and
prospective public administrators with the basic intellectual
preparation necessary to understand and to adjust to a changing
and challenging environment through an introduction to the
theories and practices of administration. management. and soc-
ial science research as these relate to effective performance in
public organizations. The MPA program is coordinated through
an INTER-UNIVERSITY COMMITIEE. comprised of the chairmen
of the departments of political science or government at the
cooperating universities. a representative of the Office of the
State Board of Education, and a representative of cooperating
government agencies. The essential features of this inter-uni-
versity cooperative program are: (1) general coordination and
policy control by the INTER-UNIVERSITY COMMITIEE; (2) un-
restricted transferability of credits earned at any of the partici-
pating universities: (3) coordination among universities in sched-
uling and offering courses in the MPA program: and (4) the
establishment of a basic core of courses at all three cooperating
institutions plus optional areas of emphasis which may vary
among the universities and which reflect the particular areas of
specialization available at the respective universities.
The inter-university MPA program has been designed in
accordance with the Guidelines and Standards for Professional
Master's Degree Programs in Public Affairs and Public Ad-
ministration prescribed through the National Association of
Schools of Public Affairs and Administration (NASPAA).
Admission to the MPA Program
Students may enroll in the MPA by app/yinQ to one of the
3 credits
3
3
3
PO 335
PO 421
PO 422
PO 451
PO 498
PO-310
PO-320
PO-325
PO-465
Legislative Behavior. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Constitutional Law . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
American Political Theory . . . . . . . 3
Senior Seminar (Scope and
Method of Political Science) ..... 3
Political Science Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
III. Political Science - International Relations emphasis.
The area of emphasis in international relations is available
for students wishing to obtain a general understanding of
international affairs for a more intelligent citizenship in the
modern world society. Students enrolling in this option are
advised to prepare themselves adequately in modern foreign
languages. The course requirements in Political Science are
intended to provide a basis for an interdisciplinary program
with additional courses drawn from foreign languages, his-
tory. economics. and sociology.
A. General College and Core requirements.
B. Political Science Major Requirements (45 credits)
1. Lower Division Courses (12 credits)
PO 101 American National Government ... 3 credits
PO 141 Contemporary Political
Ideologies , 3
PO 229 Comparative European Governments
and Politics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PO 231 International Relations 3
2. Upper Division courses (33 credits)
PO 311 Comparative Foreign Policy ..... 3 credits
PO 324 Comparative Communist Party -
State Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PO 333 Comparative Governments and Pol-
itics of the Developing Nations. .. 3
United States Foreign Policy. . . . 3
International Law. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
International Organization. . . . . . 3
Comparative Legal Systems .... 3
Senior Seminar (Scope and
Methods of Pol. ScL) 3
Political Science Electives. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 9
Political Science - Public Administration emphasis.
As an optional area of emphasis in Political Science. the
course requirements are designed to provide a broad founda-
tion in the discipline of Political Science with special concen-
tration in the area of Public Administration. Special inter-
disciplinary course patterns can be arranged for students
interested in such complementary areas as public adminis-
tration and economics. public administration and sociology.
public administration and psychology. public administration
and communications. Appropriate course selections for all
students opting for the Public Administration area of empha-
sis should include electives in computer science. psychology.
sociology. history. economics. and communications.
A. General College and Core Requirements.
B. Political Science Major Requirements (45 credits)
1. Lower Division courses (12 credits)
PO-l0l American National Government ... 3 credits
PO-l02 State and Local Government . . . . 3
PO-141 Contemporary Political Ideologies 3
PO-229 Comparative European Government
. and Politics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PO-231 International Relations 3
2. Upper Division Courses (30 credits)
PO-303 Introduction to Public Administra-
tion .
Public Finance .
American Policy Processes .
Regional Administration .
Comparative Public Administra-
tion " 3
PO-467 Administrative Law 3
PO-487 Organization Theory and Bureau-
cratic Structure. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
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PO 312
PO 351
PO 331
PO 498
IV.
participating universities. Acceptance by any of the three uni-
versities admits a student into the MPA program. A matriculated
student should complete graduate studies at the institution
which offers the area of specialization which he or she wishes to
emphasize. The specific program which each student will pursue
will be established by an advisory committee consisting of three
faculty members. one of whom will be from a university other
than that of the chairman of the student's advisory committee.
No specific undergraduate program is required in preparation
for the MPA program. It is anticipated that students will come
from widely differing academic preparations.
However. some coursework in humanities and social scien-
ces (political science. sociology. economics and psychology) is
essential to the foundation of the MPA program for all students;
also a student must provide evidence of proficiency in skills of
statistics. data processing. or accounting. either through under.
graduate preparation or previous work experience. Deficiencies
in these areas will be made up outside of the required curricu-
lum. A student may be required to remove other deficiencies
related to specified areas of emphasis in the MPA program. as
determined by the Inter-University Committee.
Specific Admission Requirements for Applicants to the
MPA Program
All applicants to the MPA program at Boise State University
must meet the following requirements prior to enrollment in
MPA courses:
A. Possession of a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
institution.
B. Demonstration of satisfactory academic competency by
attaining an overall GPA of 2.75 and recommendation for
admission by the Department of Political Science. Students
with a lower GPA may be admitted on provisional status on
recommendation of the Department of Political Science with
approval of the Graduate School. Final determination on
the retention in the MPA program of a student with provi-
sional status will be made after the completion of twelve
(12) credits of approved study. with the general require-
ments of a grade of "B" or bener in the course work taken.
C. Receipt of three letters of personal evaluation from
individuals qualified to evaluate the applicant's academic
potential. Evaluators may include current or former employ-
ers. as well as professors.' The letters are to be addressed
as follows: Chairman. Department of Political Science.
Boise State University. Boise. Idaho 83725.
D. Submittal of a brief statement by the applicant indicating
his/her career objectives and the area of emphasis to be
undertaken in the Master of Public Administration program.
E. Completion of the following prerequisite courses in
undergraduate preparation or their equivalent (applicable
to all students applying for admission to the MPA program.
1. American National Government - 3 semester credits
2. State-Local Government - 3 semester credits
3. Introduction to Public Administration - 3 credits
4. At least three semester credits in each of two of the
following areas:
a. Sociology
b. Economics
c. Psychology
5. At least three semester credits In one of the follow-
ing areas:
a. Accounting
b. Data Processing
c. Social Statistics
6. For those students selecting "Human Services Ad-
ministration" as their "area of emphasis" for specialized
preparation in Public Administration. at least 9 semester
credits in Sociology.
7. For those students selecting "Criminal Justice Admin-
istration" as their "area of emphasis" for specialized
preparation in public administration. at least 9 semester
credits in Criminal Justice.
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Students who are deficient in any of the prerequisites
indicated above must remove these deficiencies prior to
enrollment in MPA graduate-level courses for credit.
The student may be required to remove other deficienc-
ies as determined by the Inter-University Committee es-
tablished for administrative coordination of the MPA
program.
F. An applicant planning to achieve an MPA degree at Boise
State University must be accepted by the Graduate School
of Boise State University. (The student is advised to consult
the appropriate section of the bulletin for any special require-
ment or conditions prescribed by the Graduate School.
THE GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
The MPA degree may be achieved through the successful
completion of at least 30 semester credit hours of approved
course work plus 6 credits of public service internship. Eighteen
credit hours must be completed in courses selected from pre-
scribed "core areas" with 12 additional credit hours completed
in designated optional areas of emphasis. Students may follow
a thesis or non-thesis option in pursuing the MPA. The thesis
counts as 6 credits toward completion of the degree in lieu of
course work selected from the student's area of emphasis. All
MPA candidates must complete final examinations. Those fol-
lowing the thesis option will complete an oral examination cover-
ing the thesis and program course work. The non-thesis option
requires a written and oral examination over program course
work.
The academic program of each student must be approved by
the MPA advisory committee and must satisfy the general re-
quirement of an integrated program designed to meet career
objectives of the student in public administration.
Core and Optional Area Requirements
The specific Course requirements of the MPA program are
set forth in a list of courses which has been approved by the
INTER-UNIVERSITY COMMITIEE. This list is available through
each of the cooperating universities. Courses are available at
each institution in the "core areas." The optional "areas of
emphasis" may vary among the universities according to the
resources and competencies which exist in the respective de-
partments. Moreover. the MPA envisages further development
of "areas of emphasis" and expansion of available courses as
additional resources become available and the cooperative re-
lationships among the three universities are further developed.
The listing of "areas of emphasis" represents a collective enum-
eration of all optional areas which currently are available or are
planned for future development at all of the cooperating univer-
sities. (A description of these areas of emphasis which are pre-
sently operational at each institution and admission forms to the
MPA program are available through the chairman of the Depart-
ment of Political Science at Boise State University. the chair-
man of the Government Department at Idaho State University,
or the chairman of the Department of Political Science ot the
University of Idaho.)
"Core Area" Requirements: At least 18 semester credit hours of
course work required on the designated "core areas" are to be
selected in accordance with the following bases of selection:
1. At least one course selected from each of the following
"core areas":
a. Administrative Theory. Organization and Behavior
b. Public Management Techniques
c. Public Policy and Policy Analysis
2. At least one course from each of two of the following
"core areas":
a. Administrative Law
b. The Executive and the Administrative Process
c. Intergovernmental Relations
d. Community and Regional Planning
e. Comparative Public Administration and Planning
Systems
3. A sixth course is to be selected also from anyone of
the eight "core areas"'isted under items one and two above.
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select the remaining 12 credit hours of course work from
the courses listed below.
PO 465 (G) COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PO 467 (G) ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
PO 469 (G) INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
PO-511 PROGRAM EVALUATION AND QUANTI-
TATIVE ANALYSIS
PO-530 THE ROLE OF THE EXECUTIVE IN POLlCY-
MAKING
Intergovernmental
PO 581
PO 582
PO 583
PO 584
PO 585
PO 586
PO 587
Any of. the following courses. identified as "selected topics:'
which will be offered as staff availability permits, may be
selected also to satisfy the General Public Administration
area of emphasis.
PO 580 SELECTED TOPICS - Administrative Theory,
Oroanization and Behavior
SELECTED TOPICS - Public Management
Techniques
SELECTED TOPICS - Public Policy and
Policy Analysis
SELECTED TOPICS - Administrative Law
SELECTED TOPICS - The Executive and the
Administrative Process
SELECTED TOPICS
Relations
SELECTED TOPICS Community and Re-
gional Planning
SELECTED TOPICS - Comparative Public
Administration and Planning Systems
Arrangements may also be made in the following courses.
PO 593 THESIS
PO 595 READING AND CONFERENCE
PO 596 DIRECTED RESEARCH
PO 599 CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP
Optional "Areas of Emphasis": At least 12 semester credit
hours of cOurse work are to be taken in anyone of the following
"areas of emphasis":
1. General Public Administration
2. Community. State and Regional Planning
3. Criminal Justice Administration
4. Public Health Administtation
5. Public Finance, Budgeting, and Administrative Manage-
ment
6. Environmental and Natural Resources Administration
7. Local Government Administration
8. Human Services Administration
Public Service Internship: Those students with no workexper-
ience in government are to be assigned as "public service in-
terns." The internship is to be. served in a government office at
local. state, or federal levels, or in appropriate organizations
which are concerned with governmental affairs. such as private
foundations and community institutions. Credit provided for the
internship shall be in addition to the 30 semester credit hours of
course work required in the MPA program. The internship com-
ponent will comprise 6 semester hours.
(Note: Selection of courses is to be made in consultation with the student's
major professor in the preparation of a MPA Program Development
Planfor each individual student.)
A. Administrative Theory. Organization. and Behavior
PO 487 (G) ORGANIZATION THEORY AND BUREAU-
CRATIC STRUCTURE
COURSES OFFERED AT BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
FOR THE DESIGNATED "CORE AREAS" AND THE OP-
TIONAL "AREAS OF EMPHASIS" IN THE MPA PRO-
GRAM
I. DESIGNATED CORE AREAS
PO 511
MG 541
DP 542
B. Community. State and Regional Planning
(No course offering yet provided at BSU in the MPA
program)
C. Criminal Justice Administration
B. Public Management Techniques
P0510 FISCAL PROCESSES AND PUBLIC BUD-
GETING PROCESS
PROGRAM EVALUATION AND QUANTI-
TATIVE ANALYSIS
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR MANAGE-
MENT
C. Public Policy and PolicV Analysis
PO 520 PUBLIC POLICY FORMULATION AND IM-
PLEMENTATION
CR 510
CR 511
CR595
CR598
SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CORRECTIONAL
TREATMENT
SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE JUVENILE
AND YOUTHFUL OFFENDER
READING AND CONFERENCE
SEMINAR IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMIN-
ISTRATION
E. Environmental and Natural Resources Administration
(No course offering yet provided at BSU in the MPA
program)
D. Public Health Administration
(Planned, but no course offering yet provided at BSU in
the MPA program)
F. Local Government Administration
(Planned for future implementation as an area of em-
phasis at BSU).
G. Public Finance. Budgeting. and Administrative Manage-
ment
(Planned for future implementation as an area of em-
phasis at BSU)
ServicesHuman
SO 511
SO 512
SO 580
SO 595
H. Human Services Administration
SO 510 CONFLICT AND CHANGE IN SOCIO-CUL-
TURAL SYSTEM
THE SOCIOLOGY OF AGE-GROUP STRAT-
IFICATION
SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY
SELECTED TOPICS
Administration
READING AND CONFERENCE
A. General Public Administration
This area of emphasis is provided to accommodate those
students desiring preparation in public administration as a
"generalist" rather than a "Specialist" in a particular area of
specialization. At Boise State University the student may
(Note: Some of the courses provided in designated "areas of emphasis"
are also provided in designated "core areas," as shown above. In
such cases, a course may. satisfy a general core area requirement
or a specific "area 'of emphasis" requirement in the MPA program
but NOT both.1
D. Administrative Law
PO 467 (G) ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
E. The Executive and the Administrative Process
PO 530 THE ROLE OF THE EXECUTIVE IN POLlCY-
MAKING
F. Intergovernmental Relations
PO 469 (G) INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
G. Community and Regional Planning
(No course offering yet provided at BSU)
H. Comparative Public Administration and Planning Sys-
tems
PO 465 (G) COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
II. OPTIONAL "AREAS OF EMPHASIS"
72
COURSES
PO POLITICAL SCIENCE
Lower Division
101 American National Govemment 13Credits).A study of the institutiOns and pro,
casses of the American political system, emphasizing the social ideological. and
const~tutional background. Each semester,
102 State and Local Government (3 credits), A study of the institutions and
processes of state and local government with emphasis on' constitutionalism,
legislatures. governors and reapportionmet,t. Each semester.
141 Contemporary Political Ideologies 13 credits). An examination of liberalism,
communism. fascism. and Nazism. with emphasis ,on the principal ideas
characterizing.each "ideology", Eachsemester.
221 Public Opinion and Voting Behavior 13credits), The course will explore the
development of public opinion and electoral behavior, Empirical research from a
variety of fields will be used in an attempt to understand,and analyzethe factors that
mold popular attitudes and political behavior, Fallsemeste'r,
229 Comparetive European Governments end Politics (3 credits). A comparative
study of the political systems of selecteiJ European nation-states, including Great
Britain. France,the German FederalRepublic, Italy and the Scandinavianstates, The
patterns of political culture,_ political interests. political power. and selected public
policy issueswill be analyzed.Prerequisite:FederalGovernment (PO-l 01 ) or.consent
of instructor and approvalof Department Chairman, Eachsemester,
231 International Relations (3 credits). A study of the nature of relations among
nations with particular reference to contemporary international issues; an analysis of
motivating factors including nationalism:. imperialism. communism. a study of the
problem of national sovereignty and its relation to international cooperation.
Prerequisite:FederalGovernmentPO-10l, Eachsemester,
Upper ,Division
301 Parties. Electoral Process and Interest Groups 13credits), The major objec-
tive of this course is to develop an underStandingof the nature. functions.organiza-
tion. and activ~ties of political parties Ilnd -interest groups within the American
political system, Emphasis will be placed on the performance of America's two
major political parties. especially in the IHea of nominations and elections. and on
the organization and lobbying activities' of the major American interest groups.
Fallsemester,
303 Introduction to Public Administration 13 credits). Theory, administrative
organization. functions and problems of"public governmental units. Prerequisite
Federal Government PO.101. Each semester.
310 Public Finance 13 creditsl. Fiscal aspects of planning and control of
governmental units. Principles of taxation and other revenues. government
indebtedness, and policy making. (Interdepartmental course with Department of
Ecpnomics),Prerequisites:EC201 and EC202, Spring semester,
311 Comparative Foreign Policy (3.credits), A comprehensivestudy of the political
institutions. concepts. values. and methods of international politiCS relevant to the
practice of nation-states; examination of foreign policies and objectives of thewoi'ld's
major powers; analysis of contemporary international problems; consideration of
theories of international politics. Prerequisite: Federal Government PO-101 or
International Relations PO-231 or consent of instructor and approval of Department
Chairman, Fall semester,
312 Legislative Behavior (3 credits), An analysis of the behavior of American state
and national legislatures. Special consideration will be given. to the impact of
constituencies. parties. interest groups.' interpersonal relations. and other related
factors upon legislators. and the role of the legislature in the American political
system. Prerequisite: FederalGovernment PO-lO" Spring semester,
320 American Policy Process (3 credits). An examination of the process through
which policy is determined. implemented. and adjusted. with emphasis on the role of
administrators. Prerequisite: PO-303. Either semester, alternate years,
324 Comparative Communist Party-State Systems (3 credits). A comparative
study of the political systems of the Soviet Union, EasternEurope,People'sRepublic
of China. and other Communist Party-States, Selected topics and problems relating
to the political institutions and political processeswill be presented for defining the
patterns.of,political relationships in these: states. Attention is to be given to questions
of political theory and political determinants in the development of the Communisn
P-arty-States, Prerequisite. Federal Government PO 101 or consent of instructor and
approval of Department Chairman. Eithe:r semester. alternate years.
326 Regional Administration 13credits), Surveyof the organizationalarrangements
developed for planning. for providing services. and for regulating resources across city
and state boundaries. Intergovernmenta! relations and metropolitan regions will be
emphasized.Prerequisites:PO-l02, PO-303, Eithersemester,
330 Issues In Public Personnel Affairs (3 credits), Survey of the public personnel
system; including evolvement of the' merit system. political control of the
bureaucracy. compensation plans. employee relationships and unionism.
Prerequisite: PO 303. Either semester.
331 American Political Theory (3 credits), The genesis -and development of politi:
cal thought in the United States 'from the colonial period to the present. Fall
semester.
333 Comparative Governments and Politics of Oeveloping Nations 13credits), A
study of the political systems of selected nations in the developing areas of the world.
including nation-states in Africa. Asia. an'(j Latin America. The patterns and problems
of. political development and modernization in the nations will be analyzed.
Prerequisite: Federal Government PO-1 0 1 or consent of instructor, and approval of
Department Chairman. Either semester. alternate years.
336 United States Foreign Policy 13credits). Development of diplomacy from the
foundation Of the Republic to the present with emphasis on the emergence and
continuance of the United States as a 'world power, and the impact of domestic
developments on the formulation of foreign policies, Either semester. alternate
years.
SCHOOLOFARTS & SCIENCES
Political Science'
351 Constitutional law (3 credits), Case study of the American constitutional
system and its concepts .as revealed .in judicial decisions. Prerequisite: Federal
Government PO-l0l, Spring semester.
421 Intern8tion81.~aw (3 credits). Law of peace. international intercourse. war and
threat of war. paCifiC settlement. principles and practices of international law and
their application to international affairs. Prerequisite: Federal Government PO~101
and International Relations PO~231 Fall semester. alternate years.
422 Internatio.nal Org.aniz8tion.(~ credits). Historical background; the league; basic
problems of International entitle,S; the United Nations. Prerequisite: Federal
Government PO-101 and InternatIonal Relations PO.231 Either semester. alter
nate years.
441 Part I Westetn Political Theory (3 credits), The development of political
philosophy from Socrates to Machiavelli. Fall semester. alternate years ..
442 Part II Western Political Theory (3 credits). The development of political
thought since Machiavelli. Prerequisite: Part I Western Political Theory PO 441,
Spring semester. alternate years.
461 Comparative Legal Systems (3 credits). An examination of principal legal
systems of the world. with emphasis on ideational foundations. organization.
procedures. methods of growth. relationship to political and economic systems. and
basic juristic concepts, Prerequisites: Federal Government POol01. Contemporary
Political Ideologies PO-141, and Comparative European Governments and Politics
PO~299 or consent of instructor and approval of Department Chairman. Spring
semester. alternate years.
481 Government and Business (3 credits). A study of the extent of government
involvement in business at both the national and state levels. Includes study of
antitrust. food and d.rug. labor. civil rights. and other legislation and administration, A
survey of governmental powers pertaining to the involvement of government in
business affairs is also included. (This is offered as an interdepartmental course with
the Department of Management and Financeand is also designated as GB 44t for
students undertaking a major program in General Business.) Prerequisites: PO 101
and PO303, Spring semester:
486G Comparative Public Administration 13credits), Systematic examination and
comparison of the varied models and theories of administrative systems. The course
will cover intranational and international studies. (Students enrolled in this course for
graduate-level credit will be assigned special requirements on preparation,1
Prerequisite for undergraduate students: PO~303. Either semester. offered in
alternate academicyears,Offered in 1975-76. Spring semester.
487G AdminIstrative Law (3 credits), Review of the sources of power and duties of
administrative agencies. the rules and re_9ulations made by the agencies through
investigati'on and hearings. as well as judicial decisions and precedents relating to
administrative activities. (Students enrolling in this course for graduate.level credit
will be assigned special requirements on preparation.) Prerequisite for undergraduate
students: PO-303, Either semester. offered in alternate academic years, Offered in
1975-7t?, Eachsemester, .
489G Intergovemmental Relations (3 credits), An examination of interunit
cooperation and conflict in the American Federal System. including state-local
relationships and metropoliian dispersal and integration, (Students enrolling in this
course for graduate level credit will be assigned special requirements on preparation.)
PrerequiSite for undergraduate students: PO-101, PO-l02, and PO-303, Either
seinester,offered in alternate academicyears, Not offered in 1975-76,
487G Organizational Thaory and Buraaucratic .Structure (3 credits), A socio-
political analysis of the theories and concepts of complex social organizations. their
application to public administration and the. inter-relationship between political
science and sociological organizational theory. (Students enrolling in this course for
graduate level credit will be assigned special requirements on preparation.)
Prerequisite for undergraduate students: Upper Division standing arid consent of
instructor. Either semester.
49B Senior Seminar (Scope and Methods of Political Science) (3 credits). An
examination of the discipline of Political Science, its central problems and unifying
concerns. and an inquiry into the techniques of scientific political investigation as they
relate to improved research methods. This seminar is required of all ,Political Science
majors, Fall semesier.
(The400 level courses identified with (G)are offered for graduate credit.)
Graduata
610 Fiscal Processes and Public Budgeting Process 13credits), Thedetermination
of .fiscal policy. budgeting processes, and governmental forms of budgeting,
Consideration of fiscal policy and processes in various program areas. Emphasis on
the interface between technical and political processes,Either semester, Not offered
in 1975-76,
511 Program Evaluation and Quantitative Analysis (3 credits). The application of
social science research to administrative problems. including practical methods of
gathering. analyzing. and interpreting data. Theory and basic techniques underlying
quantitative analysis of public programs. Either semester. Spring semester.
520 Public. Policy Formulation and Implementation (3 credits). The process of
policy-making both within an agency and within the larger cont!3xt of the total
govemmental process, emphasizing policy and program planning. policy implemen-
tation and the value system of administrators. Either semester.
630 The Role of the Executive in Policy-Making (3 credits). A study of the
American executive. including the president. the governor. and the mayor. with
consideration given to changes in their institutional settings and role conceptions. An
examination of the role of the executive in the policy-making process. including
sources of strength and weakness and the strategies used to .enact their programs.
The problems of the relationship of the executive to the bureaucracy will also be
reviewed. Either semester.
The following courses identified' as "selected topics" are to be offered as staff
availability permits:
680 Selected Topics-Administrative Theory. Organization. and Behavior (3
credits),
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SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Social Work
54
CREDITS
128
74
DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL WORK
Chairman and Associate Professor: Mr. Douglas Yunker; Associate Professo;:
Huff: Assistant Professor: Beck. Oliver. Pan itch .
Clinical Associates: frene Wilcox, Child Protection Region N; David Goodenough,
Psychological Services 01 Idaho; Charles Hansen. Social Services Veterans Ad-
ministration; Charles Gurney. Social Services Veterans Administration; Barry
Kurz. SOcial Services Veterans Administration; Armine R. Balloun. SOcial Ser-
vices Veterans Administration; Art Dodson, Casey Family Program, Tom Wedeven,
Casey 'Family Program; Gail Thompson. Mental Health Center: Roy Haney.
Management Analysis; June B. Reed. EI-Ada Community Action Agency; Anne
Goss;. Information and Relerral; David Stout. Region III Mental Health Center;'
Dora Stout. Region III Mental Heaith Center: Hildegarde Mauzerall. Idaho YouthRanch.
Social Work offers an opportunity for a personally reward-
ing professional career to those who care deeply about the well-
being of others. Social workers give direct services to individuals,
families. groups and communities. Qualified licensed social
workers are in demand in every area of professional practice.
Social work is usually practiced in social welfare agencies
and in social work departments at host settings. Social workers
are needed to work with mentally ill. emotionally disturbed,
delinquent. mentally retarded, physically ill, handicapped and
economically and socially deprived children and adults. They are
sought for service in schools. courts. hospitals and clinics that
seek to detect and prevent delinquency and child neglect.
Community centers, psychiatric and general hospitals and
service centers for the aged also seek qualified social workers
and offer varied career opportunities. Equally challenging op-
portunities exist in public and private agencies that deal with
problems of housing and urban renewal. public health, com-
munity mental health, social welfare planning and fund-raising,
race relations and the many other concerns that become es-
pecially acute both in changing neighborhoods of large cities
and in depressed rural and industrial areas. Social work practice
is designed to enrich the quality of life by enabling individuals.
groups and communities to achieve their greatest potential
development.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
SOCIAL WORK MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
General University and Major Requirements ..
A. Lower Division Courses .
English Composition '. 6
Literature " 6
Humanities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Lab Science and Math . . . . 12
C<;>mmunication . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Intro-Sociology .... '.. . . . . 3
Social Problems. . . . . . . . . . 3
General Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
State and Local Government. . . . . . . . . 3
Intro-Social Work " 3
Elementary Social Work Processes 3
General Electives 14
B. Upper Division Courses .
Social Welfare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Normal Social Functioning " 3
SW Methods - Casework . . . . . . . . . . . " 3
SW Methods - Groupwor'k . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
SW Methods - Community Organization. 3
Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Psychology Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Field Work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
General Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15
Senior Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
lower Division
101 Introduction to Philosophy 13 credits). A general background in the various
areas of the discipline is presented afttii'r which specific philosophical problems are
examined in light of the solutions by various philosophers in Western culture. The
areas examined include metaphysics. ethics, and epistemology. Each semester:
121 Introduction to logic.13 credits). logic is the science of valid reasoning. To be
studied are the logical rules of inference ..methods of argumentation. logical problem
solving and the nature of logical fallacies. Fall semester.
211 Ethics 13 credits). Problems of both normative ethics and metaethics are
examined .. Normative ethics concerns the norms and. guidelines of moral behavior.
Various solutions are offered in response to the question, "What ought one do. given
a moral dilemmao" Metaethics is principally concerned with the nature 01 ethical
statements. Naturalism, intuitionism. and emotivism are thus examined. Spring
semester.
231 Philosophy of Religion (3 credits). The various types of arguments for the
existence of God are examined. Various conceptions of the nature of God Bre
explored as well as such problems as the problem of evil and problem of free will.
Either semester.
246 Metephysics (3 credits). As the care of philOsophy. this COurse includes an
examination of (a) the problem of free will vs. determinism. (b) the nature 01
causation. Ic) the problem of personal identify. and Id)' ontology. Prerequisite: PY
101 . Fall semester.
247 Epistemology (3 credits). This cours,e covers the theory of knowledge. including
(a) an examination 01 the relationships and the difference between knowledge and
belief. (b) an evaluation of the theories of preceptiOn and (c) theories of truth.
Prerequisite: PY 101 Spring semester.
249 Ancient Philosophy (3 credits I. A study 01 selected works of Plato and Aristotle.
Prerequisite: PY 101. Fall semester.
261 Medieval Philosophy (3 credits). A study of the works o(St. Anselm. Duns
SCOIUS. St. Thomas Aquinas. Abelard. Williams of Ockham. and Other contributors to
intellectual thought during the Middle Ages. Prerequisite: PY 101. Spring semester.
PY PHILOSOPHY
681 Selected Topics-Public Menagement Techniques 13 credits).
582 Selected Topics-Public Policy end Policy Analysis 13 credits).
683 Selected Topics-Administretive Law 13 credits).
684 Selected Topics-The Executive and the Administrative Process (3 credits).
686 Selected Topics-Intergovernmentel Relations (3 credits).
68B Selected Topics-Community end Regionel Plenning)3 credits).
687 Selected Topics-Comparative Public Administration and Planning
Systems (3 credits). .
690 Public Service Intemship (Variable Credit). A public service internship is to be
arranged,as field experience.for those students with no prior experience in
governmental or other organization assignments. Such internships will be established
and arrangements made for placement through the chairman of the Depanment of
Political Science.
693 Thesis 13 credits/semester). Selection of approved topic in public administration
for major preparation and defense through consultation with major advisor.
696 Reading and Conlerence 11-2 credits). Directed reading on selected materials
in public administration and discussion of these materials. as arranged and approved
through major advisor. .
69B Directed Research (1-3 credits). Special projects undertaken by the MPA
student as advanced tutorial study in specialized areas according to the needs and
interests of an individual student. The COurse embodies research. discussions of the
subject mailer and procedures with a designated professor and a documented paper
covering the subject of the independent study.
699 Conlerence Workshop (1 credit). Conferences Or Workshops covering various
topics in public administration may be offered on an irregularly scheduled basis.
according to student interest and staff' availability. No mare than 3 credits provided
through conferences or workshops can be applied toward the M PA.
I Upper Division
303 The Age 01 Absolutism and Reason (Philosophy). 13 credits). A study 01
European thought in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: The, age of
absolutism, ideas of the philosophers and the cr.isis of the old regime leading to
revolution. Prerequisite: Introduction to Philosophy, PY 101, (Course may be taken
either for History credit or for Philosophy credit, but not for both). Either semester,
alternate years. Offered 1975-76.
334 Phenomenology and Existentialism (3 credits). This course explores the most
fundamental of human problems: man is subjective by nature, for he is trapped by his
Own view of the world; yet the rational mind strives for objectivity.-The clash between
the two leads man to ask the very basic questions. "Who am 1:" and "What is my
relationship to the external world;" The former is an existential question and the latter
is a phenomenological one. Prerequisite: PY 101. Fall semester.
404 Symbolic logic 13 credits). A study of the translation of natural language
statements into symbolic form for the purpose of ridding them of ambiguity and of
making deductions through the rules of propositional calculus. Prerequisite: PY 121.
Spring semester.
406 Philosophy 01 Science. (3 credits). This course seeks to examine such
philosophical Questions as the finiteness of the universe, as well as theories
concerning the nature and verification of postulated entities. Prerequisite: PY 101 or
PY t 21. Fall semester.
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COURSES
SW SOCIAL WORK
Lower Division
101 Introduction to Social Work (3 credits). Survey of the field of social welfare.
and the need for social services in society. Social work function and career
opportunities. Required for social work major. Each semester.
201 Elementary Social Work Processes (3 credits). This course is an introduction
to communication skills and interviewing techniques which are specific to the
practice of Social Work. Community social service resources are reviewed. This
includes three (3) hours of service per week in a social service agency. integrating
interviewing skills with actual practice. Prerequisite: SW-101. Each semester.
Upper. Division
301 Social Welfare (3 credits). Social welfare as an institution Man and hi. needs.
public YS. private .social responsibility. :Prerequisite: Introduction to Social Work.
SW-101. Eachsemester.
321 Normal Social Functioning (3 credits). A review of human behavior with
. special emphasis on observation and understanding for social workers. Required for
social work majors. Prerequisite: SW 101.: Each semester.
38& Social Work Methods Casework (3 credits). An examination of skills employed
to serve individuals. groups. and communities: Interviewing. case work. grou'p work,
case recording. Prerequisite: SW 321. Each semester.
430 Social Work Methods - Community Organization (3 credits) . A study of
community structure. organization. and attitudes. Techniques for understanding
communities. methods of working in communities. Prerequisite: SW 3B5. Each
'semester.
43& Social Work Methods - Groupwork (3 credits) Dynamics of group behavior
Understanding group interaction and ..the processes of working with groups.
Prerequisite for Social Work majors: SW-430. Prerequisite for non-Social Work
majors: Permission of instructor. Each semester.
480. 481 Field Work (5 credits). Sixteen hours per week. the student works as a
practicing social worker under the supervision of a professionally trained and
experienced social worker. The student functions as an integrated staff member
except in those areas where educational benefits conflict with agency needs. All
juniors must apply for admission into the field work program prior to the beginning of
their second semester. Before the final decision is made as to where the student will
spend his time in field placement. he is interviewed by a team of faculty members
who will attempt to pinpoint important gaps or needs. Prerequisites: SW-3B5 and in
instructor's permission. Each semester.
498 Senior Level Semlner (2 credits). Discussi6n of topics of particular interest to
Social Work students who are planning to enter practice. Prerequisite: senior
standing in Social Work. Enrollment of one semester required. Each semester.
~DEPARTMENTOF SOCIETAL
AND URBAN STUDIES
ChlJlrmllfl IIfId' Professor: ProflJsso;s: Dorman.
Scheffer; Assoclata P,..flJssors: Baker. Christensen. Harvey. Pavesic; Assistant
ProflJssors:Corbin. Cox. Hopfenbeck. M~rsh. Taylor.
The Department believes that the condition of urban life
in modern society requires a broad. interdisciplinary approach
to provide competency and kn,owledge in the areas of societal
and urban studies. In addition. the curriculum offers current
perspectives for resolving many of the existing problems whi~h
face man. It provides an opportunity for each student to gam
both the scientific and practical knowledge in three disciplines:
sociology. anthropology and criminal justice administration.
Capitalizing on a variety of fields. the Department offers
students an opportunity for entry into the rapidly growing
occupational areas of personal services in urban society. The
Department also offers a sound undergraduate curriculum
preparatory to graduate study in each baccalaureate program.
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Societal & Urban Studies
American National Government 3
State and Local Government. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Applied Business Communications' '. . . . .. 3
B. Major Requirements
Lower Division. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18
Law Enforcement in Modern Society . . . . . 3
Patrol Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Jail Administration 3
Law of Criminal Evidence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Criminal Investigation 3
Vice and Organized Crime , 3
Upper Division. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Administration of Justice. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Police Organization and Management .... 3
Criminal Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Contemporary Law Enforcement
Problems. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Comparative Law Enforcement Adminis-
tration. or Introduction to Criminalistics . . . 3
Abnormal Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . .... , 3
Juvenile Delinquency. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Criminology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
C. Electives................................ 16-18
Upper Division Criminal Justice (Electives) . 6
Upper Division (Electives) 10-12
"The following courses are strongly recommended: Judo. Self Defense
" "Required of students who do not meet competency standards
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
CREDITS
A. Criminal Justice majors are required to take: ., 38-41
Defensive Tactics' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 4
Lab Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 or 6
Literature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
History 3
Fundamentals of Speech-Communication . 3
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
American National Government 3
State and Local GOvernment. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Accounting. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Applied Business Communications" 3
B. Major Requirements , 18
Law Enforcement in Modern Society . . . . . 3
Patrol Administration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Jail Administration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Law of Criminal Evidence . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Vice and Organized Crime , 3
Criminal Investigation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
C. Electives to bring total credits to 64
'The following courses are strongly recommended. Judo. Self Defense
" "Required of students who do not meet competency standards.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
SOCIAL SCIENCE MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
CRIMINAL JUSTICe ADMINISTRATION
General University and core requirements to meet either Bache-
lor of Arts or Bachelor of Science program as given on page
except:
A. Criminal Justice majors.are required to take 64
Defensive Tactics' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Fundamentals of Speech-Communica-
tion 3
Economics. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
I. Liberal Arts Option
1. General College and Basic Core requirements:
2. Social Science requirements:
A. Lower Division Courses .
Anthroplogy . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
History . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Political Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Social Science Electives. . . . . . . . . . . 9
CREDITS
.... 21
75
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Societal & Urban Studies
B. Upper Division Courses (Select from the
following combinations twelve credits in
one field and six credits in two other
fields): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Anthropology .
Economics. . . . . . . . . .
History .
Political Science . . .
Sociology. . . . .
Psychology .
REQUIREMENTS FOR SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
1. General University and core requirements to meet either
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Program' as given
on pages 17-18.
2. At least 78 credit hours in fields other than sociology, in-
cluding at least 15 hours in a single field or in a related group
of subjects as defined by the individual student in consulta-
tion with his advisor.
3. At least 29 credit hours in Sociology including:
CREDITS
Introduction to Sociology. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Elementary Social Statistics. . . . . . . . .. 3
Social Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
History of Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Current Sociological Perspectives. . 3
Sociology Seminar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Group I Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Population
Sociology of the Family
Sociology of Religion
Racial and Cultural Minorities
Sociology of Aging
Group 2 Courses. . . . 3
American Society
Social Institutions
Social Stratification
Industrial Sociology
Rural Community
Urban Community
The following courses are strongly recommended:
HY 102.103 - History of Western Civilization
Mathematics - 8 hours
P 101 - Introduction to Psychology
Group 3 Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Social Change
Social Psychology
Organizational Theory &
Bureaucratic Structure
Group 4 Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Deviant Behavior and Social Control
Juvenile Delinquency
Criminology
Social Problems
Sociology - Social Science Secondary Education Option
Each academic department in the social sciences (History,
Political Science. Societal and Urban Studies, and Economics)
provides a major emphasis with the Social Science Secondary
Education Option. Students must have a minimum of 30 credits
in the department's subject matter plus two additional fields of
study or teaching minors of 15 credits each chosen from the
other social science fields.
Credit Hours
1. General College and Basic Core requirements . . . .. 18-39
2. 2 approved teaching minors, 15 hours each. . . . . . . . . .. 30
(minors to be selected from the following field
Political Science, Anthropology, History, Geography,
or Economics)
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3. Sociology Courses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
(required COursesare the same as for the Sociology
major above, including at least 15 upper division hours)
4. Education courses to meet Idaho State Department of
Education Certification requirements for teachers in
Secondary Education " 20
5. State requirements for teacher certification, including
U.S. History 6 hours
American National Government 3 hours. . . . . . .. 9
6. Electives to complete a total of 128 credit hours,
including 40 upper division credit hours " 0-21
15 Hour Emphasis for Social Science Secondary Education
options. To include So-101 Introduction to Sociology and at
least 6 upper division hours.
15 hour Anthropology emphasis in Social Science - Second-
ary Education options
Required courses " 9 credit hours
AN202 Cultural Anthropology. . . 3
AN201 Physical Anthropology 3
AN 311 Peoples and Cultures of the World 3
Upper Division Anthropology Electives. . . . . . . .. 6 credit hours
Multi-Ethnic Studies - Social Science
The Multi-Ethnic Studies Program, which is open to all
students, is an inter-disciplinary area of emphasis which will
help students provide themselves with an understanding of
traditions, cultures, languages, problems, and perspectives.
The program is supervised by an interdisciplinary group of
faculty and students. Prospective majors may contact Dr. John
Jensen, Department of Teacher Education; Dr. P. K. Ourada,
Department of History; or A. R. Corbin, Department of Societal
and Urban Studies. to develop program of study.
COURSES
AN ANTHROPOLOGY
Lower Division
201 Physicel Anthropology (3 credits). An introduction to the fossil evidence for
human evolution, population genetics. human variation. and the study of living
primates with emphasis on behavior. Each semester.
202 Cultural Anthropology (3 credits). The meaning of culture; its significance for
human beings. similar and diverse forms and degrees of elaboration of culture in
relation to technology. economic systems, social organization, values and beliefs.
Each semester.
203 Introduction to Archaeology (3 credits). An introduction to the historic
background and basic techniques of archaeological excavation. The methods and
theory used to ~econstruct prehistoric cultures. their. environmental settings. their
activities and their histories. Either semester.
Upper Division
303 Old World Prehistory (3 credits). An in depth study of the evolution of man and
the development of culture. The course traces man's development from the first
known evidence of cultural behavior (ca two and a half million years ago); the
development of man during the "Ice Age," the spread of man throughout the Old
World. the domestication of plants and animals. and the rise of civilization.
Prerequisite: AN 202. upper division status. or consent of instructor. Either semester.
307 Indien. of North Amerlce (3 credits). A general survey with emphasis on the
description and analysis of native cultures and the role of environment and historical
factors in North America. Prerequisite: AN 202, upper division status, or consent of
instructor. Either semester.
311 People. end Cultures of tha World (3 credits). The cultural patterns of
representative aboriginal peoples. Technology, subsistence, social organization. and
super naturalism considered with a view toward environmental adjustment, historical
development and functional interrelations. Prerequisite: AN 202, upper division
status, or consent of instructor. Either semester.
316 Indlen People. of Idaho 13 credits). A study of the prehistoric and recent
cultures of the native peoples of Idaho. Topics will include the interpretation of
ancient Idaho cultures. the distinctiveness of the recent tribal groupings and the
relationship between past and present Idaho societies to those of the Great Basin.
Interior Plateau and Northern Plains. Prerequisites: AN 202, upper division status. or
consent of instructor. Either semester.
412 Archeeology of North America 13 credits). A survey of prehistoric cultures of
North America north of Mexico. The course includes a history of ideas about native
American origins and antiquities along with demonstrating regional societal
complexity on the continent. Special emphasis is given to the study of early man and
the cultures of the Eastern Woodlands. the American Southwest and the
Intermountain West. Prerequisite: AN 203, upper division status, or consent of
instructor. Either semester.
421 Theory and Mathod in Archaeology (3 credits). A survey of the philosophical
and theoretical foundations of archaeology. Includes the developments in
methodology and technical advances as applied to archaeological research.
Prerequisite: AN 203. upper division status. or consent of instructor. Spring semes-
ter.
CR CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Lower Division
201 Law Enforcement in Modern Society (3 creditsf. A study of philosophy. history ..
objectives and the functions of law enforcement as an institution. institutional
relationship to society; general overview of the administration of justice. Each
semester.
212 Jail Administration (3 credits). Historical development of local detention
facilities present and future trends of operation and administration. Operation of
programs for the sentenced misdemeanor. first offenders. female and juvenile
offenders. Special problems relative to inmate social interaction and supervision of
prisoners. Prerequisite: CR 201. Fall semester.
21 & Patrol Administration (3 credits). The Patrol function as the fundamental police
oper~tion multi-level decision and policy {flaking processes. determination of
functional areas of patrol responsibility. Prerequisite: CR 201. Fall semester.
22& Vice and Organized Crime (3 credits). The history. cause. nature. and control of
vice and organized crime are studied. PrereQuisite: CR 201. Spring semester.
231 Criminal Investigation (3 credits). Oesigned to acquaint the student with
investigation as it involves the application of the investigative process in discovery
and preservation of evidence, investigative report organization and content or in-
vestigative reports. and evidentiary proof of the elements of crime. Prerequisite:
CR-201. Spring semester.
27& Law of Criminal Evidence (3 credits). Presentation of the laws and rules of
evidence, burden of proof, exclusionary rule, presumption, opinion evidence. and
leading court cases involving the presentation and acceptability of evidence. Witness
examination procedures and related legal problems are presented. Preraquisite: CR
201. Fall semester.
Upper Division
301 Administration of Justice (3 credits). A study of the administration of justice
affected by jurisprudence. Rules of Criminal Procedures, and Law of Evidence.
Prerequisite: CR-201. Fall semester.
321 Criminal Law (3 credits). An analysis of criminal law and its effect on the en-
forcement of the tolerance limit of society . Prerequisite: CR 201 Spring semester.
331 Probation and Parola (3 credits). Historical development. organization.
operation. purpose and outcome of post.conviction release programs. Included will
be probation, parole, work. release and others. Analysis of program effectiveness.
Review of the role of the probation and parole counselor within the program
framework. Prerequisites: CR-201. P-101 and 50-101. Spring semester.
"340 Principles of Intervlawing (3 credits). Familiarization with the elements of the
interviewing process for law enforcement personnel. Included are both the counseling
and interrogative aspects with a view of promoting effective and productive
relationships within any intelViewing situation. Prerequisite: CR-201. P-101. Fall
semester.
3&1 Polica Organization and Management (3 credits). The princples of organization
and management as applied to law enforcement administration, current and future
problems in criminal justice administration. Prerequisite: CR-201 Fall semester
361 Correctional Administration (3 credits). History of correctional institutions.
present and future trends of handling the offender in the community and through
institutionalization. Review of the President's Task Force Report on Corrections.
Organization and program structure within a penal institution. Prerequisite: CR 201.
SO-l 01 . Each semester.
"380 Introduction to Criminalistics (3 credits). IntroductiO~ to theory and
application of physical science to the field and laboratory investigation of crime.
Applicable to both advanced field investigation and laboratory techniques.
Prerequisite: CR-201.IAlternate years). Spring semester.
411 Contemporary Law Enforcemant Problems (3 credits). Exploration of current
and anticipated administrative procedural areas of difficulty as they result from
changing public opinion. employee needs and demands. court precedent and
decision, and progressive developments and experimentation within law
enforcement. Prerequisite: CR 201. upper division CJA standing. Spring semester.
420 Private and Industrial Sacurity (3 credits). Philosophy and techniques of
operation in the areas of security organization and management. investigations,
physical plant and personnel security. and legal and jurisdictional limitations.
Prerequisite: CR 201, upper division CJA standing. Fall semester.
.451 Comparative law Enforcement Administration (3 credits). An analysis and
comparison of law enforcement systems at the Federal. State. and local levels. and
International systems. Prerequisite: CR.201. tAlternateyears). Spring semester.
"Non-majors by permiSSion of instructor.
Graduate"
&10 Spacial Problems in Correctional Treatment (3 credits). Analysis of
contemporary problems in the correctional programs of American society. Either
semester. (Not offered 1977-78).
&11 Spacial Problems of the Juvenile and Youthful Offender (3 creditsl.
Examination of current processes in juvenile justice, rehabilitation programs.
probation and utilization of community.based resources. Emphasis will be placed on
preventive/rehabilitative measures at the local level. Either semester. (Not offered
1977-781.
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
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&80 Selected Topics-Criminal Justica Administration (3 credits). (To be offered
according to staff availability.)
59& Reading and Conferance (1-2 credits). Directed reading on selected materials
in criminal justice administration and discussion of these materials, as arranged and
approved through major advisor. '
598 Seminar in Criminel Justica Administration (2 credits). Intensive analysis of
selected subject areas of the system of criminal justice administration. Prerequisite:
CR-301. Either semester.INot offered 1977-78).
"The graduate level courses to support this program will be regularly offered in the
fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
SO SOCIOLOGY
Lower Division
101 Introduction. to, Sociology (3 credits). Introduction to the sociological
per~pectlve .. an~lysls of. the basl~ elements of human groups and societies, culture.
SOCialorganization. socialization: ,"equality. and population. Each semester.
, 02 Social Problems (3 credits). Application of the sociological analysis to
contemporary problems associated with the structure of American society. Each
semester.
230 Introduction to Multi-Ethnic Studies (3 credits). This course views majority
and minority relations and confronts. challenges and motivates students to know
themselves better and understand some societal problems: viz. racism. prejudice. etc.
The course deals with the degree to which ethnic relations invQlve questions of
economic and political power and the distribution of that power. It looks at American
society's institutional role in maintaining and perpetuating systematic inequality.
Either semester.
240 Sociology of the Family (3 credits). An analysis of courtship. marriage. kinship.
and family patterns in the United States and selected societies. Theories and
facts of the relationships of these patterns to the larger society. Prerequisite:
50-101 Elthersemester.
250 Population (3 credits). The theory of population from Malthus to the present (1)
Social factors that influence population size. such as birth control and inadequate
housing; (2) composition of the population, past and present trends of populations.
Prerequisite: Introduction to Sociology 50.101. Either semester.
Upper Division
306 Racial and Cultural Minorities (3 credits). Analysis of inter-ethnic contacts. The
development of racial attitudes; theories relating to casual factors of prejudice and
discrimination. Prerequisite: Introduction to Sociology 50~101 or General
Psychology P.1 01 and upper division status. Either semester.
310 Elamentary Social Statistics (3 credits). The application of measurements to
social research data. Basic statistical measures. techniques for their application.
meaning and use in research. Recommended for majors. to be taken in the Junior
year and followed by SO 311 Prerequisite: 50-101. High School Algebra. upper
division status. Fall semester.
311 Social Research (3 credits). An introduction to the empirical ..basis of modern
sociological methods of research. design and the statistical analysis of social data.
Prerequisite: Introduction to Sociology SO 101. Elementary Social Statistics 50-31 0
and upper division status. Spring semester.
321 Amarican Society (3 credits). An analysis of American society in terms of the
growth, structure. and change of its major social institutions, economy. government.
religion. education and family. Prerequisite: Introduction to Sociology 50-101 and
upper division status. Either semester.
325 Sociology of Aging (3 credits). Analysis of aging as a social process emphasiz.
ing the changing role as a result of the procesS. the demands made on and by so-
ciety because of the way it defines and deals with age and the problems created
for society and for the aged as a result of values, attitudes and beliefs. Prerequisite:
50-101 and upper-division status. Either semester.
331 Oeviant Behavior and Social Control (3 credits). Analysis of the forms and
causes of social deviancy how social systems control behavior through the socializing
process. the sanction system and the allocation of prestige and power. Prerequisite;
Introduction to Sociology SQ.1 0 1 and upper-division status. Either semester.
351 Social Institutions (3 credits). Study of the basic institutions. An analysis of
values. forms. and behavior organized around the important goals of society.
Prerequisite: 50-101. and upper division stalUs.
361 Industrial Sociology (3 credits>' Study of the social organization of work in
industrial society with attention to internal human relations and to the external
relations in the'community and society. Prerequisite: SO~101 and upper division
status. Either semester.
401 History of Sociology (3 credits). Presociological perspectives on society from
ancient times to the 20th Century. Relationships of SOCIal thought and SOCial struc.
ture. Theories of selected ,sociologists. Prerequisite: 50.101 and upper~division
status. Fall semester.
402 Current Sociological Perspectives (3 credits). Major theoretical issues in
contemporary sociology; works of leading contemporary sociologists. Prerequisite:
SO-l 0 1 and upper division status. Spring semester.
403 Social Change (3 credits). This course will study the factors which give rise to
and influence the acceptance or rejection of innovations, and their effects on social
institutions. Prerequisites: SO 101 and upper division status. Either semester.
407 Sociology of Religion (3 credits). A study of religion as a social phenomenon.
Prerequisite: 50-101 and upper division standing. Offered alternate years' Either
semester. (Not offered in 1977-78).
415 Juvenile Delinquency (3 credits). A study of causation. treatment. and control
of juvenile delinquency. Prerequisite: 50-101 and upper.divisian status. Either
semester
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(Upper Division - 21 )
SECONDARY EDUCATION:
Departmental requirements for the Secondary Education Op-
tion are the same as regular theatre major plus.
TA402 Directing
E345 or E346 Shakespeare is substituted for Contemporary
Drama TA445
The student must also satisfy the requirements for teacher
certification.
CREDITS
B. Area I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Intro to Theatre and Art or Music course 6
Dramatic Literature " 3
Elective Literature course . . . . . . 3
C. Area II 12
History of Western Civilization. . . . . . . .. 6
General Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Elective " 3
D. The department recommends that Theatre Arts majors.
take one year of foreign language. and LS 101.
MAJOR SUBJECT REQUIREMENTS
THEATRE:
Introduction to Theatre ...
Technical Theatre. . . . . . . . .
Acting (lower division) . .•.. . _ ..
Stage Voice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
World Drama .
Directing .
Theatre History _ .
Contemporary Drama .
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Theatre Arts
417 Criminology (3 credits!. Sociology as applied to the study of "crime" as defined
by the laws of society; the possible causes of criminal behavior and the way society
attempts to control criminal behavior. Prerequisite: SO 101 and upper division status.
Either sa mester.
421 Social Stratification (3 credits). Examination of the theoretical and
methodological approaches to the study of the wealth. prestige and power
distribution of local and national stratification systems. implications for the
functioning of communities with emphasis on the problems of poverty. Prerequisite:
SO 101 and upper division status. Spring semester. Offered alternate years. Not
offered in 1977 -78.
424 Rural Sociology and the Emerging Nations (3 credits). The sociological Study
of rural life. the agrarian society and the phenomena of the emerging nations.
Prerequisite: SO 101 and upper division status. Either semester.
426 The Urban Community (3 credits!. An examination of the changing growth.
demographic. stratification and institutional structure of urban communities. the
causes of urbanization and its consequences for individual and group interaction.
Prerequisite: 50-101, and upper division status. Either semester.
431 Social Psychology 13 creditsl. Social factors affecting individual behavior:
formation and change of attitudes; social and cultural effects on individual cognitions;
effects of leadership on members of groups and organizations. This course may be
taken for either Psychology or Sociology credit. but not for both. Prerequisite:
P-101 or 50-101 upper division status. Either semester.
487 Orgenlzational Theory and Bureaucratic Structure (3 creditsl. A socia political
analysis of the theories and concepts of complex social organizations. their
application to public administration and the interrelationship between political
science and soeiological organizational theory. (This course is offered on an
interdepartmental basis with the Department of Political Science and is also
designated as PO487 for students undertaking a major program in Political Science.)
Prerequisite: Upper division standing and consent of the instructor. Either semester.
498 Sociology Seminer (2 credits). Intensive study of selected problems in
sociology. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Sociology major. Spring semester.
Greduete"
601 The Sociology of Education 13credits). A sociological analysis of the American
school system. its problems and the social forces that shape the schools in
contemporary society. Prerequisite: Graduate Status and SO 101. Summer.
610 Conflict end Chenge in Socio-Cultural Systems (3 creditsl. . The theory and
evidence of socio.cultural change. as viewed from anthropological and sociological
perspectives.demonstrating the evolutionary and revolutionary trends. with focus on
the interaction between technological. institutional and value' systems as they affect
human development and the provision of social services. Either semester.
511 The Sociology of Age Group Stratification (3 credits). Examination of the
sociological effect of age as a major dimension of social organization and
stratification in American society and Western civilization. The course will consider
the effects of changing patterns of longevity. resultant changes in age distribution of
the population as these factors affect social. economic. and political systems. Either
semester.
612 Social Demography (3 credits). Techniques and methods for analyzing
population growth. trends. and movement as reflected in actuarial data. birth-death
rate; mobility. fertility and fecundity as these affect the societal patterns. especially
the planning for human service programs. Either semester. Not Offered 1975-76.
580 Salected Topics-Humen Sarvices Administration 13creditsl. (To be offered
according to staff availability.)
696 Reading and Conference (1-2 credits). Directed reading on selected materials
in human services administration and discussion of these materials. as arranged and
approved through major advisor.
.The graduate level courses to support this program will be regularly offered in the
fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
THEATRE ARTS MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
(Suggested Sequence: departmental requirements
are indicated by asterisks)
THEATRE EMPHASIS:
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Physical Education' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
LaboratQry Science. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
General Psychology' .
Introduction to Theatre' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Technical Theatre' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Art or Music .
Introduction to use of Books & Libraries .
15
3
6
3
3
6
3
6
3
33
2ND
SEM.
1
4
3
4
3
2
17
DEPARTMENT OF
THEATRE ARTS
Chairman and Associate Professor: Dr. Robert E. Ericson: Professor: Shankweiler:
Associate Professor: Lauterbach; Assistant Professors: Bedard.Corbett. Heise.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
THEATRE ARTS MAJOR
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Literature Elective
Dramatic Literature' .
Western Civilization' .
Acting' . . . . .
Social Science Elective " .
Laboratory Science .
Oral Interpretation .
Electives . . . . . . . . . .
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
4
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
6
16
Bachelor of Arts Program
General college requirements as listed under college require-
ments. Bachelor of Arts degree except:
A. Theatre Arts majors are required to take two
hours of Physical Education courses as recommended
by their advisor. (i.e .. fencing. dance. gymnastics.
etc.)
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JUNIOR YEAR:
Foreign Language .
Stage Voice' .
World Drama .
Electives (Upper Division) .
1ST
SEM.
4
3
3
6
16
2ND
SEM.
4
3
8
15
SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Theatre Arts
SENIOR YEAR:
Directing" .
Theatre History" . . .. . .
Electives (Upper Division) .
Contemporary Drama" . . . . .. .,
Theatre Theory & Criticism .....
SECONDARY EDUCATION EMPHASIS:
3. Thesis or Project. The department recom-
mends a thesis (TA-593) or project (TA-
591). However. the option of additional
hours is available upon approval of the de-
partment chairman.
4. Three hours of a 400 or 500 level Dramatic Litera-
ture course as offered in either the English or Theatre
Arts Department.
B. Elective Courses
Additional courses as planned by the student and his
graduate committee.
COURSES
TATHEATRE ARTS
Additional Information
A. Culminating Activity. Thesis or Project part of this work
may be creative. That is, a student may be permitted to
demonstrate his competence in the area of his greatest
interest. A candidate most interested in directing may be
allowed credit for directing a full length production.
Such an activity would culminate in a written presenta-
tion and analysis by the candidate to his graduate com-
mittee.
B. For each candidate, an informal oral examination is
planned at the end of the program .. It is not a pass/fail
examination but rather a period in which student and
faculty examine each other with the improvement of the
entire program as a goal.
• The graduate level courses to support this program will be offered regularly in the
fall and spring semesters when funded by the legislature.
Lower Division
101 Introduction to Theatre (3 credits). A survey course designed to stimulate an
appreciation of drama and allied art forms, through the study of the history of theater.
dramatic literature and techniques. Each semester.
117-118 Technicel Theatre (3 credits). Provides the student with a practical
knowledga and skill in the principles of the technical aspects of threalre: the
mechanical characteristics of the stage and the elements used in productions:
development of drafting skills. problems solving in staging. and the rudiments of
lighting and design. Three hours of lecture plus four hours of lab per week required.
Fall. Spring semesters.
162 Stage Meke-up (3 credits). Investigation of and production analysis of staga
make-up: the relationship of actor to play and audience: an integration of make-up
and other technical aspects that influence this particular art. Practical application is
emphasized. Fall semester.
215-216 Acting 13 credits). Entails study of and practice in the basic principles.
terminology. and disciplines of the acting art. Fundamen~als of speech and movement
for the actor. apprais~1 and analysis of stage techniques. acting theories and
practices. and recent internationally representative roles are investigated, One hour
lecture. two hours lab per week required. Fall. Spring semesters.
220 Cinema: History and Aesthetics (3 creditsl. An examination of the beginnings
and development of motion pictures with anention given to the qualities peculiar to
cinema which give it validity as a unique art form. Selected motion pictures projected
and discussed in class. Each semester.
230 Television: History and Aesthetics (3 credits). An examination of television as
an entertainment medium from critical and historical points of view. Course includes
a study of dramatic and comic types. the develooment of specialized programming.
and the aocial and commercial infiuences on program content. Spring semester.
232. 432 Repertory Theatre 13 credits). The study and practice of theatre repertOry
with emphasis on rehearsal and production. Some arranged hours outside of the
re~ularly scheduled class time. Maximum credits TA 232 and-or fA 432.6 credits.
Each semester.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
16
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
2ND
SEM.
4
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
4
16
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
1ST
SEM.
3
6
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MASTER'S DEGREE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
SENIOR YEAR:
Directing" .
Theatre History" . . . . . : .
Secondary School Methods .
Education Electives .
Student Teaching .
Electives . . . . . . . . . .
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Stage Voice" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Shakespeare" .
Speech for Teachers .
Educational Psychology .
Foundations of Education .
Philosophy .
World Drama" .
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Literature Elective .
Dramatic Literature" .
Western Civilization" .
Laboratory Science . . . .
Social Science Elective .
Oral Interpretation .
Acting" .
Electives .
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition. . .
Physical Education" .
Laboratory Science . . . . .
Introduction to Theatre" .
Technical Theatre" .
Electives .
Theatre Arts Emphasis
Admissions and Program
A. Entrance Requirement
The candidate must have an undergraduate major in
Theatre from an accredited institution or successfully
pass a diagnostic examination written and administered
by a member of the Theatre Arts Department.
Course Offerings
A. Required Courses
1. TA-511 Theatre Research and Bibliography 3
credits
2. TA- 524 Twentieth Century Theatre - 3 credits
Upper Division
311.312 Advanced Acting (3 credits). Intensive study in the problems of the actor
in Classical Drama. Shakespearean Drama. Restoration Comedy and the modern
realistic play. Skills and techniques are applied to the production of actual scenes of
the categorized type. Prerequisite: fA 215-216 or consent of instructor. Fall. Spring
semesters. Alternate years,
331 Major Production Participation (1 credit). Significant participation in a maior
college production in some phase of technical theatre or acting or management. One
hour of credit allowed per semester. maximum 4 credit hours. Each semester.
333 Stage Voice (3 credits). Techniques and practice in the use of the voice in the
theatre with emphasis on diction. projection. and vocal flexibility. as applied in wor~
with actual scenes. Either semester.
334 Advanced Oral Interpretetion 13 credits). Analysis and oral presentation of
adv~nced literary works in prose. poetry and drama. Course includes dramatic
interpretation. program recitals. reader's theatre and continued practice in vocal
development. Prerequisite: eM 241 or consent of instructor after audition. Offered
spring semester,
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341 World Drama 500 BC-1570 (3 credits). Study of outstanding se'lections of-
dramatic literature. The plays afe studied from a theatrical point of view. Le .. they'ar~.
approached as scripts intended for production as well as examples of.lit~rary /ormt 'j
Alternate Fall semesters. :' . '.
.'
342 World Drama 1570.1870 (3 credits). Same as TA 341. except that the period
covered is from 1570 A.D. through lB70. Alternate Spring semester. . .
343 World Drama 1870 to 1960 (3 creditsl. Same as TA 341 except that theperiodl
covered is from lB70 to 1960. Alternate Spring semesters.
351 Elements of Scanic Dasign (3 credits). Major s.kills of beginning design.'
Included will be art techniques for theatre. research in major periods of scenic de~ign.
examination of major designers' works. and practical experience in designing fdr all
major types of stages. Prerequisite: TA 117-118. Fall semester.
352 Costume Design (3 credits). Major skills of beginning costume design. Included
will be art techniques for theatre: research in major periods of costume design;
examination of major costume designers: works. and practical experience in
designing for all manner of productions. Prerequisite: TA 117-11B. Alternate Spring
semester.
362 Stage Lighting Design 13 hours credit). A study of the theories. principles and
practices of stage lighting including both aesthetic conception and practical'
application. Script analysis and lighting theory applied to actual designs for various
stages and productions. Prerequisite: TA-I17-11B. Alternate Spring semesters.
401.402 Directing 13 credits). Basic theory and techniques of stage directing.
Includes the direction of scenes and one-act plays. Special problems of directing are
presented. Prerequisite: Upper Division standing. Each semester.
421g.422g Theatre History (3 credits!. Investigation of the periods of major
importance in the de:velopment of theat~e. The first semeste~ will include the period
from BOO B.C. through approximately 1550 A.D.; the second semester from the
Elizabethan period through the end of the 19th century. Fall: Spring semesters.
445 Contemporary Drama 13 credits). A study of world drama since 1960 with an
emphasis on current research materials and techniques. Alternate spring semes-
ters.
451 Theatre Theory and Criticism (3 credits!. Aesthetic theory as it pertains to the
art of the theatre: script and production analysis based upon theoretical principles.
and their practical application. Prerequisite: Senior standing. Alternate Fall
semesters.
481 Puppetry (3 credits). An introduction to the art and craft of puppetry. Emphasis
in the class will be on the actual construction of puppets and the creation of puppet.~ .
487g.488g Children's Theatre (3- credits). Preparation for successllul work in the
production of plays for primary school audienceS. 'Theory and techniques of children's
theatre production. selection of a selected script. Fall, Spring semestelS in alter-
~ate years.:" '.'
491 Senior' Projects (3 credits). A culminating work fOr the theatre major. The
student will' completely research. plan. and execute a theatrical endeavor relative to
his emphasis in theatre. This endeavor will be accompanied by a formally written,
fully docu'mented thesis describing his production and the concept involved. Spring
semester. -,.
Gradu"te
511 Th,!at •• Research and Bibliography' (3 .credits). Instruction and practice in
teChniques' of -research with special reference to problems peculiar to theatre as an
academic:discipiine. Special attention to evaluation. organization. and presentation of
materialS,: InstructiOn in bibliographic i"nformation .. analysis and use. Prerequisite:
Graduai~ Stat~~, '.
520' Graduat. Theatre Precticum. (1-3 credits). Supervised activity' in performing.
designing', ~nd/or.directing. May be repeated up to three credits. Prerequisite:
Graduate Status.
524 Twantieth Century Theatre (3 credits). A study of the majol"producing theatres
of 'the' Western world; their' organization. principles. architecture and .styles.
.PrereqUisite: Graduate Status: a class>-ili Introduction to Theatre or equivalent.
General.knowledge of theatre practice in the United States.
'631,' Educational Theat"': 'Curriculum and Production (3 credits). A study of
problems: procedures and theories con-earning theatre course '.vvo.rk ~~d theatre
produt::~io", work in pubt"ic schools. Prer~c;I~isite: Grad.uate Status. :c. f . .'
541 Seminar in Dramatic Uterature' (3 credits). A 'varying study.: in dr~matic
literature. including such subjects as dramatic form and genre. individual'p'laYwtights.
and historic p,eriods. May be repeated .for credit. as subject. matterchanllss.
Prerequisite: Graduate Status. A Class in Introduction to rheatre or equ'ivalent. Upper
Division undergrad,uate course in dramatic literature ..
691 Project (3 credits). ..' . _,
593.Thasi~ (3 cred.its). Repeateble once, total not to exceed 6 credits.
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PART V
School of Business:
Dean:
Associate Dean andMBA Program Coordinator: J.G. Doss. Ph.D.
pepattments and faculty
Department"of Accounting imd Data Processing:
Cheirmsn endP;of •• s~r: Dr. Herold'M, Nix; Associete Professors: Behling. Cerson.
Medlin. Mer.z;:Plickett; 'Assistent Professors: Bradley. Kaiser. MecMilian. Millier;
Speciel Lecturei's:Boyii; Dyer. Harvey.
Department: of, B,usiness Education and Office Admini-
stration:
Cheirmen end Professor:' Dr, Marvin A. Clark; Professor: Cornwell; Associete
Professors: Bounds., Brender. Johnson. Manship. 'Wiliamson; Speciel Lecturer:
Carlton. ",',
.~epartment of Economics:
Ch8;';,i~;,end Associete Professor: Dr, Richard Payne: Professors: Billings. Hart.
Lamborn: Associate Professors: Asmus. Draayer, Holley. Mitchell; Assistant
P;ofiissors,: Lichtenstein. Nickless. Sula,
Department,of Management and Finance:
Cha;;man, and Professor: Mr. Jesse M. Smith: Professors: Phillips, Stitzel;
Associste Professrirs:Allen. Fitzpatrick. ,Grant. Kinslinger. Roderick. Tipton. Wal-
dorf.! Wilterding; White; Assistent Professors: Bohner. Doss. Gardner. Groebner.
Lyon. McKinnon. Munson. Nix. Shannon: Instructor: Heist.
Department of Marketing and Mid-Management:
ChekmBn end 'Professor: Dr. Duston R. Scudder; Priliessors: Godfrey. Knowlton.
You.;.g;AssocieteProfessors: AC!kins.Lane. McWilliams,,' -,' '
(, . ,
Scrlool of Business Emeriti:
AItJ8rtson. BushbV.•Edlefson. RO~:;Wilson,
PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCHOOLOF BUSINESS
The School' of Business at Boise State University is a unique
and evolving product of a rapidly growing an,dchanging State pf
Idaho. Its overall purpose is to encourage the individual stl.l~
dent's intellectual growth, In pursuit of this purpose, we believe
that: '
-our primary responsibility is one of teaching;
-the baccalaureate degree in ,business must include broild
exposure to both liberal arts and business concepts:
-each. student should be exposed to the operation of the
free enterprise system and its alterna~ives:
-students must be provided the opportunity to develop con:
cepts and skills which will enable them to pursue selected
professionalfields of interest:
-the total environment of undergraduate education should
prepare ~tudents for lifelong learning:
-the School of Business should offer a wide ,selection of
busin,ess courses for non-business 'students to meet their
indiyidual needs:
-alternative pri!paration for positions requiring jess than 4
year courses of study in business should be available to
students. '
It is our belief that this philosophy can be accomplished 'by
quality classroom teaching. research. Sllminars. informal pis-
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Special Requirements and Options
cussions and community service. The people we serve should
benefit both personally and "professionally through contact with
the School of Business. whether it is for a lecture. a semester,
or a degree.
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS AND OPTIONS
The Bachelor of Business Administration degree is available
by completing all requirements for that degree as listed on the
following pages under the appropriate major. Additionally.
School of Business students may qualify. at their option, for the
BA or BS degree by completing thfil additional liberal arts or
sc;ience courses required for those degrees. (See &ages 18-19
for BA or BS requirements). Faculty advisors should be consult-
ed about these additional requirements.
Advanced Placement. Students with a background in mater-
ial covered by a specific course because of training in high school.
business college. or work eXperience, may request direct place-
ment in higher level CourSes of that area. Any credit hours saved
by such placement may be used as electives. CLEP or challenge
examinations are available for this purpose. See page 10 for
available CLEP tests.
Two-year Programs. Specialized curricula in Mid-Manage-
ment, Fashion Merchandising. Word Processing and Secretarial
Programs areas are offered in addition to the baccalaureate
programs. Most students enrolled in such programs plan to
leave college at the end of two years after earning a diploma
or the A.S. degree. Credits earned in such courses may be later
applied toward the Bachelor's degree but students should under-
stand that they may be required more than an additional 64
hours of credit to meet all requirements for the Bachelor's de-
gree.
Transfer of Credits. In general. the School of Business shall
limit transfer of credits for business courses which apply toward
degree requirements to such courses as it offers at that level.
In most cases, waiver of upper division level course requirements
may be granted by departments which establish and administer
tests to determine student competency in 200-300 level transfer
courses before admission to upper division level courses.
Internships. Idaho companies and governmental institutions
provide opportunities for students to develop business skills.
Students accept responsibilities with company management
and BSU School of Business faculty members. Academic credit
along with financial compensation is possible.
ACCOUNTING MAJOR
Bachelor of IJusiness Administration Program
1ST
FRES.HMANYEAR: SEM.
" English Comp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
"Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. 4
General Electives (Areas I. II. III) . . . . . . . .. 9
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
"Intra to Finance Accounting. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
"Intermediate Accounting I .
" Principle of Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Applied Bus Comm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
" Intro to DP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" Bus Statistics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Electives (Areas I. II, III) . . . . 4
16
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
" "Inter Accounting II and III. .... . . . . . . .. 3
" "Cost Accounting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
" "Managerial Accounting .
" "Intermediate Microeconomics. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
""Income Tax .
" " Business Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
" " Basic Mktg Mgt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
" " Prin of Finance .
15
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
" " Advanced Account. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
" "Auditing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
" " UD Econ Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
" "Prin of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
:: Hur:nan Res~u.rce Management. . . 3
BUSiness Policies .
General Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
2ND
SEM.
3
4
9
16
2ND
SEM.
3
j
3
7
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
11
• Prerequisite for UD accounting courses
•• Required IJ 0 courses 17 17
BACHELOR DEGREE
PROGRAMS
NOTE: The student will find under each major the particular
course of study to follow. Where the term "General electives"
or Area I. II. or III appear. refer to the inclusive listing of courses
in the areas in Part II ..Graduation Requirements. See Page 19
for BBA requirements, and pages 18 and 19 for B.A. or B.S.
requirements.
School of Business BBA and BS degree candidates are re-
minded to complete the following lower division courses prior
to enrolling in upper division courses in the School of Business:
AC-205 Introduction to Financial Accounting
AC-206 -Introduction to Managerial Accounting
DP-210 Introduction to Data Processing
EC-201 Principles of Economics - Macro
EC-202 Principles of Economics - Micro
GB-202 Business Law
GB-207 Business Statistics
OA-238 Applied Business Communications
M-l05. M-l 06 Fundamentals of Math, or equivalent
Students are cautioned that upper division standing. is a pre-
requisite for enrollment in 300 and 400 level courses and that
several of the lower division courses listed above are specific
prerequisites for certain upper division courses in the School of
Business.
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In addition to general university requirements. the following
courses are required for an accounting major:
Business Courses: MK 301. GB 202. GB 302. FI 303, EC
303. OA 238. MG 301, MG 401; plus either EC 301 or EC 305.
Accounting Courses: AC 205, AC 207. AC 304, AC 306.
AC 351, AC 352. AC 401, (or AC 320). AC 405. AC 470.
Core Courses: The following courses (or permission of the
instructor) are prerequisites for all upper division accounting
courses: AC 205. AC 207. E 101. E 102. EC 201, EC 202. GB
207, DP 210; plus M 106 or M 112.
Note: Students planning to sit for the uniform CPA examina-
tion are strongly advised to include AC 402. AC 440, AC 482,
and DP 420 in their program.
INFORMATION SCIENCES MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3
Mathematics (Area III) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 4
Intro to Fin. Accounting (AC 205) . . . . . . .. 3
Intermediate Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Electives (Area I. II. or III) . . . . . . .. 6 6
16 16
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Business Education
1ST 2ND
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM. SEM.
Principles of Income Taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Introduction to Data Processing. . . . . . . . .. 3
Basic Marketing Management. . . . . . . . . .. 3
Secondary School Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Principles of Management , 3
Intermediate Microeconomics. . 3
Basic Marketing Management - - 3
Human Resource Management. 3
Data Processing Applications . . . . .. . . ... 3
Quantitative Analysis for Business
Decisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Systems Analysis , , . 3
Business Policies. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Economics Elective _.. . . . . . 3
General Elective (Areal. II. or III) , 3
Electives" ' , . .5 2
17 17
Suggested electives for Information Sciences Major; M-'226 Assembler Lang-
uage Programming. EC-405 Busine~s Cycles. DP- 420 Systems Analysis and De-
sign. FI-325 Corporate Financial Management. MG- 305 Personnel Management.
AC-360 Governmental Accounting. AC-405 Auditing,
17
BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJOR
3
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
Money and Banking , . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Technical Writing .
Elective , , 3
Office Management. . . . . . . . . . . . '
Administrative Office Procedures ... ' ...
18
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
U.D. Economics .
Business Policies , .
Methods in Business Education .
Business Curriculum and Methods
Seminar .. , .
Speech Communication for Teachers
(Area II) " .
Educational Psychology .
Business Student Teaching :
Electives .
15 15
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1ST 2ND
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM. SEM.
Business Statistics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction Data Processing. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Basic Marketing Management. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Principles of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Principles of Finance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Secondary School Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Vocational Education (Principles and
Organization of) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3
Money and Banking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives (from 2 of 3 areas) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
17 16
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM. SEM.
Introduction Financial Accounting. . . . . . .. 3
Introduction Managerial Accounting. . . . . . 3
Principle Economics. (Area II) . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3
Business law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Retail Buying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Intermediate or Advanced Typewriting" . . .. 2
Areal Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3
Area III Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Foundations of Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3
Applied Business Communication. . . . . . .. 3
Business Math/Machines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Psychology (Area II) . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics (Area III) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 4
Retail Selling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Merchandise Analysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Retailing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
• Credits may be granted ior prior work in Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
and Type~riting through a proficiency examination and completion of an advanced
coulSe with a grade of C or better. At least two credits of typewriting at the Inter-
medi.ate level or above are required.
BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJOR
(Basic Business Option
with Distributive Education Emphasis)
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
16 16
3
3
3
4
3
16
3
7
3
16
3
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
3
4
3
15
2ND
SEM.
-2ND
SEM.
3
2
3
3
3
16
6
15
1ST
SEM.
1ST
SENI.
3
3
3
(Basic Business Option)
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
1ST
SEM.
SENIOR YEAR:
JUNIOR YEAR:
Business law .
Cost Accounting . . . . . . . . . . .
Managerial Accounting .
Adv. Business Statistics .
Principles of Mamigement .
Principles of Finance ..•.................
Programming Systems- COBOL .
General Electives (Area I. II. or III) .
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Principles of Economics (Area II) . . . . . . . . 3
Intermediate Accounting II . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Introduction to Data Processing 3
Programming Techniques .
Business Statistics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Electives (Areal. II. or III) , 4
Applied Bus. Communications .
3
4
3
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Intro. Financial Acct. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Intro. Managerial Acct .
Principles of Economics(Area 11). . . . . . . .. 3
Area III Elective .
Intermediate Typewriting" . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Foundations of Education .
Business Statistics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Electives (from 2 of 3 areas) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Business Law .
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Applied Business Communic : .
Beginning Typing" .
General Psychology (Area II) .
Business Math/Machines .
Mathematics (Area III) .
Area I Electives .
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Business Education. Economics
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Methods in Business Education. . . . . . . . .. 3
Administration and Coordination of
Cooperative Programs. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Speech Communication forleachers
(Area II) .
Educational Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Student Teaching .
Business Curriculum and Methods
Seminar .
Methods and Materials in Distr. Education. 2
Technical Writing. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business PoliCies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
2ND
SEM.
3
6
3
4
16
Records Preparation and Management. . .. 3
Speech Communication for Teachers
(Area II) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Educational Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Business Student Teaching. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Technical Writing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Business Policies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
16 15
"Credits may be granted for prior work in Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
and Typewriting through a proficiency examination and completion of an advanced
course with a grade of C or bettar. At least two credits of typewriting at the Inter-
mediate level or above are required.
ECONOMICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
• Credits may be granted for prior work in Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
and Typewriting through a proficiency examination and completion of an advanced
course with a grade of C or better. At least two credits of typewriting at' the
Intermediate level or above are required.
15
BUSINESS EDUCATION MAJOR
(Shorthand Option)
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
"Beginning and Intermediate Typewriting. .. 2
Applied Business Communications .
General Psychology (Area II) .
Business Math/Machines. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics (Area III) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Area I Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
4
3
3
4
3
2ND
SEM.
3
4
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
5
3
3
3
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Area II Electives (Other than Economics or
History .
Area I Electives (Field One)" . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Area I Electives (Field Two)" -
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
16
1ST
SEM.SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Economics .
Literature .
Area I Elective (Field Three)" .
Science .
Introduction to Finance Accounting.
Intro to Managerial Acct .
Introduction to Data Processing .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
4
3
2
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
1ST
SEM.FRESHMAN YEAR:
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Introduction to Financial Accounting. . . . .. 3
Introduction to Managerial Accounting ..
Principles of Economics (Area II) . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
"Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand. . .. 4
Foundations of Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Area I Elective .
Area III Elective .
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
3
4
JUNIOR YEAR:
Intermediate Microeconomics.
Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Principles of Finance .
Business Statistics .
Advanced Business Statistics .
Economics Electives .
Electives"" .
17
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
17
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
6
16
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Methods in Business Education. . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Curriculum and Methods
~min~ .
Business Statistics. . . . . . 3
Basic Marketing Management .
Secondary School Methods .
Introduction to Data Processing. . . . . . . . . .. 3
Office Management .
Principles of Management '. 3
Advanced Shorthand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Administrative Office Procedures .
Principles of Finance .
Electives (from 2 of 3 areas) . . . . . . 3
Seepage 1B for clarification of fields in B.A. degree.
• • Electives should be chosen mainly from upper division courses.
••• Must include hours in at least two of the three definitive areas as listed on
page' 9 of the catalogl.
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
10
16
15
1ST
SEM.
3
3
10
16
SENIOR YEAR:
Econometrics .
Economic Electives .
Electives"" . . .
ECONOMICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
English Composition . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 4
Area I Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 3
Area II Electives (Other than economics) . .. 3 3
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3
16 16
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
3
17
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
16
1ST
SEN!.JUNIOR YEAR:
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Economics. Finance
17 16
Economics - Social Science Secondary Education Option
Each academic department in the social sciences (History. Poli-
tical Science. Societal & Urban Studies and Economics) provides
a major emphasis with the Social Science. Secondary Education
Option. To meet graduation requirements students choosing this
option must have a minimum of 30 credits in the subject matter
of one of the above departments. The student must also choose
two minor areas from the remaining social sciences and com-
plete 15 credits in each. For teaching endorsements as a secon-
dary school teacher. an additional 5 credits must be earned in
one or more of the minor areas (see page 102 of 'BSU Bulletin
1977-78)
Graduation requirements for degree in Economics - Social
Science Secondary Education Option
1. General University and Basic Core requirements as listed on
page 17 ofthe BSU Bulletin 1977-78,
2. Two approved teaching minors (15 hours each) from:
a) History
b) Political Science
c) Anthropology
d) Sociology
e) Geography
3. Economics courses - 30 hours
Required Courses - Econ 201 and 202 - I) hrs.
Other Economics Courses - 24 hrs.
4. Accounting - AC 205-206 required
5. Education courses to meet Idaho State Department of Edu-
cation Certification Requirements for Teachers in Secondary
Education - Total of 20 hours.
These include:
TE - 201 Foundations of Education - 3 credits (Taken in
the Sophomore Year)
P - 312 Adolescent Psychology or
P - 325 Educational Psychology - 3 credits
TE - 381 Secondar{ School Methods - 3 credits
TE - 481 Secondary Student Teaching - 6 credits
The additional 5 credits may be selected from classes
found on p, 102 of the Bulletin .
Student teaching. TE-481. for Economics and other So-
cial Science majors will be conducted during the second
8 weeks of the first semester of the student's senior year.
During the first 8 weeks of that semester the student
may take several of the above required Education courses
in a Concentrated Course Block (CCB). See p. 103 of the
BSU Bulletin. Students should plan to take several of
their education courses at this time to ensure the most
efficient use of their time.
Students in the Secondary Education Option program
majoring in economics should plan their courses in such a
way as to receive Idaho Endorsements in as many teach-
ing fields as possible, See BSU Bulletin p, 102.
6. Sufficient electives to complete a total of 128 Credit Hours
of which 40 must be upper division.
" Finance Electives 15
IntermeCllate anel/or Managerial and Cost Accounting
International Economics Senior Seminar in Finance
Real Estate Finance .
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3
15
6
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
3
18
2ND
SEM.
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
16
1ST
SEM.
1ST
SEM.
16
1ST
SEM.
16
1ST
SEM.
SENIOR YEAR:
FINANCE MAJOR
Management of Financial Institutions.
Senior Seminar in Finance,
Investment Management,
Human Resource Management.
Financial Management II ,
Bus. Ethics. and Social Resp.
Business Policies ....
"Major Elective,
General Electives ...
Principles of Economics (201 & 202) .
Introduction to Financial Accounting .
Introduction to Managerial Accounting .
Applied Business Communication .
Introduction to Data Processing .
Business Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I ...
Statistical Tech, for Decision Making II
Business Law ....
Science Elective (Area III) .
Elective (Area I. II. III) .
JUNIOR YEAR:
Basic Marketing Management.
Principles of Management.
Principles of Finance .... , .....
Intermediate Microeconomics,
Money and Banking ..
Financial Management I .
"Major Elective .
General Electives (Area I. II. III)
General Elective. . , , .
English Composition (El01. E102. Area I) ,
Fundamentals of Speech Communication
(Area II) .... ,
General Psychology (Area II) ..
Mathematics (Ml05. M106) .
Area I Electives ..
General Electives (Area I. II. III) ..
FRESHMAN YEAR:
SOPHOMORE YEAR:3
4
3
3
3
5
3
3
15
3
3
3
3
3
3
17
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
3
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Econometrics, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Economics Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Basic Marketing Management. . . . . . . . . . 3
Human Resource Management,
Principles of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Business Policies .
Electives , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
15
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Science , 3-4
Non-Business Elective""" . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Introduction to Fin. Acct. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Introduction to Managerial Acct ..
Introduction to Data Processing ,
Applied Business Communications '.' :...--=-
15-16
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Intermediate Microeconomics. 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics,
Business Law .
Business Statistics. 3'
Advanced Business Statistics ..
Principles of Finance. . . 3
Non- Business Elective" " 3
Economics Electives .. , 3
i
.__ 1
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
General Business. Industrial Business
GENERAL BUSINESS MAJOR
General Business Majc;Jr
No Option
The General Business major has the choice of two directions
in the pursuit of a Bachelor of Business Administration degree.
The student may elect to major in General Business with an
option in Public Relations or may elect the General Business
major with no area of emphasis. This latter option allows the
student to gain additional knowledge in all areas of business
without concentrating in anyone area.
15
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2ND
SEM.
3
5
4
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
4
Area III Elective .
Listening .
JUNIOR YEAR:
Basic Marketing Management.
Prin. of Management .
Intermediate Microeconomics.
Prin. of Finance .
Income and Employment .
Human Resource Management .. , .
labor law .
Bus. Ethics, & Soc. Resp .
Reporting & Newswriting .
General Electives .
SENIOR YEAR:
Govt. and Business .
Amer. Society .
Comparative Econ. Sys. . . .
Industrial Sociology .
Social Psychology .
Organization Dynamics .
Public Relations .
Business Policies ,
General Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
15
INDUSTRIAL BUSINESS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
Production Op\\on
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Algebra, Trig., Calculus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Introduction to Chemistry , 4
College Chemistry , . , 4
Digital Computer Programming , 2
Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Physics II & III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Calculus & Anal. Geometry. 4
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I . . 3
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making II
Introduction to Financial Accounting. . . . .. 3
Introduction to Managerial Accounting ....
Applied Business Communication. . . 3
General Psychology ,
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Economics (Area II) (201 & 202) .
Introduction to Financial Accting .
Introduction to Managerial Accounting .
Applied Bus. Comm .
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I , , .
IntrO. to Data Processing. . .
B~M~~W , .
Mass Communication. ' .
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
17
17
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
17
17
1ST
SEM.
JUNIOR YEAR:
Basic Marketing Management .
Principles of Management ,
Intermediate Microeconomics.
Principles of Finance .
Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Cost Accounting .
Human Resource Management , .
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making II ..
Business Ethics and Social Resp .
General Electives (Area I. II. III) . ' .
General Electives , ,
SENIOR YEAR:
Financial Management I and II .
Govt. & Business ....
Operations Management .
Organization Dynamics .
Inter. Marketing .
Business Policies .
Gen. Elective (Area I. II, III) .
General Elective .
GENERAL BUSINESS MAJOR
Public Relations Option
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Fund. of Speech Communication (Area II) .
Gen. Psychology (Area II) .
Math (Area III) .
Area I Elective .
Area III Elective .
Gen. Elective (Area I. II, III) .
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Economics (Area II) (201 & 202) .
Introduction to Financial Accounting .
Introduction to Managerial Accounting .
Applied Bus Communications .
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I . ,
Intro. to Data Processing .
Business law .
Gen. Elective (Area I, II. III) .
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Fund. of Speech Communication
(Area II) .
Gen. Psych (Area II) .
Math (Area III) .
Area I Elective .
1ST
SEM.
3
3
4
3
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
3
JUNIOR YEAR:
Principles of Economics .
Basic Marketing Management .
Introduction to Mechanics .
Fundamentals of Speech Communication.
16
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
86
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Management
3Operations Management .
Area I Elective ..
Principles of Management .
Business Law .
Intermediate Microeconomics ..
3
3
3
3
3
3
Cost Accounting .
Intermediate Microeconomics ..
Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Electives .
Business Policies .
Business Ethics and Social Resp
3
3
3
3
3
3
18 15
15 15
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Human Resource Management. . . 3
Principles of Finance .
Quant. Analysis for Bus. Dec. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Cost Accounting .
Operations Decisions & Controls. . . . . . . .. 3
Mechanics of Material .
Intermediate Macroeconomics. 3
Electives' .
Bus. Ethics and Social Resp. . 3
Business Policies ....
2ND
SEM.
3
3
31
4
3
Sales Option Electives
Intermediate Marketing Management
Advanced Marketing Management
Promotion Management
Applied Market Research
Intro to Electrical Engineering
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer
MANAGEMENT MAJOR
BEHAVIORAL OPTION
15
• Production Option Electives
Compensation Management
Intro to Electrical Engineering
Fluid Mechanics
Labor Relations
Labor Law
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer
Mechanics of Materials
16 FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Fundamentals of Speech Communication
(Area II) .
General Psych . (Area II) .
Mathematics .
Area I Electives ..
Science Elective .
Gen'l Electives (Area I. II. III) .
INDUSTRIAL BUSINESS MAJOR
Sales Option
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Algebra. Trig .• Calculus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
College Chemistry. . . . 4
Engineering Fundamentals. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Fund. of Speech-Communication (Area II) .. 3
Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Compensation Mgt ..
Consumer Behavior ..
.Industrial Sociology .
Organization Dynamics .
Social Psychology .
Human Resource Management.
Govt. & Business .
Business Policies .
General Electives ..
JUNIOR YEAR:
Basic Marketing Mgmt ..
Principles of Finance ....
Principles of Management ..
Intermediate Microeconomics.
Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Bus. Ethics, & Soc. Resp.
Personnel Administration.
Operations Management .
Gen. Electives (Area I. II. III) .
Gen. Electives ..
SENIOR YEAR:
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Economics (201 & 202) .
Introduction to Financial Accounting
Introduction to Managerial
Accounting
Applied Business Communications .
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I .
Intro. to Data Processing. . . . . .
General Electives (Area I. II or III) .
Business Law .
3
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
4
3
2ND
SEM.
3
5
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
18
1ST
SEM.SENIOR YEAR:
Human Resource Management ..
Principles of Finance ...
Sales Administration ..
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Principles of Economics. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 3
Basic Marketing Management. . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Mechanics. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Law ' .
Salesmanship .
Consumer Behavior .
Principles of Management .
Area I Elective .
General Elective . . .. . . .
17
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Physics II & III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Calculus & Anal. Geometry . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
General Psychology .
Intro to Financial Accting. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Managerial Accounting ....
Intro. to Data Processing. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I.
Applied Bus. Comm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
16
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Real Estate
FRESHMAN YEAR:
QUANTITATIVE OPTION
1ST
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
Introduction to Data Processing .. , ..... , .
General Electives (Area I. II. III) . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Law .
3
4
3
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Fundamentals of Speech , . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Data Processing .
Mathematics ... ' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Applied Business Communications .
Area I electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Science elective .
General Elective (Area I. II. III) . .. .. . . . . .. 3
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Economics (201 &202) . . . . 3
Introduction to Financial Accounting ... '. .. 3
Introduction to Managerial Accounting ..
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I . . . .. 3
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making II ....
General Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Electives (Area I. II. III) . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Law .
15
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Basic Marketing Management. . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Finance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Intermediate Microeconomics. 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Cost Accounting .
Operations Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Operations Decision and Control .
General Elective (Area I. II. III) . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Electives (DP-320 suggested) .
18
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Bus. Ethics and Social Resp. 3
Organizational Dynamics .... ,
Human Resource Management, 3
Quantitative Analysis for Bus. Dec. . . . . . .. 3
Business Policies .
Government and Business , . . . . . . 3
General Electives (DP-420 suggested) . . .. 3
General Electives ' .
15
AVIATION OPTION
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition, 3
Fundamentals of Speech (Area II) . . 3
General Psychology (Area II)
Mathematics. . 4
Area I Elective , . 3
Science Elective ..
General Electives (Area I. II. III) 3
3
3
4
3
4
17
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
4
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
10
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
3
4
15
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Private Pilot Ground School. . . . . . . . 3
Basic Marketing Management. . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Finance .
Intermediate Microeconomics , . . 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Principles of Transportation .
Operations Management , .
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making II . . .. 3
General Electives (Area I. II. III) .
General Electives. . . . . . . . 2
17
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Airport Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Airline-Aircargo Management .
Aviation Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Bus. Ethics. & Soc. Resp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Human Resource Management .
Government & Business .
Business Policies .
General Electives (Area I. II. III) . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Electives '.' . . . . . . . . . .. 3
15
REAL ESTATE MAJOR
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Fundamentals of Speech Communication
(Area II) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Psychology.(Area II) .....
Area I Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Business Law. . 3
Fundamentals of Real Estate.
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Science Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Prin. of Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Financial Accounting. . . . .. 3
Introduction to Managerial Accounting .
Intro to Data Processing .
Bus. Communications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Law of Real Estate, ... , , . , , . '
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I . . . .. 3
General Electives (Area I. II. III) .
16
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
2
17
2ND
SEM.
3
3
:3
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
4
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
4
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Economics (201 & 202) ...
Financial and Managerial Accounting
(205 & 206) .
Applied Business Communications .
Statistical Tech . for Decision Making I .
88
16
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
3
17
2ND
SEM.
3
3
JUNIOR YEAR:
Price Theory , ,
Regional Economics .
Basic Marketing Management .
Principles of Management .... ,
Principles of Finance .
Real Estate Finance, .
Appraisal of Real Estate. , .
1ST
SEM.
3
3
3
3
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Marketing, Office Administration
4
3
6
16
• See course descriptions for former course titles .
• • Counts as part of the six hour Area II requirement other than in economics.
••• At least 16 hours of electives must be outside of the School of Business. The
16 hours must include hours from at least two of the three defined areas. I. II. III.
Fundamentals of Speech Communication counts as three of these 16 hours.
Your Marketing advisOr will help you select the 12 hours of
Marketing electives and any other open electives you want to
take to prepare yourself for a career in marketing. For example.
if you are interested in a career in an area such as sales. adver-
tising. retailing, or marketing research. a program of marketing
electives and open electives can be developed to best suit your
individual goals. Consult your Marketing advisor.
15
3
4
3
3
2
15
2ND
SEM.
1ST
SEM.
MARKETING CORE (12 hours):
Required for all Marketing Majors
Principles of Salesmanship
Basic Marketing Management
Intermediate Marketing Management
Advanced Marketing Management
MARKETING ELECTIVES (12 hours):
Choose any four of the following courses.
Promotion Management
Consumer Behavior
Marketing Research
Applied Marketing Research
Sales Administration
Independent Study or MK~493 Internship
International Economics
JUNIOR YEAR:
Bus. Math/Machines .
Prin. Economics (Area II) .
Secretarial Transcription .
Basic Marketing Mgmt .
Intro. Data Processing .
Statistical Tech. for Decision Making I .
Prin. Finance .
Technical Writing .
Electives (from 2 of 3 Areas) .
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Inter & Adv. Typewriting' :. 2
Applied Business Communications. . . . . .. 3
General Psychology (Area II) .
Mathematics (Area III) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Area I Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
MK-306
MK-307
MK-415 G
MK-420
MK-421
MK-496
EC-317
MM-101
MK-301
MK-405
MK-425
FRESHMAN YEAR:
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Business Law .
Introduction to Financial Accounting .
Introduction to Managerial Accounting.
Inter. & Adv. Shorthand' .
Fundamentals of Speech Communication .
Word Proc-Math Trans .
Area III Elective .
Electives (from 2 of 3 areas) .
3
3
3
15
2ND
SEM.
6
3
3
9
15
3
3
2
3
17
3
15
3
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
3
3
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
3
3
16
2ND
SEM.
3
2ND
SEM.
, Real Estate Electives
RE 497 Special Topics
Appraisal Income Property
Tax Factors or Principles of Income Taxation
Urban Economics
15
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Intermediate Marketing Management' 3
Advanced Marketing Management' .
Marketing Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Human Resource Management ...
Business Policies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Electives' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
17
16
1ST
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM.
Basic Marketing Management' . . . . . . . . 3
Business Law .
Intermediate Microeconomics. . . 3
UD Economics Elective. . . . . . . . . . .. . ...
Principles of Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Marketing Electives .
Principles of Salesmanship . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Electives' ., , 3
18
17
Business Ethics and Social Resp .
General Elective (Area I. II. III) . . . . . . . 3
General Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
MARKETING MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Program
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
General Psychology" .
Mathematics .
Area I Electives' " .
Electives' " .
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Principles of Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Financial Accounting. . . . .. 3
Introduction to Managerial Accounting ....
Introduction to Sociology" . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Fundamentals of Speech Commun-
cation' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Data Processing .
Physical or Biological Science Elective. . .. 4
Applied Bus. Communications .
Business Statistics .
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
Human Resource Management. . . . . . . . . .. 3
Government and Bus .
Real Estate Investment and Taxation " 3
Brokerage Management .
Business Policies .
'Major Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Gen'l Electives (Area I. II. III) . .. . . . . . . . .. 3
'Gen'l Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
2
2
16
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Two Year Programs
SENIOR YEAR:
Records Preparation and Management .
Administrative Office Procedures .
Office Management .
Human Resource Management .
Business Policies , .
U.D. Electives .
Electives (from 2 of 3 areas) .
Intermediate Microeconomics.
U. D. Econ Elective .
Prin of Management .
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Consumer Marketing , . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of'Retailing .
Principles of Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Visual Merchandising .
Report Writing , 3
Supervision of Personnel .
Retail Buying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 3
Credit and Collections .
Mid-Management Work Experience .
Electives .
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
2
2
3
16
A maximum of 12 credits in shorthand and 4 in typewriting will be applied to
requirements for this major.
•Credits may be granted for prior work in Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
and Typewriting through a proficiency examination and completion of an advanced
course with a grade of Cor better. -
• For students at Mountain Home Air Force Base there are minor changes re-
garding this program. See Base Education Officer or the Chairman of the BSU
Department of Marketing/Mid-Management.
OFFICE SYSTEMS
• Students who meet ail listed courses under 2-year programs will be awarded
the Associate of Science degree. Diplomas will not be awarded to partial comple-
tion of requirements.
•• For students at Mountain Home Air Force Base there are minor changes regard.
ing this program. See Base Education Officer or the Chairman of the BSU Depart-
ment of Marketing/Mid-Management',
•Credits may be granted for prior work in Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
and Typewriting through a 'proficiency examination and completion of an advanced
course with a grade of Cor better.
TWO YEAR PROGRAMS'
'"
FASHION MERCHANDISING"
MID-MANAGEMENT
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Business , 3
Salesmanship , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Clothing , 3
Business Math/Machines. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Clothing Selection .
Textiles .
Elements of Management .
Introduction to Financial Accounting .
Mid-Management Work Experience .
Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
17
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Consumer Marketing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Fashion Analysis and Design . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Professional Speech Communication. . . . .. 2
Retail Buying. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Mid-Management Work Experience. . . . .. 2
Report Writing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Retailing .
Visual Merchandising .
Supervision of Personnel .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . .
15
MARKETING - MID-MANAGEMENT'
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition , 3
Introduction to Business , 3
Business Math/Machines .
Salesmanship ,. 3
Introduction to Financial Accounting .
Merchandise Analysis : .
Mid-Management Work Experience. . . . .. 2
Elements of Management , 3
Professional Speech-Communication . . . .. 2
Elective .
16
90
2ND
SEM.
3
2
3
3
3
2
16
2ND
SEM.
2
3
3
3
5
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
2
2
16
Associate of Science Degree
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition , 3
Introduction to Business. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Beginning Shorthand" , 4
Beginning Typing" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Applied Business Communications. . . . . .. 3
OA Elective. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Fund. Speech-Communication .
Intermediate Shorthand" . , .
Intermediate Typing" .
Business Math/Machines .
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Introduction to Financial Accounting , 3
Economics .
Area II Elective , , 3
Advanced Typing , 2
Records Pnlp. & Mgmt , 3
Editing for Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
OA Electives , 5
Admin. Office Procedures .
Word Processing. Mach. Trans .
Word Processing. Mag. Keyboarding .
Electives. ' .
17
SECRETARIAL PROGRAM
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition , . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Introduction to Business , 3
Beginning Shorthand" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
-Beginning Typing" , 2
Applied Business Communications. . . . . .. 3
Fund. Speech-Communication .
Intermediate Shorthand" .
Intermediate Typing" .
Business Math/Machines .
Elective - .
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
2
3
15
2ND
SEM.
3
3
2
1
7
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
4
2
3
2
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Intra. to Financial Acct.
Economics .
Advanced Shorthand .
Advanced Typing .....
Records Prep. & Management .
Area II Elective .
Secretarial Transcription .
Administrative Office Procedures .
Word Processing, Machine Trans.
Elective .
• Credits may be grented for prior work in Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
and Typewriting through a proficiency examination and completion of an advanced
course with a grade of C or bener.
COURSES
AC ACCOUNTING
lower Division
206 Introduction to Financial Accounting (3 credits!. (Previously AC 203). This
course is designed to introduce the student to the field of contemporary financial
accounting as practiced in the United States. The student will study the use of and
need for financial statements in the business community. An understanding of
financial statements will be accomplished by studies of accounting terminology. the
theoretical framework of financial statements. and an overview of the basic double
entry accounting cycle. The emphasis in the course will be on obtaining a working
understanding of financial statements. Detailed accounting procedures will be
included to the extent that the interface between accounting procedures and
statement user information aids this understanding process. Each semester.
206 Introduction to Managerial Accounting (3 credits!. (Previously AC 204!. This
course is designed to introduce the non accounting' major to the methodologies
applied in cost and managerial accounting. The student will study an overview of
manufacturingM8ccounting with emphasis on job order and process costing of
manufactured inventories and standard costing with related variance analysis. The
student will receive an introduction to contemporary managerial accounting tools
such as capital budgeting. cost-volume-profit analysis. control of inventory. and the
impact of income taxes on decision making. This course is not recommended for
degree credit by accounting majors. Prerequisite: AC 205. Each semester.
207 Intarmediate Accounting I (3 credits). (Previously AC 303). A rapid review of
basic accounting principles and procedures. followed by problems relating to the
valuation and presentation of property. liability and corporate proprietorship items.
and the measurement of net income. Analytical accounting procedures. and the
preparation of advanced working sheets and comprehensive corporate financial
statements; development of special reports. ratios and other analyses. Prerequisite:
AC 205 or its equivalent. Each semester.
Upper Division
304-306 Intermediate Accounting II and III (3 credits each). A rapid review or'
basic accounting principles and procedures. followed by problems relating to the
valuation and presentation of property. liability and corporate proprietorship items.
and the measurement of net income. Analytical accounting procedures. and the
preparation of advanced working sheets and comprehensive corporate financial
statements; development of special reports, ratios and other analyses. Prerequi.
sites: lower division core. Each semester.
320 Tax Factors in Business Decisions (3 credits). A general introduction for
students and businessmen who, while not tax specialists, need an awareness of the
impact of federal income taxes on business decisions. This course will explore the
areas of federal income. estate and gift tax laws as they affect business operating and
financing decisions. Degree credit will not be allowed for both AC 320 and AC 401.
Prerequisite: AC 205, lower division core or permission of instructor. Each semester.
361 Cost Accounting (3 credits!. (Previously AC 30n. Theory of cost accounting
cost control. including job order, process, direct and standard costs. budgeting and
breakeven analyses. Emphasis on cost determination as a tool of management and
production control. Prerequisite: lower division core or permission of instructor. Each
semester.
362 Managerial Accounting (3 credits). A study of the development and uses of
internal accounting information in management planning, control. and decision
processes. Topics include operations and capital budgeting, behavioral implications,
computer applications, and analytical methods such as gross profit. breakeven, and
incremental cost analysis. Prerequisite: AC 351, lower division core or permission of
instructor. Each semester.
360 Governmental Accounting (3 credits). A study of the accounting principles
applicable to institutions. nonprofit agencies. governmental units. and political
subdivisions. The supporting theory procedures. legal and reporting requirements.
programmed budgeting. and costMbenefit analyses are considered. Prerequisite: lower
division core or permission of instructor. Either semester.
401 Principles of Income Taxation (3 credits). (Previously Individual Income Tax).
The theory and application of Federal income taxes to individuals. including an
introduction to F.I.C.A. and Unemployment taxes and an introduction to State
income taxes. Degree credit will not be allowed for both AC 302 Tax Factors in
Business Decisions and AC 401. Prerequisite: lower division core or permission of
instructor. Fall semester.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Courses, AC, AV, BE
402 Advanced Incoma Taxation (3 credits). (Previously Corporate Taxationl. The
theory and application of the Federal income tax to corporations organized for profit.
and an introduction to partnership, trust. and estate and gift taxation. Prerequisites:
AC 306 and either AC 320 or AC 401, lower division core or permission of instructor.
Spring semester.
406 Auditing (3 credits). A study of the scope and purpose of the work of the
Certified Public Accountant as an independent auditor. Topics include: professional
ethics: legal responsibilities: role of the Securities Exchange Commission: approach
to an audit: and accumuiation of the evidence upon which the auditor bases his
report. Prerequisites: AC 306. lower division core or consent of instructor. Each
semester.
420 Systems Analysis and Dasign (3 credits). Concepts and techniques of the
design of information systems. Topics include Systems Theory: Data Colfection.
Classification, Transmission, and Display; OnMline Systems and Time Sharing. Course
identical to DP 420. Credit may not be earned for both courses. DP 420 and AC 420.
Prerequisites: lower division core or permission of instructor. Spring semester .
440G Accounting Theory (3 credits). A specialized course dealing with the evolution
of accounting thought and the contemporary approach to asset valuation. income
determination and the measurement process in accounting. The course is
recommended for those students planning on the CPA examination. May be taken for
graduate credit. Prerequisite is AC 306 or by permission of instructor. Spring
semester.
460 Data Processing for tha Accountant (3 credits). A study of available accounting
software. the auditing of electronic systems. and the statistical analysis of accountM
ing data. The computer will be used as the problem solving tool in the three above
mentioned areas. Prerequisites: AC 405, lower division core or permission of inM
structor. Either semester.
470 Advanced Accounting (3 credits). An in-depth study of partnership organiza-
tion; liquidation and dissolution; business combinations and consolidate~ f!nanci.al
statements: segmental reporting. multinational companies and the variatIons 10
international accounting standards including currency exchange rate translations;
fiduciary accounting principles: and an introduction to non-profit reporting. PreM
requisite: AC 306 or permission of instructor. Each semester.
482 C.P.A. Problams (6 credits). An indepth consideration of the more complex
accounting principles and procedures taught on the undergraduate level. This course
is designed to assist the student in preparing for the Certified Public Accountant
examination. Prerequisites: AC 405, AC 470 and AC 440. or consent of instruc-
tor. Spring semester.
AV AVIATION MANAGEMENT
lower Division
021 end 022 Private Pilot F.light laboratory (no credit). Exceeds the minimum
flight-hours necessary to satisfy the FAA for completion of the private pilot certificate.
Students must have logged a minimum of 40 hours including 15 hours of dual
instruction and 15 hours of ora' instruction. and satisfactorily completed the flight
examination administered by a FAA flight examiner. Prerequisite: AV 101 and
successful completion of FAA written examination for Private Pilot Certificate. Each
semester .
• 101 Aviation Ground School (3 credits). Survey of basic aerodynamics.
meteorology. navigation, and Federal Aviation Agency regulations. At termination.
the student will take the FAA Private Pilot examination. An orientation of the
historical development of aviation and the development of scientific laws and basic
theory of flight. Each semester.
.201 Commercial Pilot Ground School 13 credits). The study of weather.
navigation, radio communications, federal air regulations, flight planning and aircraft
performance as required for the FAA commercial pilot examination. Prerequisite:
Private Pilot Certificate. Fall semester.
Upper Division
331 Airport Managament (3 credits). Selection and use of Qround facilities
connected with the aviation industry. Covers construction and communication
facilities. cargo and passenger handling procedures and policies. flight-deck and
maintenance crew services. operation and maintenance of public facilities.
Prerequisite: AC 205. Fall semester.
351 Airline and Air Cargo Management (3 credits). The functions of management
in airline operations. Air carrier, familiarization, effect of federal regulations, market
analysis. and unit organization. Includes implications of decision-making in the areas
of industrial. financial. and economic phases of aviation management. Spring
semester .
• Flight lab fees in addition to other tuition and fees will be charged.
BE BUSINESS EDUCATION
Upper Division
401 Methods in Business Education (3 credits!. Methods and materials of
instruction in business subjects. Application of principles of learning and teaching to
business education. Must be taken in the semester immediately preceding student
teaching. Fall semester.
409 Methods and Materials in Distributive Education (2 credits). Specific methods
and techniques used in teaching salesmanship, marketing. retailing and other
distributive education courses. Fall semester.
421 Business Curriculum and Methods Saminar (3 credits). A seminar-type class
dealing with current issues and methods in the fields of business curriculum,
research. and vocational guidance. Attention will be given to vocational guidance in
counseling students. curriculum development, and community influence and impact.
Individual research and presentation is emphasized. Spring semester.
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Courses, DP, EC
441G Principles and Organization. of Vocational Education Programs - Job
Analysis 13 credits). Philosophy. history. purpose and organization of vocational
education programs. Occupational analysis to include nature and use of occupa-
tional information. labor force opportunities, job values. job analysis. job descrip.
tions. and job requirements, Role of business and govemment in vocational educa-
tion. Spring semester.
443G Administration and Coordination of Cooperative Programs 13 credits).
Selection. guidance. placement. and follow-up of students in training stations.
PrereQuisite: Graduate Status. Fall semester.
471 Business Studant reaching (6 credits). Supervised teaching under the direction
of Qualified. business teacher~education specialists. Prerequisite: BE 401 and
permission of director. Spring semester.
Graduate
511 Graduate Study in Business Education (3 credits). A study of professional
business education including history. philosophy. psychology. and issues and trends.
Each of these areas is considered in relation to business education in the public
..schools. Prerequisite: Graduate Status and consent of the instructor ..Summer.
612 Business Research and Communication Techniques (3 credits!. Analysis of
the scientific method of inquiry and specific research techniques. Evaluation of
reports in terms of reliability and validity of conclusions. Development of a critical
sense and analytical ability for effective expression in reports, articles and other
forms of operational communicatio'ns. Opportunities for oral presentations of
business information to groups arid to lead and participate in such Qroup
interpersone:tl communication situations as conferences. meetings and discus.
sians, Prerequisite: Graduate status.
520 Curriculum and Instruction in Shorthand. Transcription. and Olfice
Procedures (3 credits). A study of various techniques available for the improvement
of instruction in shorthand. t'ranscription, and office procedures. Includes an analysis
of research and its application to the ,improvement of instruction. Also includes the
application of psychological principles of learning and other technical 'aspects of
instruction, Prerequisite: Graduate Status and consent of instructor: Summer
530 Curriculum and Instruction in Typewriting. Bookkeeping-Accounting, and
Data Processing (3 credits). A study of various techniques availahle for the
improvement of instruction in Bookkeeping-Accounting. Data Processing. and
Typewri.ting. I,:,!cludes an analysis of research and its application to the improvement
of instruction. Also includes the application of psychological principles of learning and
other technical aspects of instruction. Prerequisite: Graduate Status and consent of
the instructor. Spring semester.
540 Curriculum 8nd Instruction in Basic Business and Economics (3 credits). A
study of various techniques available: for the improvement of instruction in Basic
Business and Economics. Includes an'analysis of research and its application to the
improvement of instruction. Also includes the application of psychological principles
of learning and other technical aspects of instruction. Prerequisite: Graduate Status
and consent of the instructor. Summer. . .
571 Organization and Superv.ision of Business Education (3 credits).
Administrative and supervisory problems in business education especially from the
point of view of the teacher. A study of problems of the business teacher beyond
those inv.olved in classroom teaching. Areas of study include student services;
equipment and supplies; in-service programs; research; program evaluation and
development; public and staff relations; and leadership roles. Prerequisite: Graduate
Status and consent of the instructor. Fall.
591 Project (3-6 credits).
593 Thesis (3-6 credits). The scholarly pursuit of original work through research.
Prerequisit~s: Admission to candidacy.
596 Directed Research (Variable credits). Opportunity for the student to pursue a
topic of interest on an individual basis. Prerequisite: Graduate Status and consent of
the instructor.
599 Workshop in Business Education (1-3 credits). Intensive study of a selected
topic in business education'. May be repeated for a maximum of 3 credits.
DP DATA PROCESSING
Lower Division
210 Introduction to Data Processing (3 credits). A general interest course to
acquaint students with the fundamentals of automated data processing. The course
will introduce the principles of computerized data processing, systems analysis.
problem solution through the use of logic and computer programing skills, the role of
data in the business community, and the impact the computer is having on manage-
ment and society. Students will have the opportunity to prepare and run computer
programs using the University IBM 370 computer system. Each semester.
Upper Division
320 Data Processing Techniques 13 crediis). An introduction to computer
programing in a high-level language, and a review of programing systems that are
currently in use, including productivity systems. organization systems. and techniques
systems. Program flowcharting, development and implementation to solve common
business problems will be emphasized. Systems analysis and design activities will be
incorporated into class activities. Prerequisite: DP 210 or equivalent. Each semes.
ter.
345 Simulation Techniques (3 credits). Basic concepts in simulation; simulation in
business including inventory systems and scheduling systems; simulation of decision-
making by individuals and group o'rganizations. Models -of varying legals of
sophistication will be considered and implemented in Fortran IV and other available
sinulation '~~gL!:J:ges. Prerequisite: DP 320 and M 106. Fall semester.
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360 Programming Systems - COBOL (3 credits). A specific course based on the
COBOL programming language that will give the student a capability to write highly
sophisticated programs pertaining to business data processing probler:ns.
Prerequisite: DP 210 or equivalent, Spring semester.
405 Data Processing Applications 13 credits). An in-depth study of current business
computer applications and the function of data processing in the business enterprise.
Incorporated into the broad-based study will be conSideration of data base. MIS.
fraud, computer acquisition. international computer networks and the role and
responsibilities .of the data processing professional in the business organization. Fall
semester.
420 Systems Analysis and Design (3 credits). Concepts and techniques of the
analysis and design of information systems. Topics include syste~s theory .. tools
and techniques of system analysis. the role of the systems analyst 10 the busmess
enterprise and computerized information systems. Course identical to AC 420.
credit may not be earned for both courses. Prerequisites: DP 210 and AC 205.
Spring semester.
EC ECONOMICS
Lower Division
Z01.Principles of Economics-Macro (3 credits). Introduction to the use of economic
principles to analyze the aggregate or macroeconomic performance of developed.
market economies. Applkation of economic analysis and policy to current domestic
and international macroeconomic issl:les. Special attention to the goals and problems
of high employment, price level stability. economic growth. the balance of
international payments and the relevant monetary, fiscal and other policy instruments
utilized to accomplish these policy goals. Each semester.
202 Principles of Economics-Micro (3 credits). An introduction to microeconomic
analysis: covering supply and dem?lnd. ,the basic market structures. the operation of
the price system, and the distribution of income. The course provides an introduction
to some applied areas of economics such as international, regional. the public sector.
and economic development. ,Each semester.
210 Contemporary Economic Problems 13 creditsl. A one semester introduction to
economics centered around selected contemporary economic problems. Principles
are introduced to help analyze problems and point out alternative solutions. (Not
allowed as part of the economics major requirements. Not allowed for credit to those
students that have taken EC 201 and 202.) Prerequisites: None. Either semester.
219 Environmental Economic Problems: Economics and The Quality of Life (3
credits). Choices must be made between the kind of economic growth society wants
and the resulting quality of life. Environmental impacts of growth. including air. water
and noise pollution. urban congestion. natural resource depletion and population
pressures will be examined. Policy prescriptions and economic implications of
environmental control will be discussed. Fall semester.
Upper Division
301 Money and Banking (3 credits!. Analysis of the role of money. credit and the
financial- system in the U.S. economy through the economics of commercial and
central banking. Study of monetary theory and monetary policy as they affect both
domestic and international economic policy goals. Prerequisite: EC 201. 202. Each
semester.
303 Intarmediata Microecononics (3 credits). An analysis of the price mechanism
and its role in resource allocation. output composition, and income distribution. Areas
receiving specific attention include consumer choice and demand. theories of
production and cost. and the economic performance implied by various market
structures. The usefulness of price theory in the analysis of social problems and
managerial decisions is stressed. Prerequisite: EC.202. Each semester.
305 Intermediate Macroeconomics (3 credits). Analysis of the determinants of the
level of national income, employment. productivity and the price level. Analysis ot'the
effects of economic policy instruments and decisions on aggregate economic
performance goals. Prerequisite: EC 201 Each semester.
310 Public Financa (3 credits). A study of the role and impact of Government on the
functioning of the free enterprise economic system. The theory and rationale of
government spending. taxing. and indebtedness will be examined. Considerable
attention will be paid to the effects of government activity upon such things as the
allocation of resources and the distribution 0.1 income, Some attention will be paid to
state and local-problems. Prerequisite: EC 201. 202, Each semester.
311 History of Economic Thought (3 credits!. Study of the origin and development
of economic theories that have influenced western civilization. Particular attention
will be given to the period since 1750. Prerequisite. EC 201-202. Fall semester.
315 Comparative Economic Systems (3 credits). A comparative study of the goals
and methods of various economic systems, such as capitalism. socialism and
communism. The study will be approached from both a theoretical and practical point
of view. Prerequisite: EC 201-202. or by permission. Either semester.
317 International Economics (3 credits). The benefits, costs and pattern of world
trade and' investment. Tariffs. quotas, and the commercial policies of nations. The
foreign exchange market and the balance of payments. Consequences of balance of
payments disequilibrium for national policy. The mechanisms and analysis of
international payments adjustment end the institutions of the international monetary
system. Prerequisite: EC 201. 202. Either semester.
321 Regional Economics (3 credits). Application of economic analysis to regional
problems of structure, growth and policy. Location theory. various growth models.
and specific techniques such as input-output analysis, base multipliers and cost
oenefit anaiysis will be developed. Prerequisite. EC 201-202. Fall semester.
/
!
(
322 Urban Economics 13 credits). The course will focus on the structure of the urban
areas. locational patterns. housing. erine. pollution. poverty. financial. and
transportation problems. The tools of economic analysis will be used to analyze the
problems and existing and proposed, policies. Prerequisite: EC 2014202. Spring
semester.
326 Radical Economics 13 credits). Analysis and evaluation of radical contribu-
tions to political-economic thought and their applications' to the study of con-
temporary socio-economic problems.' Emphasis is placed on Marxian socialist
economics theory. libertarianism. anarchist theory. evolutionary economic theory.
and other radical models. Current issues such as imperialism. economics and
social inequality and alienation will be considered "from the vantage point of these
radical perspectives. Prerequisite: Upper division or consent of instructor. Fall
semester.
327 Labor Economics. (3 credits!. This course examines a broad range of current
issues relating to the characteristics oftheU. S. labor force and the structure of the
labor market. The development of the U. S. industrial relations system will be
reviewed. including comparisons with those of Western Europe. labor markets will
be analyzed to emphasize the economic and non-economic factors affecting labor-
management negotiations, The course will conclude with a discus~ion of public policy
concerned with both public and priv,ate sector, unionism as well as legislation
pertaining to thA income security of workers. Prerequisite: EC-201. EC.202. Fall
semester.
406 Business Fluctuations and Economic Stabilization 13 credit~). Application and
extension of macro-economic theory to'the study of economic instability. Theories of
economic fluctuations and their measurement. Goals. objectives and tools of
stabilization policy. including techniques of macroeconomic forecasting and
modeling. Prereouisite: EC 305.
417 U.S. Economic History 13 credits). This course deals with mejor factors in the
economic growth and development of the United States from colonial times to tha
present. Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of economic factors and other
aspects of American society. Prerequisite: EC 201-202 or permission of the
instructor. Spring semester. Offered in alternate years by the Economics and by the
History Department. and cross-numbered as EC.HY 417.
EC 421 G-422G Econometrics 13 credits). The application of mathemetics and
statistics to the study of economics. Designed to acquaint the student with the
quantitative tools used to verify theory and to forecast economic activity.
Prerequisite: Math 106 or equivalent arid permission of the instructor. May be taken
for graduate credit. 421 G Fall. 422 G Spring semester.
FI FINANCE
Lower Division
108 Personal Finance and Investments (3 credits). Aid in meeting the- growing
complexity of financial decision making as faced by the individual. How to avoid
financial entanglements; installment buy'ing,borrowing rhoney, owning or renting a
home. Appraisal of savings alternatives and investing in stocks, bonds, and mutual
funds, Understanding security markets. Financial planning for personal and estate
ta~es. Each semester.
211 Principles of Insurance (Praviously RE-320) (3 credits). The course offers
presentation of the principles of insurance and policy analysis together with a
discussion of the fundamental legal principles involved in insurance contrects.
Company practices in relation to insurance management are stressed as is the field of
regulation on both the theoretical and practical applications. All areas of insurence
are covered including life. casualty. liability and medical. Either semester.
Upper Dlvllion
303 Principles of Finance (3 credits). A basic survey course of fundamental
concepts and techniques of the three major areas of finance corporate. institutional.
and investments and their interrelationst1ips, Topical areas covere~ are ..an overview of
monetary policy by Federal Reserve. stu'dy of U.S. financiel system. the international
financial system. financial decision-making problems focusing on internal allocation
of funds. financing these asset needs,: and security valuation. PrerequiSites: AC.
205.206. EC-201. 202 and M-l06. Each semester.
326 Financial Managament 113 credits!. 1Previously Corp. Financiel Mgt.) The study
and theoretical analysis of the internal allocation of resources within the bUliness firm
and governmental agencies including working capital management and policy. capital
budgeting and investment analysis. risk'analysis. financial planning and control. etc.
Instructional methods will include the analysis of financial ceses and finencial
modeling. Prerequisites: FI 303 and GB .20B. Each semester.
326 Financial Management II (3 credits). This course covers critical analysis of
different sources of funds, dividend policies, and capital markets. Special topics
include refunding debt. social responsioilities of the financial manager. problems of
financing the multinational firm and ana,lysis of mergers and acquisitions. Cases and
readings are used to complement textual materials. Prerequisites: FI-303. FI-325.
Spring semester.
41.7 Management of Financial Institut.lons (3 credits). Topics treated in this course
include: the analysis of problems faced by mailagers of financial institutions; a study
of developments and recent changes in the structuring of the U .S.financial system as
they impact on decision making in banking and other savings types institutions: the
methods of governmental financing an~ their effects on the flows of funds in the
economy. Contemporary issues such -as new legislation, international financial
institutions. and social responsibilities are covered. Prerequisites: FI.303. EC-301.
Fall semester.
450G Investment Management 13 credits). This course focuses on the selling for
investments. stocks, bonds. commodities and stock options; risk vs. return
relationships in investing and speculating; of the efficient Market hypothesis and its
implications for the individual inve'stor; portfolio theory and the capital asset pricing
model in planning investment strategy. PrerequiSites: FI.303. GB-208. Either
semester.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Courses, FI, GB, MG
498-499 Sanlor Seminar in Financa 13 credits each). Designed to provide an
opportunity for study of a particular area of finance at an advanced level. Builds on
background developed in the regularly scheduled finance courses. The topics offered
will be selected on the basis of their timely interest to finance students and a
particular expertise of the instructor. These courses enable the student to achieve an
indepthknowledge of issues which cannot be treated fully in existing courses.
legislation creating sweeping changes in the financial community. computerized
financial modeling. international financial management. public utility financial
management. option trading. applications of the capital asset pricing model are
representative topics. Either semester.
GB GENERAL BUSINESS
lower Division
101 Introduction to Business (3 credits). A survey course designed to acquarntthe
student with the many phases of business. Se~es as an introduction to the
specialized fields of business, organization. accounting. insurance. marketing. banking,
transportation. and industrial relations. Special emphasis is placed on business
vocabulary . Each semester.
202 Business Law I (3 credits). Introduction to the.legal system including courll.
litigation and lawyers. This course is designed to emphesize such specific substantive
areas of law as contracts. agency. torts. personel property and entitrust Ispects of
government regulation of business. Each semester,
207 Statistical Techniqudl for Declllo';, Meklng I. (Prevloully 8ullne ••
Statistics I 13 credits). This course is designed.o provida the student with an
understanding and working knowladge of the concepts and techniques pertaining to
basic descriptive and inferential statistics. The illustration of statistical techniques end
their place in bUSiness deoision making is emphasized. Prerequisite: M-l06 or
equivalent. Each semester.
208 . Statistical Techniques for Daclslon Making II (Prevloully GB.3081 (3
credits). This class extends into the statistical methods beyond those covered in GB-
207. The purpose is to provide the student with an exposure to the use of these
statistical procedures. The course concentrates on using thasa procedures in a
business decision making environment. Typical topics covered include: simple and
multiple regression analysis and Bayesian decision theory. Whenever applicable.
computer software programs are used to assist in the learning process. Prerequisites:
GB-207. DP-21 O. Either semestar.
Upper Division
302 Business Law 1113 credits) This course is comprised 0.1a comprehensive study
of .the .Uniform Commercial Code with emphasis on sales, bulk transfers; docu-
ments of title; commercial paper, and secured transactions. The course also covers
the formation of partnerships. business organizations. and corporation; their opera-
tion. dissolution. mergers. and consolidation. PrerequiSite: GB-202. Each semester,
325 Principles of TranspOrtation 13 credits). The focus of this course is upon the
economic and i'n~nagement problems and functions of the transportation industry.
The cOurse will'cover the organization and structure of the transportation industry as
well as the history. development. operations. pricing and. legal controls and
obligations of'fj'rrns engaged, in various forms of transportation services, Spring
semester.
360 Busuness Ethics. and Social Responsibility (3 credits). This course deals with
the complex social environment within which organizations function and examines
organizational actions by looking ,at their social\~nd ethical impact. Either semester.
441 G Government and Business (3 credits). This course is intended to give
intensive study of and student research into the scope of government central and
regulation of business. Specific major statutes and their implementing rules and
regulations will be researched and analyzed as well as selected federal and state
regulatory agencies. May be taken for graduate credit. Prerequisite: GB.202,
Spring semester.
450 Business Policies (3 credits). This course is designed to develop analytical.
problem solving and decision making skills in situations' dealing with complex
organizations with the ultimate objective of formulating policies and strategies: both
domestic and world-wide. The student will be required to build upon and integrate
the knowledge and methods acquired from a total educational and experience
base and to examine problems in all functional areas of the organization. Prerequisite:
Completion of the required business core. Either semester.
466 Quantitative Analysis for Business Decisions 13 credits). The course involves
a study of quantitative tools traditionally referred to as operations research
techniques. The emphasis is on the illustration of the functional uSe of the techniques
and how they can assist the decision maker. Topics typically covered include linear
programming and critical path analysis. Prerequisites: GB-208 (was GB-308) and
MG.301. Either semester.
MG MANAGEMENT
Upper Division
301 Principles of Management 13 credits). This courSe deals with the history of
management. schools of management thought. and the planning. organizing.
directing and controlling functions of management. Emphasis in the course is also
given to international management and the application of quantitative techniques in
management. Prerequisite: M-l06. Either semester.
305 'Personnel Administration (3 credits). This course provides an in-depth ex~
amination of the functions of personnel administration - human resource plan-
ning, procurement, development. utilization. and compensation - with an empha-
sis on the interrelationships among these functions. Current topics in the law as
they affect the personnel functions are considered each term (e.g .. O.S.H .A .• fair
employment regulations. etc.), The role of the personnel department is explored
both from the point of view of those operating a personnel department and from
the point of view of managers throughout an organization. Prerequisites' MG-301
(Principles of Management). or consent of instructor.
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30B Operetlons Menegement (Previously Production Menegement (3 credits). This
course provides the student with the quantitative tools used in the operations and
production management fields. The nature of the interactions between the opera:
tions manager and the other management systems will be developed. Typical
topics include: quality control. inventory control and system revision. Most types
of business environments will be considered. Prerequisites: GB-20B. MG-301.
Either semester.
309 Operations Decisions and Controls IPreviously Production Decisions end Con-
trols) 13 credits). The purpose of this course is to provide the student with an
exposure to the standard tools used in ,?peration~ .decisions and control. and to
heavily emphasize applications to real business decIsions. Both manufactUring and
non-manufacturing systems Bre studied. Prerequisite: MG-308. Either semester.
317 Small Business Menegement (3 credits). A study of the unique and distinct
problems encountered by small business organizations. This courlB covers the topics
of locating. financing. staffing. marketing and regulating the small business. Emphasis
will be placed on small business management techniques as they apply to service
retail and production oriented small businesses. Prerequisite: MG 301 Either
semester.
330 Labor Law (3 credits). This course offers a survey of the existing body of labor
law. along with the historical events and precedents that have shaped this law.
The general principles of the law and the effective application of these principles
are discussed. Such issues as organizing campaigns. unfair labor practices. picket-
ing. work stoppages. and the mechanisms of conflict resolution are discussed.
340 Labor Reletlons (3 credits). This course will cover the history. strUcture.
policief!. and 9perations of labor unions; the functioning of industrial relations
activities ...' within organizations: 'and important concepts and terminology in
labor-management relations. The student is introduced to collective bargaining and
various forms of conflict resolution. Contract administration is emphasized with a
focus on the day-to.day relationships between parties. International comparisons
of industrial relations systems are made. Either semester.
401 Humen Resource Man~am ••• t (Previous." Humin Ralatlonal (3 credits).
Utiiizing concepts and theories from the behavioral sciences this course covers topics
essential to effectively manage human resources. Topics covered include perception.
motivation. attitudes. power and.leedership. Prerequisite: MG-301. Either semester.
406 Organizational Dynamics (3 credits). This course deals with the development
of organizational theory including the following specific areas: organizational
structure. bureaucracies. organizational influence processes. politics. power and
conflict. organizational development and organizational effectiveness. Prerequi~
sites: MG-301. Either semester.
406 Compensetion Menegement (3 credits). This course involves the implementa-
tion. administration. maintenance. and control of a comprehensive compensation
program. Topics covered include job analysis. job evaluation. pricing of jobs. sup-
plemental benefits. incentive plans. and performance appraisal. Special attention
is given to legislation affecting the compensation field and to the unique compen-.
sation problems of select groups in the labor force le.g .. public employees and em-
ployees 0.1 trans-national enterprises). Prerequisites: MG-305 1Personnel Ad-
ministration). or consent of instructor.
MK MARKETING
Upper Division
301 Besic Marketing Menagement (3 credits). Study of the marketing process with
emphasis on introducing students to the function of marketing concepts end
decisions within the organization's strategic plan. The marketing process consists of
identifying and interpreting wants and needs of people: selecting the particuler wants
and needs the organization will satisfy: and determining the product. price.
communicat'ion and distribution mixes necessary to satisfy the selected wants and
needs. Each semester.
309 Promotion Menagement (3 credits). The I'rinciples. strategies and manage-
ment of advertising and sales promotion activities. Coordination and integration of
both areas with other elements of the marketing mix is emphasized. The economic
and social criticism of advertising particularly ere stressed to insure that managers
are awere of tbe ethical and social responsibilities inherent in the job. Prerequi-
site: MK 301 . Either semester.
307 Consumer Behavior (3 credits). Anelysis of purchalB end consumption behavior
of the consumer. Relates marketing activities of the firm to sociel scilnce reseerch
concerning the purchase. use. and meaning of goods and services. Prerequisite: MK
301. Either semester.
40& Intermadlete Merkatlng Manallamant (3 credits). Marketing principles end
theories are integrated with analytical and behavioral decision processes. Emphasis is
placed on problem and opportunity recognition. marketing strategies. planning and
administering marketing programs. Consumer. industrial. institutional. and
international markets are considered. Prerequisite: MK 301. Each semester.
41&0 Marketing Reseerch 13 credits). Consideration Of the theory and use of
• research in providing information relative to marketing decisions. The student will
obtain experience in formal research methodology by planning & conducting a
research. project concerning an actual business or governmental problem situation.
May be taken for graduate credit. Prerequisites: GB 207. MK 301.
420 Applied Merketlng Reseerch (3 credits). Designed to give ihe student actual
experience in formal research. Representatives from the business community and
governmental agencies will work closely with students in developing merketing
problem situations. Prerequisite: M K 415G. Either semester.
421 Beiel Admlnlatretlon (3 credits). Management of a sales orgenization with
particular emphasis on recruiting selection. training. supervision and compensation of
salesmen. Emphasis is also placed upon coordinating and integrating activities of the
sales administrator with other functional managers comprising the marketing
organization. Stress is also placed on ethics and social responsibilities relating to the
sales manager's job. Prerequisite: MK 301. Either semester.
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42& Advenced Merketlng Mlnallamant (3 credits). The case study approech al
applied to marketing problems. Emphasis is placed on problem definition. recognition
of alternative solutions. and defense of a "best" solution. Prerequisites: MI-301
and MK-405. Spring semester.
MM MARKETING, MID-MANAGEMfNT
lower Division
100 Mid-Management Work Experience (2 credits). Open to students enrolled in
the Mid-Management program only. The student may earn 2 semester hours credit
for a maximum of four semesters or a total of 8 semester hours credit. This pro.
vides actual e~perience in the retail. wholesale. 'or service business field as a paid
employee. The student. the employer. and the program coordinetor develop an
individual program for each student. The student is evaluated by both the employer
and the program coordinator. Each semester.
101 Selesmenshlp (3 credits). A basic course in personel selling techniques as
applied in working situations in the modern 'retail store. wholesaler. and manufacturer
establishments. analysis of customer behavior and motivation; methods of creating
customer attention. interest. desire and action. Special emphasis is given to ethical
sales techniques. Either semester.
102 Merchandize Anelyell (3 credits). A study dealing with what the product is and
what the product does for the customer. Provides methods and practice in obteining
product information used by buyers. sales people. and advertising personnel. Mejor
classes of textiles and non textiles are surveyed. Spring semester.
10& Elenen" of Menegement(3 credits). A study of the functions of business
management: planning. organizing. staffing. directing and controlling. Speciel
consideration is given to the concept of organizational authority and responsibility.
Either semester.
201 Conluner Merketing (3 credits). (Previously Introduction to Marketing). The
study of activities by which goods and IBrvices flow from the producer to the ultimete
consumer. This study includes methods. policies. and eveluation of the various
marketing institutions according to the function performed. Fail semester.
202 Princlplel of Retelling (3 credits). Comperison of small-and-Iarge-scele
retailers. Problems of store ownership. organization. location. equipment.
merchandising. planning and control. Expense end cost reduction end selas
promotion are considered. Spring semester.
203 Visuel Merchendlslng (3 credits). Objectives and policies of sales promotion:
study of the media involved. Regulations of advertising. Coordination of other fectors
of sales promotion such as display. selling and other merchandising factors.
Preparation of copy. illustrations. layout and display. Guest lecturers from the local
Retail Assn. will be used. Fall semester.
206 Supervision of Personnel (3 credits). Economics of supervision. social and
philosophical implications. training functions of the supervisor. Individual and
organizational needs in regard to human relations are major points of study. Spring
semester.
209 Report Writing (3 credits). Prepares the student to write reports for business
situations. Emphasis is placed on the actual preparation of reports. research me.
thods. and the readability olthe finished product. Fall semester.
213 Credit end Collections (2 credits). A survey of the credit field including history.
types. credit information. and the function of the credit department. Ethical methods
and procedures of collection are given significant treatment. Spring semester.
21& Reteil Buying (3 credits). Considers the buyer's duties. techniques. end
procedures of purchasing for resale. pricing of goods. and the interpreting of
consumer demand. Fall semester.
RE REAL ESTATE
Lower Olvlalon
201 Fundanentels of Real Eltete (3 credits). essentiels of real estate practice.
listings. sales. finencing. lend descriptions. real estate investmcnts. brokerage.
advertising. market analysis and fundamentals arising from real estate transactions
are covered in the course. This course exceeds the current minimum 30 hour
classroom education requirement of the State of Ideho to take the Real Estate
Salesman Exam. Each semester.
RE-220 Law of Reel Estete (Previously GB 303. Law of Property) (3 credits). This
course is designed to review the laws establishing and governing basic rights of
ownership and use of real estate. The course will also discuss the concepts of the
modern real estate transaction. the real estate brokerage business. and the various
leRal relationshios involved. Prerequisites: GB-202 and RE-201 . Each semester.
Upper Division
331 Apprelsel of Reel Estete (3 credits). This is an intensive course covering
modern real estate appraising concepts and the technical skills employed in their
application to residential property. Prerequisite: RE-201. Either semester.
340 Reel Estete Investment and Texetion (3 credits). This course explores Real
Estate from the investor (owner's) point of view with special attention to the tax
aspects including Risk and Return Analysis. Property Leverage. Discounted Cash
Flow. Tax Consequence of Sales. Exchanging, Multiple Exchanges. and Computerized
Investment Analysis. Prerequisite: RE.201. RE220 and FI-303. Either semester.
360 Real Estete Finence (3 credits). Financial analysis and examination of the
intricacies of the real estate mortgage markets. source of mortgage funds. federal
government and mortgage markets. lending decisions, manegement of loan
portfolios. leasing. construction financing. creative financinq. and financing of specific
types of reel property. Prerequisites: RE201. RE220 and FI 303. Either semester.
/431 Appraisal of Income Properties (3 credits). This combination lecture and case
study course is devoted entirely to the appraisal of income property. Following a
review of the steps leading to the estimation of net income. all prevalent nethods and
techniques of converting net income into an indication of value are fully covered.
Direct capitalization. the residual techniques. and capitalization rolas are thoroughly
analyzedanddiscussed.Prerequisites: RE201. RE331. Spring semester.
460 Real Estata Brokerage Management (3 credits). This course is s capstone
course intended to integrate the specialized functional knowladga gained in the Real
Estate program including office administration. hiring and personnel managenent,
brokerage salas and promotion. commission structure. ethical behavior and sociel
responsibility, creative financing. professional organizations. and agency
relationships. Prerequisites:RE220. RE331. RE340. RE360. Either semester.
OA OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
Lower Division
101 Beginning Shorthand (4 credits). A beginning course in Gregg shorthand
Emphasisis placedon theory. writing skill. vocabularydevelopment. Credit will not be
given to students who have completed one or more years of shorthand in high school.
Recommended credit or current enrollment in OA.238. Prerequisite: demonstrated
proficiency in typing or current enrollment in typing. Both semesters.
105 Beginning Typing (2 credits). Theory and keyboardoperations on the typewriter
with application for personal or business use. Fall semester.
107 Intermedi"e Typing (2 credits). Review of typing fundamentals for
development of speed and accuracy with applications of these skills for use. Pre-
requisite: OA-105 or advancedplacement. Eithersemester.
111 Personal Adjustment to Business (1 credit). Designed to develop an insight
into the behavior and customsof individuals in a businessoffice through study of why
and how people work. good decision making. oral communication and case analysis
problems. Either semester.
116 Business Mathematics-Machines (3 credits). Fundamental operations of
arithmetic in concrete relation to business usage. Decimals. fractions. percentages.
interest. discounts. markup. installment buying. depreciation. and graphs are
considered. as well as some interpretation of financial papers. The student receives
instruction on the ten-key printing calculator. -the rotary calculator. and the electronic
calculator. Either semester.
121 Intermediate Shorthand (4 credits). Review of shorthand theory with much
work in dictation and transcription to improve speed and accuracy. Credit will not be
given to students who have completed two years of high school shorthand.
Prerequisite: OA-101 or advanced placement from high school work. Either
semester.
201 Advanced Shorthand (4 credits). Emphasison the building of a broad shorthand
vocabulary and the development of high speed in dictation with rapid transcription.
Prerequisite: OA-121 or advanced placement from high school work. Either
semester.
206 Medical Office Orientation (' credit). A study of medical receptionist duties.
special records and filing systems. legal aspectsof medical work. managementof the
medicaloffice. and ethics andpsychology in a medical office. Either semester.
207 Procedures of a Law Office (1 credit). Office proceduresand methods as they
relate to the work of a legal secretary. Legal terminology and meaning of the
languageof the law will be stressed. Either semesler.
209 Advanced Typing (2 credits). Continued study of typewriting procedures to
develop speed and accuracy in office applications. Prerequisite: OA-l07 or advanced
placement from high school work. Either semester.
213 Word Processing, Machine Transcription (2 credits). A course stressing the
operation and knowledge of transcribing machines. The development of speed and
accuracy in machine transcription is emphasized by using business word processing
materials such as letters. interoffice memos. business forms. news releases, minutes,
itineraries. and reports. Prerequisite: OA~209. Both semesters.
216 Word Processing, Mag. Keyboarding (1 credill. Recordingdata electronically
while producing typewritten copy. Power typing and revision applications will be
used. Prerequisite:OA-209. Both semesters.
219 Editing for Word Procassing (1 credit). Intended to assist the student in
developing expertise in spelling. vocabulary. punctuation. proofreading. abstracting.
and editing. Prerequisites:Gradeof Cor higher is recommendedin OA-23B. OA-107.
Either semester.
221 Secretarial Transcription (4 credits). Advanced instruction in office
transcription. Opportunities for special transcription practice of a medical or legal
nature will be provided. Prerequisite: OA-201. Spring semester.
238 Applied Business Communications (3 credits). (PreviouslyOA 328 . Business
Communications) A course designed to emphasize the building of a foundation in
effective business writing principles. The effectiveness and the correctness of writ-
ing and the psychology of leiter writing will be emphasizedthrough the preparation
of a variety of businessleiters. Both semesters.
243 Principles of Reprographics (2 credits). A course given in the operation of the
various kinds of duplicating machines. including the spirit duplicator. the stencil and
ink duplicator. the offset duplicator. and the dry process copier. Instruction will be
given in typing. drawing. lettering. and writing on the duplicating media of masters.
stencils. and mats. An opportunity will be provided to observe and study typography.
layoul and design. paste up. dark room techniques. stripping. plate making. and
binderywork. Both semesters.
Upper Division
309 Records Preparation and Management (3 credits). Creation. processing.
maintenance. protection and destruction of business records. These topics will be
covered both from the theoretical point of view and by the use of practical
application. The ability to analyze a problem and make a decision will be stressed.
Either semester.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
MBA
310 Administrative Office Procedures (3 credits), Office procedures at the
administrative level. The case study and project approach will be used. Procedures
necessary to direct and supervise office activities as well as perform them. Either
semester.
317 Office Management (3 credits). An introduction to the area of information
management. The functions of offica managemant including areas such as
production. environmental analysis. systems analysis snd personnel administration.
Spring semester.
338 Technical Writing for Business (3 credits). An in-depth study including the
application of interpersonal communication and effective business writing principles
through preparation of business and financial reports and technical papers. The case
study approach will be used to present a variety of business situations _requiring
decision-making in business report ~lNriting. Prerequisite: OA-238. Either semester.
Graduete
501 Office Systams and Procedures (3 credits). A study of advanced systems and
procedures currently in use in business offices. Includes emphasis on technical
knowledge and ability to perform office activities in the following areas: automated
office procedures. word processing. cost analysis and control, personnel procedures.
systems analysis and flow charting. work flow. supervisory techniques and
responsibilities. communications and information systems, records management. and
the preparation of office manuals. Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Summer.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN BUSINESS
MBA IN BUSINESS
MA IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
(BUSINESS EDUCATION OPTIONI
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the Boise State University Program leading
to the MBA Degree is to further prepare the candidate for a
career in business management. The curriculum is keyed to the
needs of an individual who has just assumed or is preparing to
assume broad managerial responsibilities.
The MBA curriculum at Boise State emphasizes the tradi-
tional MBA approach of development of managerial generalists,
with a common body of functional knowledge given to all stu-
dents. There is no area of emphasis or major available. but once
a student satisfies the functional core of courses, free electives
to achieve a minor degree of concentration are possible.
GENERAL PREREQUISITES FOR APPLICANTS
Admission will be granted to applicants who hold a bach-
elor's degree from an accredited college or university and who
meet the standards set by the School of Business of Boise
State University. Common to all programs is' a foundation of
prerequisite courses in basic fields of business administration.
Students presenting a bachelor's degree in business normally
will have completed most of these requirements as pilrt of their
undergraduate program. The Master of Business Administration
program is also designed to serve the student who has com-
pleted his bachelor's degree in non-business fields such as the
sciences, engineering. and the liberal arts. Therefore, the student
must demonstrate proficiency in the prerequisite courses listed
below. These prerequisites may be fulfilled by satisfactory com-
pletion of course work in these areas. or by successfully passing
the acceptable ClEP examination. and any other local depart-
mental requirements.
MATRICULATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR APPLICANTS
SPECIFIC PREREQUISITES FOR APPLICANTS
All applicants must meet the following undergraduate re-
quirements or must fulfill these requirements prior to enroll-
ment in MBA classes. (New applicants for the MBA program
should furnish documentary evidence of GMAT scores and copies
of official transcripts upon initial application. For fall enrollment,
students should arrange to take theGMAT by July. For spring
enrollment. theGMAT should be taken no later than the Octo-
ber or November test date).
(a) Possession of a bachelor's degree from an accredited in-
stitution.
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(b) Demonstration of satisfactory academic competency by
virtue of acceptable scores achieved by either of the fol-
lowing two formulae:
200 X overall GPA plus GMAT score must equal 1000 min-
imum
200 X junior/senior GPA plus GMAT score must equal
1050 minimum
(c) For foreign students. in addition to the above formulae
minima. a score of 525 on the TOEFL. or its equivalent.
is necessary.
• (d) Prerequisite courses or their equivalent:
1. Accounting (equivalent to one year)
2. Economics (equivalent to one year)
3. College level mathematics (equivalent to one year)
4. Management
5. Business law
6. Mar:<eting
7. Finance
8. Data Processing (programming techniques)
9. Business Statistics
Students who are deficient in any prerequisite courses
must remove these deficiencies prior to enrollment in MBA
500 level courses. Enrollment in MBA courses without having
removed all deficiencies will subjec( the student to administra-
tive withdrawal. with no recourse. from these MBA courses.
The student may be required to remove other deficiencies
as determined by the School of Business.
All applicants must be accepted by the Graduate School of
Boise State University in order to achieve the MBA degree.
THE MBA DEGREE
THE GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
The Master of Business Administration degree consists of
a minimum of 30 semester hours of credit from. the offerings
listed on the following pages or other graduate courses suitable
to an MBA degree. as accepted by the MBA Admissions Com-
mittee.
Required Core Courses. . . . . .. . .21 or 24 Gredits
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 or 6 credits
Note: A student with a major in a functional business disci-
pline such as management. marketing. finance. economics. or
accounting should not take the core course in that discioline.
and may substitute any MBA elective in its place.
A maximum of 9 graduate credits may be accepted from
other graduate schools upon request and a determination of ac-
ceptability to the MBA program. Students desiring transfer cr~-
dits must apply on the Program Development Form with appro-
priate supporting documents and transcripts to the MBA Ad-
missionS Committee. School of Business.
Students may elect a maximum of 6 credit hours from the
400 level "G" courses from the Undergraduate School of Busi..
ness Program. Only those courses listed on the following pages
are approved. Advisors should be consulted regarding those
courses.
Under certain conditions with the approval of the MBA
Program Coordinator and the department chairman concerned.
MBA students may earn up to maximum of 3 credits hours of
Directed Research and/or Internship Credits which apply to gra-
duation requirements.
MBA - REQUIRED CORE COURSES
GB-510 Business and Its Environment 13 credits). This course involves
examination of the interaction between business and the economic. social. political
and legal order. both domestic and worldwide. By utilizing analysis of particular
situations. it focuses attention on the broad effects of this total environnent upon the
administration of business. Emphasis is placed on students testing their own values
as they relate the appropriate responsibilities of business to its various publics. The
development of personal business ethics IS emphasized.
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'GB-512 Statistical Methods for BusinassDecisions (3 credits). The purpose of
this course is to provide the student with an understanding of those statistical
methods used in the business decision process. The emphasis will be on the
application of the techniques and the reason for their employment in decision pro-
cesses. Computer application proqrams will be employed to assist in the l"earning
process. topics generally covered include: Multiple Regression Analysis. Forecast.
ing and Bayesian Decision Theory. Prerequisites: GB-207 and DP-320. or equiva.
lent. \ .
• GB-514 Operations Reseerch Methods for Daciaion Meking (3 credits). This
course provides an introduction to operations research decision making aids. The
emphasis will be on applying quantitative tools and interpreting the results rather
than on theoretical developments. Particular attention. will be given to using the
computer to analyze quantitative models. Typical areas covered are: Linear
Programming. Network Models .. and Inventory Control Theory. Prerequisites:
Graduate Standing, M-1 05 and M-1 06. M.561. or equivalent courses.
• Student selects one of these two.
MK 519 • Marketing Management Concepts (3 credits). Concepts and theories of
marketing management are related to the organization and environments that
interact with the marketing function. The approach is interdisciplinary and analytical.
The decision-making process places emphasis on identifying marketing opportunities
and problems. Selection and development of alternatives. formulation of strategies.
and implementation of marketing plans and programs are also emphasized.
Marketing to consumer. industrial. institutional. and international sectors are dis-
cussed. Prerequisite: GB.5120rGB-514.
FI-530 Financial Management (3 credits). This course offers an analysis of financial
problems and formulation of financial policies thrOugh case studies. Topical areas
include financial planning and control. capital budgeting. risk analysis;cost of capital
and the capital asset pricing model. capital structure planning. dividend policy. bond
refynding problems,' short. and long.term financing requirements. mergers and
acquisitions. social responsibility of financial executives. and financial problems of
multinational firms. Prerequisite: GB-51 2 or GB-5 14.
AC-532 Accounting.Planning and Control (3 credits). A study of the planning and
control processes within an enterprise to assist in the making of business decisions.
Problems and cases are considered in' profit planning and analysis. cost anaiysis for
pricing. and capital budgeting. Overall objective is an understanding of improved
techniques of cost planning and control.
MG"-540 Organization Theory (3 credits). Examining briefly the history and current
trends in organizations. the course fO,cuses on the determinants and effects of
organizational design. Methods of analyzing appropriate structure are 'disr.ussed.
Organizational behavior within the structural frame work is explored with' special
attention given to group dynamics. power. leadership and influence.
EC-550 Managerial EconomiCs 13 credits). Application of economic concepts and
methodology to the problem of formulilting rational managerial decisions. Emphasis
is given to optimizing techniques. risk analysis. estimation of demand and costs of
production. market structures and pricing practices. Integrates economic theory and
business administration practice. Prerequisite: GB-512 or GB-514.
GB-579 Business Policy Formulation 13 credits). This course utilizes "complex
business cases., business simulation and specialized functional knowledge to
determine business decisions. strategy and policies including the use of quantitative
methods for allocation and flow of all goods and services in organizations. This course
is designed' as a general capstone experience ~and MBA students are expected to be in
the last semester of the program befOre enrolling in the course.
MBA - elECTIVE COURSES
BE 512 Business Research and Communication Techniques (Previously MB
512), (3 credits), Analysis of the scientific method of inquiry a"4l specific research
techniques. Evaluation of reports in terms of reliability and valid'ity of conclusions.
Development of a critical sense and analytical ability for effective expression in
reports. articles and other forms' of operational .communications. Opportunities for
oral presentations of business information to groups and to lead and participate in
such group interpersonal communication situations as conferences. meetings and
discussions.
OP-542 Computer ApplicatIons for Management (3 creolits), An indepth study
of the impact of the computer on managers and on the environment in which
managers work. Included will be consideration of data.base. MIS. the manage.
ment decision process. and computer tools that can be used by managers in the
decision process. Selected computer applications will be explored.
MG-541 Human Resource Management. This course examines how to effectively
manage human resources and. include discussion Of the supervisory processes
that are conducive to reducinR labor costs and increasing productivity. Special
attention will be given the human. organizational. and environmental constraints
which limit managerial actions. Techniques for ~fectively functioning within
these constraints will be discussed.
MK-520 Marketing Problems 13 credits). Analytical approach to marketing problem
solving and decision making. covering market definition. personal selling. advertising
and sales promotion. channels of distribution. strategy formulation. product
development procedures. and customer services. Case study approach is utilized.
Selected Topics in the following functional areas will be offered as staff
availability permits. 13 credits each).
AC-5BO Selected Topics-Accounting
OP-581 Selected Topics-Informal Systems
EC-582 Selected Topics-Economics
FI-583 Selected Topics-Finance
MG-584 Selected Topics-Industrial Psychology
MG-585 Selected TopiCS-Management
MK.586 Selected Topics-Marketing
SCHOOL OF BUSIN,ESS
Master of Arts in Secondary Education
CREDITS
Core Courses (see page 102
. .. . . . .. . . . ..' 6
.12 credits chosen from:
GB-441 G Government and Business 13 credits). This course is intended to
give intensive study of. and student research into the scope of government control
and regulation of business. Specific major statutes and their implementing rules
and regulations will be researched and analyzed as well as selected lederal and
state regulatory agencies. Prerequisite: GB.202. Spring semester:
MK-415G Marketing Reseerch 13 credits). Consideration of the theory and use of
research in providing information relative to' marketing decisions. The .stud~nt wilf
obtain experience in formal research methodology by planning and .con~ucting a
research project concerning, an actual business or governmental.problem :situation.
Ptereq.uisites: GB-207. MK-301.
Students electing additional course work will take a writ-
ten and/or oral examination covering course WOrk 'com~
pletedin their degree program.
B. While any Master of Business Administration course may
be used in the requirement outline in 2.b. abtlve. the
following are considered to be courses most Iikely.to be
chosen: . ,
(3) BE-530 Curriculum and Instruction in
Typewriting. Bookkeeping-Accounting.
and Data Processing. . . . 3
(4) BE-540 Curriculum and Instruction in
Basic Business and Economics. . 3
(5) BE-571 Organization and Supervision
of Business Education. 3
(6) BE-596 Directed Research .. variable credits
(7) BE-599 Workshop in Business Education .1-3
(8) OA-501 Office Systems and Procedures': 3
(9) BE-441 G Principles and Organization
of Vocational Education Programs. . . . . 3
(10) BE-443G Administration and Coordin;J-
tion of Cooperative Programs. 3
b. Business Admin-
istration . . . .. . .. Minimum of6 credits required
chosen from MBA courses and/or "G" courses
offered by Departments of Accounting and:,Data
Processing. Management and Finance. Marketing
and .Mid-Management. Economics. and i\t1athe-
matics.
3. Free Electives. . . . .. 9
4. Option of:
a. Thesis - BE 593 . . .. ,.3-6
b. Project - BE 591 .... ' .3-6
c. Additional course work. . .. 3-6
5. Any approved 400-level "G" courses limited to 6
credits.
Course Offerings
A. RequiredCourses
1. TE-560 Secondary Education Core Courses. .'. 6
2. BE-511 Graduate Study in Business Education ... 3
3. BE-593 Thesis or BE 591 Project. . .3-6
The Department recommends a thesis or project.
However. the option of addi~ional hours. in. Business
Education is available upon approval of the Commit-
tee Chairman.
B. Elective Courses.
Additional courses as selected by the student and
nis graduate committee to meet program require-
ments.
GB-510 Business and its Environment
BE-512 Business Research and Communications
MK-520 Marketing Problems
AC-532 Accounting-Planning and Control
MG-541 Personal Policy
EC-550 Managerial Economics
For additional details contact Department Chairman. 'Depart~
ment of Business Education and Office Administration '(208
385-3451. "
Additional Information
A. Culminating Activity and Examination.
Students electing a thesis as a culminating activity will
take an oral examination covering the thesis.
"The graduate level courses to support this program will be regularly offered in the
lall and spring sell)esters when funded by the legislature.
3
.6 credits
. .. 6 credits
.'.3 credits
.3 credits
. .3 credits
prerequisite courses
1. Secondary Education
Teacher Ed.) .
2. Business Courses .
a. Business Education:
(1) BE-511 Graduate Study in Business
Education (required) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
(2) BE-520 Curriculum and Instruction In
Shorthand. Transcription. & Office Pro-
cedures . . .
2. have completc:d the following
or their equivalent:
a. Principles of Accounting.
b. Principles of Economics.
c. Business Law ...
d. Data Processing.
e. Marketing .....
B. Program Requirements:
690 Internship. Available on a selective. limited basis. MBA students should
consult with advisors.
698 Directed Res.erch Ivariable cr~dits). Involves special projects undertaken
by the MBA student. consisting 01 individual work suHed10 the needs and interests
01 the student. The course embodies; research. discussions 01 the subiect matter
and procedures with a designated professor. and a documented paper covering the
subject.
599 MBA Seminar (1 credit). The MBA Seminar will be offered each semester.
Co'ntemporary topics will be selected from the functional areas of business, based
upon student interest and staff availability. Students may apply 3 hours 01 MB 599
toward MBA graduation credit.
UNDERGRADUATE "G" COURSES
(Two may be takan lor graduate credit.)
AC-440G Accounting Theory (3 credits!. A specialized course dealing with the
evolution 01 accounting thought and the contemporary approach to asset valuation.
income determination and the measurement process in accounting. The course"is
recommenaeOTOr mose stuaents pl8nrllng on the CPA examination. Prerequisite: AC~
306' or by permission, of instructor. Spring semester.
EC-421G-422G Econometrics 13 credits). The application 01 mathematics and
statistics to the study 01 economics. Designed to acquaint the student with the
quantitative tools used to verify theory, and to forecast economic 8<;tivity.
Prerequisite: M-l06. or equivalent and permission olthe instructor. 421G Fall. 422G
- Spring. .
FI-450G Investment Management (3 creditsI. This course focuses on the setting
for investments, stocks. bonds. commodities. and stock options; risk yersus return
relationships in investing and speculating; efficient market hypothesis and its
implications for the individual investor; portfolio theory and the capital asset
pricing. model in planning investment strag-ety. Prerequisites: FI-303, GB-306.
Either semester.
MASTER OF ARTS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION.
Business Education Emphasis
Admissions and Program
A. The master's degree program is designed to meet the
needs of business teachers. Because of the large number
of business courses offered at the secondary level and
because of the unique 'delivery systems' at that level,
the program is designed with the flexibility and breadth
considered necessary to meet a wide range of needs of
those students enrolling.'
Admission will be grantep to applicants who hold a
bachelor's degree from an accredited college or univer-
sity and who meet the admission requirement for the
degree. . .
Before Advancement to Candidacy can be granted. the
student must:
1. ordinarily show eligibility for certification by the
State of Idaho (or any other statel. and
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PART VI
Selio'ol of Education
Dean: Gerald R. Wallace. Ed.D.
Associate Dean: Clyde Martin. Ed.D.
Departments and Faculty
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Director: Dr. William Kirtland
Marks, Frederick. Munns
Reading Education Center:
Curriculum Resource Center:
Mr. Jack Schlaefle. Director and Assistant Professor •.Hansen. McArthur. Pyle
Mr. Ben Hambelton. Director and Assistant Professor
W. Christensen. D. Graybeal
Educational Television:
Marian Fletcher. Librarian
Educational Media Services
The School of Education offers majors in Elementary Educa-
tion; Physical Education for Men. Secondary Education; Physical
Education for Women. Secondary Education Option. and Psychol-
ogy. Liberal Arts Option. It offers course work of both profession-
al and academic nature to students in these and in other major
curricula' throughout the University. The academic course work is
designed to develop ability in and appreciation of scientific think-
ing about behavior. Professional training is directed primarily
toward the mastery of skills that are needed by teachers in the
I elementary and secondary schools.
Department of Psychology:
Chairman and Professor: Dr. John L. Phillips. Jr.; Professors: Sickles. Smith; As.
sociate Professors: Barsness. Dodson. Ison. Snow. Thurber. Wilkinson; Assistant
Profess,or:Steger
Department of Teacher Education and Library Science:
Chairman and Professor: Dr. John Jensen; Coordinator of Field Services: Dr. Ram.
laykha Singh; ProfeSSOf$: Barnes. Baitia. Bieter. Bullington. Chatburn. Frederick.
Kirtland. McDonald, Wallace, Young: Associate Professors: Bowman, Burtch.
Comba. Dahlberg. Friedli. Hill. Lambert. Marks. Martin. Tucker; Assistant Profes-
sors: French, Green. Sadler. Schmaljohn. \fYaite, Walker: Instructor: Munns.
Department of Athletics
Director: Lyle Smith: Assistant Director: A. Stephenson; Coaching Staff: Bank.
er, Campo. Criner. Connor, Dahlquist. Dutton. Golden. Jacoby. Oliver, Vaughn.
Young.
Center for Counseling. Guidance and Testing:
Dirilctorand Professor: Dr. David P. Torbet; Associate Professors: Callao. De.
laurier: Assistant Professor: Downs.
. Department of Health. Physical Education and Recreation:
Chairma,! and Professor: Dr. Gene Cooper; Professor: Smith; Associate Profes-
sors: B. Bowman. S. Button, R. Lewis; Assistant Professors: P. Bowman. J. Boyles.
D. Connor. P. Holman. E. Jacoby. B. Jones C. Sweeney. C. Thorngren. R. Vaughn.
S. Wallace. M. Young; Instructor$: Fahleson
/
/.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Teacher Education .
. . , .\ . '; ~i .. ', i ..
~.E.ACHER EDUCATION
In addition to its course offerings. and closely related to its
professional. training Programs. is the integrative and- super-
vIsory function of the Department of Teacher Education in the
total preparation of elementary and secondary'school teachers
and librarians. .
Teacher Education programs at Boise State University are
interdisciplinary in nature; hence. coordin;atiqn of proi:irams is
essential. The development and operation of individual programs
is the specific responsibility of the appropriate. department with.
the School of Education serving as the overall controlling or-
ganization. Within this pattern of administration the Council. for
Coor~ination of Teacher Education Programs has the followinif'."
functions: (1) to coordinate programs involving two or more
departments; '(2) to review proposals. policies. and procedures
involving two'or more departments. and to make recommenda~
tions for action; and (3) to consi(jer procedutesJorfollow~UI:i
of graduates and to assess needs for teacher education, Mem-
bership for the Council comes from the departments assbciated
with the teacher education program. . .
The Department of Teacher Educatiol')" is ,,responsible for
planning and conducting the Teach~rEducat,onProgram.'which
includes the preparation of school librarians as well ,as elemen-
tary and secondary teachers. The programs are outlined in ac-
cordance with the aims and general. graduation requirements of
Boise State University and the certificatiofl requirements of the
Idaho State, Board of Education.nle' Department of Teacher
Education has an institutioncwide commitment to the prepara-
tion of teachers. a commitment that is implemented in close
cooperation with the subject-matter departments.
, As a folinc,!ation for high-quality profe~sional work. prospec-
tive teachers are provided with a well-rounded' general educa.
tion in the humanities and in the social and' natural Sciences.
Students also receive special preparation' 'for: the particular
kind of education work they plan to do.
Admission to, School of Education
A.' Students preparing to teach must apply for admission to the
School of Education. Normally. this is accomplished during the
Sophomore year. This application will be secured and pro-
'cessed as<'part of the TE-201 Foundations of Education
course (req~lredfor certification). .
Transfer students 'who have completed ..an equivalent'course
in Foundations of Education shall contact' the Coordinator
of Field Services and apply for adrnissionto: the School Of
Education. " ' . _
,: ,,' , ,', ,', ,~'~ ,', ':, , .!!,
Admission to the School of Education must be completed
prior to, enrollment in TE.451/452 EliuhentaryCurril
culum and Methods or TE-381. Secondary School Me-
thods. . , ""
B. General requirements for admission to the School of Educa-
tion for elementary and secondary candidates shall be
determined and implemented by the Department of Teacher
'. Education. These requirements include:
1. Filing of the "Admission to the School of Education. or
its equivalent.
2. A minimum of Grade "C" in TE.201 Foundations of Educa-
tion. or its equivalent.
3. Satisfactory test scores on authorized departmental
examinations of basic proficiencies. These tests, are ad-
ministered during the TE-201 course. but may be taken by
transfer students. and in .special cases by contacting the
Coordinator of field Services. Students failing to make
satisfactory scores., on one or mOre of these examina-
tions will be' advised as to the specific weaknesses and
remediation will be suggested. Students will be given an
opportunity to retake any examination previously failed.
4. Any deviations from the preceding policy must be ap-
proved by the Chairperson of the Department of Teacher
Education and Library Science.
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Admissionto Student Teaching and General Policies
A. An applica.tion.for a sp~cifi~ student-teaching assignment
must be filed with the Department of Teacher Education
Field Services by the following deadlines:
1. Blocks I & II (S~condary) March 1 of the Junior Year
Elementary (Fall/Spring)
• • • >
2. , Blocks III & IV (Secondary) October 1 of the Senior Year
Elementary (Spring/Fall)' .
Application forms may be picked up from the Office of the
Coordinator of Field Ser'v,ices, :
NOTE: Six ~eeks notice will bere~uiredprior.to the begi~ning
date. of the student teaching assigninent. if a student
wishes to change semesters (elementary) or specific
blocks (secondary). . .
B. General requirementsforadmlssion to student teaching for
elementary or.secondary candidates include: ,
1. Elementary Major'
a. Admission to the School of Education'
b. Recommendation by the faculty advisor or depart-
ment chairman. .. ,
c. A cumulative grade pointavefage of 2,.25.; ,.
d. Elementary Curriculum and. MethOds. TE-451 and TE-
452 taken concurrentlywjth stude;,'t teadhin'g.' .
'e. Student teachers assigned toa schoOI,Jor;ll2i day
during two semesters. ,'.....',' i
NOTE: Deviations from. the' above policies "mJst be
approved by the chairman Of the' Oepartment of
Teacher Education'.,a'nd Library Science.'ln reference
to "e", all student teachers miJ'stbe taking' TE-451
(Language Arts emphasis) cd~currehtly witkst~dent
teaching or prior to student teaching. .'
f. Senior standing ..,.
2. Secondary Option
a; Admission tothe5cl1601 cif Education '" '
b. Recommendation by the faculty advisor or the deoart-
ment chairman. . . . . ;
c. A minimum grade point average of 2.25 in the major
field. minor field if applicable. an'd the education cours-
es completed: '.'
d. Aminimum cumulative grade pointa~erage of 2.1.
e. Satisfactory completion. (minimum grade of "C") of
class Secondary School Methods. and/or thEi appro-
priate class or classes in special methods for the teach-
ing area. NOTE: A I,isting' of Secondary Methods and
special methods classes is given according to the Con-
centrated Course. Blocks under Secondary Student
Teaching. Students are encouraged to complete both
Secondary and special methods prior to students
teaching.
f. Senior standing.
g. Sufficient credit hours in the assigned teaching area.
NOTE: Secondary certification requires. a composite
of 45 semester credit hours'in a major teaching field
or 30 semester credit hours in the major teaching
field and 20 semester credit hours in a minor teaching
field. Hence. student teachers' should be withirl ap-
proximately six hours of the above certification re-
quirements. .
C. Student teachers are expected to do responsible teaching,
participate in co. curricular activities. maintain close contact
with faculty and students in the public schools. and partici-
pate in seminars and conferences with their university super-
visors.
D. Students who transfer to Boise State University must meet
admission requirements for School 9f Education and student
teaching and complete at least 6.9 semester hours at the
institution before being placed in student teaching.,
ElEMENTARY EDUCATION
Students preparing to teach in the elementary grades will
major in Elementary Education and compiete a' program of stud-
3
3
2
4
1
2
5
5
3
3
16
8
3
2
3
3
3
2
8
16
101
16
16
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Elementary Education
e. TE 410 Elementary School Media' I ..
f. TE411 Elementary School Media II .
g. TE 471 Elementary Student Teach-
ing 5
h. TE 472 Elementary Student Teaching
or..................... 5
TE 473 Student Teaching i~ S~~:....
cial Education
i. TE 498 Senior Seminar - Elemen-
tary Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
j. TE 499 Senior Seminar - Elemen-
tary Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Bachelor of Arts
(Suggested Program)
16
1ST
JUNIOR YEA!!: SEM.
AR 321 Elementary School Art Methods.
MU 371 Music Methods for the Elem
School Teacher. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 361 Elementary School Physical Ed ....
P 325 Educational Psychology. . . . . . . . . .. 3
LS 316 Children's Literature .
Class in Oral Communication , 3
Electives (consider elementary
specialty) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
16
16
TE 311 Child Psychology , 3
TE 392 Education Exceptional Child .
TE 410 Elementary School Media I .
TE 411 Elementary School Media II .
TE 451 Elementary Curriculum and
Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
TE 452 Elementary Curriculum and
Methods .
TE 471 Elementary Student Teaching. . . .. 5
TE 472 Elementary Student Teaching or
TE-473 Student Teaching Special
Ed , .. , .
TE 498 Senior Seminar Elementary
Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
TE 499 Senior Seminar Elementary
Education .
16
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: (no electives) SEM.
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
E 270 Survey of American Literature. 4
TE 201 Foundations of Education. . . . 3
HY 151 United States History, .
TE 205 Approaches to Reading .
TE 271 Teacher Aide Practicum .
Electives (Include Area III requirements) . .. 9
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
E 101 English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
E 102 English Composition .
B 100 Concepts of Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Physical Science (C-l 00, GO-l 00. PS-l 00
or PH-l 05) .
TE 171 Early School Experience .
P 101 General Psychology. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 3
M 103.M-l04Mod.MathforElem.
~~~ffi 3
GG 101 Introduction to Geography .
MU 101 Music Fundamentals .
Elective. Area I Requirement. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
ies ap~roved by the Chairman of the Department of Teacher
Education and consisting of general and professional education
courses.
. Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Educa-
tion:
A. General University Requirements
1. English Composition (E-l 01-1 02). . 3 or 6 semester cr.
Note: E-l0l maybe exempt.
B. Area I Requirements 13
1. Literature (American Literature E-270) 4
2. Second Field (elective) note: may be in
performance field. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
3. Third Field (elective) 3
4. Area I field (literature electives) . . . . . . . . . 3
Note: Choose second and third field elec-
tives from Art. Humanities. Music. Philo-
sophy or Theatre Arts. Elementary Educa-
tion majors to complete minimum of 6
hours of literature including E-270. Survey
of American Literature.
C. Area II Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
1. History'(United States H-istory) HY-151.
HY-152.HY-251.HY-252 3
2. Second Field (Geography GG-l 01 3
3. Third Field (Oral Communication elective) . 3
4. Area II field (Psychology P-l 01) 3
Note: Elementary Education majors to
complete a course in U.S. History. GG-l 01
(Introduction to Geography). and a course
in Oral Communication
D. Area III Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
1. A year's sequence chosen from:
Biological Sciences(B-l01. 102)
Physical Science (PH-101, 102)
With additional credits from a field other than
that chosen to satisfy sequence requirements,
or
2. Any three of the following courses:
Biology (B-1 00)
Chemistry (C-l 00l
Geology (GO-l 00)
Mathematics (M-l00)
Physical Science (PS-l 00)
Physics (Astronomy PH-l 05)
Note: Elementary Education majors must
have courses in both biological science and
physical science.
E. Professional Education Requirements .
1. 100 Level
a. TE 171 Early School Experience ....
b. M 103-104 Modern Mathematics
for Elementary Teachers. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
c. MU 101 Music Fundamentals 2
2. 200 Level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
a. TE 201 Foundations of Education ... 3
b. TE 205 Approaches to Reading. . . . . 3
c. TE 271 Teacher Aide Practicum 2
3. 300 Level 14
a. MU 371 Music Methods for the Ele-
mentary School Teacher. . . . . . . . . . 2
b. AR 321 Elementary School Art Meth-
~s 3
c. PE 361 Elementary School Phy-
sical Ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
d. LS 316 Children's Literature. . . . . 3
e. P-325 Educational Psychology. .. 3
4. 400 Level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
a. TE.451 Elementary Curriculum and
Methods I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
b. TE 452 Elementary Curriculum and
Methods II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
c. P 311 Child Psychology 3
d. TE 392 Education of the Exceptional
Child. . 3
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Secondary Education
Total. . . . . . . . .. 15 credits
In addition to these required courses. a student may choose
from the following courses (if they are appropriate to his teach-
ing field) to complete the required twenty semester credit hours.
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Students from Boise State University will be recommended
for an elementary teaching certificate to the State Department
of Education after meeting the following requirements:
1. Completion of the Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary
Education.
2. A satisfactory experience in student teaching as deter-
mined by the Department of Teacher Education and li-
brary Science.
3. A recommendation by the Dean of the School of Educa-
tion indicating that the candidate has the approval of
the Department of Teacher Education and Library
Science. Such approval is to be based primarily on evi-
dence of knowledge of subject matter taught. demon-
strated teaching techniques. and ability and attitude to
work with students and adults.
NOTE: Students with previously earned degrees may
follow a specialized program determined by the Depart-
ment of Teacher Education and Library Science.
SECONDARY EDUCATION
The Department of Teacher Education serves as consult-
ant in the establishment of "secondary education options" with-
in each of several subject-matter areas. (See the Secondary
Certification Options in the School of Business; the School of
Arts and Sciences: and the Physical Education Department in
the School of Education.) The Department of Teacher Education
does not offer degrees "in secondary education."
Students preparing to teach in junior or senior high school
should major in the subject-matter fields in which they plan to
teach. Each student must complete the required professional
education courses and the necessary subject matter major under
the direction of an advisor in his major department.
Certification Requirements
for Secondary Education
Students from Boise State University will be recommended
for a secondary teaching certificate to the State Department
of Education after meeting the following requirements:
1. Completion of a baccalaureate degree including educa-
tion requirements.
2. A satisfactory experience in student teaching as deter-
mined by the Department of Teacher Education and li-
brary Science.
3. A recommendation by the Dean of the School of Educa-
tion indicating that the candidate has the approval of
the department subject area specialization and the
Department of the Teacher Education and Library Sci-
ence. Such approval is to be based primarily on evidence
of knowledge of the subjects to be taught. demonstrated
teaching techniques. and ability and attitude to work
with students and adults.
NOTE: Students with previously earned degrees may
follow specialized programs determined by the Depart-
ment of Teacher Education and Library Science.
Idaho requires a total of twenty semester credit hours "in
the philosophical. psychological. and methodological foundations
of education. which must include not less than six semester
credit hours of secondary student teaching."
These requirements are translated into the following requir-
ed Boise State University courses:
(A student may wish to take more than the minimum twenty
credit hours.)
3 credits
3 credits
2 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
2 credits
2 credits
Adolescent Psychology , .
Educational Psychology .
Production of Audio-Visual Materials.
Guidance for the Classroom Teacher. . .
Secondary School Art Methods .
Methods in Business Education .
Business Curriculum and Problems .
Speech Communication for Teachers .
Methods of Teaching Comm .
Teaching Science in the Secondary School .
Teaching English Compo .
Methods of Teaching Secondary School
English .
Methods of Teaching Foreign Lang .
Methods of Teaching History .
Mathematics in Secondary Schools .
String Instrumental Techniques and
Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 credits
Woodwind, Instrumental Techniques
and Methods .
Percussion Techniques and Methods.
Brass Instrumental Techniques and
Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 credits
Public School Music. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 credits
Choral Methods and Materials. . . . . . 2 credits
Methods for Teaching Physical Education .... 2 credits
P 312
P 325
TE 356
TE 371
AR 351
BE 401
BE 421
CM 311
CM 401
GS 305
E 301
E 381
FL 310
HY 211
M 490
MU 257
MU 266
MU 368
MU 369
MU 371
MU 385
PE 304
Following is a list of some of the teaching areas for which
Idaho endorses certificates. regardless if the area is a major or
a minor teaching field. Included in the teaching fields listed be-
low is the specifically required minimum course content for each
field. (Reproduced from the Idaho SDE pamphlet published
1974).
Each certified secondary school teacher must complete one
of the following options:
(1) A major teaching field of at least 30 semester credit
hours. and a minor teaching field of at least 20 semester
credit hours.
(OR)
(2) A single teaching field of at least 45 semester credit
hours.
English
Not less than six semester credit hours in composition and
not less than six semester credit hours in American and English
Literature. The remainder may be distributed in the related
fields of speech. drama. and journalism.
Speech-Drama
Credits spread over both fields with not less than six semes-
ter credit hours in each. For separate endorsement in speech
or drama. not less than fifteen semester credit hours in the field
to be endorsed.
Journalsim
Not less tha'n fifteen semester credit hours in journalism
and the remainder. if any. to be chosen from English.
Social Studies
Not less than six semester credit hours in American History
and not less than three semester credit hours in American Gov-
ernment. In addition. work in two of the following fields to be
represented: world history. geography. sociology. economics.
and anthropology.
American Government
Not less than six semester credit hours in American Govern-
ment. six semester credit hours in American History and three
semester credit hours of comparative government.
3 credits
3 credits
6 credits
3 creditsTE-201 Foundations of Education .
P-312 Adolescent Psychology or
P-325 Educational Psychology .
TE-381 Secondary School Methods .
TE-481 Secondary Student Teaching .
American History
Not less than nine semester credit hours in American His-
tory and not less than three semester credit hours in Ameri-
can Government. The remaining work is to be in history and
political science.
Biological Science
Credits distributed in the areas of botany and zoology. in-
cluding at least six semester credit hours in each. Some work
in physiology is recommended.
Physical Science
At least eight semester credit hours in chemistry and eight
semester credit hours in physics.
General Science
C.redits to include work in each of the following fields: physi-
cal. biological and earth science.
Mathematics
Credits to include work in algebra. geometry and trigonome-
try.
Physical Education
Credits distributed to include work in anatomy or physiology
and health education.
Secretarial Science
Six semester credit hours in shorthand and at least one
course in intermediate nr advanced typewriting. The other cred-
its are to be distributed in business courses which ensure knowl-
edge of office machines. business and office practices and pro-
cedures.
Bookkeeping
Credits in business subjects. including at least one course
in intermediate or advanced typewriting and. not less than six
semester credit hours of accounting with additional work in
business law and business administration.
Business Education
Credits to include work in each of the following fields: type-
writing. shorthand. accounting and office machines. Additional
work may be selected from business law. business adminis-
tration. retail merchandising. economics and office procedures.
Driver Education
An Idaho Driver Education teacher shall:
Have four semester credit hours which shall consist of
not less than two semester credit hours in basic driver
education for teachers and followed by not less than two
semester hours in courses such as the following:
Advanced driver education. general safety educa-
tion. traffic engineering. driving simulator educa-
tion. and highway transportation.
Have three years of satisfactory driving experience
immediately preceding the time of teaching. as evidenced
by the State Department of Law Enforcement. Traffic Safe-
ty Division.
This change given above was effective for all teachers of
driver education in the State of Idaho on September 1. 1968.
Music
Credits to include work in theory and harmony. applied
music (voice. piano. organ. band and orchestra instruments!.
History and Appreciation. Conducting. and music methods and
materials.
Arts and Crahs
Credits to include work in four of the following areas: wood-
working. drafting. ceramics. leather work. plastic. the graphic
arts and art metal.
Foreign Languages
Credits must be in the language in which an endorsement is
sought.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Student Teaching
SECONDARY STUDENT TEACHING
Secondary Education Student Teaching for 1977-78 -
Student teaching will be offered in 4 blocks of nine weeks each
aU day .. The first nine weeks will accommodate physical educa~
tlon majors. summer school candidates. transfers from other in-
stitutIOns and. if necessary. those who will graduate in Decem-
ber. The. sec~nd nine weeks block will be reserved for history
and social sCience majors. mathematics majors. and. if neces-
sary. for students who will graduate in December. Business Ed-
ucation. English. and Music majors will teach the third nine
weeks block (first nine weeks of second semester); the fourth
block of nine weeks will service all science. art. speech and
drama. and foreig.n !anguage majors for the student teaching
assignment .. Per~lsslon for any deviation to the above place-
ment of major fields must be granted by the Chairman of the
Department of Teacher Education.
NOTE: The Department of Teacher Education has under consideration a plan to
move to a semester long student teaching program beginning the fall of 1978.
Concentrated Course Blocks And Student Teaching 1977-
78 - The student will take a group of subjects (6-9 semester
hours) during the balance of the semester. complementing the
assigned student teach ina block.
Scheduling by Departments
Art
Student Teaching NO.4 (6 credits) CCB NO.3
CCB Choices: (8-9 credits)
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Educational Psychology. P 325 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE381 (3)
Business
Student Teaching NO.3 (6 credits) CCB NO.4
CCB Choices: (8-9 credits)
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Speech Communication for Teachers. CM 311 (3)
Business Curriculum and Problems. BE 421 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE 381 (3)
Note: BE 401 Methods in Business Education (3) is to be
taken the semester preceding student teaching.
Communications (Speech)
Student Teaching NO.4 (6 credits)
CCB NO.3
CCB Choices:
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Secondary School Methods. TE 381 (3)
English
Student Teaching NO.3 (6 credits) CCB NO.4
CCB Choices:
Production of Audio-Visual Materials, TE 356 (2)
Speech Communication for Teachers. CM311 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE 381 (3)
Note: E 318 Methods of Teaching Secondary School Eng-
lish (3) is to be taken the semester prececling student teach-
ing.
Foreign Languages
Student Teaching NO.4 (6 credits) CCB NO.3.
CCB Choices:
Production of Audio-Visual Materials, TE 356 (2)
Educational Psychology. P 325 (3)
Methods of Teaching Foreign Language, FL 310 (3)
Secondary School Methods, TE381 (3)
History
Student Teaching NO.2 (6 credits) CCB NO.1
CCB Choices:
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Educational Psychology. P 325 (3)
Speech Communication for Teachers. CM311 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE 381 (3)
History - Civil War and Reconstruction. HY 354
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Mathematic!"
Student Teac~ing NO.2 (6 credits) CCB NO.1
CCB Choices:
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Educational Psychology. P325 (3)
Speech Communication for Teachers. CM 311 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE.381 (3)
Foundations of Geometry. M 311 (3)
Mathematics in Secondary Schools. M 490 (3)
Music
Student Teaching NO.3 (6 credits) CCB.No. 4
CCB Choices:
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Secondary School Methods. TE 381 (3)
(Music courses to be arranged)
Physical Education
Student Teaching NO.1 (6 credits) CCB NO.2
CCB Choices (8-9 credits)
Production of Audio-Visual Materials
TE 356 (2)
Techniques and Methods of Coaching
Women's Gymnastics (Co-ed) PE 336 (2)
Psychology of Activ ity. PE401 - (3)
Organization and Administration
of Interscholastic Athletics
(Co-ed) PE430 - (2)
NOTE: Secondary School Methods TE 381 (3)
is to be taken the semester preceding
student teaching.
Sciences
Student Teaching NO.4 (6 credits) CCB NO.3
CC8 Choices: (8 credits)
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE-356 (2)
Educational Psychology. P-325 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE-381 (3)
Social Science
Student Teaching NO.2 (6 credits) CCB NO.1
CCB Choices: (8-9 credits)
Production of Audio-Visual Materials. TE 356 (2)
Educational Psychology. P-325 (3)
Speech Communication for Teachers. CM-311 (3)
Secondary School Methods. TE-381 (3)
History - The National Era. 1815-1848. HY-353 (3)
Placement
A Teacher Placement Service is maintained by the Univer-
sity Placement Office. which is administered by the Dean of
Student Personnel Services.
Center for Counseling. Guidance. and Testing
The Center provides special services for students with pro-
blems in educational. vocational and personal areas. The Center
is especially designed for students with specific reading pro-
blems. Other services include professional testing and counsel-
ing.
Reading Education Center
This Center provides special services for college and public
school students with specific problems in reading.
Faculty members. public school teachers and parents may
seek assistance from the Reading Education Center for stu-
dents who need diagnosis followed by planned instruction for
improvement.
Areas of Specialty
Students in education may select an area of specialty as a
phase of the Elementary Education major or the Secondary Op-
tion in subject areas. Areas of specialty are: Early Childhood
Education. Library Science. and Special Education. In some in-
stances. students may need to extend the time sequence at
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the University in order to complete a specialty. Planning for the
specialties should begin prior to the Junior year.
Early Childhood Education
Students may enroll in a program that will provide for a spec-
ialty in Early Childhood Education. The Elementary Education
major should plan the program with the assistance and approval
of the advisor and the consultant in Early Childhood Education.
Some courses may be included in both the Elementary Education
sequence and the Early Childhood sequence. A minimum of 21
hours. as designated below. is required.
A. Required Courses (total of 17 credit hours)
1. TE-461 Child Behavior in Early Childhood Education -
3 credits. "
2. TE-462 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education -
3 credits.
3. TE-464 Teaching and Organizational Strategies in
Early Childhood Education. 3 credits.
4. TE-465 Creating Materials in Early Childhood Educa-
tion. 3 credits.
5. Student must complete TE-472 Elementary Student
Teaching at the Kinderoarten level - 5 credits.
B. Elective Courses (minimum of 4 credit. hours)
1. PE-357 Rhythms for Kindergarten. Special Educa-
tion and Elementary Teachers - 2 credits.
2. PE-359 Skills for Teaching Physical Education for
Kindergarten and Special Education Teachers 2
credits.
3. TE-371 Guidance for the Classroom Teacher 3
credits.
4. TE-391 Psychology of the Exceptional Child 3
credits.
5. TE-392 Education of the Exceptional Child - 3 cred-
its.
6. TE-430 The Diagnosis of Learning Disabilities - 3
credits.
7. TE-431 The Remediation of Learning Disabilities -
3 credits.
8. TE-440 Instructional Materials for the Exceptional
Child - 3 credits.
9. TE-496 Independent Study - 3 credits.
Library Science Teaching Minor
In addition to general certification requirements. the training
required for teacher librarians. at any grade level. shall be not
less than 24 semester credit hours in the general field of educa-
tional media. 12 of which must be in the areas of material selec-
tion. organization and administration. cataloging and classifica-
tion. and reference. and bibliography. Students must be able to
type.
Up to six semester credit hours in the subject areas listed
below may be substituted for an equal number of hours in the
field of educational media. for the purpose of meeting the re-
quirements for the endorsement:
Philosophy of Education
Educational Administration
Curriculum Design or Development
Pedagogy or Methods of Instruction
Educational Psychology. or Theory of Learning
Child or Adolescent Psychology
Communications
Graphic Arts
A student wishing to become a professional librarian by
continuing in a graduate school of librarianship should consult
with the library staff. or with the library science instructor. for
guidance in planning his undergraduate program. These basic
courses which follow. however. will give suitable academic
training for librarians in small public libraries of the area. who
are unable to afford graduate library schools:
Special Education
Students may enroll in a planned program that will provide
for interim (entry) certification in the areas of Learning
Disabilities and Mental Retardation. The Elementary Educa-
tion major. or the Secondary Option. should plan the program
with the assistance of the advisor and the consultant in
Special Education. Some course may be included in both the
Elementary Education sequence and the Special Education
sequence. A minimum of 21 hours. as designated herein. is
required for each specialty.
A. Learning Disabilities
1. Required Courses (total of 17 credit hours)
a. TE-391 Psychology of the Exceptional Child - 3 cre-
dits.
b. TE-392 Education of the Exceptional Child - 3 credits.
c. TE-430 The Diagnosis of Learning Disabilities - 3
credits.
d. TE-431 The Remediation of Learning Disabilities - 3
credits.
e. Students must complete TE-473. Elementary Student
Teaching in Special Education in Learning Disabilities
Classroom - 5 credits.
. 2. Elective Courses (minimum of 4 credit hours)
a. PE-357 Rhythms for Kindergarten. Special Education
and Elementary Teachers - 2 credits.
b. TE-358 Corrective Reading in the Elementary School -
3 credits.
c. PE-359 SKills for Teaching Physical Education for
Kindergarten and Special Education Teachers 2
credits.
d. TE-371 Guidance for the Classroom Teacher 3
credits.
e. TE-440 Instructional Materials for the Exceptional
Child - 3 credits.
1. TE-450G Behavior Management Techniques - 3
credits.
g. TE-462 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education
3 credits
h. TE-463 Teaching Strategies in Early Childhood Educa-
tion - 3 credits
i. TE-496 Independent Study - 3 credits
B. Mental Retardation
1. Required Courses (total of 17 credit hours)
a. TE-391 Psychology of the Exceptional Child - 3
credits.
b. TE-392 Education of the Exceptional Child - 3 credits.
c. TE-420 Curriculum for the Mentally Retarded Child
3 credits.
d. TE-421 Teaching Strategies for the Mentally Retarded
Child - 3 credits.
e. Students must complete TE-473. Elementary Student
Teaching in Special Education in a Mental Retarda-
tion Classroom - 5 credits.
2. Elective Courses (minimum of 4 credits)
a. PE-357 Rhythms for Kindergarten, Special Education
and Elementary Education Teacher - 2 credits.
b. PE-359 Skills for Teaching Physical Education for
Kindergarten and Special Education Teachers - 2
credits.
c. TE-358 Corrective Reading in the Elementary School
- 3 credits.
Introduction to Use of Libraries ...
• Library Organization and
Administration .
• Reference and Bibliography ..
• Basic Book Selection .
• Cataloging and Classification .
•• Children's Literature ..
Audio Visual Aids in Education .
Literature for the Adolescent ....
2
3
'3
3
3
3
,2
.. 3
12 15
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d. TE-371 Guidance for the Classroom Teacher - 3
credits .
e. TE-422 Curricular Programs for the Severely Handi-
capped - 3 credits.
1. TE-423G Teaching the Severely Handicapped - 3
credits .
g. TE-440 Instructional Material for the Exceptional
Child - 3 credits.
h. TE-462 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education - 3
credits.
i. TE-463 Teaching Strategies in Early Childhood Educa-
tion - 3 credits.
j. Independent Study - 3 creaits.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND RECREATION
The Department of Health. Physical Education and Recrea-
tion offers a major in Physical Education with specialized options
in Secondary Physical Education, Elementary Physical Educa-
tion, Athletic Coaching. Athletic Training. Physical Education
for the Exceptional Child, and Pre-Physical Therapy. Students
who complete the major program in one of the options. except
Pre-Physical Therapy. are eligible to receive the Standard Se-
condary School Teaching Certificate issued by the State of
Idaho. The Pre-Physical Therapy option is designed for those
students who are interested in pursuing a physical therapy
degree that does not require teacher certification. Physical
Education Minors are offered in Elementary Physical Education
and Athletic Coaching.
Facilities:
The Physical Education-Recreation area and all of its facili-
,ies are available for student and faculty use. Students are en-
couraged to participate in the intramural-extramural program
offered by the department and the recreation programs offered
by the Student Union games area.
Elective Physical Education Activity Program:
EIGHT SEMESTER HOURS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ACTIVITY COURSES MAY BE COUNTED TOWARD GRADUA-
TION. '
The elective physical education program at Boise State
University has been designed with the needs of the student in
mind. Emphasis is placed on instruction to meet the following
objectives:
1. To develop the physical capacities that comprise the
biological bases for physical fitness.
2. To improve skills in basic body mechanics, team and
individual sports, and in rhythmic and creative activities.
3. To develop an understanding of self through movement
experiences.
4. To acquire knowledge and understanding of the rules.
courtesies. customs. strategies, and techniques of sev-
eral sports.
5. To improve social competency and emotional stability
through participation in sports activities.
The elective program includes beginning level activities. and
intermediate level activities. No courses may be repeated for'
credit.
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Physical Education
Total . . . . . . . . . 47
Total 49
Total Core Requirements 28
PHYSICAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
ATHLETIC TRAINER OPTION
2
2
CREDITS
3
1
2
FRESHMAN YEAR
Health Education .
Introducation to Physical Education .
First Aid .
Field Sports and Basic Movement (W)
or
Soccer. Speedball and Basic Movement (M) ...
Basketball. Tennis and Badminton (W)
or
Basketball. Track and Field (M) .
PE 100
PE 101
PE 105
PE 145
PE 148
PE 147
PE 146
SOPHOMORE YEAR
PE :l30 Anatomical Kinesiology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. :l
PE 255 Evaluation in Physical Education. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
JUNIOR YEAR
(Upper Division Standing Required)
PE 304 Secondary School Physical Education
Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
PE 305 Personal & Public Health Problems. . . . . . . . .. 3
PE 310 Physiological Kinesiology. . . . . . . . . .. 2
SENIOR YEAR
PE 401 Psychology of Activity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PE 457 Organization & Administration of Physical
Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
CREDITS
Physical Education Core Program. . . . . . . . . .. 28
Coaching Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
PE 228 Introduction to Athletic Injuries. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 451 Adaptive & Corrective Physical Education . . . .. 2
PE 402 Athletic Training & Sports Medicine. . . . . . . .. 3
PE 493 Internship in Physical Education (Athletic
Training) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CORE REQUIREMENTS
(Required of all Physical Education Majors)
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY OPTION
Physical Education Core Program. . . . . . . . . 28
Professional Activities Electives. . . . . . . . . . . 2
PE 228 Introduction to Athletic Injuries. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 202 Principles of Physical Education. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 311 Biomechanical Kinesiology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 402 Athletic Training & Sports Medicine. . . . . . . .. 3
PE 451 Adaptive & Corrective Physical Education. . . .. 2
PE 493 Internship in Physical Education (Physical
Therapy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Elective Activities Are:
Dance:
International Folk Dance'
Modern Dance'
Recreational Dance
Social Dance
Individual Sports:
Archery'
Badminton'
Billiards
Bowling'
Fencing'
Golf'
Gymnastics'
Handball & Court Games'
Skiing
Tennis'
Martial Arts:
Defensive Tactics
Judo'
Karate'
Self Defense'
Outdoor Recreational Activities:
Backpacking & Camping
Fly Casting & Fly Tieing
Target & Trap Shooting
Bicycle Touring
Physical Fitness Activities:
Adaptive Physical Education
Physical Fitness Activities
Jogging
Weight Training
Team Sports:
Basketball'
Field Hockey'
Touch Football
Rugby
Soccer'
Softball
Team Handball
Track & Field
Volleyball'
Water Activities:
Kayak & Canoeing
Senior Life Saving
Skin & Scuba Diving
Spring Board Diving
Swimming'
Water Polo
Water Safety Instruction
• More than one level of instruction is offered in this activity.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
A student must complete the following requirements to
receive a Baccalaureate degree in Secondary Physical Educa-
tion:
1. The general University requirements for the Bachelor of
Science Degree as listed in the BSU bulletin (page 18)
with specific requirements in areas I. II. and/or III as
determined by the physical education department.
2. The general graduation requirements of the School of
Education and the certification requirements of the
State Department of Education as listed in the BSU Bul-
letin (pages 100-102). Students selecting the Pre-physi-
cal Therapy option need not fulfill this option.
3. The requirements of the Physical Education Department:
(a) The 28 credit core requirement
(b) All other required courses listed in the option of the
students choice.
SECONDARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPTION
Physical Education Core Program. . . . . . . . . 28
Professional Activities Electives. . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
PE 311 Biomechanical Kinesiology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 228 Introduction to Athletic Injuries. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 202 Principles of Physical Education. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 451 Adaptive & Corrective Physical Education . . . .. 2
PE 361 Elementary School Physical Education
Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Coaching Methods Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Total 46
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Psychology
Total, . . . . . . .. 33
ATHLETIC COACHING MINOR
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
6
Total. . . . . . . .. 32
DEPARTMENT OF
PSYCHOLOGY
Professional Activities (women)
or
Professional Activities (men) .
Introduction to Athletic Injuries .
Anatomical Kinesiology .
Secondary School Physical Education
Methods , .
Physiological Kinesiology , .
Principles of Physical Education . . . . . . . . . .. .
Psychology of Activity , : :
Organization and Administration of
Athletics , .
Internship in Physical Education (Coaching) ..
Coaching Methods , , .
PE 145
PE 147
PE 228
PE 230
PE 304
PE 310
PE 202
PE 401
PE 430
PE 493
CREDITS
REQUIREMENTS FOR
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
I. Lower division:
A. Psychology (see: Area II. below)
B. Other
1. Area I ' . . . . . . . .. 15- 18
English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3-6
Literature ... , ' . , ... , . . . 3
Second Area I field' . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Third Area I field" ' , 3
Any Area I field"" . . . . . . . . . 3
2. Area II , 15
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Psychology. P-1Q1 , 3
Physiological Psychology, P.225 . . .. 3
Intro to Practice of Psych. P-201 . . . . 3
Third Area II field , . . . . . . . . . 3
3. Area III ,..................... 18
Mathematics for the Life Science.
M- 115- 116 ' 10
Human Psysiology and Anatomy.
Z-11-112 ,. . . .. . 8
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Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
The School of Education. through its Department of Psychol-
ogy. confers a baccalaureate degree in psychology. Because of
the core requirements for all candidates. it is regarded as a
degree in general psychology but considerable latitude is allow-
ed within the framework set by those requirements. as at least
twelve hours of each student's course work in psychology are
"elective."
The student should be aware. however. that even the elec-
tive courses function as parts of a total program designed to
produce a graduate with a strong background in basic psychol-
ogy. and he should not regard successful completion of that
program as a preparation to perform psychological services.
Rather. he should think of it as (1) a demonstration of educa-
tional attainment, like any other successful academic experience.
and (2) preparation for more specialized training in professional
or academic psychology or in some related field.
Any student who is planning a career of counseling in the
schools should major either in Elementary Education or in some
subject-matter area that includes a Secondary Education Optio.
Psychology courses often are explicitly prescribed parts of such
program: additional courses may be taken as electives.
Every psychology major. must sit for the Graduate Re-
cord Examination (both "Aptitude" and "Advanced") at
some time during his senior year and have the results sent
to the Department.
3
2
4
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
CREDITS
3
1
2
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR THE
EXCEPTIONAL CHILD OPTION
Physical Education Core Program. . . . . . . . . .. 28
Professional Activity Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Principles of Physical Education. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Introduction to Athletic Injuries. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Elementary School Physical Education
Methods , , , . . .. 3
Kindergarten & Special Education Physical
Education Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Dance for Children . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Adaptive & Corrective Physical Education. . . .. 2
Health Education .
Introduction to Physical Education , .
First Aid , ,........ . .
Professional Activities (Women)
or
Professional Activities (Men) . , ' .
Professional Activities (Men)
or
Professional Activities (Women) .
Activities Electives (Men) .
Basketball (Women) .. , , .
Volleyball (Women) , .
Principles of Physical Education .
Introduction to Athletic Injuries ' ..
Anatomical Kinesiology' .
Physiological Kinesiology' .
Dance for Children , , .. , '
Elementary School Physical Education
Methods , , .
Adaptive and Corrective Physical Education
Coaching Methods. , ' , .
PE 451
PE 100 Health Education .
PE 101 Introduction to Physical Education. '
PE 105 First Aid .
PE 359
PE 357
PE 451
PE 202
PE 228
PE 361
PE 245
PE 163
PE 165
PE 202
PE 228
PE230
PE 310
PE 357
PE 361
PE 147
PE 148
Total , .. 46
ATHLETIC COACHING OPTION
Physical Education Core Program. . . . . . . . . .. 28
Professional Activity Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
PE 228 Introduction to Athletic Injuries. . . . . . . . . . 2
Coaching Methods ' .. ' 6
PE 430 Organization and Administration of Athletics.. 2
PE 493 Internship in Physical Education (Coaching) . . .. 3
PE 100
PE 101
PE 105
PE 145
Total 46
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPTION
CREDITS
Physical Education Core Program. . . . . . . . . .. 28
PE 202 Principles of Physical Education ..... , .... , .. 2
PE 228 Introduction to Athletic Injuries. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Coaching Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 357 Dance for Children. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
PE 359 Kindergarten & Special Education
Physical Education Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
PE 361 Elementary School Physical Education
Methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
PE 451 Adaptive & Corrective Physical Education. . . .. 2
PE 493 Internship in Physical Education
(Elementary) , . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total 46
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION MINOR
CREDITS
3
1
2
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Courses, PE
II. Upper Division:
A. Psychology.. . . . . . . . . 25
1. Statistical Methods P-305 . . . . 3
2. Experimental Psychology P-321 4
3. Psychological Measurement P-421 3
4. Learning, P-441 , . . 3
5, Psychological Systems P-461 3
6, Electives in psychology. 9
B. Upper Division Electives. 15
III. Free electives (37-40 credits)
NOTE: Only 12 SPECIAL TOPICS credits may be used in
meeting college core requirements:
.• excluding performance COurses
.•.• including performance courses
(Suggested Program)
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM,
'English Compo E-101. 102 3 3
Intro to Art. Drama. Music or Humanities 3 3
, Human Physiol and Anat., Z-111 -1 12 4 4
History of Western Civ. H-101 and H-102 3 3
'General Psychology. P-101 3
Elective, . ......... 4
16 17
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM. SEM.
Literature, . 3 3
, Math for Life Sciences. M-115. 116 5 5
Physical and Cultural Anthropology.
AN-201. 202.". 3 3
'Physiological Psych. P-225 . 3
'Intro to Practice of Psych.. P-201 , 3
Elective(s) 4 3
18 17
1ST 2ND
JUNIOR YEAR: SEM. SEM.
'Statistical Methods. P-305 3
'Experimental Psych., P-321 4
Digital Computer Programming. EN-1 04 , 2
Child Psychology. P-311 3
Adolescent Psychology, P-312 . , , 3
Perception. P-341 3
Electives, , , .. 9 3
15 15
1ST 2ND
SENIOR YEAR: SEM. SEM.
'Psychological Measurement, P-421 3
, Learning. P-441 3
'Psychological Systems. P-461 . 3
Abnormal Psychology. P-301 3
Personality. P-351 3
Social. P-431 . 3
Electives. 3 9
15 15
• Specltic:ally required.
COURSES
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
100 Heelth Educetion (Coed) (3 credits) Health education covers a wide variety of
subjects. as nutrition. diseases. health needs and services. drugs. family living and
personality structure and development. The major objective of this class is aiding
student adjustment towards effectively functioning in a changing environment.
101 Introduction to Physical Education (Coed) 11 credit). Required of all
prospective Physical Education Majors. An orientation course designed to give the
prospective physical education teacher an understanding of what is involved in the
108
profe.ss:ion: duties of physical educators: professional preparation. service rendered bV
physlca.1 . educators. employment opportunities, certification requirements.
PrerequIsite: None. First semester.
102 Kayaking and Canoaing (Coed) (1 credit!. The basic Kayaking and Canoeing
course IS designed primarily t~ cover the principles of safety, self rescue using this
type of small craft. The obJectIve of the course is to teach safe handling skills, self
rescue skills. skIlls to use In helping others or rescuing others who are in trouble and
ways to apply the basicskills interestingly and safely. Prerequisite; Candidates must
have sufficient sWimming ability to maintain himself in the water 10 minutes
comfortably. Must be able to jump into deep water fully clothed and float, tread water
safely for a. period of 10 minutes. Unqualified people are not encouraged to enter the
program. Either semester.
103 Introduction to Recreation (Coed) 12 creditsl. Designed to acquaint the
student With the growth and development of community recreation and the role of
~~~:unity recreation in our present day society. Spring semester. Prerequisite:
104 Target and Trap Shooting (Coed) 11 credit). Fundamental skills of air rifle and
shotgu~ shooting. Sighting procedures, gun parts, care of equipment and safety are
stressed. Shotgun trap loading will also be taught. Students will furnish their own
shotgun and trap range fees. Either semester .
.106.First Aid (Coed) (2 credits). Immediate and temporary care for a wide variety of
InJunes and Illnesses; control of bleeding, care of poisoning, and proper methods of
transportation. splinting and bandaging. Successful completion of course leads to
Red Cross standard certificate. Required of all PE majors, Each semester.
108 Adaptive Physical Education (Coed) 11 creditl. A fundamental .body
mechantcs. posture and corrective exercise program designed to offer assistance to
men and women who" for various reasons, arB unable to participate in a regularly
scheduled activity class. Students may be referred into the adaptive class where they
can benefit twofold; 111Help correct or rehabilitate their physical problem. (2) Avoid
losing credit from an activity class they can no longer participate in. Students may
remain in an adaptive s~ction depending upon their need. Either semester.
109 Jogging (Coed) (1 credit). Instruction and individual participation in beginning
endurance running. The student will be pre-tested and placed into a level suitable to
his capabilities as to age and physical condition. It is designed as a program to
develop and maintain the cardio respiratory system. Either semester.
110 Team Handball (M) (1 credit). The course consists of participation in the team
sport of team handball. Emphasis will be placed on the natural skills of running.
jumping, throwing, and catching. Basic offensive and defensive strategy and rules of
the game will be taught. Either semester.
112 Billiards (Coed) (1 credit). The course is designed especially for the beginner in
the art of playing pocket billiards. It will include complete instruction for the
beginners in basic fundamentals as selection of the cue. grip, stroke. and bridge.
Rules. position play and playing strategy will also be taught. Either semester.
130 Water Polo (M) (1 credit). Designed to teach the skills strategy. and rules of
water polo. Prerequisite: adequate swimming skills. Each semester ..
131 Spring Board Diving (Coed) (1 credit). Emphasis is on basic diving SkIlls, dIving
procedures, proper body positions, and safety in diving and diving areas. Prerequisite:
Instructor's permission. Each semester.
132 Skin and Scuba Diving (Coed) (1 credid. Instruction in the use of mask. fins.
and snorkel and an aqua lung that will enable the student to breathe. under water.
Prerequisite: Pass a swimming skill test. Each semester. (Cost to the student
approximately $30.00).
133 Modern Dance (Coed I (1 credit). Provides opportunities for developing a
sensitivity to the use of body movement. space. and time for creative expression.
Work will encompass improvement of body flexibility, balance. coordination and
relaxation through use of modern dance techniques and movement exploration.
Either semester.
134 Backpacking and Camping (Coed) (1 credit). Fundamental skills in
backpacking and overnight camping. Includes choice and care of equipment, choice
of camping sites. basic outdoor cooking skills. minor first-aid skills. and emphasizes
ecology in the outdoors. Students will furnish their own equipment. Either semester.
136 Karate (Coed) (1 credit!. Karate may be defined as a weaponless means of self
defense. The Karate techniques are based on the theory of energy conservation. The
essence of Karate is the coordination of the mental and physical powers possessed by
every human being. Students will furnish their Gi. Each semester.
136 Fly Casting and Tieing (Coed) (1 credit). Designed to teach the fundamentals
of fly casting and fly tieing. Emphasis will be placed on casting techniques.
equipment. knots. and stream. lake fishing procedures. Basic aquatic entomology will
be taught as it pertains to the fly ties. Basic tying operations will be taught. Students
will provide their rod, reel. and line and fly tieing kit. Either semester .
146 Basic Movement and Field Sports (W) 12 creditsl. For professional students.
Instruction and practice. Basic movements, field sports. Prerequisite: Freshman
standing. PE Major or consent of instructor. (Required of all PE Majors.) Fall
semester.
146 Basketball. Tannis and Badminton (W) (2 creditsl. For professional students.
Instruction and practice. Basketball. tennis and badminton. Prerequisite: Freshman
standing. PE Major or consent of instructor. (Required of all PE Majors.) Spring
semester.
147 Basic Movement. Soccar and Speedball (M) 12 creditsl. For professional
students. Instruction and practice. Basic movement. soccer and speedball.
Prerequisite: Freshman standing. PE Major or consent of instructor. (Required of all
PE Majors.) Fall semester.
148 Basketball. Track and Field (M) (2 credits). For professional students.
Instruction and practice. Basketball. track and field. Prerequisite: Freshman standing.
PE Major or consent of instructor. (Required of all PE Majors.) Spring semester.
152 Beginning Swimming (W) (1 credit). Basic water safety. skills and knowledge:
floating. bobbing. diving, rhythmic breathing. treading water. and an introduction to
the crawl. side stroke. elementary backstroke. For students that do not know how to
swim. Each semester.
157-158 Drill Teem (W) (1 creditl. Drills composed of dance steps and arranged in
various formations and maneuvers for half-time presentation at football and
basketball games. One hour daily. By instructor's permission. Each semester.
161 8eginning Badminton (Coed) (1 creditl. The course covers basic skills in
badminton to encourage skill development. understanding and appreciation of the
game. Each semester.
163 Beginning Volleyball (W) (1 credit). The course consists of participation in
volleyball with consideration of fundamental skills. rules. and basic team strategy.
Each semester.
164 Beginning Volleyball (M) (1 creditl. A beginning class in volleyball with the
basic fundamentals and team strategies of volleyball emphasized. Also basic skill
drills used for skill improvement. General game situations and team participation are
brought to a level of fun activity with improvement of skill the end objective. Each
semester.
165 Beginning Basketball (W) (1 creditl. The course consists of participation in
basketball with consideration of fundamental skills. rules. and basic team strategy.
Either semester.
166.167 Varsity Participation (1 credit). Includes Football. Basketball. Wrestling.
Baseball. Track. Cross Country. Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics, Field Hockey and Softball.
168 Basketball (M) (1 credit). A beginning class in basketball emphasizing general
rules and participation. Basic offensive strategies will be discussed and basic drills on
passing, dribbling. and shooting will take place. Defensive tactics such as man to
man, zones, and rebounding will also be explained. Spring semester.
169 Beginning Tennis (Coed) (1 credit). A course for the student who has never
played tennis and includes basic skills. strategies. and rules. Each semester.
171 Beginning Field Hockey (W) (1 creditl. The course consists of participation in
field hockey with consideration of fundamental skills, rules, and basic team strategy.
Fall semester.
172 Softball (W) (1 credit). The course consists of participation in softball with
consideration of fundamental skills. rules. and basic team strategy. Spring semester.
173 Beginning Soccer (M) (1 credit). Participation in soccer with emphasis on skill
development, rules, and team strategy. Each semester.
174 Beginning Judo (Coed) (1 creditl. A safe, fun-sport which is also a complex art
form. The course consists of principles and philosophy of Judo and the techniques of
falling. throwing. and grappling. Students will furnish their Gi. Each semester.
175 Beginning Sell-Defense (Coed) (1 creditl. The defensive tactics are presented
in the forms of Aikido. Judo. and Karate: teaching coordination of the mind and body
and nonagressive application of the laws of gravity and force. Itis also designed to
improve the physical coordination and condition of the individual. Students will
furnish their Gi. Each semester.
178 Beginning Swimming (M) (1 creditl. Instruction in the beginning skills and
progress to more advanced beginner skills. Floating. gliding. rhythmic breathing.
bobbing. kicking. Safety emphasized to keep the student mentally alert to his skill
level. Each semester.
179 Rugby (M) (1 credit). Introductory course to provide skills, rules and team play
for the beginner. Fall semester.
1BO Beginning Archery (Coed) (1 credit). The course is designed for the beginning
archery student to provide instruction in the fundamental techniques of all phases of
archery. target. field clout. golf, novelty, etc. Each semester.
181 Beginning Golf (Coed) (1 credit). The tourse is designed for the beginning golf
student to provide instruction in the fundamental techiniques of all phases of golf.
The student will also be acquainted with the rules. regulations and proper etiquette of
the game. Each semester. Green fee approximately 510.00.
182 Track and Field (W) (1 creditl. The course consists of participation in track and
field events with consideration of fundamental skills and rules for meets. Spring
semester.
1B3 Handball and Court Games (M) (1 credit). A class designed to teach
techniques and skills of handball and paddleball with special emphasis on playing
procedures. Students will be introduced to game situations where they can improve
on their individual skills. Either semester.
1B4 Recreational Dance (Coed) (1 credit). A course in the fundamentals of dance,
designed to increase the knowledge and skill of the student. The course includes folk.
square. round. mixer. and basic social dances. Each semester.
185 Physical Fitness Activities (W) (1 credit). Sequential and progressive exercises.
activities for general fitness that involves strengthening, stretching, slenderizing and
relaxation. Each semester.
186 Physical Fitness Activities (M) (1 credit). A class designed to improve
techniques and skills for individual fitness, with emphasis on drills and gene rat
physical conditioning programs for individual needs. The students will also be
introduced to a wide variety of physical activities where new and old skills can be
used to improve total physical fitness. Each semester.
188 Social Dancing (Coed) (1 credit). The course covers basic techniques of social
dancing. Dances included are waltz. cha-cha. foxtrot rumba, tango, lindy, and various
novelty dances. Either semester.
189 International Folk Dancing (Coed) (1 credit). Instruction and application of
basic steps and patterns used in folk dances from different countries.~',~ither semester.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Courses. PE
190 Beginning Bowling (Coed) (1 creditl. Designed to teach the basic skills of
bowling: includes approach and delivery: handicaps and scorekeeping. Each
semester. Bowling fee approximately 510.00.
191 AI~ine Skiing (Coed) (1 credit). An introduction to the various techniques of
skiing. Swdents will pay an instruction fee and lift fee at Bogus Basin. Students will
furnish their equipment. Spring semester.
192 Delensive Tactics (Coed) 11 credit). The course consists of physical defense
against one or more persons; physical arrest; control and restraint, familiarization
with control devices: definition and application of that force which is reasonable and
necessary. individual and'group tactics. Students will furnish Gi. Each semester.
193 Touch Football (M)ll creditl. A class designed to teach technique and skills of
touch football, with special emphasis on playing procedures. Students will be
introduced to a variety of playing activities where old and new skills can be used. Fall
semester.
202 Principles of Physical Educetion (Coed) (2 creditsl. Course content consists of
philosophy of physical education, physical educations' role in general education.
changing concepts of physical education, history and principles of physical education.
Sophomore year. Prerequisite: Introduction to Physical Education PE 101. Each
semester.
208 Beginning Gymnastics (M)ll creditl. This course is designed for the beginning
student to provide instruction in the fundamental techniques of all phases of
gymnastics. The student will also be acquainted with spotting and safety techniques.
Each semester.
209 Advanced Sell-Delense (Coed) (1 creditl. The course is a continuation of Self-
Defense using Aikido, Judo and Karate, teaching coordination of the mind and body
and nonagressive application of the natural laws of gravity and force. It is designed to
teach the student more skill in the techniques learned in Beginning Self-Defense.
Students will furnish their Gi. Prerequisite: Instructor's permission. Each semester.
210 Advanced Judo (Coed) (1 credit). Continuation of the basic skills of Judo.
Advanced form to encourage participants to seek advanced degrees. Students will
furnish their Gi. Prerequisite: Instructor's permission. Each semester.
228 Introduction to Athletic Injuries (Cded) (2 creditsl. An introduction to Athletic
training. care prevention. and rehabilitation. The role of the Athletic Trainer.
qualifications and rehabilities, a% they relate to physical education and athletics:
Control and care of injuries. Prerequisite: Sophomore year or instructor's permission.
Either semester.
230 Anatomical Kinesioloqy (Coed) (2 creditsl. An overview of the structure and
motion capabilities of the human musculoskeletal system. Emphasis will be placed on
the analysis of movement through the study of individual muscles, muscle groups,
muscles as a means of transmitting force to levers and t.urfsce anatomy. Prerequisite:
Human Anatomy. Either semester. ~
233 Advanced Mcidern Dance (Coed) (1 creditl. Continuing technique study
encompassing body flexibility, balance, coordination. and movement control leading
to dance choreography and production work. Prerequisite: PE 133. Modern Dance or
Instructor's permission. Either semester.
236 Advanced Karate (Coed) 11 credit). This course provides for continuation of the
techniques learned in Beginning Karate. Instruction will be in greater depth in the art
of Karate. Participants will be encouraged to seek degrees of rank. Prerequisite: PE
135, Beginning Karate or Instructor's permission. Either semester.
246 Track and Field. Trampoline and Gymnestics (w) (2 credits). For professional
students. Instruction and practice. Track and field. trampoline and gymnastics. Fall
semester. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. PE Major or consent of instructor.
246 Volleyball. Archery. Goll and Bowling (W) (2 credits). For professional
students. Instruction and practice. Volleyball. Archery, Golf, and Bowling. Spring
semester. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. PE Major or consent of instructor.
247 Tennis. 8adminton and Volleyball (M) (2 credits). For professional students.
Instruction and practice. Tennis, badminton and volleyball. Fall semester.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. PE Major or consent of instructor.
248 Trampoline. Gymnanlc •• Archery. Goll and Bowling (M) (2 credits). For
professional students. Instruction and practice. Trampoline and gymnastics. archery,
golf and bowling. Spring semester. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. PE Major or
consent of instructor,
253 Beginning Gymnastics (W) (1 credit). The course covers basic skills for women
on the trampoline, uneven parallel bars. balance beam, sidehorse, and in tumbling.
Each semester.
256 Evalueiion in Physical Education (Coed) 13 credits). Review of basic
mathematical concepts as related to statistical analysis. philosophy of evaluation.
construction. administration. and interpretation of tests as related to physical
education. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Either semester.
261 Intermediete Badminton (Coed) (1 creditl. Advanced basic fundamentals.
including round-the. head strokes. advanced serves, advanced smash shots, drop
shots, deception. and strategy. Prerequisite: Playing experience or instructor's
permission. Each semester.
263 Intermediate Volleyball (W) (1 credill. The course con"ists of participation in
volleyball with consideration of advanced skills. team strategy and officiating.
Prerequisite: Playing experience or instructor's permission. Each semester.
264 Intermediate Volleyball (M) (1 credit). Review and practice of basic skills. Will
provide advanced instruction in individual and team play. Prerequisite: PE 164
Beginning Volleyball or playing experience. Each semester.
265 Intermediate Basketball (W) (1 credit). The course consists of participation in
basketball with consideration of advanced skills, team strategy and officiating.
Prerequisite: Playing experience or instructor's permission. Spring semester.
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269 Intermediate Tennis (Coed) (1 credit). Review of basic fundamentals followed
by more advanced drills to develop depth. steadiness. and control: also. game
eJCperience and strategy. Prerequisite: Beginning tennis or playing experience: Each
semester,
273 Intermediate Gymnastics (W) (1 credit!. Review of beginning and development
of intermediate.advanced gymnastic skills for women. Emphasis on performing
combinations, compulsory, and optional routines, Prerequisite: Begi'nning gymnastics
or instructor's permission. Each semester.
276 Intermediate Field Hockey (W) (1 credit). The COurse consists of participation
in field hockey with consideration of advanced skills. team strategy and officating.
Prerequisite: Playing experience or instructor's permission. Either semester.
276 Advanced Soccer (M) (1 credit!. Participation on a higher skill level. Emphasis;
will be on position play. strategy. and development of team play. Prerequisite: Playing
experience or instructor's permission. Each semester.
277 Waight Training (M) (1 credit!. Techniques and skills for individual fitness with
emphasis on weight training and weight lifting procedures for individual conditioning
programs. Each semester
278 Intermediate Gymnastics 1M) (1 credit). This course is designed for those
students who have completed the beginning gymnastics course or who feel they are
beyond the basic beginning stages of gymnastics. This courSe will have a specific
goal of helping each student to develop the skill required in progressing from simple
stunts to basic routines. Prerequisite: Experience or instructor's permission. Either
semester.
280 Intermediate Archery (Coed) (1 credit). This course is designed for the
experienced archer. who has a workable knowledge of the fundamental skills of
archery. There will be a review of the fundamental techniques of shooting and
instruction and practice in target archery. field shooting and bow hunting.
Prerequisite: Experience or instructor's permission. Each semester.
281 Intermediate Swimming (Coed) (1 credit). A review of basic skills and strokes.
plus optional strokes. appropriate self-rescue skills. games. diving. and contests. Each
semester.
282 Senior Lifeseving (Coed) (1 credit). This ARC swimming course includes:
~ersonal safety. self~rescue skills, and rescue training. Prerequisite: Sound physical
:,.'ondition and ability to pass a preliminary swimminQ test. Each semester,
263 Water Safety Instructor's Course (Coed) (1 credit). A review of advanced life
saving and basic swimming strokes and skills followed by how to teach ARC swim-
ming and water safety courses. Prerequisite: A current ARC senior lifesaving cer-
tificate and an ARC swimmer level of skill. and interest in teaching. Satisfactory
completion qualifies the student for ARC WSI certificate. Each semester.
286 Intermediate Golf (Coed) (1 credit). This o.",,"e is a continuation of beginning
golf. It is designed for those students who have completed golf 181 or who consider
themselves to be beyond the beginninq stages of the game. All of the basic
fundamentals will be reviewed. but a greater emphasis will be placed on form.
technique and detail. The student will also learn different types of specific golf shots.
Prerequisite: Playing experience or instructor's permission. Each semester. Green fee
approximately $10.00.
286 8eginning Fencing (Coed) (1 credit!. An introduction to a lifetime sport.
including basic skills and strategies of fencing. Each semester.
287 Intermediate Fencing (Coed) (1 credit!. A review of basic skills and strategies:
advanced techniques and bout practice with electrical equipment. Introduction of
competitive fencing including judging and directing skills. Prerequisite: Instructor's
permission or beginning fencing. Each semester.
290 Advanced Bowling (Coed)( 1 credit). Includes the finer skills of bowling-playing
the lanes. playing the angles. analyzing the game. Common faults. symptoms and
remedies. Advanced techniques and technical information. Prerequisite: Instructor's
permission. Each semester. Bowling fee approximately $10.00.
Upper Division
303 Intramurals and Sports Officiating (Coed) (2 credits). Designed to acquaint
the student with the organization and administration of intramural programs. In-
cludes sports and intramural officiating. Either semester.
304 Methods for Teaching Physical Education (Coed). (2 credits). Program de-
velopment: methods of instruction in Physical Education. The purposes and re-
quirements of the physical education program. with emphasis on program plan-
ning. methods. and materials of instruction. Prerequisite: Professional activities-
4 hours. junior standing or instructor's permission. Required of all PE Majors.
Each semester.
306 Personal and Public Health Problems (Coed). (3 credits). Study of personal
health problems with emphasis on implications for family life. mental healt~. ~is-
eases. degenerative diseases, nutrition. tobacco and drugs. health and sanitation
problems in the community. 'Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent of instructor.
Required of all PE Majors. Each semester.
310 Physiological Kinesiology (Coed) (2 credits!. The effects of exercise and
training on the systems of the bOdy with emphasis on the preparation of training
programs for specific activities. Prerequisite: Anatomical Kinesiology PE 230. Either
semester
311 Biomechnical Kinesiology (Coed) (2 credits). The application of the principles
of mechanics and laws of physics in analyzing the motor movements of man and in
teaching fundamental techniques of sports activities. Prerequisite: Anatomical
Kinesiology PE 230 and Physiological Kinesiology PE 310. Either semester.
319 Techniques and Methods of Coaching Football (2 credits). Details of teaching
individual fundamentals. offensive and defensive play, strategy, and conditioning of
players. Prerequisite: Junior standing or instructor's permission. Either semester.
320 Techniques and Methods of Coaching Wrestling (2 credits). Offense and
defense in wrestling, equipment and training; meets and tournaments; wrestling
styles; and conditioning and facilities. Prerequisite: Junior standing or instructor's
permission. Either semester.
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323 Techniques and Methods of Coaching Basketball (2 credits). Methods of
coaching offense and defense. styles of play: and basketball strategy. Prerequisite:
Junior standing or instructor's permission. Either semester.
324 Techniques and Methods of Coaching Baseball (2 credits). Team leadership
and organization. selection and evaluation of personnel. practice organization. playing
fundamentals. offensive and defensive strategies of the game of baseball.
Prerequisite: Junior standing or instructor's permission. Spring semester.
327 Techniques and Methods of Coaching Track and Field (2 credits). The theory
and methods of coaching the various events in track and field and the planning of
meets. Prerequisite: Junior standing or instructor's permission. Spring semester.
336 Techniques and Methods of Coaching Womens' Gymnastics (Coed) (2 credits).
Techniques of teaching and coaching gymnastics. Emphasis is placed on
progressions. safety. and conditioning, Prerequisite: Junior standing and Beginning
Gymnastics or instructor's permission. First semester.
341 Dance Techniques (Coed) (2 credits). A COurse in methods of teaching dance in
secondary schools. Areas included are folk and square dance, social dance. modern
dance. and rhythmic gymnastics. Prerequisite: Junior standing or instructor's
permission. Either semester.
346 Instruction and Practice in Rhythms (W) (1 credit). For professional students.
Instruction and practice. Rhythms. Spring semester. Prerequisite: Junior standing. PE
Major or consent of instructor.
347 Wrestling and Weight Training (M) (1 credit). For professional students.
Instruction and practice. Wrestling and weight training. Fall semester. Prerequisite:
Junior standing. PE.Major or consent of instructor.
367 Dance for Children (Coed) (2 credits). The analysis of the fundamentals. The
development of skills, and the application of methods in teaching dance in
Kindergarten. special education and elementary school physical education. To
include: basic fundamental movement. singing games. Danish gymnastics, folk
dance, square dance. round dances and mixers, fitness to music and creative dance.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Spring semester.
369 Kindergarten and Special Education Physical Education Methods (Coed) (2
credits). This class is designed for future kindergarten and special education teachers
or physical education specialists with emphasis on the physical needs of children. the
selection and analysis of fundamental skills. the development of skills and the
application of various methods of instruction at the kindergarten and special
education grade levels. Prerequisite: Junior standing. Fall semester.
381 Elementary School Physical Education Methods (Coed) (3 creditsl. The c.lass
is designed for future elementary school teachers. and elementary school physical
education specialists. with emphasis on the physical needs of children. the analysis of
fundamental skills. the development of skills and the application of various methods
of instruction at the primary and intermediate grades. Prerequisite: Junior standing or
instructor's permission. Either semester.
401 Psychology of Activity (Coed) (3 credits). Concepts of learning. value
formation. motivation. emotion and stress as they relate to the beginning and
advanced levels of skill learning. Measurement and evaluation of the psychological
aspects. Prerequisite: Anatomical Kinesiology PE 230: and Physiological Kinesiology
PE 310. Either semester.
402 Athletic Training and Sports Medicine (Coed) (3 credits). The course presents
the advanced theory in the technique of athletic training necessary for the
professional athletic trainer. Re'cognition and understanding of specific care and
rehabilitation: therapeutic modalities. Prerequisite: Introduction to Athletic Injuries
PE 228 Anatomical Kinesiology PE 230; and Physiological Kinesiology PE 310.
Either samester.
426 Problems in Teaching Physical Education (Coed) (2 credits). CCBII. A course
for senior students who have completed student teaching. Students will mutually
consider problems encountered in student teaching and attempt to solve them. The
resources of the entire physical education staff. plus outside experts will be used.
Opportunities for individual research will be provided. Prerequisite: Student teaching.
Fall semester.
430 Organization and Administration of Intel'8cholastic Athletics (Coedl (2
credits). The organization and management of interscholastic at.h.l~tics inc~u-
ding nature and function of budgeting. finance .. personnel. facllllles .. ~qu,p.
ment. supplies. scheduling records. pubhc relat,ons. legal respons,b,hlles.
professional relationship. and professional advancement. PrerequIsite: Secon-
dary School Physical Education Methods.
461 Adaptive and Corrective Physical Education (Coed). (2 credits). Survey of
common deviation of posture. functional disturbances, and crippling conditions found
in school children. Consideration of the extent and limitations of the teachers'
responsibility for improvement of physical defects. Prerequisite: Anatomical
Kinesiology PE 230 and Physiological Kinesiology PE 310. Either semester.
467 Organization and Administration of Physical Education (Coed) (3 credits).
students & e.g .. test anxiety and poor study habits & and o~ methods of presenting
completion of TE~422. Curricular Programs for the Severely Handicapped and/or
graduate status. Spring semester,
471 Techniques and Methods for Coaching Wom'en's Volleyball a~d Field Sports
(2 credits!. The course is designed to prepare women to teach and coach team sports.
Areas covered will include organizing the team. scheduling and facilities. coaching
methods, drills and practice sessions. and advanced team strategy. Sports considered
will be field hockey. volleyball. track and field. and softball. Prerequisite: Secondary
School Physical Education Methods. Either semester.
493 Internship in Physical Education (1-6 credits). A field experience in a Physical
Education related area that provides a structured practicum relatt::d to the students
professional background and career objectives. The program is primarily concerned
with the understanding of the theory and practices of the activity to which the student
is assigned. Required for graduation in Physical Education in some o~tions.
Prerequisite: Junior or Senior standing. PE 105 First Aid. PE 228 IntroductIOn to
Athletic Injuries. PE 230 Anatomical Kinesiology. one coaching methods class.
Contact Physical Education Office for additional information.
P PSYCHOLOGY
Lower Division
101 General Psychology (3 credits). An introductory course in psychology and a
prerequisite to most other psychology courses. Theory and terminology a~emajor
concerns in the treatment of such topics as the history of psychology. growth and
development. the biological system, learning. thinking. individual differences.
personality and adjustment. Recommended (not required) preparation. One year of
college~level science. Each semester.
201 Intro to Practica 01 Psychology (3 credits). An exposure to psychology as it is
actually applied as professional practice in public and private settings. Direct
interaction, through lecture and discussions. with psychologists who are employed in
a wide variety of specific occupations. Prerequisite: General Psychology tOl and
consent of instructor. Spring semester.
210 Human Growth and Development (3 credits). A surveyof significant factors in
development from conception through adolescence. Consideration is given to normal
patterns of maturation and adjustment. Major constitutional and environmental
adjustment problems will also be presented. The course is intended for those who
wish to study the general factors in child and adolescent development, not for
psychology or education majors. Students may not earn credits in this course and in
Child Psychology P 311 or Adolescent Psychology P 312. Either semester. Not
offered 1977-78.
226 Physiological Psychology (3 credits). A survey of classical and' current
problems. with emphasis on nervous and endocrine systems in the processing of
information with the organization of behavior. Examples of sensation. perception.
motivation. emotion. and learning will be studied from this point of view.
Prerequisites:General Psychology 101. 8-107 Human Physiologyand Anatomy. and
consent of instru •..tnr. Fall semester.
Upper Division
(NOTE: Upper-division psychology courses are saved for upper-division students.J
301 Abnormal Psychology (3 credits). A descriptive approach to the study of the
etiology. development. and dynamics of behavioral disorders. together with a review
of current preventive and remedial practices. Prerequisite: General Psychology 101.
Each semester.
306 Statistical Methods (3 credits). Statistical concepts and methods commonly
used in treatment of data in the Social Sciences. Topics covered will include:
measures of central tendency and of variability. correlation measures, probability. and
simple analysis of variance. Prerequisites: Mathematics of the Life Sciences M~115-
116. Each semester.
311 Child Psychology (3 credits). A study of development and adjustment from
conception to adolescence. Consideration will be given to both constitutional and
environmental factors. to normal growth patterns. and to problem areas. Student may
not earn credits in this course and in Human Growth and Development F~210.
Prerequisite:GeneralPsycholo\lY101 Eachsemester.
312 Adolescent Psychology (3 credits). Chronologically a continuation of Child
Psychology P-311: the course will emphasize the special conditions of adolescent
growth and adjustment. Consideration will be given to maturational and sccial
patterns. and to behavioral. learning. andother problem areas.Students may not earn
credits in this course and in Human Growth and Development P-210. Prerequisite:
GeneralPsychology101 . Eachsemester.
321 Exp~rimental Psychology (4 credits). The application of scientific methodology
to the study of behavior. Design of experiments; methods of analysis and
interpretation of data; reponing of behavioral research.Two lectures and two two-
hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: General Psychology 101. Statistical
'Aethods P-305 andMathematics for the Life SciencesM-115-116. Eachsemester.
326 Educational Psychology (3 creditsl. A critical examination of some
psychological concepts that have relevance to the process of education. Prerequisite:
GeneralPsychology101. Eachsemester.
341 Perception (3 credits). A survey of the basic concepts in the psychology of
perception. including a review of the findings of present day researchon the receptor
processes.Prerequisite:GeneralPsychology lOt. Spring semester.
361 Personality (3 creditsl. A study of the major contemporary theories and
concepts of personality. Prerequisite: General Psychology 101. Fall semester.
363 Psychoanalytic Psychology (3 creditsl. Human emotion and motivation from
the points of view of Freudian theory and its derivatives. Prerequisite: Gen. P~ych.
101 Suggested companion course - either earlier or late - Personality J~'
Springsemester.alternate years. Not offered 1977-78.
401 Senior Review Practicum (3 credits). A systematic coverage of the general
principles and essential details of psychology and a.n opportu.nity to teach them. to
others. Seminar discussions of problems related to the matenals covered. Practical
experience in managing large classes and especially in rendering academic assistance
to beginning students. Seminar discussion of difficulties encountered by th~se
student & e.g .. test anxiety and poor study' habits & of met.ho~s of pr~entln.g
subject-matter. Prerequisites: Senior or second-semeste~ Junior standmg In
psychologywith an upper-division GPA above3.0. Plusselection by the Department.
Each semester.
406 Advanced Statistical Methods (3 credits). Statistical concepts and methods
commonly used in the treatment of date in the social sciences will be cover~d. These
include advanced analysis of variance (including repeated measure designs) and
related trend tests. multiple comparison tests. and transformations. Other topics
include multiple correlation techniques. analysis of covariance. nonparametric tests.
and contemporary controversies in the field of statistics. Prerequisite: P 305.
Statistical Methods. Limited enrollment; preference to psychology majors who are
planning to go on to graduate schoaal. Spring semester.
421g Psychological Measurement 13 cr&ditsL An introduction to the theory and
natL're of psychological measurement together With a survey of types of. psychologl~al
tests currently used. Prerequisite: General Psychology 101 MathematiCs for the Life
SciencesM 115-116 and Statistical Methods P305. Fall semester.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Courses. P. TE
431 Social Psychology (3 creditsl. Social factors affecting individual behavior;
formation and change of attitudes; social and cultural effects on individual cognitions;
effects of leadership on members of groups and organizations. This course may be
taken for Psychology or Sociology credit but not for both. Prerequisite: General
Psychology lOt and introduction of Sociology 101. Eachsemester.
436 Psychology 01 Motivation (3 creditsI. Survey of experimental and theoretical
studies of motivation in animals and men. Prerequisites: General Psychology 101.
Mathematics 115-116. Statistical Methods P 305 and Experimental Psychology.
Eithersemester. (Not offered 1977-78L
441 Learning (3 credits). Fundamentalconcepts of learning.with emphasison recent
developments in the field. Topics to be covered include: Conditioning. rote learning.
problem solving. memory. discrimination. and motor skills. Prerequisite: General
Psychology tOl. Mathematics for the Life SciencesM-115-118. Statistical Methods
P 305. Experimental Psychology P 321 may be taken before or concurrentlv with
Learning. Fall semester.
461 Psychological Systems (3 credits). Theories and controversies of the past and
present. Prerequisite: Senior standing in Psychology. Spring semester.
498 Senior Thesis 13 creditsl. An individual research project in psychology. The
project is selected by the student. and his proposal must be approved by the
instructor before he may enroll. Recommended projects are those which will
contribute to the body of psychological knowledge or will apply psychological
principles to practical problems. Recommended for psychology students planning on
graduate school. Prerequisites:General PsychologyP 101. Mathematics for the Life
SciencesM 115. 116: Statistical Methods P 305: Experimental PsychoiogyP 321:
and consent of the instructor. Fall semester.
Graduate
503 Individual Testing Practicum (3 credits). Emphasisin the coursewill be on the
techniques and procedures of administering and scoring current. standardized
intelligence tests. In addition. relevant empirical studies and theoretical formulations
will be intensively surveyed as a basis for understanding and interpreting test data.
Prerequisites: Mathematics M 115. 116; Statistics P 305: and Psychological
Measurement P 421. Open to qualified seniors with consent of instructor. Limited
enrollment. Spring semester.alternate years. Not offered 1977 -78.
TE TEACHER EDUCATION
Lower Division
108 Efficient Reading end Effective Study Skills (2 credits). This course is
designed to develop the reading and study skills of the college student. Areas covered
are organized study techniques. taking examinations. vocabulary building.
"omprehension of reading material, gaining the main ideas of paragraphs. how to use
le library. rapid and flexible reading. Many activities are employed. including
,ultimedia techniques. to aid student development.
171 Earlv School Experience (1 credit). An experience in an elementary classroom
involving observation and assistance to the teacher. Requires a minimum of 20 hou~s
in the classroom and periodic seminars with a university instructor. Program IS
coordinated by the Department of Teacher Education and Library Science. Required
of all elementary education majors. Each semester. Prerequisite to TE 201.
Foundations of Education.
201 Foundations 01 Education (3 credits). A general introductory course in
educ.ation to give the student. as early as possible in his ~reparation for teaching.
some familiarity with the teaching profession. It deals with the work of the teacher;
the fundamental social. historical and philosophical background for teaching; current
educational problems and practices, It helps students decide wh~ther they shou~d or
should not become a teacher. Admission to the Teacher Education Program will be
contingent upon meeting certain requirements specified in this course. Each
semester ..
206 An Inquiry into Approaches to Reading 13credits). Eachsemester. Thecourse
is designed to develOpan understanding of a variety of approaches to reading. The
course includes a review of a wide selection of media from the Reading Education
Center and the Curriculum Resource Center. Also included is the observation of the
use of materials and media in classroom situations.
271 Teecher Aide Practicum 12 credits) As a part of the total in school pre-
professional experience of teachers. this sophomore level course provides an
opportunity for students to become familiar with prac~ical pr~ble~s of sc~ool
teaching. Induded are a two-hour orientation. seminars ~Ith a unlver.slty supervisor
and approximately 24 hours of direct "aiding" experience I~ a cooperating ~I~mentary
school classroom. Assignments to classrooms and scheduling of .tea.cher al~lng hours
are arranged in cooperation with participating schools. PeriodiC seminars and
evaluations are arranged by the university supervisor.
Upper Division
366 Production of Audio Visual Materials (2 credits). Motion pictures. graphiC
materials. filmstrips. lantern slides. field trips and auditory aids are among !he
instructional materials studied in this class with practical experience in the operation
of the equipment involved. Each semester.
368 Corrective Reading in the Elementary School (3 credits). A study of reading
difficulties of elementary school pupils with emphasl~.upon dlagnols. matenals. and
methods of teaching. The student will tutor a pupil aSSignedfrom the Reading
Education Center for approximately 20 sessions.
371 Guidance for the Classroom Teacher (3 credits). A study of the guidance
activities normally carried on by the classroom teacher. Either semester.
381 Secondary School Methods (3 credits). A study of the overall program and
objectives of the secondary school with special attention give~ to methods and
materials of instruction. Application is made to the student s teaching are~s.
Prerequisite: Admission to the School of Education. This. course. and-or a speCial
methods cour~p. should be completed prior to student teaching Each semester.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Courses, TE, lS
391 Psychology. of the Exceptional Child (3 credits). A psychological study of
children who deViatefrom the averagementally. physically. socially. and emotionally
to such an extent that special treatment is needed. Problems of identification
diagno~is. treatment. training,. and employment are considered. Prerequisite:'
Educationalor Child Psychology.Fall semeste'r.
392 Education of the Exceptional Child 13credits). A study of methods. materials.
and CUrriculum for atypical children in regular and special classrooms. Prerequisit6:
Psychologyof the ExceptionalChild. Spring semester.
393 Driver Education (2 credits!. This COurseis designed to aid teachers in the
instruction of beginning drivers. and in the use of dual controlled automobiles. It
includes the functioning of the vehicle. its proper operation, and traffic control and
safety. Spring and Summer semesters.
394 Advanced Driver Education 12credits). A COursedesignedto provide advanced
preparation In principles and practices of driver and traffic safety education for
teachers. supervisors. and administrators. Prerequisite: TE-393. Spring. Summer
semesters.
395 General Safety Education (3 credits!. This COurseis designed to provide a
comprehensive survey of general safety education as it applied to all fields but
especially to the public schooois. Tooics include the study of accidents and their
prevention,. safety and accident prevention in the schools. traffic safety. student
transportation and the school's role relative to safety problems with other public and
private agencies. Prerequisite: Upper division standing.
410 Elementary School Media (1 credit). First semester of two semesters. first
semester has emphasis upon media production for the elementary teacher and has
basic experiences in the areas of illustration. preservation. lettering and coloring of
instruction materials. in addition to production in the operation of audio-visual
equipment commonly found in the elementary classroom. Fall semester.
411 Elementary School Media (1 credit). The second semester of Elementary
School Media. is designed to give elementary teachers experience in the production
and utilization of instructional material and audio. visual equipment. More advanced
skills are taught in the areas of illustration. preservation. lettering. coloring and
photography. Spring semester.
420 Curriculum for the Mentally Retarded (3 credits). A study of the specific
curriculum needs of the mentally retarded and the methods and adaptations
necessary in the education of the student. A basic approach to the development at
the curriculum for the mentally retarded and the teacher's influence in its
implementation. Fall semester.
421 Teachin9 Strategies for the Mentally Retarded (3 credits). Survey and
identification of teaching methods utilized in classroom teaching of all levels of
retardation. Spring semester.
422 Curricular Programs for the Severaly Handicapped (3 credits). This course is
designed to acquaint the student with identification of the severely handicapped
student and his educational needs. Emphasis is given to the development of curricula
and instructional methods for this type of student. who in all probability will not be
found in the regular school classroom. Such areas as severe mental retardation.
multiple handicaps. and the severely emotionally disturbed will provide the basic
exceptionalities for this course. Prerequisite: TE-391 Psychology of the Exceptional
Childor TE-392 Educationof the ExceptionalChild. Fall Semester.
423G Teaching tha Severely Handicapped (3 credits). Thecourse is designed to aid
participants to gain skills necessary in teaching the severely handicapped. Updating
of information and skills relative to research in this area will be given high priority.
Students will be required to read recent literature, participate in classroom activity
and to develop and field test their own curricula model. Prerequisites: Successful
completion of TE-422. Curricular Programs for the Severely Handicapped andlor
graduatestatus. Springsemester.
430 The Diagnosis of Learning DllaDliltle. (3 credits). The course will assist
teachers in diagnosing learning disabilities and in preparation of teaching experiences
for assisting or overcoming these disabilities. Fall semester.
431 The Remediation of Learning Di.abllltle. (3 credits). Emphasisis placed on
the recognition anddevelopment of the prescriptive educational needsof the student
indicating learning disabilities. The course provides the teacher with tools for
preparation of the educational program needed for the improvement and possible
correction of the specific learning disorder. Spring semester. Prerequisite: TE 430 or
consent of the instructor.
440 Instructional Materials for the Exceptional Child (3 credits). Opportunities for
the planning. use and evaluation of instructional materials for specific exceptionalities
will be the format of this course. Students will develop procedures that the teacher of
the exceptional child will use in the classroom activities in regard to the materials
available. The Associate Special Education Instructional Materials Center. and other
resources will provide the materials and equipment for the course. Either semester.
450G Behavior Intervention Technique. 13 credits). This course is designed for
teachers. counselors. and administrators to gain understanding of the principles of
behavior and the application of behavioral analysis procedures. The major emphesis
will be basedupon the LearningTheory Model and Intervention Strategy to deal with
children in classroom and the relationship of their behavior to the environment.
Prerequisite:
451 Elementary Curriculum and Method. I (5 cred;!s). The first semester of
Elementary Curriculum and Methods with an emphasis upon language arts. However,
all aspects of curriculum are included. Prerequisite: Child Psych. To be taken
concurrentlywith Student Teachihg'471. Fall semester.
452 Elementary Curriculum and Method. II (5 credits). The second semester of
Elementary Curriculum and Methods with an emphasis upon social studies. science.
and mathematics. However, all aspects of curriculum a.re included. Prerequisite:
ElementaryCurriculun andMethods I. TE451. To be taken concurrently with Student
TeachingTE-472. Spring semester.
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461 Child Behavior in Early Childhood Education (3 credits). Various approaches
of working with behavior of children is explored. Areas include reinforcement.
behavior modification. the engineered classroom and the psychological principles of
Drelkurs andothers. Emphasiswill be placedon individual differences in children with
practical suggestionsof-fered for inplementing special techniques. Spring semester.
462 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education 13 credits). All areas of the
curriculum will be explOred. Various early childhood curriculums from national
programs'will be examined. The processesandmaterials for intellectual end language
development examinedand utilized. Fallsemester.
464 Teeching and Organizational Strategle. In Early Childhood Education (ege.
o thru 8 (3 credits). learning Centers, instructional materials. (software and
hardware) individualization of instruction, small and large group instruction and video
equipment will be covered. The use of aides, parents. and other community resources
in the classroom will be discussed along with techniques for evaluating their
progress. The use of British Infant and Primary Schools will be explored in depth 8S
will various United Statesopen-classroommodels. Spring semester.
465 Creating Material. in Early Childhood Educetlon (age. 0 thru 8113 credits!.
Students will learn to make. for their classrooms. inexpensive materials that are best
suited to meet the objectives of their lessons.Various materials such as independent
study devices.display devices. pocket charts. self-correctional devices. circuit boards.
programmed instruction. muppets. puppets. and gameswill be covered. Student. will
be charged a lab fee which will be used to purchase instructional supplie•. Spring
semester.
470 Elementary Student Teaching /3 credits). Observationand supervisedteaching
in the schools of Boise. Summer semester.
471 Elementary Student Teaching (5 credits). Observation and supervised
teaching. Prerequisites: Approval of an Application for Student Teaching. Senior
standing. and G.P.A. 2.25. Fall semester.
472 Elementary Student Teachin9 15 credits). Observation and supervised
teaching. Prerequisite: TE-351. To be taken concurrently with Elementary Curriculum
andMethods. TE-352. Spring semester.
473 Elementary Student Teaching in Speciel Education (5 credits). Observation
and supervised teaching in special education. either in learning disabilities or mental
retardation. Prerequisite: Required course work in special education and approval for
placement in a special education classroom.
481 Secondary Student Teaching (6 credits). Supervised student teaching in a
secondary school. Prerequisites: (1) Admission to the School of Education.
Completion of SecondaryMethods. or a special methods course in the teaching area
with a minimum grade of "C". Senior standing. GPA of 2.25 in major field. minor
field. and education courses. A cumulative GPA of 2.1. Recommendation of the
faculty advisor or department chairman. Approval of an official application for student
teaching. Application must be filed with the office of the Coordinator of Field Ser-
vices by March 1 of the Junior year. Each semester.
491 Special Education Techniques.Practicum (4 creditsl. Provides the student
with an opportunity to experience specific educational programming and learning
sequences related to their interest in special education. In~depth field study of the
exceptional child will be conducted by participants in gaining greater knowledge
related to evaluation. prescription. and teaching in the classroom. Either semester.
Prerequisite: Consent of the Instructor.
498 Senior Seminar-Elementary Educetion \:l credits). Fall semester.
499 Senior Seminer-Elementary Education (2 credits). Spring semester. A
COurse de&igned to assist prospective elementary teachers in effectively dealing with
key problems associated with active entrance into the teaching profession. Offered
each semester concurrent with Elementary Student Teaching. This course provides in~
depth consideration of (1) interpersonal communication. (2) ethical behavior. (3) use
of special resources.(4) role of professional associations.and (5) controversial issues
in teaching. Consideration is accomplished through intensive workshops and small
group exchange seminar meetings with the University clinical professors.
LS LIBRARY SCIENCE
Lower Division
101 Introduction to Use of Books and Libraries (2 credits). Teachesefficient useof
library materials. card catalog. indexes. general reference books. and reference aids in
various subject fields. Open to any student but designed primarily for freshman.
sophomores and new students. Recommended for education majors. Fall semE:ster.
102 Basic library Skills (1 credit). An independent, self-paced, self directed course
in library ~kills including resources common to academic libraries in general and to
facilities in the Boise State University Library in particular. The course is designed for
incoming students who are not familiar with an academic library. and for returning
students who have haddiffiCulty using the college library in the past. No tests will be
given, but conferences may be held. All assignments must be satisfactorily completed
to receive credit. (credit. no credit basis).
Upper Division
301 Library Organizetion and Administration (3 credits). An introduction to the
development. organization. and management of all types of libraries. with emphasis
on the school library and its place in the instructional program. First semester.
'311 Reference and Bibliography (3 credits). Introduction to the principles and
techniques of reference work: the evaluation and use of basic reference books.
. indexes. and bibliographies found in school and small public libraries. Fall semester.
316 Children's Literature (3 credits).~Emphasis on selection. wide reading. and
evaluation of books for children. and reading guidance in relation to both personal and
curricular needs. Required of elementary education majors and elementary school
librarians. recommended for public librarians, parents and any who work with
children. Each semester.
'321 .Basic Book Selection (3 credits). Principles and techniques for evaluating and
selecting library matenals; Introduction to reviewing media and to basic tools for
selecting and acquiring all types of book and non-book materials. Includes
discussions of discarding and weeding. and materials for the slow and gifted reader.
Spring semester.
331 Cataloging and Classification (3 credits). Introduction to the theory and
principles of classification and cataloging of book and non-book materials; practice in
using the Dewey Decimal Classification. in preparing catalog cards and in the
ordering and use of Wilson and Library of Congress printed cards; assigning of
subject headings. and library filing. Spring semester.
,. 341 Literature for the Adolescent (3 credits!. Reading and appraisal of literature
appropriate to the needs, interests. and abilities of young people. Intended for
I.ibrarians. high school teachers and others interested in working with young adults.
Prerequisite: 3. credits of Lower Division Literature. Spring semester.
• Espacially recommended for secondary teachers
•• Especially recommended for secondary language arts teachers.
MASTER OF ARTS IN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
MA Program
2. Reading
The program is planned for the person who desires to
specialize in Reading Education
3. Content Enrichment
The programs are planned for persons interested in sub-
ject area specialities such as Art, Mathematics, and
Music. The committee chairperson has information re-
garding approved subject areas.
4. Special Education
Programs are planned for persons interested in the
areas of Learning Disabilities or Mental Retardation .
COURSES
Required of All Candidates
I. Core program of 9 credit hours, conSiSting of TE-570-571.
TE 563 and two 1-credit hour classes, is required of each
candidate. Courses are as follows:
... 12 credits
.. 6 credits
General Requirements
Admission will be granted to applicants who hold a bache-
lor's degree from an accredited college or university and who
have some professional relationship to elementary education.
Candidates 'must show promise of meeting the standards set by
the School of Education as well as the specific regulations of
the particular program for which they apply.
Applicants for regular status in the program must have main-
tained a grade point average of at least 3.00' for the last two
years of undergraduate study. or an overall grade point average
of 2.75. Provisional status may be granted to an applicant not
meeting the listed requirements.
The name of the faculty member who will serve as chair-
person of the candidate's committee is listed in the letter of ac-
ceptance to the applicant. Candidates should contact the assign-
ed committee chairperson (advisor) as soon as possible in order
to plan a program. Credits taken prior to such planning are' sub-
ject to the review and approval of the committee chairperson
and the Dean of the School of Education prior to acceptance in
the planned program, .
Program Reguirements
The Elementary Education graduate program will consist of
a minimum of 30 semester hours of credit and allocated as
follows:
Required of all candidates - Core program ....
Required of all candidates - Thesis/Project ..
Selected electives and/or specific
requirements.
Open electives ...
9 credits
3 credits
TE-670-671 Comprehensive Core for Elementary Education (total of 6 cred-
its). The comprehensive core includes a number of presentations on current
issues in education. Presentations are followed by discussions within small
groups. A culminating activity is the development of a paper presenting the
student's position or view regarding a particular issue. Summer.
TE-663 Conflicting Valuas Influencing Education (1 credit). This course will
analyze ideological positions which have affected educational programs and
policies. Each student will be asked to carefully consider his own values and
analyze how these positions affect his mode of classroom operation. Summer
II. Two 1-credit hour classes from the following list:
TE-666 Interprating Education Research (1 credit) Summer. (See secondary
courses for description)
TE666 learning Theory and Classroom Instruction (' credit) Summer. (See
secondary courses for courses description)
TE.667 Teaching Subject Content Through Reading (1 credit) Summer. (See
secondary courses for description)
TE-668 Techniques of Classroom Management (1 credit) Summer. (See se-
condary courses for description)
TE-669 Testing and Grading (' credit) Summer. (See secondary courses for
description)
TE-673 Creative Taaching - Elementary School (' credit) A mini-course for
elementary teachers seeking to explore factors associated with creativity. esta-
blishing creative learning environments. and techniques and strategies en-
hancing creative and productive expression in the elementary school class-
room. Special emphasis is placed on designing usable classroom techniques
for creative teaching, and on evaluating grOwth in creativity' of children.
Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Summei'
III. A Thesis/Project, as mutually agreed upon by the candidate
and the committee, is required of each candidate. Selec-
tion of a thesis implies a research emphasis with a thesis
format. Selection of a project implies a project directly re-
lated to instruction or some other aspect of the elementary
program.
TE-693 Thesis, TE-691 Project (3 credits). Each semester and summer .
30 credits
A maximum of 9 semester graduate credits may be accep-
ted from other graduate schools upon approval of the chair-
person of the candidate's committee and the Dean of the
School of Education.
Six semester hours of credit will be open for selection in any
area of the Universities course offerings that will enable the
candidate to strengthen a competency in elementary instruc-
tion. The candidate, in cooperation with the advisor, will choose
courses which will meet the individual needs as a teacher. Spe-
cific courses are listed within each area of emphasis,
Areas of Emphasis
The candidate selects one of three areas of emphasis:
1. Curriculum and Instruction
A program is planned for the person who desires to con-
tinue as a generalist in Education. A broad curriculum
rather than a speciality is emphasized.
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
(Courses and Requirements)
Curriculum in Education - Courses
and Requirements
Twelve semester hours of credit must be chosen from cours-
es in this elective area, At least one course must be selected
from Cluster I and from Cluster II.
Cluster I (Choose at least one course)
TE-601 Advanced Practices and Principles in Teaching Reading 13 credits). The
total reading process is stressed. Areas such as readiness. grouping. methodologies.
new approaches to reading. dictionary skills. word attack skills and comprehension
skills are emphasized. Procedures of testing both standardized and informal are
discussed. Each semester and summer.
TE-610 Advancad Practices and Principles in Teaching Social Scienca (3 credits).
A comprehensive study of the practices and principles in social science education.
including objectives. social problems. unit development. work-study skills.
organization of the program materials and media, and research ftndings baSIC to
social studies will be developed. Fall semester.
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TE~511.Advancad Practicas and Principlas in Taaching Elamentary Mathematics
(3 credits). A study WI1.1be made of the number abilities needed by children, the
method~ needed In providing number experiences. desirable teaching procedures. use
of matenals, and research findings in mathematics. Spring semester.
T,E-51,2,Advanced. Practices and Principles in Teaching Languaga Arts and
L,ngulS.t'cs (3 cred,ts). Emphasis will be given to the role of language arts and
linguistics In the elementary school curriculum. stressing the newer approaches to
language development. spelling, writing, listening-speaking skills. Summer.
TE-513 Advanced Practices and Principles in Teaching Elementary Science (3
credits), Current practices and principles in modern elementary science concepts will
be develo~ed. Particular reference will be made to selecting and organizing content
and expertmental activities. Fall semester.
Cluster II (Choose at least one course)
TE-505 Individual Tests and Measurements 13credits). An intensive investigation
IS pursued In the fIeld of individual testing. measurement and evaluation. Each
semester.
TE-515 Devalopment of Skills for Teaching Pupils with Learning Difficulties 13
credits).A study of the techniques and methods applicable for use by the classroom
teacher In developing skills for working with pupils with learning difficulties will be
the major emphasis of this course. Fall semester.
TE-516 Devalopment of Skills for Teaching the Fast Learner 13 credits). The
techniques and methods applicable for use by the classroom teacher in developing
skills for working with pupils with exceptional abilities will be studied. Summer. every
other year.
TE-517 Development of Skills for Teaching the Mentally Retarded (3 credits).
The techniques and methods applicable for use by the classroom teacher in
developing skills for workinq with mentally retarded pupils will be studied. Spring
semester.
P-501 Counsaling and Guidance in the Elamentary Classroom 13credits). A study
of counseling and guidance techniques for the elementary school. Attention is given
to the study and application of basic guidance services as related to the regular and to
specialeducation programs. Prerequisite: P-l 0 1. GeneralPsychology.Eachsemester
and summer.
P-502 Advanced Educetional Psychology 13 credits!. A study of contemporary
issues involving both theoretical and methological considerations in the history and
systems of educational psychology will be given. Special emphasis will be given to
group behavior in terms of principles relevant to educational objectives. Prerequisite:
P-l 0 1GeneralPsychology.Fall,every other year
P-503 Individual Testing Practicum (3 credits). Emphasis in the course will be on
the techniques and procedures of administering and scoring current. standardized
intelligence tests. In addition, relevant empirical studies and theoretical formulations
will be intensively surveyed as a basis for understanding and interpreting test data.
Prerequisites: Mathematics 115-116, Statistics P 305 and Psychological
Measurement P 421. Open to qualified seniors with consent of instructor. limited
enrollment. Spring semester
P-504 Analysis of the Individual 13creditsl. A study of techniques used in analyzing
the individual with emphasis on the elementary level. The ,course includes
observational methods. recording behavior, behavioral analysis, interviewing and use
of test information. Prerequisite:P 101 GeneralPsychology.Spring semester.
P-505 Personality Davelopment (3 credits). Critical consideration of the main
personality theories. particularly those which emphasize current concepts regarding
learning, perception and motivation is developed. Study of the interaction of
emotional and cognitive factors in personality development at different age levels is
pursued. Prerequisite: P 101 General Psychology. Fall semester.
P-421g Psychological Measurement (3 credits). An introduction to the theory and
nature of pscyhological measurement together with a survey of psychological tests
currently used. Prerequisite: General Psychology P 101, Mathematics for the Life
SciencesM 115-116 and Statistical Methods P305. Spring semester.
Additional Elective Courses
TE-502 Diagnosis of Raading Problems 13 creditsl. ISee Reading emphasis for
coursedescriptionl. Fall semester and Summer.
TE-503 Ramediation of Raading Problems (3 credits). ISee Readingemphasis for
course description). Spring semester and Summer.
TE-51S Tachniques for Creative Writing in Elemantary Schools 13 creditsl.
Methods and techniques for encouraging creative writing in the elementary school.
Spring semester.
TE-519 Advanced Children's Litarature 13 credits). A presentation of the latest in
children's literature for use in the elementary school will be made. Special emphasis
upon children's poetry will be included. Spring semester.
TE-520 Educational Media (3 creditsl, This course will acquaint the elementary
classroom teacher with the latest educatIonal media available for use. Evaluation of
the materials in a media center will be studied. Emphasis upon the use of a
curriculum resource center in the local school system will be made. Summer. every
other year.
TE.521 Elamentary Physical Education Activities 13 credits) Methods and
techniques for classroom and playground activities for physical education curriculum
development will be presented. Emphasis upon corrective physical education
procedures will be given. Summer. every other year.
1E-522 Individualization of Reading Instruction (3 credits). Emphasis upon the
individualized approach to reading education Fall semester
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TE-531 Education for the Culturally Differant Learner (3 credits!. (See Secondary
courses for description). Fall semester.
TE-541 Education in Emerging Nations (3 credits). ISee Secondary courses for
description). Spring semester.
TE-551 Fundamentals of Educationel Research for Teachers 13 credits). ISee
Secondary courses for description). Fall semester.
TE-666 Supervision in Schools (3 credits). (See Secondary courses for description).
Summer. Fall semester. and Spring semester.
TE-559 Valuas and Ideology in Education 13credits) ISee SecondaryCOursesfor
descriptionl. Spring semester.
P-59S Saminar-Adolascent Psychological Problems (3 creditsl. ISee Secondary
courses for description). Fall semester.
Note: See the listing of courses in the following departmental sections of tha Bulletin
for elective coursesoutside of the School of Education: Art, English,Geology,History,
Music and Sociology.
CONTENT ENRICHMENT
(Courses and Requirements)
Candidates complete 12 to 15 credits hours within the area
of emphasis, The remaining 3 to 6 credits may be selected from
the offerings previously listed.
READING
(Courses and Requirements)
Candidates complete 12. credit hours as listed, The remain-
ing 6 credits may be selected from the offerings previously listed.
TE-501 Advanced Practices end Principles In T•• chlng Rndlng (3 creditsI. The
total reading process is stresse~. Areas such as readiness, grouping, methodologies,
new approaches to reading, dictionary skills, word attack skills and comprehension
skills are emphasized. Procedures of testing both standardized and informal are
discussed. Each semester and summer.
TE-502 Diegnosis of Reeding Problems (Directed Exp.rlenc •• In the R•• dlng
Center I 13credits). The role of the special reading taachar and his type of screaning
devices is developed. Various standardized and informal reading tests are put into
practice by working with a child in the Reading Center. A case study culminates the
course. Prerequisite: TE 501. Fall semester and summer.
TE-503 Remediation of Reading Problems (Directed Experience. in the Reeding
Centar) 13 credits). Remediation approaches and techniques for disabled readars is
emphasized. Training is fostered by tutoring a child under supervision in the Reading
Center. Prerequisite: TE 502. Spring semester and summer.
TE-504 Seminar in Reading Education (3 credits). The significant resaarch
concerning all phasesof reading is abstracted and discussed in small group settings.
Instruction in how to read Reading Research is included. Instruction in Reading
research in reading is developed. Prerequisite: TE 503. Fall semester and summer.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
(Courses and Requirements)
LEARNING DISABILITIES
Candidates complete 13 credit hours of the required listing.
The remaining hours are to be selected from the elective listing.
Required (13)
TE-502 Diagnosis of Reading Problems (Directed Experiences in the Reading
Centerll3 credits). Seedescription under Reading.Fallsemester and Summer,
TE.503 Remediation of Reading Problems (Directed Experiencesin the Reading
Centerll3 creditsl. Seedescription under Reading,PrerequisiteTE-502.
TE-515 Davelopment of Skills for Taaching Pupil. with Learning, Difficulties (3
credits). See description under Cluster II. Fall semester.
TE.590 Practicum in learning Disabilities (4 credits). Students will be placed in
practicum sites that will provide actual educational experiences with children
identified as having learning disabilities. The sites will provide the student an
opportunity to observe. assist and instruct the students having learning disabilities
thereby developing the skills necessary to be a teacher of the learning disabled. Each
semester and Summer.
Electives 151
TE-440 Instructional Materials for the Excaptional Child (3 credits), See
description under Upper Division listings. Each semester.
TE-450G Behavior Intervention Techniques (3 credits). See description under
Upper Division listing. Prerequisite: Upper division psychology course. Each semes-
ter.
TE523 Emotionally Disturbed Child in the Classroom 13creditsl. The course is
designed to assist teachers in understanding the educational and psychologicalneeds
of the emotionally disturbed child in the classroom, Emphasisis placedon devaloping
techniques to facilitate tha growth and development of the emotionally disturbed
child. Each semester.
PE-.694 PhYSical. Educaclon In Spacial Education (2 credits), The course is
designed to acquaint students with the theories of motor perceptual activity as well
asto Involve them In a hands-on approach to activity. The students will develop skills
In Identifying motor problems and plan the remedial needs for correction. Summer.
P-501 C~unseling and Guidance In the Elementary Clallroom 13 credits),
PrerequIsIte P-101 General Psychology. See description under Cluster II. Each
semester and Summer.
P-505 Personality Davelopment 13 credits). Prerequisite P-101 General
Psychology. See description under Cluster II. Fall semester.
MENTAL RETARDATION
Candidates complete 13 credit hours of the required listing.
The remaining 5 hours are to be selected from the elective listing.
Required 113)
TE-460G Behavior Int8Nontion Techniques (3 creditEd. See description under
Upper Division listing. Prerequisite: Upper Division psychology course. Each
semester.
TE-517 Development of Skills for Teeching tha Mentally Retarded 13 credits),
See description under Cluster II. Spring semester.
TE-590 Practicum in Mental Ratardetion 14 credits). Students enrolling in this
course shall be placed in actual educational experiences with children identified as
being mentally retarded. Specific needs of the individual shall dictate placement and
type of experiential exposure. It is the intent of this course to develop a person with
the desired skills required for teaching the mentally retarded. Each semester and
Summer.
P-501 Guidance and Counseling in the Elementary Classroom 13 credits). See
description under Cluster II. Prerequisite: P-501 General Psychology. Each semes-
ter and Summer.
Electives (5) (Only 6 credit hours of undergraduate cour~es in a program),
TE-422 Curriculum for the Severely Handicapped (3 credits). See description in
Upper Division listing. Prerequisite: TE-391 Psychology of the Exceptional Child or TE.
392 Education of the Exceptional Child. Fall semester.
TE-423G Teaching the Severely Handicapped 13 credits). See description under
Upper Division listing. TE-422 Curricular Programs for the Severely Handicapped
and/or graduate status. Spring semester.
TE-440 Instructional Materials for the Exceptionel Child (3 credits). See descrip.
tion in Upper Division listing. Each semester.
Upper Division listing. Prerequisite:
TE-461 Child Behavior in Early Childhood Education (3 credits). See description
in Upper Division listing. Spring semester.
TE-462 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education (3 credits). See description' in
Upper Division listing. Fall semester.
TE-505 Individual Tests and Measurements (3 credits). See discription under
Cluster II. Each semester.
TE-623 The Emotionally Disturbad Child In the Classroom 13 credits I. See des-
cription under Learning Disabilities section. Each semester.
PE-594 Physical Education in Special Education 12 credits). See description under
Learning Disabilities section. Summer.
MASTER OF ARTS/SCIENCE
IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
General Information
A Master's degree in Secondary Education with emphasis
in the subject areas of Art. Business Education. Earth Science.
English. History. Mathematics and Music is presented through
the Department of Teacher Education. the related subject de-
partment. and the School of Education. Each subject department
has a planned program and it is described in the Bulletin within
the depart ment sections.
General information appropriate to all graduate programs is
presented in the Graduate School section of the Bulletin.
Specific informiltion appropriate to the Secondary Master's
degree encompassing all areas of emphasis is as follows:
1. Each candidate is to have a subject area emphasis with-
in a department or a combination of departments.
2. The degree will include a minimum of 27 hours plus from
3 to 6 semester hours for the culminating activity.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
MAIMS Program
3. Each candidate's program shall include a minimum of 18
semester credit hours Within the area ot emphaSIS..
4. Each department will determine the nature of the culmin-
ating activity from (1) a thesis with an appropriate exam-
ination. (2) a project with an appropriate examination
or (3) 3 to 6 additional credits with an appropriate exam~
Inatlon.
5. The candidate's committee shall consist of three mem-
bers With the chairperson from the area of emphasis,
one member from the Department of Teacher Education
and one from any department.
6. Recommendations for admission shall come from both
the School of Education and the involved department.
Courses in Teacher Education
Required Courses in Education
Candidates are required to complete TE-560 Core in Se-
condary Education. TE-563 Conflicting Values in Education. and
two 1-credit courses from the listing.
TE-560 Core in Secondary Education 13 credits). The goal of the Core is to provide
the opportunity for students to become aware of. and knowledgeable about. topical
issues related to secondary education. The issues are interdisciplinary and are drawn
from such areas as politics. economic theory. social trends. educational theory, and
hUJTIan behavior. In addition, each student is involved in the critical analysis of the
issues through preparation of position papers on selected topics. Prerequisite:
Graduate status. Summer.
TE-563 Conflicting Values Influencing Education 11 credit). This course will
analyze ideological positions which have affected educational programs and policies.
Each student will be asked to carefully consider his own values and analyze how
these positions affect his mode of classroom operation. Prerequisite: Graduate
Status. Summer.
Two 1-credit classes from the following list:
TE-664 Creativa Taechlng-Sacondary 'SchoUI (1 credit). The course will explore
various approaches to classroom teaching methodology and atmosphere which are
innovative and creative. Each student will be given the opportunity to develop new
means of teaching material selected from his own teaching field. Intensive
concentration will be given to ideas which might maximize the realization of student
potential on a personal basis. The course will be problem centered and since the
problems will be drawn from various subject areas. the course will be
interdisciplinary. Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Summer.
TE-566 Interpreting Educational Resaarch (1 credit). This course will prepare
students to read, understand. and critically analyze educational research in their own
field. It includes basic research terminology. strengths and weaknesses in research
design. and interpretation of research results. Prerequisite: Graduate Status.
Summer.
TE-666 Learning Theory and Classroom Instruction 11 creditl. This course is
designed to give educators an introduction to current theories of learning and how
these theories in turn prescribe the most effective ways and means of and for
classroom instruction. Emphasis is on behavioristic theory and cognitive theory-on
how children learn according to psychological greats of today-Skinner. Bruner.
Piaget and Gagne. The major thrust of the course is to help teachers better
understand how their students learn and how to help those that falter in the learning
process. In addition, different curricular designs will be examined and the learning
theory they are built on reviewed. Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Summer.
TE-567 Teaching Subject Contant Through Reading 11 creditl. The course is
intended to introduce a few basic concepts of reading instruction, and then applying
them to classroom teaching in secondary subjects. Emphasis will be on secondary
teachers' responsibility to teach their students to read their instructional materials.
Specific techniques of vocabulary development. reading for comprehension.
intellectual stimulation. and application will be demonstrated and then planned by the
students. Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Summer.
TE-668 Tachniques of Classroom Management (t credit), This course focuses on
al1 approach to classroom management which is consistent with the goals of hum-
anistic education. The development and refinement of skills in communication and
conflict resolution are emphasized as the basis for effective classroom manage-
ment. Skill development will be coordinated with theoretical considerations relat-
ing to establishing and maintaining healthy and productive classroom environ-
ments. Active participation by class members will be required. Topics to be in-
cluded are mutuality. listening, constructive confrontation, problem-solving alter.
natives. value conflicts. and modifying classroom environments. Prerequisite:
Graduate Status. Summer.
TE-669 Testing and Grading (1 credit). This course will include an introductiOn
to the theories and fallacies of testing. Problems and methods of teacher construct-
ed tests will be included. The relationships between testing and grading and other
forms of evaluation will be examined.
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Elective Courses
With the approval of the candidates committee. students may
select additional courses from the following list as well as from the
l-credit course listing.
TE.507 Releting Reeding Processes to Secondery School Subjects 13 credits).
This course is designed for secondary teachers in all academic areas who desire to
develop efficient methods of utilizing instructional materials in their content subjects.
Techniques of vocabulary development. preparation of reading matenals.
comprehension. making assignments. learning to study, and testing will be studied so
that the teacher can bring together students and reading material in the most efficient
ways. Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Fall semester.
TE-50B Teaching Reading in the Secondar, School (3 creditsl. The course is
designed for reading specialists in Junior High Schools and Senior High Schools.
Specific methods and materials of testing and instruction of students with reading
problems will be emphasized. Various standardized and informal tests will be studied
and analyzed. Several corrective techniques will be demonstrated and analyzed.
Prerequisite: Graduate Status, Spring semester.
TE-531 Education for the Culturally Different Learner 13 creditsl. A study of ~he
development of children and adolescents in different cultures in comparative
relationship to existing values. with special emphasis on the manner in which
biological and psychological factors are interpreted in accordance with prevailing
values. The life styles of various minority groups and the implications for education
will be examined. Major topics include the culturally different learner; and (1) learning'
styles. 12) using media. (3) the process of change. Special emphasis will be on the
various minority group children of Idaho. including Chicanos and Indians, Extensive
use will be made of available research. and other appropriate data. and recognized
resource people. Prerequisite: Graduate Status. Spling semester.
TE.541 Education in Emerging Netions 13 credits). The course provides an analysis
of the relationship between national goals and the educational system found in the
twentieth century, The contemporary systems will be studied in light of three major
factors:
1, Natural factors: Race. language. environment
2. Religious factors
3, Secular factors: Humanism. socialism and nationalism
The Soviet Union. South Africa. Sweden. Japan. Mexico and China will receive major
attention, In light of this survey. the effectiveness of each system in relation to
national goals will provide a basis for comparison, Prerequisite: Graduate Status,
Fall semester. .
TE-551 Fundamentsls of Educational. Research for Teachers (3 credits). The
development of educational research with emphasis on the nature of scientific
inquiry. basic methods, of formulating a research problem and designing an
experiment. Prerequisite: Gradua'te Status. Fall ,semester ,
TE-555 Supervision in Schools (3 creditsl. A~ opportunity to provide teaching
personnel. who have responsibility -for supervision of instruction. the latest in thinking
and research about supervision, ,The course will be divided into three segments for
implementation: (.1) humah skill in supervision. (2) technical skills in supervision. and
(31 .applied supervision practicum .. Prerequisite: Grad'liate Status., Fall and Spring
semester and Summer: .
TE-.559 Values and Ideology in Education' (3 creditsl. Students will analyze and
evaluate past and contemporary philosophic thinking as they apply to educational
programs. Education. essentially. is determined by the appli~ation of three variables:
the subject matter to be taught. the means by which it is taught and the atmosphere
(e.g. environment:) in whjr~ 'the teaching' takes place, All of these' v~riables are
affected by the attitu'de.~: and volues of individuals and ~roups who are instrumental in
affecting prqgrarrys a,'ld pr,actice. One cannot consider. therefore.' what education
has been. is and is likely to become without a thoughtful. systematic study of phil-
osophic thou'ght bearing on the e~ucation o'f the young. This is the essential con-
cern of Philosophy of Education. Prerequisite: Graduate Status ..Spring semester.
TE-59B Seminar Adolescent Psychological Problems (3 creditsl. The
psychological problems of adolescence in contemporery U.S. cultu(e are discussed.
Emphasis, is put. upon the pathology of adol,escent behavior occurring 'in' i~_stjtutions.
families. and peer groups. Prerequisite:: Graduate Status., '~all semester. every
other yea.. . ,
SO-501 the Sociblogy of Education (3 credits). A' sociological analysis of the
-AmericaQ school system, its proble'ms and the soCial forces that shape the schools'in
contemporary society. Prerequisite: Graduate Status and SO~1'01 Sur:nmer,
NOTE: Candidates' may select appropriate courses from the Elemimtary Graduate
Program cours~,listin,g when, approved by the committee,
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PART VII
School'of Health Sciences
Dean:VictorH. Duke:.Ph.D.
INTRODUCTION
The School of Health Sciences is one of four academic units
at Boise State University. Course work leading to associate and
baccalaureate degrees is offered in several programs. Faculty
of the school not only have the required graduate degrees but
are also registered or certified as practitioners in the areas in
which they teach. The several hospitals. dinics and government
agencies in the area afford the necessary patients. professional
support. and up to date equipment and facilities required to
complement the classes and laboratories at the University.
The mission of the School of Health Sciences is to provide
the best education possible with the available resources in
those programs assigned by the State Board of Education. The
school also accepts the responsibility to provide continuing
education to its graduates as well as other health care pro-
viders throughout the state.
ADVISORY COUNCIL
Clayton C. Morgan. M.D.
Chairman; Adjunclive Associale Professor
David M. Barton. M.D.
Adjunclive Associale Professor
David W. Bennen. M.D.
Adjunclive Associale Plofessor
M.M. Burkholder. M.D.
Adjunctivs Associate Professor
John W. Gerdes. Ph.D.
Adjunctive Associate Professor
R.M. Gudmundsen. D.D.S.
Adjunctive Associate Professor
Edith Miller Klein. J.D.
Adjuhclive Associale Professor
Lawren1:e L..Knight. M.D.
Adjunctive Associate Professor
David K. Merrick. M.D.
Adjunclive Associale Professor
Mery Nelson. R.N.
Adjunclive Associale Professor
Charles L. Robertson. M.D.
Adjunclive Associale Professor
Robert H. Sabin. M.B.A.
Adjunclive Associale Plofessor
Sister Mary Terese Tracy. R.S.M .. M.H.A.
Adjunclive Associale Professor
CLINICAL AFFILIATES
Alcohol Rehabilitation Center. Boise. Idaho
Boise Convalescent Center. Boise. Idaho
Boise Orthopedic Clinic. Boise. Idaho
Caldwell Memorial Hospital. Caldwell. Idaho
Central District Health Department. Boise, Idaho
Community Health Clinics. Nampa. Idaho
Grand Oaks Health Care Center. Boise. Idaho
Headstart. EI.Ada Community Action. Boise. Idaho
Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Center. Boise. Idaho
Independent School District of Boise. Idaho
Mercy Medical Center. Nampa. Idaho
Mountain States Tumor Institute. Boise. Idaho
St. Alphonsus Hospital. Boise. Idaho
St. Luke's Hospital. Boise. Idaho
St. Mary's School. Boise. Idaho
Sunset Nursing Home. Boise. Idaho
Treasure Valley Manor. Boise. Idaho
Veterans Administration Hospital. Boise. Idaho
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Allied Health
credits
Credits
. ... 8-9
. 128 credits
1. Requirements;
English Composition .
Area I requirements . . . . . . . . . . 6
Area /I requirements. . . . . . 12
Math. . 12
College Chemist;; ~~: : '. '. '. '. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
Organic Chemistry with lab. . . . . . . . . .. 9
B
. h . . ... 10
10C emlstry with lab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
General Zoology. . . " 4
General Botany. . . 4
Cell Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
B~~~ 5
Mammalian Physiology. . . . . . . . .. 4
Subtotal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 83
2. Electives (science) 6 courses
General Physics (8) or Biophysics (4)
Genetics (3)
Histology (4)
Quantitative Analysis with lab (5)
Pathogenic Bacteriology (4)
Cytology (4)
Parasitology (3)
Comparative Anatomy (4)
Physical Chemistry (8)
Subtotal ... .................. . 22-23
3. Electives (Health Science) Minimum of three courses
Health Delivery Systems (3)
Legal Implications of Health Practice (3)
Medical Terminology (3)
Medical Economics and Finance (3)
Public Health Administration (2)
Preprofessional Internship (2)
Subtotal ..
Total.
Chair,,?anand Profassor: Dr. JoAnn T. Vahey; Medical Advisor and Adjunctive
Ass~clate Professor: C.C. Morgan. M.D.; Associate Degree Program Director and
ASSistant Professor: Beryl Smith; Beccaleureate Program Director and Professor:
Dr. Charlotte B. Gale; Coordinator-Instructor BSU-Norrhwest Nazerene Col/ege
Cooperative N'!,smg P~og~8mand Assistant Professor: Diana Obenauer; Coordi-
nator of Nursmg Contlnumg Education: Cummings; Professor: Miles; Associate
Professors: Cox.. Fleming. Kelly. Wilcox; Assistant Professors: Baiey. Buehler.
Edgemon. Fo~n~aln. Hazel~ood. Matson. Penner, Thomason; Instructors: Robert-
son, Taylor; Cllmcal Lab Assistants: Rich. Spears. Wicks. Wimmer.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH: .
Respiratory Therapy
Direct~r end Assistant Professor: Co~rad Colbv; Medical Director and Adiunctive
ASSOCiateProfessor: DavId K. Merrick. M.D.; Assistant Professor: M. Lehman'
Instructors: Coffman. Phelps; Special Lecturers: Britton. Burger. Espeland Gable'
Merrick. . .
DEPARTMENT OF PREPROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Medical Technology
Medicel Director: L.L. Knight; Director of Clinical Instruction end Adjunctive Asso-
ciate Professor. L. Beals; ASSOCiateProfessor of Zoology. Academic Coordineto,.
E.G. Fuller. Ph.D. .
Radiologic Technology
Director end Assistant Professor: D. Akroyd; Instructor, ::linicel Coordinator:
G. Gleason. Medlcel Director and Adjunctive Associate Professo,. David W B~MD. . . -
DEPARTMENT OF ALLIED HEALTH STUDIES
Medical Office Assistant
Acting Director: Elaine Rockne
Medical Record Science
Directo,. end /nst~u.cto,: ~laine ,Rockne: Supervisor of Directed Practice and In-
sMtructor.J. Coltrin. Medlcel Director end Adjunctive Associate Professo,. C C
organ. M.D. . ..
Adjuctive Associate Professor: E. Edmundson
SpecialLecturers: Edmundson. Heiskari.
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
Medical Director end Adjunctive Associate Professor: M. M. Burkholder MD'
Dental Director and Adjunctive Associete Professor: Robert M. Gudm~nd~e~:
D.D.S.; Speclel Lecturers: Matthies. Steuart. Terrill.
DEPARTMENT OF
ALL! ED HEALTH STU DI ES
INTRODUCTION
In order to deliver the best health care possible. it is neces-
sary that the physician and other members of the health care
team be able to utilize the many complex and specialized tests,
procedures and instruments which modern medical science has
produced. This requires that persons must be trained to comple-
ment and support the physician in providing the best treatment
for the patient. These other members of the health team are
known as allied health personnel.
In 1967 the ratio of allied health personnel to physicians
was approximately ten allied health people to one physician.
The present ratio is approaching the projected ratio for the
mid-seventies of twenty to twenty five per physician. It is clear
that delivery of adequate and quality health care depends on the
"ducation of persons in technological specialties.
HEALTH SCIENCE STUDIES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
The bachelor of science degree in Health Science provides
the curriculum whereby an individual may gain an education in
the biological. physical. and health sciences to provide a founda-
tion for additional professional or graduate work in several health
science professions. This curriculum is designed to qualify the
student for admission into hospital programs leading to certifi-
cation as medical technologists. It is also recommended for
students in pre-medical and pre-dental programs.
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE PROGRAM
Medical Technology offers an excellent opportunity for those
interested in science fields which relate to the medical.labora-
tory. However. there is increasing demand for the limited space
in the hospital training programs and it is essential that those
interested in the profession be well versed in physical. biological
and health sciences.
To this end. the School of Health Sciences offers the student
two options. He/she may take three years of academic work
(96 credits) in which he will complete the requirements of the
college core as well as the basic science requirements set forth
by the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory
Sciences (NAACLSl. an agency of the Council of Medical Educa-
tion of the American Medical Association. The student may then
apply for the one-year clinical program. and upon its successful
completion will be eligible to write the examination for certifi-
cation and also be eligible for a B.S. degree in Medical Tech-
nology.
The student may also complete the fourth year in a pre-
scribed academic program to earn a B.S. in Health Sciences
Studies. After completion of one year in an accredited hospital
program he would be eligible for a second degree of a B.S. in
Medical Technology.
Those BSU students who gain admission to an accredited
hospital program and wish to have this experience counted for
BSU credit must enroll in MT 491-2-3. A registration fee of one
dollar per credit hour is required. This will provide the individual
with student privileges such as access to university loans and
scholarships, use of the library and gymnasium. etc.
Requirements for Medical Technology Major
1. Completion of basic core requirements:
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Area I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
Area iI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12
SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Medical Office Assistant
CURRICULUM
H GENERAL HEALTH SCIENCE courses are described in
Community and Environmental Health Section.
COURSES
MT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
201 Basic Medical Technology (2 creditsl. A survey course designed to introduce
those students interested in Medical Technology to some of the basic aspects of
theory and practice encountered in the profession. The course demonstrates the
relationship of the University and hospital programs in the development of knowledge
andskills required in the field of medical technology. Fall semester.
3
3
2
3
3
1
2ND
SEM.
3
4
3
3
15 15
2
1ST
SEM.SOPHOMORE YEAR:
General Psychology.
Advanced Shorthand .
Applied Business Communication.
Introduction to Business
Records Preparation and' M~~~~~~~~t'.
Introduction to Financial Accounting
Advanced Typewriting .
Word Proc. & Machine Trans .
Elective .
Administrative Office Procedures.
Medical Office Orientation
1ST 2ND
PREPROfESSIONAL CORE YEAR: SEM. SEM.
English .... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3
Anatomy & Physiology (11'. 112) . 4 4
Chemistry (107.109) .... 3 3
Chemistry (108.110) .. 1 2
Math (111 or 115) 5
Intro. to Allied Health' . ....... 1
Psychology ... ......... 3
Area I Elective ..... 3
17 18
CORE CURRICULUM
All students who are considering .entry into one of these
Allied Health programs must have completed or be in the pro-
cess of completing the following core curriculum. Core cur-
riculum need not be taken at BSU.
APPLICATION PROCESS
A. Preprofessional Core Year
1. See University requirements.
B. Professional Programs
1. All student must fill out and return to the admissions
office a "Special Programs Application for the Depart-
ment of Allied Health Studies". on or before April 1 of
the year in which they plan to attend the professional
program.
2. Applicants will be notified of their status by May 7. Due
to the limited number of clinical sites. the various Allied
Health programs can accept only a limited number of stu-
dents each year.
For course descriptions see Part V of the catalog.
PREPROFESSIONAL CORE YEAR FOR
ALLIED HEALTH:
MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE (MR)
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY (RD)
RESPIRATORY THERAPY (RT)
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
A. Preprofessional Core Year
1. See University admission policy. page 2
B. Professional Program
1. Only students who have completed or are in the process
of completing the Allied Health core curriculum with a
GPA of 2.00 or higher. will be considered for acceptance
into the following Allied Health programs: Medical Re-
cord Science; Radiologic Technology; or Respiratory
Therapy.
2. Health status must be adequate to insure successful
performance of hospital activities.
PROMOTION AND GRADUATION
A. Professional Programs
,. Students must maintain a GPA of at least 2.50 (in pro-
fessional courses) for the first semester of the profes-
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6
8
1
1
8
3
2
1
1
1
32
.128Total credits .
2. Health Science. Science and Free Electives. . . 13
Total 96
3. Senior Year - Clinical Class & Practice
A calendar year to be spent in St. Alphonsus Hospital or St.
L~ke's Hospital. Boise. Idaho. or in other hospitals. having
clinical programs approved and accredited by the NAACLS.
MT 491-2-3
Hematology .
Clinical Bacteriology .
Clinical Parasitology. . . . . . . .
Urinalysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clinical Chemistry .
Immunohematology. . . .. . .
Serology-Immunology. .. . .
Toxicology. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clinical Mycology .
Clinical Correlations Seminar .
Upp.r Oivllion
491.2.3 Clinicel Cle.. end Prectlce 114.14-4 credits). Course requires 12
consecutive months of instruction in a hospital school approved by the National
Accrediting Agency for Clinical laboratory Sciences (NAAClSI. Student spends
approximately 40 hours a week in a laboratory practicum. Six to eight hours a week
are set aside for reading assignments. lectures and examinations. Prerequisite:
Acceptance by a hospital school accredited by tha NAAClS. Fall. Spring. Summer
semesters.
Math (M 111-112 or M 115-116) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
College Chemistry & lab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Organic Chemistry & lab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10
Biochemistry & lab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
General Zoology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
General Botany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 4
Cell Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Bacteriology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5
Mammalian Physiology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition .
Business Mathematics/Machines
Anatomy & Psysiology .
Beginning and Intermediate Typing .
Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand .
Medical Terminology. . . . . .
Electives : .
MEDICAL ASSISTANT
(Medical Secretary)
The Medical Assistant will be prepared to function in either
office or hospital setting. The program will provide knowledge
and skills such as scheduling bookkeeping. filing. transcribing.
and management of the record system. In addition. this program
will provide knowledge and skills to enable the assistant to ful.
fill the role of contact between the patient and physician. These
will include skills in communication. interpersonal relations.
medical ethics and the legal aspects of patient care. Courses in
behavioral science and humanities will enhance the Assistant's
sensitivity to the special needs of the patient and his family. This
program offers an Associate Degree.
SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Medical Record Science
MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE
• Students transferring from other institutions may take this course in their first
year at BSU if a similar course has not been available at theif previous college.
COURSES
MR MEDICAL RECORDS
After successful completion of the professional year at BSU,
students will have a four week period of directed practice in one
of several affiliated health facilities. (MR 215).
CURRICULUM
Preprofessional Core year for Allied Health. See description
at beginning of this section.
FIRST PROFESSIONAL YEAR:
Clinical Practicum .
Radiographic Positioning I .
Radiographic Technique & Control
Radiographic Physics.
Area II Elective.
Intro to Radiologic Science.
Intro to Clinical Experience.
Medical Terminology.
Radiographic Positioning II
Clinical Experience.
Area I Elective .
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
To determine the presence of injury or disease. radiologic
technologists position pa.;ients ?nd operate X-ray machines to
produce diagnostic film (radiographs). Most technologists work
in the radiology department of hospitals or with doctors who
maintain private practices.
The Radiologic Technology program in the School of Health
Sciences offers a curriculum utilizing both university and clinical
components. This type of integrated program is needed in order
for the students to gain the essential knowledge and skills
required to become radiologic technologists.
The program has been developed to meet the standards as
def!ned in the Joint Review Committee on Education in Radio-
logic Technology, whose sponsoring organizations are the
American Society of Radiologic Technologists and the American
College of Radiology. The curriculum will enable the student to
complete his associate degree requirements and be eligible for
the national certification examination. If desired. he may con-
tinue on to the baccalaureate degree.'
Requirements for Admission. Application Process. Promo-
tion and Graduation. See preprofessional core year for Allied
Health.
this information to the patient, the doctor. and the community will be stressed,
Prerequisite: Preprofessional core year, or permission of instructor. Fall semester,
1978.
203. 204 Medical Recorda II - 3 credit lecture IMR 203), 2 credit 'lab (MR 204)
must be ta~en concurrently. Medical records in a variety of health care fecilities.
release of information. medical staff organization, and reqUirements ana survey
procedures of licensing and accrediting agencies. Medicare law and other federal
regulations will be presented. Students will be introduced to the basic principles of
supervising and managing a medical record department. Prerequisite: MR 201. 202.
Springsemester. t 979.
205 Health Data (2 credits). Collection and presentation of routine data for daily.
monthly. and yearly hospital statistical reports. Statistical formulas. preparation of
birth certificates. and abstracting information for computerized data processing
systems will be included. Prerequisite: MR 201. 202, or concurrent enrollment. Fall
semester. 1978.
207 Diseese and Operative Classification /2 creditsl. Principles and practice in
coding of diseases and operations according to International Classification of
Diseases. Other systems of coding will be presented. as well as methods of indexing
diagnoses and operations, Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in MR 201. 202 or
permission of instructor. Fall semester. 1978,
209 Health Record Transcription (2 creditsl. Four hours per week of practice in the
machine transcription of histories. physical examinations. operations. and other
medical reports. Accuracy of terminology and typing will be stressed. Prerequisite: H
lOt and completion of typing requirement. Spring semester. t979.
216 Clinical Prectice /4 credits). During the summer following the second year.
providing all other program requirements have been completed. the students will
spend four weeks (160 hours) in medical record departments of affiliated health
facilities demonstrating their proficiency in the various areas of medical record
technology, Prerequisite: Completion of all other program requirements, Summer
only.
NOTES: MR 210-211 to appear in 77-78 catalog for bene-
fit of students who will be in their second year of the current
program. MR 210-211 to be retired at the end of 77-78 acade-
mic year.
H GENERAL HEALTH SCIENCE courses are described in
Community and Environmental Health Section.
16
3
5
3
2
3
2ND
SEM.
15
3
5
3
2
2
1ST
SEM.PROFESSIONAL YEAR:
Medical Terminology (H 101) .
Medical Records I .....
Health Delivery Systems (H 302) .
Health Data. . .
Disease and Operative Classification
Introduction to Disease
Conditions (H203) .
Medical Records II .
Legal Implications of Health
Practice (H 407) ...
Health Record Transcription
Introduction to Data Processing
CURRICULUM
First year - Preprofessional Core. described at beginning of
this section.
Before being accepted into the professional year of the
Medical Record Technician program, applicants must have
finished beginning and intermediate typing, or demonstrate a
typing speed of 45 words per minute.
sional program. A GPA of less than the required may
constitute removal from the program.
2. A grade of less than a "C" in any professional theory
(numbered H. MR. RD. RT) or clinical unit must be re-
peated and raised to a "C" or higher before continuing
Medical Record Technicians are qualified to work in any
health care agency where health records are prepared. analyzed.
and preserved. Areas of concentration include classifying
diseases and operations. analyzing records of discharged pa-
tients. compiling statistical information for administration and
research. transcribing medical reports, and abstracting data for
medical care evaluation studies. In addition. students receive
training in medical record departments of area health facilities.
Students are responsible for their own transportation from BSU
to the clinical agencies.
The program offers an Associate of Science degree and is
approved by the Council on Medical Education of the American
Medical Association in collaboration with the American Medical
Record Association.
Graduates of the program are eligible to write the national
accreditation examination, and upon successful completion of
this examination, are recognized as Accredited Record Tech-
nicians (ART).
Requirements for Admission, Application Process. Promotion
and Graduation. see preprofessional core year for Allied Health.
the program.
3. Students who have completed all course requirements
with a GPA of 2.35 or higher (during the professional
program) qualify for graduation.
210.211 Adv"nced Medical Record Science (5 credits), More detailed coding and
indexing of medical records, outpatient department records. Medicare. cancer
registry, and methods of record keeping in nursing homes or extended care facilities.
Provides 12 hours a week of directed practice. Prerequisite: MR 110-11', 160.
Second year.
201,202 Medical Records I - 3 credit lecture \MR 2011.2 credit lab (MR2021.must
be taken concurrently. Principles of medical record technology. including the
preparation, analysis. preservation and retrieval of health information. The value of
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SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Respiratory Therapy
H GENERAL HEALTH SCIENCE courses are described in
Community and Environmental Health Section.
Upper Division
311 Clinical Practicum 11 credit). To be taken concurrently with RD 320.
316 Radiographic Positioning 13 creditsl. Concepts and techniques used for
advanced positioning to include: Skull. facial bones. sinuses. masto~ds and various
other specialized techniques. Prerequisites: RD 242 and RD 252.
320 Radiographic Positioning (2 credits). An advanced positioning course
emphasizing special radiographic views of specific anatomical areas. Special
problems in positioning and devices that may improve positioning skills are
discussed. Spring semester.
321 Clinical Practicum (1 credit). To be taken concurrently with AD 320. Spring
semester.
336 Seminar in Radiologic Scienca (4 credits). Course covers material dealing
with new and advanced procedures and equipment types evol~ing in r~diolo~y.
Guest lecturers from the medical community. review of current literature In ra~lo-
logic technology. and field trips to various local. state. and federal agencies.
Spring semester.
360 Medical and Surgical Diseases (2 credits). This course is a general survey for
various diseases and pathology and how they affect the diagnostic quality of the
radiograph. Fall semestar.
360 Special Radiographic Procedures (3 credits). This course deals with the
techniques for various vascular and neurological procedures. Also discussed are
various other specialized radiographic procedures. Fall semester.
211 Clinical Practicum (1 creditl. Laboratory to be taken concurrently with RD 222
Fall semester.
221 Clinical Practicum (1 credit). Laboratory to be taken concurrently with RD 242.
Spring semester.
222 Radiographic Positioning 13 credits). This course will cover the basic concepts
and techniques used in obtaining diagnostic radiographs. Areas of interest are the
upper extremities. abdomen, chest. and routine radiographic contrast studies. Fall
semester.
226 Radiographic Technique and Control 13 cradits). This course is designed to
introduce the student to the factors that can affect the diagnostic results on a
radiograph. Topics discussed are: X-ray film. darkroom chemistry. cassettes. and
grids, Fall semester.
232 Introduction to Radiologic Science (3 credits). This course introduces the
student to Radiologic Technology, its structure and chemistry. Other topics include
medical legal ethics, basic radiation position. lifting and carrying procedures, and
asepsis. Fall semester.
238 Introduction to Clinical Experiance (1 credit). This course introduces the
student to the hospital structure, the radiology department. and basic emergency
procedures. Fall semester.
242 Radiographic Positioning (3 credits). A continuation of RD 222 to include
examination of the lower extremities and pelvis. Also discussed are concepts and
techniques for radiography of the spine. Spring semester.
252 Radiographic Technique and Control (3 credits). An in-depth analysis of detail.
density, contrast. distortion, and how they affect radiographic quality. Also discussed
are various types of exposure systems and quality control. Spring semester.
Radiologic Technology Clinical Exparienca, Supervised clinical experience in the
hospital radiology department. This course offers the student the opportunity to apply
academic instruction to various radiographic procedures in the hospital.
285 (3 creditsl.
37516 credits).
38515 credits).
395 (5 creditsl.
397 (6 credits I.
121
13
4
6
3
16
4
1
3
2
COURSES
RT RESPIRATORY THERAPY
Summer
Elective Area I or II
SECOND PROFESSIONAL YEAR:
Respiratory Therapy Theory III
Respiratory Therapy Theory IV
Respiratory Therapy Lab. III
Respiratory Therapy Lab. IV
Clinical Practicum III
Clinical Practicum IV .
Radiologic Studies of the
Respiratory System
Pulmonary Medicine \I
Respiratory Cardiology.
Professional Seminar
Principles of Pharmacotherapeutics
RESPIRATORY THERAPY
Respiratory Therapy is an allied health specialty which is
concerned with the treatment, management. control and care
of the patienfs process of breathing. The Respiratory Therapist
IS a specialist In the use of therapeutic and evaluation techniques
In respiratory care.
The Respiratory Therapy program at Boise State consists
Of a three-year course of study leading to an Associate of
Science degree in Respiratory Therapy. The program is accre-
dited by the American Medical Association.
The program consists of a pre-professional year followed by
two years of professional study. Recipt of the Associate of
Science degree qualifies the student academically for the exa-
mination of the American Registry of Respiratory Therapists,
which is the professional designation.
Requirements for Admission, Application Process, Pro-
motion and Graduation, see pr.eprofessional core year for Allied
Health.
201 Respiratory Therapy Cardiopulmonary Physiology (4 creditsl. Study of the
normal physiological functions of the pulmonary and circulatory systems.
Prerequisite: admission to Respiratory Therapy Program or consent of instructor. Fall,
1978.
203 Raspiratory Tharapy Theory I (2 cradits). Study of medical gas therapy
to include clinical gas~s, gas mIxtures and various equIpment: Theory and technique
of aerosol and humidification therapy: Introduction to infection control and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Prerequisite: admission to Respiratory Therapy
Program. Fall. 1978.
CURRICULUM
Preprofessional Core Year for Allied Health as described at
the beginning of this section.
FIRST PROFESSIONAL YEAR:
Respiratory Therapy Theory I
Respiratory Therapy Theory II
Respiratory Therapy Lab. I
Respiratory Therapy Lab. \I
Clinical Practicum I .
Clinical Practicum II ...
Cardiopulmonary Physiology
Respiratory Therapy Nursing Arts
General Pathology ..
Emergency Procedures in
Respiratory Care
Area I or II Elective
Pulmonary Function Lecture
Pulmonary Function Lab.
PulmOnary Medicine I
Intro. to Biophysics
Microbiology ..
5
4
2
3
15
2ND
SEM.
6
14
1
3
3
2
5
6
1ST
SEM.
Summer
Clinical Experience
Summer
Clinical Experience
• Final approval dependent upon State Board action.
SECOND PROFESSIONAL YEAR:
Clinical Practicum . . . .
Radiographic Positioning III ..
Special Radiographic Procedures.
Medical & Surgical Diseases.
Clinical Experience
Seminar in Radiologic Science
Radiographic Positioning IV .
Area II Elective.
COURSES
RD RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Community and Environmental Health
increasing demand in private industry and in teaching institutions
for individuals with this training.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MAJOR
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
(Suggested Program)
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science
A. General Requirements (8 credits)
English Composition ..
B. Area I Requirements (12 credits)
Electives . . .
C. Area II Requirements (12 credits)
Psychology. . . .
Sociology .
Electives .
D. Science Requirements (69 credits)
College Chemistry.
Elementary Organic Chemistry .
Math 115-116 .
General Physics .
Botany/Zoology ..
General Bacteriology ...
Entomology.
Pathogenic Bacteriology.
Food Microbiology .
Bioecology .
Mammalian Physiology.
E. Health Science Requirements (19 credits)
Environmental Management .
Public Health Field Training.
Public Health Administration ...
Environmental Health Legislation.
F. Electives (15 credits)
Suggested Electives
Principles of Data Processing
Principles of Economics
Speech
State and Local Government
Federal Government
General Parasitology
6
4
3
3
3
17.
12
4
3
3
6
4
3
3
3
3
9
6
10
8
8
5
4
4
4
4
4
6
8
2
2
16
2ND
SEM.
3
16
2ND
SEM.
2ND
SEM.
3
5
5
5
4
4
3
4
16
5
3
3
3
3
16
1ST
SEM.
15
1ST
SEM.
1ST
SEM.
3
4
5
5
3
JUNIOR YEAR:
General Bacteriology ..
Pathogenic Bacteriology .
Entomology.
General Physics.
Environmental Management.
Area I Electives.
Area II Electives.
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Botany (B 130) .
Zoology (Z 130) .
Elementary Organic Chemistry .
Area I Electives.
Are II Electives .
Psychology.
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition ...
College Chemistry.
Math 115-116 .
Math 105-106 or Math 111-112 ..
Man and his Environment .
Area I Electives .
204 Respiratory Therapy Laboratory I 11 creditl. Practice in the use of medical gas
techniques. Fall. 1978.
207 Respiratory Therapy Nursing Arts 11 credit!. Demonstration and practice in
those nursing arts which pertain directly to Respiratory Therapy. including body
mechanics. patient lifting and positioning. Fall. 197B.
208 Clinical Practicum I 13 credits). Experience in the hospital with patients.
techniques. and equipment. with emphasis on use of medical gases. Fall. 1978.
209 General Pathology 13 credits!. Human pathology as pertains to systems of
defense. modes of injury. diseases .-of development and function, heart hematopoietic
and Iymphoreticular systems. and respiratory system. Fall. 197B.
213 Emergency Procedures in 'Respiratory Care (1 credit). Theory and technique
necessary in emergency respiratory care. Fall. 1978.
223 Respiratory Therapy Theory II (2 credits). Principles. application. and
equipment used in intermittent positive pressure breathing; Therapeutic techniques
and applications of chest physiotherapy: In-depth study of hospital infection control
including comparative studies of various sterilization and disinfectant techniques.
Spring. 1979.
224 Respiratory Therapy Laboratory II 11 credit!. Practice in the use of Intermittent
Positive Pressure Breathing devices. and chest physiotherapy techniques. Spring.
1979.
225 Pulmonery Function Lecture (2 credits). Theory of pulmonary function testing.
using simple spirometry. flow-volume loops. closing volumes. nitrogen washout.
helium dilution. and body plethysmography. SprinR 1979.
226 Pulmonary Function Laboratory (1 credit). Practice in pulmonary function
testing and techniques. Spring. 1979.
227 Pulmonary Medicine I (1 credit). Study of ventilation. perfusion, compliance,
resistance and pathophysiology of the lungs. Fall. 1979.
22S Clinical Practicum II (3 credits!. Experience in the hospitals with patients.
techniques, and equipment used in Intermittent Positive Pressure Breathing and
chest physiotherapy. Spring. 1979.
Upper Division
303 Respiratory Therepy Theory III. (2 credits). Theory and clinical application of
mechanical ventilators including care and management of artificial airways. Fall.
1979.
304 Respiratory Therapy Laboretory III 11 credit). Practice using mechanical
ventilators and suctioning devices. Fall, 1979.
305 Radiologic Studies of the Respiratory System (1 credit). Presentation and
interpretation of respiratory radiographs. Fall. 1979.
307 Respiratory Cardiology (2 credits!. Review of electrophysiology. stress and
static testing procedures. and recognition ,of cardiac arrhythmias. Fall. 1979.
308 Clinical Practicum III (4 credits). Experience in the hospital with patients.
techniques. and eQuipment as applied to mechanical ventilation and artificial airways.
Fall. 1979.
323 Respiratory Therapy Theory IV 12 credits). Theory and application of
techniQues and equipment to neonatology and pediatrics. Spring. 1980.
324 Respiratory Therapy Laboretory IV (1 credit). Practice in the use of infant
ventilators and specialty techniques pertaining to pediatrics. Spring. 1980.
327 Pulmonary Medicine II 13 credits). In-depth examination of pulmonary
diseases. certain select cardiac diseases. and the clinical management of these
diseases. Fall. 1979.
328 Clinical Practicum IV 16 credits!. Experience in the hospital with any or all
aspects of respiratory therapy. Spring. 1980.
398 Respiratory Therapy Profassional Seminar 13 credits). Focuses on the ethics
and medico. legal aspects of administering a respiratory therapy department. In
addition. the problems of budgeting. facilities. personnel. in-service education. re-
cord systems. and interdepartmental relations are considered. Spring. 1980.
H GENERAL HEALTH SCIENCES courses are described
in Community and Environmental Health Section.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
AND ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
INTRODUCTION
Studies in this department will consider general aspects of
human health which are determined or are contingent on per-
sonal. social and environmental action or interaction. The
assessment of personal health status. the relationships between
personal and community health. the ecological perspective of
personal health. the concept of community health. the providers
of health care and the existing and potential health care delivery
systems. are all important elements for consideration.
The Community and Environmental Health Scientist is need-
ed to satisfy the demand for trained personnel in such areas
as public health. environmental pollution control. food inspection.
and in teaching and administration. These experts may find
employment in federal. state and local agencies. There is also an
122
Summer between Junior and Senior Year
Public Health Field Training.
SENIOR YEAR:
Food Microbiology ...
Mammalian Physiology .
Public Health Administration ..
Environmental Health Legislation
Bioecology .
Introduction to Sociology.
Electives.
COURSES
EH ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
301-302 Environmental Management (3 credits). Designed to provide a working
knowledge of environmental management practices with special emphasis on health.
First semester: community environmental problems such as food and milk protection,
drinking water, swimming pools. water pollution. and solid waste "management are
studied. Second semester: continuation of community problems related to air quality.
radiation control. insect and rodent control and environmental health hazards, etc.
Prerequisite: upper division standing.
350 Public Health Field Training 18 credits). Study of actual public health problems.
code. compliance, recording procedures. degrading procedure. etc. Prerequisite:
Environmental Sanitation. Summer semester.
435 Environmental Health Legislation 12 creditsl. Designed to allow the student
a working knowledge of environmental legislation, the implementation and en-
forcement of said laws and specific duties of the employee regarding selected
sections of the law. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor, Fall semester.
COURSES
H HEALTH SCIENCES
100 Introduction to Allied Health 11 credit). This course is designed to introduce
students to the various Allied Health disciplines and their clinical functions. Also
discussed are the basic educational requirements. opportunities. and advancements
for each discipline in the health industry. In addition to discussion by the various
Allied Health faculty. guest speakers from the medical community will relate to the
various health disciplines in the area. An impo~tant area of the course is orientation to
Allied Health in the clinical facilities.
101 Medical Terminology (3 credits). An introduction to Greek and Latin prefixes.
roots. and suffices used in medical terminology, 85 well as in the study of anatomical.
physiological and pathological terms according to systems of the body.
Recommended as a beginning course for those with little or no biology background.
Both semesters.
203 Introduction to Diseese Conditions (3 credits!. Introduction to the study of
diseases. with emphasis on the terminology used in describing causes of diseases.
diagnostic measures. operations. and pathology. Prerequisite: H 101. Spring
semester.
Upper Division
300 Pethophysiology 14 credits). Physical and chemical principles of living
regulatory systems Bre explored with application to human physiological states of
health and illness. Prerequisites: C 107-108. 109-110. or equivalent. Z 111-112 or
equivalent. Either semester.
301 Principles of Phermecotherapeutlcs 13 credits). Principles. practical uses and
interactions of drugs and their relation to the diseases they treat. Prerequisites: C 107-
108. 109-110. or equivalent. Z 111-112 or equivalent or permission of instructor.
Either semester.
302 Health Delivery Syetems 13 credits!. Formal - informal health delivery systems
will be studied. Organization. functional effectiveness and indications for change in
the health care systems will be emphasized. Fall and Spring semesters.
304 Public Health Admlnlstretlon 12 credits). Organization. adminlstrstion end
functions of the various health agencies. Spring semester.
305 Sensitization for Role Chenge (2 credits). This seminar focuses on student
experiences involving professional role confusion-conflict and change. Theoretical
concepts are derived from these experiences and readings. Prerequisites:
Departmental permission. Fall and Spring semesters.
310 Methods in Clinical Leboretory Science 13 credits!. An interdisciplinary course
designed to advance the student's understanding and utilization of basic laboratory
procedures employed in a clinical primary care setting. The clinical significance of the
tests in relationship to disease processes wIll be stressed. Lecture and clinical
practice in a laboratory setting Bre provided to ensure that students learn accurate
techniques and are clinically competent to perform and interpret selected laboratory
procedures. Prereq.uisites: Pathophysiology and Departmental permission. Spring
semester.
405 Medical Economics and Finance 13 credits!. An introductory course to the
economics and financing of heaith care and health care agencies. Spring and Fall
semesters.
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407 Legel Impllcatlons of Heelth Prectice (3 credits!. Legal concepts in relation to
health care practice In vaned health care settings. Spring semester.
493 Pre-Professlonellnternlhlp (2 credits). The student spends three hours e week
In a clinical s8.ttmg u~der the direction of a preceptor who is a practicing professional.
The students IS reqUlr~d to keep a record of his experiences and report them during e
weekly lecture-recitation seminar. Prerequisite: Senior standing. GPA above 3.0.
recommendation of faculty advisor. consent of the dean.
DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
INTRODUCTION
The Boise State University Department of Nursing operates
as an integral unit of the total university. Students enrolled in
nursing attend classes and socialize with students in various
other fields of study on campus.
The department conducts a two-year. lower-division curri-
culum leading to an Associate of Science in Nursing degree. This
program prepares students to write the State Board Test Pool
Examination for initial licensure as a registered nurse. The
Department also offers a two-year upper-division curriculum for
R.N.'s to continue academic study and to obtain a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing degree. .
PHILOSOPHY
The current system of health care delivery requires associate
as well as baccalaureate degree prepared practitioners of
nursing. Each of these two ~roups contributes to meeting the
nursing and health care needs of man. The associate degree pre-
pared nurse functions primarily in a cependent role while the
baccalaureate prepared nurse functions primarily in an indepEm-
dent role. Both levels of nursing personnel function as inter-
dependent members of the health care team.
It is recognized that a number of graduates from diploma
and associate degree programs in nursing do change career
goals. Therefore. a baccalaureate level education program in
nursing is deemed essential to support this change in career
goals. The baccalaureate nursing curriculum should encompass
the knowledge and skills essential for baccalaureate level
nursing practice as well as provide options for nursing electives.
LOWER-DIVISION ASSOCIATE DEGREE
DESCRIPTION
This program prepares individuals to function at a beginning
level in giving direct care to patients. Nursing courses include
theory and practice. In the practice component of each nursing
course, one credit hour represents four hours of clinical and/or
laboratory time. Each week there is an average number of twelve
clinical practice hours during the freshman year and sixteen
hours during the sophomore year. These hours may be scheduled
days. afternoons or evenings. Clinical experience is obtained in
a wide variety of health care agencies.
The standard for advancement in the program is a 2.75
G.P.A. or above. A minimum acceptable grade is C in all nursing
and support courses.
The program is accredited by the Idaho Board of Nursing and
the National League for Nursing. A graduate is eligible to write
the State Board Examination for licensure as a registered nurse.
PHILOSOPHY
The associate degree prepared nurse practices primarily in
formally organized health care agencies providing direct care
for individuals with identified health problems whose nursing
needs fall within prescribed standards of care. The associate
degree graduate is expected to seek guidance from supervisory
personnel in making decisions concerning complex nursing situa-
tions and in making referrals to other health agencies.
The curriculum should include courses in general education
as well as nursing. General education courses provide support
knowledge for nursing courses. The nursing courses utilize the
nursing process as a svstem of learning. Indentified basic
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health needs are used to select content for nursing courses. A
planned program of clinical practicum and instruction in health
care agencies is the major learning experience in the application
of theoretical content and in the development of clinical nursing
skills.
It .is recognized that students vary widely with respect to
age and life experiences. Therefore, a program of student ad-
visement. implemented by the faculty is essential in assisting
students to meet their career goals.
ADMISSION
the Admissions Office in the Administration Building Room
100. '
2. Submit an official high school transcript or G.E.D. test score.
A.C.T. or S.A.T. scores. and official transcripts of all previous
college work. L.P.N.'s must also submit evidence of current
licensure. These must be received by the Admission Office
prior to March 1
3. Complete all application requirements during the period of
September 1 to March 1 prior to date of anticipated enroll-
ment in nursing courses.
Admission for students entering the associate degree
nursing program as freshmen is limited to the Fall Semester. CURRICULUM
16 15
17 16
31
A. General Education Requirements:
30
3
64Total Credits , , , , ,
SUGGESTED CURRICULUM""'
C. Area I or II Electives" "
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM,
English Composition , . . .. 3 or 3
Chemistry (C 107-108)" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
General Psychology" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Nutrition" , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Human Anatomy & Physiology. . . . . 4 4
Basic Health Needs" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 6
B. Nursing Major:
Basic Health Needs" ., , 12
Deviations from Basic Health. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16
Nursing Seminar. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Credits
English Composition .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 6
Chemistry" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Anatomy and Physiology" ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8
General Psychology. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Nutrition" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Microbiology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
SociOlogy , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM, SEM.
English Composition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 or 3
Microbiology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 or 4
Sociology (Introduction) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 or 3
Area I or II Electives II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 or 3
Deviations from Basic Health. . . . . . . . . . .. 8 8
Nursing Seminar ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
Requirements:
Applicants must meet the general university requirements
as well as the stated requirement for the associate degree
nursing program in one of the four categories listed below:
1. High school graduates will be considered for admission on
the basis of ACT or SAT scores.
ACT: A composite standard score of not less than 20, plus a
70th percentile rating.
SAT: Total score of 888 and a G.P.A. of 2.75 or above at
the completion of the 7th semester of high school.
2. College students who have earned a minimum of 12 semes-
ter college credits in Biological, Physical or Social Science,
and English will be considered for admission on the basis of a
2.75 G.P.A. or better.
3. Transfer students from other schools of nursing to' the
associate degree nursing program at Boise State University
are required to submit applications .and meet the admission
requirements according to the appropriate category and stan-
dards as outlined in items 1 and 2 above.
4. Applicants who have previous education and/or experience.
in nU,rsing must:
a. Submit records verifying previous education and/or ex-
perience.
b. Submit a letter from their employer indicating a minimum
of one-year's experience in nursing.
c. Submit evidence of current licensure, if a practical nurse.
d. Present evidence of 2.75 G.P.A. on all college studies
completed,
In addition. applicants in group 4 may apply to write chal-
lenge examinations for freshman nursing credit. Through
these examinations. the applicant may earn one or two sem-
esters of freshman nursing credit. If the applicant passes
challenge examinations. the generiJl education requirements
of the freshman year must be completed with a G.P.A. of
2.75 or above before entering sophomore nursing courses.
Individuals who are interested in the challenge program are
to make an appointment with the Associate Degree Nursing
Program Director for further information.
The number of students admitted each year is limited by the
availability of personnel and clinical resources.
All applicants admitted to the nursing program are required
to:
1. Submit a medical questionnaire and a chest x-ray to the Stu-
dent Health Center by August 1 of the year in which they plan
to enter the program.
2. Purchase a Boise State University student nursing uniform.
3,. Submit $25.00 at Fall registration yearly as prepayment for
student name pin, malpractice insurance, and standardized
National League for Nursing examinations which are required
of all students throughout the program.
• Must be completed before entering sophomore year nursing courses,
•• See BSU Bulletin requirements for B.S. Degree. Students who plan to continue
for a baccalaureate degree in nursing should see their advisor for general educa-
tion requirements. Students may choose' to complete general education require-
ments prior to admission to the nursing major and/or during summer session.
••• Nursing courses may be completed in four semesters by taking 15.17 credits
psr sames.ter.
N NURSING
APPLICATION PROCESS
1. Make application for admission to Boise State University and
the Department of Nursing. Associate of Science in Nursing
degree program. Both application forms are available from
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140.141 Introduction to Basic Health Needs 2 credit lecture. 1 credit lab. B week
unit. Introduces nursing process and seven basic health needs' for oxygen. nutrition.
elimination. activity. mental health. safety and comfort. as a basis for providing
nursing care. Opportunity is provided to develop beginning skills. Prerequisite:
Admission to the Nursing major. Fall semester.
160-161.160-161.170.171 Basic Health Naeds 2 credit lecture. 1 creditleb. 8
week unit. Nursing process is utilized to meet basic health needs as related to health
care of persons of. all ages in the community. in hospitals. and health agencies.
OpportunIty's prov,ded to develop skills in providing nursing care. Prerequisite: N
140-141. May be taken in any sequence. both semesters.
220.221 Deviations from Basic Health 2 credit lecture. 2 credit lab. Utilizes
nursing process to present deviations from basic health with emphasis on mental
health - mental illness considering persons of all ages. The student has the
opportunity to develop skills in the nursing care of patients in the mental health unit
and community health agencies. Prerequisites: Core courses of the first year nursing
curriculum. Offered both semesters,
230.231 Deviations from Basic Health 2 credit lecture. 2 credit lab. Utilizes
nursing process to present deviations from basic health with emphasis on oxygen
needs for persons of all ages. The student has the opportunity to develop skills in the
medical.surgical areas with specific reference to psychophysiological assessment and
nursing care planning for patients with oxygen deficiency. Prerequisites: Core courses
of the first year nursing curriculum. Offered both semesters.
240-241 Oaviations from Basic Health 2 credit lecture. 2 credit lab, Utilizes
nursing process to present deviations from basic health with emphasis on the basic
need for nutrition and elimination considering persons of all ages. The student has the
opportunity to develop skills in the nursing care of patients in the pediatric and
medical-surgical ar~'as. Prerequisites: Core courses of the first year nursing
curriculum. Offered both semesters.
260-261 Deviations from Basic Health 2 credit lecture. 2 credit fab, Utilizes
present deviations from basic health with emphasis on the basic need for activity
considering persons of all ages. The student has the opportunity to develop skills in
nursing care of patients in the medical-surgical and rehabilitation areas.
Prerequisites: Core courses of the first year of the nursing curriculum. Offered both
semesters.
280.290 Nursing (1 credit per semester). Philosophy of health care and the role
of the graduate as a registered nurse. Legal implications and other factors affect-
ing nursing practice are discussed. Prerequisites: COfe courses of the first vear
nursing curricululVl. N 280-Fall Semester. N 290-Spring Semester.
H GENERAL HEALTH SCIENCE courses are described in.
Community and Environmental Health section.
UPPER-DIVISION BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
DESCRIPTION
This program has two major purposes:
1. To enable registered nurses to earn the baccalaureate degree
with a major in nursing. thereby meeting needs of consumers
for baccalaureate-prepared nurses in the health care delivery
system.
2. To provide the base for graduate study in nursing.
Admission to this program is limited to registered nurses
graduated from associate degree or diploma schools of nursing
who meet admission requirements. In addition to completing
their degree. students also concentrate their study in one of
three specific areas - Acute Care Nursing. Family Nurse Prac-
t'ice. or Leadership in Nursing.
Graduates are awarded the Bachelor of Science in Nursing
degree and will be prepared for independent. collaborative and
leadership responsibilities in the delivery of health care ser.
vices. Students completing the Family Nurse Practice or Acute
Care options will be eligible to apply for certification to the State
Board of Nursing following graduation. The B.S.N. program is
approved by the Idaho State Board of Nursing and accreditation
by the National League for Nursing will be sought in 1978.
Enrollment is regulated according to available faculty.
clinical facilities and other resources. Students are asked to
declare their intended area of concentration upon application;
however. progression to the senior options depends upon re-
sources available and the student's achievement. A minimum
G.P.A. of 2.75 is required. The minimum acceptable grade is C
in nursing and support courses.
Students may attend either full time .or part time. The stu-
dent who carries 16- 18 credits per semester should be able to
complete the program in two years. In order to protect their
enrollment in the baccalaureate nursing program. part time
students are subject to some regulations:
1) they must complete degree requirements within four years
from the initial enrollment in 300 level nursing courses. 2) they
must maintain continuous enrollment in fall and spring semes-
ters unless a waiver has been granted for a specific period of
time and. 3) they must complete all nursing courses in the
senior area of concentration within one continuous year unless a
waiver has been granted. These regulations are designed to
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protect the student from losing credit as a result of changes in
curriculum and/or academic regulations.
.PHILOSOPHY OF THE B.S.N. PROGRAM
The baccalaureate-prepared nurse promotes health and
also provides preventive. curative. supportive and restorative
health care to individuals. families. and groups in a wide variety
of social settings by utilizing the nursing process. Nursing at this
level is a complex interpersonal process directed towards iden-
tifying and meeting health care needs and making decisions
about health care delivery. These processes require the nurse
to assess and manage complex communication with other health
care workers as well as with individuals. families. and groups
being served.
The baccalaureate nursing curriculum has an interdiscipli-
nary base in the humanities. natural and social sciences as well
as in nursing knowledge. These disciplines contribute to the con-
cepts utilized in professional nursing practice. In recognition of
the fact that students are registered nurses who have changed
their career goals. the nursing curriculum has two components
1) a core of nursing and support courses which prepare the nurse
for baccalaureate level nursing practice; and 2) an option to con-
centrate nursing electives in a selected area of professional
practice.
With this type of curriculum we are servicing a student popu-
lation whose educational needs are not specifically addressed
by any other institution of higher education in the state. We
believe therefore. that our program has the potential for
significantly improving health care services in this state.
ADMISSION AND APPLICATION
To qualify for admission the candidate must:
1. Possess current licensure as a registered nurse and have ob-
tained Idaho licensure prior to enrollment in upper division
nursing courses.
2. Have maintained a minimum G.P.A. of 2.75 in 33-37 semes-
ter credits in general education courses. including the follow-
ing: •
a. 3 credits each - Behavioral science. microbiology. nutri-
tion;
b. 6 credits each - in English composition and in human-
ities;
c. 6-8 credits - Human anatomy and physiology;
d. 6-8 credits - Chemistry (including both organic and in-
organic with bio-chemistry also recommended)
3, Have achieved a minimum 2.75 in 30 semester credits in
lower division nursing by: •
a. Having graduated from a NLN accreditated associate
degree program.
OR
b. Earning these academic credits by special evaluation 'pro-
cedures. Instructions are available from the Department
of Nursing.
4. Although a specified period of work experience is not re-
quired. applicants are strongly advised to have at least one
year of nursing practice within the two years preceding
anticipated enrollment.
To apply for admission the candidate must:
1. Request from the Admission Office at Boise State Uni-
versity an application form to the University (if not previously
enrolled there) and the special application form for the
B.S.N. program.
2. Complete both forms and return to the Admissions Office
prior to March 1. Transcripts must also be submitted by this
deadline. Since these may take from 6 to 8 weeks for pro-
cessing. students are ativised to request them in sufficient
time to insure their receipt at B.S.U. by the March 1 dead-
line. Graduates of diploma or non-NLN accredited associate
degree programs must also have established their lower
division nursing credits by then.
Applications are reviewed during March and April. Candi-
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dates will be notified early in May. Successful candidates are
asked to return a form accepting enrollment. Failure to do this
by the indicated date will result in removal of the candidate's
name from the listing of accepted students.
Brochures and further information can be obtained by
writing to:
Baccalaureate Program in Nursing
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, 1083725
THE CURRICULUM
The nursing major is divided into two portions - a 16 credit
core curriculum taken by all students and a 16 credit elective
option. The three options are Acute Care Nursing, Family Nurse
Practice, and Leadership in Nursing. There are also 15 credits of
required electives in health sciences and management.
Students take most of the core courses in nursing and the
required electives during the junior year. For the senior year,
they complete the nursing core and required electives, and take
the 16 credit option which they have chosen as their nursing
elective. Remaining credits for the degree are given over to
general education electives.
A sample program is illustrated below:
JUNIOR YEAR:
'N 316-317
'N 324-325
"H210
Course numbers, titles and credits for the senior year
courses are not available at the time of the bulletin printing:
however, they will be available in the spring of 1977 from the
Baccalaureate Nursing Program Director's office.
H GENERAL HEALTH SCIl:NCE courses are described in
Community and Environmental Health section.
310 Community Health Nursing 12 credits). Primary focus on use of nursing pro-
?es.s.In family. and comm~nlty settings With emphasis on psycho.social aspects of
I~dlvldual/famlly/communlty group health. Designed to assist nurses in applica-
tlO~ of co~rse content .to nursing practice in community health settings as a means
o~ I.mprovlng the .Quallty of health services. Community settings include homes,
cliniCS or o~t-patlent departments, group classes and elementary through high
school nursIng services. Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment tn N 306-307.
Fall/Spring semester.
311 Community Health Practicum 12 creditsl. To be taken with N 310. Fall/Spring
semesters.
316 Health Assessment 11 credit). Principles and skills of obtaining health and
developmental history, and of performing a general physical/psycho.social assess-
ment .of individuals. Practice in using assessment tools and in differentiating nor-
mal from abnormal findings. To be taken with N 324-325. Prerequisites or con-
current enrollment in N 306-307 and H 300. Fall/Spring semesters.
317 Health Assessment Practicum (2 credits), To be taken with N 316.
Fall/Spring semesters.
324 Critical Care Nursing (1creditl. Application of nursing process in care of hos.
pitalized patients in Severe psychophysiological stress who face major changes in
life style. including the possibility of death. Encompasses counseling patients'
families, and planning with other health care workers for coordination and conti-
nuity of patients' care. To be taken with N 316-317. Prerequisites or concurrent
enrollment in N 306-307 and H 300. Fall/Spring semesters.
325 Critical Care Practicum 12 creditsl. To be taken with N 324. Fall/Spring
semesters.
SENIOR YEAR
DEPARTMENT OF
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6
3
3
2NO
SEM.
3
4
4
3
3
1ST
SEM.
Prof. Interactions ..
Community Health Nursing
Pathophysiology
Health Del. Systems.
Electives .
Health Assessment.
Critical Care Nursing.
Prin. of Pharmaco-
therapeutics .....
, , Pnn. of Management"MG 301
'N 306-307
'N310-313
"H 300
•• H 302
Upper Division
300 Concepts and Skills of Community Health Nursing (3 credits). The primary
focus of this course in community health nursing is the use of nursing processes in
family and community settings with emphasis on the psychosocial aspect of
individual/family/community health. The course is designed to assist nurses in
application of course content to daily work in community health settings as a means
of improving the quality of health services. Prerequisites: The student must be a
registered nurse with access to a community health setting or permission ot the
instructor. This course is offered regularly by correspondence, but may be offered as a
regular semester offering on demand. Either semester.
306 Professional Interactions 12 credits). Theory and simulated laboratory
experiences with video-taping, designed to enhance communication skills essential
for nursing practice. First half directed toward on8-to-one communication; second
half focuses on group process and communications involving more than two
individuals in common practice settings. Fall semester.
307 Professional Interactions Practicum 11 credit). To be taken with N 306. Fall
semester.
TOTALS. 17
1ST
SENIOR YEAR: SEM.
'Nursing Research 3
Nursing Electives
(individual option) . 8 or 9
Electives. 3
"H 305 Role Sensitization
TOTALS. . .14-15
• Core Course in Nursing Major
• , Required Support Course
COURSES
N NURSING
18
2ND
SEM.
7 or 8
6
2
15-16
INTRODUCTION
The Preprofessional Studies Department has responsibility
to those students who intend to apply to a professional school in
one of the health sciences and who have declared a major in:
pre-medicine, pre-dentistry, pre-dental hygiene. pre-occupational
therapy, pre-optometry. pre-pharmacy, pre-physical therapy,
pre-veterinary medicine. etc. In view of the specialized nature
of each program, each student should seek counsel regularly
from the particular advisor who has been designated for his or
her major field of interest.
Students who will be making application for professional
school should be aware that certain materials must be submitted
and admissions examinations taken before deadlines which are
established by the several professions. Medical College Ad-
mission Testing. Dental Admission Testing, Dental Hygiene
Aptitude Testing, Pharmacy College Admission Testing, and the
Graduate Record Examination for veterinary medicine schools,
must be taken at specific times. These examinations mayor may
not be administered on BSU campus. The deadlines change from
year to year. It is the responsibility of the student to ascertain
from his/her advisor the specific deadlines which pertain to the
application process, admission testing. and the fees involved for
the particular program.
CLINICAL
In addition to their academic course work the Preprofes-
sional Studies students have opportunities and are encouraged
to work and observe at first hand the practice and delivery of
health care in a clinical environment.
PREPROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP
Selected students in their third of fourth year may register
for an internship of two credits per semester. These students
will work and study in a clinical environment with a practicing
physician, dentist. veterinarian, etc.
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HOSPITAL LEARNING-VOLUNTEERS
Students may be identified as special volunteers. The hospi-
tal will endeavor to rotate each volunteer through various de-
partments of the hospital in which they will perform their volun-
teer service. These students must be majors in the School of
Health Sciences and be certified to the hospital by the Dean.
REQUIREMENTS FOR PRE-MEDICAL AND PRE-DENTAL
STUDIES.
I. Biology Option
1. General University and Baccalaureate
Degree Requirements to include. 30
English Composition. . 6
General Psychology. . . 3
2. Biology Requirements. . . 36
Zoology. 4
Botany. . . . 4
Cell Biology.. 3
General Bacteriology. . . 5
Comparative Anatomy. . . . 4
Vertebrate Embryology. . 4
Mammalian Physiology. . 4
Genetics. 4
Vertebrate Histology. . . . . 4
3. Chemistry Requirements. . . 23
College Chemistry. . . . . . 9
Organic Chemistry. . . . 10
Biochemistry. 4
4. Physics and Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
General Physics. . 8
Math 111-112 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10
Total for Areas I-IV. . . . . 107
• • Electives. . . 21
I. Chemistry Option
1. General University and Baccalaureate
Degree Requirements to include. . 30
English Composition. 6
General Psychology. . 3
Math 111 - 112 .
Area II Courses.
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Botany.
Zoology ...
Organic Chemistry.
General Psychology ..
Area I Courses.
JUNIOR YEAR:
Cell Biology. . .
Comparative Anatomy ..
Genetics. . .
Vertebrate Embryology.
Biochemistry.
General Physics. .. . .
Area III Courses.
SENIOR YEAR:
General Bacteriology ..
Vertebrate Histology .
Mammalian Physiology .
Area II Electives ...
Area I Course ..
Electives ....
5
3
15
1ST
SEM:
4
5
3
3
15
1ST
SEM.
3
4
4
5
16
1ST
SEM:
5
4
3
3-5
15-17
5
3
16
2ND
SEM:
4
5
6
15
2ND
SEM.
4
4
4
4
16
2ND
SEM.
4
3
9
16
• Other Pre-Professional Studies majors should consult the faculty advisor des-
ignated for the perticular field of interest. . . . .
•• Additional upper division credits so that upper divIsion credits total at least 40.
2. Biology Requirements.
Zoology
Botany ....
Cell Biology .
Comparative Anatomy .
Genetics .....
Vertebrate Embryology.
3. Chemistry Requirements .
College Chemistry ...
Organic Chemistry ..
Bio- or Analytical Chemistry.
Physical Chemistry .
Instrumental Analysis .
Chemistry Independent Studies.
Chemistry Seminar .
4. Physics and Mathematics ..
Math 111-112 ...
Math 205-206 ..
General Physics .
Total for Areas I-IV ' .
•• Electives . . .
(Suggested Programs)
BIOLOGY OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition.
College Chemistry .
4
4
3
4
3-4
4
9
10
4-5
8
4
2
2
10
8
8
1ST
SEM.
3
4
.. 22-23
39-40
26
117-119
9-11
2ND
SEM.
3
5
CHEMISTRY OPTION
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition.
College Chemistry ...
Mathematics .
Area II Courses .
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Botany .
Zoology .
Organic Chemistry.
Math 205-206 .
Area I Courses ..
JUNIOR YEAR:
Cell Biology.
Comparative Anatomy .
General Physics ..
General Genetics ...
Bio- or Analytical Chemistry.
Area I Courses ...
1ST
SEM.
3
4
5
3
15
1ST
SEM.
4
5
4
3
16
1ST
SEM.
3
4
.4-5
3
14-15
2ND
SEM.
3
5
5
3
16
2ND
SEM.
4
5
4
3
16
2ND
SEM.
4
4
3-4
3
14-15
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FRESHMAN YEAR:
English ....
Anatomy and Physiology .
Chemistry (107. 109) . . . , .. , , . , . , .
Chemistry (108.110) , .
Math (111 or 115)' .
Introduction to Allied Health,
Area I Elective ... , ... , , , ...
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
Speech (111) ,
Zoology (130) ..
Biology (225) .
Sociology ,
Psychology .
Microbiology (205) .
Area I Elective' ,
Nutrition,
Math' .....
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE
This curriculum is designed for students interested in a
professional career in dental hygiene. This particular program is
deSigned for students planning to enroll in the dental hygiene
program as sophomore or junior students at Idaho State Uni-
versity. The dental hygiene curriculum leads to either a Bachelor
of Science or Bachelor of Arts Degree in Dental Hygiene. Those
students who plan to enroll are advised to see their advisor and
pattern their pre-dental hygiene curriculum after that of the
specific school to which they expect to transfer.
PRE-VETERINARY MEDICINE
3
3
2
3
2ND
SEM.
3
4
16 18
3
4
5
3
1
1ST
SEM.FRESHMAN YEAR:
English , .
Anatomy & Physiology , .
Math 111 . . . , . . . . . .
Psychology ,
Chemistry Lecture (131) .
Chemistry Lab. (132) .
Area I or II Elective .
Chemistry Lecture (133) .
Chemistry Lab. (134) .
CURRICULUM
General Biology or Zoology. . . .... 1 or 2 semesters
College Chemistry . . . . . . . . 2 semesters
General Physics. .. . . .. 2 semesters
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . .. 1 to 2 semesters
College Mathematics. . 2 semesters
Additional courses that may be needed for the preoptometric
program are:
Psychology
Social Science
Philosophy
literature
Organic Chemistry
Microbiology
Bacteriology
Comparative Anatomy
Physiology
Statistics
Algebra and Trigonometry
Analytic Geometry
Differential Calculus
Integral Calculus
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
(Suggested Curriculum)
This curriculum is designed for students interested in a pro-
fessional career in physical therapy.
Before the freshman year is finished. the student should see
the Physical Therapy advisor to pattern the sophomore year
according to the requirements of the school he/she is planning
to attend.
1ST 2ND
SEM. SEM.
4 4
4
1
3
1 1
3
3 4-5
16 13-14
SENIOR YEAR:
Physical Chemistry. , , , , . , . , , . , .....
Instrumental Analysis. , .. , ,
Chemistry Independent Study
General Psychology .. , . , , ..
Chemistry Seminar, , , .. , , . ,
Area II Courses .. , , , , . , , .. , , , , ....
Electives ..
'If B,A. is desired. take Area I elective.
"If B.A. is desired. take 2 Area II electives (6 credits) second semester.
PRE-OPTOMETRIC
Science courses should be pre-professional courses design-
ed for science majors which offer laboratory experience. Brief
survey courses in the sciences will not prepare a student for the
schools and colleges of optometry.
All of the schools and colleges require additional courses for
admittance. but each optometry school has its own set of
requirements. The student should write to the optometry school
of his or her choice for a list of specific courses.
Although a minimum of two years of preoptometric study is
required. most students accepted by a school or college of op-
tometry have completed three years in an undergraduate col-
lege. A large percentage of students accepted by the schools
and colleges of optometry have earned a bachelor's degree.
The requirements for admission to the schools and colleges
of optometry vary. However, all optometric schools and colleges
require at least two years of preoptometnc study which should
include:
A shared curriculum agreement exists between the Wash-
ington State University School of Veterinary Medicine and the
State of Idaho under which fifteen Idaho residents each year
are guaranteed admission to the WSU School of Veterinary
Medicine. For those Idaho residents planning to pursue a pre-
veterinary medicine curriculum. it is important that the entrance
requirements for Washington State University be satisfied during
undergraduate work. The student majoring in pre-veterinary
medicine should seek regular counseling from the pre-veterinary
academic advisor.
In addition to the typical curriculum. as outlined below. the
student must maintain a minimum grade point average of 3.00;
submit scores from the general aptitude section and advanced
test biology section of the Graduate Record Examination; and
must record a minimum of 300. hours of veterinary medical
exposure while employed by or doing volunteer work for a gra-
duate veterinarian.
Requirements for Pre-Veterinary Medical Studies
1. General College and Baccalaureate
Degree Requirements. 30
English Composition 6
Area I Requirements. 12
Area II Requirements. 12
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2. Biology Requirements .
General Botany .
General Zoology. . '. .. . .
Cell Biology .
Bacteriology.
Genetics .
3. Chemistry Requirements.
College Chemistry .
Organic Chemistry .
4. Mathematics & Physics Requirements.
Mathematics 111-112 or 115-116 .
General Physics. . . .
5. Nutrition.
6. Electives Needed.
SUGGESTED PROGRAM
FRESHMAN YEAR:
English Composition.
College Chemistry .
Mathematics .
Area 1/11Electives .
4
4
3
5
3-4
9
10
10
8
1ST
SEM.
3
4
5
3
15
19-20
19
18
3
38-39
2ND
SEM.
3
5
5
3
16
Organic Chemistry ..
Nutrition ..
Area 1/11Electives .
JUNIOR YEAR:
Cell Biology .....
Genetics ..
General Physics .
Elective ...
Area 1/11Electives.
SENIOR YEAR:
Bacteriology.
Electives ..
COURSES
H HEALTH SCIENCES
5
3
3
15
1ST
SEM.
3
4
4
6
17
1ST
SEM.
5
12
17
5
6
15
2ND
SEM.
3-4
4
4
3
14-15
2ND
SEM.
12
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR:
General Botany/Zoology ....
1ST
SEM.
4
2ND
SEM.
4
For H Health Sciences courses see Community and En-
vironmental Health Section.

-PART VIII
Graduate School
Dean: Kenneth M. Hollenbaugh, Ph.D.
Graduilte Program Coordinators
Business:
Associats Dsan, School of Businass: J.G. Doss. Ph.D.
Education:
Associats Dean, School of Education: Clyde Martin. Ed.D.
Public Administration:
Chairman. Political Science Department: Wit Overgaard, Ph,D.
PROGRAMS
Boise State University offers the graduate degrees of Mas-
ter of Business Administration. Master of Arts in Elementary Ed-
ucation. Master of Arts and Master of Science in Secondary Ed-
ucation, and Master of Public Administration.
Areas of Emphasis
The Master of Arts in Elementary Education includes four
areas of emphasis: (1) Curriculum and Instruction; (2) Content
Enrichment: (3) Reading; (4) Special Education. Specifics for
each emphasis are included within the School of Education
section of the Bulletin.
The Master of Arts/Science in Secondary Education includ-
es an emphasis in each of the following areas: (1) Art: (2)
Business Education: (3) Chemistry; (4) English; (5) Geology;
(5) History; (7) Mathematics: (8) Music; and, (9) Theatre Arts.
Specifics for each emphasis are included within the subject sec-
tions of the Bulletin.
The Master of Public Administration degree program has 3
areas of emphasis: (1) General, (2) Human Services, and (3)
Criminal Justice.
THE GRADUATE FACULTY
Ordinarily, the Graduate Faculty are also members of the
faculty of a department in one of the schools - Arts and Sci-
ences, Business. or Education.
GENERAL INFORMATION
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
Application for admission to the graduate programs or gen-
eral graduate study as an unclassified graduate may be made at
any time. It is recommended. however. that at least two months
before the first enrollment. the Graduate Admissions Office
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will have received the application for admission and transcripts
of all undergraduate and graduate work. This will provide suf-
ficient time to process the application prior to the semester the
applicant wishes to commence his graduate study. Petitions for
exceptions will be directed to the Graduate Dean. The tran-
scripts are to be sent directly to the Boise State University
Graduate Admissions Office by the Registrar of the college or
university which the applicant previously attended. For that
purpose the applicant should communicate with the Registrars
concerned and then allow them sufficient time to process and
mail the transcripts.
All documents received by the University in conjunction
with such applications for admission become the property of
Boise State University. Under no circumstances will they be
duplicated except for university advisement nor the original
returned to the applicant or forwarded to any agency or other
college or university.
Students who hold a Bachelor's or higher degree and enroll
at BSU are classified as graduate students by the registrar.
For Admission to the Graduate School
A student may be admitted to the Graduate School at Boise
State University when the following admissions criteria have
been met:
1. The applicant has earned a Bachelor's degree from an
accredited institution, or furnishes proof of equivalent
education.
2. The applicant has maintained a grade point average
which meets the minimal requirements of the School
in which he wishes to enroll. Students interested in grad-
uate work in business are directed to page 95. educa-
tion students should see page 113, and public admini-
stration students should see page 71.
3. Compietion of the predictive examination required by the
department as listed under departmental criteria.
4. Recommendation for admission by the department in
which the student expects to work and approval by the
Graduate School.
Unclassified Status Classification
Persons who feel qualified to profit from graduate courses
may enroll in these under "Unclassified Status" provided the
following conditions are met:
1. There is space available in the class.
2. The student understands that he has not been admitted
to graduate school and that there is no commitment to
accept his unclassified status credits toward a degree, if
he should be admitted.
3. No. more than nine credit hours taken in unclassified
status may be included in any graduate degree program
at BSU without waiver by the Graduate Dean upon re-
commendation by the school or department in which the
student will work.
Graduate Status Classifications for Matriculated Students
Applicants may be admitted to the Graduate School under
two classifications.
Regular Status: The student has been admitted with full
graduate status into a graduate degree program and has receiv-
ed official institutional notification to this effect.
Provisional Status: An applicant may be admitted to the
Graduate School with provisional status if the department or
academic unit in which he plans to study requires additional
evidence of his qualification for admission with regular status.
No student may maintain provisional status indefinitely. The
department or academic unit concerned will normally make a
final determination on a student with provisional status by the
time he has completed twelve (12) credits of approved study.
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Boise State University "seniors" may take up to two 500
level courses for upper division credit applied to their bachelors
degree program. The necessary permit forms are available
through the Graduate Admissions Office and the office of each
dean. Determination of what constitutes a "senior" for the pur-
poses of this policy is left to the Graduate Dean.
Graduate Credit for Seniors
A Boise State University senior with the approval of the
department in which he plans to work and the Graduate Dean
may enroll for graduate credit during hi.s senior year insofar as
these credits will not prejudice his graduation during that acade-
mic year. The necessary Senior Permit Forms are available at
the Graduate Admissions Office, and the office of each dean.
Credits earned in this manner are "reserved" to count toward a
graduate degree at BSU.
Scholarship Requirements
Academic excellence is expected of students doing graduate
work. A student whose 'academic performance is not satisfactory
may be withdrawn from the degree program by the Dean Gf the
Graduate School upon the recommendation of the department
or academic unit concerned.
To be eligible for a degree in the Graduate School, a student
must achieve a grade point average of "B" (3.00) or better in all
work, exclusive of deficiencies. specifically included in his pro-
gram of study. No grade below "B" may be used for any 300 or
400 level courses in a graduate program. Grades below "C"
cannot be used to meet the requirements of a graduate degree.
Grades on transfer work will not be included in computing grade
point average.
Repeat, Retake Policy
A student who earns a grade of "0" in a graded 500 series
course at Boise State University may include no more than one
repeated course toward a master's degree program. A sequence
graded as a single unit (like TE-570, 571) will be counted as one
course, one repeat for the purposes of this policy. A student
who earns a grade of "F" may not count a retaken course toward
any master's degree program at Boise State University. There-
fore, a student who gets an "F" in a required course is automati-
cally excluded from further master's degree work. With a "0" in
one of these courses there is a single chance of redemption.
Credit Requirements
A minimum of thirty (30) semester credits of course work
approved by the graduate student's supervisory committee is
required. More than thirty (30) semester credits may be required
in certain programs.
Supervisory Committee Assignment
Upon admission of the applicant with regular graduate sta-
tus, a supervisory committee, consisting of a chairperson and
other faculty members, will be appointed by the department
fielding the program. This supervisory committee or the advisor,
as determined within each degree program of study, will estab-
lish with the student a program of study, direct any thesis or gra-
duate projects, and administer his final examination(s).
Students admitted with provisional status will be aSSigned
a temporary advisor who will be responsible for building a tenta-
tive program of studies. This advisor will guide the student with
respect to meeting the stipulations of the provisional admission.
Once the provisional stipulations have been satisfactorily met by
the student, the department concerned will recommend to the
Dean of the Graduate School that the student be admitted with
regular graduate status.
Residence Requirements
A minimum of twenty-one (21) semester credits of approved
graduate work taken on the university campus is required. This
requirement does not apply to students enrolled in any inter-
institutional cooperative graduate program offered jointly by
BSU and the other Idaho Univiersities.
Transfer of Credits
A maximum of nine (9) semester graduate credits taken at
other institutions may be transferred for credit toward a Mas-
ter's Degree provided the courses are an acceptable part of the
program of study planned by the student's supervisory commit-
tee. Such courses must have been taken in an accredited
college or university. Only courses with "A" or "B" grade may
be transferred to Boise State University for application to a
graduate degree. In general. the transfer of extension credits is
discouraged. Exception may be made by departments after a
detailed examination of the specific courses taken. No corres-
pondence courses will be accepted for graduate credit. All ap-
propriate graduate work taken through inter-institutional coop-
erative graduate programs, if approved by the schools fielding
the program. can be accepted as residence credit.
Time Limitations
All work offered toward a master's degree from Boise State
University must be completed within a period of seven (7) calen-
dar years. The seven (7) year time interval is to commence
with the beginning of the oldest course (or other academic ex-
perience) for which credit is offered in a given master's degree
program, and the interval must include the date of graduation
when the master's degree from Boise State is given.
Challenge Policy
The provisions of the challenge policy stated in the catalog
section. Admission Requirements to the College under subsec-
tion Challenging Courses - Granting Credit by Examination (see
page 5) apply to graduate courses. In particular. the decision to
allow or not to allow challenges will be made by the department
fielding the course to be challenged. For interdisciplinary cours-
es. the decision will be made by the school officer in charge of.
the graduate program to which the course applies.
Foreign Language Requirements
Language requirements are determined ,by the depart.ment
concerned. If a foreign language is required. the student must
demonstrate that he possesses a reading knowledge of a lang-
uage specified by the department.
Thesis Requirements
The requirement of a thesis or similar project is determined
by the department or interdisciplinary unit concerned. The final
copy of the thesis must be reviewed by the student's supervisory
committee and submitted to the Dean of the Graduate School
at least three (3) weeks before commencement.
Cand1dacy
A student should apply for admission to candidacy arid grad-
uation as soon as he has completed twelve (12) hours of grad-
uate work with a grade point average of at least 3.00 in an
approved graduate program of study. has remOved all listed de-
ficiences, and has met any specified foreign language require-
ments. '.
Candidacy involves specifying - on the appropriate form -
the list of courses and projects which comprise the students
program. Changes in the planned program after admission to
candidacy must be recommended in writing by the student's
committee or advisor and be approved by the Dean of the Grad-
uate School. .
Program Development Form
Graduate students in Regular or Provisional Status will
complete a Program Development Form with their advisor or
committee before the end cif the first academic period (summer.
fall. or spring) in which they take graduate work at Boise State
University, after having been notified of admission in Regular or
Provisional Status.
This rule does not apply to students admitted in Unclassified
Status, (these are admitted only to Boise State University and
not to the Graduate School) because these students are not
candidates for a graduate degree.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
The Program Development Form will be available from the
schools offering graduate degree programs. The advisor or
committee will file the Program Development Form with the
Graduate School upon completion. Each change in program must
be completed by filing a new Program Development Form show-
ing the changes fromthe previous form.
Changes in the Program Development Form. prior to admis-
sion to candidacy, are made by the student's committee or ad-
visor. as determined within each degree program, and approved
by the Dean of the appropriate school.
Any courses being offered as transfer credit. as credit re-
served. or as residence credit through any inter-institutional
cooperative program must be claimed at the time the Program
Development Form is originally filed, or before the end of the
first academic period (summer. fall or spring) after which the
credit has been eamed. whichever is the earlier date.
It is the responsibility of the graduate student to keep all
program changes up to date for a graduate degree.
Final Examination Requirements
The requirement of a final examination, written. oral, or
both, in any non-thesis non-project program is optional with the
department or interdisciplinary unit which fields the student's
program. When the examination is required, it is administered
by the unit concerned. The dates for these examinations are set
by the Graduate School once each semester and summer ses-
sion. They are listed in the calendar of the BSU Bulletin. A stu-
dent is not eligible to apply for the final examination untii he has
been admitted to candidacy (filed the candidacy and graduation
form).
Failure in the examination will be considered terminal unless
the supervisory committee recommends. and the Dean of the
Graduate School approves. a re-examination. Only one re-exam-
ination is permitted. At least three months must elapse before
a re-examination may be scheduled. .
The requirement of a final examination in defense of any
thesis or project is optional with the department orinterdisci-
plinary unit concerned. When required. a final examination in
defense of the thesis or project must be conducted at least three
weeks before commencement. On a final oral, examination in
defense of a thesis or project. an additional member. who may be
from outside the department or school. may be appointed by the
Graduate Dean at his discretion. Application for the final com-
prehensive examination(s) is made through the office of the dean
of the school fielding the program.
Application for Predictive Examinations'
As previously indicated. predictive examination scores may
be required by certain departments. With respect to those de-
partments which stipulate as part of the admissions criteria
performance scotes from predictive examinations, it is necessary
that application be made without delay to take the examination.
Education and public administration students are not re-
quired. at the present time, to take a predictive examination and
consequently have no need to make application for taking the
predictive examination.
Students wishing to pursue graduate study in Business Ad~
ministration should contact the Office of the Dean, School of
Business, Boise State University. to secure the forms necessary
to make application for taking the predictive examination. called
the GMAT. Every effort should be made to take'the GMAT as
soon as possible because students will not be given program
status before the GMAT results are reported. Courses taken
before the student is admitted (i.e. "Unclassified status"
courses) will not necessarily be allowed toward the M.B.A .. even
if the student is admitted subsequently.
Credit Limitation in Courses Graded Pass or Fail and Di-
rected Research
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599-Conference and Workshop
A maximum of three (3) credits earned with a grade' of P
will be allowed toward the credit requirements for a master's
degree at Boise State University.
596-Directed Research
Master's programs at Boise State University may include
directed research credits. at the discretion of the graduate stu-
dent's supervising committee or professor. through a limit of
9 credit hours, with no more than 6 credits in anyone semester.
The School of Business has a limitation of 3 credits of Intern.-
ship and/or Directed Research for MBA students.
Elementary Education with Content Enrichment
The curriculum in Elementary Education with Content En-
richment is essentially the same as the curriculum in Elemen-
tary Education. The distinctive feature is that an approved pro-
gram may be designed for specilization in a given departmental
area such as art, humanities, mathematics, music. or earth
science. to name just a few possibilities. Approved programs will
include the basic elementary core of nine (9) semester hours and
will allow no more than fifteen (15) of the remaining hours to be
in anyone departmental area. Various departments in The
School of Arts and Sciences offer graduate courses designed es-
pecially for students in the Elementary Education programs.
Limitations on Student Course Loads
Graduate students seeking to take courses for graduate
credit only in the evening or only in the early morning and in the
evening may not take more than a total of two such courses in
anyone semester or summer session. Waiver of this rule may
be granted by the Dean of the Graduate School with the explicit
recommendation of the dean of the school responsible for the
student's program.
Course Numbering System
Courses numbered 500 and above are intended primarily
for graduate students. The number designates the educational
level of the typical student in the class' i.e.. he has graduated
from college.
Other courses than graduate. numbered at the 300 or 400
levels. may be given g or G designation to carry graduate credit.
The department or school concerned will have the right to limit
the number of g or G credits which can count toward any degree
for which it has responsibility. and in no case can more than one-
third of the credits in a degree program be in courses at the
300 and 400 level. No course numbered below 500 carries grad-
uate credit unless the letter G or g is affixed.
A department or school which uses g and G designations
will use them to have the following significance
1. g courses carry graduate credit only for 9(Clduate stu-
dents in majors outside of the area of responsibility of
the department or school.
2. G courses carry graduate credit for students both in the
department or school. and for other students as well.
3. Graduate students enrolled in G or g courses will be
required to do extra work in order to receive graduate
credit for the courses.
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATE DEGREE
The last step in completing a graduate program consists of
arranging for final record checking, To accomplish this. one
completes the form entitled Application for Graduate Degree
which can be obtained from the Graduate Admissions Office or
from the Dean of Business or Education. Arrangements to order
cap and gown for the graduation ceremony may be dompleted at
the bookstore at the time of filing this application form ...
University-Wide Numbering of Graduate Offerings:
580-589 Selected Topics
590 Practicum
591 Project
592 Colloquim
593 Research & Thesis
594 Extended Conference or Workshop (Graded A-F)
595 Reading and Conference
596 Directed Research
597 Special Topics
598 Seminar
599 Short-Term Conference or Workshop (Graded Pass or
Fail). This number is available in any semester or ses-
sion for courses meeting three (3) weeks or less.
Course listings and descriptions for graduate and undergra-
duate courses available for graduate credit can be found in the
departmental listings of courses.
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Area Vo-Tech School
Director: Gilbert McDonald Miller
Assistant Director: Glen Linder
Vocational Counselors: Callies. Quinowski. Trimble
Adult Basic Education Coordinator: Huff
Adult Program Coordinator: Rodgers
State Fire Trainer: Tyree
SPECIALIZED SUBJECTS
Department Head: Bill LaRue
Applied Mathematics: Olson
Industrial Communications: Scholes. Tompkins
Industrial Physics: LaRue
Industrial Relationships: Tennyson
OBJECTIVES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
To provide the opportunity for state and local citizens to
acquire the education necessary:
(a) To become employed. to succeed. and to progress in a
vocational-technical field.
(b) To meet the present and anticipated needs of the local.
state. and national economy for vocational-technical employees.
(c) To become contributing members of the social. civic and
industrial community.
Curriculum Changes:
Curriculum changes may be made at any time with the
approval of the Curriculum Committee to meet the needs of
industry.
Admissions Requirements:
Application materials may be obtained from the Director of
Admissions Office. Boise State University.
(a) To fully matriculate a student must have on file in the
Admissions Office: a completed application and $10 fee.
. b) Educational Background: Request a transcript of High
School credits and. if applicable. a transcript of College credits
be sent by the institution(s) directly to the Vocational Technical
School.
(c) Aptitude Test: Contact the nearest local office of the
Department of Employment and request a General Aptitude
Test Battery to be taken and request that the office send the
results directly to the Vocational-Technical School. Boise State
University. Boise. Idaho 83725.
(d) Pay $75 advance registration fee. This fee will apply
on the regular registration fee.
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DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Department Head: Willa Chaffee
Dental Assisting: Harris. Macinnis
Operating Room Technology: M. Curtis. Gollick
Practical Nursing: Bowers, Dallas, Oliver, Towle
(e) Personal Interview: A personal interview is required.
(f) High school graduation or a G.E.D. is required in some
programs and preferred in the others. All non-high school gra-
duates must be out of high school one complete semester.
PRACTICAL NURSING PROGRAM
12 Month Program
The practical nursing program, in cooperation with three
hospitals, a Long Term Care Facility and the State Board for
Vocational Education, is approximately one calendar year in
length and consists of hospital nursing experiences and class-
room instruction. A certificate is awarded upon graduation from
the course. Students are then eligible to take the state licensing
examination, which, if passed, qualifies them to practice as
Licensed Practical Nurses.
Admission:
projects to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own need and
career. This is a nongraded. two semester. course designed to maximize personal
involvement.
151-152 Dental Theory (4-3 credits). Comprehensive introduction to basic theory
relating to dental assisting. The COurse includes lecture time in ethics. professional
relationships. patient education. dental anatomy. terminology. charting. related
sciences. and denIal specialty fields. Taken concurrently with DA 101-102. Six
clock hours per week Fall semester. Six clock hours per week Spring semester.
262 Occupationel Reletionships (2 credits). Techniquesof obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of hu.man relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit ccurse.
OPERATING ROOM TECHNOLOGY
9 Month Program
The Operating Room Technology Program, in cooperation
with St. Alphonsus Hospital is approximately nine months in
length and consists of daily practice in surgery and classroom
instruction. A certificate will be awarded upon graduation from
the course. Students are then eligible to take a certifying exam.
which if passed. qualifies them as Certified Operating Room
Technicians recognized by the Association of Operating Room
Technicians and the Association of Operating Room Nurses and
the American College of Surgeons.
This Program has been accredited by the Joint Review Com-
mittee on Education for the Operating Room Technician, spon-
sored by American Medical Association Council on Allied Health
Education.
Admission:
Entrance requirements: High School graduation or passing
the General Educational Development Test. Satisfa<;tory scores
on the General Aptitude Test Battery, These tests are given at
the Department of Employment and Boise State University res-
pectively. A complete medical and dental examination is re-
quired. A personal interview with the instructor is necessary
before admission.
Classroom work includes instruction in basic sciences of
anatomy and physiology. microbiology. sterilization, aseptic
technique. instruction in the needs of humans in surgery. with
emphasis on the operating room technician's part in meeting
these needs.
Clinical experience consists of supervised hospital surgical
experience in the operating room in all phases of surgery.
Refund policy - Section I of the Catalog.
Entrance requirements: High school graduation or passing
the General Educational Development Test. Satisfactory scores
on the General Aptitude Test Battery and a pre-entrance test,
which are given by the Department of Employment and Boise
State University respectively. A complete medical and dental
examination is required. The selection Committee recommends
to the director candidates for the program after a person in-
terview.
Classroom work includes instruction in the needs of individ-
uals in health and in sickness. with emphasis on the practical
nurses' part in meeting these needs.
Clinical experience consists of supervised hospital nursing
experience in caring for patients with medically and surgically
treated conditions, caring for sick children, new mothers and
infants. Failure to meet requirements in either theory or clinical
areas may result in termination from the program.
3
3
3
3
2
14
2
4
2
3
4
3
2
20
CREDITS
FALL SPRING
Hygiene, .
Communication Skills .
Dental Theory .
Occupational Relationships .
Fundamentals of Speech .
First Aid (Elective) .
DA-108
DA-109
DA-111-112
DA-151-152
DA-262
CM-111
PE-105
SUBJECT
COURSE NO. AND TITLE
DA-1 01-1 02 Dental Laboratory .
DA-106 Dental Assisting Clinical
Experience .
Dental Office Management.
Public Health and Dental
COURSES
DA DENTAL ASSISTING
DENTAL ASSISTANT-CURRICULUM
9 Month Program
The Dental Assisting Program consists of Dental Assistant
Theory. Dental Laboratory instruction and Clinical Experience.
Boise State University works with the Dental Advisory Board in
planning and promoting the program and curriculum. Changes
may be made at any time to take advantage of advances in the
Dental profession.
Entrance requirements: High School Diploma or Equivalency
Certificate. acceptable scores on the G.AT.B .. personal inter-
view and aptitude testing. Typing is a prerequisite. The dental
assistant courses are taught by dental assistant instructors al1d
guest dental lecturers.
This is an accredited program by the Council on Dental Edu-
cation and the American Dental Assistant Association. Students
are eligible to take the Certification Examination upon com-
pletion of the course.
101-102 Dental Laboretory (4-3 credits). This course consists of practical
laboratory training in manipulation of dental materials, instrumentation, sterilizing and
care. pouring and tnmming study models. custom trays, use of equipment and
safety, and exposing and processing dental X-rays. Taken concurrently with DA
151-152. Fourteen clock hours per week. Fall semester. Minimum of six hours a
week. Spring semester.
106 Dental Assisting Clinical Experience (3 credits), Supervisedchairsideassisting
experience in the private dental offices and dental clinics. Sixteen clock hours a
week. Spring semester.
108 Dentel Office Management (2 credits). Thefundamentals of businesspractices
as related to dentistry including bookkeeping. appointment control. supply control.
business correspondence. as well as credit and collection procedures. Two clock
hours per week.
109 Public Health and Dental Hygiene (2 credits), This coursedealswith phasesof
health in which the student can aid in conserving the general and dental health of
herself. her family and the community. It is concerned with such subjects as Federal
and State Health Departments. preventive dentistry. communicable disease.
degenerative disease. diet and nutrition. mental health and general health
information. Two clock hours per week.
111. 112 Communication Skills (3 credits). To manage symbols and discover
meaning. candidly. clearly and exactly is the performance objective of Communication
Skills. As trainee. worker. citizen and human being. regardless of preparation and
background. each student is provided oPDortunity through individual and qroup
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Heavy Technclcgies
Costs:
Registratian: $140.00 far 12 manths (payable $70.00 per
semester)
Refund Palicy - see Sect ian I af the Catalag.
COURSE NO. AND TITLE
Mechanical Maintenance lab.
Mechanical Maintenance Theary .
Occupatianal flelatianships ...
FAll SPRING
10 10
5 5
2
DEPARTMENT OF
HEAVY TECHNOLOGIES
PM
15
COURSES
MECHANICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE
17
RH AIR CONDITIONING. REFRIGERATION. AND HEATING
Department Head: Jack Ogden
Air Conditioning: Tucker
Industrial Plant Maintenance: Allen
Machine Shop: Baggerly. Clarksan
Utility Lineman: Waugh
Welding: Arambarri. Buchanan. Ogden
AIR CONDITIONING. REFRIGERATION.
AND HEATING
11 Month Program
The Air Canditianing. Refrigeratian. and Heating curriculum
affers labaratary experience, theary classes and related subjects,
designed to. prepare students far entry level jabs.
Emphasis will be an the servicing af cammercial equipment
and will cover all phases af knawledge necessary to. repair the
equipment.
The student will learn to. wark with taals and equipment with
emphasis an safety at all times.
Credits in this pragram are nat caunted taward an academic
degree.
FALL SPRING SUMMER
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
MS 101. 102 Machine Shap labaratary . B 8
MS 111 Cammunication Skills ..... 3
MS 121. 122 Related Blueprint Reading. 2 2
M S 151. 152 Related Theary ........ 6 3
16 16
1ST 2ND
SCPHOMCRE YEAR: SEM. SEM.
MS .201,202 Advanced Machine Shap
laboratary ... ................ . 8 8
M S 231 Related Basic Mathematics. 6
MS 232 Related Advanced Math ... 8
MS 262 Occupatianal Relatianships . 2
16 16
MACHINE SHOP
121-122 Mechanical Plant Maintenance Leb 110-10 creditsl. These courses pro-
vide the laboratory application of principles covered in the theory class. Students
will learn the use of the tools of the trade. also the operation. lubncatlon. repa,'r
and maintenance of the machinery and equipment which they will maintain. 20
clock hours per week.
141-142 Mechanical Plant Maintenance Theo", 15-5 credits). These courses in-
clude the mathematics. basic electricity. blueprint reading. safety. and related in-
struction in trouble shooting and other subjects related to the occupation'. 10 clock
hours per week.
262 Cccupational Relationships 12 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office, One semester. nongraded. credit course,
The machiniSt's caurse cansists af shap work and related
instructian in the use af hand and machine taals tagether with
classraam instructian in prablems and technical infarmatian
related to. the trade. Credits in this caurse af study are nat caunt-
ed taward an academic degree.
10
5
15
10
5
1517
COURSES
Air Canditianing lab, 10
Air Canditioning Theory. . . . . . . . .. .. 5
Occupatianal Relatianships . 2
CCURSE NO.. ANC TITLE
121-122-123 Air Conditioning, Relrigeretion, end Heeting Leboratory (10-10-10
credits). These courses provide the laboratory application of principles covered in the
Theory class. Skills will be developed and practice will be given in these skills whic~
will be needed by the service person. Different phases of air conditioning.
refrigeration. and heating will be covered. 25 hours per week.
141-142-143 Air Conditioning, Refrigeretion, and Heating Theory (5-5-5 credits).
This course provides a basic understanding of the equipment and tools used on
commercial equipment. Emphasis is on causes of break downs and the making of
necessary repairs. Test equipment use and inspection of components such as relays.
thermostats. motors and refrigerant lines are studied. 10 clock hours per week.
282 Cccupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
MECHANICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE
9 Month Program
The Mechanical Plant Maintenance Curriculum provides the
student with bath labaratary experience and practical theary.
Theary instructian includes mathematics, basic electricity. blue-
print reading, safety, hydraulics, welding, trauble shaating and
ather subjects related to. the accupatian.
Students will learn the use af the taals and af the trade, and
the aperatian, lubricatian, and adjustment af the machinery and
equipment which they will maintain.
Credits in this caurse af study are nat caunted taward an ac-
ademic degree.
COURSES
MS MACHINE SHOP
1aI, 102 Machine Shop Laboratory 18 creditsl. The course covers safety. good
shop practice. good work habits. and production rates. 'The set-up and operation of
the lathes. milling machines. drill presses. shapers. power saws. grinders. bench work.
layout. and the use of special attachments. Twenty laboratory hours per week each
semester.
111 Communication Skills (3 credits). To manage symbols and discover meaning.
candidly. c1aarlyand exactly is the performance objective of Communication Skills. As
trainee. worker. citizen and human being. regardless of preparation and background.
e8ch student is provided opportunity through individual and group projects to identify
and resolve comt'rlUnication issues relevant to his own need and career. This is a non-
graded. two semester. credit course designed to maximize personal involvement.
124-125 Related Blueprint Reading 12-2 credits). A study of the principles and
:echniques of ,eading blueprints as applied to the Machine Shop. The mathematics of
fractions. dec::mals and angular dimensions will also be studied. The sketching and
drawing of actual shop type prints will enable the student to better understand the
techniques used in the reading of Machine Shop blueprints. 4 hours per week lecture
and lab.
151. 152 Related Theory (6-3 credits). This course provides the knowledge
necessary for the machinist student to understand the machining processes and their
appreciation as practiced in the laboratory course. Safety and good shop policy are
emphasized in all phases of instruction. The set. up. care and maintenance of the
machine tools as well as the theory of measuring tools. metal cutting. selection of
metals. tool design. coolants. allowance and tolerance. and production methods.
Related mathematics as applied to set up. indexing benchwork. speeds and feeds.
layout measuring increments. and metallurgy will also be studied. First semester: MS
151.6 hours per week. Second semester: MS 152,3 hours per week (Prerequisite:
MS 151)
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201. 202 Advanced Machine Shop Laboratory IB credits). The set-up and
operation involving manipulative training and increased skill in the use of lathes.
milling machines. drill presses. shapers. power saws, tools and cutter grinder. surface
grinder. heat testing. hardens testings. layout. inspection. tracer lathe. and numerical
control mill set.up. operation and programming. Twenty laboratory hours per week
each semester. Prerequisite: Machine Shop Laboratory MS-102.
231 Related Basic Mathematics 16 credits. 1st semester). A study of fractions.
decimals. the metric system and usesof tables as applied to the machineshop. Also
basic algebra and geometry as applied to the machine shop. 8 clock hours per week.
232 Related Advanced Mathematics IB credits. 2nd semesterl. A study of
trigonometry and geometry as applied to shop problems and the mathematics needed
for numerical control machining. A study of scientific principles required in the
machinist trade is also studied. 10 clock hours per week. Prerequisite: Related Basic
Math MS 231
262 Occupational Relationships 12credits). Techniquesof obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. non-graded, credit course.
ELECTRICAL LINEMAN
11 month program
The Electrical Lineman curriculum provides the student with
both field training and practical theory in all phases of power
line installation and maintenance. The program is designed to
produce a skilled apprentice lineman. In addition. the student
will earn a completion card in the American Red Cross multi-me-
dia First Aid Course.
In the laboratory the student will work on real equipment
such as transformers. In the field he will perform underground.
overhead distribution. and construction and maintenance. The
student will learn to work with all necessary tools and equipment
of his craft with emphasis on safety at all times.
Credits in this course of study are not counted toward an ac-
ademic degree.
COURSE NO. AND TITLE FALL SPRING SUMMER
El-101-102-103 Lineman lab. .10 10 10
El-151-152-153 Lineman Theory. 5 5 5
El-262 Occupational Rela-
tionships ... 2
17 15 15
COURSES
EL ELECTRICAL LINEMAN
101-102-103 Lineman Laboretory (10 credits). The field training consists of actual
job experience in an "out-of.dvors" school laboratory. It will cover climbing. setting
and removing various sizes of poles. framing. guy work. use of conductors. transfers.
transformers. streetlights. installation of services, tree trimming, and the use and care
of safety equipment. 25 hours per week.
151-152.153 Lineman Theory 15 credits). The related theory for the Lineman
Programconducted in the classroomand laboratory facility is so arrangedto provide
ample opportunity for acquaintance with the materials and hardware of the trade,
while at the same time covering the theory of their use. An application of education
basic to the trade will be emphasized with classes in electricity. blueprint reading.
construction techniques, transmission, distribution systems, underground procedures,
first aid and safety. 10 hours per week.
262 Occupational Relationships 12credits). Techniquesof obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester, nongraded, credit course.
WELDING
The welding curriculum is designed to provide two levels
of training. The first year will provide the student with usable
skills and should qualify him for employment as a production
welder. Some students may desire to terminate their training
at this point. The second year of the program will provide ad-
vanced training in layout and a better understanding of the pro-
perties of metals as well as advanced techniques and processes
that are in demand in industry. The course of study may be
altered to keep abreast of new welding procedures and advance-
ments in industry.
138
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
W 101-102 Welding lab ........... 8 8
W 111 Welding Communications .. 3
W 131-132 Related Basic Math . 3 3
W 151-152 Welding Theory . 2 2
W 262 Occupational Relationships . 2
16 15
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM. SEM.
W 201-202 Welding lab. ....... , .. ' , 8 8
W 212 Shop Management ...... 3
W 231-232 Related Advanced Math .. 3 3
W 241-242 Welding Science . 4 4
18. 15
COURSES
W WELDING
101-102 Welding Laboratory IB credits!. This course covers oxyacetylene burning
by manual and automatic methods; oxyacetylene welding and brazing: arc welding
using mild steel and low alloy steel electrodes in all positions: continuous wire feed
welding processes: and submerged arc welding processes.' The successful
completion of this phase of the program will prepare the student for employment as a
production welder or to take the second year of the program, Twenty clock hours per
week each semester.
111 Welding Communications (3 credits). To manage symbols and discover
meaning.candidly. clearly andexactly is the performanceobjective of Communication
Skills. As trainee, worker, citizen and human being, regardless of preparation and
background, each student is provided opportunity through individual and group
projects to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own need and
career. This is a non-graded, one semester, credit course designed to maximize
personal involvement.
131.132 Related Basic Mathematics (3 credits). Basic review of addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division of fractions, decimals and mixed numbers with
application to basic blueprint reading. layout problems. framing square and weld
symbols.
151-152 Welding Theory 12creditsl. This course provides the knowledge neces-
sary for the welding student to understand the welding processes and their appre-
ciation as practiced in the laboratory course. Safety is emphasized in all phases of
instruction. The set.up. care and maintenance of oxyacetylene equipment as well
as the theory of oxyacetylene burning, welding an'd brazing is studied. Arc welding
equipment and methods are studied with the selection of electrodes for welding of
mild and low alloy steels. Continuous feed and submerged arc welding processes
are covered. Four hours per week. both semesters.
201-202 Advanced Welding Laboratory (B credits). Pipewelding in the horizontal
and vertical fixed positions. Heliarc and semi-automatic inert gas welding of similar
and dissimilar metals and exotic metals. Stress relieving and heat treatment of
metals. Twenty clock hours per week each semester. Prerequisite: Welding
LaboratoryW-l 02.
212 Shop Management (3 creditsl. This course covers shop safety. determining
welding cost. for job. quality control and installation and maintenance of equipment.
Three clock hours per week.
231-232 Related Advanced Mathematics 13credits). Blueprint reading. layout and
design. fitting layout and details. Basic Algebra. Geometry. blueprint reading. layout
and design. Three clock hours per week each semester. Prerequisite: Related Basic
MathematicsW-132.
241.242 Welding Science 14 creditsl. First semester - Study of the basic
metallurgy properties of metals and tests to determine their uses: the iron carbon
diagram and the pan carbon plays in the production of steel. Second semester -
Study of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and Procedures. Operators' qualifications: heat treatment of steels.
testing and inspection of welds, behavior and influences of alloys in irons, steels and
exotic metals, thermal curves. freezing alloys, structural composition. changes in the
solid state and carbide precipitation and its effect on the chrome steels. Weldability
of these metals.
262 Occupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques fof obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester, nongraded, credit course.
BASIC WELDING 9 Month Program
The welding curriculum is designed to provide the student
with usable skills and should qualify him for employment as a
production welder. Some students may desire to terminate their
training at this point: The second year of the program will pro-
vide advanced training in layout and a better understanding of
the properties of metals as well as advanced techniques and
processes that are in demand in industry. The course of study
may be altered to keep abreast of new welding procedures and
advancements in industry.
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Light Technologies
W BASIC WELDING
Basic Welding courses are described under Welding.
DEPARTMENT OF
LIGHT TECH NOLOGIES
Department Head: Dewey Cofield
Electronic-Mechanical Service Technician: Houston. Jones
Drafting: Burkey. leigh. Watts. Weston
Electronics: Cofield. D. Millard. K. Millard
FRESHMANYEAR:
W 101 -102 Welding lab .
W 111 Welding Communications .
W 131-132 Related Basic Math .
W 151-152 Welding Theory .
W 262 Occupational Relationships ..
1ST
SEM.
a
3
3
2
16
2ND
SEM.
a
3
2
2
15
163-154 Electronic Thaory (3 credits). Thesecoursesare the basictheo,,! 01 R.
C, L and diode inactive circuits and transistor vacuum tube and Ie active circuits
(5clockhoursperweek).
203.204 Electronics Lab 111 creditsl. Thesecourseswill be the actual repair
of any domestic electronic equipment (25 clock hours per week).
253-254 Appliad Thaory and Shop Management 13creditsl. This courseis de-
signed to be conducted within the lab situation and at any ti me a question of com.
mon interest to the entire class should arise (3 clock hours per week).
271.272 Digital Electronics(3 credits).Thiscourseis a studyof all the logicgates
andtheir troubleshootingtechniques13clockhoursperweeki.
BUSINESS MACHINE TECHNOLOGY (OPTION),
The course and outline in Business Machine Technology has
been developed to give the student of the course enough basic
knowledge to be productive and able to perform the average job
wjthout any additional training. He will be qualified to make
maintenance contract inspections. make proper mechanical
adjustments and do general shop work. He will also be in a pos-
ition to receive on-the-job training by his employer to become a
highly specialized technician. He will be trained in Basic Elec-
tronics, testing procedures. and maintenance techniques for
manual. electric. and electronic business machines. Pre-requisite
Electronic-Mechanical Service Technician one year Freshman
course.
ELECTRONIC-MECHANICAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMOREYEAR: SEM. SEM.
ES 203-204 Electronics lab. 11 11
ES 253-254 Applied Theory &
Shop Mgmt ...... 3 3
ES271-272 Digital Electronics. 3 3
17 17
101-102 Mechanical Lab14credits).Thesecoursesdealwith the adjustmentand
repairof mechanisms(10clockhoursperweek).
103-104 ElectronicsLab (2 creditsl. Dealswith the useof electronictest equip-
mentandthe testingof circuitsdevelopedfor the understandingof theory. 15clock
hours per week).
113 Customar Ralations12credits).Directedtoward the tact andmethodsneces-
sary to communicate with the public. (2 clock hours per week).
131.132 Small Business Math (3 credits). The math and record keeping necessary
to run a small business (3 clock hours per week).
161-162 MechanicalThaory 12creditsl. Thistheory is taught in conjunctionwith
the mechanical lab and for the most part as need exists during that lab. (5 clock
hoursperweek)
The Electronic Mechanical Service Technical program pro-
vides training for the individual that wishes to repair electronic
or mechanical devices. The emphasis in this program is how to
repair and very little on the mathematical or theoretical ap-
proach. Students entering into this program have two options
open to them before graduation. At the end of the freshman
year they may choose Consumer Electronics or Business Ma-
chine Technician. During the sophomore year. the student will
specialize in one of these two fields.
Students graduating from either field will receive a diploma.
Credits in this curricula are generally not transferable toward an
academic degree.
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS (OPTION)
CREDIT
EQUIV.
3Blue Print Reading and Basic ..
Mechanical Drawing .
Intro. to Tech. Communications ..
Intro. to Tech. Mathematics .
Science Survey .
Technical Orientation ..
PT-OlO
PT-020
PT-030
PT-040
PT-050
HOURSPER
WEEK
10 hours
(2 lec. a lab.)
3 3 hours lec.
4 5 hours lec.
4 5 hours Lee.
1 2 hours lec.-----
Totals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 25 hours
The above non-credit courses are open to all students en-
tering the technical programs jn Boise State University.
The above sequence is offered every semester. as student
pressure demands and will allow admittance in the spring as
well as the fall semester.
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMOREYEAR: SEM. SEM.
BM 201-202 Adv. Business
Machine lab. a a
BM 251-252 Adv. Business Machine
Theory ....... 6 6
ES 271-272 Digital Electronics. 3 3
17 17
PT PRE-TECHNICAL
COURSES
010 Blueprint Raadlngand BasicMachanlcalDrawing (3 creditequiv.).An intro-
ductory course in blueprint reading. sketching and drafting methods and proce-
dures.Tenhoursperweek.lecture-Iab.
COURSES
8M BUSINESS MACHINE TECHNOLOGY
201-202 Adv. Business Meehlne Laboratory (8 credits). A self-pacedwork.
shopwherestudentis ableto practiceconceptstaught in as 251-252 with special
emphasison trouble-shooting.adjustments.quality control.and the useof special
test equipment including multimeters and oscilloscopes.(1a clock hours per
week).Prerequisite:ES101-102.
261-262 Adv. Business Meehlne Theory (6 creditsl. This is a handson type
theory cOurse in which the student is taught basic concepts of Business
Machines including: adders. calculators. copy machines. electronic business
machines and duplicator processes with trouble.shooting techniques. Also taught
are shopmanagementand relatedselling techniques.(10 clock hoursper weekI.
Prerequisite:ES151-152.
PT PRE-TECHNICAL - ~EaUENCE
This is a one-semester pre-technical sequence for those
students who lack the recommended prerequisite courses deem-
ed necessary to compete. complete and succeed in a regular
vocational-technical curriculum, and is offered as a refresher
course for those students who have had an excessive period of
time elapse since their last formal schooling.
3
2
3
2
4
2
2ND
SEM.
16 16
4
2
2
3
2
3
1ST
SEM.
Mechanical lab .
Electronics lab ..
Customer Relations ..
Small Business Math .
Mechanical Theory .
Electronic Theory .
Credits & Collections ..
ES 101-102
ES 103-104
ES 113
ES 131-132
ES 151-152
ES 153-154
MM 213
FRESHMANYEAR:
COURSES
ES CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
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DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
This curriculum is organized to provide engineering depart-
ments. government agencies. consulting engineers and archi-
tectural firms with a technician well trained in the necessary
basic skills and knowledge of drafting. The student is required to
develop and maintain the same standards and techniques used
in firms or agencies that employ draftsmen. Credits in this course
of study are not counted toward an academic degree. Drafting
Technology curriculum is open to both male and female students.
All courses are taught each semester. so that students may
enter at the beginning of any regular semester.
020 Introduction to Technicel Communications (3 credit equiv.). A survey course
of communication systems, use of technical libraries. forms. reports and technical
language. word usage, spelling and proper form emphasized. Three hours pN week
lecture.
030 Introduction to Technical Mathematics 14 credits equiv.). Su,"ey and review
of mathematic principles and methods. Uses of mathematics in technical fields with
practical examples of application. Five hours per week-lecture.
040 Science Survey (4 credit equiv.). Review of science as .•.elated to technical
industry with practical problems and applied solutions. Five hOLl:s per week-lecture.
050 Technical Orientation 11 credit equiv.). A survey course of the technical
industry with several field trips and visits from representatives from various concerns
that employ technicians. Three hours per week-lecture.
First Semester Credits
141 Applied Physics (3 credits). A general survey of physics with emphasis placed
on principles of mechanics applied to solid particles and to fluids.
142 Applied Physics (3 credits). Course in the basic principles of heat. sound. light.
electricity, and magnetism. correlated with technical mathematics DT-132. Four
clock hours per week. Prerequisite: DT .141. .
153 Manufacturing Processes (2 creditsl. A survey of materials. machine. tools.
production methods. and quality control methods. Three clock hours per week.
201 Drafting Laboratory and Lecture (4 credits). Civil drafting. mapping. highway
curves. and earthwork. Fifteen clock hours per week. Prerequisite: DT 122. DT 132.
DT 102.
202 Drafting Laboratory and Lecture (4 creditsl. Structural drafting terminology.
structural and reinforcing steel specifications and drawing practice. Prerequisite: DT
201. DT 221. Fifteen clock hours per week.
221 Descriptive Geometry and Development 13 credits). Theory and practice of
coordinate projection applied to the solution of properties of points. Jines. planes and
solids with practical drafting application. Four clock hours perweek.
222 Technical Report Writing {2 creditsl. A course to provide an understanding and
practice in the processes involved in technical writing and methods of preparing
report based on problems related to the student's curriculum. Two clock hours per
week.
231 Applied Mathematics (3 credits). Solution of practical problems involving
concepts from DT 131 and DT 132 Math. Prerequisite: DT 132. Four clock hours per
week.
232 Applied Methemetics 13 creditsl. Prerequisite: DT 231 Four clock hours per
week. Application and expansion of mathematics, statics and strength of materials.
Related to lab projects
241' Statics 14 creditsl. Introductory course in statics with emphasis on analYSIS at
simple structures. Four clock hours per week. Prerequisite: DT 132.
DT 101 Drafting Lab and Lecture.
DT 111 Communication Skills.
DT 131 Mathematics .....
DT 141 Science
DT 153 Manufacturing Processes.
Second Semester
DT 102 Drafting Lab and Lecture
DT 112 Communication Skills .
DT 122 Introduction to Surveying ..
DT 132 Math ..
DT 142 Science.
4
3
5
3
2
4
3
3
4
3
242 Strength of Materials 14 credits). Analvsis of stress and strain in torsion.
tension, compression and bending: introduction to limited structural design. Four
clock hours per week. Prerequisits: DT 132.
253 Design Orientation 12 credits). A lecture-laboratory course designed to provide
an opportunity for the student to apply theory. principles and methods to the solution
of problems typical of those to be encountered in practice. Three clock hours per
week.
262 Occupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationships
issues of shop and office. One semester, nongraded. credit course.
263 Spec;elized Graphics (2 credits). An intensive study of perspective and
rendering as used in industrial illustration. and architectural rendering and civil
engineering graphics. Lecture-laboratory. Three clock hours per week.
Third Semester
122 Surveying (3 credits). Introduction to surveying. methods and computation.
Required field work. with emphasis on compiling data and office computation. 4 clock
hours per week, Prerequisite or corequisite with DT 132.
131 Mathematics (5 credits). Fundamentals of algebra with an introduction to
trigonometry and the use of the slide rule. Prerequisite: satisfactory grade in high
school algebra or equivalent. Five ciock hours per week.
132 Mathematics (4 creditsl. Advanced algebra and trigonometry. closely integrated
with drafting. surveying and science. Prerequisite: DT 131 or equivalent. Four clock
hours per week.
101 Drafting Laboratory and Lecture (4 credits). Mechanical Drafting with basic
drafting techniques. standards. and methods. 15 clock hou", per week.
102 Drafting laboratory and Lecture (4 credits). Architectural drafting with
tension compression and bending: introduction to limited structural design. 15
clock hou", per week. Prerequisite: DT 132.
111. 112 Communication SkIlls 13 credits). To manage symbols and discover
meaning. candidly. clearly and exactly is the performance obiective of Communication
Skills. As trainee. worker. citizen and human being. regardless of preparation and
background. each student is provided opportunity through individual and group
projects to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own need and
career, This is nongraded, two semeSter. credit course designed to maximize personal
involvement.
"or approved elective
DT DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
1ST 2ND
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM. SEM.
ET-101-102 Electronics Laboratory 2 2
ETc104 Digital Computer
Programming ... 2
ET-111-112 Communication Skills 3 3
ET-121 Electronic Drafting , 1
ET-131-132 Basic Electronics Math 4 4
ET-141 Basic Physical Science 2
ET-1 51-152 Electronic Theory . 5 5
ET-171-172 Circuit Analysis ... 3 3
20 19
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM. SEM,
ET-201-202 Adv. Electronic Laboratory .. 5 5
ET-231-232 Advanced Electronic Math .. 3 3
ET-241-242 Advanced Electronic Science 2 2
ET-251-252 Advanced Electronic Theory 4 4
ET-262 Occupational Relationships. 2
ET-271-272 Digital Electronics ..... 3 3
ET-281 Digital Systems Design .... 3
19 20
ELECTRONICS - CURRICULUM
The Electronics Technology program provides training for
students desiring to enter the field of Electronics. working as
team members with engineers in manufacturing. field trouble-
shooting. and research and development.
Credits in these courses of study are generally not counted
toward an academic degree.
4
3
3
4
2
2
4
2
3
4
2
Drafting Lab and Lecture .
Technical Report Writing. . . .. . .
Applied Mathematics.
Strength of Materials or DT 241 Statics "
Specialized Graphics.
DT 201 Drafting Lab and Lecture. . . . . .. . .
DT 221 Descriptive Geometry .
DT 231 Applied Mathematics.
DT 241 Statics or DT 242 Strength of Materials
DT 253 Design Orientation. . .
DT L62 Occupational Relationships
DT 202
DT 222
DT 232
DT 242
"DT 263
Fourth Semester
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ET ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT OF
MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGIES
262 Occupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationships
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
40 Week Program
The Automotive Mechanics program consists of 40 weeks
of instruction. Speciality areas within the program may be
taken after testing and approval by instructor.
121-122-123 Auto Body Laboratory (10-10-7 credits). The purpose of these
courses is to develop and give practice in the skills needed by an auto body
repairman. Subjects covered include the following: orientation. safety rules. shop
house-keeping. oxy-acetelene welding. painting fundamentals. metal working and
shrinking. plastic and lead body filling. advanced painting processes. frame alignment.
glass and panel replacement. Twenty-five hours laboratory per week
141-142-143 Auto Body Theory (7-5-5 creditsl. This course correlates with the
auto body laboratory course. The theory of auto body repair and painting is covered.
Mathematics and science necessary for and related to the trade are taught. Ten hours
lecture summer and Fall. Eight hours lecture Spring per week.
Department Head: John Haydon
Auto Body: B. Curtis
Automotive Mechanics: Fuehrer, Haydon. King. Mikesell
Heavy Duty Mechanics: Alonzo
Parts Counterman: Lamborn
Small Engine Repair: Schroeder
AUTO BODY - 11 Month\Program
The Auto Body curriculum is designed to provide the student
with the background necessary for employment in a shop re-
pairing damaged automobiles. Basic laboratory practices of
restoring vehicles to their original design. structure and finish
are covered in this course. Some basic glasswork and frame
alignment work are also covered. The student is given the oppor-
tun'lty to work on a variety of repair jobs in the shop. This training
provides students with the necessary skills and knowledge for
employment in the Auto Body Trade and closely allied crafts.
Credits in this course of study are not counted toward an acade-
mic degree.
8
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Fall Spring Summer
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COURSES
ABAUTO BODY
SUBJECT
COURSE NO. AND TITLE
AB-121-122-123 Auto Body Lab
AB-141-142-143 Auto Body Theory .
AB-262 Occupational Relationships .
Course
COURSE
AM 100 Basic Automotive Mechanics
AM 262 Occupational Relationships
AM 110 Intermediate Electricity.
AM 111 Intermediate Engines.
AM 112 Intermediate Fuel Systems.
AM 113 Intermediate Power Trains.
AM 114 Vehicle Control Systems.
AM 115 Air Conditioning
AM 116 Automatic Transmissions
AM 120 Advanced Auto Mechanics.
AM 121 Advanced Auto Mechanics.
241-242 Electronics Science (2 creditsl. The application of the electro-electronics
principles, to the measurement and control of the physical properties of heat, light.
sound. etc. Prerequisite: ET 141 2 clock hours per week.
251.252 Advanced Electronic Theory 14 credits) The studv of solid state indus-
trial control devices; unijunctions. diacs. triacs. SeA's. operational amplifiers. and
power amplifiers. In both semesters. analysis of circuits never seen before is high-
ly stressed. 5 clock hours.
262 Occupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationshi!
issues of shop and office. One semester, nongraded. credit course.
271-272 Digital Electronics 13 credits). Binary concepts, basic logiCS. boolean
algebra. counters. adders. basic computer circuits. second semester advanced con-
cepts and analytical troubleshooting of digital devices. 3 clock hours per week.
282 Digital Systems Design (3 creditsl. Concepts of boolean algebra. logic com-
ponents; combinational and sequential circuit analysis and synthesis; number
systems. Spring semester only. Prerequisite ET-271 and consent of instructor. 3
clock hours per week.
101 Electronics 18boratory (2 credits). Study of basic electricity. color code. test
equipment. L.CjR. components. basic semiconductors. Ten hours laboratory per
week.
102 Electronics 18boratory (2 credits). A continuation of ET-101. Basic radio
receiv,er analvsis, and basic amplifiers. printed circuit design and processing. logic
circuits. Prerequisite: Electronics Laboratory ET-101. Ten hours laboratory per
week.
104 Digital Computer Programming (2 credits!. Course for Electronics majors to
introduce programming principle and logic. Consideration given to input~output.
arrays. functions. prerequisite ET-131 or equivalent. 2 clock hours per week.
111,112 Communication Skins (3 credits). To manage symbols and discover
meaning. candidly. clea~y aDd exactly is the performance obiective of Communica-
tion Skills. As trainee. worker. citizen and human baing. regardless of preparation
and background. each student is provided opportunity through individual and group
projects to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own need and
career. This is a nongraded, two semester. credit course designed to maximize
personal involvement.
121 Electronic Drafting (1 credit). Directed study designed to instruct the student
in the practice of drawing schematics. good engineering lettering techniques.
block.diagramming. flow diagnosis. and understanding symbols. dimensions and
designs. 1 clock hour per week. (Pass-Fail)
131 - 132 Basic Electronics Matha matiCB (4-4 credits). First semester - Review of
basic fundamentals of mathematics. algebra. geometry. and basic trigonometry.
Second semester - A continuation of first semester. logarithms. and an introduc-
tion to analytical geometry. The course will prepare the student for calculus. Five
clock hours per week.
141 Basic Physical Science (2 credits). This course is designed to acquaint
the electronics technician with the basic principles of chemistry. mechanics. heat.
sound. light. nuclear physics and magnetism. 2 clock hours per week.
161 Elactronics Thaory (5 credits!. The theory of basic electricity. color code. test
equipment. L. C, and R. components: transistors. vacuum tubes and an introduc-
tion to logic circuits. Five clock hours.
162 Elactronlcs Theory 15 credits). A continuation of ET 151 with an emphasis
placed on the function of the components. studied first semester. into systems in
this course. These systems include basic amplifiers. AM receivers and logic cir-
cuits. Special emphasis is placed on transistor circuit and design. Five clock hours
per week.
171 -172 Circuit Analysis (3 credits). The purpose of this course is to immediately
get the beginner into practical circuits of electrician type and let him see that all
the theoretical materials covered do have application. This has two purposes: to
get him involved with useful circuits and schematic symbols and to make him em-
ployable at lower levels than electronic technician if his withdrawal from the pro-
gram becomes necessary. This course advances to solid state electronic circuitry
as ET 151-152 gets to this point. Both semesters the student is expected to an-
alyze. debate. and report on circuits he is seeing for the first time. 5 clock hours.
201. 202 Advancad Electronic Lab (5 credits). These courses would follow the
same description as ET 251-252 (Theory) but would be concerned with the tast.
measurement. and calibration of those circuits covered during theory. 10 clock
hours.
231,232 Advancad Elactronic Math. (3 credits). Differential and Integral calculus
is covered on a continuing basis both semesters. Starting with limits. basic differ-
entiation. trigonometric functions. logrithmic functions and basic differential equa-
tions. 3 clock hours.
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Mechanical Technologies
COURSES
SUBJECT
COURSENO.AND TITLE
PC-101-102 Parts Counterman Lab.
PC-151-152 Parts Counterman Theory ..
PC-131 Related Basic Mathematics
PC-262 Occupational Relationships .
PARTS COUNTERMAN
9 Month Program
The Counterman Program is designed to familiarize the stu-
dent with all phases of the Automotive parts business. A study
of index systems, types of invoices, customer relations, refund-
ing, refunding procedures and warranty adjustments will be
covered. Emphasis and training on the use of catalogs, price
sheets, and other related forms used in the parts industry are
considered.
101-102-103 Oiesel Laboratory (10-10-10 creditsl. This course providesthe
laboratoryapplicationof principlescoveredIn the theoryclass.Basicinstructionwill
be on mock. ups and shop units but most experience will be in making actual repairs
to live units.
161-162-163 Diesel Theory 15-5-5credits).A study of the design.construction.
maintenance and repair of trucks and diesel and heavy duty gasoline engines. Shop
safety. care and use of tools, internal combustion engines, transmissions and power
trains. cooling systems. fuel systems. electrical systems, suspension and hydraulic
and air brakes will be studied.
262 Occupational Relationships12credits).Techniquesof obtainingemployment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
Spring Summer
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DM HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESel
COURSES
SUBJECT
COURSENO.AND TITLE
DM-1 01-1 02-' 03 Diesel Lab
DM-151-152-153 Diesel Theory .....
DM-262 Occupational Relationships.
BASIC AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
The Intermediate Automotive Mechanics section of the pro-
gra m consists of 16 weeks of instruction and covers all phases
of the automobile in both classroom theory. laboratory projects
and mock up training aids are utilized. Approximately 10 hours
a week theory and 20 hours a week laboratory. The student
must sa1isfactorily complete all workbook and laboratory as-
signments before progressing to Advanced Automotive Mechan-
ics. Basic Mechanics or a challenge exam is a prerequisite to
Intermediate Mechanics.
AM 100 Basic Automotive Mechanics. (8 credits). The Basic Automotive
Mechanics section of the program consists of 8 weeks of instruction which includes
orientation to the University. automotive industry and safety policies. along with
theory and practice of the use and care of mechanics tools and equipment, fasteners.
precision measuring devices. tube fabrication and soldering. This wjll also include
fundamentals and construction of electrical systems. engine. coding systems, vehicle
control systems, fuel systems, and power train, The student must satisfactorily
complete all theory and laboratoryassignmentsor pass challengeexam before
progressinginto IntermediateAuto Mechanics.Consistsof approximately10hoursa
week theory and 20 hours a week laboratory.
AM 262 Occupational Relationships 12 creditsl. Techniquesof obtaining
employment. Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human
relationship issues of shop and office. One semester, nongraded. credit course.
AM 110 Electrical (3 credits) This course covers various types of electrical com-
ponents and wiring systems of the automobile using the latest testing and diag.
nostic equipment.
AM 111 Engine (3 credits). This course includes theory-and laboratory practice of
engine overhaul procedure on live engines to the manufacturers specifications.
AM 112 Fuel Systems 11creditl. This advancedcourseon two and four barrel
carburetors consisting of theory, repair and diagnostic procedures.
AM 113 Power Train (2 credits). This course includes laboratory practice and pro-
per overhaul procedures to manufacturers specifications on clutches, manual
transmissions, over drives, drive lines, differentials and axles.
AM 114 Vehicle Control Systems (3 credits).Thiscoursewill includefront end
alignment. wheel balancing, suspension repair, drum and disc brake repair and
machine work.
AM 115 Air Conditioning. (1 creditl. This course includes theory and basic
operating principles as used in the automobile. including related control and
component operation and diagnosis. It also includes the proper care and handling,
special tools, and equipment used in the air conditioning service.
AM 116 Automatic Transmissions 13 credits). This course will include basic
automatic transmission principles, operation and construction including servicing and
repairing of mock up units.
COURSES
INTERMEDIATE AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
ADVANCED AUTO MECHANICS PC PARTS COUNTERMAN-Courses
AM 120AdvancedAuto Mechanics18credits).
AM 121AdvancedAuto Mechanics(8credits).
The Advanced Automotive Mechanic section of the program
consists of two 8 week sessions of instruction which includes a
study of failure analysis of previous courses. Working on cus-
tomer vehicles in actual shop conditions. Practice of shop
management. customer relations. routing of shop work and parts
ordering techniques. Consists of approximately 5 hours a week
theory and 25 hours a week laboratory.
After completing set course objective. student can be em-
ployed at Instructor's recommendation. Graduation will be
based on student's job performance.
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL
11 Month Program
This program is designed to prepare students for employ-
ment as heavy duty mechanics in the trucking industry. Instruc-
tion will cover basics in design and fundamentals of operation
of diesel and heavy duty gasoline engines as well as the other
component parts of the truck. Instruction will be on mock-ups
and live work in the shop.
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101-102 Automotive Parts Laboratory (10-10 credits). In the laboratory
experience. the student will gain full understanding of the organization of a parts
store. A "mock store" is established and operated on campus in conjunction with the
Automotive Mechanicsand Auto Body Programs.The Lab experienceinclude$
training for each particular type of dealership and jobber operation.
131 Relatad Basic Mathematics (2 credits). Basic arithmetic and a study of
fractions. decimals and and percentages are covered. Micrometer readings to ten one.
thousandthsof an inch are taught. The different types of discountingare fully
covered,
151-162 Automotive Parts Theory 15-5 credits). Throughthe use of catalogs.
manuals. visual aids and class lectures. theory and application of procedures are
New methods such as mircofilm readers are used in the theory portion of the class.
262 Occupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
(Recreational Vehicles) 9 months
The Small Engine Program will include classroom and shop
experience concerned with maintaining and repairing of a variety
of two cycle and four cycle engines used on portable power
equipment. e.g., lawn mowers, outboard motors, chain saws,
rotary tillers and recreational vehicles. Training will emphasize
the complete repair of all types of small engine equipment.
Credit in this course of study are riot counted toward an
academic degree.
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Service Occupations
DEPARTMENT OF
SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
Department Head: Glenda Trumbo
Child Care: Correll. Lingenfelter
Food Service: Hoff. R. Smith
Horticulture: Griffith, Oyler
Mid Management: Knowlton, Lane, Scudder
Office Occupations: Metzgar, Pot as, Trumbo
101 Small Engine Laboratory (14 credits). This course will include application and
instruction in the repair and overhaul of small engine untis with emphasis on laan and
garden equipment. Twenty.five clock hours per week.
102 Small Engine Laboratory (14 credits). The repair and maintenance of
recreational vehicles such as motorcycles. snowmobiles and outboard marine engines
is emphasized. Twenty.five clock hours per week.
141 Small Engine Theory (2 credits). This course provides a basic understanding of
the internal combustion engine and application of principles to two and four cycle
engines. Fundamentals in carburetors. electrical and basic circuitry is covered. Eight
clock hours per week.
142 Small Engine Theory (2 credits). This course includes instruction on the repair
and maintenance of power train, auxiliary clutching. trouble shooting. fuels. ex.
haust and engine tune-up. It includes the theory of marine engines and chain saws.
Eight clock hours per week.
262 Occupational Relationships 12 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
CHILD CARE STUDIES (Supervisor)
This curriculum is planned for people interested in working
as a supervisor in private day care centers. play grounds, camps,
nurseries. kindergartens, and child development centers.
Day Care Supervisor (18 Month Program)
The graduate will assist with or operate a day care center
which provides for physical care, emotional support and social
development of children in groups.
This two year course will provide students with the oppor-
tunity to direct children's play, provide food. supervise workers,
and manage resources in a nursery school setting. Completion
of the program defined as Child Care Assistant is a prerequisite
to the supervisor level program.
1ST 2ND
DAY CARE TEACHER/SUPERVISOR: SEM. SEM.
CC-251-254 Advanced Child Care 3 3
CC-231-232 Child Care Center
Management 2 2
CC-252 Family and Community Involve-
ment with Children 3
CC-261 Occupational Relationships . 2
CC-241-242 Feeding Children 2 2
CC-20 1-202 Child Care Center Super-
vision. 3 3
CC-225-226 Contracted Practicum in Early
Childhood Supervision 2 2
CC-235-236 Planning and Evaluation of Child
Care Center supervision.
total credits 16 16
COURSES
161 Introduction to Child Development (3 credits). Studies of guidance and
discipline will be continued. along with some techniques of handling behavior
problems in the nursery school. Classroom structures. theories of preschool
instruction. and methods of nursery schoolteaching will be included.
171-172 Curriculum of the Young Child (3-3 credits). Introduction to the curricula
media suitable for preschool children. The course will include the theories of teaching
young children in the preschool environment; the need for a curriculum in nursery
school; the importance of children's play: and specific information and material in the
following areas: creative art. books and story telling. music and rhythms.
environmental science. and beginning number and letter recognition.
181-182 Child Care Laboratory (3-3 credits). Observation and participation in the
laboratory preschool. Students in this course will participate directly with children
assuming the role of aide and assistant teacher. The student will plan and carry out a
variety of daily activities and attend staff meetings. Students will become acquainted
with the curriculum. classroom arrangement, daily schedules. child guidance. and
responsibilities of staff personnel.
201-202 Child Care Center Supervision 13-3 credits). Observation and
participation in the laboratory preschool. This course is designed to enable to student
to gradually assume responsibility for the total child care operation under the
supervision and consultation of the instructor. Students will assume the role of head
teacher in a child care center planning the curriculum. coordinating and supervising
staff responsibilities. conducting staff meetings. and planning daily and weekly
schedules. Students will explore the use of various techniques for observing and
recording the behavior of young children in preparation for child evaluations and
parent-teacher conferences.
231-232 Child Care Center Management (2-3 credits). This course is designed to
give the student a basic knowledge needed for the operation of a child care center as
a business. Business arithemtic. record-keeping (financial. operational. staff, etc.l.
purchasing of equipment. materials and supplies. and employer-employee
relationships will be stressed. Bookkeeping practices for an actual day care center will
be included.
126-126 Contracted Field Experience in Early Childhood Programs (1-1 credits).
Individual contract arrangement involving student instructor and cooperating
community agency to gain practical experience in off-campus settings. The student
will visit observe. and participate in community child care settings.
136-136 Planning and Evaluation of Laboratory Experience (2-2 credits).
Classroom lecture and discussion to include lab observation and records as a basis for
developing curriculum and guiding child behaviors. methods of curriculum planning
and evaluation. activity plans. classroom objectives. and staff performance and
relations.
141 Health and Care of the Young Child (2 credits). Safety practices in child care
centers. basic nutrition, and general health education necessary for working with
children will be stressed. The teacher's health and well-being as it allects children
with whom she is working will be covered. Required in the course of study will be the
Red Cross multi.media first-aid emergency training. In compliance with state
licensing regulations a Tuberculin test is also required.
2,26-226 Contracted Practicum in Early Childhood Programs (2-2 credits). By
permission of instructor. A course designed to meet specific needs of the student as
determined by both the student and instructor. A practical application of knowledge
and skills in community child care settings. Individual contract arrangement involving
student. instructor and cooperating agency to gain practical experiences in off-
campus settings.
101 Introduction to Child Development (3 credits). A beginning study of child
growth and development the individual needs of children, and an understanding of
the methods of guidance anddiscipline for preschool children.
111, 112 Communication Skills (3 credits), To manage symbols and discover
meaning. candidly. clearly. and exactly is the performance objective of
Communication Skills. As trainee. worker. citizen and human being. regardless of
preparation and background, each student is provided opportunity through individual
and group projects to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own
need and career. This is a nongraded. two semester credit course designed to
maximize personal involvement.
CC CHilD CARE
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SEM.
SPRING
14
2
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18
CREDITS
FALL
14
2
total credits 17
1ST
DAY CARE ASSISTANT: SEM.
CC-101 Introduction to Child
Development. 3
CC-1 51 Introduction to Child
Development ....
CC-111-112 Communication Skills. 3
CC-141 Health and Care of the
Young Child. . . 2
CC-171-172 Curriculum of the Young
Child. . 3
CC-181-182 Child Care laboratory 3
CC-125-126 Contracted Field Experiences in
Early Childhood Programs
CC-135-136 Planning and Evaluation of
Laboratory Exper. 2
COURSES
16
COURSE NO. AND TITLE
SE-101-102 SE lab .
SE-141-142 SE Theory .
SE-262 Occupational Relationships .
SE SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
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VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Service Occupations
FOOD SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
Credits
THIRD SEMESTER
FT-231 Restaurant Accounting & Office Procedures
FT-221 Catering & Beverage Control .
FT-201 Baking. . .
FT-202 Restaurant Management .
FT-241 Specialty Cooking.
SECOND SEMESTER
16
3
3
3
5
2
6
3
2
3
2
5
2
.2
4
1
2
,6"'"
Food Theory and Techniques .
Communicative Skills '.' .
Applied Mathematics .
Food Presentation Systems & Techniques .
Occupational Relationships
Basic Nutrition ....
Food Preparation Laboratory
Purchasing. Storage & Receiving
Business Mathematics & Machines
Menu Planning
Food Standards
FT-102
Fl-121
Fl-133
FT-152
FT-154
FIRST SEMESTER
Course No.
and Title
FT-151
FT-111
FT-131
FT-101
FT-262
Fl-141
241.242 Feading Childran (2-2 credits!. The nutritional requirements of preschool
children will be emphasized. The course is designed to help the student plan.
purchase. prepare and serve nutritious snacks and meals to children in child care
centers. Studies will include diet plans for sick children. handling food allergies. and
the development of positive mealtime attitudes. Emphasis will also be placed on the
economics of good nutrition for a child care center
251-254 Advanced Child Care (3-3 credits). History and background of child care in
the United States will be studied. and a study will be made of the types and kinds of
child care centers suitable for young children that are present in the Boise area.
Also covered will be the qualifications of the teacher and/or supervisor for day
care centers, Second semester students will emphasize infant day care. work with
exceptional children and qualifications needed for kindergarten aides. Some
knowledge of kindergarten curriculum will also be stressed.
262 Family and Community Involvement with Children (3 credits). The students
will be given a basic understanding of the history and dynamics of family interaction.
as affected by the rapid social and technological changes taking place today. Also
studied will be the social. economic and ethnic factors as they affect the family's
capacity to function. This will include the basic concepts of family decision making.
the setting of goals and determining family and personal values. A study will be made
of cultural life styles and emphasis will be placed on the need for establishing
effective relationships with parents and co-workers. Community resources and
resource-persons will be considered as to their value to families. child care centers
and the people who will be operating the centers.
261 Occupational Relationships (2 credits!. Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supeNisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
236-236 Planning and Evaluation of Child Cara Canter Supervision (1.' cr~dits).
Classroom lecture and discussion to include management of child care programs.
methods for supervising staff. child guidance techniques. curriculum and staff
evaluations. methods of working with parents. daily classroom management. and
curriculum development to meet specific needs of individual children.
CHILD CARE STUDIES (Assistant)
9 Month Program
This curriculum is planned for people interested in working
with children as an assistant in private, play grounds, camps.
day care centers, nurseries, kindergartens. and child develop-
ment centers.
FOURTH SEMESTER
Fl-251 Advertising & Promotion .
FT-252 Demonstration Methods .
FT-203 Field Work. . . . . .
t:T-222 Seminar. . .
COURSES
16
2
2
10
2
16
CC CHilD CARE STUDIES (Assistant)
Child Care Studies (Assistant) courses are described under
(supervisor) Child Care Studies.
144
Child Care Assistant (9 Month Program)
The graduate will be able to function effectively under super-
vision in caring for children's normal physical. emotional and
social needs in group care centers, children's homes, hospitals.
nurseries, and industry. This 9 month course will provide study
of child growth, ways of working with children - infants. toddlers,
and school age children and laboratory experience in a nursery
school setting.
Entrance Requirements
Personal interest. interview, and aptitude testing.
1ST
DAY CARE ASSISTANT: SEM.
CC-101 Introduction to Child
Development. . 3
CC-151 Introduction to Child
Development.
CC-111-112 Communication Skills. 3
CC-141 Health and Care of the
Young Child. . . . . . . . . . . 2
CC-171-172 Curriculum of the Young
Child. 3
CC-181-182 Child Care Laboratory. . . . . . 3
CC Contracted Field Experiences
in Early Childhood Programs
CC Planning and Evaluation of
Laboratory Exper. . . . . . . 2
total credits 17
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
2
16
FT FOOD SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
101 Food Presentation Systems 9 Techniques (4 credits). This course covers th,~
practical side of handling prepared food. bus and set tables. wait on tables. dining
room etiquette. dish washing room and cashiering. We concentrate on a certain job if
student desires one aspect only. such as dishwashing. This course also familiarizes
the students with general safety and sanitation rules pertaining to the entire
restaurant as those specifically required to use and maintain the equipment in both
the dining room and kitchen. Fifteen clock hours per week.
102 Food Preparation Laboratory (6 credits). This course is designed to correlate
the theory of department technical courses with actual large quantity food service
practice in situations such as would be found in the food service industry. Twenty
clock hours per week.
111 Communications Skills (2 creditsl. To manage symbolS and discover meaning.
candidly. clearly. and exactly is the performance objective of Communication Skills.
As trainee. worker, citizen and human being. regardless of preparation and
background. each student is provided opportunity through individual and group
projl::cts to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own need and
career. This is a nongraded. two credit course designed to maximize personal
involvement. One semester nongraded. credit course.
121 Purchusing. Storing and Receiving (3 credits). The practices of food
purchasing. both theory and practical application. Includes storage and handling as
well as food standards. This covers proper store room procedures. issuing. and,record
keeping dealing with vendors and salesmen. and product cutting and testing. Three
clock hours per week.
131 Appliad Mathematics (2 credits). A review of fundamental mathematical
operations used in a food establishment. Converting and costing standard formulas.
guest checks, weights and measurements and business forms. Three clock hours
per week.
133 Business Math and Machines (2 credits). Fundamental operations of arithmetic
in relation to Foodservice Businesses. The student receives instruction on ten~key
adding machines. calculators. etc.
141 Basic Nutrition (2 credits). Study of the fundamentals of nutriton as a factor of
menu planning. food preparation and storage. Two clock hours per week.
161 Food Theory and Techniques (5 credits). This class is to develop an
understanding of the basic principles of cookery; skill and efficiency in preparation of-
% foods; an appreciation of high standards of production. efficient use of time and
attractive sanitary service of foods. an appreciation for the care and safe use of
utensils and equipment. harmonious and cooperative working habits. and to introduce
the student to the use of large quantity equipment and to develop an understanding
of the basic principles of cookery and also to gain knowledge of foods and their uses.
Ten clock hours per week.
152 Menu Planning 13 credits). The characteristics of a good menu. types of menus.
the relationship between menu planning and personnel and equipment. sales history
and productions sheets will be studied to aid the student in writing successful menus.
Two clock hours per wek week.
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Service Occupations
164 Food Standards (2 credits). The study of the factors to be considered when
purchasing food, The use of certain factors when writing specifications for purchasing
foods to meet the Standard set by their operations. How to cut costs regarding yield
of specific grades of foods. This is a second semester course. Two clock hours per
week.
161 Sanitation and Safety: The study and application of the health and sanitation
codes for the State of Idaho and its relationship to the restaurant industry. Theory
and Practicum in the safe use of all restaurant equipment and personal safety in
all phases of restaurant work. Two clock hours per week.
HO 101-102 Horticulture Laboratory . 5 5
HO 111-112 Communication Skills ... 3 3
HO 131-132 Related Basic Mathematics 3 3
HO 141-142 Related Basic Science .. 2 2
HO 151-152 Horticulture Theory ...... 5 5
18 18
1ST 2ND
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM. SEM.
HO 201-202 Horticulture Laboratory . . 5 5
HO 241-242 Related Science ..... 2 2
HO 251-252 Horticulture Theory .... 5 5
HO 262 Occupational Relationships 2
HO 271 Individual Project. 3.
MM 213 Credits and Collections 2
MM 101 Salesmanship ..... 3--
17 17
COURSES
HO HORTICULTURE SERVICE TECHNICIAN
101 Horticulture laboratory (5 credits). Applying the related and theory content to
the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific areas of application to
include: exploring occupational opportunities; identification of plants by the use of
descriptive terms; identification of biennial and perennial flowering plants; use of
scientific names: classifications and botanical structures of plants; climatic and other
factors limiting growth; soils; and soil amendments. Fifteen clock hours per week.
102 Horticulture laboratory (5 credits). Applying the related and theory content to
the solution of practical problems in horticulture: Specific areas of application include
methods of plant propagation: construction of growing containers and houses;
arrangements and implementation of entire greenhouse operation; the use of
insecticides. pesticides. etc .. and precautions necessary during use.
111-112 Communication Skills (3 credits). To manage symbols and discover
mearung. candidly. clearly and exactly is the performance objective of Communication
Skills. As trainee. worker. citizen and human being. regardless of preparation and
background. each student is provided opportunity through individual and group
projects to identify and resolve communication issues relevant to his own need and
career. This is a non.graded. two semester. credit course designed to maximize
personal involvement.
131-132 Related Besic Mathematics (3 creditsl. First semester - developing
comprehension of the basic principles of mathematics. Specific areas include
addition. subtraction. multiplication. division. fractions. precentage. denominate
numbers. square root. mensuration. Second semester - developing comprehension
of the principles of related bookkeeping and accounting. Specific areas to be covered
to include: income and expense accounts. general journal and ledger. sales and
purchases. inventories. payroll. etc. Three clock horus pt:r week.
141-142 Related Baaic Science (2 credits). First semester - developing
comprehension of the scientific principles utilized in: (1 J plant identification. (2) plant
growth and development. (3) limiting factors. (4) soils. Second semester -
developing comprehension of the scientific principles utilized in: developments which
and aid plant propagation. construction materials. insecticides. pesticides. Two clock
hours per week.
151-162 Horticulture Theory (5 creditsl. First semester - developing
comprehension. analysis. and evaluation of the following: (1) introduction into the
field o/horticulture. (2) plant classifications and growth. (31 climate and other growth
limiting factors. (4) soil and soil amendments. Second semester - developing
comprehension. analysis. and evaluation of the following: plant propagation (sexual);
growing containers; insect and disease control. Seven clock hours per week.
201 Horticulture Laboratory (5 credits). Applying the related and theory content to
the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific areas of appiication include
preparing landscape drawings. making concrete. block. brick. stone and wood
structures. growing greenhouse crops. and basic first aid. Fifteen clock hours per
week.
,202 Horticulture laboratory (5 creditsl. Applying the related and theory content to
the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific areas of application include
preparing landscape drawings. making concrete block, brick. stone and wood
structures. growing greenhouse crops. and basic first aid. Fifteen clock hours per
week.
241 Related Science (2 creditsl. Developing comprehension of the scientific
principles utilized in: (1) plant growing and: 12) materials of construction ..
242 Related Science (2 creditsl. Developing comprehension of the scientific
principles utilized in: (1) power equipment: (2) lawn and shrub maintenance: and (3)
plant wounds.
261 Horticulture Theory (5 credits). Developing comprehension. analysis. and
evaluation of the following: (1) various types of construction common to plant
growing. i.e. greenhouses. cold frames. hot beds. lath houses. propagators.
germinators. etc.; (2) materials of construction. Le. concrete. mortar. block. brick.
stone. wood. etc: (31 greenhouse crops: (4) first aid. Seven clock hours per week.
262 Horticulture Theory (5 creditsl. Developing comprehension. analysis and
evaluation of the following: (1) power machines as used in horticulture. Le. mowers,
tillers. saws. shredders. aerifiers. sod cutters. pesticide applications. etc; (2) turf.
shrub. and tree management procedure; (3) prevention and treatment of plant
wounds. Seven clock hours per week.
262 Occupational Relationships (2 credits). Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
271 Individual Projects (3 creditsl. Providing the opportunity for the student to
apply all his prior education in planning. developing and completing a unique.
practical horticulture project.
2ND
SEM.
HORTICULTURE SERVICE
TECHNICIAN-CURRICULUM
(Landscape Construction and Maintenance)
The limdscape construction and maintenance curriculum
has for its objective the preparation of students for employment
in the landscape. nursery and greenhouse industries. This in-
cludes both the production. sales and service areas of these ma-
jor fields. The training stresses. the design of landscapes. their
interpretation and construction including costs. but the produc-
tion of nursery plants. plant propagation. the design of land-
scapes. and landscape planting is also covered. Graduates of
the horticulture curriculum qualify for positions in nursery and
floral establishments as well as in parks. grounds and highway
departments. They may also enter the fields associated with
plant propagation. nursery sales. greenhouse work and sales in
the related fertilizer and insecticide fields. Credits in this course
I)f study are not counted towards an academic degree.
1ST
SEM.
201 Baking laboratory and Theory (3 credits). Procedure and formulas used in
industry bake shops. Preparation of bakery goods used at Boise Interagency Fire
Center mess hall. including: dinner rolls, muffins. Danish pastry, sweet breads. cakes.
dessert items both plain and fancy. Six clock hours per week.
202 Restaurant Management (6 credits). Students are taught in the management
phase in both the front and back of the house by acting as student chef. purchasing
manager. dining room manager and other supervisory jobs for the Boise Interagency
Fire Center mess hall. Sixteen clock hours per week.
203 Field Work (10 credits). Student is placed in restaurant under supervision of
Chef. First to observe. then help. and finally do the production job while their paid
employee observes. He does every position in the kitchen and-or dining room.
Twenty-four clock hours per week.
221 Catering and Beverege Control (3 creditsl. Practical approach to catering food
service banquets. covering theory in personnel duties, guarantees. menu pricing.
function room profits. forms and controls. Orientation into Bar Controls and
Techniques. Also. Wine History and sales.
222 Seminar (2 credits). Two clock hours per week.
231 Restaurent Accounting and Office Procedures (3 credits). A study of the
function of the profit and loss statement through the use of the balance sheet. income
statement, payroll reports. sales income. time cards. records. reports. Federal. State
and Social Security taxes. paychecks and figuring percentage of sales. Three clock
hours per week.
241 Speciality Cooking (2 creditsl. This includes fine pastries. sugar work. tallow
carving. ice carving. etc. Also. methods of cooking with wines and Brandies.
261 Advertising and Promotion (2 credits). This course covers the history and basic
programming of advertising in relationship to the Food Service Industry. It also
coordinates food merchandising and promotion towards increased sales volume. A
fourth semester course. Two clock hours per week.
252 Demonstration Methods (2 credits). This COurse gives the student an
opportunity to practice the demonstration technique. An opportunity to observe
critically a number of demonstrations. and an opportunity to judge objectively the
work of others. A fourth semester course. Two clock hours per week.
262 Occupational Relationships (1 creditl. Techniques of obtaining employment.
Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of human relationship
issues of shop and office. One semester. nongraded. credit course.
FRESHMAN YEAR:
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Service Occupations
FASHION MERCHANDISING
-MID-MANAGEMENT
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition , 3
Introduction to Business. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Salesmanship. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Math/Machines. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Clothing Selection .
Textiles .
Elements of Management .
Principles of Accounting .
Mid-Management Work Experience .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 2
17
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Introduction to Marketing. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Fashion Analysis and Design . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Professional Speech Communication , 2
Retail Buying , 3
Mid-Management Work Experience . . . . .. 2
Report Writing : . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Retailing .
Visual Merchandising .
Supervision of Personnel .
Elective .
15
MARKETING - MID-MANAGEMENT
1ST
FRESHMAN YEAR: SEM.
English Composition , 3
Introduction to Business. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Business Mathematics/Machines .
Salesmanship , 3
Principles of Accounting .
Merchandise Analysis .
Mid-Management Work Experience. . . . .. 2
Elements of Management. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Professional Speech Communication . . . . .. 2
Elective .
16
1ST
SOPHOMORE YEAR: SEM.
Introduction to Marketing. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Principles of Retailing .
Principles of Economics , 3
Visual Merchandising .
Report Writing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Supervision of Personnel .
Retail Buying '. . . .. 3
Credit and Collections .
Mid-Management Work Experience. . . . .. 2
Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
16
MM MARKETING. MID-MANAGEMENT - Courses
Course offerings are described in Part V.
2ND
SEM.
3
2
3
3
3
2
16
2ND
SEM.
2
3
3
3
5
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
3
2
2
16
2ND
SEM.
3
3
3
2
2
3
16
Admission:
Entrance requirements: All Boise State University admis-
sions requirements must be met. The General Aptitude Test
Battery (GATB) score must be on file in vocational counseling
office. A personal interview is required by a vocational counselor
at the School of Vocational Technical Education before admis-
sion.
Classroom work includes instruction in typewriting. steno-
graphy. business communications. business mathematics and
machines. machine transcription. filing. accounts receivable.
accounts payable. bookkeeping. payroll accounting. office pract-
ice. vocabulary and spelling. employment search. There are var-
ious levels of these courses available. The student may be a be-
ginner or an advanced clericai trainee: therefore. there will be a
variation of training time. The course curriculum is selected to
meet the requirements of the individual's goals and abilities.
Costs:
The cost of each two 8 week blocks is $183.00.
PRE-VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Pre-vocational education for vocational students or adults
who have not completed high school is offered through the
Vocational Technical School. The courses include adult basic
education. preparation for the high school eqliivalElnCY certifi-
cate. adult guided studies. and approved high school courses in
American Government. Mathematics. English. Social Studies
and Natural Science. Classes are determined according to in-
dividual needs of the students. Classes are approved by the
State of Idaho and for veterans qualifying under Chapter 34.
Title 38. U.S.C. (Var 14253 A2).
A special guided studies program for adults has been devel-
oped to help upgrade skills. to help adults prepare to better
jobs and to prepare for better jobs and to prepare for or. further
vocational training, .
APPRENTICESHIP AND TRADE EXTENSION
Through cooperative arrangements with the State Board
for Vocational Education. Boise State University Vocational
Technical School sponsors a wide range of trade extension train-
ing for beginning. apprentice and journeyman workers. Such
courses are designed to meet the specific needs of industry. la-
bor. agriCUlture. and government. Classes usually meet in the
evening. Flexibility of scheduling. content. place of meeting is
maintained in order to meet the growing educational needs of
the community. Typically. though not invariably. such courses
provide related technical training for those workmen receiving
on-the-job instruction in such vocations as Sheet metal. Carpen-
try. Plumbing. Welding. Electricity. Electronics. Typing. Grocery
Checking. Automotives. Nursing and Farming.
Information concerning admission requirements. costs.
dates. etc .. may be obtained from Boise State University School
of Vocational-Technical Education. Phone: 385-1974.
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION - No Credit
This program offers classes in basic arithmetic. reading.
English and speaking skills for people who are performing below
a twelfth grade academic level. Preparation for United States
citizenship. beginning reading for adults. and English as a second
language for non-English speaking people are offered through
the Adult Education Program.
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
Students may enter the program every 8 weeks or 5 times
a year.
The Office Occupations curriculum is designed to assist the
student to progress on an individualized basis to employment in
one of more of the various classifications of office occupations.
The length of the course will depend upon the individual's goals
and abilities.
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HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY
(GED PREPARATION) - No Credit
The High School Equivalency Program is a course designed
for people who are performing below a twelfth grade academic
level. This program is designed to help people prepare for their
high school Equivalency Test (GED).
Boise State Full-Time Faculty
January, 1977
(The date in parenthesis is the year of first appointment
A
LOUISE ACKLEY, Assistant Professor of English. . .. (1969)
A.B.. Northwest Nazarene College: M .A.. University of
Washington.
ROBERT T. ADKINS, Associate Professor of Marketing
and Management. . . .(1975)
B.B.A .. University of Chattanooga: M.B.A .. Stanford Uni-
versity.
H. DUANE AKROYD, Assistant Professor: Director of Radiologic
Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... (1976)
B.S .. Medical College of Georgia: M.S .. State University of
New York at Buffalo. .
ROBERT L. ALLEN, Instructor in Industrial Plant
Maintenance. . . . (1976)
Certificate, Boise State University.
JOHN W. ALLEN,AssociateProfessorofPhysics (1971)
B.A .. Willamette University: M,A .. Ph.D .. Harvard Uni-
versity.
ROGER H. ALLEN, Associate Professor of
Real Estate. . ... (1966)
A.A.. Boise Junior College: B .S.. University of Nevada:
M.B.A .. Northwestern University.
RUDY N. ALONZO, Instructor in Heavy DUty
Mechanics. . (1976)
ROBERT M. AN DERSON, Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . .' (1970)
B.S .. Utah State University: Ph.D .. Michigan State Uni-
versity.
JAM ES K. APPLEGATE, Assistant Professor of Geophysics:
Associate Department Head, Department of
Geology and Geophysics. . . . . . .(1973)
Geophysical Engineer, M.S .. Ph.D., Colorado School of
Mines.
GARY D ARAMBARRI. Instructor in Welding. . . .. (1976)
Shop Ironworker Apprenticeschip, Gale City Steel; Shop
Superintendent, Gate City Steel, Pocatello.
E. BARRY ASMUS, Associate Professor of Economics .. (1971)
B.S., M.S., Colorado State University: Ph.D., Montana
State University.
B
STEVEN F. BAGGERLY, Instructor in Machine Shop .... (1968)
Diploma, Boise Junior College.
J. KAREN BAICY, Assistant Professor of Nursing . . ... (1975)
B.S .. University of Maryland: M.N., UCLA.
CHARLES W. BAKER, Professor of Biology. . . (1968)
B.S., M.S .. University of Nevada: Ph.D .. Oregon State Uni-
versity.
RICHARD BAKER. Associate Professor of Sociology .... (1973)
B.A .. M.A., University of Wyoming: Ph.D .. Washington State
University.
JOSEPH A. BALDASSARRE, Instructor of Music. . . .. (1975)
B.M.E.. Baldwin Wallace College.
JOHN B. BALDWIN,AssociateProfessorofMusic. . .(1971)
B.M.E, M.M.E .. Wichita State University: Ph.D .. Michigan
State University.
RICHARD N. BALL Assistant Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... (1974)
B.A .. University of Colorado: M.A .. Ph.D., University of
Wisconsin.
JOHN B. BARNES. Professor of Education, President .... (1967)
B.A .. M.A .. University of Denver, Ed.D .. University of Wyom-
ing.
GWYNN BARRETT. Professor of History .. . (1968)
B.S .. Utah State University: M.A .. University of Hawaii:
Ph.D .. Brigham Young University.
ROSALYN O. BARRY. Assistant Professor of
Communication. . . . .. . (1975)
A.A .. Stephens College; B.A .. College of Idaho; M.S.J.,
Northwestern University.
WYLLA BARNESS, Associate Professor of
Psychology. . . . . . . . . . ... (1968)
A.B .. William Jewell College: M.S .. Montana State Univer-
sity: Ph.D .. University of Minnesota.
KATHRYN I. BECK. Assistant Professor of Social Work .. (;972)
B.A .. Washington State University: M.S.W .. Florida State
University.
ROBERT P. BEHLING. Associate Professor of Accounting
and Data Processing. . .. (1974)
B.A .. Colgate University: M.Ed .. University of Portland:
M.B.A .. Boise State University: Ph.D .. University of North-
ern Colorado.
JOHN L. BEITIA, Professor of Education (1970)
A.A .. Boise Junior College: B.S., North Dakota State Col-
lege: M.A .. Idaho State University: Ed.D .. Utah State Uni-
versity.
H. WILLIAM BELKNAP, Associate ProfessorrofBiology .. (1959)
B.A., College of Idaho: M.S .. Louisiana State University:
Arizona State University: University of Oregon.
ELMO B. BENSON. Assistant Professor of Art (1975)
B.S., University of Idaho: M.S.Sci.Ed .. University of Utah:
Ed.D .. University of Idaho.
JOHN H. BEST, Professor of Music (1947)
B.S .. University of Idaho: M.S .. Colorado State College of
Education; Cello Pupil of Elias Trustman and Joseph Wet-
zels: Composition and Theory Pupil of J. DeForest Cline and
Henry Trustman Ginsburg: Suzuki Institute of Toho School.
Japan.
CAROLE JEAN BETTIS, Assistant Professor, Associate
Librarian. . . . . . . . . . . .. (1970)
B.S. in Chemistry, A.M.L.S .. University of Michigan:Uni-
versity of Illinois.
JOHN PATRICK BIETER, Professor of Teaching
Education and Library Science. . . . . . . (1969)
B.A .. St. Thomas College: M.A .. University of California at
Berkeley: Ed.D .. University of Idaho.
DONALD B. BILLINGS, Professor of Economics (1972)
B.A., San Diego State College: M.A., Ph.D., University of
Oregon.
SARA BLOOD. Instructor in Music... . .. (1975)
B.M.E .. M.M .. lndiana University.
ANTHONY J. BOHNER, Assistant Professor of
Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . (1974)
B.A .. Northwest Nazarene College: J.D., Willamette Univer-
sity.
ROLANDO E. BONACHEA, Assistant Professor of
History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1974)
B.A .. University of New Mexico: M.A., Ph.D .. Georgetown
University.
ROBERT R. BOREN, Professor of Communication: Chairman,
Department of Communication. . . . . . . .... (1971)
B.A .. M.A .. Brigham Young University; Ph.D., Purdue.
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KAREN J. BOUNDS, Associate Professor of Business ... (1973)
B.S.Ed., University of Alabama: M.Ed .. University of North
Carolina: Ed.D .. North Texas State University.
NANCY C. BOWERS, Instructor in Practical Nursing .... (1975)
Diploma. St. Joseph's Hospital School of Nursing: University
of Arizona.
BILL C. BOWMAN, Associate Professor of Physical
Education.............................. . (1970)
B.A .. Southern Idaho College of Educatin: M .Ed.. University
of Oregon: Ed.D., Brigham Young University.
CLAIR BOWMAN, Associate Professor of Teacher
Education , , (1976)
B.S .. Indiana University: M.A .. University of Colorado: Ed.D ..
Indiana University.
PHYLLIS E. BOWMAN, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education. . . . . . . . . .. (1970)
A.A .. Weber State: B.S .. Utah State University: M.A.,
Brigham Young University.
DALE BOYER, Professor of English. . . . . . (1968)
B.A .. M.A .. University of Oregon: Ph.D .. University of Mis-
souri.
RICHARD F. BOYLAN, Associate Professor of
Communication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1971)
B.A .. University of Arizona, M.A .. Ph.D .. University of Iowa.
JEAN BOYLES, Assistant Professsor of Physical
Education (1949-57,1962.1969)
A.B .. University of California: M.S., University of Colorado.
BRYCE T. BRADLEY, Assistant Professor of
Accounting (1970)
B.S., Idaho State University: M.B.A., University of Utah,
C.P.A .. Golden Gate University, University of Nebraska.
J. WALLIS BRATT, Assistant Professor of Music (1970)
B.M .. University of Idaho: M.M .. University of Utah.
SUSAN I. BRENDER. Associate Professor of Office
Administration. . . (1969)
B.S.C .. M.A., Ph.D., University of Iowa.
ALAN P. BRINTON, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy. . ..... (1975)
B.A .. Eastern Nazarene College: Ph.D .. University of Min-
nesota.
JAMES R. BUCHANAN, Assistant PrOfessor of Welding. (1959)
Heli-arc School of Welding for Bechtel Corporation San
Francisco: Heli-arc School. Atomic Energy Commission,
Arco, Idaho, and Paducah, Kentucky: Vocational Education,
National Defense, Boise: Boise Junior College; Idaho State
College.
JANICE BUEHLER,AssistantProfessorofNursing (1974)
B.S., University of Oregon; M.S .. University of Colorado;
M.A., University of California, San Francisco.
RICHARD E. BULLINGTON, Professor of Education,
Executive Vice President. . . . . . (1968)
B.S .. Rutgers, M.A .. Ed.D .. University of Alabama.
JERRY BURK, Associate Professor of Communication. . (1975)
B.A., Fresno State College; M.A .. University of Montana;
Ph.D .. University of Oklahoma.
RALPH L. BURKEY, Instructor in Drafting (1976)
ORVIS C. BURMASTER, Assistant Professor of English .. (1968)
B.S .. Montana State College; M.A .. University of Montana;
South Dakota State College, Utah State College.
CLARA P. BURTCH, Associate Professor of reacher
Education and Library Science. . . . (1969)
B.A .. M.A .. College of Idaho.
SHERMAN BUTTON, Associate Professor of Physical
Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1976)
B.A., M.A .. Eastern Washington State College: Ph.D .. Uni-
versity of Utah.
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MAXIMO J. CALLAO, Associate Professor of Psychology,
Counselor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1971)
B,A., San Jose State College, M.S.Ed .. Ph.D., Purdue Uni-
versity, University of Hawaii.
ERMA M. CALLIES, Instructor Vocational Counselor .... (1969)
B.S .. South Dakota State University, MEd., University of
Idaho.
R. RUSSELL CAMPBELL. Associate Professor of
Physics (1970)
B.S .. University of Washington, M,A., Ph.D .. University of
California, Irvine.
WILLIAM J. CARSON, Associate Professor of
Accounting (1963)
B.S .. University of Notre Dame; M.B.A .. University of Den-
ver; University of Wyoming.
LOREN S. CARTER. Associate Professor of Chemistry ... (1970)
B.S .. M.S., Oregon State University; Ph.D .. Washington
State University.
JOHN A. CAYLOR. Professor of History. . . (1965)
A.B., Nebraska Teacher's College: M.A., Ph.D .. University
of Nebraska.
RUSSELL CENTANNI. Assistant Professor of Biology,
Chairman, Department of Biology , (1973)
B.S .. M.S .. John Carroll University: Ph.D .. University of
Montana.
WILLA M:.CHAFFEE, Instructor in Practical Nursing Program;
Department Head, Health Occupations (1967)
R.N., St. Lukes Hospital; University of Colorado.
WAYNE CHATTERTON, Professor of English (1968)
B.S .. M.A., Brigham Young University: Ph.D., University of
Utah.
JAMES LEECHRISTENSEN, Associate Professor of
Sociology. . . . . . (1970)
B.S., Brigham Young University: M.A .. University of Wyom-
ing: Ph.D., University of Utah.
MARVIN CLARK, Professor of Business Education;
Chairman, Department of Business
Education & Office Administration (1969)
B.S .. St. Cloud State College: M.A .. Ph.D .. University of
Minnesota.
MELVIN M. CLARKSON, Instructor in Machine Shop .... (1974)
Diploma, Boise College.
MICHAEL E. CLEVELAND, Associate Professor of
Music (1970)
B.A .. San Jose State College; M.M .. D.M.A .. University of
Oregon. .
MARGARET A. COCOTIS, Assistant Professor of English .(1968)
B.S .. Portland State College: M.A .. Reed College; Oregon
State College.
JAMES A. COFFMAN, Instructor in Allied Health (1976)
B.S .. Georgie State University.
CON RAD COLBY, Assistant Professor of Health Sciences;
Director, Respiratory Therapy Program (1970)
B.A., M.A., University of Montana.
JUDITH A. COLTRIN, Instructor; Supervisor of Directed
Practice, Medical Record Technician (1972)
B.S .. College of St. Mary.
CECILIA (TRUDY) COMBA, Associate Professor of
Teacher Education. . . . . . . . (1970)
B.E .. Duquesne University; M.Ed., University of Arizona;
Ph.0., University of Oregon.
DORAN L. CONNOR. Assistant Professor of Physical Education,
Head Basketball Coach (1969)
B.A., Idaho State University; M.S .. Utah State University.'
GENE COOPER. Professor of Physical Education; Chairman,
Department of Physical Education (1967)
B .S.. M .5 .. D.Ed., University of Utah.
DELBERT F, CORBETT, Assistant Professor of
Theatre Arts, , , ' , , ' , , , , , , , , ' , , . , (1969)
B,A" M ,F,A" University of Portland,
A, ROBERT CORBIN, Assistant Professor of Sociology, , (1967)
B,A" Blackburn College: M,A" University of Washington:,
Th ,M" Iliff School of Theology,
ROBERT C, CORNWELL. Professor of Business
Education, , , . , , ' . , , , , , , " , ' , .. , , , , , , . , , , (1969)
B,A" Wartburg College: M.A" Colorado State College;
Ed,D" Arizona State University,
LEONE COX, Associate Professor of Nursing, , , .. , . ' . , (1976)
B,S,N" University of Nevada: M .A" University of Nebraska,
T, VIRGINIA COX, Assistant Professor of Anthropology, , (1967)
B,A" San Diego State College: M,A" University of California
at Davis; University of Oregon; University of Georgia.
DAVID E, CRANE, Head Catalog Librarian,
Assistant Professor, ' , , , , . , , , , . , . , , , ' , , , ' , , , . (1969)
B.A" California State University at San Francisco; M,A.,
California State University at San Jose,
G, DAWN CRANER, Instructor in Communication, , ,(1975)
B,A" Utah State University; M,A" Purdue University,
BETTY L. CULLEY, Instructor in Art, . , , . ' , , , ' . , ., '" (1976)
A.B" MAT.. Indiana University,
BILL DARRELL CURTIS, Instructor in Auto Body .. , , , , , (1967)
Diploma, Boise Junior College,
ELIZABETH M. CURTIS, Instructor in Operating
Room Technology, , , , , , , , . , , , , . , , , , , , .. (1972)
Diploma, Kansas City General Hospital. School of Nursing,
o
E, JOHN DAH LBERG Jr" Associate Professor of
Teacher Education, , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , ' , , , . , , , , (1970)
B,A" Pacific Lutheran University; M,A" Lewis & Clark Col-
lege, Portland; Ed.D" University of Oregon,
NORMAN F, DAH M, Professor of Engineering, ' ' ,11953)
B,S" M ,Ed" University of Colorado; Agricultural and Mech-
anical College of Texas; University of Washington: Bucknell
University,
MARY DALLAS, Instructor in Practical Nursing, , .. (1976)
B,S., Oregon State University; R,N" University of Oregon,
JACK L. DALTON, Professor of Chemistry; Chairman,
Department of Chemistry ., ""."",.""". (1958)
B,S" Nebraska State Teachers College; M,S .. Kansas State
University of Agriculture and Applied Science; Kansas State
College, Oregon State University,
A, JERRY DAVIS, Director High School &
University Relations, Assistant Professor, , , , ' , , , , (1968)
B.Th .. Northwest Christian College; B,A .. Drake University;
M ,Ed" Utah State University,
CHARLES GEORGE DAVIS, Professor of English;
Chairman, Department of English, , ' , , ' . , . , , , ' , , (1963)
B,A" Middlebury College: M.A" University of California,
Berkeley; Ph.D .. University of North Carolina.
ANNE N. DE LAURIER, Counselor, Associate Professor, (1967)
B,A" The College of Idaho; M,S., University of Oregon, Ohio
University, M,A .. Boise State University; Ph,D, University of
Oregon,
JAMES B, DEMOUX. Assistant Professor of
Communication, . , . , , . , , , ' , ' , , , ' ' , . , , , (1971)
B,A" Brigham Young University, M,A., University of Mon-
tana, Ph,D" University of Colorado,
DONALD DEVEAU, Instructor in Art, , , . , , , ' , , ' , (1976)
B,S" M,F,A" Tufts University; M,A" Boston University,
JERRY P, DODSON, Associate Professor of
Psychology, ' , , ,(1970)
B,A" Ball State University: M,S" Ph,D" Purdue,
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PAU L DONALDSON, Assistant Professor of
Geophysics, ' , , , , ' , , , , , , , ' . , , , (1975)
Stanford University, B,S, University of Utah: Ph.D" Colora-
do School of Mines,
DENNIS DONOGHUE, Professor of Political Science, , ' ,(1973)
B ,S" M A, Central Michigan University; Ph ,D" Miami Uni-
versity,
PATRICIA M, DORMAN, Professor of Sociology, ,(1967)
B,S., M,S., Ph.D" University of Utah.
JAM ES G, DOSS, Associate Professor of Management;
Associate Dean; MBA Program Coordinator. ' , , . , (1970)
B,S" University of California; M ,S" The George Washington
University: Ph,D .. University of Utah.
JAMES D, DOUGLASS, Jr ..Assistant Professor of Art ' , ' (1972)
B,S" Western Michigan University; M.F,A .. Cranbrook
Academy of Art,
RICHARD R, DOWNS, Assistant Professor, Counselor, ' (1975)
B.S" Pacific University; M,A" Ball State: Ed,D., Ball State.
GERALD F. DRAAYER, Associate Professor of Economics
Director, Center for Economic Research, . , , , ' , , , , (1976)
B,A" Cavin College; M.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University;
M,A" Purdue University; Ph,D" Ohio University,
VICTOR H, DUKE, Professor of Pharmacology & Health
Sciences Dean, School of Health Science, . , , , .. , ' (1972)
B,S. (ZooL), B,S. IPharml. Idaho State College; Ph.D" Uni-
versity of Utah,
E
JOAN EDGEMON, Assistant Professor of Nursing., , , (1976)
B.S,N" Washington University; M,S.N" University of Kansas
Medical School.
WILBER D, ELLIOTT, Professor of Music; Chairman,
Department of Music. , . , , , , , , , , , , , . , ' , , (1969)
B.A" University of Washington: M ,E.. Central Washington.
ROBERT W, ELLIS, Associate Professor of Chemistry, , , (1971)
B.S" College of Idaho: M,S" Ph,D" Oregon State University,
ROBERT EDWARD ERICSON, Associate Professor of Theatre
Arts; Chairman, Department of Theatre Arts, , , , .. (1970)
B,S" Pacific University; M,A" Indiana University:Ph,D"
University of Oregon,
STUART D, EVETT,Assistant Professor of English, , , . , , (1972)
B,A .. University of the South (Sewanee): M,A .. Vanderbilt
University .
F
GENGER A, FAH LESON, Instructor of Physical
Education."""""""", ".,,' (1974)
B,S .. University of Nebraska - Lincoln: M,Ed., Bowling Green
State University,
DAVID JOHN FERGUSON, Associate Professor of
Mathematics, , , .. , , , , ,(1970)
B.S" Ph,D" University of Idaho,
DENNIS B, FITZPATRICK, Associate Professor of
Finance, , , . ' , . , , . , ' , , , , , , , , . , , , .. , . ' , , , . (1972)
B,S.. University of Colorado: M ,B ,A" University of Santa
Clara: D,B,A .. University of Colorado,
NANCY L. FLEMING, Associate Professor of Nursing, ' , ' (1963)
B,S,N" University of Nebraska College of Medicine: M.S,N ..
Montana State University,
ALLAN WALKER FLETCHER,Associate Professor of
History"""".""""""""""""", (1970)
B,S .. Louisiana State University: M.A" Ph,D" University of
Washington,
MARIAN FLETCHER, Instructor; Curriculum Resource
Librarian."", ,,(1974)
A,B" Wheaton College: M,S,L.S" Louisiana State Uni-
versity,
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CAROL FOUNTAIN. Assistant Professor of Nursing. . .(1967)
A.S .. Boise Junior College; B.S.N .. University of Washing-
ton: M.N .. Montana State University.
E. COSTON FREDERICK. Professor of Education. . . (1971)
B.S. Ed.. Indiana State Teacher's College. M.Ed .. Temple
University: Ph.D .. Syracuse University.
JU DITH FRENCH. Assistant Professor of Teacher
Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1976)
B.A .. M.A .. University of Northern Colorado: Ph.D .. Florida
State University.
ROBERT L. FRIEDELI. Associate Professor of Teacher
Education. . . . . (1972)
B.S .. M.Ed .. Utah State University; Ph.D .. University of
Utah.
HARRY K. FRITCHMAN. II. Professor of Zoology (1954)
A.A .. Boise Junior College: B.A .. M.A .. Ph.D. University of
California at Berkeley.
EARL H. FRY.Assistant Professor in
Political Science. . .... (1976)
B.A .. M.A., Brigham Young University: Ph.D .. University of
California at Los Angeles.
ALBERT J. FUEHRER Instructor in Auto Mechanics ..... (1965)
Northwest Nazarene College: Idaho State University; Spe-
cialized Automotive Training, United Motor Service. Tigard,
Oregon; Allen Tune-Up School. Sun Tune-Up School, Carter
Carburetor Specialized training class; Rochester Specialized
training class; Champion Technical Training School.
EUGENE G. FULLER. Professor of Zoology ... .(1967)
B.S .. M.S., University of Nevada; Ph.D .. Oregon State Uni-
versity.
EUGENE I. FURUYAMA. Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . (1972)
B.A .. Northwest Nazarene College: M.A .. Ph.D .. Washing-
ton State University.
G
CHARLOTTE B. GALE. Professor of Nursing. . ... (1976)
B.S .. Douglass College, M.A .. New York University; Ed.D ..
Stanford University.
NORMAN D. GARDNER. Assistant Professor Finance ... (1974)
B.A .. M.B.A., Brigham Young University; Ph.D .. University
of Utah.
JERRY C GEPHART. Associate Pmfessor of
Communications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1972)
B.S .. Western Michigan University; M.A .. St. Louis Univer-
sity: Ph.D., University of Utah.
GERALD J. GLEASON, Jr .. Instructor in Allied Health .... (1976)
B.S.. Incarnate Word College.
WILLARD H. GODFREY, Jr .. Professor of Marketing ..... (1970)
B.S .. Brigham Young University: M.S.,'University of Arizona:
Ph.D .. Montana State University; University of Colorado;
Colorado State University.
SHARON GOLLlCK, Instructor in Operating Room
Technology. . . . . . . .. . (1976)
Diploma, Toledo Hospital.
A. RICHARD GRANT, Associate Professor of
BusinessLaw. .(19761
B.B.A .. University of Portland: M.B.A .. Northwestern Uni-
versity, LL. B., Willamette University.
DAVID W. GREEN, Assistant Professor of Teacher
Education and Library Science. . . . . (1975)
B.A .. University of Northern Iowa: M.Div, McCormick Sem-
inary: M.A.L.S .. Rosary College.
FRANCES S. GRIFFITH, Instructor in Horticulture. . . (1971)
Lewiston Business College.
DAVI D GROEBNER, Assistant Professor of
Management. . ..... 11973)
B.S .. University of Minnesota: M.E.A .. Ph.D .. University of
Utah.
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DON P. HAACKE, Assistant Professor;
General Librarian. . . . . . . . ... (1971)
B.A .. M.L.S .. University of Washington: Brigham Young
University; Weber State College.
JAMES E. HADDEN,AssistantProfessorofEnglish ..... (1972)
B.A., Rhode Island College, M.A., University of Washington.
CLAYTON W. HAHN, Associate Professor of
Engineering. . . . . .... (1948-52, 1963)
B.S. (M.E.), University of Colardo; University of Montana;
Montana State College; University of California at Los An-
geles: University of Southern California; University of
Nebraska.
BENJAMIN HAMBELTON, Assistant Professor, Director
of Educational Media Services (1975)
B.S .. Boise State University; MEd .. Utah State University.
MARK HANSEN, Assistant Professor in English. . . (1969)
B.A .. M.A., San Francisco State College.
BONNIE HARRIS, Instructor in Dental Assisting. . .. (1976)
Diploma, Boise State University; State University of New
York.
RICHARD HART, Professor in Economics; Director
Center for Research, Grants and Contracts. . .... (1965)
B.S .. M.S .. Utah State University; Ph.D .. Kansas State Uni-
versity.
CAROL D. HARVEY. Associate Professor of Sociology ... (1970)
B.S .. University of Idaho; M.A., Ph.D .. Washington State
University.
JOHN P. HAYDON, Instructor in Auto Mechanics,
Department Head, Mechanical Technologies (1969)
ELIZABETH A. HAZELWOOD, Assistant Professor of
Nursing (1974)
B.S.N., M.S.N .. Vanderbilt University.
FRANK K. HEISE. Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts ... (1971)
B.S .. Wisconsin State University; M.A .. University of South
Dakota.
R. GAl L HEIST, Instructor in
Real Estate (1975)
A.A .. Boise Junior College; B.S., University of Utah; M.B.A.,
Boise State College.
ROBERT A. HIBBS, Professor of Chemistry . . .... (1965)
B.S .. M.S .. University of Flordia; Ph.D .. Washington State
University.
KENNETH L. HILL, Associate Professor of Teacher
Education. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1968)
B.S .. Illinois State University; M.A .. College of Idaho; Ore-
gon State University, Ed.D., University of Idaho.
LAVAR K. HOFF, Instructor in Food Service
Technology (1969)
B.S .. Utah State University.
KENNETH M. HOLLENBAUGH, Professor of Geology,
Chairman, Department of Geology,
Dean of Graduate School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1968)
B.S .. Bowling Green State University: M.S., Ph.D .. Univer-
sity of Idaho.
DONALD HOLLEY, Associate Professor of Economics ... (1973)
B.A .. Brigham Young University: M.A., University of Oregon;
Ph.D .. University of California at Riverside.
PATRICIA ANNE HOLMAN. Assistant Professor of
Education..... . .. ... (1970)
B.S., Northern Montana College: M.S .. University of Utah.
THEODORE HOPENBECK. Assistant Professor of
Criminal Justice. . . . . ... (1967)
B.S., M .Ed.. University of Arizona.
JAMES W. HOPPER, Assistant Professor of Music (1970)
B.S .. Julliard School: M.A .. State University of Iowa; Wash-
ington State University.
SAMUEL D. HOUSTON. Instructor in Business
Machine Technology., (1975)
U.S. ArmyO.M.R,: Boise State University.
MADELEINE HSU, Associate Professor of Music . " .. (1971)
B.M .. MS" The Juilliard School: H.Doc. in Performing Arts,
Sheffield, England.
DAN D. HUFF. Associate Professor of Social Work. ' . , , (1970)
B.A .. Washburn University: M.S.W .. Kansas University,
HOWARD L. HUFF. Associate Professor of Art. . ..... (1965)
Diploma. Boise Junior College: B.A.. College of Idaho:
M.F.A .. University of Idaho.
ROBERT B. HUGHES, Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . ' ... (1971 )
B.A .. University of California. Riverside: M.A .. University of
California at Berkeley: Ph.D .. University of California. River-
side.
GUY LAMO NT HUNT. Associate Professor of Teacher
Education; Dean of Admissions and Records. , . ' . , (1970)
B,S.Ed., Eastern Oregon College: M.S.Ed .. Eastern Oregon
College: Ph.D .. Arizona State University.
DARRYL HUSKEY, Assistant Professor. Serials and
Documents Librarian. . . . . . . . ... (1968)
B.S., Brigham Young University: M.L.. Kansas State
Teachers College.
I
GAIL ISON. Associate Professor of Psychology (1970)
B,S .. Idaho State University: M.A .. Brigham Young Uni-
versity: Ph.D .. University of Oregon.
J
EDWARD JACOBY. Assistant Professor of Physical
Education; Head Track Coach, . , . , (1973)
B.S .. University of Idaho: M.S., University of Northern
Colorado.
JOHN H. JENSEN. Professor of Teacher Education
and Library Science. Chairman. Department of
Teacher Education and Library Science. . .. , .. ,. (1969)
B.A .. Western Michigan University: M.S .. Ph,D .. University
of Oregon.
GEORGE JOCUMS. Professor of Foreign Language;
Chairman. Department of
Foreign Languages. , ..... ,.. ... (1973)
A.B .. A,M .. Duquesne University. Ph,D .. University of Michi-
gan.
GERALDINE JOHNSON. Instructor in Home Economics .. (1976)
B.A .. Northwest Nazarene: M .5 .. University of Idaho.
HELEN R. JOHNSON, Associate Professor of Office
Administration. . . , , . , (1955)
B .A.. NorthWest Nazarene College: University of Idaho:
Oregon State University: University of Washington: M.A ..
College of Idaho: University of Southern California. Arizona
State University.
DONALD S. JON ES, Instructor in Business
Machinery Technology. . . . . . . . . . . ' (1970)
Service Schools of Smith Corona. Olivetti Underwood,
Olympia Electric. Glidden Paint Sales. Sharp Electronics
School.
LEO E. JO NES.Associate Professor of Biology, ... (1972)
B.A .. Chico State College: Ph.D .. Oregon State University.
WILLIAM A. JONES, Assistant Professor of
Physical Education. ... . . . . . , . (1965)
B.A .. Boise College: M.S .. Utah State University.
JERRY C. JOSE, Assistant Professor of Foreign
Language.................... . (1976)
B.A .. M.A .. University of Oregon: Ph.D .. University of Wash-
ington. •
ROBERT C JUOLA. Associate Professor of
Mathematics ,......... ,,(1970)
B.S .. University of Oregon: M.S .. Ph.D .. Michigan State
University.
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FENTON C, KELLEY. Assistant Professor of Zoology. ,(1969)
B.S .. M.S .. University of New Mexico: Ph.D .. University of
California at Berkeley.
G. OTIS KENNY. Assistant Professor of Mathematics ... (1976)
A.B .. Earlham College: M ,A .. Ph,D .. University of Kansas.
WILLIAM KEPPLER. Professor of Biology, Dean. School
of Arts and Sciences. . . . . . . . . . . . . , ... (1977)
B .5 .. University of Miami: M ,5 .. Ph.D .. University of Illinois.
CHARLES R. KERR. Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... (1969)
B.A .. Washington State University: M.A .. Ph.D .. University
of British Columbia.
JOHN H, KI LLMASTER, Associate Professor of Art ..... (1970)
B.A .. Hope College: M.F.A .. Cranbrook Academy of Art:
Universidad de Guana Juato, Mexico: Northern Michigan
University: Michigan State University.
JAY ADLER KING, Assistant Professor of English, .. ' , .. (1975)
B.S .. Claremont Men's College: M .A .. New York University.
LOUIS J. KING. Instructor in Auto Mechanics. . . (1972)
RICHARD S. KINNEY, Instructor in Political Science .... ,(1975)
B ,A., M.A .. University of Notre Dame.
HOWARD J. KINSLINGER. Associate Professor of
Management , , . . . , (1975)
8.5., 8randeis University: M.B,A., City College of New York:
Ph,D .. Purdue University,
WILLIAM F. KIRTLAND, Professor of Teacher
Education and Library Science. . . . . . . . . . (1969)
Director of Reading Center: B.S .. M ,A .. Bemidji State Col-
lege Ed.D .. Arizona State University.
LEO L. KNOWLTON, Professor of Marketing. . . . . (1965)
B.S .. M .5 .. University of Idaho: University of Oregon.
ALFRED KOBER. Associate Professor of Art. . (1968)
B.S .. M.S., Fort Hayes Kansas State College.
L
CARROLL LAMBERT. Associate Professor of Early
Childhood Education .. , . , . . . . . , (1976)
B.S .. M.S., Ed.D .. Utah State University,
ELLIS LAMBORN. Professor of Economics. . , .. (1968)
B.S .. Utah State University: M,S .. University of Illinois:
Ph.D, Cornell University: University of California.
MAX LAMBORN. Instructor in Parts Counterperson .. ,(1972)
DANIEL GODLEIB LAMET. Associate Professor of
Mathematics, Associate Department Head.
Department of Mathematics. . .. (1970)
B.A .. University of Michigan: M.A,. Ph.D .. University of
Oregon.
RICHARD C. LANE. Associate Professor of Marketing ... (1969)
B.S .. M,S .. Kansas State College: University of Missouri:
University of Idaho.
WILLIAM LA RUE, Instructor in Industrial Physics.
Department Head. Specialized Subjects. . . , .. (1969)
Philco Corp .. N.A.S.A. Manned Space Program: Boeing
Corporation: B.S .. Boise State University.
CHARLES E. LAUTERBACH. Associate Professor of
Theatre Arts, .. .. .. .. .. .. .... (1971)
B.A .. M.A .. University of Colorado: Ph,D .. Michigan State
University.
RICHARD V. LEAHY. Assistant Professor of English.. ,(1971)
B.S .. University of San Francisco: M.A .. University of Iowa:
Ph.D .. University of California, Davis.
JOHN C. LEIGH. Jr .. Instructor in Drafting. . . , , . (1971)
Los Angeles Junior College.
MALCOLM E, LEHMAN. Assistant Professor of
Allied Health. .. .. , , (1975)
8.5 .. M.Ed .. University of Missouri.
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THOMAS W. lEONHARDT. Assistant Professor,
Acquisitions Librarian. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... (1976)
B.A .. M .L.S .. University of California, Berkeley.
RAY lEWIS, Associate Professor of Physical Education .. (1956)
B.S.(ed:), M .Ed., University of Idaho.
PETERM. LICHTENSTEIN, Assistant Professor of
Economics ,......... . .. (1975)
BA, M.S., Union College; M,A., Ph.D .. University of Colo-
rado.
GLEN LIN DER, Instructor; Assistant Director,Area
Vocational-Technical School , (1970)
B ,S.. University of Idaho.
JOAN LINGENFELTER, Instructor in Child Care. . . . (1976)
BARBARA A. lOHMEIER.lnstructor in Teacher
Education. .,.(1976)
B.S" University of Cincinnati.
ELAINE M. lONG, Assistant Professor of Home
Economics... . ,........ ' .. (1975)
B.S.. California State Polytechnic University; M ,S.. Iowa
State University.
JAM ES A. lONG, Assistant Professor of Biology (1974)
A.A .. Centerville Community College; B.S., Ph.D., Iowa
State University.
HUGH T. lOVIN, Professor of History (1965)
B.A .. Idaho State College; M.A .. Washington State Univer-
sity; Ph.D., University of Washington.
ROBERT A. lUKE, Associate Professor of Physics .... , . (1968)
Diploma, Ricks College; B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Utah State Uni-
versity.
PHOEBE J. lUN DY, Associate Professor of History ..... (1966)
B.S .. M.S .. Drake University.
MICHAEL T. lYON, Assistant Professor of Business
Administrawion . . . . . . (1970)
B.B.A .. University of New Mexico; M.B.A .. University of
California at Berkeley.
M
JEAN MaciNNIS, Instructor in Dental Assisting (1962)
C.D.A., University of North Carolina; Boise Junior College;
Idaho State University.
JAMES MAGUIRE, Associate Professor of English (1970)
B ,A., University of Colorado; M.A .. Ph.D .. Indiana University.
GilES MALOOF, Professor of Mathematics , (1968)
B.A .. University of California; M.A .. University of Oregon;
Ph.D .. Oregon State University; San Bernardino Valley
Junior College; University of California at los Angeles.
DA RWIN W. MAN SHIP,Associate Professor of Office
Administration , (1970)
B.A .. Northwest Nazarene College; M.S., Utah State Uni-
versity; Boise Junior College; University of Idaho; Ed.D.,
Brigham Young University.
RUTH A. MARKS, Associate Professor of Teacher
Education and Library Science. . . . . . . .(1970)
B.A .. Northwest Nazarene College; M.Ed., College of Idaho;
Ed.D .. University of Northern Colorado.
ROBERT L. MARSH, Assistant Professor of
Criminal Justice Administration , , .... 11974)
B.S., lamar University; M,A., Ph.D,. Sam Houston State
University,
CLYDE M. MARTIN, Associate Professor of Teacher
Education; Associate Dean, School of Education ... (1970)
BA, Linfield College; M.A., University of Oregon; Ed.D ..
Oregon State University,
EDWARD R. MATJEKA,Assistant Professor of
Chemistry........ . , (1976)
B.S .. St. Mary's University; Ph.D" Iowa State University.
CONSTANCE MATSON, Assistant Professor of Nursing. (1968)
B.S., University of Oregon, M.Ed., University of Idaho.
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RICHARD J. McCLOSKEY, Assistant Professor of
Biology, .. ". , .. , , , (1976)
B,A" Franklin College of Indiana; M.S .. PhD., Iowa State
University,
NIKI A. McCURRY, Assistant Professor of English (1976)
B.A., University of Wisconsin; M.A .. University of Virginia;
Ph.D., Northwestern University.
ANGUS McDONALD, Professor of Teacher Education ... (1968)
B .A .. College of Idaho; M.A., Colorado State University;
Ed.D., University of Maryland; Stanford University; Clare-
mont Graduate School; University of Idaho Graduate School,
University of Washington,
ROBERT L. McDOWEll, Assistant Professor;
Reference Librarian , . . . . . . (1968)
B.G.E .. Omaha University; M.A .. University of the Americas,
Mexico (DF), M.A. in Librarianship, San Jose State College,
University of Alabama, University of Maryland.
SHARON A. McGUIRE, Assistant Professor of English .. (1967)
B.A.. University of Idaho; M ,A., Washington State Uni-
versity.
H. ALEXANDER McKINNON, Assistant Professor of
Real Estate. . . . . . . . . . . . . (1977)
A.B., University of North Carolina, M.B.A .. Ph.D., University
of Texas.
ALISTAIR R. McMillAN, Assistant Professor of
Accounting. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... (1976)
B.S., M .B.A .. University of Montana.
ROBERT D. McWilLIAMS, Associate Professor of
Marketing and Mid-Management ... ., .. (1975)
B.B.A .. M.B.A .. Texas Technological College; D.B,A .. Texas
Tech University.
WI lLiAM P. MECH,Associate Professor of Mathematics,
Chairman, Department of Mathematics;
Director of Honors Program. . . (1970)
B.A., Washington State University; M.S .. Ph.D., University
of Illinois.
JOHN J. MEDLIN, Associate Professor of Accounting .... (1970)
B.S., Idaho State University; M.B.A., University of Denver;
C.P.A.
GARY D. MERCER, Assistant Professor of Chemistry ... (1975)
B.S., University of Montana; M.S., Ph.D .. Cornell University.
C,M. MERZ, Associate Professor of Accounting (1974)
B.M.E .. Villanova University; M.B,A., California State Col-
lege at long Beach; D.B.A., University of Southern Califor-
nia; CPA, CMA.
WANDA M. METZGAR, Instructor in Office
Occupations. . , (1976)
CARROll J. MEYER, Professor of Music , (1948)
B,M., University of Michigan; Private study with Ethel
leginska and Cecile de Horvath; M .A .. University of Iowa.
CHARLES MIKESEll, Instructor in Auto Mechanics ... ,(1976)
FLORENCE M. MilES, Professor of Nursing. . .. , . (1955)
Diploma, School of Nursing. St, luke's Hospital; B.S.N.E ..
M.N .. University of Washington; University of California at
los Angeles; lewis-Clark Norman School; University of
Colorado,
DEAN MillARD, Instructor in Electronics. , (1973)
A.S .. Boise Junior College; B.S,E.E., University of Idaho.
KEITH MillARD, Instructor in Electronics, .. ,'., ..... (1976)
BEVERLY MillER, Assistant Professor,
Inter-Library Loan Librarian. , , ..... , ..... (1968)
B.A .. Thiel College, Greenville, Pa.. M.A. in librarianship,
University of Denver.
GilBERT McDONALD MillER, Instructor; Director,
Area Vocational- Technical School. . . . (1969)
Idaho State University, Certificate, Mid-West Motive Trades
Institute.
JEROLD MILLIER. CP A ..Assistant Professor of Accounting
and Data Processing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... (1975)
B.S.. Wichita State University: S/B.M. of Accounting,
University of Arizona.
LELAND L. MINK. Assistant Professor of Geology (1975)
B.S .. Idaho State University: M.S., Ph.D .. University of
Idaho.
JOHN W. MITCHELL, Associate Professor of Economics. (1970)
B.A., Williams College: M.A .. Ph.D .. University of Oregon.
GARY F. MONCRIEF. Instructor in Political Science ..... (1976)
B.A., University of California at Santa Barbara: M.A., Uni-
versity of Idaho.
CAROL A. MULLANEY, Assistant Professor of English .. (1972)
B.A., M.A .. Ph.D .. The Catholic University of America.
KENNETH MUNNS, Instructor in Teacher Education .... (1976)
B.S .. University of Colorado: M .A .. Boise State University
THEODOREM UNSON, Assistant Professor of
Business Law . . . . . . . . . .. (1976)
B.S .. U.S. Naval Academy: J.D .. Cornell University Law
School.
GARY R. NEWBY, Professor of Physics; Chairman.
Department of Physics. Engineering and
Physical Science. . .. (1966)
B.S., Ph.D .. Arizona State University.
ROSS S. NICKERSON, Assistant Professor in English ... (1969)
B.A .. Boise College: M .A .. University of Utah.
PAMELA J. NICKLESS, Assistant Professor of
Economics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1976)
B.S .. Indiana State University:. M.S., Ph.D., Purdue Uni-
versity.
DAVID E. NIX, Assistant Professor of Management ..... (1974)
L.L.B .. LaSalle Extension University: B.A .. M.A .. Western
State College, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University.
HAROLD NIX, Professor of Accounting; Chairman.
Department of Accounting and Data Processing. . (1973)
B.S .. M.A .. Western State College: Ph.D .. Oklahoma State
University.
o
DONALD OAKES, Associate Professor of Music;
Associate Department Chairman (1966)
B.M .. M.M .. Northwestern University: College of Idaho:
University of Oregon.
DIANA OBENAUER, Assistant Professor of Nursing;
Coordinator/Instructor BSU/NNC Cooperative
Program in Nursing. . (1970)
B.S.N, Sacramento State College: M.P.A .. Boise State
University
F. DENIS OCH I. Assistant Professor of Art . (1971)
B.A .. M.A .. M.F.A .. University of California, Los Angeles.
CHARLES M. ODAHL, Assistant Professor of History ... (1975)
B.A., M.A .. California State University-Fresno: Ph.D .. Uni.
versity of California. San Diego.
JOHN T. OGDEN. Instructor in Welding; Department
Head. Heavy Technologies. . . . . . . . . . . . . (1965)
Diploma, Boise Junior College: Navy Training School: Special
Training and Experience in Welding.
MAMIE O. OLIVER, Assistant Professor of Social Work .. (1972)
A.A., Los Angeles City College: B.A .. California State Uni-
versity at Los Angeles: M.S.W .. Fresno State University at
Fresno, California.
PHYLLIS OLIVER, Instructor in Practical Nursing. . (1975)
Diploma. St. Alphonsus School of Nursing.
THOMAS OLSON, Instructor in Applied Mathematics. . (1975)
B.S .. University of Idaho.
DAVID L. ORAVEZ, Associate Professor of Art (1964)
B.S .. M.S .. M.F.A .. University of Wisconsin, Summer School
of Painting at Satutuck. Michigan.
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GLORIA J. OSTRANDER. Assistant Professor;
Assistant Catalog Librarian. . . . (1971)
B.A .. Boise College: M.L.S .. University of Washington.
PATRICIA K. OURADA, Professor of History (1962)
B.A .. College of Saint Catherine: M.A .. University of Colo-
rado: Ph.D .. University of Oklahoma: Laval University: Uni-
versity of Michigan; University of Minnesota: Marquette
University.
WILLARD M. OVERGAARD, Professor of Political Science;
Chairman. Department of Political Science. . . . (1972)
A.A .. Boise Junior College: B.A .. University of Oregon: M.A ..
University of Wisconsin: Ph.D .. University of Minnesota:
College of Idaho: University of Oslo, Norway.
NELDON D. OYLER. Instructor in Horticulture.... . .. (1966)
A.A .. Snow Colles: B.S .. Brigham Young University.
p
ARNOLD PANITCH, Assistant Professor of Social Work. (1974)
B.S.. Western Michigan University: M .S.W., Wayne State
University.
HERBERT D. PAPENFUSS, Associate Professor of
Botany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1967)
B.S .. University of Utah: M.S., Brigham Young University:
Ph.D., Colorado State University.
DONALD J. PARKS, Assistant Professor of Physical
Science and Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1973)
B.S .. Colorado State University: M.S .. Ph.b., University of
Minnesota.
MAX G. PAVESIC. Associate Professor. Societal and
Urban Studies (1974)
A.A., Los Angeles City College: B.A .. University of California,
Los Angeles: M .A .. Ph.D .. University of Colorado, Boulder.
RICHARD D. PAYNE,AssociateProfessorofEconomics.
Chairman. Department of Economics. . . . . . . . (1970)
B.A .. Utah State University: M.A., University of Southern
California: Ph.D .. University of Southern California.
LOUIS A. PECK, Professor of Art; Chairman. Department
of Art (1955)
Boise Junior College: B.A., College of Idaho: University of
California, Santa Barbara: M.S.. Utah State University:
Rex Brandt School of Art, Ed.D., University of Idaho.
MARGARET PEEK, Associate Professor of English (1969)
B.A., M.A .. University of Alaska: Ph.D .. University of Nebr-
aska.
JUNE R. PENNER,AssistantProfessorofNursing (1974)
B.S.N., University of California, Los Angeles: M.P.H .. Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley.
ELLIS RAY PETERSON, Professor of Chemistry.. . ... (1964)
B.S., M.S., Utah State University: Ph.D .. Washington State
Un iversity.
CHARLES D. PHILLIPS, Professor of Management ..... (1969)
A.B .. DePauw University: M.A., Ph.D .. University of Iowa.
JOHN L. PHILLlPS, Jr., Professor of Psychology;
Chairman. Department of Psychology. . .... (1954)
B.A., M.A., Reed College: Ph.D .. University of Utah: Uni-
versity of Idaho: Beloit College: University of Washington:
University of California at Berkeley.
C. HARVEY PITMAN, Associate Professor of
Communication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... (1966)
B.A .. College of Idaho: MEd., Washington State University.
PAUL PROCTOR,lnstructorinArt....... . (1975)
B.S .. Brigham Young University: M.F.A .. Utah State Uni-
versity.
HOWARD L. PUCKETT, Associate Professor of
Accounting. . . (1976)
B.S .. University of Michigan: M.B.A, Ph.D., Oklahoma State
University.
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CHARLES DENNIS QUINOWSKl,lnstructor; Vocational
Counselor. . (1970)
B.S.Ed .. Southern Oregon College.
R
DAVID W. RAYBORN, Assistant Professor of
Communication. . .... (1969)
B.A., Idaho State University; M.S., Southern Illinois Uni-
versity.
GREGORY RAYMOND, Assistant Professor of
Political Science. . . . . . . . . . (1975)
B.A., Park College; M.A.', Ph.D., University of South Caro-
lina.
GERALD R. REED, Associate Professor of Education,
Coordinator of Grants & Contracts . . . ... (1967)
B.S .. University of Wyoming; M.Ed .. University of Idaho;
Ed.D., Washington State University.
RICHARD J. REIMANN, Assistant Professor of Physics .. (1974)
B.S., South Dakota School of Mines and Technology; M.S ..
Ph.D .. University of Washington.
JAMES W. RILEY, Instructor in Communication. . .. (1975)
B.A., Washburn University; M.F.A .. Texas Christian Uni-
versity.
GEORGE F. ROBERTS. Assistant Professor of Art (1970)
B.A .. San Diego State College; M.A .. M.F.A .. University of
Iowa.
JOHN B. ROBERTSON, Associate Pofessor of Foreign
Languages (1974)
B.A .. Idaho State University; M.A .. Ph.D .. University of
Arizona.
W. JAMES ROBERTSON, Instructor in Nursing (1976)
B.S.N .. M.N., University of Hawaii, M.A .. Central Michigan
University.
ELAINE ROCKNE, Instructor in Medical Records Technology;
Director, Medical Records Technician Program .... (1968)
B.A .. College of St. Scholastic a, Duluth, Minnesota.
ROGER RODERICK, Associate Professor of
Mangement & Finance. . (1976)
B.S., Eastern Illinois University; M.S .. Ph.D .. University of
Illinois.
JAMES K. RUSSELL. Associate Professor of Art. . . (1969)
A.B .. Sand Diego State College; M.A .. M.F.A .. University of
Iowa.
ASA M. RUYLE, Professor of Education, Vice-President for
FinancialAffairs. . (1976)
B.S .. M.Ed., Ed.D., University of Missouri.
ROBERT C. RYCH ERT, Assistant Professor of Micro
Biology. . (1975)
B.S .. Cornell University; M.A .. San F,rancisco State; Ph D.,
Utah State University.
s
NORMA JEAN SADLER, Assistant Professor of
Teacher Education and Library Science. . . . (1973)
A.B .. University of California at Los Angeles; M.A .. California
State University at Long Beach; Ph.D., University of Wis-
consin.
CHAMAN l. SAH NI, Assistant Professor of English. . (1975)
B.A .. Bareilly College; India; M.A .. Lucknow University,
India; M.A .. University of Rhode Island; Ph.D .. Wayne State
University.
MICHAEL L. SAMBALL, Assistant Professor of Music ... (1976)
B.F.A, University of Florida; M.M .. North Texas State Uni-
versity.
RICHARD K. SANDERSON, Assistant Professor of
English. . (1971)
B.A .. University of California, Berkeley; MA .. Ph.D .. New
York University.
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MARTIN W. SCHEFFER, Professor of
Socioloay . . (1964)
A.A .. Diablo Valley College; B.S, MS .. University of Ore-
gon; Ph.D .. University of Utah.
JACK ALBERT SCH LAEFLE. Assistant Professor of
Education; Director, Educational TV . . ... (1971)
B.A .. University of Northern Colorado; M.P.A .. University of
Colorado.
PAU LA. SCH LAFL Y, Jr .. Assistant Professor of Art. . (1970)
B.A .. University of Notre Dame; B.F.A., M.F.A .. Southern
Illinois University; M.A .. University of Missouri.
PHYLLIS SCH MALJOHN, Assistant Professor of Teacher
Education and Library Science. . (1975)
A.A, Boise Junior College; B.A .. Boise State College, MA ..
Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado.
AN DREW B. SCHOEDINGER, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy. . . . . . . . . . (1972)
B.A .. Hobart College; A.M .. Ph.D., Brown University.
MARY A. SCHOLES, Instructor in Industrial
Communications . . ... (1971 )
A.A .. Boise Junior College; B.A .. College of Idaho; Univer-
stiy of Idaho; Idaho State University, San Francisco State
University; Boise State University.
HENRIETTA S. SCHOONOVER, Assistant Professor of
Foreign Languages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... (1974)
A.B .. Bryn Mawr College; MA .. Ph.D, McGill University.
MYRL SCHROEDER, Instructor in Small Engine Repair .. (1976)
LEDA S. SCRIMSH ER, Associate Professor of Home
Economics; Chairman, Department of
Home Economics (1974)
B.S., M.S., University of Idaho; Ph.D .. Ohio State University.
DUSTON R. SCUDDER, Professor of Marketing; Chairman,
Department of Marketing and Mid-Management ... (1964)
B.S. in Business Administration; M.A .. University of Denver;
Ed.D .. Oregon State University; University of Colorado;
Colorado State University.
GLENN E. SELANDER, Assistant Professor of English ... (1966)
B.A .. Southwestern University; M.A .. Utah State University;
Perkins School of Theology; Southern Methodist University;
University of Utah.
JOH N E. SEVERANCE, Associate Professor of
Engineering. . . . . . . .. (1967)
B.S .. University of Idaho; M.S .. University of Aizona.
WILLIAM E. SHAN KWEILER, Professor of Theatre Arts;
ASSOCiateDean, School of Arts and Sciences ..... (1956)
B.F.A .. M.F.A .. Goodman Memorial Theater; Ph.D .. Univer-
sity of Denver.
PATRICK W. SHANNON, Assistant Professor of
Management & Finance. . (1974)
B.S .. M.S .. University of Montana; Ph.D .. University of Ore-
gon.
MELVIN L. SH ELTON, Associate Professor of Music .... (1968)
B.ME .. Wichita State University; Boise College; M.M .. Uni-
versity of Idaho.
WILLIAM R. SICKLES, Professor of Psychology (1968)
B .A.. Wittenberg University; M .A.. Columbia University;
Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley.
ROBERT C. SIMS, Associate Professor of History ..... (1970)
B.A .. Northeastern Oklahoma State College; M.A .. Univer-
sity of Oklahoma; Ph.D .. University of Colorado.
RAMLAY KHA Sl NGH, Assistant Professor of Teacher
Education and Library Science, Coordinator,
Field Experiences. . (1975)
B.S., Mankato State College; MA. Ed.D .. University of
Northern Colorado, Greeley.
WilLIAM G. SKILLERN, Professor of Political Science ... (1971)
B.S .. Linfield College; M.S., University of Oregon; Ph.D ..
University of Idaho.
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T
YOZO TAKEDA, Professor of Mathematics . . .... (1969)
B.S., University of Michigan: M.A., University of Missouri;
Ph.D., University of Idaho.
JOHN S. TAKEHARA, Professor of Art .. . ... (1968)
B.A., Walla Walla College; M.A., Los Angeles State College;
University of Hawaii.
JOH N A. TAYE, Instructor in Art . . . (1975)
B.F.A., University of Utah: M.F.A., Otis Art Institute of Los
Angeles County.
DAVID S. TAYLOR. Professor of Psychology,
Vice-President for Student Affairs. . . . . . .. (1972)
B.S.Ed., Northern Illinois L niversity: M .S.Ed., Southern
Illinois University: Ph.D., Michigan State University.
PATRICIA A. TAYLOR. Instructor in Nursing.
B.S., Duquesne University.
RONALD S. TAYLOR, Instructor in Art ....
B.A., Boise State: M.F.A., Utah State University.
WILLIAM K. TAYLOR, Professor of Music (1971)
B.M., Cornell College: M.M., Indiana University.
GEORGE THOMASON, Instructor in Music.
B.A., College of Idaho.
NAN M. THOMASON, Assistant Professor of Nursing ... (1967)
R.N., St. Luke's Hospita; B.S., Montana State University:
M .Ed., University of Idaho.
CONNIE M. THORNGREN,Assistant Professor of
Physical Education. . ..... (1970)
B.A., Idaho State University: M.Ed., Central Washington
State College.
STEVEN DAVID THURBER, Associate Professor of
Psychology. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... (1970)
B.S., M.S., Brigham Young University; Ph.D., University of
Texas, Austin.
CARL W. TIPTON, Associate Professor of Management. (1965)
Iowa Wesleyan College: University of Washington; George
Washington University: M.B.A., University of Chicago.
JAMES W. TOMPKINS, Assistant Professor of
Industrial Communications. . (1963)
A.B, Wheaton College: B.D., Th.B., Westminster Theologi-
cal Seminary; University of Pennsylvania: Harvard Univer-
sity.
DAVID P. TORBET. Professor of Psychology, Director
of Counseling and Testing Center (1966)
B.S., Pacific University: M.A., University of Oregon: Ph.D.,
University of Colorado.
MARY ANN TOWLE, Instructor in Practical Nursing ..... (1976)
B.S., Idaho State University.
DEAN C. TOWNSEND, Assistant Professor of English ... (1970)
B.A., University of California at Berkeley;: M.A., San Fran.
cisco State College: University of California, Santa Barbara:
San Jose State College.
WARREN TOZER, Associate Professor of History. . . . (1969)
B.A., M.A., Washington State University; Ph.D., University
of Oregon.
LARRY B. TRIMBLE, Instructor, Vocational
Counselor. . (1974)
Boise Junior College; B.S., M.A., Northern Arizona Univer-
sity.
GLEN DA TRU MBO, Instructor in Office Occupations,
Department Head, Service Occupations ..
COLEEN SWEENEY, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education. . (1975)
B.A., M.A., California State University-Chico.
ROBERT B. SYLVESTER. Associate Professor of History. (1963)
A.A., Boise Junior College: B.A., M.A., University of Cali.
forn ia, Santa Barbara.
•
THOMAS E. STITZEL, Professor of Management and
Finance........ . , (1975)
B.S., Washington State University: M.B.A., Ph.D., Uni-
versityofOregon; C.F.A.
JANET M. STRONG, AssIStant Professor;
Circulation Librarian. . (1973)
A.A., Treasure Valley Community College: B.A., Eastern
Oregon State College: M. L.S., University of Washington.
MARSHALL M. SUGIYAMA, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics. . (1974)
B.A., Eastern Washington State College: MS .. Western
Washington State College; Ph.D., Washington State Uni-
versity.
LADDIE J. SULA, Assistant Professor of Economics.. .. (1975)
B.A., Loras College: M.A., University of Illinois, Urbana;
Ph.D., Georgia State University.
ROBERT A. SULAN KE,Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1970)
B.A., Earlham College: M.S., Case Institute of Technology:
Ph.D., University of Kansas.
CLARK SWAIN, Associate Professor of Marriage and
Family Studies - Home Economics. . (1976)
B.S., Brigham Young University; Ph.D., Florida State Uni-
versity.
ARNY R. SKOV, Associate Professor of Art. . . (1967)
A.A., Boise Junior College: B.A., M.F.A., University of Idaho:
California College of Arts and Crafts.
FRANK H'. SMARTT, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics. . ... (1958)
B.A., M.A., Colorado State College.
BERYL J. SMITH, Assistant Professor of
Registered Nursing. . . (1972)
B.S., University of Utah: M .Ed., University of Illinois.
DONALD D. SMITH, Professor of Psychology. . . . (1967)
A.B., Nebraska State Teachers College: M.Ed., Whittier
College: M.Ed., Ed.D., University of Southern California.
JESSE M. SMITH, Professor of Management and
Finance, Chairman of Department of
Management and Finance. . . . . . . . . . . (1975)
B.S., B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D., University of Denver.
JO ELLEN SMITH, Assistant Professor of Mathematics .. (1976)
B.S., M.A., Ph.D, Bowling Green University.
LYLE SM ITH, Professor of Physical Education,
Director of Athletics. . .. (1946)
B.S. (Ed.), M.S. (Ed.), University of Idaho: San Diego State
College.
RAY SMITH, Instructor in Food Service. . . (1973)
Fullerton Junior College.
WI LLiAM SM ITH, Assistant Professor of Physics
and Engineering. . ... (1973)
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.
MARK E. SNOW, Associate Professor of Psychology. (1971)
B.A., Eastern Washington College of Education: M.A., Ph.D.,
University of Utah.
STEPHEN E. SPAFFORD, Instructor in Political Science,
Associate Dean, Admissions and Records. . . . . (1972)
B.A., Dartmouth College; M.A., University of Oregon.
CLAUDE SPINOSA, Professor of Geology (1970)
B.S., City College of New York; M.S., Ph.D., The University
of Iowa.
FRANK W. STARK, Professor of Chemistry
and Physical Science (1957-62,1967)
B.S., M.S., Trinity College: University of Denver.
HARRY L. STEGER, Assistant Professor of Psychology .. (1972)
B.A., University of California, Berkeley: B.D., Berkeley Bap-
tist Divinity School: M.S., California State Collge, Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky.
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ANTHONY THOMAS TRUSKY. Assistant Professor of
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1970)
B.A .. University of Oregon: M .A .. Northwestern University:
Trinity College: Dublin.
JERRY L. TUCKER. Associate Professor of Education .... (1971)
B.S .. M.N.S., University of Idaho: Ph.D .. University of Wash-
ington.
WALTER TUCKER, Instructor in Air Conditioning (1975)
Diploma, Idaho State College: Air Conditioning and Refriger-
ation.
v
JOANN T. VAH EY,Associate Professor; Associate
Dean. School of Health Sciences; Chairman.
Department of Registered Nursing. . . ... (1973)
B.S.N.Ed .. College Misericordia: M.S.N .. Catholic Univer-
sity: Ed.D .. Columbia University.
LUISJ.VALVERDEZ Z.Professorof
Romance Languages. . . . . . . . . . . (1965)
B.A .. Mankato State College: B.S .. Southern Illinois Uni-
versity: M.A .. University of Illinois: Ed.D., University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles: University of Michigan: University of
Washington: University of Texas: University of Indiana.
ROSS E. VAUGHN, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education; Head Baseball Coach. . . . . (1973)
A.A .. Riverside City College: B.A .. Chico State College:
M.S .. Washington State University.
WARREN VINZ. Professor of History. Chairman.
Department of History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (196B)
Lincoln College: B.A .. Sioux Falls College; B.D .. Berkeley
Baptist Divinity School: M.A .. Ph.D .. University of Utah.
w
WENDEN W. WAITE. Assistant Professor of
Teacher Education . (1976)
B.S .. M.S .. Ph.D .. Utah State University.
LARRY L. WALDORF. Associate Professor of
Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. (1970)
B.S .. M.S .. Colorado State University: Ph.D .. Colorado State
University.
ED WALKER, Assistant Professor of Teacher
Education , . . . . . . . . . . (1976)
B.S., Wayne State College: M.A .. Ed.D .. University of
Nebraska.
EUNICE WALLACE. Associate Professor of English ..... (1968)
B.A .. College of Idaho: Ed.M .. Ph.D .. Oregon State Uni-
versity: University of California: American University: Idaho
State University: University of Utah.
GERALD R. WALLACE. Professor of Education; Dean.
School of Education (1968)
B.A .. College of Idaho: MA. University of California: Ed.D ..
University of Oregon: Whitman College; Colorado State
College: Oxford University.
STEVEN R. WALLACE. Assistant Professor of
Physical Education (1972)
B.S .. Boise State College: M.S .. University of Utah.
FREDERICK R. WARD. Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. (1969)
B.S .. William and Mary: M.S., University of Colorado: Ph.D ..
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
KATHLEEN C. WARNER, Professor of Geology (1967)
A.B .. M.A .. Brigham Young University: Ph.D .. State Uni-
versity of Iowa; University of Utah: Cambridge University.
MONT M. WARNER, Professor of Geology (1967)
A.B .. M.A .. Brigham Young University; Ph.D., State Univer-
sity of Iowa: University of Utah: Cambridge University.
TARMO WATIA, Assistant Professor of Art (1969)
B.S .. M .F.A .. University of Michigan.
DONALD J. WATTS, Instructor in Drafting...... . ... (1973)
B.S.C.E., University of Idaho.
WILLIAM L. WAUGH, Instructor in Utility Lineman ..... (1976)
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E. ALLEN WESTON, Associate Professor of
Drafting-Design , .. , (1964)
- B.F.A .. University of Arizona, M .Ed., Idaho State University,
Jefferson Machamer School of Art. Art Center School, USA
Engineering Drafting School. College of Idaho.
WA YNE E. WH ITE,Associate Professor of Business
Program Director. Aviation Management (1965)
B.S .. Northern Arizona University: M.A .. Arizona State Uni-
versity: University of Arizona: Wichita State University.
MARCIA C. WICKLOW, Assistant Professor of Biology .. (1975)
B.A .• M.A., San Francisco State College: Ph.D .. Oregon
State University.
MARGUERITE L. WILCOX, Associate Professor of
Nursing , (1972)
8.S .. Loma Linda University: M.N .. University of California.
Los Angeles.
EDWIN E. WILKINSON. Associate Professor of Psychology.
Dean of Student Advisory and Special Services .... (1958)
B.A., Whitworth College: M .S.. Washington State Univer-
sity: University of Oregon: University of Akron.
MA RJORIEWI LLiAM So.N, Associate Professor of Office
Administration. Faculty Senate Secretary. . ..... (1967)
B;S,(Ed.). University of Kansas: M.B.(Ed.). University of
Idaho: Washington State University.
LONNIE L. WILLIS, Associate Professor of English (1970)
B.A .. North Texas State: M.A., University of Texas: Ph.D ..
University of Colorado.
MONTE D. WILSON. Professor of Geology (1969)
B.S .. Brigham Young University: M.N.S .. Ph.D., University of
Idaho.
JAMES WILTERDING, Associate Professor of
Management & Finance. .. . . . . . . . . (1976)
B.A .. Seattle University: M.B.A .. University of Oregon:
D.B.A .. Texas Tech. University.
ELLA MAE WINANS. Associate Professor of
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1958)
B.S .. University of Oregon: M.S .. New York University: Idaho
State University.
BOYD WRIGHT. Assistant Professor of Art (1970)
B.F.A .. Utah State University: M FA .. University of Idaho.
CHARLES D. WRIGHT, Professor of English (1972)
B.A., Wayne State University: M.A .. University of Wiscon-
sin: Ph.0 .. University of Iowa.
GILBERT A. WYLLIE. Associate Professor of Biology .... (1955)
B.S .. College of Idaho: M.A .. Sacramento State College:
Ph.D .. Purdue University, Oregon State University, Uni-
versity of Oregon.
y
JERRY YOUNG. Associate Professor of Mathematics .... (1964)
A.A., Centralia Junior College, BA, (Math). BA (Ed.). Cen-
tral Washington State College: M.A., Washington State
University: Ed.D .. University of Northern Colorado.
JOHN R. YOUNG. Professor of Marketing. . . (1967)
B.Ed .. Whitewater State College, Wisconsin, M.A .. Ph.D.,
University of Iowa.
MIKE M. YOUNG, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education; Head Wrestling Coach. . . . ..... (1970)
B.A., M.A .. Brigham Young University.
VIRGIL M. YOUNG, Professor of Education .. (1967)
B.S .. M.Ed .. Ed.D .. University of Idaho.
DOUGLAS YUNKER, Associate Professor of Social
Work, Department Head. . . . . (1976)
B.S .. Western Michigan University: M.A .. lndiana University.
z
MICHAEL P. ZIRINSKY, Assistant Professor of History .. (1973)
A.S .. Oberlin College; M.A .. American University: Ph.D ..
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.'
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Emeriti, Advisory Boards
EMERITI
DOROTH Y ALB ERTSO N. Associate Professor of Office Administration
(1953-1977)
THELMA F. ALLISON. Associate Professor of Home Economics
(1946-1973)
C. GRIFFITH BRATT. Professor of Music, Composer Artist in Residence
(1946-1976)
WI LLIAM S. BRONSON, Professor of Psychology
(1954-1970)
ELSIE BUCK, Professor of Mathematics
(1932-1934,1937-196B)
VINA BU SH BY, Associate Professor of Secretarial Science
(1946-1965)
EUGENE B. CHAFFEE. President
(1932-1967)
ACEL H. CHATBURN, Professor of Education
(1944-1977)
ROBERT deN EUFvl LLE. Professor of Foreign Language
(1949-1973)
CLISBY T, EDLEFSEN. Professor of Business
(1939-1969)
J, CALVIN EMERSON. Associate Professor of Chemistry
(1933-1940. 1960-1973)
EVELYN EVERTS. Associate Professor, Reference Librarian
(1957-1977)
MARJO RIE FAI RCH ILD, Associate Professor of Library Science
(1966-1975)
MILTON FLESH MAN, Assistant Professor of Auto Mechanics
(1959-1974)
LUCILLE T, FORTER.lnstructor in Voice
(1932-1962)
JOHN F, HAGER, Associate Professor of Machine Shop
(1954-1969)
ADA Y, HATCH, Professor of English
(1932-1967)
ALICE H. HATTON. Registrar
(1959-1974)
KEN NETH L. HILL. Associate Professor of Education
(1962-1970)
DO RIS KELLY. Associate Professor of Nursing
(195B-1977)
NOEL KRIGBAUM, Assistant Professor of Vocational-Technical
Education
(1955-1975)
ADELAIDE ANDERSON MARSHALL. Assistant Professor of Music
(1939-194B.1966-1972)
RUTH McBIRNEY. Professor, Head Librarian
(1940-1942,1953-1977)
KATH RYN ECKHARDT MITCH ELL, Instructor in Violin
(1932-193B.1939-1972)
AVERY F, PETERSO N. Assistant Professor of Political Science
(1965-1975)
CAMILLE B, POWER. Associate Professor of Spanish & French
(1932-1935,1936-1951,1954-1967)
HAZEL MARY ROE.Associate Professor of Office Administration
(1942-1944.1947-1969)
HAROLD SNELL. Assistant Professor of Auto Mechanics
(195B-1969)
JOSEPH B, SPULNI K. Professor of Chemistry, Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences
(1941-1976)
ALBERT H, TENNYSON, Instructor in Industrial Communications
(1966-1977)
LYLE F, TRAPP. Assistant Professor of Auto Body
(1953-1967)
G,W, UNDERKOFLER, Associate Professor of Accounting
(1952-1974)
JOHN E, WARWICK. Associate Professor of Communication
(1963-1977)
HELEN WESTFALL. Associate Professor of Physical Education
(1962-1970)
THOMAS W, WI LBAN KS. Assistant Professor of English
(1964-19.66.1969-1977)
Environmental Health
Mr, Melvin Alsager, Boise
Dr, Eldon Edmundson. Boise
Ms, Nancy Ann Goodell, Boise
Mr, David Hand, Boise
Mr, Jack Jelke. Pocatello
Dr, Donald J, Obee. Boise
Mr. Jack Ross. Sandpoint
Dr, Lee Sakes, Boise
Dr. Russell J, Centanni. Boise
Respiratory Therapy
Gary Aiman. Boise
Lonny Ashworth. Boise
JamesJ. McCabe, M.D .. Nampa
William Meehan. M.D .. Boise
David K, Merrick. M,D .. Boise
David V, Nuerenberg. A,R,R,T.. Caldwell
Charles E, Reed. M,D .. Caldwell
David K, Ricks, M,D .. Boise
Nicola Yates, Boise
ADVISORY BOARDS
SCHOOLOF HEALTH SCIENCES
Nursing
Lorraine Barr. R,N '. Boise
JoAnna DeMeyer. R,N .. Boise
Betty Gull. R.N,. Emmett
Jean Hansen. R,N .. Caldwell
Dorothy Krawczyk, R,N .. Boise
Laura Larson. R,N .. Boise
Jacqueline Mason, R,N,. Boise
Clayton C, Morgan. M,D .. Boise
Katherine Nelson. Boise
Mary Nelson. R,N .. Boise
Celeste Rush. R,N .. Boise
Betty Vivian. R,N .. Nampa
Radiologic Technology
C, W, Barrick. M,D" Boise
Carolyn Beaman, R.T .. Boise
David W, Bennett. M,D .. Caldwell
Tom Davies. R,T,. Boise
Jona Knight. R,T.. Boise
Robert A, Luke, Ph,D,. Boise
Carol Short, R,T,r.. Boise
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Absences 14
Academic Disqualification 14
Academic Probation 14
Academic Regulations " 13
Accounting Courses 91
Accreditation 2
Activities Eligibility 30
Activity Information Reports 13
ACT Tests 17
Additional Baccalaureate degree 17
Administrative Officers iv
Administrative Withdrawal 7
Admissions Requirements 2
By Equivalency Certificate 3
By Examination 5
Challenging Courses , 5
Credentials 2
On Probation 14
Foreign Students 4
Graduate 4.131
Regular Students 3
Special Students 4
To Upper Division 4
Vocational Technical 3. 135
With Advanced Standing 4
Adult Basic Education 146
Advanced Placement 11
Airconditioning, Refrigeration
and Heating 137
Allied Health Studies 119
Alumni Affairs Office 26
Anthropology Courses 76
Application for Housing 31
Apprenticeship and Trade Ext 146
Art Courses 36
Associate of Applied Science 21
Associate of Science 21
Athletics 30
Audit/Credit Registration 5
Auditing Accounts 7
Auto Body 141
Auto Mechanics 141
Aviation Course 91
Baccalaureate Minimum Requirements
BA -18, BS -19, BBA-19. BFA- 20, BM
- 20
Baccalaureate Degree Programs 21
Biology Courses 39
Board and Room Schedule 6
Board of Trustees iv
Boise State University
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Accreditation & Affiliation 2
Botany Courses 39
Business Education Courses 91
Business Machine Technology 139
Calendar iv
Campus map ii
Career Services 26
Campus Store 26
Center for Guidance. Counseling
and Testing 26. 102
Certificate of Admission 3
Certificate of Competion 22
Challenging Courses 10
Chemistry Courses 41
Child Care Studies '" 143
Classification of Students 14
C.L.E.P 10
Combined Major
(Communication/English) 43. 45
Communication Courses 43
Construction Management Courses .. 68
Index
Consumer Electronics Courses 139
Continuing Education 13
Core Reauirements 17
Course Designation 22
Course Numbering 23
Course Prerequisite Waiver 15
Credit by Examination 5, 10
Credit for Prerequisites Not Taken 11. 15
Criminal Justice Administration
Courses 77
Curricula
Non-Baccalaureate Degree Programs
Air Conditioning, Refrigeration,
and Heating ~ 137
Architecture 67
Auto Body 141
Auto Mechanics 141
Child Care Studies 143
Dental Assisting 136
Drafting Technology 140
Electrical Lineman 138
Electron ic- Mechan ical
Service Technician 139
Electronics Technology , 140
Engineering 66
Fashion Merchandising 90, 146
Forestry 39
Food Service 144
Heavy Duty Mechanics 142
Home Economics ". " " 57
Horticulture 145
Industrial Plant Maintenance " .. 137
Machine Shop " 137
Marketing,
Mid-Management 90. 146
Medical Office Assistant 119
Medical Record Science 120
Office Occupations 146
Operating Room Technology 136
Parts Counterman 142
Practical Nursing 136
Pre-Dental Hygiene 128
Radiologic Technology 120
Registered Nursing 123
Respiratory Therapy 121
Secretarial Program 90
Small Engine Repair 142
Welding 138
Word Processing 90
Baccalaureate Degree Programs
Accounting 82
Acute Care Nursing 125
Advertising Design 34
Art. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Biology 37
Business Education 83
Chemistry 40
Communication 42
Construction Management 67
Criminal-Justice
Administration 75
Earth Science Education .. , .. , .. ,. 51
Economics 84
Elementary Education 100
English 44
Environmental Health 122
Family Nurse Practitioner 125
Finance 85
General Business 86
Geology 50
Geophysics 51
German 48
Health Science Studies 118
History 54
Industrial Business 86
Information Sciences 82
Leadership in Nursing 125
Management 87
Marketing 89
Mathematics 58
Medical Technology 118
Multi-ethnic Studies 76
Music 62
Nursing 125
Office Administration 89
Physical Education 106
Political Science 69
Preprofessional (Health)
Studies 127
Psychology 127
Real Estate , 88
Social Science 75
Social Work 74
Sociology 76
Spanish 48
Theatre Arts 78
Data Processing Courses 92
Dental Assisting 136
Diploma 22
Disciplinary Sanctions 30
Double Major 17
Drafting Technology 140
Early Childhood Education 104
Economics Courses " 92
Educational Opportunities 10
Education (Teacher Education)
Courses 111
Electrical Lineman 138
Electronics Technology 140
Elementary Education 100
Eligibility (Student Activities) 30
Emeriti Faculty '" 157
Engineering Courses 68
English Courses 45
Enrollment Verification 6
Entrance Requirements (see
Admission Requirements) 2
Environmental Health Courses 123
Evening Special Programs 12
Faculty 147
Fashion Merchandising 90, 146
Fees , .5-6
Finance Courses 93
Financial Assistance 27
Food Service Technology 144
Foreign Language Courses 48
Forestry Courses 39
French Courses 48
Full-time Student 2, 5-6
General Business Courses 93
General Information-Part 1 1
General Science Courses 54
Geography Courses 53
Geology Courses 52
Geophysics Courses , 54
German Courses 48
Grading System 13
Graduate School 131
Graduation Requirements 17
Associate of Applied Science 21
Associate of Science , 21
Baccalaureate Degrees 17
Additional Degrees . . 17
Bachelor of Arts 18
Bachelor of Business
Administration 19
Bachelor of Fine Arts 20
Bachelor of Music 20
Bachelor of Science 19
Double Majors 17
Extension Courses. . . . . . 17
Hours of Residence 17
Certificate of Completion. . . . . 22
Diploma 22
Health Occupations 136
Health Sciences Courses 123
Health Services 26
Heavy Duty Mechanics 142
Heavy Technologies. . . . . . . 137
Held Packets . 7
High School Students
Admission Policy . 4
History Courses 55
Home Economics Courses 57
Honors Program 11, 24
Horticulture Service Technician 145
Housing 31
Humanities Courses 47
Incompletes .. 14
Independent Study 11
Industrial Plant Maintenance 137
Institutional Mission and
Objectives 2
Insurance Coverage 7
Interdisciplinary Courses 24
Internship 12. 23
Library 9
Library Science Courses 112
Library Science Teaching Minor 104
Light Technologies 139
Linguistics Courses 47
Loans 27
Machine Shop 137
Management Courses 93
Marketing Courses 94
Marketing, Mid-Management
Courses 94
Married Student Housing 32
Masters Degree Programs
Master of Arts in
Elementary Education .... , ..... 113
Master of Arts/Science
in Secondary Education ... 115
Art.................. ..35
Business Education 97
Chemistry 41
Earth Science 52
English 45
•
History 55
Mathematics 59
Music 63
Theatre Arts 79
Master of Business
Administration 95
Master of Public
Administration 70
Mathematics Courses 59
Meal Service Calendar 32
Mechanical Technologies
Courses 141
Mechanical Technologies 141
Medical Record Science
Courses 120
Medical Technology Courses 119
Military Science Courses 61
Music Courses 63
Music Fees 6
Non-declared Major , 16
Nursing Courses 124, 126
Off-Campus Student Housing 32
Office-Administration Courses 95
Office Occupations 146
Outreach Services and Programs 12
Parking : 7
Parts Counterman 142
Petitions 15
Philosophy Courses 74
Physical Education Courses 108
Physical Science Courses 68
Physics Courses 68
Political Science Courses 73
Practical Nurse Program 136
Pre-Dental Hygiene 128
Pre-Law 21
Pre-Professional Studies (Health) 127
Pre-Technical Sequence 139
Pre-Vocational Training 146
Probation and Disqualification 14
Psychology Courses 111
Radiologic Technology Courses 121
Real Estate Courses 94
Refund Policy 6
Registration, Credit & Audit 5
Regulations 13
Religious Activities 29
Religious Interest Courses 24
Residence Definition 5
Respiratory Therapy Courses 121
Room and Board Costs 6
ROTC 60
Russian 49
Schedule of Fees and Charges 5-6
Schools of Boise State University
Arts and Sciences .. .\. 33
Business 81
Education 99
Graduate 131
Health Sciences 117
Vocational Technical 135
Secondary Education 102
Secondary Student Teaching 103
Secretarial Courses (See Office
Administration) 95
Service Occupations 143
Serviceman's Opportunity College 15
Small Engine Repair 142
Social Fraternities and Sororities 30
Social Work Courses 75
Sociology Courses 77
Spanish Courses 49
Special Education 105
Special Services 12
Student Activities 29
Student Conduct 30
Student Employment 28
Student Housing 31
Residence Halls 31
Regulations 32
Student Records 5
Student Teaching 103
Students Undecided on Major 16
Student Union 26
Summer Sessions 13
Teacher Certification 102
Teacher Education 100
Teacher Education Courses 111
Theatre Arts Courses 79
Transfer Student Admission 4
Transfer of Vocational
Technical! Academic credits 16
Tuition 6
Undergraduate Enrollment in
500-level Courses 15
University wide courses 23
Veterans Admission 3
Veterans Benefits-Eligibility 15
Welding , 138
Withdrawals 14
Zoology Courses 39
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BOISE S1ATE UNIVERSITY BULLETIN
1977-78 CATALOG ISSUE
ADDENDUM \July 15, 1977
The following changes to the Boise State University Bulletin 1977 Catalog Issue
are effective immediately. Note that as a general rule changes in personnel
assignments are not included in the Addendum. Reference is made to the current
Faculty and Staff Directory and the current semester's Class Schedule - Regis-
tration Information for detailed information.
Page 3
First column, 4. (continuing A . .If NEW FRESHMAN from previous page) should
read:
4. ACT, SAT, or WPC test scores.
pirst column, under B. If TRANSFER STUDENT ..., item 4. should read:
4. ACT, SAT, or WPC test scores, or evidence of successful completion
of English Composition sequence.
First column, under If VETERAN; ..., item 4. should read:
4. ACT, SAT, or WPC scores, or evidence of successful completion of
English Composition sequence.
Page 6
First column, under OTHER FEES, below Audit 15.00. etc., insert
"Special Registration Fee (non-refundable) 1.50".
Page 14
First column, middle, eliminate p;lragraph beginning "In computing ...."
Page 36
First column, bottom, after course description 116 LANDSCAPE PAINTING, add
the following:
123 CRAFTS (2 credits). This course is open to non-art majors. Lectures
will be in the nature of crafts, the design principles, craftsmanship and
creativity. Several areas of crafts applicable to the public school class-
room will he introduced. Simple crafts, leather work, mosaic, ceramic tile
construction, hatik, tie and die, creative stitchery, enameling, macrame,
simple ceramic work, sheet plastic and others may be assigned. The proper
use of hand tools and their safety will be stressed. Four studio hours
per week. r:ither semester.
~I
t.
2
(Page 36, continued)
Second column, bottom, change course description 309 STUDIO IN PRINTMAKING
to read:
309 STUDIO IN PRIN1MAKING (3 credits). Advanced printmaking in anyone
of the following specialized areas, each of which may be repeated once
for credit: intaglio, lithography, serigraphy, and relief printing.
Page 39
Second column, middle, under
to read: BT-130 and Z-130.
with Z-307 or Z-361.
322 FRESHWATER ALGAE, change Prerequisites
BT-311, Plant Morphology, recommended. Alternates
Page 43
Second column, bottom, under COURSES eliminate 113 COMPETITIVE SPEAKING
and its accompanying description.
Page 44
Second column, top; eliminate 375 STUDENT PUBLICATIONS TECHNIQUES and its
accompanying description.
Page 46
Second column, top, eliminate 320 NON-BRITISH WESTERN WORLD DRAMA and
its accompanying description.
Page 53
First column, middle, eliminate 441 INTRODUCTION TO GEOPHYSICAL METHODS and
its accompanying description.
Second column, middle, change course title 596 INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH
to read: 596 DIRECTED RESEARCH
Page 56
First column, middle, change 319 ANCIENT GREECE to read:
319 ANCIENT GREECE (3 credits).' A study of the ancient Greek world from
the Ninoan tha1assocracy of the second millenium to the empire of Alexander
the Great in the late fourth century B. C. Political, economic, and cultural
history are emphasized with special attention given to the outstanding
achievements of the Greeks in political and philosophical thought, epic
and dramatic poetry, historical writing and visual arts. Prerequisite:
HY-101, or instructor's consent. Fall semester, alternate years.
First column, middle, change 321 MEDIEVAL HISTORY title and description
to read:
321 MEDIEVAL EUROPE (3 credits). A study of the political, economic, and
cultural development of Western Europe from the fourth to the fourteenth
century. Special attention given to the Constantinian revolution, the
Carolingian empire, Feudalism and Chivalry, the Gregorian papacy, and the
outstanding cultural achievements of the twelfth century renaissance. Pre-
requisite: HY-101, or instructor's consent. Fall semester, alternate years.
Second column, middle, eliminate 420 THE LIBERAL REVOLUTIONS, 1776-1832
and its accompanying description.
J '
(Page 56, continued)
Second column, bottom, el iminate 425 TWENTIETH CENTlmy REVOLUTIONS and
its accompanying description.
Page 62
Second column, bottom, change 3. Electives under I. PERFORMANCE EMPHASIS
REQUIREMENTS to read:
3. Electives (anyarea) 13-16
A. Voice Majors must include 1 semester of MU-147. 1 credit.
Page 63
First column, top, change C. UPPER DIVISION COURSES 32
to read:
UPPER DIVISION COURSES 24
Change BAND AND ORCHESTRA ARRANGING 4 to read:
BAND ARRANGING 2
Eliminate CANON AND FUGUE 2
Eliminate CONTINUO REALIZATION AND IMPROVISATION 4
Change 3. ELECTIVES (ANY AREA) .......•........ 11-14 to read:
3. ELECTIVES (ANY AREA) 19-22
..
Page 64
First col umn, bottom, under 444 ~"USIC EDUCATION--BACIIELOR OF ARTS SENIOR
RECITAL, insert the words "Graded Pass/Fail." between " ...study in the
area." and "Each semester."
Second column, top, under 445 RECITAL, insert the words "Graded Pass/Fai 1."
between " ...the music department." and "Each semester."
Second column, top, under 446 SENIOR PERFORMANCE RECITAL, insert the
words "Graded Pass/Fail." between " ...private teacher." and "Each semester."
Second column, top, under 447 SENIOR COMPOSITION RECITAL, insert the words
"Graded Pass/Fail." between " ...supervising faculty member." and "Each semester."
Page 65
First column, middle, change course title 121-122 BEGINNING EAR TRAINING
to 121-122 EAR TRAINING I-II.
First column, bottom, change course title 221-222 ADVANCED EAR TRAINING
to 221-222 EAR TRAINING III-IV.
4(Page 65, continued)
First column, bottom, under the new heading 221-222 EAR TRAINING III-IV,
change Prerequisites to read:
Materials of ~1usic II MU-120, Ear Training I-II ~4U 121-122 and at least
one year of piano, or concurrent piano study. Fall-Spring semester.
Second column, bottom, under 345 OPERA THEATRE, change the statement, "Maximuhi
4 credits." to read "May be repeated for up to 8 credits." \
Page 66
First column, middle, eliminate 413-414 CONTINUO REALIZATION AND IMPROVISATION
and its accompanying description.
First column, middle, eliminate 421 CANON & FUGUE and its accompanying
description.
First column, middle, eliminate 456 ORCHESTRA ARRANGING and its accompanying
description.
Page 70
First column, bottom, under 2. UPPER DIVISION COURSES (30 credits),
eliminate PO-325 REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION, and insert PO-469 INTERGOVERN-
MENTAL RELATIONS 3 after PO-467 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW.
Page 73
First column, bottom, under 324 COMPARATIVE COMMUNIST PARTY-STATE SYSTEMS,
change " ...Either semester ...." to " ...Fall semester ...."
First column, bottom, eliminate 325 REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION and its accompanying
description.
First column, bottom, eliminate 330 ISSUES IN PUBLIC PERSONNEL AFFAIRS and
its accompanying description.
Second column, top, eliminate 461 GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS and its accompanying
description.
Page 76
First column, near top, under REQUIREMENTS FOR SOCIOLOGY MAJOR, add to 1.
immediately following "...on pages 17-18." the following:
Bachelor of Arts degree candidates are required to complete one year
of a foreign language. Sociology courses may not be used to satisfy
Area II requirements.
(Page 76, continued)
Change 2. to read:
2. At least 78 credit hours in fields other than Sociology to be selected
by the student in consultation with the student's Sociology faculty
advisor.
Page 77
First column, bottom, change 361 CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION and its
accompanying description to read:
362 CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE (3 credits). (Crosslist-
SO-362) The historical development, processes, and methods of operating
the adult correctional system will be discussed in this course. A detailed
study will be made of the philosophy and development of treatment strategies
in,the institution and the community.
Second column, bottom, following 361 INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY and its accompanying
description, add the following:
362 CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE (3 credits). (Crosslist-
CR-362) The historical development, processes, and methods of operating
the adult correctional system will be discussed in this course. A detailed
study will be made of the philosophy and development of treatment strategies
in the institution and the community.
Page 78
Second column, bottom, under FRESHMAN YEAR:, eliminate GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY*
7
J.
Page 79
Second column, middle, change 117-118 TECHNICAL THEATRE (3 credits). to
117-118 TECHNICAL THEATRE (4 credits).
Second column, under UPPER DIVISION, change course numher 311-312 ADVANCED
ACTING to read 311 ADVANCED ACTING.
Second column, hottom, change course number for 333 STi\(;EVOICE to 233 STAGE VOIC/;.'
Second column, bottom, eliminate 334 ADVANCED ORAL INTFRPRETATION and its
accompanying description.
Page 80
First column, bottom, eliminate 451 THEATRE TIIEORY ANIl CRITICISM and its
accompanying description.
Second column, top, change course number for 481 PUPPETRY to 281 PUPPETRY.
6(Page 80, continued)
Second column, top, change course number for 487g-488g CHILDREN'S THEATRE
to 287-288 CHILDREN'S THEATRE.
Page 81
Under SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, after Dean: add the following:
Thomas E. Stitzel, Ph. D.
Page 85
First column, bottom, under GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREE IN ECONOMICS -
SOCIAL SCIENCE SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION, change 4. Accounting .... to read:
4. Accounting - AC 205 required.
Second column, top, change 6. Sufficient electives .•.., to read:
6. Economics - 15 credit hour emphasis
EC 201 and 202 6 hrs.
EC 303 or 305 3 hrs.
plus any 6 hours of upper division economics electives.
7. Sufficient electives to complete a total of 128 credit hours of which
40 must be upper division.
Second column, middle, under SOPHOMORE YEAR, eliminate "Business Statistics "
................ 3 "
Page 86
First column, under SENIOR YEAR, move Government and Business credits to
second semester; change Operations ~1anagement to Decision Analysis; change
General Elective to show 0 credits in second semester, 6 in first semester.
Second column, bottom, under FRESHMAN YEAR, eliminate Introduction to Chemistry
..•.............4 4; add "Essentials of Chemistry (W/Lab) 4 4.
Under JUNIOR YEAR, eliminate OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT; add QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
Under SENIOR YEAR, eliminate QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS;
add OPERATIONS ~~NAGEMENT. Eliminate OPERATIONS DECISIONS AND CONTROLS; add
DECISIONS ANALYSIS.
Page 87
Second column, under JUNIOR YEAR, eliminate OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT; add
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
Page 88
First column, under JUNIOR YEAR, eliminate OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT; add
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Eliminate OPERATIONS DECISIONS AND CONTROLS; add
DECISIONS ANALYSIS.
Under SENIOR YEAR, eliminate QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS;
add OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT.
7(Page 88, continued)
Second column, top. under JUNIOR YEAR. eliminate OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT;
add QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
Page 93
Second column. bottom, change 466 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS ...
Prerequisites: GB-208 (was GB-306) and MG-301 .... to read:
366 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS ...Prerequisites: GB-207,
MG-301.
Page 94
First column. top. eliminate 308 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT and its accompanying
description.
First column. top. change 309 OPERATIONS DECISIONS AND CONTROLS and its
accompanying description to read:
309 DECISIONS ANALYSIS (Previously Operations Decisions and Controls) (3 credits).
This course will emphasize the decisions analysis tools such as probability
assessment. utility theory. certainty and uncertainty models. and Bayesian
statistical inference. The emphasis will be on presenting the tools in
actual business applications. Prerequisites: GB-207. GB-208. and MG-301.
Either semester.
First column. middle. following 406 COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT and its accompanying
description. add the following:
408 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3 credits). This course applies the quantitative
tools needed in the operations and production management fields for effective
decision making. The nature of the interactions between the operations manager
and the other business systems will be developed. Typical topics include:
process design. facilities layout and location, and aggregate planning. Most
types of business environments will be considered. Prerequisites: GB-208,
GB-366, MG-301.
409 DECISIONS ANALYSIS (3 credits). This course will emphasize the decisions
analysis tools such as probability assessment, utility theory, certainty models,
uncertainty models, and Bayesian statistical inference. The emphasis will be
on presenting the tools in actual business applications.
First column. bottom, eliminate 420 APPLIED MARKETING RESEARCH and its
accompanying description.
Second column. bottom. following 360 REAL ESTATE FINANCE and its accompanying
description, add the following:
370 REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (3 credits). The course is designed to examine
the many intracacies of the development process. The course will cover
the traditional development process including market analysis, feasibility
study, land acquisition, zoning, layout and design, design review, financing,
construction, occupancy. and sale. In addition, the course concerns itself
with the many factors of the planning process and the developer obligation
and concern for problems of energy. environment, transportation, and social
acceptability as they relate to the basic national need for housing.
8Page 100
Second column, under SECONDARY OPTION, change the g. p. a. requirement
in c. to 2.50 and in d. to 2.5.
Page 101
First column, bottom, under 4. 400 LEVEL, change d. TE 392 Education of the
Exceptional Child to read: TE 291 Educ. and Psych. Implications for
Exceptional Child in the School 3.
Second column, bottom, under SENIOR YEAR, insert TE 291 Education and
Psychological Implications for the Exceptional Child in the School .
............ 3, and eliminate TE 392 Education Exceptional Child .
........r
Page 104
Second column. middle. under B. ELECTIVE COURSES. insert TE 291 (title as
above) (credits as above) in sequence and eliminate items 4. TE 391 and
5. TE-392.
Page 105
First column. middle. under A. LEARNING DISABILITIES. eliminate items a.
and b. and replace with: a. TE-291 Education and Psychological Implications
for the Exceptional Child in School - 3 credits. Change items c .• d .• and
e. to items b .• c .• and d .• respectively.
First column. bottom. under B. MENTAL RETARDATION. eliminate items a. and b.
and replace with: a. Te-291 Education and Psychological Implications for
the Exceptional Child in the School - 3 credits. Change items c .• d .• and
e. to items b •• c .• and d .• respectively.
Page 106
First column. bottom. under 1.• change the words " ...in areas I. II. and/or
IlL ...". etc .• to read:
" ...as follows:
Bachelor of Science Core Requirements for all Physical Education Majors
\
SECONDARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPTION:
Area I:
Area II:
Twelve Elective credits. with
THREE FIELDS represented.
General Psychology (P-101)
Fund Speech-Communication (CM-1ll)
OR
Speech-Comm for Teachers (CM-3l1)
Third Field in Social Science
Any Additional Social Science
12
3
3
3
3
Area III: Essentials of Chemistry I
Essentials of Chemistry II
Human Anatomy & Physiology
Human Anatomy & Physiology
(C-107-108)
(C-109-110)
I (Z-111)
II (Z-112)
4
5
4
4
(Page 106, continued)
ATHLETIC COACHING OPTION:
9
Area I:
Area II:
Area III:
Twelve Elective credits, with
THREE FIELDS represented
General Psychology (P-101)
Fund Speech-Communication (CM-1ll)
OR
Speech-Comm for Teachers (CM-311)
A Sociology Elective
Any Additional Social Science
Essentials of Chemistry I (C-l07-l08)
Concepts Human Anat & Phys (Z-107)
Any Additional Science
12
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPTION:
Area I:
Area II:
Area III:
Twelve Elective credits, with
THREE FIELDS represented
General Psyc~ology (P-101)
Fund Speech-Communication (CM-lll)
OR .
Speech-Comm for Teachers (CM-3ll)
Introduction to Sociology (SO-10l)
Sociology of the Family' (SO-240)
Child Psychology (P-31l).
Essentials of Chemistry I (C-107-108)
Concepts Human Anat & Phys (Z-107)
Any Additional Science
12
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD OPTION:
Area I:
Area II:
Area III:
Twelve Elective credits, with
THREE FIELDS represented
General Psychology (P-l01)
Fund Speech-Communication (CM-lll)
OR
Speech-Comm for Teachers (CM-3ll)
Introduction to Sociology (SO-10l)
Sociology of the Family (SO-240)
Deviant Behavior (SO-33l)
Small Group Process (CM-43l)
Essentials of Chemistry I (C-l07-l08)
Concepts Human Anat & Phys (Z-107)
Any Additional Science
12
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
10
(Page 106, continued)
ATHLETIC TRAINER OPTION:
Area I:
Area II:
Twelve Elective credits, with
THREE FIELDS represented.
General Psychology (P-101)
Fund Speech-Communication (01-111)
OR
Speech-Comm for Teachers (CM-311)
Third Field in Social Science
Any Additional Social Science
12
3
3
3
3
Area III: Essentials of Chemistry I (C-107-108)
Human Anat & Phys I (2-111)
H~an Anat & Phys II (2-112)
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY OPTION:
4
4
4
Area I:
Area II:
Area III:
Twelve Elective credits, with
THREE FIELDS represented.
General Psychology (P-I0l)
Fund Speech-Communication (CM-111)
Physiological Psychology (P-225)
Abnormal Psychology (P-301)
Adolescent Psychology (P-312)
Third Field in Social. Science
College Chemistry I (C-131-132)
College Chemistry II (C-133-134)
Human Anat & Phys I (2-111)
Human Anat & Phys II (2-112)
12
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
4
4"
Page 111
First column, top, eliminate 210 HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT and its
accompanying description.
First column, bottom, below 353 PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOLOGY and its accompanying
description, add the following:
357 PEER COUNSELING: THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP (3 credits). This course
will explore relevant dimensions of the helping relationship, especially
the role of the helper. Emphasis will be on developing effective communications
and fundamental counseling skills through required student participation in
role-playing, audio- and especially video-taping and group activities. The
helper's relating to self and others with practical application will be dis- .
cussed. This class will be advantageous for dormitory resident assistants and
students in future competition for these staff positions, teacher education
students, community mental health paraprofessionals, teachers, nurses, and other
professionals. Prerequisite: Psychology 101. Pass-fail. Limited enrollment.
Fall semester.
11
(Page 111, continued)
Second column, bottom, below 271 TEACHER AIDE PRACTICUM and its accompanying
description, add the following:
291 EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
IN SCHOOL (3 credits). The course will provide insight into the various
categories of exceptionality, the characteristics of the child, his edu-
cational program needs and psychological implications for the child. It will
pursue through reading and class presentations the various approaches util-
ized in meeting the program needs of these students. Prerequisites: P-lOl
General Psychology, and TE-17l Early School Experience. Each semester.
Second column, bottom, under 371 GUIDANCE FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER, change II
title and description to read:
371 TECHNIQUES IN STUDENT MOTIVATION AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT (3 credits).
An overview of behavior perceived as inappropriate to the effectiveness
of the regular and special classroom, the possible causes of such behavior,
and the alternatives of attending to such behavior. The course is also
related to techniques for motivating the child toward appropriate goals.
Skills related to parent consultation and parent conferences will also
be introduced.
Page 112
First column, top, eliminate 391 PSYCHOLOGY OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD and
its accompanying description.
First column, top, eliminate 392 EDUCATION OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD and
its accompanying description.
Second column, middle, eliminate 491 SPECIAL EDUCATION TECHNIQUES-PRACTICUM
and its accompanying description.
Page 114
First column, top, under TE-SlS DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS FOR TEACHING PUPILS
WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES, add the words "Prerequisite: TE-430 or TE-43l."
between " ...of this course." and "Fall semester."
First column, middle, under TE-S17 DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS FOR TEACHING THE
MENTALLY RETARDED, insert the words "Prerequisite: TE-420 or TE-42l." be-
tween " ...will be studied." and "Spring semester."
First column, middle, change course title P-501 COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE
IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM and its accompanying des .ription to read:
P-SOI COUNSELING AND CONSULTING IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL CLASSROOM (3 ctedits).
An intensive study of classroom behavior with special attention to causes and
purposes of the various behaviors. The course includes the practicing of
processes considered effective in bringing about change in inappropriate
behaviors. Classroom counseling and consultative processes fundamental in
serving the several areas of the exceptional child are also practiced.
Emphasis is on the psychological processes important to the child's development
and consulting with others who need to understand the child. Prerequisite:
P-lOl General Psychology. Each semester and summer.
12
Page 122
Second column, top, under D. Science Requirements, change (69 credits) to
read (66 credits), and under E. Health Science Requirements, change (19 credits)
to read (18 credits).
Second column, bottom, under FRESHMAN YEAR, eliminate the line "Math 105-106
or Math 111-112 5 5"
Page 123
First column, top, under 350 PUBLIC HEALTH FIELD TRAINING, change Prerequisite
to read Environmental Management.
Page 124
Second column, bottom, under N NURSING, add the following:
114 ORIENTATION TO ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FOR ADVANCED PLACEMENT STUDENTS
(1 credit). Designed as a part of the advanced placement program enabling
students (who have successfully passed the required challenge exams) to
receive credit for one to two semesters of nursing on the basis of previous
nursing education and/or experience. Introduces students to nursing process
as the component for nursing care planning used in the AD Nursing curriculum.
Assists in understanding roles in nursing and in initiating role changes
necessary for working at a different level. Pre-requisite for admission to
advanced placement in sophomore nursing courses. Spring and Fall semesters.
Page 125
First column, top, after 150-151, 160-161, 170-171 BASIC HEALTH NEEDS and its
accompanying description, add the following:
201 NURSING PRACTICUM (2 credits). This course is offered to provide a
concentrated block of clinical experiences in the work situation in health
agencies for sophomore nursing students and to extend sophomore students'
learning experiences in community health agencies on an individual basis and II
may include home visits. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Both semesters;
Page 126
First column, bottom, under N NURSING, replace the entire course listing with
the following:
300 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS OF CO~ruNITY HEALTH NURSING (3 credits). The primary
focus of this course in community health nursing is the use of nursing processes
in family and community settings with emphasis on the psychosocial aspect of
individual/family/community health. The course is designed to assist nurses
in application of course content to daily work in community health settings qS
a means of improving the quality of health services. Prerequisite: The student
must be a registered nurse with access to a community health setting or
permission of the instructor. This course is offered regularly by correspondence,
but may be offered as.a regular semester offering on demand. Either semester.
306 PROFESSIONAL INTERACTIONS (2 credits). Theory and simulated laboratory
experiences with video-taping, designed to enhance communication skills
essential for nursing practice. First half directed toward one-to-one
communication; second half focuses on group process and communications in-
volving more than two individuals in common practice settings.
307 PROFESSIONAL INTERACTIONS PRACTICUM (1 credit). To be taken with N-306.
Fall Semeslter.
13
(Page 126, continued)
310 COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (2 credits). Primary focus on use of nursing
process in family and community settings with emphasis on psycho-social
aspects of individual/family/community groups. Designed to assist nurses
in application of course content to nursing pr~ctice in community health
settings as a means of improving the quality of health services. Community
health nursing settings include homes, clinics or outpatient departments,
group classes and elementary through high school health program services.
Prerequisite or Concurrent enrollment in N-306-307. Fall/Spring semesters.
311 COMMUNITY HEALTH PRACTICUM (2 credits). To be taken with N-310. Fall/
Spring semesters.
316 HEALTH ASSESSMENT (1 credit). Principles and skills of obtaining health
and developmental history, and of performing a general physical/psychosocial
assessment of individuals. Practice in using assessment tools and in differ-
entiating normal from abnormal findings. To be taken with N-324-325. Pre-
requisite or Concurrent enrollment in N-306-307 and H-300. Fall/Spring
semesters.
317 HEALTH ASSESSMENT PRACTICUM (2 credits). To be taken with N-316. Fall/
Spring semesters.
324 CRITICAL CARE NURSING (1 credit). Application of nursing process in care
of hospitalized patients in severe psycho/physiological distress who face
major changes in life style, including the possibility of death. Encompasses
counseling patients' families, and planning with other health care workers
for ~oordination and continuity of patients' care. To be taken with N-316-317.
Prerequisite or Concurrent enrollment in N-306-307 and H-300. Fall/Spring
semesters.
325 CRITICAL CARE PRACTICUM (2 credits). To be taken with N-324. Fall/Spring
semesters.
422 NURSING IN INTENSIVE CARE SITUATIONS (2 credits). Nursing care of adult~
and children having major surgery, serious trauma, or complex medical problems
such as acute respiratory, circulatory, renal, orthopedic, metabolic and
neurologic disorders. In addition to identifying and applying recent research
findings, students also develop a knowledge and skill base for application
of nursing process to patients and their families. Prerequisite: completion
of junior core. Fall semester.
423 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN INTENSIVE CARE SITUATIONS (2 credits). To be taken
concurrently with N-422. Fall semester.
424 CARDIOVASCULAR NURSING (2 credits). Nursing care of individuals with
selected cardiovascular disorders and resultant complications. Application
of nursing process to patients and their families. In addition to identifying
and applying recent research findings, students also develop technical skills
in use of equipment and procedures specific to these patients and their
families. Prerequisite: Completion of junior core. Fall semester.
425 PRACTICUM: CARDIOVASCULAR NURSING (2 credits). To be taken concurrently
with N-424. Fall Semester.
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426 NURSING IN EMERGENCY7TRAill1A SITUATIONS (2 credits). Nursing care of
individuals in hospitals or other emergency facilities who have acute, life-
threatening conditions. Application of nursing process to these patients
and their families, based upon knowledge of the inter-relatedness of body
systems and previous learning in intensive and cardiovascular nursing.
Prerequisites: N-422-423, N-424-425. Spring semester.
427 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA SITUATIONS (2 credits). To be
taken concurrently with N-426. Spring semester.
428 NURSING IN HIGH-RISK PERINATAL SITUATIONS (2 credits). Nursing process
applied to acutely ill neonatal infants and their families. Identification
and application of relevant research and experience in use of equipment and
procedures specific to this patient population. Identification and followup
in community settings of high-risk mothers and families. Prerequisites:
N-422-423, N-424-425. Spring semester.
429 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN HIGH-RISK PERINATAL SITUATIONS (2 credits). To be
taken concurrently with N-428. Spring semester.
Option in Nursing Leadership
440 LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING I (1 credit). Application of nursing
process to direct patient care in a single health care setting. Followed by
experience in managing nursing care for a group of patients in that setting
with emphasis upon selected aspects of the beginning-level leadership role
such as crisis intervention, collegial relationships, self-awareness and
communication. Prerequisite: Completion of junior core. Fall semester,
first 8 weeks.
441 PRACTICill4:LEADERSHIP INCLINICAL NURSING I (2 credits). To be taken
concurrently with N-440. Fall semester, first 8 weeks.
442 LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING II (1 credit). Application of nursing
process to direct patient care in single health care setting. Followed
by experience in managing nursing care fot several groups of patients in
that setting with emphasis upon selected aspects of the mid-level leadership
role, such as performance appraisals, inter-departmental relationships,
and coordination of nursing activities. Prerequisite: N-440-441 or
permission of instructor. Fall semester, second 8 weeks.
443 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN.CLINICAL NURSING II (2 credits). To be taken
concurrently with N-442. Fall semester, second 8 weeks.
444 LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING III (1 credit). Application of nursing
process to direct patient care in multiple areas within a single health
care agency. Followed by selected experiences in managing nursing care for
groups of patients in multiple areas within that agency, emphasizing selected
aspects of the top-level leadership role, such as quality assurance, allocation
of resources, coping with and managing change, and staff development.
Prerequisite: N-442-443 or permission of instructor. Spring semester, first
8 weeks.
445 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING III (2 credits). To be taken
concurrently with N-444. Spring semester, first 8 weeks.
15
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446 NURSING AND THE POLITICAL SYSTEM (3 credits). Study of nursing's political
relationships to overall health care delivery systems. Impact of socio-economic
influences on health care and nursing practice. Identification of formal
and informal power arrangements which affect professional nursing practice.
Prerequisite: Completion of junior core. Fall semester.
447 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL NURSING PRACTICE (4 credits).
Clinical practice in a nursing leadership role chosen jointly by student
and faculty. Student has opportunity to synthesize previous learnings,
practice leadership styles and skills, utilize personal philosophy of nursing
practice and evaluate own performance. Discussion and application of
research relevant to nursing leadership. Prerequisites: N-444-445 and N-446.
Spring semester, second 8 weeks.
Option in Family Nurse Practice
462 WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE (2 credits). Family oriented, primary
health care of women and children. Experience in assessing and managing their
health care, placing major emphasis upon normal physical and psycho-social pro-
cesses. Recognition of serious health care problems and appropriate referral.
Prerequisite: Completion of junior core. Fall semester.
463 PRACTICill4:WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE (2 credits). To be taken
concurrently with N-462. Fall semester.
464 FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA SITUATIONS (2 credits).
Nature and scope of health care services given to individuals and families
in emergency/trauma situations in hospital and non-hospital settings.
Application of nursing process in life-threatening situations, based upon
knowledge of inter-relatedness of body systems. Assessment and management
of uncomplicated trauma. Prerequisite: Completion of junior core. Fall
semester.
465 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA SITUATIONS (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently with N-464. Fall semester.
466 FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN ADULT HEALTH CARE (2 credits). Concepts and
skills of primary health care for adults, emphasizing prevention of illness,
promotion of health, and early detection of health problems. Includes
assessment and management of uncomplicated acute illnesses, common chronic
illnesses and health problems associated with aging. Practice in assisting
families to cope with stresses caused by illness. Prerequisites: N-462-463,
N-464-465. Spring semester, first 8 weeks.
467 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN ADULT HEALTH CARE (2 credits). To
be taken concurrently with N-466. Spring semester, first 8 weeks.
469 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE (4 credits). Intensive practice
allowing student to synthesize knowledge, skills and philosophy of
family nurse practice. Conducted as preceptorship with family case-load
in rural or urban setting. Student assumes increasing responsibility for
decision-making in provision of care, under supervision of preceptor and
faculty. Prerequisite: N-466-467. Spring semester, last 8 weeks.
16
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490 OVERVIEW OF NURSING RESEARCH (3 credits). Presents an overview of ideas
about nursing research, appropriate to professional nursing practice,
including identification and exploration of health care problems. Pre-
requisite: Departmental permission. Spring semester.
Page 144
Second column, top, eliminate FT-131 APPLIED MATHEMATICS 2
Second column, bottom, eliminate 131 APPLIED MATHEMATICS and its
accompanying description.
Page 145
First column, top, add the following:
170 SERVICE, WAITRESS/WAITER (10 credits). The theory and practice of
correct dining systems and procedures. 8 week program.
171 CASHIER/HOSTESS (6 credits). The theory and practice of public relations
and dining room control. Prerequisite: FT-170. 8 week program.
x X X
NOTE: SPECIAL ADDITION
Page 112
Second column, middle, 472 ELE~1ENTARY STUDENT TEACHING course description
should read:
Observation and supervised teaching. Prerequisite: TE-451. To be
taken concurrently with Elementary Curriculum & Methods TE-452.
Spring semester.
~.
(~
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY BULLETIN
1977-78 CATALOG ISSUE
ADDENDUM
The following changes to the "Boise State University Bulletin
1977 Catalog Issue are effective immediately. Note that as a
general rule changes in personnel assignments are not included
in the addendum. Reference is made to the current Faculty and
Staff Directory and the current semester's Class Schedule - Regis-
tration Information for detailed information.
Page 6
Fiist column, under OTHER FEES, below Audit 15.00, etc.,.
insert "Special Registration Fee (non-refundable) 1.50."
Page 14
Second column, replace D. ACADEMIC PROBATION DISQUALIFICATION
and its accompanying copy with the following:
ACADEMIC PROBATION AND DISQUALIFICATION POLICY
A student whose academic work indicates that he cannot con-
tinue in the University with profit to himself and credit
to the institution will be placed on academic probation and
if he continues on academic probation at the end "of his next
semester of attendance, he will be subject to dismissal from
the University.
1. Academic Probation
A. At the end of a semester (fall, spring, or summer)
undergraduate students who do not attain the cumula-
tive grade point average required for the number of
hours attempted are placed on probation for the
next semester of enrollment.
Hours
Attempted
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Minimum
GPA
.00
.00
.33
.75
1. 00
1. 17
1. 28
1. 37
1. 44
1. 50
1. 54
1. 58
1. 61
1. 64
1. 67
1. 69
Hours
Attempted
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
Minimum
GPA
1.78.
1. 79
1. 80
1. 81
1. 81
1. 82
1. 83
1. 85
1.84 ""
1. 84
1. 85
1. 86
1. 86
1. 86
1. 86
1. 87
Hours
Attempted
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
Minimum
GPA
1. 89
1. 89
1. 89
1. 89
1. 90
1. 90
1. 90
1.90
1. 90
1.91
1.91
1. 91
1. 91
1.91
1. 91
1. 92
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17 1. 70 39 1. B 7 61 1.92
IB 1. 72 40 1. B 7 62 1.9219 1. 74 41 1. BB 63 1.9220 1. 75 42 1. BB 64 1.9221 1. 76 43 1. BB 65 2.0022 1. 77 44 1. B9
B. The cumulative GPA will be computed on all credits
attempted.
c. Students rin academic probation will be automatically
removed from probation at the time they earn a cum-
ulative GPA equal to or higher tnat the minimum
required for the number of hours-iitempted.
2. Disqualification
A. After being placed on academic probation, if a ~tudent
continues on academic probation at the end of his
next semester of attendance, he will be disqualified
and dismiss~d from the University unless his/her GPA
for the most rec~nt semester of enrollment was 2.00
or higher.
B.In the event a student's cumulative GPA is below
the minimum required, but his/her GPA for his/her
most re~ent semester of enrollment was 2.00 or
higher, the student will be on continued probation.
3. Reinstatement
A. After being disqualified and dismissed from the University,
a student may be reinstated by submitting a petition
to the academic dean of the school he/she was dismissed
from and, receiving favorable action on his/her peti-
tion."
B. Students who attend another institution while dis-
qualified must meet the same standards as continuing
BSU students when applying for readmission.
C. Students who are disqualified and reinstated by
favorable action on their petitions are reinstated
on academic probation.
4. Repeated disqualification
L.
A. If after being reinstated a student fails to achieve
either a 2.00 GPA during his/her next semester's
enrollment or the minimum cumulative' GPA required
for his/her hours attempted, the student will
receive a repeat disqualification.
B. If a, student receives a repeat disqualification,
DRAFT C
he/she will be dismissed from the University and
cannot be reinstated to the University except by
petition to and favorable action from his/her
academic dean.
C. Students on repeat disqualification who are reinstated
by favorable action on their petition must earn a
minimum GPA of 2.00 for the semester reinstated or
must raise their cumulative GPA equal to or above
the iminimum requi red or they wi 11 re cei ve an
additional repeat disqualification.
5. Forgiveness for Failing Grades
A student who has not been enrolled in a college or
university as a full-time student for a period of two
consecutive years, may upon returning full time to Boise
State University credit status and completing a semester
of full-time work (12 hours Dr more) with a GPA of 2.25
for that semester make application to the dean of the school
for removal of any"F" grade given by Boise State University.
With approval of the dean of the school in which the stud~nt
is majoring, the GPA will be recomputed to include all grad~s
with the exception of those dismissed. No change will be "
made on the transcript of record. Application for changing
an"F" grade must be made no more than two semesters after
full-time re-enrollment at, Boise State University.
6. Restrictions
Students orr probation are ineligible for participation in
University sponsored extra curricular activities. (See
Eligibility for Extra-Curricular Activities section of the
BSU Student Handbook.)
Page 94
First column, top, eliminate 309 OPERATIONS DECISIONS AND
CONTROLS and its accompanying description.
Page 43
,Second column, bottom, under COURSES eliminate 113 COMPETITIVE
SPEAKING and its accompanying description.
Page 73
Second column, top, eliminate 461 GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS
and its accompanying description.
-,
c
Page vi
Bottom, under SUMMER SESSION~ delete the entries
June 13, Tuesday First 5 week session until July 14
and
July 17, Monday ~.Second 5 week session until August 18
DRAFT"
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First column, bottom, under N NURSING, replace the entire
course listing with the following:
D
L
300 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS OF COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (3 credits).
The primary focus of this course in community health nursing
is the use of nursing processes in family and community settirtgs
with emphasis on the p~ychosocial aspect of individual/family/
community health. The course is designed to assist nurses in
application of course content to daily work in community health
settings as a means of improving the quality of health services.'
Prerequisite: the student must be a registered nurse with access
to a community health setting or permission of the instructor.
This course is offered regularly by correspond~nce, but may be
offered as a regular semester offering on demand. Either semester.
312 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS OF HEALTH ASSESSMENT--ACUTE CARE
(5 credits). This course studies those concepts-principles
most common to the nursifig process of idefitifying and meeting
the needs of the acutely ill client and his family. Physical
assessment skills will be emphasized. Concurrent requisites:
Applied Physiology and departmental permission. Fall semester.
320 NURSING IN ADULT INTENSIVE CARE SITUATIONS (4 credits).
This course studies and applies the concept of intensive
care nursing in its present and emerging status. Emphasis
is on acquiring a sound scientific base for nursing intervention
in intensive care situations. Prerequisites: Applied Physi-
ology and N-312 Concepts and Skills of Community Health
Assessment and Departmental permission. Spring semester.
321 CARDIOVASCULAR NURSING (4 credits). Nursing requirements
of the client cardiovascular pathology will be studied.
Emphasis will be placed on acquiring scientific knowledge
to provide rationale for nursing intervention and experiences
providing the opportunity to practice essential skills.
Prerequisites~ Applied Physiology; N-312 Concepts an~ Skills
of Health Assessment and Departmental permission. Spring
semester.
t,
340 CONCEPTS AND SKILLS OF HEALTH ASSESSMENT--FAMILY PRACTICE
(5 credits). The course includes principle and skills in taking
a health and developmental history, ~erforming a physical, <
psycho-soc~al assessments on individuals. Basic assessments
of family interaction patterns and their use of community
agencies are included as coordinated knowledge and practice
basic to community health nursing. Distinguishing normal
from abnormal health states -of the individual-family will
be stressed. Prerequisites: Departmental permission .. Fall
semester.
350 FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE (4 credits). Skills and principles
of primary health care for individuals (0-16 yr.) are explored
iri theoretical and clinical settings. The student is provided
the opportunity to become clinically competent in health
assessments,< diagnosis and management of umcomplicated pediatric
health problems. Prerequisites: N-340 Concepts and Skills of
DRAFT
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Health Assesment; Departmental permission. Spring semester.
351 FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE (4 credits). Basic skills and
principles of the physiological and psycho-social processes,
related to women. The emphasis will be on the assessment
and management of uncomplicated gynecological problems,
pregnancy, post partum care, family planning and the meno-
pausal process. Prerequisites: N-340, Concepts and Skills
of Health Assessment and Departmental permission. Spring semester.
373 HEALTH DELIVERY, THE NURSE'S ROLE I (2 credits). The
course involves the assessment of the influence of nursing
leadership on health care systems, their function and their
effectiveness. Theories of leadership in nursing and impli-
cations for change in practice will be identified .. Prerequi-
sites: H-302, Health Delivery Systems and Departmental per-
mission. Fall semester.
374 HEALTH DELIVE~Y, THE NURSE'S ROLE II (2 ,credits). The
course involves the implementation of various nursing leader-
ship theories in the delivery of health care. Multi-community
agencies will be used in identifying role responsibilities
in professional nursing. Prerequisites: H-302, Health De-
livery Systems and Departmental permission. Fall Semester.
376 MANAGER-LEADER, THE NURSE'S ROLE I (2 credits). The
course will involve aspects and theories of decision-making
within the management responsibilities of the professional
nurse. The clinical practice will involve management decisiont
making in selected health care agencies. Prerequisites: MG- '
301, Principles of Management and Departmental permission.
Spring semester.
377 MANAGBR-LEADER, THE NURSE'S ROLE II (2 credits). The
course will involve the study of nursing leadership respon-
sibilities in evaluation of care in relation to the Health
Delivery System(s). Prerequisites: MG-301, Principles of
Management and Departmental permission.
422 NURSING IN INTENSIVE CARE SITUATIONS (2 credits). Nursing
care of adults and children having major surgery, serious
trauma, or complex medical problems such as acute respiratory,
circulatory, renal, orthopedic, metabolic and neurologic
disorders. In addition to identifying and applying recent
research findings, students also develop a knowledge and
skill base for application of nursing process to patients
and their families. Prerequisite: Completion of junior core.Fall semester.
423 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN INTENSIVE CARE SITUATIONS (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently with N 422. Fall semester.
424 CARDIOVASCULAR NURSING (2 credits). Nursing care of indi- J
viduals with selected cardiovascular disorders and resultant
complications. Application of nursing process to patients and
their families. In addition to identifying and applying recent
research findings, students also develop technical skills
in use of equipment and prociedures specific to these patients
DRAFT, F
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, and their families. Prerequisite: Completion of junior
core. Fall semester.
425PRACTICUM: CARDIOVASCULAR NURSING (2 credits). To be
taken concurrnetlywith N 424. Fall Semester.
426 NURSING IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA SITUATIONS (2 credits).
Nursing care of individuals in hospitals or other emergency
facilities who have acute, life-threatening conditions.
Application of nursing process to these patients and their
families, based upon knowledge of the inter-relatedness of ,.
body systems and previous learning in intensive and cardio-
vascular nursing. Prerequisites: N 422-423, N424-425.
Spring semester. .
427 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA SITUATIONS (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently with N 426. Spring semester.
428 NURSING IN HIGH-RISK PERINATAL SITUATIONS (2 credits).
Nu~sing process applied to acutely ill neonatal infants and
their families. Identification and application of relevant
research and experience in use of equipment and procedures
specific to this patient population. Identification and foll~w~
up in community settings of high-risk mothers and families.
Prerequisites: N 422-423, N 424-425. Spring semester.
429 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN HIGH-RISK PERINATAL SITUATIONS (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently with N 428. Spring semester.
Option in Nursing Leadership
440 LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING I (1 credit). Application
of nursing process to direct patient care in a single health
care setting. Followed by experience in managing nursing
care for a group of patients in that setting with emphasis
upon selected aspects of the beginning-level leadership role
such as crisis intervention, collegial relationships, self-
awareness and communication. Prerequisite: Completion of
junior core. Fall semester, first 8 weeks. .
441 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING I (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently N 440. Fall semester, first 8 weeks.
442 LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING II (1 credit). Application
of nursing process to direct patient care in single health
care setting. Followed by experience in managing nursing care
for several groups of patients in that setting with emphasis
upon selected"aspects of the mid-level leadership role, such
as performance appraisals, inter-departmental relationships,
and coordination of nursing activities. Prerequisite: ~ 440-
441 or permission of instructor. Fall semester, second 8
weeks. .
443 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING II (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently with N 442. Fall semester, second
8 weeks. .
-'.,
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444 LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING III (1 credit). Application
of nursing process to direct patient care in multiple areas
within a single healih care agency. Followed by selected
experiences in managing nursing care for groups of patients
in multiple areas within that agency, emphasizing selected
aspects of the top-level leadership role such as quality
assurance, allocation of resources, coping with and managing
change, and staff development. Prerequisite: N 442-443 or
permission of instructor. Spring semester, first 8 weeks.
445 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN CLINICAL NURSING III (2 credits).:
To be taken concurrently with N 444. Spring semester, first
8 weeks.
446 NURSING AND THE POLITICAL SYSTEM (3 credits). Study of
nursing's political relationships to overall health care
delivery systems. Impact of socio-economic influences on
health care and nursing practi.ce. Identification of formal
and informal power arrangements which affect professional
nursing practice. Prerequisite: Completion of junior core.
Fall semester ..
447 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL NURSING PRACTICE
(4 credits). Clinical practice in a nursing leadership role
chosen jointly by student and faculty. Student hasoppor-
tunity to synthesize previous learnings, practice leadership
styles and skills, utilize personal philosophy of nursing
practice and evaluate own performance. Discussion and appli-
cation of research relevant to nursing leadership .. Prerequi-
sites: N 444-445 and N 446. Spring semester, second 8 weeks.
Option in Family Nurse Practice
462 WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE (2 credits). Family
oriented~ primary health care of women and children. Exper-
ience in assessing and managing their health care, placing major
emphasis upon normal physical and psycho-social processes. '
Recognition of serious health care problems and appropriate
referral. Prerequisite: Completion of junior core. Fall.
semester.
463 PRACTICUM: WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE (2 credits).
To be taken concurrently with N 462. Fall semester.
464 FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA SITUATIONS
(2 credits). Nature and scope of health care services given
to individuals and families in emergency/trauma situations in
hospital and non-hospital settings. Application of nursing
process in life-threatening situations, based upon knowledge
of inter=relatedness of body systems. Assessment and manage-
ment of uncomplicated trauma. Prerequisite: Completion of .
junior core. Fall semester.
465 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN EMERGENCY/TRAUMA
SITUATIONS (2 credits). To be taken concurrently with N 464.
Fall semester.
DRAFT' H
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466 FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN ADULT HEALTH CARE (2 credits)
Concepts and skills of primary health care for adults, em-~
phasizing prevention of illness, promotion of health, and
early detection of health problems. Includes assessment and
management of umcomplicated acute illnesses, common chronic •
illnesses and health problems associated with aging. Practice
in assisting families to cope with stresses causes by illness ..
Prerequisites: N 462-463, N 464-465. Spring semester, first
8 weeks.
467 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE IN ADULT HEALTH CARE
(2 credits). To be taken concurrently with N 466. Spring
semester~ first 8 weeks.
469 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSE PRACTICE (4 credits). Intensive
practice allowing student to synthesize knowledge, skills and;
philosophy of family nurse practice. Conducted as preceptor-
ship with family case-l~ad in rural or urban setting. Student
assumes increasing responsibility for decision-making in
provision of care, under supervision of preceptor and faculty.
Prerequisite: N 466-467. Spring semester, last 8 weeks. .
490 OVERVIEW OF NURSING RESEARCH (3 credits). Presents an
overview of ideas about nursing research, appropriate to
professional nursing practice, including identification and
exploration of health care problems. Pre-requisite: Departmeptal
permission. Spring semester.
Page 124
Second column, bottom, under N NURSING, add the following:
114 ORIENTATION TO ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FOR ADVANCED
PLACEMENT STUDENTS (1 cr.edit). Designed as a part of the
advanced placement program enabling ~tudents (who have success~
fully passed the required challenge exams) to receive credit
for one to two semesters of nursing on the basis of previous
nursing education and/or experience. Introduces students to
nursing process-as the component for nursing care planning used
in the AD Nursing curriculum. Assists in understanding roles
in nursing and in initiating role changes necessary for working
at a different level. Pre-requisite for admission to advanced
placement in sophomore nursing courses. Spring and Fall semesters ..
i.
Page 125
First column, top, after 150-151, 160~161, 170-171 BASIC
HEALTH NEEDS and its accompanying description, add the
follow'ing:
2Dl NURSING PRACTICUM (2 credits). This course is offered
to provide a concentrated block of clinical experien~es in
the work situation in health agencies for sophomore nursing
stud~nts and to extend sophomore students' learning exper-
iences in community health agencies on an individual basis and,
may include home visits. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Both semesters.
. --~--_.~-------------._.
Page 3
First column, 4. (continuing A. If NEW FRESHMAN from previous page) shouldread:
4. ACT, SAT, or WPC test scores.
First column, under B. If TRANSFER STUDENT ..., item 4. should read:
4. ACT, SAT, or WPC test scores, or evidence of successful completion
of English Composition sequence.
First column, under If VETERAN; ..., item 4. should read:
4. ACT, SAT, or WPC scores, or evidence of successful completion of
English Composition sequence.
Page 36
First column, bottom. after course description 116 LANDSCAPE PAINTING. addthe following:
123 CRAFTS (2 credits) This course is open to non-art majors. Lectures will
be in the nature of crafts, the design principles, craftsmanship and crea-
tivity. Several areas of crafts applicable to the public school classroom
will be introduced. Simple crafts, leather work, mosaic, ceramic tile
construction, batik, tie and die, creative stitchery. enameling, macrame,
simple ceramic work, sheet plastic and others may be assigned. The proper
use of hand tools and their safety will be stressed. Four studio hoursper week. Either semester.
Second column, bottom, change course description 309 STUDIO IN PRINTMAKINGto read:
309 STUDIO IN PRINTMAKING (3 credits) Advanced printmaking in anyone
of the following specialized areas; each of which may be repeated once
for credit: intaglio, lithography, serigraphy, and relief printing~
(.
Page 39
Second column, middle,. under 322 FRESHWATER ALGAE, change Prerequisitesto read:
Prerequisites: BT-130 and 2 130. BT-311, Plant Morphology, recommended.Alternates with 2-307 or 2-361.
c.
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Page 44
Second column, top, eliminate 375 STUDENT PUBLICATIONS TECHNIQUES andits accompanying description
Page 46
Second column, top, eliminate 320 NON-BRITISH WESTERN WORLD DRAMA andits accompanying description.
Page S3
First column, middle, eliminate 441 INTRODUCTION TO GEOPHYSICAL METHODS
and its accompanying description.
Page 56
Second column, middle, eliminate 420 THE LIBERAL REVOLUTIONS, 1776-1832and its accompanying description.
Second column, bottom, eliminate 425 TWENTIETH CENTURY REVOLUTIONS and
its accompanying description.
First column, middle, changeB19ANCIENT GREECE to read:
319 ANCIENT GREECE (3 credits). A study of the ancient Greek world
from the Minoan thalassocracy of the second millennium to the empire
of Alexander the Great in the late fourth century B. C. Political, economic,
and cultural history are emphasized with special attention given to the
outstanding achievements of the Greeks in political and philosophical
thought, epic and dramatic poetry, historical writing and visual arts.
Prerequisite: HY-lOl, or instructor's consent. Fall semester, alternateyears.
First column, middle, change 321 MEDIEVAL HISTORY title and descriptionto read:
321 MEDIEVAL EUROPE (3 credits). A study of the political, economic,
and cultural development of Western Europe from the fourth to the
fourteenth century. Special attention given to the Constantinian revo-
lution, the Carolingian empire, Feudalism and Chivalry, the Gregorian
papacy, and the outstanding cultural achievements of the twelfth century
renaissance. Prerequisite: BY-lOl, or instructor's consent. Fallsemester, alternate years.
Page 66
First column, middle, eliminate 4l3~4l4 CONTINUO REALIZATION AND IMPRO-
VISATION and its accompanying description.
First column, middle, eliminate 421 CANON & FUGUE and its accompanyingdescription.
First column, middle, eliminate 456 ORCHESTRATION and its accompanyingdescription.
Page 62
Second column, bottom, change 3. Electives under I. PERFORMANCE EMPHASISREQUIREMENTS to read:
3. Electives (any area)
A. Voice Majors must include 1 semester of MU-147. . 13-16I credit
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First column, top, change C. UPPER DIVISION COURSES 32to read:
UPPER DIVISION COURSES 24
Change BAND AND ORCHESTRA ARRANGING 4
to read:
BAND ARRANGING 2
Eliminate CANON AND FUGUE 2
Eliminate CONTINUO REALIZATION AND IMPROVISATION 4
Change 3. ELECTIVES (ANY AREA) 11-14
to read:
3. ELECTIVES (ANY AREA) 19_22
Page 64
First column, bottom, under 444 MUSIC EDUCATION--BACHELOR OF ARTS SENIOR.
RECITAL, insert the words:
Graded Pass/Fail.
between "study in the area." and "Each semester. "
Second column, top, under 445 RECITAL, insert the words:
Graded Pass/Fail.
between "the music department." and "Each.semester."
Second column, top under 446 SENIOR PERFORMANCE RECITAL, insert thewords:
Graded Pass/Fatl.
between "private teacher." and "Each semester."
Second column, top, under 447 SENIOR COMPOSITION RECITAL, insert the
words:
Graded Pass/Fail.
between "supervising faculty member." and "Each semester."
Page 65
Second column, bottom, under 345 OPERA THEATRE, change the statement:
Maximum 4 credits.
to:
May be repeated for up to 8 credits.
First column, middle, change course title 121-122 BEGINNING EAR TRAINING
to:
121-122 EAR TRAINING I-II
c
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First column, bottom, change course title 221-222 ADVANCED EAR TRAININGto read:
221-222 EAR TRAINING III-IV
First column, bottom, under the new heading 221-222 EAR TRAINING III-IV,
change Prerequisite section to read:
Prerequisite: Materials of Music II MU-120, Ear Training I-II MU 121-122,
and at least one year of piano, or concurrent piano study. Fall-Springsemester.
Page 70
First column, bottom, under 2. UPPER DIVISION COURSES(30 credits),
eliminate PO-325 REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION, and insert PO-469
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 3 after PO-467 ADMINISTRATIVELAW.
Page 73
First column, middle, under 320 AMERICAN POLICY PROCESS, change
"...Either semester." to "Either semester, alternate years."
First column, bottom, eliminate 325 REGIONAL ADMINISTRATION and
its accompanying description.
First column, bottom, eliminate 330 ISSUES IN PUBLIC PERSONNEL AFFAIRS
and its accompanying description.
,First column ,bottom, under 324 COMPARATIVE COMMUNIST PARTY-STATE
SYSTEMS, change fl •• :Either semester ...." to "Fall"semester ...."
Page 76
First column, near top, under REQUIREMENTS FOR SOCIOLOGY MAJOR,
add to 1. immediately following "on pages 17-18." the following:
Bachelor of Arts degree candidates are required to complete one year
of a foreign language. Sociology courses may not be used to satisfy
Area II requirements.
Change 2. to read:
2. At least 78 credit hours in fields other than Sociology to be
selected by the student in consultation with the student's
Sociology faculty advisor.
Page 77
First column, bottom, change 361 CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION and
its accompanying description to read:
362 CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE (3 credits).
(Crosslist - SO-362) The historical development, processes, and methods of
operat1ng the adult correctional system will be discussed in this course.
A detailed study will be made of the philosophy and development of treat-
ment strategies in the institution and the community,
Second column, bottom, following 361 INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY and its
accompanying description, insert:
/
),: 362 CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE (3 credits) .
.(Crosslist - CR-362) The historical development, processes, and methods
r
of
operating the adult correctional system will be discussed in this course.
A detailed study will be made of the philosophy and development of treat-
ment strategies in the institution and the community.
c
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Page 80
'Ix' Second column, top, change course number for 481 PUPPETRY to 281 PUPPETRY
Page 79
'6\/ ~~~o~~A~~l:~CE~ottom, change course number for 333STAGE VOICE to
Page 80
Second column, top, change course number for 487g-488g CHILDREN'S,,/K- THEATRE to 287-288 CHILDREN'S THEATRE.
Page 78
Second column, bottom, under FRESHMAN YEAR:, eliminate GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY,*::
......... 3
.Page 79
Second column, bottom, eliminate 334 ADVANCED ORAL INTERPRETATION and
its accompanying description.
Second column, under UPPER DIVISION, change course number 311-312 AD-
VANCED ACTING to read:
311 ADVANCED ACTING
Page 80
First column, bottom, eliminate 451 THEATRE THEORY AND CRITICISM and
its accompanying description.
Page 79
Second column, middle, change 117-118 TECHNICAL THEATRE (3 credits). to
117-118 TECHNICAL THEATRE (4 credits).
Page. 94
First column, top, eliminate 308 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT and its accompany-
ing description.
First column, middle, following 406 COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT and its
accompanying description, add the following:
408 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3 credits). This course applies the quantitatiVe
tools needed in the operations and production management fields for
effective decision making. The nature of the interactions between the
operations manager and the other business systems will be developed.
Typical topics include: process design, facilities layout and location
and aggregate planning. Most types of business environments will be
considered. Prerequisites: GB-208, GB-366,MG301.
409 DECISIONS ANALYSIS (3 credits). This course will
emphasize the decisions analysis tools such as probability assessment,
utili ty theory, cer-ainty models, uncertainty models, and Bayesian
statistical inference. The emphasis will be on presenting the tools
in actual business applications.
tMEMORANDUM'
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Page 86
First column, bottom, under SENIOR YEAR, change Operations Management
to Production Decisions and Controls.
Page B5'
First column, bottom, under GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREE IN ECONOMICS _
SOCIAL SCIENCE SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION, change 4. Accounting .... to read:
4. Accounting - AC 205 required
Second column, top, change 6. Sufficient electives .... , to read:
6. Economics - 15 credit hour emphasis
EC-201 and 202 6 hrs.
EC 303 or 305 3 hrs.
plus any 6 hour of upper division economics electives.
7. Sufficient electives to complete a total of 128 Credit Hours
of which 40 must be upper division.
Page 94
Second column, bottom, following 360 REAL ESTATE FINANCE and its
accompanying description, add the following:
370 REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (3 credits). The course is designed to
examine the many intracacies of the development process. The course
will cover the traditional development process including market analysis,
feasibil,ity study, land acquisition, zoning, layout and design, design ..
review, financing, construction, occupancy, and sale. In addition,
the course concerns itself with the many factors of the planning process
and the developer obligation and concern for problems of energy, environ-
ment, transportation, and social acceptability as they relate to the basic
national need for housing.
First column, top, eliminate 309 OPERATIONS DECISIONS AND CONTROLS and its
accompanying description.
Page 93
Second column, bottom, change 466 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS
DECISIONS ...Prer~quisites: GB-20B (was GB~306) and MG-301 .... to read:
366 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS ...Prerequisites: GB-207,MG-301.
Page 94
First column, bottom, eliminate 420 APPLIED MARKETING RESEARCH and its
accompanying description.
Page 108
Second column, middle, eliminate 130 WATER POLO (M) and its accompanyingdescription.
Page 109
First column, top, eliminate 157-158 DRILL TEAM (W) and its accompanyingdescription.
DRAFT
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First column, middle, eliminate 178 BEGINNING SWIMMING (M) and itsaccompanying description.
Page 110
First column, top, eliminate 275 INTERMEDIATE FIELD HOCKEY (W) and itsaccompanying description.
First column, top, eliminate 280 INTERMEDIATE ARCHERY (COED) and itsaccompanying description.
Page 108
Second column, bottom, following 136 FLY CASTING AND TIEING (COED) and
its accompanying description, add the following:
137 BASIC MOVEMENT (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities.
and practice in Basic Novements. (Required of all P. E. Majors)
requisite: None. Either semester.
Instruction
Pre-
138 FIELD SPORTS (COED) (l credit). Professional acti vities. Instruction
and pract.ice in Fi~ld Sports (Required in some options) Prerequisite:None. 'Either semester.
139 GYMNASTICS (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities. Instruction
and practice in Gymnastics. (Required in some options) Prerequisite:None.' Either semester.
140 BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities.
Instruction and practice in Basketball and Volleyball. (Required in some
options) Prerequisite: None. Either semester.
141 SWI~WING (COED) (1 credit). Profe-sional activities. Instruction
and practice in Swimming (Required in some options) Prerequisite: None.Either semester.
142 RESISTANCE TRAINING, AND.,CONOITIONING PROCEDURES (COED) (1 credit).
Professional activities. Instruction and practice in Resistance Training
activities (Required of all P. E. majors) Prerequisite: None. Eithersemester.
Second column, bottom, eliminate 145 BASIC MOVEMENT AND FIELD SPORTS (W)
and its accompanying description.
Second column, bottom, eliminate 146 BASKETBALL, TENNIS AND BADMINTON (W)and its accompanying description.
Second column, bottom, eliminate 147 BASIC MOVEMENT, SOCCER AND SPEEDBALL (M)
and its accompanying description.
Second column, bottom, eliminate 148 BASKETBALL, TRACK AND FIELD (M) andits accompanying description.
Page 109
Second column, bottom, following 235 ADVANCED KARATE (COED) and its
accompanying description, add the following:
237 TENNIS AND BADMINTON (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities.
Instruction and practice in Tennis and Badminton (Required in some options)
Prerequisite: None. Either semester.
c DRAFT 8
238 TRACK AND FIELD (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities. Instruction
and practice in Track and Field (Required in some options) Prerequisite: ':
None. Either semester.
239 ARCHERY AND BOWLING (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities.
Instruction and practice in Archery and Bowling (Required in some
options) Prerequisite: None. Either semester.
240 WRESTLING AND RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS (COED) (1 credit). Professional
activities. Instruction and practice in Wrestling and Rhythmic Gymnastics
(Required in some options) Prerequisite: None. Either semester. .
241 GOLF (COED) (1 credit). Professional activities. Instruction and
practice in Golf (Required in some options) Prerequisite: None. Eithersemester.
Second column, bottom eliminate the following courses and their accompanying
descriptions:
245 TRACK AND FIELD, TRAMPOLINE AND GYMNASTICS (W)
246 VOLLEYBALL, ARCHERY, GOLF, AND BOWLING (W)
247 TENNIS, BADMINTON, AND VOLLEYBALL (M)
248 TRAMPOLINE, GYMNASTICS, ARCHER, GOLF, AND BOWLING (M)
Page 110
Second column, top, eliminate the following courses and their
accompanying descriptions:
345 INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE IN RHYTHMS (W)
347 WRESTLING AND WEIGHT TRAINING (M)
Page 108
Second c(Humn, middle, following 110 TEAM HANDBALL (M) and its
accompanying description, add the following:
111 BICYCLE TOURING (COED) (1 credit). This course is designed to
acquaint students with the proper techniques of bicycle touring. Emphasis
will be on bicycle safety, bicycle anatomy and riding techniques, care
and maintenance of the bicycle, and physic'al fitness through bicycle
riding. Students will furnish their bicycle. Prerequisite: None.
Either semester.
Second column, middle, following 112 BILLIARDS (COED) and its accompany-
ing description, add the following:
120 BEGINNING YOGA (COED) (1 credit). Gentle yoga exercises of
stretching and controlled breathing to promote good health and relief
vrom tension. Emphasis upon flexibility, balance, relaxation,
DRAFT 9
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meditation, and integration of body and mind. Prerequisi.te: None.
Either semester.
Page 109
Second column, middle, following 233 ADVANCED MODERN DANCE (COED) and
its accompanying description, add the following:
:1234 ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING (COED) (1 credit). Continuation.
for the development of skill in the basic dance steps and application i:
of these steps to more complex dance patterns. Instruction in dances utili-
zing more difficult steps, sequences and rhythms. Prerequis-te: PE-189!i
or experience. Either semester.
Second column, bottom, following 255 EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(COED) and its accompanying description, add the following:
257 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR'S COURSE (COED) (2 credits). The course
includes: A review of the courses the instructor is eligible to
teach, teaching methods relative to those courses,. general information
,!Ifor instructors, and practice teaching. Satisfactory completion of,
the course qualifies the student for an ARC WSI certificate. Prerequisite:
A current ARC Advance. c! Lifesaving Certificate and an ARC swimmer level .,
of skill, and an interest in teaching. Either semester.
Page 108
First column, .bottom, under
100 HEALTH EDUCATION (COED)
add the following:
II
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION, following I
and its accompanying description~
Prerequisite: None.Required of all P. E. Majors.Either semester.
Second column, top, change course description of 102 KAYAKINGI
AND CANOEING to read: \
102 KAYAKING AND CANOEING (COED) (l credit). The basic
Kayaking and Canoeing' course is designed primarily to cover
the principles of safety and self rescue using this type j
of small craft. The objective of the course is to teach safei!
handling skills, self rescue skills, skills in helping or :
rescuing others who are in trouble and ways to apply the basic
skills interestingly and safely. Prerequisite: Candidates ~
must have sufficient swimming ability to maintain themselves
in water 10 minutes. Must be able to jump into water fully
clothed and float and tread water safely for 10 minutes.Either semester.
Second column, top, under 103 INTRODUCTION TO RECREATION (COEq),
change the phrase:. "Spring semester. Prerequisite none." toread:
ilSecond column, top, under 104 TARGET AND TRAP SHOOTING, change)
Ii" ... shotgun and trap ... semester." to read: "
c_-
Prerequisite: none. Spring semester.
" ... shotgun/shells and trap range fees.
None. Either semester." Prerequisite:
DRAFT 10
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Second column, top, under 105 FIRST AID (COED), insert the
words "Prerequisite: None." between " ... Majors." and
"Either semester."
Second column, middle, under 108 ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(COED), change the material following (2) to read:
(2) AVoid losing credit from an activity in which they can no
longer participate. Thec~urse may be repeated. for credit.
Prerequisite: None. Either semester.
Second column, middle; under 109 JOGGING (COED), change
" ".;sui tab 1e to his cap abiii tie s ... " tor ead" ... sui tab 1e
to his/her capabilities ... i" and insert the words "Prerequisite:
None." between " ... respiratory system." and "Either semester."
Second column, middle, under 110 TEAM HANDBALL, change '(M)"
to "(COED)" and insert the words "Prerequisite: None." between
" ...be taught." and "Either semester."
Second column, middle, under 112 BILLIARDS (COED), change
the words " ... instruction for the beginners ... " to " ... instruc~
tion for beginners ", and insert the words "Prerequisite:
None." between " also be taught." and "Either semester."
Second column, middle,under 131 SPRING BOARD DIVING (COED),
change its accompanying description to.read:
The course is designed for the beginning diver, basic dive
movements, proper body alignment, safety in diving and diving
areas. Prerequisite: Swim 50 yards. Either semester.
/
Second column, middle, under 132 SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING (COED),
change its accompanying description to read:
Beginning skin diving and scuba skills will be taught.
Instruction ~n the proper use of mask, fins and snorkle,
introduction to the scuba diving aspect, panic control,
mechanical use of equipment, safety techniques and buddy
diving will be stressed. Cost to student approximately
$35.00. Prerequisite: Swim 400 yards crawl stroke in 12
minutes, tread water for 15 minutes and carry a 10 lb.
weight 25 yards. Either semester.
Second column, bottom, under 133 MODERN DANCE (COED), insert
the words "Prerequisite: None." between " ...movement exploration."and "Either semester."
Second column, bottom, under 134 BACKPACKING AND CAMPING
(COED), change " ... their own equipment. Either semester."
to read " ... their own equipment and transportation. Pre-
requisite: None. Either semester." .
Second co~umn, bottom, change 135 KARATE (COED) to read
135 BEGINNING KARATE (COED), and in the accompanying
description, insert the words "Prerequisite: None." between
" ... own Gi." and "Either semester."
11
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Second column, bottom, change 136 FLY CASTING AND TIEING and
its accompanying description to read:
136 FLYCASTING AND STREAM STRATEGY (COED) (1 credit). For
fly fisherman only. Techniques of flycasting, ineluding sin~le
haul and double haul methods of presentation will be taught.
Presentation of insect, minnow, and terrestrial imitations
will be explained and practiced. Techniques associated with
tbe catching and releasing of warm water, cold water, and
anadromous fishes will be emphasized. Students must provide
their own e~uipment and transportation. Prerequisite: None.Either semester.
Page 109
First column, top, under 163 BEGINNING VOLLEYBALL (W),
insert the words "Prerequisite: None." between " ... team
strategy." and "Either semester."
First column, top~ under 164 BEGINNING VOLLEYBALL (M), change
the words " ... end objective. Each semester." to read:
" ... end 0 bjectiv e . Pre requi sit e: Non e . Eithe r sem est er ."
c
First column, top, under 165 BEGINNING BASKETBALL (W), insert
the words "Prerequisite: None." between " ... team strategy."and "Either semester."
First column, top, under 166,167 VARSITY PARTICIPATION, change" ... softball." to read:
" ... softball, volleyball. Prerequisite: For varsity par-
ticipants only. Either semester."
First column, middle, under 168 BASKETBALL (M), change
" ... Spring'semester." to read:
" ... Prerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, middle, under 169 BEGINNING TENNIS (£OED),
change its accompanying description to read:
"The course includes basic skills, strategies, and rules.
Students will furnish their own racket. Prerequisite: None.Either semester."
First column, middle, -nder 174 BEGINNING JUDO (COED), change
the words " ... Each semester." to " ... Prerequisite: None.Either semester."
(
First column, middle, under 175 BEGINNING SELF-DEFENSE (CO~D),
change the words " ... improve the physical coordination ....Each semester." to read:
" ... improve the coordination .... Prerequisite: None.semester." Either
12DRAFTc~ (P ag.e 109, con tin ued)
First column, middle, under 179 RUGBY (M), change the words
" ... Each semester.'f to read~
" ... Prerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, bottom, change course title 180 BEGINNING
ARCHERY (COED) to read 180 ARCHERY (COED), and in the
accompanying description, change the words " ... Each
semester." to read:
" ... Prerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, bottom, under 181 BEGINNING GOLF (COED),
change the accompanying description to read:
"The course is designed to provide instruction in the fundamental
techniques of all phases of golf. The student will also
be acquainted with the rules, regulations and proper eti-
quette of the game. Green fee approximately $10.00. Pre-
rerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, bottom, change course title 182 TRACK AND FIELD
(W) to read 182 TRACK AND FIELD (COED), and in the accompanying
description, change the words" Spring semester." toread:
"Prerequisite: None. Spring semester."
First column, bottom, change course title 183 HANDBALL AND
COURT GAMES (M) to read 183 HANDBALL (M), and in the accom-
panying description, change the words II ••• of handball and
paddleball. ... Either semester." to read:
" ... of handball, .... Prerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, bottom, under 184 RECREATIONAL DANCE (COED),
change the words " ... Each semester." to read:
ft... Prerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, bottom, change 185 PHYSICAL FITNESS ACTIVITIES (W)
and its accompanying description to read:
185 FITNESS ACTIVITIES (W) (1 credit). A course designed
to meet individual fitness that includes muscular strength
and endurance~ flixibility, cardiorespiratory endurance, and
percent body fat. Weight and figure control are prime ob-
j.ectives of the cours~. Prerequisite: None. Either semester.
l First column, bottom, change 186 PHYSICAL FITNESS ACTIVITIES (M)and its accompanying description to read:
186 FITNESS ACTIVITIES (M) (1 credit). A class designed to
improve techniques and skills for individual fitness, with
emph~sis on drills and general conditioning programs for
individual needs. The students will also be introduced to
(Page 109, continued)
a wide variety of activities where new and old skills can be
used to improve total fitness. Prerequisite: None. Eithersemester.
c
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First column, bottom, under 188 SOCIAL DANCING (COED),
insert the words "Prerequisite: None." between " ... novelty
dances." and "Either semester."
First column, bottom, under 189 INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
(COED), insert the words "Prerequisite: None." between
" ... different countries." and "Either semester."
Second column, t9P, under 190 BEGINNING BOWLING, change the
words "Each semester .... approximately $10.00" to read:
"Bowling fee approximately $10.00.
Either semester." Prerequisite: None.
Second column, top, under 191 ALPINE SKIING (COED), change the
words " ... their own equipment. Spring semester." to read:
" ... their o~n equipment and transportation.
None. Spring semester." Prerequisite:
Second column, top, under 192 DEFENSIVE TACTICS (COED),
change the words " ... will furnish Gi. Each semester." toread:
" ... will furnish their own Gi. P'rerequisite: For Criminology
Majors only. Either. semester."
Second column, top, under 193 TOUCH FOOTBALL (M), insert the
words "Prerequisite: None. between " ... can be used." and"Fall semester."
Second column, top, under 202 PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(COED), change the words "....Sophomore year. Prerequisi te:
Introd uction toP hysic alE ducat ion, PEl 0 1 . Each sem est er ."to read:
"Prerequisite: PE 101 and Sophomore standing. Either semester."
Second column, top, under 208 BEGINNING GYMNASTICS (M), insert
the words "Prerequisite: None." between " ... safety techniques."and "Either semester."
Second column, top, under 209 ADVANCED SELF-DEFENSE (COED),
change the words "Prerequisite: Instructor's permission. Eachsemester." to read:
"Prerequisite: PE 175 or experience. Either semester."
Second column, middle, under 210 ADVANCED JUDO (COED), chan~e
the words "Each semester." to read:
"Prerequisite: PE 174 or experience. Either semester."
DRAFT 14
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Second column, middle, under 228 INTRODUCTION TO ATHLETIC IN-
JURIES (COED), change the words "care prevention, and rehabil!li-
tation." to read " ... care and prevention of injuries and .
rehabilitation procedures." Eliminate the entire sentences "
"The role of the Athletic Trainer, ...physical education and II
athletics . Control and care of in juri es ." Change Pre requi s:ite
section to read: Ii
"' .
"Prerequisite: C 107 and Z 107 or Z 130 and Sophomore standing."
Second column, middle, under 230 ANATOMICAL KINESIOLOGY (COED),
"change the prerequisite section to read:
"Prerequisite: C 107 and Z 107 or Z 130 and Sophomore standing."
:1
Second column, middle, under 233 ADVANCED MODERN DANCE (COED),
change prerequisite section to read: '
"Prerequisite: PE 133 or experience.if
Second column, middle, under 235 ADVANCED KARATE (COED),
insert the words "Students will furnish their own Gi."
between the words " ... of rank." and "Prerequisite: ... ".
Change words " ... or Instructor's permission." to read
" ... or experience."
Second column, bottom, under 253 BEGINNING GYMNASTICS (W), ~
change the words "Each semester." to read "Prerequisite: NonELEither semester."
Second Column, bottom, eliminate 255 EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (COED) and its accompanying description.
Page 110
First column, bottom, add the following:.
309 EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COED) (3 credits). ~
Review of basic mathematical concepts as related to statistical
analysis, philosophy of evaluation, construction, administrat~on,
and interpretation of tests. Required of all P. E. majors. ;:
Prerequisite: PE 304 and Junior standing. Either sem~ster.
Page 106
Second column, top, under SOPHOMORE YEAR, eliminate the words
"PE 255 EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3"
Second column, top, under JUNIOR YEAR, add the wo~ds
"PE 309 EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3"
Page 109
Second column, bottom, under 261 INTERMEDIATE BADMINTON (COED)!,
change the words following Prerequisite: to read:
"PE 161 or experience. Either semester."
Second column, bottom, under 263 INTERMEDIATE VOLLEYBALL (W),
change words following Prerequisite: to read:
"PE ](;3 or experience. Either semest.pr."
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Second column, bottom, under 264 INTERMEDIATE VOLLEYBALL (M),
change the words following Prerequisite: to read:
"PE 164 or experience. Either semester."
Second column, bottom, under 265 INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL,
,change (W) to (COED), and change Prerequisite section toread:
"Prerequisite: PE 165/ PE 168 or experience. Either semester."
Page 110
First column, top, change the words following " ... experienceand strategy." to read:
"Students will furnish their own racket. Prerequisite:
PE 269 0 r exp erien ce . Eithe r sem est er ."
First column, top, under 273 INTERMEDIATE GYMNASTICS (W),
change the Prerequisite section to read:
"Prerequisite: PE 253 or experience. Either semester."
First column, top, under 276 ADVANCED SOCCER (M), change
words following Prerequisite: to read:
"PE 173 or experience. Either semester."
First column, top, under 277 WEIGHT TRAINING (M), change
the accompanying description to read:
277 WEIGHT TRAINING (M) (1 credit). The purpose of this Course
is to introduce the. novice to a program of basic body buildin~
and conditioning exercises that may be accomplished with
progressive difficulty. Theiadv-anced student is provided
with progressive skills and conditioning methods relative to
resistance exerci~es. A brief histo~y of weight training and
lifting is conveyed, as well as general and specific procedures,
safety factors and an explanation of the facts and fallacies
of using resistance during exercise. Prerequisite: None. Eithersemester.
First column, top, under 278 INTERMEDIATE GYMNASTICS (M),
change the Prerequisite section to read:
"PE.20B or experience. Either semester."
c,
First column, middle, under 281 INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING (COED),
insert the words "Prerequisite: Swim 50 yards." between
" ... diving, and contests." and "Either semester."
First column, middle, change course title 282 SENIOR LIFESAVING
(COED) to read 282 ADVANCED LIFESAVING (COED), and change
Prerequisite section to read:
"Good health and ability to swim 500 yards.
. , Either semester."
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(' (Page 110, continued)First column, middle, eliminate 283 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR'S
COURSE (COED) and its accompanying description.
First column, middle, under 285 INTERMEDIATE GP:F (COED),
change the words beginning with "Prequisite: ... " and continuing
on to th e end 0 f the des crip tion t'o read:
"Green Fee approximately $10.00.
ex per ien ce . Either sem est er ."
Prerequisite: PE 181 or
First column, middle, under 286 BEGINNING FENCING (COED),
change the words "Each semester." to read:
"Prerequisite: None. Either semester."
First column, middle, under 287 INTERMEDIATE FENCING (COED),
change the Prerequisite section to read:
"PE 286 or experience. Either semester."
First column, middle, under 290 ADVANCED BOWLING (COED),
chan get hew 0 rds beg inn ing "P rere qui sit e :... ". tor ead:
"Bowling fee approximately $10.00.
or experience. Either semester."
Prerequisite: PE 190
First column, bottom, under 303 INTRAMURALS AND SPORTS OF-
FICIATING, insert the words "Prerequisite: Junior standing."
between " ... inramural officiating." and "Either semester."
First column, bottom, under 304 METHODS FOR TEACHING PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (COED), change the words beginning "Prerequisite: ... "
to read:
"Required of all PE Majors., Prerequisite: 4 credits in
professional activities, Junior standing. Either semester."
First column, bottom, under 305 PERSONAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH
PROBLEMS (COED), change the accompanying description to read:
An in-depth study of the current issues and t-ends in health
programming and education. Designed to present the student
with a progressive health topic sequence of instruction.
An emphasis will be placed upon prospective health-related
individual and social problems. Prerequisite: PE 100 and
Junior standing. Either semester.
First column, bottom, under 311 BIOMECHANICAL KINESIOLOGY
(COED), change the Prerequisite section to read:
First column, bottom, under 310 PHYSIOLOGICAL KINESIOLOGY
(COED), change the Prerequisite section to read:
c PE 230 and Junior standing.
PE 230 and Junior standing.
Either semester.
Either semester.
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First column, bottom, change course title 319 TECHNIQUES
AND METHODS OF COACHING FOOTBALL to 319 TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS OF COACHING FOOTBALL (COED). and change Prerequisite
section to read: Junior standing. Either semester.
First column, bottom. change course title 320 TECHNIQUES
AND METHODS OF COACHING WRESTLING to 320 TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS OF COACHING WRESTLING (COED), and change Prere-
quisite section to read: Junior standing. Either semester.
Second column. top. change course title 323 TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS OF COACHING BASKETBALL to 323 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS
OF COACHING BASKETBALL (COED). and change Prerequisite sectian
to read: Junior standing. Either semester.
Second column~ top. change course title 324 TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS OF COACHING BASEBALL to 324 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS
OF COACHING BASEBALL (COED), and change prerequisite section
to read: Junior standing. Either semester.
Second column, top,change course title 327 TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS OF COACHING TRACK AND FIELD to 327 TECHNIQUES AND
METHODS OF COACHING TRACK AND FIELD (COEIT), and change the
Prerequisite section to read: Junior standing. Either semester.
Second column. top, change course title TECHNIQUES AND METHODS
OF COACHING WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS to 336 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS
OF COACHING WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS (COED), and change the Pre-
requisite section to read: PE 253 orPE 208 and Junior standing.
Either semester.
Second column. top. under 341 DANCE TECHNIQUES (COED). change.
the Prerequisite section to read: PE 184 or experience and
Junior standing.
Second column. middle. change course title 359 KINDERGARTEN
AND SPECIAL EDUCATION PHYSICAL EDUCATION METHODS (COED) to
read: 359 PERCEPTUAL MOTOR PROGRAMS FOR KINDERGARTEN AND SPECIAL
EDUCATION TEACHERS (COED), and, in the accompanying description.
change the words beginning " ...on the physical needs of
children ... "and continuing on to the end to read:
"... on the perceptual motor development of children;
diagnosis, program planning. methods arid materials.
PE 361 and Junior standing. Fall semester. II
theory.
Prerequisite:
Second column. middle. under 361 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION METHODS (COED). change the words r, ..• with emphasis
on the physical skills of children .... II to read " ...with
emphasis on the movement needs of children .... ". and change
the Prerequisite section to read: Junior statiding. Either
semester.
Second column, middle. under 401 PSYCHOLOGY OF ACTIVITY
(COED). change the Prerequisite section to read:
P101. PE 310 and Junior standing. Either semester.
, ( DRAFT 18
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Se~ond c6lumn, middle, under 402 ATHLETIC TRAINING AND SPORTS
MEDICINE (COED), change the Prerequisite section to read:
PE 228, PE 310, and Junior standing. Either semester.
Second column, bottom, under 430 ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
OF INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS (COED), eliminate the words
" ... professional relationship," and change the Prerequisite
section to read: PE 304, 2 credits in Coaching Methods, and
Junior standing. Either semester.
Second column, bottom, under 451 ADAPTIVE AND CORRECTIVE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COED), change the Prerequisite section
to read: PE 230 and Junior standing. Eith~r semester~
Second column, bottom, under 457 ORGANIZATION
STRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COED), change
section to read: PE 304 and Junior standing.
semester.
AND ADMINI-
Prerequisite
Either
Second column, bottom, change course title 471 TECHNIQUES
AND METHODS FOR COACHING WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL AND FIELD SPORTS
to 471 TECHNIQUES AND METHODS FOR COACHING WOMEN'S VOLLEY-
BALL AND FIELD SPORTS (COED), and change the words " ...
women .... volleyball, track and field, and softball. Pre-
requisi te: Secondary School Physical Education Methods .... "
to read: " ... the student .... volleyball and softball.
Prerequisite PE 304 and Junior standing."
Second column, bottom, change course title 493 INTERNSHIP
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION to read: 493 INTERNSHIP IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (COED), and insert the words "(Students in the
Athletic Trainer Option will take PE 293, 3 credits and
PE 493, 3 credi ts)" between " ... in some options. II' and
"Prerequisite: .... ", Change the Prerequisite section to
read: PE 230, one Coaching Methods class and Junior or
Senior standing.
Page 100
Second column, under SECONDARY OPTION, change the g. p. a.
requirement in c. to 2.50 and in d. to 2.5.
Page
Page
101
Second column, bot~om,.under SENIOR YEAR, insert TE 291
Education and Psychological Implications for the Exceptional
Child in the School............. 3, and ~liminate
T E 392 Edu cat ion Ex cep tiana I. Chi III. . . .. . . .. . . ._ 3 .
First column, bott6m, under 4. 400 LEVEL, change d.TE 392
Education of the Exceptional Child to read: TE 291 Educ.
and Psych. Implications for Exceptional Child in the School
...................... 3.
104
Second column, middle, under B. ELECTIVE COURSES, insert
TE 29 1 (tit Ie abo v e ) (c.,;redits ab av e) ins eque n ce and
eliminate items 4. TE- ~1 and 5. TE-392
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First column, middle, under A. LEARNING DISABILITIES,
eliminate items a. and b. and replace with: a. TE-291
Education and Psychological Implications for the Exceptional
Child in School - 3 credits. Change items c., d., and e. to
items b., c., and d., respectively.
First column, bottom, under B. MENTAL RETARDATION, eliminate
items a. and b~ and replace with: a. TE-291 Education and
Psychological Implications for the Exceptional Child in
the School - 3 credits. Change items c., d., and e. to
items b., c., andd. respectively.
Page 106
Second column, top, under SOPHOMORE YEAR, eliminate PE 255.
Under JUNIOR YEAR, add PE S09 Evaluation in Physical Education
{ ••. ' ,3
Page 111
First c01umn, top, eliminate 210 HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
and its accompanying description.
First column, middle, below 305 STATISTICAL METHODS and its
accompanying description, add the following:
307 PEER COUNSELING: THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP (3 credits).
This course will explore relevant dimensions of the helping
relationship, expecially the role of the helper. Emphasis
will be on developing effective communications and fundamenta~
counseling skills through required student participation in role-,
playing, audio- and especially videotaping and group activities.
The helpers' relating to self and others with practical ap-
plication will be discussed. This class will be advantageous
for dormitory resident assistants and students in future
competition for 'these staff positions, teacher education
students, community mental health paraprofessionals, teacher~,
nurses and other professionals. Prerequisite: Psychology 101.
Pass-fail. Limited enrollment. Fall semester.
Second column, bottom, below 271 TEACHER AIDE PRACTICUM and its
accompanying description,~dd the following:
291 EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE
EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN SCHOOL (3 credits). The course will
provide insight into the various categ~ries of exceptionality,
the characteristics of the child, his educational program
needs and psychological implications ,fo'r the child. It will
pursue through reading and class presentations the various
approaches utilized in meeting the program needs of these
students. Prerequisites: P-101 General Psychology and
TE-171 Early School Experience. Each semester.
Second tolumn, bottom, under 371 GUIDANCE FOR THE CLASSROOM
TEACHER, change title and description to read:
371 TECHNIQUES IN STUDENT MOTIVATION AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
(3 credits). An overview of behavior perceived as inap-
propriate to the effectiveness of the regular and special
" ) DRAFT 20
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classroom, the possible causes of such behavior, and the'
alternatives of attending to such behavior. The course is
also related to techniques for motivating the. child toward
appropriate goals. Skills related to parent consultation
and parent conf~rences will also be int.roduced.
Page 112
First column, top, eliminate 391 PSYCHOLOGY OF THE EXCEPTION-
AL CHILD and its accompanying description.
First column, top, eliminate 392 EDUCATION OF THE EXCEPTIONAL
CHILD and its accompanying description .
.Second column, middle, eliminate 491 SPECIAL EDUCATION TECH-
NIQUES-PRACTICUM and its accompanying description.
Page 114
First column, top, under TE-SIS DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS FOR TEACH-
ING PUPILS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES, add the words "Pre-
requisite: TE-430 or TE-431." between " ... of this course."
and "Fall semester."
First column, middle, under TE-S17 DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS FOR
TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED, insert the words "Prerequisite:
TE-4200r TE-42l" between " ... will be studied." and "Spring
semester."
First column, middle, change course title P-SOI COUNSELING
AND GUIDANCE IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM and its accompany-
ing description to read:.
P-SOI COUNSELING AND CONSULTING IN THE ELEMENTARY AND SPECIAL
CLASSROOM (3 credits). An intensive study of classr06m
behavior with special attention to causes and purposes of the
various behaviors. The course includes the l?racticing o£
processes ~considered effective in bringing ~out change ln .
inappropriate b~haviors. Classroom counsellng and consultatlve
processes fundamental in serving the several areas of the
exceptional child are also practiced. Emphasis is on the psych-
ological processes important to the child's development
and consulting with others who need to understand the child.
Prerequisite: P-lOl General Psychology. Ea~h semester and
summer.
S96 DIRECTED RESEARCH
(,.' Page 144
Second column, top, eliminate FT-13l APPLIED MATHEMATICS .
. • . . • 2
DRAFT 21
(Page 144, continued)
Second column, bottom, eliminate' 131APPLIED MATHEMATICS and
its accompanying description.
Page 145
First column, top, add the following:
170 SERVICE, WAITRESS/WAITER (10 credits). The theory and
practice of correct dining systems and procedures. 8 weekprogram.
171 CASHIER/HOSTESS (6 credits). The theory and practice of
public relations and dining room control. Prerequisite:
FT 170. 8 week program.
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